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To the Reader:

The writing of this story of my life and work occurred over a period of ten years. I 
began the writing when I was 76 years of age after my dear wife had encouraged me 
for some time to write for my children and grandchildren.

It is subjective despite the fact that it is not based on memory but on support from my 
diaries, letters, informal notes made at different times in my life. I selected from these 
sources based on what I thought was important. I am aware that if someone else had 
selected from the same material, that writer could present a different picture of me than 
the one I offer.

Some of the content will be of little interest to some readers; however, I selected the 
events and thoughts that were significant from my point of view.

I did this for my children and grandchildren, and it was done with the encouragement 
of my dear wife.

Because the writing occurred over such a long period of time, there will no doubt be 
differences in style and emphases. There will be some duplication, some with purpose, 
other from oversight. Abrupt changes will appear rather than clear transition from one 
paragraph to another. Notes are interspersed at various times for explanation. 

I proofread the manuscript; however, there will be errors. In the past, my dear late wife, 
who was a careful reader, would have helped me present a more mechanically correct 
manuscript. I chose not to ask anyone else to read it before printing the manuscript.

What I hope comes through is an honest presentation that shows the evolution of a life 
based on much variety of experience and driven by a spirit of open-ended searching.

I offer thanks to my friend, Asim Ali, for the final preparation of the manuscript for 
printing.
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Introduction

On April 22, 1951, less than six weeks before I married, I left a note for Mother and 
Daddy, apparently after a visit. One sentence in the note expressed a thought that was 
important to me at the time, and its significance has grown throughout my life. The 
contexts of the statement have been different at various periods in my life, but I think 
the words are powerful: Life is a continual search. When I wrote the sentence at 
nineteen years of age, I was to be married soon, having been completely independent 
since I was sixteen and left home for college. Upon reflecting on the words at age 76, 
the beginning time of this writing, I concluded that they capture the essence of my life 
and work, sometimes consciously serving as motivation for decisions and action. In 
this writing, I plan to use the theme of searching as a way of synthesizing my personal 
and professional experience, hoping the process will contribute to my understanding 
of myself and also aid any reader in understanding and valuing his or her own life 
story. I believe that everyone has a story to tell. All that is needed is someone to tell 
the story and another to listen or read. Many times, I have wished that I knew Daddy 
and Mother’s stories more completely. I would appreciate knowing, for example, 
why Daddy, from his perspective, turned to alcohol for a period in his life when his 
responsibility as a husband and father was so adversely affected and then how he later 
became a respected member of the community. I would like to know how Mother had 
the strength to keep the family together during those difficult years. Also, during the 
years I worked so hard on family research, I would have been thrilled to find that one 
of my ancestors had told his or her story. I have been encouraged by my friend Rishi 
Rajan’s metaphor he included in correspondence with me: “Your life is so rich not so 
much because of the individual experiences you have had, but rather your ability to see 
how the tapestry of your life has been woven together so beautifully.” I only hope that 
my writing will reveal this tapestry in a meaningful way to those who read what I write.

I wrote in the note to Mother and Daddy that I had found happiness, and I knew that 
I would find more when I was married and started a new life in a home of my own. 
Interestingly, I told Mother and Daddy that I had found happiness in the beginning with 
them, although I did not show it. I must have felt deeply about what had happened after 
I left home at the age of sixteen because I said that I searched further when I left them 
and found even greater happiness. The statement had a strong religious emphasis at the 
time I wrote it, and I concluded my note by stating that the only thing that would make 
us all feel at peace and have something to look forward to is searching for God through 
prayer and study. One part of the conclusion in the note did not disappear from my life: 
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the importance of study. Perhaps it was my continuous study, linked with reflection 
and aspirations, that gradually helped to repel boundaries that limited parts of my life 
at different stages, some no doubt self-imposed due to my thinking at a particular time 
and the influence of others who were important to me at the time. Gradually, the nature 
of the search expanded, leading to substantive changes in my thinking.

A human life, like a river, has a visible beginning and end. At the source, the individual 
life is affected by forces over which it has no control. It is born, determined by 
what Nature ordered, yet altered by circumstances that gave it birth. As it etches its 
own unique path, momentum increases. It is joined by tributaries; they, too, help to 
determine the life of the river just as the human life is influenced by other persons and 
experiences, which help to make the person a dynamic entity, potentially for good or 
evil along the way.

The river visibly ends, but it is reborn in another form; the water cycle is unending. The 
individual lives on in descendants, the memory of others, what is written or expressed 
in some form, or perhaps simply provides sustenance for the growth of some other 
form of life. 

Viewing life as a continual search has served me just as the force of gravity and 
momentum drive the river along its path. I do not know when the search began; 
however, it gradually gained momentum through study, experience and the influence 
of people whose paths have crossed with mine. Using diaries, letters, other documents 
and in some cases, personal memories from various periods of my life, I hope to share 
this search in the pages that follow. 
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Early Life

When I first considered writing about my own life, I thought it would be best to start 
with the year 1945 when I was twelve years old simply because it was in that year 
that I first kept a diary. While there is little evidence that the notion of searching was 
present at that time, it is important to see the background and foundation for my later 
life that evolved with a desire to learn. It is only through reflection that deeper meaning 
can be assigned to events, which means that how I read the diary entries now is very 
different from my feelings at the time I wrote. As a mature person, when writing I 
have always wanted to document events rather than rely solely on my memory. The 
fact that my memory of events in the past, particularly with any reasonable detail, is 
so poor is both puzzling and disappointing to me. Naturally I wonder if the memories 
are stored in my mind, and I simply cannot form images or find words to express the 
memories. I am reminded of the times I have wanted to print some image that comes 
to me as an attachment to an e-mail and the computer prompts me that there is not 
enough memory to print a copy. Sometimes printing is possible if certain conditions 
can be met. At other times, it is simply impossible to print because there is not enough 
memory. I wonder if conditions can be created in my mind that will allow me to “print” 
memories and images from the past for myself. I had thought that if I, through careful 
concentration and some stimulation, could remember past events, people, or places in 
my life, perhaps I could write in a way that would be beneficial to me and to anyone 
else interested in reading about them. Experience has taught me that through writing I 
can often clarify an idea for myself. Something seems to happen as thoughts, although 
dimly conceived, are transformed into words; a kind of interaction occurs where the 
words used help to refine the thought itself. At this time, I am wondering if the process 
of writing might help to call forth with more clarity details and images that are stored 
in my mind. I shall see if this happens as I write. 

I began this part of my writing by asking my brother Paul to identify for me the places 
we lived from the time I was born in 1932 until 1945. Using his outline as a base, I 
then proposed to search my own mind and record any memories, or even dim images, 
which are associated with each place we lived. Fortunately, Paul recorded his own 
reflections in his Memories of an Unbroken Family, which I found particularly helpful 
in understanding some of the conditions in which I lived when I was too young to 
remember. With his permission, I have quoted parts of his writing that help to give 
some sense of what life was like for my family prior to my being able to remember. It 
occurs to me that since we moved so often and there was not time to build on familiar 
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surroundings in a cumulative way, my ability to remember might have been affected 
adversely. At any rate, I shall write about my life from the time I was born until we 
moved to what we called the house at the crossroads in Oak Grove Community. 

I was born on Thursday at 11:30 P.M. January 14, 1932 at 511 Lee Street in a mill 
village in LaGrange, Georgia. According to Mother, I was born on the iron bed we have 
now in our guest bedroom. Herbert Hoover was President of the United States, and I am 
sure Mother and Daddy were not aware that Pearl Buck received the Pulitzer Prize for 
The Good Earth. They were aware, however, they could buy ten pounds of sugar for 59 
cents, a dozen eggs for 16 cents a dozen and a first-class postage stamp for three cents. 
Unfortunately, I did not inquire early enough why I was named Albert Kenneth. I have 
wondered many times particularly about the name Kenneth. Of course, my parents had 
no knowledge of Kenneth MacAlpin, the Scottish king, but if they had lived to see my 
profound love for Scotland and my work in family history, I suppose they would have 
been pleased to have the selection of a name supported by an interest that appeared 
later in my life. I joined Roy Alton, 8, Alfred Paul, 6, and Clarence Cullom, 3. My 
father, Roy Erastus Cadenhead, was 31 years old and employed at Callaway Mills, and 
my mother Omie Uvelia (Bishop) Cadenhead was 30 and did not work outside the 
home at the time of my birth. Dr. W. P. Phillips was the attending physician, and he 
certified that he used a one percent solution of silver nitrate in my eyes, as provided by 
law to prevent infection. The certificate also indicated that I was legitimate. Through 
the years, my mother told me that the night blooming cereus was blooming on the 
night I was born. During my retirement years, I tried to cultivate this plant and I was 
successful in getting one bud to appear on the very ugly plant. One evening I even took 
my flashlight out to see if I were going to be able to witness the blooming of this plant 
that was supposed to have bloomed on the night of my birth. Unfortunately, the bloom 
did not appear before the bud dropped from the plant. Whether true of not, it is a nice 
thought that my birth could be linked with the beauty of this flower!

In 1932, presidential elections were held in Germany. Hindenburg received 18 million 
votes, Hitler, 11 million and the Communist 5 million. Later in this decade, Hitler would 
come to power and my family would feel the impact when this country went to war. 
In this same year, Sir Thomas Beecham founded the London Philharmonic Orchestra. 
The Scotsman Sir Patrick Geddes died the year I was born. This man, while known 
primarily for his work in town planning, was very knowledgeable in several areas and 
he was especially respected for his synthesis of knowledge in solving problems. Late 
in my professional life, I discovered this man and his ideas, and subsequently I spent 
considerable time researching his educational ideas. This research led to professional 
leave to study his papers in Edinburgh and Glasgow and publication of articles based 
on my study. Later in my writing, I shall give attention to some of these ideas and the 
similarities to my own philosophy of education, especially the importance of wonder 
in the education of the individual.
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Conditions in this country were very difficult for many people the year I joined other 
members of my family. There were 13.7 million people unemployed. Franklin D. 
Roosevelt won the presidential election in a Democratic landslide with 472 electoral 
votes to Herbert Hoover’s 59, and the New Deal was offered as a way of solving some 
of the serious problems at the time. The expression “New Deal” was used in Roosevelt’s 
acceptance speech at the Democratic Convention when he pledged himself to a new 
deal for the American people. This affected my life directly. The first part of the New 
Deal lasting from 1933 to 1935 was designed to alleviate the economic hardships 
caused by the Depression following the stock market crash of 1929. During the first 
100 days of the Congressional session, legislation was enacted to regulate banks and 
currency through the Emergency Banking Relief Act. Also, to curtail unemployment, 
the Civil Conservation Corps was initiated, and the Agricultural Adjustment Act was 
designed to raise farm prices. Another significant program was the Tennessee Valley 
Authority, which was created to improve social and economic conditions in a seven-
state area.

The second phase of the New Deal was proposed when Roosevelt asked Congress 
for social reform legislation in 1935. As a part of this proposal, the Works Progress 
Administration (WPA) was created to relieve unemployment. This included building 
projects, work on roads; also, arts and literary projects were launched to provide 
employment. My father worked in this program for a period of time. Two other programs 
of significance were the Social Security Act, unemployment compensation and old-
age and survivors’ insurance, and the Fair Labor Standard Act in 1938, establishing 
a minimum wage and maximum work week. The kind of assistance given to people 
through the various programs in the “New Deal” impacted the lives a many people, and 
my family was no exception.

In 1932, Erskine Caldwell’s Tobacco Road was published. A native Georgian, Caldwell’s 
experience included picking cotton and work as a menial laborer, so he had first-hand 
experience that helped him to write about conditions in the state at the time of my 
birth. While I would not compare my family with that of Jeeter Lester’s, in some areas 
there are similarities. We did know hunger in my family and the smell of fatback frying 
emanated from our house as it did from the Lester household. Early in my life we knew 
the disappointment of limited yield of crops planted in worn-out soil. Jeeter Lester held 
on to the land he had inherited, hoping each year he would be able to borrow a mule, get 
seed and guano so he could start a crop. This did not happen, and his plight worsened 
each year. We had no land, so we moved often, finally owning our own acreage when I 
was fourteen years old. In the end, after Lester and Ada burned to death in the shack, 
their son Dude “reckoned” that he would get a mule somewhere and some seed-cotton 
and guano and grow a crop, thinking that he could get a bale to the acre as his papa 
always talked about. A further contrast to Jeeter Lester’s family is that after the death 
of our parents, not one of us remained at the homeplace; rather we found our places in 
various professions. But the early experiences were deep-rooted in our lives.
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I shared my birth year with that of an institution that would later become a part of my 
life: Teachers College as an adjunct to Columbia University in New York City. This 
linkage will be discussed later.

The family moved from the house on Lee Street during my first year. We moved into 
a building on nearby Jefferson Street located near the Troup Theater. Daddy planned 
to convert the front portion of the building into a café and we lived in the rear portion 
only for a few months. This venture was not successful, so for a second time in 1932 
we moved to a new location, leaving such conveniences as electric lights and indoor 
plumbing. From this time in my life until I graduated from high school, I never lived in 
a house where there was a bathroom.

It is clear that as humans we have the potential of living many different lives; however, 
in the end each person lives only one. That life becomes in essence the sum of choices. 
Of course, there are many factors that influence the choices, but in the end, the choices 
set direction and in a cumulative way define the life of the individual. Children’s lives 
are also affected by the choices their parents make. This is a theme to which I shall 
return frequently. At this time, I refer to my father’s choice to leave LaGrange. I do not 
know why he left his employment at Callaway Mills to venture out on his own to open a 
café. I can only surmise that he lost his job since this was a time of high unemployment. 
Within the same year, he made a second move, no doubt a negative one, and his family 
would feel the impact for a number of years.

Leaving the town of LaGrange, we moved to Cuthbert, Georgia where my father’s sister 
(Aunt Sally) and her husband Horace Cobb lived. Since my father had left Callaway 
Mills and then failed in his attempt to open a café, he desperately needed employment 
to support his wife and four children. He began work in Cuthbert cutting timber for a 
basket factory. Paul indicated that he has vivid memories of oxen “snaking” logs in the 
woods to places where they were loaded onto trucks. The logs were dragged from the 
forest by the oxen. In his writing, Memories of an Unbroken Family, Paul describes our 
first house in Cuthbert. 

       Aunt Sally lived in what we dubbed the “big house” on what had been a plantation belonging to Ms. 
Harris, but we moved into a shack in the field, which had been filled with hay, and which we correctly 
named the “hay house.” The house had no glass windows, only wooden shutters suitable for the barn 
it had been. It was reached via a field road emanating from the main road, skirting the lumberyard, 
circling around Aunt Sally’s house by turning left.

It was in this new location that my father first turned to alcohol no doubt to escape the 
hard times that fell upon him and thousands of other men, women and children who 
were living at this time. Why he chose this means of escape we can never know, but 
it was the beginning of a habit that brought great misery to his family. Paul recalls 
Daddy’s coming home after dark on that Christmas Eve in 1932. Daddy slumped over 
the old log truck as if he were ill; however, Mother determined he was drunk, and she 
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would not let him come into the house. I can only imagine this scene because I had 
not reached my first birthday. A man, his crippled wife, and four children were living 
in a barn on Christmas Eve, and the father of the house came home drunk for the first 
time. This choice Daddy made was indefensible, but it was not an uncommon choice 
for men at this time who felt the need to escape temporarily the difficulties they faced. 
A weakness of Daddy’s only transferred at times more burdens to my mother who had 
to develop more strength to hold the family together. I only wish that I could get inside 
Daddy’s mind at that time and understand what caused him to choose this course on 
my first Christmas. He could not articulate the reason himself, and certainly he did not 
know that this choice would lead to so much unhappiness for his family during the next 
few years. I believe that he dreamed of having the satisfaction of earning a living for his 
family and also realizing his own self-fulfillment. Considering his early attempt to have 
his own café and subsequent efforts to be on his own make me believe that he aspired 
to more than he was ever able to achieve in part because of circumstances, and also, he 
was the victim of some of his own weaknesses. 

After living in the hay house for several months, we moved into another house near the 
lumberyard. We shared this house with another family for the remainder of our time in 
Cuthbert. There is a photograph of the four boys made while we lived in this house. It 
can be seen from the photograph that Mother made us look presentable. I am pleased 
that this photograph was preserved because I believe this is the earliest photograph of 
me. I do not remember when the photograph was made, but my size suggests that it was 
in 1934, the year we moved back to Troup County. Much later, we made a family visit 
to see Aunt Kate in Tifton, and while we were in South Georgia we decided to visit the 
place we lived in Cuthbert. All of us were interested to see the jonquils blooming, and 
Paul and Alton told us that my mother planted the flowers when we lived there. I was 
moved by this story.

We left Cuthbert and moved back to Troup County where we remained until Daddy’s 
and Mother’s death. I do not know why we left but both our family and the Horace 
Cobb family returned to Troup County. Paul wrote that we moved into a house that 
was called the Burkhart place, located on what is now Bartley Road between what we 
knew as Todd’s Store on U.S. Highway 27 and Doc Smith’s store, at what is now Smith 
Cross Road. According to Paul, it was a two-room shack with an enclosed back porch 
for a kitchen. The floor of the kitchen was uneven, and it was necessary to put bricks 
under two legs of the table to keep it reasonably level. There were no paved roads in the 
community. The county used prisoners to “soil” the main dirt roadways with topsoil 
taken from a hill behind our house. The topsoil was removed with mule-drawn scoops 
and hauled to the roads in dump trucks.

Paul recounts a moving experience, reflecting a feeling that surfaced in different ways 
in subsequent years. Once while he and two of his brothers (presumably Alton and 
Clarence) were lying in bed, he had a strange feeling that one day the family would be 
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separated by death and he was frightened. While the other two slept, he placed his arms 
under each of them and uttered a prayer that none of us would die before the other. I 
refer to this incident because of a kind of unity that evolved through years, one that 
gained strength as the family faced adversity and ultimately success for each of the six 
children. 

In late 1934 or early 1935, we moved from the Burkhart place to the Copeland place. 
“New ground” was cleared for a crop, although we would live at this place, as was our 
pattern, for only one year. I do not have any memories of our first time at the Copeland 
place. According to Paul, our mother, knowing that we would move every year, always 
asked that we “settle in” before Christmas.
Late in 1935, we moved to what we called the “Green House” because it was covered 
with green creosote, the only house since we left my birthplace that was actually 
painted. The roof leaked, and kitchen pots and pans were placed under the leaks in the 
roof. It was in this house that Anne was born March 15, 1936. Paul gives an account of 
my early teaching. My brothers discovered me, at age 4, holding a small kitten under 
water in a large tub. When questioned, I indicated that I was trying to teach the kitten 
to swim.

Paul mentions Christmas at the Green House. He cut a pine tree and brought it to 
the house after Thanksgiving. The tree was decorated with homemade decorations 
of colored paper, cotton for snow, and red felt strips cut from scraps. Shortly before 
Christmas, he replaced the pine with a cedar cut from the woods, and it was decorated in 
a similar manner. He recounts his disappointment in not receiving a bicycle, especially 
since he had made extensive preparation for riding it.

In the fall of 1936, we moved back to the Copeland place where in 1937, we made a 
crop there. It perhaps would have been possible for Caldwell to use an episode from 
our family that would have fit well in his novel. It helped to shape Paul’s life inasmuch 
as he decided to become a lawyer to fight such injustice. I pull from Paul’s account of 
the incident because of its significance in his life. Also, deep in the recesses of my mind 
there is a slight memory, but of course, there is not enough for me to reconstruct the 
incident. Therefore, I lean heavily on Paul’s description.

As indicated above, we made a crop this second time we lived at the Copeland place. 
A man by the name of Doc Smith let my father borrow money and/or supplies for 
planting the crop. My father was to pay the loan after the harvest. 

This incident occurred in the year I started to school. I remember that my first-grade 
teacher was Mrs. Combs, and I liked her very much. I vaguely remember having to 
walk a distance to catch the bus. As Paul remembers the story, we walked by our cotton 
field and noticed several black men picking cotton and a white man supervising their 
work. We were supposed to pick the cotton. 
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When we reached the house, my mother was not there. We walked to a neighbor’s 
house to find Mother. On the way, we met my father, staggering with his face bloody 
and swollen from a severe beating. He could not tell where my mother was hiding 
Anne.

Later we found them across the field hiding in the woods. As Paul described it, a “sad 
picture of a frail and crippled woman, weighing less than one hundred pounds, cowering 
in the woods with her one-year-old daughter.”

My father returned to the yard and then started across the field for another confrontation 
with Doc Smith. In his drunken condition, of course, he could not prevail, but he 
apparently felt justified in attempting to stop the man from taking all the crop instead 
of waiting for the crop to be harvested and then receive his rightful portion. Paul and 
Alton were able to stop him, and we never knew the truth about the first encounter that 
left Daddy beaten so brutally. Apparently, Daddy, in a drunken state, tried to stop the 
man from taking the entire crop, and thus failed.

I can only imagine what evening was like after such an experience. With Daddy drunk 
and Mother with the responsibility of five children who could not possibly comprehend 
what was happening, I can only say that she must have had strong character that helped 
her to keep the family together. This assessment of her strength is supported by what 
happened a day or two later.

Doc Smith returned to our house to get the sorghum syrup, which we had cooked at 
the syrup mill several days earlier. The syrup was stacked in gallon cans on what was 
meant for a porch. Smith backed his wagon to the porch, and as we watched, he began 
to load the cans of syrup. As the last can was being loaded, Smith offered it to mother, 
saying, “Omie, this is for you and the boys.” Mother refused, stating, “You have taken 
everything else; take that, too.”

Mother’s courage was unaffected by anything except her strength of character. Daddy’s 
was artificially boosted by alcohol, but the effect was negative. Paul links his desire to 
become a lawyer to this courageous act by Mother and his own commitment to justice, 
even at the age of ten. Mother’s courage rose above her physical frailty. I find myself 
wondering what inner resources made it possible for her to resist the temptation to give 
up when the conditions were so difficult. I remember a comment Mother would make 
when she heard the mournful sound of the train whistle in the distance: “I wish I was on 
that train going somewhere.” This has remained with me through the years, wondering 
if she, too, were searching for something better or if she at times would have welcomed 
a chance to escape. Whatever she was thinking when she made such a statement, she 
did not fail to do what was within her limited power to keep the family together. For 
this, all of her children should be grateful.
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I had begun school at age five at Rosemont, but it was time to move again. We left 
Pleasant Grove Community and moved to Oak Grove where we lived (in several 
different houses) until Daddy’s death. I wonder how Mother felt when she knew that she 
was returning to the community setting that held such different memories for her. The 
house in which Mother and Daddy were married (still standing today) is located about 
a half mile from the house to which we moved. She was returning to the community 
where the tragic murder of her mother and sister occurred, perhaps two miles from our 
first house in Oak Grove. We did not talk much about this tragedy, although we knew 
that the man who murdered them was buried in what we called the White Cemetery, 
located farther along the road that led to our house. It was not until many years later 
when I began to study family history that I learned more about this tragedy. I shall now 
provide some background on Mother’s family, the Bishops.

Mother’s great grandfather, Levi Bishop, was born in Putnam County, Georgia March 
6, 1818. He later lived in Upson County and finally moved to Meriwether County prior 
to 1860. He was a successful farmer and one of the pioneers of Meriwether County. 
According to his obituary, he was a prominent and influential citizen.

Her grandfather, John W. Bishop, was a man of many talents. He and his wife Mary 
Denham settled in the Cove in Meriwether County and brought up a family of 
eleven children. The Cove is a fertile basin formed by ridges of Pine Mountain in 
the southeastern part of Meriwether County and extending beyond the Flint River in 
Upson County. At one time, the Creek Indians occupied this area. White settlers began 
to appear in the area even prior to the organization of the county. Soon after Meriwether 
County was organized, more settlers came down the river to the Cove and set up their 
farms and homesteads in this fertile area. Levi Bishop, John W.’s father, came to the 
area a few years after the country was established. 

John W. was a successful farmer and a teacher. He was Justice of Peace in the county and 
a musician, composing a song for the centennial celebration July 4, 1876. The tradition 
of all-day singing events was strong in the Cove area. John W. was a great singer and 
loved gospel hymns. He was a leader in organizing the singings, and others continued 
his work after his death. I remember Mother and Daddy attending these all-day singing 
events when I was a child. Mother’s link with music was clear through the active role 
her grandfather John W. Bishop played in the Cove in Meriwether County. Her music 
study was limited to the “singing schools” that were common in the area. This training 
included the study of a system of shaped notes on an eight-note scale, each note being 
identified by a particular shape. One read the music according to the shape of the 
note and could therefore transpose to different keys with little difficulty. She sang alto 
during church services and at the “all-day singings” that were very popular during my 
childhood. Although I don’t think she had unusual musical ability, she did enjoy music 
very much and she was always supportive in her own way of my efforts in music.
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One of John W.’s children was John Thomas Bishop, Mother’s father. He was born 
September 22, 1875, and he married Hessie Reams November 8, 1896. This marriage 
lasted less than two years because Hessie died with childbirth complications, and the 
child lived only 26 days.

He then married Callie Murphy, daughter of Henry Murphy, a shoemaker August 26, 
1900. John Thomas was already in Troup County when his father John W. died in 
1931. By 1910, John T. and Callie had three children: Omie, Grady, and Lois. Two 
others Kate and Hubert were born later. Mother was named Omie Euvelia, the second 
name for her father’s youngest sister who died in at the age of 12 July 27, 1890. They 
lived in Troup County for a major part of their life, and much of the time in Oak Grove 
Community, where Mother was returning with her family of seven. 

Weather conditions in August 1928 set the stage for sadness that was to shock the 
Oak Grove Community. A subtropical storm moved northward on August 15 along 
the Alabama-Georgia boundary line, accompanied by heavy rains and high winds. 
Rains in Georgia were heavy during the week, and conditions were favorable only in 
the northwestern portion. Over much of the eastern half of the state and the southern 
portion lands were badly washed, lowlands were flooded, and almost no farm work 
could be accomplished. 

Cotton deteriorated during the week, shedding increased greatly, bolls were beginning 
to rot, plants were becoming overgrown and sappy, and the prospects for a good crop 
were very unfavorable. Cotton was opening slowly, and picking had made comparatively 
little headway.

Corn on flooded fields was in poor condition; much corn was blown down and the 
fodder split. Pastures were flourishing; however, peanuts were nearing maturity, but 
were beginning to sprout in the ground. Some sugar cane was blown down. Besides 
actual damage to crops, the floods had done much damage to farmlands, country roads, 
and even paved highways.
When John Thomas Bishop left for work on the morning of August 20, 1928, he could 
never have dreamed the tragedy that would come to his family during the day. After 
laying-by time, John Thomas made extra money for the family by hauling lumber. On 
this particular day in August he had taken his youngest son Hubert with him. 

Alvin (“Buck”) Murphy, who had worked for J.T. Bishop and who also had a relationship 
with Lois, J.T.’s daughter, left his father’s house about noon, stating his intention of 
going to work the next day and went over to the Bishop home. The relationship had 
come to an end, and Buck is reputed to have said that if he could not marry Lois, 
nobody else would have her as a wife. Callie met him on the front porch, and he shot 
her through the heart, causing instant death. He then turned on daughter Lois who had 
gone to the mailbox in the yard. He shot her through the right chest. She ran screaming 
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toward the house, and he shot her again with the bullet passing through her left chest. 
He then went into a front bedroom and shot himself through the heart. The only witness 
to the tragedy was Callie’s youngest daughter Kate, who relived the horror many times 
as she related it to family members. At that time Mother and Daddy were living in 
Alexander City, Alabama.

Callie Bishop’s funeral was held at 3:00 P.M. August 21, 1928 at Oak Grove Church. 
She was 46 years old at the time of her death. Strange as it may seem, the funeral of 
Alvin Murphy, who shot her, was held just two hours earlier at the same church. The 
same minister was in charge of both funerals. Lois Bishop died in Dunson Hospital 
September 10, 1928. Her funeral was held September 10, 1928.

This second tragedy in the life of John Thomas Bishop was surely devastating to the 
man. He lost his first wife in childbirth; a few days later, his first and only child in 
this marriage, a son, died also. Now he had to face the brutal murders of his second 
wife and a daughter. According to Aunt Kate, it was necessary to sell many of his 
possessions to pay for the funeral expenses.

After the death of Callie and Lois, John Thomas moved his daughter Kate and son 
Hubert to a place near Todd’s store south of LaGrange. He began work at the Troup 
County Stockade. During the year after his second wife’s death, he began to visit Lilla 
Murphy, and on September16, 1929, they were married. Lilla Murphy, daughter of 
W.S. and Jane Murphy of Troup County, was born January 8, 1887. She was 42 at the 
time of their marriage and John Thomas was 54. 
After this marriage, John Thomas’ youngest son Hubert went to live with his sister 
Kate, who had married Harmon Rice. They had agreed that Hubert could live with 
them until he completed high school. 

John Thomas and his wife Lilla continued to live in Oak Grove Community until Lilla’s 
death July 16, 1936. For the next twenty years, John Thomas lived as a widower. He 
continued to work with the Georgia Highway Department until his retirement. He spent 
some weekends with us at various places we lived in the Oak Grove Community until 
his death. He died January 11, 1956 at the City-County Hospital in LaGrange. His 
funeral was held at 2:00 P.M. January 13, 1956 at Oak Grove Church. He was laid to 
rest in the lot at Oak Grove Church where his second and third wives and his daughter 
were buried. 

The house to which we moved in 1937 was located about 100 yards from the graves 
of Mother’s family members. Interestingly, the first house we lived in became our last 
home in Oak Grove Community, after, of course, several moves within the community 
and finally returning to this house in 1946. After the ordeal with Doc Smith, losing 
the entire crop, we arrived in the new community with no food. We depended on the 
government commodities program where we were able to receive food that plainly had 
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“not to be sold” stamped on containers. Although this is very vague in my memory, I 
hold fast to the notion that the government has a responsibility to people who are in 
such circumstances. My current beliefs in this regard must be anchored securely in 
my own experience at such a young age. Although Daddy’s addiction to alcohol was 
inexcusable and his actions a part of the reason we knew such dire circumstances, there 
were children whose lives were involved. Also, the injustice of the landowner who took 
the complete crop was partially responsible for the conditions we faced as we moved 
to the new community. Such experiences reinforce the notion that the poor have no 
advocate, and therefore must have some assurance from the government that they will 
be protected.

We enrolled at Oak Grove School after the school term had already begun. Oak Grove 
School was a wooden building with four rooms. Students in grades one through eleven 
attended school in this building where at this time there was not water or electricity. 
The splintery floors were oiled occasionally, in part to control the dust that would 
naturally be brought in from the unpaved areas at the school. The oiled floors offered 
a distinct odor as one entered the building. Mentioning the oiled floors calls to mind 
a rather unpleasant experience for me. The desks that we had were made of metal and 
wood and were often fastened to strips of wood that made it possible for the desks to be 
placed in straight rows and remain this way. Occasionally, there were desks that were 
loose, so they could be placed in particular places in the room. One afternoon, when 
some of us were at the school and not supervised by a teacher, we decided to entertain 
ourselves by converting loose desks into vehicles for riding. Since the floor was oiled 
and reasonably slippery, we could push the desk and it would glide nicely on the floor. 
So, we pushed it sufficiently well to get speed and then jump onto the desk for a nice 
ride. This worked fine until my desk hit an uneven place in the floor and turned over. 
The metal leg of the desk hit my shin, resulting in a deep cut. I do not know who took 
me to the doctor, but I do remember that Dr. Ellis in Chipley had to put clamps on the 
cut. The scar on my left leg is a constant reminder of the old desk and the oiled floor.

The two rooms on the west side of the building were separated by very tall folding 
doors, making it possible for assembly programs, plays, etc. At the end of the room 
on the southwest corner was a much smaller room, first used as a cloakroom, but later 
books were added, and this became the library. The room on the northwest side of the 
building also had a stage and behind the stage a small “dressing room.” There was 
no water or bathrooms in the school; rather a well complete with a pump and storage 
barrel, located in a wooden shed, supplied water for the school, and outdoor toilets 
were constructed, the boys’ located on the northwest side of the building and the girls’ 
“over the fence” on the south side where steps over the fence were constructed for 
easier access. Outdoor basketball courts were located on the south side of the building 
where there was fierce competition with other schools. 
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I shall write more about school activities later when I can document them with diary 
entries. I actually remained in this school from first grade through eighth grade. When 
we moved to the new community, I was in the first grade, and I left a teacher I liked very 
much to find myself with Mrs. Cosby, a very stern and impersonal teacher who not only 
taught first grade, but she also taught certain subjects to older children. Her punishment 
for misbehavior sometimes was strange indeed. She would ask the offender to stick out 
his tongue, and she would strike it with a ruler donated to children by the Coca Cola 
Company. Of course, she did not read what was written on the ruler: “Do unto others 
as you would have them do unto you.”

Early in my experience in the new community I had a very embarrassing experience. 
We rode the bus from the school to the crossroads and then walked up the hill to the 
house. All of us got off the bus, but I stayed behind. I stood in the middle of the road 
and “messed in my britches.” All the others must have been embarrassed and did not 
want to be seen with me. I remember standing alone and then having to walk home by 
myself. I do not remember what happened when I got home, but I have an idea that 
Mother would have probably scolded all the others for leaving me alone. 

It was while we lived in this house that we benefited directly from one of Roosevelt’s 
New Deal programs: WPA. Daddy worked in clearing swamps associated with Turkey 
and Pole Cat Creeks. According to Paul, Daddy earned 23 cents an hour for his work. 
I vaguely remember Daddy’s rubber boots that he wore for this work, and this carried 
over to later work when we had the dairy. Paul and Alton cut wood and brought it from 
the woods for us to use in heating and also cooking. Mother altered clothes that were 
passed on to us from relatives, and she also made some clothes from feed sacks. I do 
have a rather clear image of shoe repair. When the sole came loose from the top part of 
the shoe, we would use a nail or some other sharp object to make a hole in the sole and 
in the top of the shoe, and then we would secure the sole to the rest of the shoe with a 
piece of wire to keep the sole from flapping when we walked. When shoes were passed 
on to us and were too large for us we would stuff paper into the toe of the shoe to keep 
it from slipping on our feet. 

In the autumn of 1938, we moved from our first home in Oak Grove Community to a 
house about two miles away that belonged to Mr. Byron Butts. This house did not have 
glass windows; rather it had wooden shutters that only partially protected us from the 
winter weather. Of course, it also meant that we continually faced the problem of flies 
in the house during the summer. The house rested on pillars of stacked rocks, leaving 
the area under the house open. Paul wrote that the floors were made of uncured lumber, 
resulting in warped planks and large cracks. There was no ceiling between the floor 
and the rafters. Paul remembered that in the winter when the hogs roamed freely, they 
would cluster around the chimney. He told of pouring hot water through the cracks and 
making the hogs scramble from under the house.
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Daddy was still working in WPA at this time. While we did not have a mule and other 
means of farming, we did have a garden at this house. Paul wrote of spading a Bermuda 
grass patch beside the house with a potato hook and then planting the garden. He 
also told of our making ice cream in an old hand-turned freezer for our aunts, uncles, 
and cousins who would come to visit us on Sunday afternoons. I remember this as a 
common occurrence even through my high school days.

There was some affiliation with Oak Grove Congregational Christian Church during 
this time. Both Mother and Daddy enjoyed singing. As indicated earlier, they did attend 
“all-day singings,” and this was linked to Mother’s side of the family from the Cove 
in Meriwether County. Daddy sometime led singing at the church, and, according to 
Paul, he at times rendered this service under the influence of alcohol. Another church 
connection was the annual homecoming that was held at the church. This was always 
a very pleasant experience. A large pit was dug, and the cooking began about dark on 
Saturday night. The meat was cooked slowly all night. Brunswick stew was cooked in 
large wash pots (more on the use of these pots on other pages), and the following day, 
those attending the church service enjoyed a delicious meal. This continued to be a 
contribution Daddy made to the church and community as long as he lived.

I have very few memories associated with the Byron Butts house. One surrounded 
by a good bit of mystery has remained with me. Early one evening, a strange noise, 
thought to be made by an unknown animal, caused the men in the community to leave 
their homes in search for the mysterious animal. They were not successful in finding 
anything, but the fear of this unknown animal remained with me. I think I felt some 
security in knowing that the men would take care of us. There is an image of a person 
associated with this house that, for some reason, remains in my memory. This person, 
“Miss Lou,” was Mr. Byron Butts’ mother-in-law. She had long hair, pulled back in 
either a ponytail or bun, and she never wore shoes. The bottoms of her feet were so 
tough that she could probably walk across briars and not feel pain. Why I remember 
her, I do not know. I believe it was at this house where Santa Claus left each of us one 
stick of chewing gum for Christmas. Of course, I don’t know how I felt at the time. As I 
reflect on it now and realize that a family of seven lived in this house and keeping food 
in the house had to be a priority. I do wonder how Daddy felt when he was sober, and I 
wonder if he really regretted his escape at the expense of his family. I wonder if he and 
Mother ever discussed such subjects. Somehow, I doubt if there were much discussion 
between Mother and Daddy. They simply coped with what was. I do not remember any 
demonstration of love in the family. There was no embracing, and I do not remember 
verbal expressions of love. Paul wrote that he remembered seeing Daddy kiss Mother 
only two times: His account follows:

       On Daddy’s birthday (May 4th) we experienced a happy occasion and witnessed a romantic scene. 
Daddy’s working hours at WPA  ended early, perhaps to permit men time to return home and work in 
the fields. On this day, Mother required us to await his arrival for lunch, and as he entered the house 
in his smelly overalls and knee-high rubber boots, we sang “Happy Birthday.” Mother had prepared 
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a delicious, but vegetable only, lunch, and together we celebrated what I believe was his thirty-ninth 
birthday. Then Daddy kissed Mother. The only other time I recall seeing them kiss was three years 
later, when he kissed her good-bye through the prison bars at Troup County jail.

Unfortunately, I cannot remember relationships between and among my siblings at 
this particular time, but because of the impact of Daddy’s drinking and our continually 
facing poverty, I believe an unusual cohesion, minus verbal expressions of such, 
gradually developed. I find myself wondering if Mother did not have some hidden 
strength that we never really realized. Over a period of time, I did develop a close 
relationship with her, but there was never any open expression of the feeling to show 
this relationship.

When we left the Byron Butts house in 1939, we moved diagonally across the road to 
the Arthur Carter house. This house was built of logs, which later were covered with 
boards. This house consisted of two rooms with an attic where the four boys slept. The 
sound of rain on a tin roof even today reminds me of our various homes in the Oak 
Grove Community. An interesting image has remained lodged in my mind of moving 
day. As we came home from school, I remember seeing Daddy carrying the homemade 
flour/meal cupboard on his shoulder as he walked across the road. There was not much 
furniture to move, and since the distance was so short, it was simpler to carry our 
possessions across the road. I remember two things associated with the wooded area 
east of the house. One was a crabapple tree that produced nice large crabapples. I 
can in my memory easily taste them now. As they grew larger, part of the green of 
the apple began to turn yellow and the sour taste was very pleasant. Not far from the 
crabapple tree was a small branch, and on the banks of the branch was white mud that 
we collected and used to put on the facing of the fireplace and the hearth, making it 
more attractive. I can feel the mud squishing between my fingers as we gathered it 
for Mother to use. On the hill back of the house was a field where we planted corn. I 
remember “knocking corn stalks,” a method we used for breaking the stalks and then 
plowing them back into the soil. This practice continued because there is an entry in my 
diary in 1945 indicating that I “knocked corn stalks.” It was simply a matter of taking 
a stick that could be swung from one side to the other. We would walk between rows 
of dried corn stalks and break them into smaller pieces, so they could be plowed into 
the ground. Paul remembers that Daddy was able to borrow a mule occasionally as he 
sought to grow some of our own food. (This is reminiscent of Jeeter Lester in Tobacco 
Road.) Most of the work was done, however, with a hoe since he never knew when he 
would be able to borrow the mule.

Sweet potatoes were important to us because they could be stored and used over a 
period of time. After they were harvested, they were stacked in piles and protected from 
the cold. Cornstalks were placed around the pile of potatoes and then covered with soil. 
If the potatoes were damaged by the cold, they were not edible. Mother would bake the 
potatoes, and sometimes she would slice and fry them. One could usually be assured 
of indigestion after eating the latter! Even now when I dig sweet potatoes in my garden 
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and store them under the house, I am reminded of the days when this vegetable was a 
part of my childhood. Also, there is still a feeling of security and satisfaction when I 
know that I am putting fruits or vegetables away for future use.

Paul gave a good description of the ‘possum hunt, which was both a recreational event 
and also provided food for the table. His description:

       Early in the evening we gathered a group of dogs and persons and departed to the woods and swamps, 
armed with kerosene lanterns, axes and a “five-cell” flashlight. The dogs were encouraged with loud 
yelling and released for their olfactory scouting of the area. Normally we built a fire for warmth as 
we awaited initial contact by the dogs with the trail of prey. We boys were ambivalent at this point; 
we wanted the dogs to “tree” the animal, but we enjoyed the comfort of the fire and  did not desire 
a cold wading through a dark swamp to the  treeing dogs. But the multiple howls and barking of the 
dogs was indeed a pleasant sound and was encouraged by resounding yells from around the fire. A 
trip through ill-lighted woods and swamps barricaded with briars brought us to the site signaled by 
continued barking. The “treeing” bark was significantly different from the normal bark of the dogs. 
With the powerful flashlight we sought and found the aerial eyes looking down at bedlam below. If 
possible, someone climbed the tree and dislodged the animal by shaking or chopping the branch on 
which it perched, but if this were not possible we cut the tree. When the ‘possum reached ground, there 
was a struggle between dogs and persons to claim the victim.

I vaguely remember Mother cooking the ‘possum. It was cooked with sweet potatoes, 
and the very greasy meat from the animal flavored the sweet potatoes, making them 
really more edible than the meat itself. Paul indicated that the dogs usually ate more 
of the meat than was eaten by members of our family. However, I imagine there were 
times in our lives when even ‘possum would have been a welcome sight on the table.

Another wild animal that was a part of our diet was the rabbit. There was a certain 
amount of pleasure associated with the way we caught the rabbit in what we called the 
rabbit box. This box was crudely built but worked very effectively. It was made from 
scrap lumber, long enough to accommodate the simple mechanism and of sufficient 
size to allow the rabbit to enter. On top of the box the mechanism consisted of a door 
attached to one end of a stick; on the other end of the stick was shorter notched stick 
that was lowered through a small hole in the top of the box. The longer stick rested on 
the fulcrum, allowing the notched stick to be engaged in the small hole on top of the 
box thus holding the door in the open position. Food was placed in the back of the box 
near the end of the notched stick enticing the rabbit to enter. When the rabbit touched 
the stick, the mechanism caused the door to close, thus trapping the animal in the 
box. Although Paul and Alton began this method of catching the rabbit, I continued 
it a good many years afterward. There was a feeling of anticipation on cold mornings 
when I went to the different boxes, and I could tell from a distance whether the door 
was closed, and I had made a catch. The final pleasure came when Mother cooked the 
rabbit, along with her thick gravy.
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Two kinds of music entered our lives about this time: gospel and hillbilly. As indicated 
earlier, music was a part of the Bishop family. At some time, Mother’s father gave her 
a reed organ, and she learned to play the organ, using the shaped-note approach that 
she had learned from her grandfather. My brother Alton thought that she got the organ 
when she was a teenager. There is some mystery surrounding where the organ was 
kept during Mother’s early married life, if indeed it were given to her when she was 
much younger. Alton vaguely remembers Aunt Kate keeping it, and at a later date Papa 
Bishop having to reaffirm that he gave the organ to Mother. Of course, we moved so 
often, it was probably well that the organ was kept in a more secure location. The first 
time I actually remember seeing the organ in our house was at the Brown House where 
we lived in 1941. No other member of the family can remember the organ being in our 
house prior to this time. I mention the organ because this was the instrument on which I 
practiced the first year I took piano lessons. We did not have a piano. I remember liking 
the sound of the instrument even as I played the simple beginning pieces of music. 
After Mother’s death, Clarence reworked the organ and devised a motor to fill the 
bellows with air, thus making it unnecessary for the one playing the organ to “pump” 
the pedals and fill the bellows. As it turned out, the motor was too noisy and interfered 
with the sound of the music from the reeds. Clarence eventually restored the organ to 
its original form, giving the instrument to Anne who still has it.

The Rice family played a prominent role in introducing us to gospel music. Aunt Kate’s 
husband, Harmon, was talented in singing gospel music. He and his brothers sang 
together until death separated them. His brother Lester came to the community to 
conduct singing schools at Oak Grove School. This proved to be a very important part 
of our lives and it introduced music that we otherwise would not have had. 
It likewise had an impact on the family inasmuch as this was something we could do 
together. Through the years I always felt that Aunt Kate and Uncle Harmon were in 
a different class from my family, but when they visited us, we always enjoyed music 
together, and it proved to be a pleasant time. I never acquired much skill in playing the 
gospel songs, although I admired the pianists who seemed to be able to use the basic 
melody and embellish it with all kinds of added notes and chords.

A second kind of music that became a part of our lives was country music. For some 
reason, I never learned to play one of the instruments that the other three boys played. 
I do not remember why I did not learn to play the guitar, mandolin, what we called 
the Hawaiian guitar, or harmonica. There is one photograph in the family that still 
brings unpleasant feelings for me when I look at the picture of the four of us together. 
Alton, Paul, Clarence, and I are posing with an instrument. I could not play any of the 
instruments, but I was told to hold the instrument for the photograph. I listened to the 
music, and I remember wishing I could play like the others, but I never learned. At that 
time, I think I did feel somewhat inferior to the others. So, country and gospel music 
were a part of our lives at that time, and perhaps helped to open possibilities for other 
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types of music later. After we acquired a battery radio, I joined the rest of the family in 
listening to the Grand Ole’ Opry and the Barn Dance. 

Another of Daddy’s dreams was born in the Arthur Carter house, but it never became 
real. For the short time we lived in this house, there was some framework for another 
building near the road. Daddy was going to build a store; however, nothing ever 
appeared except a few two-by-fours that formed part of the skeleton of a small building. 
We moved on, leaving this unfinished building and our log house. Because of the 
construction, part of this house stands today, although in a very dilapidated condition.

Our next move, probably in late 1940, was to what we called the Brown House, which 
was about a mile and a half from the Arthur Carter house. The sides of this house were 
painted with creosote, thus the name Brown House. Although we did not live in this 
house much longer than in the previous one, things happened that marked significant 
changes in the family. Actually, I have rather vague memories of this place. 

The house was located on what is now Floyd Road. This road originated at Oak Grove 
Road at Mr. Byron Butts’ place, although at the time we lived there I do not believe 
the roads were named. We walked this road daily to catch the school bus. The road 
crossed Turkey Creek and made an abrupt turn and proceeded around a horseshoe 
curve that was a mix of rocks and mud. On the curve was located the shack where 
Robert Simpson, a black man, and his family lived. I remember this place because it 
was occasionally necessary for us to borrow flour and other items from the Simpsons. 
On the right side of the road were mounds of rocks which we were told were Indian 
graves. They were probably graves of other people who lived in the immediate area 
rather than Indian graves. I learned in my retirement years that a Confederate soldier 
was buried nearby. We did not know this at the time we lived in the Brown House. 

The house was located on the east side of the dirt road, and it consisted of four rooms: 
sitting room, Mother and Daddy’s room, kitchen and back room where the boys slept. 
It was in this house where I remember Mother coming from the kitchen after she 
finished the dishes at night, bringing the oil lamp and making the room where we sat a 
little brighter. Mother’s reed organ was in the sitting room. I remember Paul and Alton 
playing “Under the Double Eagle,” and inevitably when one of them would make a 
mistake a fight would begin. They had begun to develop skills on the various country 
music instruments, and they challenged each other with their competence. The house 
was on pillars that made it possible for us to play under the house, particularly on the 
back side. We made cars from blocks of wood, roads and even made animals from 
may pops (passion flower fruit) by putting match stems into the green fruit. The wire 
forming the pasture was attached to the back of the house, which meant the horse could 
actually come to the window of the room where we slept. The window also served us 
well at night especially when we did not want to face the cold and go to the outhouse. 
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While we were living in the Brown House, I had a very serious accident. I was unwisely 
standing on a small pile of limbs that I was cutting into lengths for stove wood. I was 
working barefoot, and the axe slipped and cut a deep gash in the top of my right foot. 
In contrast to what happened when I cut my leg while “riding” on a desk at the school 
house, I did not see a doctor. My foot bled profusely, but we simply dowsed it with 
kerosene and wrapped a cloth around it. Eventually the skin grew together leaving a 
tender scar on top of my foot. Even today, when I am barefoot, I often cover the scar 
with my left foot because it remains tender and sensitive. 

Clarence and I worked for a while for Mr. Raymond Colley. I do not remember the 
nature of the work, but I do remember that Mrs. Colley cooked lunch for us, and this 
was the first time I ever tasted iced tea. 
There were two objects that stand out in my mind at this place. I cannot explain their 
significance except both were important to me. Somehow, I acquired a handle to an 
outside water faucet. It was made of iron and formed a circular design that appealed to 
me. I called it my iron thing and I thought it was so beautiful. It was heavy, but I often 
carried it in my pocket, and I was very careful to keep it near me. Today when I see a 
similar handle I recall my “iron thing.” The second object was a purple fountain pen, 
one that hung around the neck. This really belonged to Mother, but she allowed me to 
wear around my neck at times. Once when we were walking from the Brown House to 
Aunt Sally’s place on Oak Grove Road, I lost the fountain pen. I was distraught both 
because I knew Mother would be upset and also because I thought the pen was very 
beautiful. Of course, I do not understand why these two objects remain in my memory. 
Both to me they were beautiful; perhaps that is sufficient reason for them to be lodged 
in my memory. There were not many beautiful things that were a part of my life at this 
time.

Mother began a Christmas tradition that showed a love for each one of us children. 
I am not sure if it began in the Brown House, but it happened either then or shortly 
afterward. She would bake each of us our favorite cake. I remember seeing the cakes 
on the shelves in the cake safe. The ones she baked were:

      Alton  -   coconut
      Paul  -   banana
      Clarence -   raisin
      Kenneth -   chocolate
      Anne  -   lemon cheese

This act of love was continued as long as Mother was able to bake. After Ellis was born, 
Mother added his chocolate cake.

The Brown House was the last house in which we lived as a complete family. Daddy’s 
drinking reached a peak at this time, and it brought more conflict as Alton and Paul 
were older and saw the result for the family. Daddy would hide his whiskey in various 
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places, including the barn. In the deep recesses of my mind there is a memory of 
something Clarence and I did. Since it was such a “naughty” prank, I am sure that is 
the reason it is pushed so deep into my mind. Clarence and I found one of Daddy’s 
bottles in the barn. We emptied the whisky from the bottle, urinated in it and replaced 
the bottle in its hiding place. I do not remember the consequences of our actions, if 
indeed there were any.

Alton, being the oldest son, bore the brunt of Daddy’s anger when he was drunk. Paul 
described a physical encounter between Alton and Daddy. He remembered Alton’s 
throwing Daddy to the floor and restraining him by sitting astride him. Alton was 
crying and trembling with both fear and anger. It was clear that the two of them could 
not live in the same house. 

Paul and Clarence walked with Alton as far as Turkey Creek and watched him disappear 
up the hill toward Mr. Byron Butt’s house. Alton has related his emotion as he made 
this break from home. He reported that he could not look back to wave a final farewell 
because he knew that if he did, he could not leave. He was leaving a situation in which 
it was impossible for him to exist, but he was going out into the unknown to try to find 
a place where he could live. He left home and went to live with Uncle Worth in East 
Point. In subsequent years, both Paul and Clarence also lived with Uncle Worth and 
Aunt Stella as they began a new life away from home.

The family situation continued to deteriorate. Paul reports that one night when Daddy 
was in a drunken state, he went to Horace Cobb for help, although because of what 
subsequently happened, he regretted his decision for the remainder of his life. When 
Horace Cobb arrived, Daddy was sitting on the edge of the bed, and Cobb struck a 
violent blow to Daddy’s face. This was repeated after Daddy sat up again. Cobb left 
the room with Daddy’s face badly bleeding. After Daddy was able to get up, he took 
the shotgun from above the mantle. Paul successfully took the gun from him while 
Clarence applied Vaseline to the wounds. Cobb told Paul to summon a man who lived 
near Salem, not aware that Daddy was going to be placed under arrest. He was taken 
away to jail without any attention to his wounds. 

He later returned on probation. Daddy worked during the day, but the weekends were 
difficult. When he was drunk, he became aggressive toward Paul. Paul later had a 
confrontation with Daddy that made it clear to him that he could not remain at home. 

Paul gives the following account:

       I was studying by the kerosene lamp when Daddy ordered me to bed. I took the lamp and 
went to my bedroom to continue to study. Later he arose, staggered back to our room, 
apparently out of control, and overtly challenged me. I picked up the lamp and tried to 
leave, but he struck at me and grabbed for the light. I tried again to run by him to the door, 
and he again swung at me. More like a coiled spring than a conscious motion, I struck him  
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in the face, jumped over his fallen body, and exited the house.  I waited outside until assured
 that he would not attack anyone  else, and then went to the barn for intermittent and 
 fitful sleep.

       The next morning, he stood in front of me, demanding that I look at his bruised face, much 
like he demanded in Cuthbert that Alton look at me as if to further punish him for what had 
occurred when my arm was broken in the tree-cutting accident. In condemning voice he 
asserted, “You now feel as big as Horace Cobb, don’t  you?” My wrenching pain of that 
moment has ameliorated little over time, and memory still invades my unconscious with a 
recurring dream that I assaulted Daddy, whom I loved.

Paul left home at the end of his junior year in high school, and it was later that he was 
able to complete his high school work in Chipley. 

In July 1942, Daddy was sentenced to work in a Public Works Camp. Paul indicated 
that Mother asked him to visit the Judge and seek relief based on hardship, but the 
judge refused. Paul took Mother to visit Daddy before he left for the camp, and as 
Paul indicated earlier, this was only the second time he ever saw Daddy kiss Mother, 
and this time it was through the bars of the jail. His time was spent in the work camp 
in Fayetteville, Georgia. Throughout my adult life, I am reminded of Daddy’s time in 
prison when I pass a group of prisoners who are working on the highways. I don’t think 
I have ever passed a group without thinking about Daddy and wondering how he felt as 
he carried out his sentence.

With Daddy in prison, it was necessary for the family to move again. There were only 
four now: Mother, Clarence, Anne, and me. We moved to a house across the road from 
Aunt Sally, but we did not remain there for more than a month or two. The next move 
was to the house at the cross roads that belonged to Sam Murphy. He rented the house 
to us with the understanding that we make it habitable. Paul returned home and worked 
out a plan where he could go to school at Chipley High School in the morning and work 
in the textile mill in LaGrange in the afternoon. By this time, Alton had married Ila 
Walls, and they lived in LaGrange. I was ten years old when we moved to the house at 
the Cross Roads where a number of important things happened in my life. 

The house rested on crudely-constructed rock pillars, and the exterior walls were 
covered with loosely fitting weather boards. Four-by-four posts held the roof of the 
porch, and tin covered the entire house. Memories of the sound of rain on the roof 
bring pleasure even at this time in my life.  There were two front doors, thus allowing 
entrance from the front porch, which extended across the front of the house. One door 
led to a front bedroom where Clarence and I slept, and the other led to the sitting room 
where there was a rock fireplace. I don’t remember using the fireplace, but later we 
put a heater in that room. The smell of wood and coal burning in the heater is easily 
called up in my memory. Near the front door was a battery-operated radio that sat on 
the floor. I used to listen to my “stories,” often having to sit with my ear close to the 
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speaker on the radio when the batteries were weak. I remember listening to “Tom 
Mix,” “Stella Dallas,” and “Mary Noble.”  In this room also was the old organ that 
belonged to Mother. There was also a “what-not” that held Mother’s stiffly-starched 
doilies. I specifically remember this “what-not” because it was homemade and had 
three legs that extended above the top shelf. Once when Clarence and I were fighting, 
I pulled his legs and made him fall onto the “what-not,” making a nasty injury to his 
back. In the front window of the sitting room was the small banner that had two stars 
on it, indicating that there were two men from the household in the armed services. 
If I remember correctly, the center had two stars against a white background, and the 
surrounding border was red with a gold fringe. 

The interior walls, floors and ceilings were made of tongue and groove lumber, and 
there was always the smell of the unpainted lumber inside the house. In my diary, I 
wrote about scrubbing the floors with soap and water as our method of cleaning. The 
odor of the wet floors lingered until they dried naturally. There was an L-shaped porch 
on the west side and back of the house. From this porch was a doorway that led to 
Mother and Daddy’s room where Anne also slept, and on the back an entrance to the 
very small kitchen. After Daddy came home from prison early in 1943, he improved 
the kitchen by putting in a make-shift sink (#2 wash tub), allowing the water from the 
kitchen sink to drain through a pipe that ran under the house to the edge of the yard. 
One vivid memory I have is of Mother pregnant and hobbling around in the small 
kitchen. I did not know that she was going to have a baby; I just knew that she had a big 
stomach! The wood cooking stove took up a good bit of the space on the wall opposite 
the “sink.” The smell of fat back filled the kitchen, and I have pleasant memories of 
eating her “sour” biscuits. 

In the corner was the covered “slop bucket,” where scraps were put for the hogs. This 
was supplemented by the weeds we pulled for the hogs. There was a shelf just outside 
the door that led from the kitchen to the back porch. The water bucket and wash pan 
were on the shelf with a dipper hanging from a nail on the wall. Everyone drank from 
the common dipper. The cool water just brought from the well was pleasant to the taste. 

A clothesline extended between the posts on the back porch where clothes were hung 
to dry when it rained. Between the kitchen and Mother and Daddy’s room was a small 
room we called the dining room. From this window we looked across the pasture 
toward the Livingston’s place. It was also in this room where the old safe with doors 
covered with screen wire was kept. In this safe were the cakes Mother baked for each 
of the children at Christmas. There was no hallway in the house; therefore, if we were 
in one of the front rooms, we had to go through each room to finally reach the kitchen. 
The house had never been painted, inside or outside. Two sets of steps led from the 
L-shaped porch on the back of the house. One on the west side led to the side yard and 
faced the church. The second one, near the kitchen, led to the back yard. For the first 
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three years we lived in the house, our only way of lighting the house at night was oil 
lamps. The aroma of kerosene lamps today always makes me recall the nights we had 
the one lamp in the sitting room and how much brighter it was when Mother finished 
work in the kitchen and brought the second lamp into the sitting room.

The back yard actually was on two levels, separated by what at one time must have 
been a terrace in the field. On the first level was the well and the driveway from the 
road on the west side of the house. The driveway separated the house from the barn 
which was near the road that led to Pole Cat Creek. On the lower level was located the 
woodpile and the outhouse. This one was not the kind that was built over a pit; rather it 
was the crudely-built one with two holes, with the rear open to the elements! 

The front of the house faced the road that is today called “Oak Grove Road,” connecting 
Highway 27 with Salem Road. There was a walk that led from the front step to the road 
where the mailbox was located. In the corner of the yard was a China berry tree that 
furnished ammunition for our pop guns made from elder that grew on the banks of Pole 
Cat Creek. The sound of the popgun and the sting from the green chinaberry when it 
struck caused one to remember this homemade toy. The yards were bare, and we swept 
them with “brushbrooms” made from branches of small bushes. Another kind of broom 
for sweeping inside the house was made from broom sedge and tied with a string. 

Roads forming the crossroads are today called Oak Grove Road and Tucker Road. 
These roads were not paved and at that time, and I do not believe they were named. 
We knew that one led to Pole Cat Creek, then by Mr. Guy Thompson’s place to another 
road, and eventually to the highway at Mr. Otis Myhand’s store. One went by the church 
to the west; to the east it passed in front of the school and was the way we went to 
Chipley. The road that led to Pole Cat Creek crossed the main road and led eventually 
to the White Cemetery. This part of the road was not traveled much, although later is 
was important to us when we moved to the house on the hill, the place where I spent my 
high school years. Even today when I smell a summer rain falling on soil, I remember 
the distinct smell of the dusty roads. When cars came by, on hot summer days, dust 
filled the area around the house. I remember the day World War II ended, Daddy came 
home in his old truck, with a cloud of dust behind him. He came down the road and 
quickly entered the driveway, leaving the red dust to settle around the house. 

We were living in this house when Daddy came home from prison. I do not remember 
when he came home, but I have a vague memory of coming home from school and 
seeing Daddy wearing his white overalls and sitting on the front porch. I know he 
was home by February 9, 1943 because my cousin told me that Daddy was drunk at 
Aunt Sally’s funeral. One might think that I would remember my emotions associated 
with seeing him for the first time after his being away for several months. In fact, I 
do not remember my feelings when he left or when he returned. There must be some 
defensible reason for my not remembering an event that would have such an impact on 
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my life; however, I cannot explain why I cannot remember. Perhaps there had been so 
many traumatic experiences that this one was just another event in my life. 
Later that year, November 10, Ellis was born in the sitting room in the house at the 
Cross Roads. I am sure Mother and Daddy must have put a bed in this room where 
there was a heater. Ellis was named for the doctor who delivered him. Mother was 
almost 42 years of age when Ellis was born, and she had some complications. This 
completed the family of five boys and one girl, and as of this writing, we are all in 
reasonably good health. 

While we lived at the Cross Roads I somehow acquired an old bicycle, and I remember 
riding it in the pasture. Riding over the ridges that once were terraces when the pasture 
was a field of corn or cotton was exciting for me. I do not remember how and when I 
got the bicycle, but it was pleasant for me to ride it.

My senses helped to fix memories of the place. The mix of the smell of corn in the 
crib and the remnants of manure mixed with the dirt on the floor of the nearby barn are 
faint in my memory. The sound of the whirl on the well when water was drawn could 
be heard for a good distance. The taste of the milk from the jar submerged in the well 
bucket in the well was refreshing, contrasted with the horrible taste when he cow had 
eaten bitterweed or wild onions. On winter nights the sheets were cold, but the heavy 
layer of quilts soon made me cozy in the unheated room where Clarence and I slept.

The image of an object comes to mind that had some significance for me. The old black 
iron wash pot was an important part of my life in at least two ways.

The “wash place” was located near the well where on wash day much water had to 
be drawn from the well. The well was dug by hand to a sufficient depth to reach an 
underground water vein, the source of the water supply. A well curb was constructed 
over the well for at least two reasons. First, it kept animals (and people) from falling 
into the well and the curb also served as a foundation for the mechanism used to “draw” 
the water. The galvanized well bucket had a special handle with a “loop” in it to which 
the rope was attached. The loop kept the rope from moving to one side, thus preventing 
the bucket from spilling the water when it was raised from the well. The rope was 
extended through a “whirl” which was attached to a crosspiece above the curb and then 
fastened to the windlass, a log with a metal handle inserted in one end and anchored 
securely where the windlass could be turned. The windlass was turned by hand as the 
rope was wound around it, thus bringing the well bucket full of water from the well. At 
times, the well also served as a cooling place for milk. A sealed jug of milk was placed 
in the well bucket and lowered into the well where it was kept cool in the water. 

At the wash place was a makeshift platform that held two galvanized wash tubs, one for 
washing the clothes and another for rinsing. These tubs were sometimes brought inside 
the house and used for baths as well, especially the Saturday bath. For baths, water 
would be placed in the tubs and then remain in the sun to be warmed before taking a 
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bath, or water would be heated in the old black kettle and mixed with cold water for 
baths.
 On wash day, water had to be drawn ahead of time. Also, sometimes I would stay out 
of school on wash day and help Mother wash.

The three-legged, black wash pot was a very important part of the wash place. The 
pot was where the clothes were boiled. The fire under the pot was kept burning by 
feeding it scraps of wood. I can see mother taking the dirty overalls from the boiling 
pot with what we called the “battling stick.” This stick was carved from a narrow plank 
or straight tree limb, with one end flat and the other made round where it could be 
grasped by the hands. The clothes were placed on a large log that had been cut at 
a length of approximately three feet for this purpose. There Mother would beat the 
overalls to loosen the dirt. They were then placed in one of the number two wash tubs 
for further washing. A generous supply of Octagon soap was applied, and the clothes 
were rubbed vigorously on the rub board, wrung as well as Mothers hands would allow, 
and then they were placed in the tub of clean rinse water. Some clothes had to be 
starched. The clothes were hung on the clothes line where they danced in the breeze, 
making a welcome sound that another wash day was over. A tall stick usually had to 
be placed about half way along the line to keep the clothes from dragging the ground. 

The second use of the black pot was important during hog-killing time for making 
lard. Again the fire was built around the pot. Then the fat that was trimmed from the 
meat was put into the pot. The grease from the fat became liquid. The pieces of meat 
that were left were taken from the pot and they became cracklings. After the melted fat 
became firm again, it was saved in the form of lard. In my diary I referred to “drying 
up” lard. 

I emphasize the house at the crossroads because several significant things occurred in 
my life at this time. As indicated earlier, we moved to the house while Daddy was in 
prison.

and we were living there when he came home. It was also the last house we rented 
before finally moving to another house about a hundred yards away, which was the first 
one we ever owned.

At Christmas of 1944 while we were living at the crossroads, Mother gave me a five-
year diary. She wrote a note to me in the diary: “Wear a smile and look on the bright 
side of life.” As I reflect on the statement, I wonder how a person who had endured such 
a difficult life could offer this advice. Perhaps this made me appreciate her in a way that 
I did not understand at the time. 

The diary is important because prior to my keeping the diary, I had nothing to document 
events or feelings. The designers of the diary had very good intentions with such 
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encouragement as: “The mind is a wonderful machine. It needs but be just refreshed 
and incidents can again be revived in their former clarity.” Finally, it admonished me 
that “a line each day, whether it be of the weather or of more important substances, will 
in time to come bring back those vague memories, worth remembering, to almost actual 
reality.” They did not know me! The fact that I recorded events and feelings confirm 
their occurrence. Without this record, much during this period of time in my life would 
be even more vague. As I have read the entries in the diary in more recent years, I have 
been struck by several things. First of all, there were expressions that would not be 
understood by many people who did not live during that time and in that setting. This 
realization led me to abstract expressions that were written in the diary over a period of 
five years, explain the meaning, comment on the context in which they were used, and 
then compile them in a separate writing, Expressions with Special Meaning, in August 
2005. This project made me more aware of trying to capture in writing some of my 
experiences that helped to shape me. As I read through the entries I made, some very 
cursory ones, I realized that events during the first year I kept the diary were extremely 
important in my life. I find myself wondering what important insights I could have if I 
could crawl into the mind of the young boy who wrote daily in this diary.

When I look at the handwritten entries over the period of five years, some rather 
carefully written and others barely legible, I realize that the same hand wrote these 
entries that are writing at the computer today. The same mind that drove the hand to 
write in those days, sometimes with deep emotion, is the one that drives the fingers 
to write today in a different manner, although some emotions are similar while others 
are very different. The hands that milked the cows and touched many different things 
during those five years are today more like the hands that wrote in the diary than the 
mind of today that structures thoughts in different ways. The same hands that played 
“The Banjo Picker” in the first piano recital in 1945, with the exception of a touch of 
arthritis, are those that attempt today to play a Mozart sonata. Learning and experience 
have made a difference as changes have occurred, yet the same person, like the river, 
continues to live, influenced by what has been encountered along the way.

On the third day of the new year in 1945, almost two weeks before I turned 13, I 
recorded a change in my life. I was left at home alone. I wrote that I was “fixing to 
listen to my stories and then go up to Mrs. Bennie’s.” I have a vague recollection of 
sitting with my ear next to the old battery-operated cabinet radio that sat near the front 
door, listening to “Stella Dallas,” and “Tom Mix.” After going to Mrs. Bennie’s house, 
I made my way out behind the chicken house and I discovered for the first time that I 
was going to become a man. I don’t remember ever discussing the subject with anyone, 
and I sometimes wonder if it would have made any difference had I known more about 
sex at that age. Earlier, I recalled that I saw Mother hobbling around in the house when 
she was pregnant with Ellis, but I had no idea that she was going to have a baby. It was a 
subject that was not discussed. There was a reason that I felt some shame in something 
that brought pleasure to me at this young age. Nobody told me that it was wrong, but 
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somehow, I had a feeling of guilt.

Something happened coincidentally within two months of this occurrence behind the 
chicken house that had an impact on my life. Although the recording of the name of 
an uncle appeared for the first time in the diary on March 17, it is apparent from the 
entry that he had visited before because I wrote, “My Dear (later marked out) Uncle 
Whitman came. Sure was proud to see him.” When he came, he slept with me, and 
he took advantage of my recent discovery. It is clear that I did not resist because two 
subsequent entries reflect a strong attachment to him. At some later time, and I am not 
sure when, this changed because the words “my dear” were marked through with a red 
pencil. Also, the pages for March 23-26 were removed from the diary. I do not know 
what entries were made on these dates nor do I know when they were removed. It must 
have been after I realized that what I had done with him was unacceptable. I vaguely 
remember his insisting to me that I should not tell anyone.”

I suppose a man’s secrets help to define his individuality. Why I did not have animosity 
toward him is puzzling for me. Through the years, I think I rationalized that he was a 
kind and gentle man who gave me attention, thus filling a need I had that was not met by 
a good relationship with Daddy. It affected me in ways that I do not fully understand. I 
think it helped to underscore a feeling of inferiority that has followed me like a shadow 
throughout my life, causing me to compensate in many ways in order to know success. 
Fortunately, I was able to develop strong discipline that caused me to live a normal life, 
sometimes reflecting on this mysterious combination of the action behind the chicken 
house and an uncle who satisfied his own desires by taking advantage of an innocent 
young boy.

School played an important role in my life during that year. I was in the eighth grade, 
and I had a strong desire to succeed in school. I do not remember why this drive was 
so strong, but I do remember often being very tense. I was terrified of Mrs. West, my 
teacher who had a very strong temper, and she was often harsh with people in our 
class. I learned a great deal in her classes simply through fear. Although she seldom 
scolded me, I still feared her because of her treatment of others. My feelings were 
shown clearly on February 15: “I enjoyed today at school. Mrs. West didn’t come.” I 
was very competitive, and my striving to make good grades was evident as early as 
that year in the eighth grade. Entries later in the year when I moved to the ninth grade 
at Chipley High School confirm my interest in making good grades: “October 3: Had 
a test in History and I made 93. October 11: Had literature, spelling, science and part 
of math test today. I made pretty good on my math. I hope I made good on the rest 
of them. October 12: Had history test. First test I have ever had under Miss Janie. 
November 8: Had a very good school day today. We had a little test in algebra. I think 
I will make alright (sic). November 26: Had another test in algebra. I made 100 on it.”  
Mother always encouraged me to do well, and her encouragement continued even in 
my adult years. I also did special things for her throughout my high school experience, 
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and this continued in such later gifts as a set of silver (plated) and a wool rug for the 
living room after I left home. In addition to striving for good grades, I also enjoyed 
being with other people my age. There are many diary references to different girls and 
boys with whom I enjoyed associating, especially after I left Oak Grove and entered 
the ninth grade at Chipley High School. There were only three of us in my eighth-grade 
class. James Jackson, Martha Jean Lacy and I had been together since the first grade, 
and we completed high school together. I immediately began to make new friends after 
the three of us transferred to the new school. The expression “sit with” another person 
had some significance. While the desks were such that each person had his or her own, 
sometimes it was possible to sit with someone for special reasons. I had begun to be 
friendly with several of the girls after going to Chipley High School. By October 15, 
I had begun to like Eunice Middlebrooks. And I wrote: The first time I have sat with a 
girl since school started. I sat with Eunice.” But still there was Ruby, Ruth, Lila Claire, 
Mildred, and others. 

While I did well in school, it was not unusual for me to stay out of school to help 
with work at home. There was much work that had to be done. Diary entries show I 
would have to remain at home, helping on wash day, hog-killing day, pulling corn and 
digging potatoes. My initiation to plowing came on February 27, 1945. Apparently, 
I learned readily because on March 1, I wrote that I had to walk to school because I 
had to help Daddy plow. I spent much time behind the plow that year. On June 5, I 
had an unfortunate incident that has remained my secret. The plow hit a rock and the 
plow handle then hit me in the stomach. I was very angry. The horse felt the brunt 
of my anger because I picked up a rock and hit the horse on the rear end. The horse 
began running (dragging the plow) and did not stop until she reached Pole Cat Creek. 
She was afraid to cross the wooden bridge. When Daddy suggested that the horse was 
probably stung by a bee, I did not correct his reasoning. That year we grew corn and 
watermelons. We took the watermelons to LaGrange and sold them in the parking lot 
at the Big Star grocery store on Bull Street. 

Other chores included cutting wood for the wood stove in the kitchen, hunting the cows 
and milking. Because of poor fences, the cows often got out and it was necessary to 
look for them. An entry on July 26: “Cows got out and I had to drive them all the way 
from Mr. Mill’s pasture.” A common source for “stove wood” was slabs. The slabs were 
the bark portion of the tree that was cut for lumber, and these strips were cut in lengths 
to burn in the stove in the kitchen. 

Hog-killing day was an important time. There was need for much water that had to be 
drawn from the well. The fire around the old black wash pot was kept burning because 
“scalding water” was necessary in order to remove the hair from the hog after it was 
killed. No part of the hog was discarded. On November 23, I wrote that we “killed three 
big hogs. Surely did work hard. Had spare ribs for dinner and cracklin’ cornbread for 
supper.” My last entry on March 3 results in dim imagery: “Helped mother take up the 
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meat.” I vaguely remember the meat box and the hams, shoulders, and middlings being 
covered with salt. I think I remember this correctly because of the association with both 
fresh meat at the time of killing hogs and later with salt-cured meat. It registers as a 
pleasant memory.

My conflict with Daddy began in 1945. It was first mentioned on May 31: “Daddy 
got mad at me this morning and threw me down and hit me.” This grew more intense 
through my years in high school. I think I always wanted to have a good relationship 
with him, but at an early age my interests diverged from his, and we were never close 
during those days. 

A common practice in the community was visiting with someone and “sitting till 
bedtime.” The expression appeared several times: “Mr. and Mrs. Pressley sat till 
bed time with us” Later, “Mr. Joe and Mrs. Bennie sat till bed time with us.” It even 
appeared in reference to a friend of mine: “Buell sat till bed time with me.” The visitors 
did not come for a meal; rather it was just an opportunity to visit.

It appears that my penchant for correspondence began as early as age thirteen. On 
January 2 and 9, I wrote a letter to Paul. I don’t think I had an ulterior motive, despite 
the fact that Paul responded on January 13 with a letter and dollar for my birthday. 
There are several references to my writing to Alton, Paul, and Clarence. Alton even 
wrote a V-mail letter to me. This was a special type of letter that was used during the 
Second World War. The length was limited, and the form of the stationery and envelope 
was standard.

Loneliness is a theme that emerges very early and runs through the time I was in high 
school. Often relatives from LaGrange would visit us on Sunday afternoon. We always 
looked forward to their coming, but I refer to being “lonesome” when they left. Also, 
when Clarence would come home from West Georgia College for the weekend or Paul 
would visit and leave on Sunday afternoon, I missed them very much. Even today, I 
sometimes have what I refer to as “that late Sunday afternoon feeling.” As the day ends, 
I have a temporary feeling of loneliness until the evening comes. I have an idea that the 
feeling is linked to those experiences when I was a teenager who was learning to make 
his own world.

One thing I loved to do was to go to the movies. As I reread the diary, I was surprised how 
many times I went to the movie in LaGrange, rode the bus back to Mr. Myhand’s store, 
and then walked home. Several entries show that I “walked all the way from the store.” 
Apparently, we did not think anything about walking the great distance. On January 27, 
I wrote that I ‘went to Chipley and walked all the way back” (Approximately six miles) 
There is no explanation for how I had the money to attend the movie. I am sure the fare 
was very inexpensive, as was the fare for the bus ride from LaGrange to Mr. Myhand’s 
store. The following list for the year confirms my love affair with movies:
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        January 6  Alaska
      January 13  Reckless Age
      January 18  The Purple Heart (In Chipley)
      January 20  My Gal Loves Music
      February 3  My Pal, Wolf
      February 6  The Sign of the Cross
      February 8  Here Come the Waves (Whole school went)
      February 10  Under Western Skies
      February 17  Let’s Go Steady (Went to town with Ila)
      February 21  Wilson
      February 24  Tahiti Nights
      April 26  Winged Victory
      May 1  God is My Co-pilot
      June 2  Eve Knew Her Apples
      June 9  Rockin in the Rockies
      June 30  Song of the Saarong
      July 14  Ten Cents a Dance
      July 25  The Enchanted Cottage
      July 28  The Town Went Wild 
      August 1  Something for the Boys
      August 16  Son of Lassie
      August 23  Nob Hill
      September 15  Zombies on Broadway
      September 20  To the Shores of Iwo Jima (All the high school went to see it.)
      October 27  Midnight Manhunt

In addition to going to the movies, I enjoyed participating in plays. I mention on May 
15, “Our play books came, and I learned thirteen pages of my part.” I was not an avid 
reader at that age, but I did read Mrs. Miniver. Also, on August 30, I wrote that I “sat 
up reading Thunderhead.”

It was October 11, 1945 that we first had electric lights in our house. We had not had 
electricity in our house since we moved from the house on Lee Street in LaGrange 
where I was born. Although the light consisted of a single light bulb dangling on a 
cord from the ceiling, it was superior to the oil lamps that we used prior to that time. 
Two entries show my delight with this improvement in our lives: “We finished wiring 
the house and the people turned the ‘juice’ on. First lights I can remember us having 
in our house.” On the next day I registered my feeling again, “I really am proud of our 
electric lights.”
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High School Days

Another important addition to my life occurred in 1945: I started taking piano lessons 
after I entered the ninth grade at Chipley High School in the fall of the year. Little 
did I know that late in my life when I wrote some of my basic beliefs I would write 
“I am profoundly moved by music.”  My study of music on a regular schedule began 
probably September 4, 1945. I use the word “probably’ because I first mentioned music 
lessons when I wrote on September 18 that I “had my third music lesson.” I had one 
thirty-minute lesson each week. My first day to attend Chipley School was September 
3 of that year, having completed the eighth grade at Oak Grove School. The first lesson 
is not firmly fixed in my memory, although I know that I began my lessons with Miss 
Pauline Hopkins, whom I came to love and admire very much during the years in high 
school. She kept her records in a composition book, including assignments and record 
of payment for lessons. I do not remember why I began to study with her except that it 
seems Mother wanted very much for me to have piano lessons. Earlier in the summer, 
I had ordered a “tonette,” and according to my diary, it arrived July 21 and I tried to 
play it. This perhaps was introduced to me while I was at Oak Grove School, and I do 
have vague memories of this small black instrument and the booklet of instructions that 
accompanied it.

For me, a bit of mystery surrounded who paid for the piano lessons in the beginning. I 
knew that Paul and Sara sent money for the lessons throughout my high school years; 
however, my first diary record of receiving money from Paul was February 4, 1946. 
When I mentioned this question to Alton, he told me that he and Ila paid for my early 
lessons. Alton said that Mother wanted very much for me to have the lessons, but she 
had no way to pay for them. I never knew this until recently, and I remain grateful to 
Alton and Ila and Paul and Sara for making the lessons a part of my high school years. 
I do not remember the charge for the lessons, but the fact that these two brothers and 
their wives were willing to do this for me at Mother’s request means so very much to 
me.

I am not convinced that Miss Pauline was a very good teacher; however, she did cause 
me to want to practice and she introduced me to music that I otherwise would not have 
known. One thing that she did not do was force me to learn to reach for notes without 
looking at the keyboard. This hindered me when I began to play more advanced pieces, 
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and it is a skill that, even after more years of study, I did not master. She was reasonable 
in her expectations of me early in my study with her. She was aware that I did not have 
a piano at home for practice, and she allowed me to go to the music room which was 
located near the auditorium to practice when she was not having a lesson. For example, 
the day after my third piano lesson, I noticed I wrote in my diary that I “practiced 
my music at school on piano.” We had two recitals each year. The first one in which I 
participated was December 18, 1945, and I played “The Banjo Picker.” I wrote in my 
diary that I made one mistake, but “they didn’t catch it.” Mrs. Laura O’Neal came to get 
me for the recital and Mr. Pete McGuire took me home. I registered no disappointment 
that none of my family went to the recital.

Unfortunately, there are blank pages in my diary from February 15 until November 20, 
1946. It was during this period that we acquired a piano. How we came to get it remains 
somewhat of a mystery. I had always thought that Uncle Whitman provided the money 
for purchasing the piano from Mr. Cooper Bryant who lived on Highway 27 between 
Oak Grove and Chipley, but Anne found in some of her material a copy of a $75 
note where Mother and Daddy borrowed money from Farmers and Merchants Bank 
in Chipley to buy the piano. This note on the Kinze piano, signed by both Mother and 
Daddy, showed a total interest of $1.50; the loan was repaid in three equal payments in 
July, August, and September of 1946. I enjoyed playing the piano for the final two years 
of high school. After Mother’s death in 1956, the piano was donated to Mountville 
Baptist Church; it remained there until it was returned to Ellis and Carol’s home where 
it is still located. I participated in the piano recital December 19 of that year, playing 
“Midnight Express.” I proudly wrote that I did not make any mistakes. Anne, Daddy, 
and Ellis went to the recital.

We attended church at the Oak Grove Congregational Christian Church. According 
to the church record, I became a member of the church July 18, 1944, the year before 
I started keeping the diary. This must have happened during the summer revival. I 
vaguely remember becoming a member, but something happened that kept me from 
being baptized. I was not actually baptized until I joined the First Baptist Church in 
Carrollton, Georgia. There were frequent references in the diary to Christian Endeavor 
which was the program mostly by young people on Sunday evening. I attended Bible 
school during the summer and I wrote that we had a picnic at Pole Cat Creek. Whether 
we had a program at Christian Endeavor depended on attendance of enough people to 
participate. For example, on November 25, I “went to Christian Endeavor but wasn’t 
anybody there but Ruth and Doyle.” Homecoming was an important event at the church. 
After the church service, there was “dinner on the ground.” Tables were constructed 
among the trees and different members brought much delicious food. After lunch, there 
was singing. Paul, Clarence, Ila, and Sara spent the weekend of Homecoming in 1945. 
On July 15, “Clarence, Paul and Daddy sang a song at church.”

I had an early introduction to West Georgia College, an institution that would play 
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a prominent role in my life. During the summer of 1945, I spent a weekend with 
Clarence. At that time his part-time job was “night watchman,” and he let me go with 
him on his rounds. On Saturday, I also met a person who would have a great influence 
on me, Miss Jane Woodruff. She was kind to all of us, starting with Paul when he was 
a student at West Georgia College. I wrote on July 8, “Went to the swimming pool here 
in Carrollton with Miss Woodruff.” I rode the Greyhound bus alone, recording that I 
“came back home and had to stand up from Carrolton to Franklin and from LaGrange 
to the store.” I was thirteen at the time, and I suppose we were a bit more independent. 
Clarence graduated from West Georgia College in August of that year.

References to the War were scarce, although I remember distinctly the small flag with 
two stars that hung in the front window of the house, indicating two members of the 
family were in the armed services. On March 11, I wrote that “we are all worried 
about Alton.” The next day we received a letter from him, the first one we had received 
in over a month. Earlier in the year (April 12), I recorded the death of Franklin D. 
Roosevelt: “Our great leader and President died. This United States is a sad nation and 
has the right. May God bless this nation and Mr. Truman to carry on as Mr. Roosevelt 
would have him to. God Bless Him.” Then on August 14: “The war is over. We went 
to town and Main Street was ‘loaded down’ with people celebrating. We went to Aunt 
Sister’s. Maybe Alton can come home.” I have a vague image of Daddy coming into the 
driveway in his truck. He had a home-made body on the truck. He was driving very fast 
when he turned off the road that runs in front of the church and pulled into the driveway 
behind the house. It was truly a time to celebrate.

Events that year I became a teenager indeed helped to shape my life. I was introduced to 
new things on which I built later. I had more responsibilities and also, I was beginning 
to develop some independence. Moving from the very small school at Oak Grove to 
Chipley High School, as small a move as it was, helped to expand my world by putting 
me in touch with more young people and also, I had the influence of teachers such 
as Miss Janie O’Neal and Mr. Warren Patrick. I did not understand the impact of the 
experiences at the time. It takes reflection after maturity to realize the impact of some 
experience in an effort to achieve and maintain perspective.

The diary is blank for several months, and there is not a hint at the beginning or end 
of the period why I did not write in the diary. Sometime during this period, we moved 
from the house at the crossroads to the house on the hill, about a hundred yards from 
the crossroad. Interestingly, this was the same house we occupied when we moved to 
Oak Grove Community when I was in the first grade. Of course, before returning to 
this house, we lived in five other houses in the community. One very significant thing 
about this move was we were moving to a house that we would own for the first time 
in our lives. It was in this house where I would spend the last years of high school, and 
the family would remain there until Daddy’s death.
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I continued my usual work at home, taking on more responsibility for the cows since we 
had started the dairy. Also, a new experience on January 19 was taking corn to the mill 
to have it ground into meal. At school, I had a new activity: basketball. Although I was 
never good at this sport, it was more or less expected that boys would play basketball, 
the only sport at the school. I always played on the “second team,” and it was worthy 
of an entry when I made two points in an actual game against a competing school! Mr. 
Patrick, who taught algebra and coached the team, put me on “first team” one day. I 
did not do well, so that was the end of that adventure. Since I did not always have a 
way to get to Chipley, I sometimes missed games; this was a great disappointment for 
me. I continued to do well in all subjects in school, having taken on the new subject of 
algebra. On January 30, I received my report card and I was happy that I made A in all 
subjects. Also on that day, I finished reading A Tree Grows in Brooklyn. There was one 
entry during the long hiatus, and this was September 4. Mr. Patrick had become ill and 
had to terminate his position as principal. I wrote: “Started back to school. Saw Lila 
Claire and she is still cute as ever. I like our new principal.” He was Mr. John Bennett, 
and he played an important role for me during the remainder of my high school years.

Christmas was a special time in 1946 because all the family was together for the first 
time since Alton went to the Marines. Clarence gave me a wrist watch, and “I got lots 
of other presents.” An unexpressed feeling of unity was forming in the family, and as 
time passed, it grew stronger.

The next year brought continued success in school and also intensified conflict with 
Daddy. Our disagreements, as recorded in the diary, seemed to erupt on any subject, 
and the tension would last for several days. I continued also to play basketball, and 
although I liked playing and going to the games, I never excelled in the sport. Rather, 
I gave more attention to the subjects I was studying. Also, I enjoyed piano lessons. 
During my second year, I began to try to play pieces on my own. The first popular piece 
I played was “Anniversary Song.” Clarence brought a copy of “I Love You Truly,” and 
I later tried to play “Because” and “Indian Love Call.” My first recital piece for that 
year was “Scottish Highland Scene,” one that I enjoyed learning. As I thought about 
this recital, I realized that I could not remember the melody of this piece. I rummaged 
through the folders in the music cabinet and found the music, yellowed and some of 
the edges a bit tattered. Taking it to the piano, I played the music, realizing that the 
“Alla Marcia” section definitely had a Scottish sound. Of course, I would not have 
known this when I played the piece in 1947. It was a bit prophetic inasmuch as my 
deep love for Scotland developed much later, but as I play this simple piece by John 
Thompson now, I can link the sound with my trips to the Scottish Highlands and my 
profound feelings for this country. This is another example that an experience is not 
always understood at the time of the occurrence. Also, I played in a piano quartet with 
Ruth Cox, Carolyn McGuire and Betty Jean McGee. I wrote May 15: “I did pretty 
good although I was nervous.”  I also played for funerals at the church. I occasionally 
played for choir practice at the church, and I even played for a man to sing a song I had 
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not seen before. This is surprising because I have never been good at sight-reading. 
When other members of the family would come to visit, we would “gather around the 
piano: and sing.” This continued through the years far into our adult life. I sometimes 
played, although I could not play as well as Ila. I used to admire her playing because she 
seemed to do it with great ease. One of my favorites she played was “Sweet Leilani.” 
My playing for church services at Oak Grove Church gradually increased.

It was during this year that I made my first visit to a dentist. Surprisingly, I had perfect 
teeth. The only time we went to the doctor was for emergency treatment. One exception 
was when I tried to find a solution to my hands perspiring when I had a piano lesson!

I was on the debate team directed by Mrs. Laura O’Neal, and this was a new experience 
for me. I worked very diligently on the debate. My partner Arthur Raven and I won 
against Hamilton School, but Jim O’Neal and Charles Kienast lost to Greenville. We 
were eliminated in the overall competition. I did not record the subject, but I think it 
was on socialized medicine. Although I persisted in taking part in activities that called 
for performing before an audience, I was always very frightened at the time of the 
performance. I am not sure what drove me to participate with such stage fright, but it 
continued throughout my life. 

Sometimes when Mr. Bennett, the principal and math teacher, had to leave school, he 
would ask me to teach the math class. I suppose this was my first teaching experience 
(apart from trying to teach the cat to swim when I was about four years old!). On April 
24, 1947, I was in charge of the first-year algebra class. My reaction: “It was really 
a mess.” The next day I had to teach my own class and the first-year class again. No 
difference in the reaction! Later that year, I note in the diary that I taught eighth grade 
civics. I certainly had no idea at that time that teaching would be the profession I would 
follow.

A puzzling entry on May 7: “What is wrong with me? There is something wrong with 
me or the world one. Went to party at clubhouse. Clay and I stood at crossroad and 
talked. There is something wrong somewhere.” Clay Marshall visited his aunt who then 
lived at the house at the crossroads, the one we vacated after Daddy bought the house 
on the hill. Clay was the nephew of the man who murdered my grandmother and aunt. 
There was never any discussion of this event during the time we spent together. I do not 
know why the subject was never discussed. As to Clay’s and my discussion, I believe 
the conflict between Daddy and me troubled me very much, but I did not know what to 
do about it. The next day, I wrote that “Everything is going along better. Mr. Bennett 
talked to me some.” I liked Mr. Bennett a great deal, and I know that he encouraged me 
in all my school work; he tolerated me on the basketball team!

I did not mind helping in the house when it was necessary. Once when Mother and 
Daddy went to Atlanta to see Paul and Sara, I stayed home with Papa, who helped me 
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take care of the dairy. That night, I cooked biscuits. Papa laughed at them, so they must 
not have been acceptable! I cleaned the kitchen and “got out of the kitchen at 9:30.” I 
suppose I was persistent because when I finished work at the barn the next morning, I 
cooked some more biscuits. My comment: “They were a little better.” 

It was the practice at that time for students who had a certain average in a subject were 
not required to take the final exam. I recorded on May 19 that I was “exempt from all 
my exams.” It was a reward for good performance throughout the grading period, so I 
was free to do whatever I liked. What had started earlier as an attempt to do well in all 
my subjects continued. My relationship with other students, both boys and girls, was 
important to me. Many entries included Lila Claire Davis, Dolphie Lee Blackwell, 
Ruth Cox, Mildred Butts, Ruby Livingston, just to mention a few. Since I was not 
a star basketball player, I was not as popular with some of the boys. Lewis (Bud) 
Sturdivant, even today, asserts that he resented my “setting the curve” on grades. I do 
not remember the teachers “grading on the curve” at that time, but everyone knew that 
it was important to me to do well in all the subjects. I generally had a good relationship 
with all the students.

Although I was attending school in Chipley, the Oak Grove school house continued to 
be a center of social activities in the community. We often had square dances. Another 
example was a “pound party” at the club house (located adjacent to the school house). 
Each person was supposed to take a pound of something that was edible. We played 
games and then ate the food. In season, we also had “watermelon cuttings” and “ice 
cream suppers.” I mention on May 28 that we had a wonderful time at the party. I also 
wrote that the preacher and his wife were there. This couple played a part in my life at 
that time, and she surfaced again in a strange way, which I shall mention later. 

On June 15, Daddy joined the church. My feelings about this event were not recorded 
in the diary. Rather I wrote on that day, “Clarence left, and I have never been so 
lonesome.”  Actually, Daddy joined this church for the first time July 21, 1915 when he 
was 15 years old. The church records show that he joined “by experience.” Interestingly, 
Mother joined this church for the first time also in July 1915. This was eight years 
before Mother and Daddy married. There is an entry in the church record that indicates 
Daddy left the church July 23, 1925. Then he “reunited with the church” on June 15, 
1947. New members often joined the church during the summer when the revival was 
in progress. All members of my family became members of this church, as recorded in 
the church minutes.

Something significant happened June 22, 1947: “Daddy, Mother, and Anne gathered 
around the piano and sang. I played. First time we’ve ever done it.” I think this was 
significant for me because Daddy never showed much interest in my playing the piano. 
It was mother who encouraged me. In fact, sometimes when I was practicing music 
while Daddy was not at home, Mother would warn me when she heard him coming. 
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While at the time I appreciated her support, it inadvertently intensified my troubled 
feelings toward Daddy. So, to have a time when the four of us were enjoying the music 
together was important enough for me to write about it in the diary. Interestingly, for 
many years after the death of Mother and Daddy, the children (now adults) would stand 
around the piano to sing, with either Ila, Fran or me playing the piano.
 
During the summer, I attended a church conference in Wadley, Alabama, and I met 
several young people who impressed me very much. I was beginning to have an 
interest in subjects related to religion. An interesting diary entry on August 1: “Went 
to school house for vespers. Really good. I walked home. Never felt so in my life. Just 
walked around in the moonlight and talked.” I did not mention whether I was talking 
to myself or to someone else; however, the comment “never felt so in my life,” I think 
is significant. Later in the month, I wrote that “I fixed my cross in my room.” I vaguely 
remember setting up my own little worship center.

A new experience on September 20: “thumbing a ride” for the first time. I walked from 
the house to the highway and “got a ride” to Alton and Ila’s home. This became more 
common and continued through my days at West Georgia College when I would go 
home for the weekend. 

I was glad to return to school to begin my senior year. I continued to devote much 
time to my studies. In fact, on September 25, I wrote that “I spent 45 minutes on one 
problem.” I began taking typing, which I enjoyed very much. Several diary entries 
supported this feeling about the subject. I also continued to take music lessons from 
Mrs. Pauline. I had begun to enjoy music even more. Early in the school year, I wrote 
that I was “crazy about typing and I really love my music.” Peggy Eason brought a 
copy of a piano solo of “The Lord’s Prayer” which I enjoyed working on very much. 
As I play it now, I feel somewhat guilty because I never returned it to Peggy, and I do 
not even know whether she is still living. I also tried to play pieces from Papa Bishop’s 
new book of gospel songs. My recital piece for the December recital was Schumann’s 
“Traumeri.” My diary entry: “Didn’t do so good. Could have been worse.” I was always 
very nervous at the time of my recital or at any time I had to perform before a group. 
Of course, it affected my performance, but I persisted.

A new English teacher, Miss Leah Hartley, caused some problems. She could not 
maintain good order in the class although she knew the subject well. Mr. Bennett, 
the principal, had to intercede several times. I did well in her class. Interestingly, she 
surfaced again many years later when I was working on family history. I learned that 
she was related to one branch of the Cadenheads. More about this connection will be 
written later. Activities continued in the community and church, and I went on my first 
“possum hunt” in October.
 
Daddy and I had an arrangement in the mornings where one of us would build a fire 
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in the heater that was in the corner of the dairy barn. While we were getting started 
with milking the cows, Mother would prepare breakfast. One of us would continue 
work while the other went for breakfast, taking turns without interrupting the milking 
schedule. A typical breakfast was buttered biscuits and syrup. I remember well having 
six of Mother’s good biscuits lined around the top of my plate with syrup, mixed with 
butter, generously poured into the plate. I can still taste the biscuits, butter and syrup. 
On this particular day, I was scheduled to take a test for a possible scholarship. Because 
of my frame of mind, my diary entry that evening was “Know I didn’t do anything,” 
meaning that I was sure I performed poorly. This was because of an encounter with 
Daddy as we stood around the stove in the corner of the barn. The image of this corner, 
including a crack between the boards on the side of the barn that allowed cold air to 
enter unwanted will always be etched in my memory. This scene resulted in my starting 
that particular day a fictional account that reflected the intensity of our relationship 
and my trying to make some order out of what was happening to me. Because of this, I 
include below a summary of the story since it reflects my mixed feelings about Daddy 
and also what was emerging as a strong religious orientation that was helpful at the 
time. The story follows.

 A Fictional Account

An entry in my diary on Mother’s birthday, November 21, 1947, brings such pain as 
I read it and remember the consequences of my behavior. The entry, “did something 
down at the barn that it’ll take me a long time to forget,” actually has not been forgotten, 
and I remember having a dream within the last year, wondering if Daddy ever forgave 
me. Our conflict was so intense, and at the same time I wanted so much to have a warm 
relationship with him. It never happened. 

On the next day I wrote that “Daddy is still throwing it up to me about doing what I 
did yesterday morning.” I think as a kind of escape from the conflict, I wrote a fictional 
account of my life at that time. I began writing a story on that date to which I gave the 
title “He’s With You Always.” The diary on the following day shows that I completed 
the “book.” I did not go to church that day because I had a “big fuss with Daddy.” I also 
indicated that I knew he would never forget the conflict. I only wish that my memory 
would allow me to enter the mind of that fifteen-year-old boy and the fears he harbored 
at that time in his life. While he was afraid, he was also clinging desperately to an 
emerging faith that was comforting for him. This is shown in the poorly developed 
story that reflected his feelings and a possible solution to the problems he faced. 

The character in the story was Michael Smith, who was fifteen years old and a senior 
in high school. It is established clearly in the beginning that the relationship between 
Mike and his father was not good. Mike was afraid of what was ahead for him after 
he completed high school. He sets off for the woods to cut firewood. He does not 
understand why his Pop offers no encouragement for him to go to college. His father 
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says that he should have cut the wood during the summer when he was “reading those 
books.” 

Michael’s relationship with his mother was very close. She offered encouragement and 
tried to help Michael see why his father did not understand his desire to go to college. 
She asked him to continue in his efforts to go to college, just for her. He promised her 
that he would persist, and he would be in a position to take care of her when she was 
old.

The story shows a friendship between Michael and Joan Wilson who was also a senior. 
He often talked to her about his problems, and she offered support and encouragement 
for him. She invited him to a party at her house for all seniors.
 
It was his responsibility to milk the cow and take care of the other stock after he 
completed his work in the woods. This was simply accepted as a part of his life.

His father came home one night, blowing the car horn after he arrived in the yard. His 
father stumbled into the house, and Mike thought he was sick, but his mother told him 
that his father was drunk. This was the first time she had ever known him to come home 
drunk. 

Mike was left alone in the kitchen, puzzled. He opened the door and went outside to be 
with his collie dog. He talked to Pal about his father. Then he went into his room, got the 
old family Bible and started reading. As he finished reading, the last words remained 
with him, “Lo, I am with you always even unto the end of the world.” He repeated this 
over and over again, then said, “I’ll never be alone. When I am sad, He is there to cheer 
me. Who can help but believe that there is Jesus who is with you always?” 

He closed his eyes and prayed:

       My God, I pray to Thee tonight thanking Thee that I am living and  have what I have. I realize 
that there are others that do not have as much as I do. I thank Thee for my sweet mother who is so 
encouraging to me. But God, why did Father come in as he did tonight? Is there some reason for it? 
I am willing to do whatever you want me to do with my life. You gave it to me and now I want you to 
be my guide. I ask Thee to guide me in my work at school and help me to make the best of it. Help 
our home, I pray. Amen.

The next morning, Mike was the first to get up. He went into the kitchen and made a 
fire in the stove and in the fireplace. He then went out to do his morning chores with 
his dog Pal at his side. He could see the shadow of his mother in the kitchen getting 
breakfast ready.

She called her husband when breakfast was ready. Mike thought that perhaps his father 
needed sleep after what happened the night before. He heard his mother’s voice call 
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from the bedroom, “Mike, Will is dead.” His mother fainted, and he was left alone. He 
ran to the Wilson’s for help. 

When they returned to the house, Mrs. Smith met them at the door. They went into the 
bedroom and found a note left by Mike’s father: 

       My darling wife and son, I can’t stand it any longer. I haven’t told  you before that I stole some money 
and they were about to catch me in town today. I wanted to send Mike to school and I didn’t have any 
money. I couldn’t stand to face you or anybody else, so I decided to get out of the way. The money is 
in the safe drawer in an old sock.  Get it out and give it to Mr. Garner. Goodbye my wife and son and 
God bless you.

                    Will

There was a quiet funeral in the little white church and then Will was laid to rest. Later 
as Mike walked through the pasture, he thought about what his father did, pondering: 
“I thought he wasn’t interested in me.” Then he made a statement to his father: “Pop, 
don’t you worry. I’ll go to school. I’ll work my way through. I’ll amount to something 
and make you proud of me.” 

After this time alone, he slowly returned to the house and found his mother playing a 
hymn on the old reed organ. He recognized it as one his father had sung in the past. 
Hearing the music, he went into the house and said, “Mother, you’ll not want for a 
thing. I’ll be ‘Pop’ now. Don’t worry. I’ll see after you from now on.” His mother threw 
her arms around him. She managed a smile through tears and kissed him gently.

As time passed, Mike continued in school and worked after school and on Saturday. 
Winter ended, and new life showed on the trees and the birds sang. After a day in 
school. Mike hitched the mules and started breaking the land.
As graduation approached, Mike told his mother that he needed a suit and there was no 
way they could buy one. His mother, “always having solutions to his problems,” said,

“Son, I’ll cut off the pants to your father’s suit and you can wear it. He accepted this 
solution, saying that he knew “Pop would want me to wear his suit in the graduation 
exercise.” 

Mike had memorized his speech for graduation. There was suspense after Mike finished 
his speech. The principal announced, “I would like to award the scholarship to Michael 
Smith who has done excellent work in his high school career. There was loud applause 
and the principal said, “Congratulations, Mike!”

When they arrived home, Mike told his mother that he could go to college, but his 
mother reminded him that he would have to work also to pay for other expenses. 
Suddenly, Mike realized that his mother would be left alone. When he expressed 
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concern, his mother reminded him that they had all summer to make plans. He must 
keep his promise to her that he would go to college.

Mike continued to work on the farm and had a good crop. Late in the summer, he 
came home from the field, finished his night work, bathed and went in for supper, 
whistling as he went about the house. He stopped and sensed that something strange 
was happening.

A faint voice came from his mother’s bedroom. He ran to her bed and knelt beside her. 
In her weak voice, she said, 

       Son, I have had a call to go. I’ll have to leave you alone. Please go forward and do your best. Go 
to college for your father and I want you to be a leader. Don’t get with the wrong crowd. There are 
nice young people who will be your friends. Please, my son, promise me. Will you go to church every 
Sunday that you possibly can? God is with you always no matter where you are. He will be your friend 
when you are in trouble. Just ask him. Remember Jesus said, “I am with you always even unto the end 
of the ……

His reaction was that the one he loved most had left him. What would he do? The 
question haunted him for weeks to come. 

Left alone in the cold, lonesome house, he and Pal sat by the fireside. He spoke to Pal,

“My mother has left me. I don’t see how I can go on by myself. No one to lead me.”

Mike didn’t forget to pray before he went to sleep. After his long prayer, he was about 
to close his eyes when he was aroused by a tender voice saying,

       Son, my son, I am watching you! Go forward as I have told you and be a leader. Don’t weep because 
I left you. God had a job for me. I am attending to it now. Son, go on, will you? Remember what I told 
you.  Search for the ones that are good. Be nice to those who mistreat you.  I…

He sat up in bed and said, “Mother don’t leave me alone.” He was weeping. Then a 
voice more tender than his mother’s said, “You aren’t alone. Remember I am with you 
always.”  Mike’s tear-stained eyes sparkled, and his lips widened in a smile. Listen! 
Hear the old organ playing a heavenly tune? Mike you aren’t alone! He is there with 
you. You are safe! 

The End 

An escape for a sad, confused fifteen-year-old. Apparently, writing worked for him and 
he did not share the story with anyone else. There was nobody with whom he could 
talk about his feelings, so he managed alone. The unread handwritten story is in the 
old trunk. The next day, the important event was buying “The Whippenpoof Song” and 
trying to play it.
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The year 1948 was important in two ways: my high school days came to an end and 
West Georgia College was the beginning of a new world for me, one that had a great 
impact on my life. At the beginning of the year, music had a new dimension. David 
Clark, the pastor of the church, and his wife became important for me. Louise played 
the violin. She and I spent a good bit of time playing music at our home and we also 
played special music at the church. On January 4, 1948, we provided the music for 
Annette Butts’ wedding. I wrote my theme on Beethoven, finishing it on the sixth of 
January, and then typed it. I was pleased to receive an “A” on the theme.

A diary entry on January 10 brings to mind a place that proved to be very important 
to me. I wrote, “Daddy still mad. I went down to the ditch and prayed.” Then again on 
May 31, I wrote: “I went down to the ditch and fixed my cross and prayed for me and 
Daddy. It seems as though we’ll never get along.”

Behind the dairy barn was a hill to which I retreated often to watch the sunset and just 
to be alone. I wish now that I could enter the mind of the boy I was when I retreated 
to this hill in great loneliness. Surely, I must have dreamed of a life that was better, 
although I had nothing on which to base such a dream, except perhaps what I had 
learned from reading. The conflict that I had with Daddy also drove me to this hill 
just to have the peace and solitude it provided for me. I must have been very confused 
because I know that I wanted so much to have a loving relationship with Daddy, and it 
just did not happen. I am sure that I went to the hill sometimes with tears, not knowing 
where else to turn. Other times, I am sure I went just to view the beauty that to me was 
clearly evident in this place. The hill is mentioned several times in the diary, even after 
I left home and went to college.

It was a specific location that I think always gave me a sense of place when I thought of 
the home I knew during my years as a teen-ager. The idea of the hill has followed me 
throughout my life, and I have always found great pleasure in reaching the summit of 
any hill and feeling the pleasure of having a panoramic view. I think it also represents 
in a strange kind of way my need for solitude. This need was met when I was a young 
person and sought what to me was the beauty of Nature, although I could not really 
articulate this thought at such a young age. There was a feeling that was important to 
me, and I suppose I did not feel that expressing it in words was necessary to hold it in 
my memory. 

The hill, however, was the subject of a piece I wrote with my students July 18, 1985. Of 
course, nobody knew except me that I was reflecting on the many times I sat on the hill 
and this is just an example of how much the hill meant to me. This particular writing, I 
think, captures the spirit of the place, and it never really left me:

       When I reached this familiar spot, the silent explosion of color in the western sky had faded to a timid 
blush and the trees in the distance, following their daily transformation, covered the horizon with 
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intricate, lacy patterns in black. I looked across two grass-covered slopes cradling a stream that had 
watered the creatures through the years, even when we were threatened by drought. My eyes followed 
empty paths on each side of the stream as these lines converged to my right and disappeared just above 
the spring. Intermittent sounds of bells beyond the place where the path ended reminded me that all the 
cows were settled in place, the work for the day was done, and I could rest. 

       The cheerful descant of a lone mockingbird in the water oak to my left rose above the growing chorus 
of crickets that had begun to  welcome the approaching night. Forgetting time, I sat very still and 
listened, feeling an occasional breeze playfully wrap itself around me. It brought a sweet message from 
the honeysuckle, then died with a whisper in the patch of pines just beyond where I sat. 

      
       I watched as the sky gave up its color. Venus announced itself above the horizon to the antiphonal calls 

of two whippoorwills in the distance. Fireflies pierced the darkness settling around me and challenged 
the  reluctant stars as they peeked through the gradually darkening dome  above me. I stood up, 
breathed deeply, and walked toward the house.

From this hill, I could look across to another one where large cedar trees shaded the 
White Cemetery. This was an old cemetery that prompted many tales. There was a certain 
mystery associated with it, in part because the man who murdered my grandmother was 
buried there. There was a row of children’s graves, all who died during an epidemic. 
Also, I found a memorial to a soldier who was killed in the War Between the North and 
South. This cemetery prompted me to write another piece June 30, 1980 in which I was 
attempting to capture a mood. The piece follows:

       It was late afternoon when they turned off the pavement onto the familiar dirt road. The long dry spell 
was evident as the once lush green plum bushes were now covered with the soft powdery red dust from 
the road. He hated to make his son and daughter-in-law go out of their way but he did want to go back 
to the spot one more time. The car stopped, and a cloud of dust enveloped it temporarily.  He waited 
for most of the dust to settle before he opened the door.

       He quietly refused his son’s offer to help him from the car and in sisted that he wanted to walk 
unaccompanied up a path which was barely visible to the eye, but deeply etched in his mind. As he  
ascended the hill, he did not look back; energy seemed to creep slowly from the soil into his aging 
frame as he made his way up the steep slope he had climbed so many times before.

       When he reached the top he breathed heavily for a moment, then settled slowly onto a bed of leaves 
prepared for him by  the maples and hickories he had watched grow from mere saplings. The quietness 
of the hill was briefly disturbed by the crisp sound of the leaves as he brought his body to rest upon 
them. He closed  his eyes and his thoughts linked this moment with the past. The linkage was locked 
by the aroma of the honeysuckle, a fragrance whose seemingly magical power placed beside him the 
one  who first sat here with him in the late summer of ’27 and then shared the forty-three years that 
followed. Opening his eyes, he looked northward to another hill where he had buried her next to their 
infant son. But in this quiet moment she was with him.

       His face reflected the gentle blush of the western sky as a calm breeze wrapped itself around his body 
and helped fashion an invisible wall that shut out a world he had left at the other end of the path. He 
was free to remember. And he did . . .for a while.

       The silence was broken by a muffled rumble which seemed to come from the bottom land. This familiar 
sound from the past told him a summer storm was being born. And now, it was a signal that he must 
leave. He stood up ---but not very straight. Looking around, he knew that for these brief moments all 
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within his sight was his again. He stood quietly as the power of his consciousness fixed the image 
securely in his mind. This image could be his tomorrow.

       Now, almost willingly, he found the path and started back. He knew he must make his way to the car 
so those waiting could drop him off at Happy Manor on their way home.

It is strange that even now when I visit the home place – unfortunately, I do not go 
often – something moves inside me in a way that I cannot express in words; it can only 
be felt. It is perhaps a mix of sadness, longing that I felt then, some happiness that I 
surely must have known at times, vague memories, my life now when I can put all of 
it into perspective and realize that I have had a wonderful life. I do believe that what 
I am now has deep roots in the soil of that place, and there is no way anyone can ever 
understand my feeling toward it.

Below the hill was a deep ditch where I could also be alone. On that particular day in 
May after I had graduated from high school, I found a place in the ditch where the high 
bank allowed me room to carve a cross. Again, the details of the experience are not 
clear in my mind; however, since I recorded it in the diary, it is real. Also, at some time 
I made a photograph of the cross, and for many years this photograph has been in a 
paperweight that remains on my desk. If I look carefully at the photograph, I can even 
see some of the marks I made on the bank. The ditch is no longer there, and time has 
erased the cross from the bank, but it remains etched in my mind so deeply that only 
death can remove it. My world was so small at that time, and I almost shudder when I 
think of the sadness I must have felt so many times when I visited this secret place and 
could not see beyond what I knew at the time. 

I think this place in the deep ditch was a kind of altar for me. I could be alone, and 
nobody else knew about this secret place. Each time I visited the cross, I made a mark 
on the side of the bank to record that I had been there. Why I did this, I do not know. 
(Maybe it connects to my need for documentation in all that I do!) There were many 
thoughts and feelings that were a part of my life at that time that I could not share with 
anyone, and I could go there and talk aloud and, yes, pray because at that time I had a 
deep belief in prayer. Perhaps it also is linked to my profound need for solitude and a 
necessity to work things out for myself. That never changed.

Much later in my life, I wrote a piece attempting to explain why I decided to become a 
teacher. On December 31, 1977 I wrote in my diary:

       I hold in my hand the paper weight which contains a picture of an altar I constructed and frequented 
as a teenager. While I do not treat this subject lightly I must say a part of my search now is for a new 
altar. I think I will find it simply because I am seeking. My love for order, beauty, and understanding 
will assist me.

I think this carved cross in the red clay of Georgia perhaps helped me to understand 
the importance of sense of place in my life. There are other very special places that 
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stand out in my memory, ones that were a part of my life at different times, and I think 
their significance can be linked to this simple altar that met an important need I had at 
that time in my life. The diary entries in January and May attest to the deep feelings I 
carried with me to the secret place.

During the last half of my senior year, music became increasingly important to me. 
When I could, I chose to go to the music room to practice rather than go to the gym 
to play basketball. Louise Clark and I continued to play special music for church. I 
used money I received for my birthday and bought “Ave Maria,” which we played for 
church. I even composed a piece of music to which I gave the title,” The Day is Done.” 
Practice was never a chore for me. In fact, I sometimes stayed home from church to 
practice, and at times I would skip basketball practice and go to the music room to 
practice music. On March 22, the diary entry reflects a strong feeling for music: “Went 
up to music room to practice. Next to God and my family, I love my music. Someday 
I hope I can succeed in this field.” Despite this strong desire, I never felt confident 
when taking lessons or in performing. I remember actually going to the doctor during 
my senior year because of a particular problem I had when I was nervous while taking 
music lessons. Working in the dairy caused my hands to crack and dirt would settle in 
the cracks. When I played the piano during a lesson, my hands would perspire, and I 
would leave dirty marks on the keys. I was so embarrassed, and I could not find a way 
to correct the problem. Several diary entries reflect a “bad spiritual feeling” during this 
time. I indicated that I wanted to talk to Mr. Bennett. I think I was beginning to see 
that high school would end soon, and I was not confident that I was ready for the great 
change that would come. It was March 16 that I first mention college: “Talked with Mr. 
Bennett concerning going to college.”

On February 7, I thought I would take on the role of doctor and help a cow that was 
trying to birth a calf. This was not a good move on my part; the cow died two days later. 
I never told anyone that it might have been my fault.

There is an image that remains fixed in my mind: what we called the sleeping barn. 
This was the barn about 100 feet from the dairy barn where we stored hay for the cows 
above the ground floor. I remember cold rainy evenings after we had finished milking 
we would drive the cows into the sleeping barn for the night. I would go to the dry 
shelter of my own home, feeling good that the cows were also under a shelter and out 
of the cold rain. I am not sure why this image of the sleeping barn is so strong in my 
mind except I think I have always had a feeling for other humans as well as animals. 

During my senior year in high school, things were not going well for us in the dairy. 
We worked very hard, but there was little profit. In fact, on March 19, I wrote, “Got our 
mild check. It was 15 cents. That is so discouraging.” I know it must have been very 
difficult for Daddy to try to keep the dairy in operation and also to work at other jobs. 
Of course, I did not understand at the time that such tension could make his and my 
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relationship more difficult. 

Competition in “District Meets” was important during my senior year. I represented 
Chipley High School in typing. Unfortunately, I set the margin wrong and was 
disqualified. Additionally, I sang in a quartet with Jim O’Neal, Kathryn Smith, and 
Carolyn McGuire. We sang “Deep in My Heart” from Sigmund Romberg’s Chocolate 
Soldier. We won the competition in the district and later went to state competition, 
and we did not place at all. Mrs. Pauline exercised poor judgment by allowing me 
to attempt Debussy’s “Clair de lune.” I thought at that time, and my opinion has not 
changed, that it was such a lovely piece of music; however, I was not ready to master it. 
I think I had heard Peggy Eason play it and I wanted to attempt it myself. Mrs. Pauline 
later commented that it was not always wise to attempt a piece that was familiar. In 
that same month, I had begun to memorize the piece that I would play in my final 
recital, “A la Bien Aimee,” by Edouard Schutt, a Russian composer who was born in 
St. Petersburg in 1856 and died one year after I was born. He composed orchestral 
works, chamber music, and salon pieces such as the one I played for my final recital. I 
do not remember Mrs. Pauline giving much attention to the lives of composers; neither 
did she devote much time to technical exercises. Of all the pieces I played under Mrs. 
Pauline’s supervision, this one gave me a good challenge. I liked the piece very much, 
but I had learned that memorizing music was very difficult for me. I never mastered a 
technique for memorizing although I always wanted to be able to play from memory.

It is interesting to note that my taste in music at that time included some gospel music. 
On May 3, I went to Chipley to hear the “Smile-awhile” quartet. My comment in the 
diary was, “They were wonderful.” Actually, my introduction to classical music was 
very limited at that time; it was mainly through my contact with Mrs. Pauline. There 
were no opportunities to listen to classical music, and I knew nobody who had an 
interest or background in music that was very different from my own. I have wondered 
whether I would have cultivated a stronger taste in classical music at that time if I had 
had more exposure. Because of some of my comments about the pieces I played under 
Mrs. Pauline’s supervision, I somehow think I would have responded in a positive way.

Toward the end of the senior year, competition was keen among the honor students. 
On April 26, Mr. Bennett told us that there were 6 honor students. My diary entry: 
“Wonder who’s first.”  The next day: “Mr. Bennett gave us our speeches. Don’t tell 
anybody, but I think I have first honor.” The following day, Mr. Bennett told me that I 
was valedictorian. I knew that I was competing with Kathryn Smith, who had joined us 
for the senior year. There was no celebration for this honor; rather, the remainder of the 
entry was not as happy: “Had a fuss at supper table. First time Mother has cried since 
coming home [from hospital].”

On May 3, I “deposited $50 in my name in the bank.” I am not sure where I received the 
money unless it was gifts for upcoming graduation. The 14thth brought the final piano 
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recital. I played “A la Bien Aimee,” and Kathryn Smith and I played our duet, “Poet 
and Peasant Overture.” This was one of my greatest accomplishments to that time, and 
I felt particularly good. Paul, Alton, Clarence – all the family – came for the recital, and 
I was pleased that all went well. This was a very important time in my life for all of my 
family to hear me perform, the one who held the mandolin for the photograph although 
he could not play it. I hope Paul, Sara, Alton, and Ila were pleased that they were the 
ones who made this moment possible. I did not have a jacket to wear for the recital, so 
the preacher, David Clark, let me borrow his white dinner jacket. Later he told me to 
keep it, so I carried it with me to West Georgia College when I entered summer quarter. 
The day after graduation, Clarence, Paul, and I went to West Georgia for a visit. I met 
many people, and I felt good about following Clarence and Paul to the college.

Graduation on May 24, 1948 was a big event for me: “Got first honor. Got a medal. Had 
to make a speech. God help me to do good from now on.”  What I did not write was 
that I was so nervous that I perspired very heavily. I do remember my hands perspiring 
so much that the perspiration actually dropped into my lap as I sat in the cap and 
gown. After I finished my speech, the minister who had the invocation told me that 
I was “sweating like a laborer in the cotton field.” I wrote earlier about the problem 
with my hand perspiring during my music lessons, leaving the piano keys discolored. 
Then my quarter at West Georgia College, when I sang in the choir, I recorded: “Had 
choir concert. Paul, Clarence, and them came. I was scared and as usual sweated. I am 
disgusted.” I really never solved this problem. As valedictorian of the class, I received 
a scholarship that paid my tuition at West Georgia College, since I had already decided 
to follow Paul and Clarence there. The scholarship also included tuition for the second 
year if I maintained a good average. Since I had made such good grades in high school, 
I believed that I would have the scholarship for both years.
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West Georgia College

Registering at West Georgia College was a big step for me, but there was no excitement 
recorded in my diary. I was able to ride to Carrollton with Julian and Mildred Hagler 
because Mildred was enrolling in summer school. Mother and Daddy did not go with 
me and apparently I did not expect them to take me. Doris Gray, whom I had met 
earlier when I went to the college with Paul and Clarence, was the only student I knew, 
and she was especially helpful to me and became a very good friend. I registered for 
English 101 and Social Science 101. I had a job in the campus post office where Doris 
also worked. My only mention of leaving home on that date was the fact that I “wrote 
a letter to Mother.” 

I adapted to the new environment very soon. Two things immediately helped me to 
meet other students: working in the post office and “Rec” (Recreation). At “Rec” we 
danced and played games. I am sure this was planned specifically to help new students 
meet others and also to adjust to college life. I lived in Rogers Hall, a prefabricated 
building that was placed behind the gym. A good many veterans were enrolled at the 
time and lived in this building. 

My first weekend showed a touch of homesickness. I mentioned on Saturday night that 
all those who lived in Rogers Hall either went home or went to a movie. I stayed alone 
in my room to study. Comment in the diary: “Awfully lonesome.” Then on Sunday, I 
went to church in the morning and played the piano in the afternoon. Another clue to 
my feeling: “Reminded me of home.” 

There was an adjustment for me as I lived with a number of veterans in Rogers Hall. 
Alcohol consumption among these older students was something that was offensive to 
me. I am sure my feeling was linked to earlier experience when Daddy would come 
home drunk. One of the students, Ray Miller, and I became friends. On the night of 
June 15, 1948, I wrote that Ray and I went to the movie, and when we came back, “my 
room was filled with drunks.” 

My first trip home allowed me to simply continue what I knew before I left for college.

Several entries in my diary show a kind of romantic feeling for home. On June 19, 
Mother and Daddy went to a “fish supper,” and I remained at home and “played piano 
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by lamp light.” My nature was such that I could easily escape into a dream world. I 
had learned to do this much earlier in my life. A second entry in August showed that 
“I played the piano for Mother.” I probably realize more now than I did at that time 
how much my playing the piano meant to her. There is probably much more in this 
simple statement about playing the piano for her than meets the eye. Once when I 
came home in August, I “played the ole’ organ tonight.” Apart from this reed organ 
being the practice instrument my first year of piano instruction, I think I held a special 
feeling for the sound and also for the fact that it helped to link me to music in my 
family. There were a few times when some of us stood around the organ and sang while 
Mother played. The dream world was shattered when the electrical power was off, 
and “I milked 9 cows.” I was expected to continue the work I had done before leaving 
home. This happened when brothers came home to visit. Mother always called me to 
go to the dairy barn to help Daddy.

My grades were good in the two courses This continued to be important to me for two 
reasons: a continuation of my desire to achieve that was set in high school and also, 
I knew that maintaining a high average would allow me to continue the scholarship I 
received for being valedictorian.

Vespers, a religious program planned by students, provided another opportunity for me 
to get to know other students. At that time, I had a strong need for a link with organized 
religion, and I also was eager to be a part of a group who shared this need. It did not 
take me long to realize that I was meeting many students whose thoughts were similar 
to mine, and I found this very reassuring. The fact that we were together on campus and 
had opportunities for interaction facilitated the building of friendships. Vespers also 
provided me a chance to begin to participate in music activities at the college. In fact, 
I played the piano for vespers for the first time July 7. I also visited Mandeville Hall 
where Doris Gray and several other girls I met lived that summer, and I often played the 
piano. I was pleased that Mrs. Abbott, the housemother, invited me to play the piano, 
as indicated in my diary on July 16. Music and vespers were important parts of my life 
while I was a student at West Georgia College. A first for me was recorded November 
3, 1948: “Had VRA. I played the piano and led prayer. It’s the first time I’ve ever led 
prayer.” The final sentence on that date is not related to prayer, but it might well have 
been: “Reviewing for chemistry test.” Perhaps I should have included this in the prayer 
because on the next day I wrote, “Didn’t do so well.”

I learned during the summer that I would be able to work in the post office again when 
I returned fall quarter. On July 13, I sold my first money order! I realized as I worked 
in the post office throughout my stay at the college that I had an advantage because I 
got to know so many of the students who lived on campus, and I often interacted with 
them when they came to get their mail or to buy stamps or money orders. This job also 
put me in touch with all faculty. When the summer quarter ended, I think I was aware 
that a new world had opened for me, although I had just entered and, of course, did not 
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fully understand the impact it would have on my life. It is clear that I liked what I had 
experienced. I had been exposed to a larger group of students who would prove to be 
important in my life. In this group were people whose values were similar to mine, and 
I found some comfort in being a part of the group. Also, I met and came to know other 
students who were different. They, too, helped to broaden my view from what I had 
known in my smaller group in high school.

Returning to Oak Grove for the summer was not easy. I started working for Daddy 
as he was building a house for someone near LaGrange. This was not successful. I 
wrote on August 2 that “I made a new step in my life today. Tried to get a job but 
to no avail. Went in every store. . . I feel low.” I did want to add to my small savings 
account at Farmers and Merchants Bank in Chipley, where on July 28 I had a balance 
of $69.75. On August 3, I cashed my savings stamps and deposited $23.00. On that 
date, I also asked Daddy about the possibility of working for him again. Rather than 
helping him with carpentry, he allowed me to work in the pasture and on odd jobs at 
home. These included baling hay and hauling manure. Things just were not the same 
for me at home. On August 7, I “went to the ditch and cross after I finished milking.” 
This continued to be a place where I went when I needed time alone. On August 20, I 
wrote that “I went out into the moonlight to think and wonder. Gosh, I get lonesome.”  
I had contact with the young minister at Oak Grove Church, David Clark, and his wife 
Louise during the summer, and most of this interaction was pleasant. We gave them 
fresh milk every day, and as a result I saw him frequently. I think the summer at West 
Georgia College had affected me in ways that I did not fully understand. A diary entry 
on September 1 reflects an attitude that implies some questioning on my part: “Had 
young people’s meeting at schoolhouse. For some reason or another I don’t like these 
young people.” Perhaps I was somewhat torn between what I had known before and my 
new experiences with different people at West Georgia College.

On September 19, David Clark took me back to college to begin my second quarter. 
I had a chance to work in the college store, and I made $2.40. At first, I was a little 
homesick, but as friends I made during the summer returned, everything seemed fine. 

When I registered, I paid $125.25 with the diary entry, “Boy hated to give it up, but 
maybe it will be worth it.” I cannot remember, but this must have been for room and 
meals since my tuition was paid from the scholarship. I moved from Rogers Hall to 
the Log Cabin. It was during this quarter that I met Mary Lou Cadenhead. It was only 
after I engaged in family research many years later that I knew how she fit into the 
Cadenhead family. Unfortunately, by that time she was suffering from Alzheimer’s and 
when I contacted her, it was too late to share my research with her. Classes began on 
September 27, and I was taking chemistry, humanities, and French. “Rat week” began 
that day, and also, I “tried out” for choir.

 One of the most important events in my life occurred early in fall quarter of 1948 at 
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West Georgia College. This event was meeting Fran Jameson. Interestingly, our meeting 
involves music and music has remained important to us throughout our married life. 
Both Fran and I often played for vespers at the college. Early in fall quarter before I 
met Fran, I played for VRA (Voluntary Religious Association). Fran followed me in 
playing the piano. I left a piece of music on the piano, and apparently Fran took it with 
her when she removed her music. Later when I was in line at the dining hall, I asked 
if anyone knew Fran Jameson. I wanted to see her and get my music. Fran, behind me 
in line, stepped forward and said, “I’m Fran Jameson. I got my music and later a wife 
from this introduction in the line at the dining hall. (The children heard this story many 
times, so when they planned our 50th wedding anniversary celebration, they decided 
to have it at the dining hall at West Georgia College, which by then had become a 
university.) We shared many experiences in music during the time we were in college, 
beginning that first quarter we were together at West Georgia.

Jane Woodruff, choir director at West Georgia College, was a key figure in our lives. 
Being a part of the choir was one of the most valuable experiences I had at West 
Georgia College. In addition to singing in the college choir, I also sang in the choir at 
First Presbyterian Church. Miss Woodruff directed this choir also, and she invited me 
to sing with this group. Later I left this choir and became active in various activities at 
First Baptist Church, including singing in the choir and leading singing at the evening 
service. I spent extra time with Miss Woodruff, as indicated in my diary on October 
12: “Played piano this afternoon and tonight. Sang some for Miss Woodruff. She gave 
me a new piece of music.”

During fall quarter of 1948, I think I was sensing that music was one of the most 
important things in my life. Several things happened this second quarter I was at West 
Georgia College that affected my thinking about music. There were many entries in 
my diary that referred to practicing music and playing the piano. Intense feelings 
were associated with music at the time. On November 17, I wrote that “I practiced my 
music until about ten o’clock tonight. Studied some. Just can’t get my mind on lessons 
for music.” Two days later, I wrote that I “went to church to play organ. Came back 
with Mr. Ingram. Beautiful night. Music within me.” Within the same week: “All that 
comes to me is music, music. Sang in choir at Presbyterian Church. I hope someday 
I can do what I want to.” I did not mind practicing. On November 30, I wrote that “I 
practiced my music until late tonight. Enjoyed it very much. Getting “Polonaise in A” 
pretty well.” It was during this quarter that I attended my first concert by a professional 
pianist, William Haaker. One word entry in my diary: “Wonderful.” 

During that quarter, I took a course in Humanities, one half devoted to music and the 
other to art. My appreciation for classical music was enhanced in this course. We were 
introduced to many different compositions through Miss Woodruff’s skillful teaching. 
We were also introduced to the Music Library, an attractive room upstairs in the Rural 
Arts Building. Numerous entries in my diary refer to visits to the Music Library with 
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different people. We had to have special permission to visit this room which also had an 
outdoor terrace attached to it. It was very exciting to be able to go out onto the terrace 
at night, feel the night air, look at the stars, and listen to beautiful music. It was here 
that I listened for the first time to Tschaikovsky’s “Sixth Symphony,” “The Messiah,” 
and Caesar Franck’s “Symphony in D.” The setting was beautiful, and the people who 
went to the room really had an interest in music, although naturally, there was some 
socializing as well. Visits to this room continued throughout my study at West Georgia 
College where there were beautiful views of sunsets from the terrace. Fran and I visited 
the Music Library together several times.

There was a rather obscure entry in my diary on December 12, 1948 that I later realized 
was a significant time for me: “Talked to Miss Woodruff. She talked to me about an 
hour. Really love her.” As can be seen from what I have written, I had become so 
enamored of music that I thought I would like to pursue it as a major. I was not aware 
of my limitations, and because I had succeeded in high school, I believed that I could 
choose any field and achieve by working hard. I think Miss woodruff sensed my love for 
music, and she wanted to encourage me; however, she also wanted me to be realistic. 
She knew my background, experience in music, and she also knew what was necessary 
for one to succeed in music. It was in this conversation that she helped me to see that 
one can enjoy music as a hobby and not pursue it professionally. Through the years as 
I have reflected on this conversation with a person I respected so much, I realized its 
significance. My love for music was not affected adversely; rather I simply developed 
music skills that were to become a part of my life simply for enjoyment.

There was an environment at the college that encouraged students to develop 
friendships with other students, and at the same time close relationships were possible 
with some faculty members. As I reflect on my experience at the college, I realize 
that the relationships I had with faculty outside of classes had a great impact on me. 
Informal conversations at various events were very meaningful. Some faculty attended 
“Rec,” and we got to know them in a purely social manner. For example, I wrote in my 
diary on October 22, 1948 that I “danced with Miss Woodruff.” Also, there were clubs 
that allowed students to pursue their interests. As indicated earlier, I was active in VRA, 
and I also belonged to the French Club.

Clarence, Paul, and Sara, having been students at the college before me, offered much 
encouragement. Also, I occasionally visited them in Atlanta. It was a special treat for 
me to be with them. They did special things for me. For example, Paul took me to 
Rich’s where I could play the pianos. Clarence took me to the movie and I also went 
to church with him. I was so pleased after my visit in late October that I wrote in my 
diary: “Had wonderful weekend. I love my brothers.”

My first experience at Homecoming Dance was November 5, and “I took Frances 
Jameson. Had a wonderful time. Danced and danced.” The nearest thing to this 
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experience for me was the junior-senior dance in high school, but it was on a much 
smaller scale. I did enjoy dancing, and I found my first Homecoming Dance a fine 
event.

Fran played for the modern dance class. One of the musical selections they used was 
“The Glow Worm.” She brought a copy to me so I could learn it. Then on November 
9, she and I went to the Rural Arts Building to play the piano. My entry on that date: 
“Love her.” I continued to see Fran, but I also saw several other girls as well. 

I stayed at the college during the holidays to work in the post office. I was often lonely 
when I stayed in the log cabin. The dining hall was closed, so I had to make other 
arrangements about meals. On December 18, I “made a marvelous discovery: cook my 
breakfast on electric iron. Toast tastes good.” I had taken a portable iron on which the 
handle folded so the iron formed a flat surface. I heated the iron and then put the bread 
on to toast. I found I could prepare my own breakfast and save money!

Another example of interaction with faculty outside class occurred during the 
Christmas holidays. Miss Marie Campbell, who taught Humanities 201, invited me 
to her house to visit because she knew that I was staying on campus to work in the 
post office when other students had gone home for the holidays. The next three days, 
she asked me to come to her house for supper. I stayed and listened to music and 
“enjoyed it very much.” Miss Campbell told me that she would invite me to spend the 
night, but it “would not look right.” She had a lovely house that we all referred to as 
the “gingerbread house.” She was an excellent teacher, and she published fine novels. 
Two I remember were Folks Do Get Born and Cloudwalking. There was something 
magic about her home and her love for literature, and she had a way of inspiring us 
to appreciate works that we might otherwise not have known. This feeling ran deeper 
for me because of this personal attention she gave to me when I otherwise would have 
spent more lonely hours in the log cabin. 

Christmas at home in 1948 was a happy time. All the family came home, and we 
celebrated: “All of them were here. Had our Christmas tree. Wonderful. Aunt Kate and 
Uncle Harmon came.” On Christmas Day, there were 26 people there for lunch. There 
was much singing and a great spirit prevailed. When I wrote that “all of them left,” I 
did not mention loneliness. Rather I recorded, “I am so glad to be home.” The feeling 
carried throughout the holidays.

When I returned for winter quarter, I was enrolled in biology, French, algebra and 
English 102. Three of the four teachers played an important role in the remainder of 
my work at the college: Marion Crider, George C.S. Adams, and William H. Row. I 
was elected president of the choir, and this gave me more opportunities to work with 
Miss Woodruff. Probably my close association with Miss Woodruff resulted from her 
previous work with Paul and Clarence who preceded me, but as time passed I think 
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she saw that I was particularly interested in music, and she encouraged me. I met her 
brother who was a pianist. He played at the Lit-Mu Woman’s Club and Miss Woodruff 
invited me to attend so I could hear him play. She gave me a copy of music, a special 
arrangement of “Turkey in the Straw” that he played. I worked very hard on it, but I 
never was able to play it well. Occasionally she invited me to play for chapel. On June 
9, 1949, she invited me to go to the Music Library with her. She continued to encourage 
me as I sang in the choir. We were introduced to different kinds of music in the choir, 
and the beauty of the music, as well as the friendships formed in the choir meant a great 
deal to me. I had never had the experience of singing in a choir prior to going to West 
Georgia College, so the discipline that was necessary to be a member was important to 
me. Also, performing in many different locations helped me to become more confident 
as I sang with the group; however, I never was completely confident when I sang a solo 
or a solo part in a choir performance. I recorded proudly on May 17, 1949 that we had 
“choir trip to north Georgia. Farthest north I have ever been.” 

I also decided to run for president of the freshman class, but my campaigning was not 
successful. I must have felt rather secure even to run, and I had encouragement from 
other students. That was my one and only attempt to run for an office as a student. All 
went well in my classes, and I devoted very much time to studying. At the same time, I 
had time for work and also participate in campus activities. 

My roommate during that year was Joel Phillips from Atlanta. We did not have very 
much in common, but we had no serious conflicts. I am not sure, but I think his father 
not only liked me, but he also felt sorry for me because I had much fewer clothes than 
Joel. On February 9, 1949, I went to Atlanta with Joel. Mr. Phillips bought a suit for 
me. It was the first time I had ever owned a suit. The only jacket I had was the dinner 
jacket that David Clark, the minister at Oak Grove Church, gave to me to wear for my 
piano recital in my senior year. As I reflect on the gift, I wonder why I accepted it. My 
only diary entry was, “Surely was nice.” 

I started my second job on February 9. I contacted the dietician, Mrs. Dunne, about a 
job in the dining hall. I suppose I felt the need for more money than I received for my 
work in the post office, so I sought an additional job. My responsibility was to wipe 
the vacant tables after students and faculty finished eating. I remember waiting in the 
kitchen, dreading going out into the dining hall with my bucket and rag to wipe the 
tables. My diary entry on February 9: “Got a job in dining hall wiping off tables. I sure 
feel silly, but I have to do it.” An advantage to the job was the opportunity to make 
more money when it was time to mop the entire dining hall late at night. Several of the 
workers in the dining hall worked together to complete this task. On some occasions, 
we raided the refrigerator and enjoyed some nice snacks!

Another person who encouraged me in music was Gladys Shannon, housemother at 
Adamson Hall. She played the violin, and she also enjoyed singing. Often, she invited 
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me to come to the parlor to play the piano. She would play the violin at times while I 
played the piano. At other times, we sang together. I recorded in my diary on August 
11, 1949 that she and I sang “Wanting You,” a duet arrangement that I was to sing at 
my cousin Anne’s wedding the next month. I even started trying to play the violin, 
according to my diary entry on August 15. It was during this time also that I had a 
few voice and piano lessons. I took the lessons in the parlor at Adamson. I do not 
remember, and I have no record, how I paid for the lessons. The mother and daughter 
team came to Adamson; the mother taught piano and her daughter gave voice lessons. 
On August 9, I wrote “Mrs. Shannon and I played and sang. I hit ‘G.’ How I would love 
to be a singer. Maybe I can!” I did not continue the lessons beyond the summer quarter. 
There were no entries concerning Adamson Hall during fall quarter, but I know that 
Mrs. Shannon continued to encourage me.

There was an interesting entry in the diary on February 23, 1949 that seems almost 
prescient: “Wrote to a girl in France.” I am sure that this writing came from my 
studying French, and Dr. Adams probably encouraged us to exchange letters as a way 
of practicing written French and also to gain greater understanding of French culture. 
Many years would pass before I began extensive international correspondence that 
would lead to rich friendships.

My weekend trips to Oak Grove, while pleasant, seem to reflect a change in my attitude 
that I did not understand. Two entries show the change. On March 19, I wrote, “Clarks 
ate supper with us. Seems like ole’ times but everything has certainly changed.”  This 
was followed the next day, “Went to Christian Endeavor. Isn’t like it used to be.” Even 
when I visited Chipley High School on Monday, March 21, “Went to school to spend 
the day. Miss Pauline hugged and kissed me. Saw Mr. Bennett. Talked with Lila Claire. 
Things have certainly changed.” The change was no doubt in me, and I, of course, did 
not know the nature of the change. I was bridging two very different worlds, and my 
experiences in college were having an impact on me.

The interest in attending movies that started when I was in high school continued in 
college. Admission must have been very affordable because I went to the movie theater 
with friends very often. Interesting diary entries on April 19 and 20 seem to connect 
with what was a little later to become a decision in my choice of work to do beyond 
college. On April 19, I wrote, “Went to see ‘The Search’ with Doris. It was simply 
wonderful. Made me want to have 10 young’uns like the little boy. Wonderful!” I went 
to see the movie again on April 20, with the entry, “Gosh, it really does something to 
me.”

My relationship with other students was generally very positive, and I made many 
friends while I was in college. Early it was clear that I stood firmly for my beliefs and 
felt comfortable in expressing them. I wrote a letter to the editor of Look magazine 
expressing my strong disagreement with a position in an article. Something happened 
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on April 25 that resulted in a physical fight with another student. I do not remember the 
nature of the disagreement, but I recorded that “Barnes and I had a fight. First one I’ve 
had. Someday God help!” Whatever the subject, the feelings were strong.

My success during the freshman year was cumulative, and the personal rewards for me 
were gratifying. On May 26, Mrs. Copeland from the Registrar’s office told me that 
I would be a “flag bearer” at graduation. This pleased me because I knew that being 
selected was related to my academic performance and also participation in campus 
activities. Further, my relationship with a number of faculty members proved to be 
very satisfying for me. On June 3, I “ate supper with the Adamses. Played the organ.” 
I performed well in French class, and this meal at the Adams’ home was the beginning 
of a relationship that ultimately resulted in my taking care of their home during the 
summer while they were away. I distinctly remember my being on the receiving line at 
the Sophomore Reception, certainly a new experience for me. At the reception, I had a 
chance to converse with Mr. Wallace, the art professor, and Mr. Pritchard, who taught 
social science and a leader in rural education. These faculty members were a part of 
the opening of a new world for me as I was introduced to new ideas, and I was grateful 
for what was happening to me.

Fran and I shared our interest in music during this period of time. We both played 
often for vesper service. Fran was much more advanced in music than I, and she had 
different responsibilities involving music. She was Miss Woodruff’s assistant during 
her freshman year, and she accompanied the choir at rehearsals.  She was responsible 
for giving the pitch (with pitch pipe) for unaccompanied selections during performance. 
I later had this responsibility. Fran also played for the modern dance class directed by 
Ruth Sturgess. We went to Music Library together, and we sometimes went to RA 
Building just to play and sing. On July 7, I wrote, “Fran and I practiced our duet.” I 
asked Fran if she would join me in playing “Poet and Peasant Overture,” the duet that 
Kathryn Smith and I had played for the recital my senior year in high school. She 
worked hard on learning the piece, and we enjoyed playing together at that time and 
long into our married life. As I indicated, she was more skilled than I, and the “Primo” 
part of the duet was more difficult. We spent many hours learning the piece, and we 
often enjoyed laughs at our mistakes. On October 4, I gave her a “little piano” that she 
has kept through the years. Our initial meeting came because of music, and music has 
played a vital role in our lives since that day in the dining hall line in 1948.

There is a special image of Fran that has remained with me through the years. I can 
close my eyes and see her entering the dining hall on Saturday morning. She wore a 
gray skirt, white blouse, peach-colored sweater, white socks and saddle oxfords. When 
she came closer, I could smell the fragrance of aqua-marine lotion. Of course, there 
are other images of her since we shared a number of different experiences. I always 
remember that when I held her soft hand, I felt warm inside.

During the summer between my freshman and sophomore years, I decided to work at 
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the college and not take any courses. Several important things happened during the 
summer quarter that were important for me. I continued to work in the post office, 
dining hall, and I added a third job: rolling the unpaved tennis courts. Work at the 
Adams’ home, cutting grass and keeping watch over the house while they were gone for 
the summer gave me additional money. I played the piano for vespers and even played 
the organ at the small Episcopal church, the latter being unsatisfactory because I was 
not familiar with the order of service in this church. My comment on June 12: “Never 
been so mixed up in my life.”  Occasionally, I would mop the entire dining hall and 
make $4.00. Visits to the Music Library with different people brought opportunities 
to listen to classical music. On July 14, I received notice that my scholarship would 
be continued through my sophomore year. During this summer I saw the movie, “The 
Fountainhead,” and it made a deep impression on me. Diary comment was: “Really 
was wonderful. I’ll never forget it as long as I live.” Shortly afterward, I went with new 
dietitian, Miss Hinely, to see the movie again. My diary entry: “Why do I really fear 
the world? He didn’t, and he lived and prospered!” Another movie I saw during the 
summer was “Mr. Smith Goes to Washington.” My comment: “Trying to make myself 
realize that it is what I am and not what other people think that counts.” 

When I went home on June 18, I took Daddy a tie, and he liked it. I do not know why 
I took the gift because it was not a special day. I discovered on this visit that David 
Clark would no longer be pastor of the church. This was disappointing news because 
he had meant so much to me my last year in high school and I always saw him when 
I went home to visit Mother and Daddy. On these visits, I usually went to my secret 
place in the deep ditch. On July 4, I wrote: “Everything is wonderful. I went down to 
my cross in pasture. I am so happy” I think I was beginning to see that the new life I 
was experiencing in college was simply added on to what I had known before, and both 
could be a part of my life and not necessarily be in conflict. A comment on August 28 
supports this notion. “Went to Sunday School at Oak Grove. Daddy led one of the best 
prayers I’ve ever heard.” 

At that time, religion had become so vital in my life. I continued to be active in VRA, 
attended church regularly and maintained a very strong faith. I don’t remember having 
serious discussions on religion with other students. Attending church was a part of the 
lives of many of the students. On July 18, I bought a picture of Sallman’s “Head of 
Christ,” and I hung it in my room. Comment in my diary: “It is wonderful.” This picture 
was important to me throughout my college career and it followed me many years into 
my married life.

Two diary entries on July 27 indeed pointed to the future. “Had letter from Fran. She 
said she loved me.” Then “Have decided definitely to teach.” It is puzzling to me now 
as I read the second statement and try to understand what caused me to write with such 
certainty. Nothing prior to this date suggests that I was considering teaching as a career. 
I had had no courses dealing specifically with professional education. It is clear that I 
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had been exposed to professors who cared deeply about their subjects, and they were 
interested in helping students to learn. My relationship with some of these professors 
could have influenced me in making the statement. Also, West Georgia College had 
a strong program in professional education, and several of the people with whom I 
developed close friendships planned to teach. This decision was supported later in the 
year with experiences that suggested my decision was a reasonable one. 

As I read the diary after so many years have passed since writing, I am reminded of 
a question I have had for a period of time: How much does a person change in basic 
personality and temperament over time? As I read about traits I exhibited from the 
time I was thirteen years old until I was almost eighteen, I tend to believe that the 
basic person does not change that much. My tendency to respond with strong emotion 
was expressed so clearly in the diary as were changes in moods. The desire to excel 
in whatever I did came through in the diary and the insecurity in having to perform in 
the presence of a group of observers were woven throughout the five-year period. The 
willingness to exert effort to accomplish a difficult task that I wanted to complete was 
evident. The desire for both friendship and solitude were present. Many years later, all 
of these are a part of who I am as a person. Only now can I clearly articulate the traits, 
although I see them as I attempt to get inside the mind of the person I was when I wrote 
in the diary.

This brief interlude of reflection was prompted when I read about singing for my 
cousin’s wedding September 1, 1949: “The wedding was beautiful. I did not sing like 
I wanted to, but I suppose it was my first time. All I want is more power to overcome 
it.” My love for music was constant, and my fear of performing always affected the 
quality of my singing or playing the piano. I wanted to continue to achieve, although I 
knew that my level of performance was never what it could be because of my feelings 
of insecurity. Yet I persisted. This reality has followed me throughout my life.

My deep love and appreciation for Mother was expressed in different ways. I wrote 
letters to her while I was in college, and when I went home, I always gave her particular 
attention. I also gave gifts to her, although I am not sure why I chose certain things to 
give. For example, I decided to order a complete set for eight of William Rogers silver 
plated service for her. I recorded on September 3 that “Mother’s silver came.” It seems 
a bit strange that I as student completely on my own, working at three jobs, would 
choose to give such a gift. I think that perhaps I felt she was one who really encouraged 
me, and I knew that she had been deprived of such things as the silver, and I wanted 
her to have it. Of course, I cannot at this time accurately analyze my motive. This set of 
silver has remained in the family, now in Melanie’s possession. Later I bought a wool 
rug for Mother to have in the living room. 

It was during the month of September that music connected to something much larger: 
my choice of a profession. Once when I was playing the piano in the gymnasium, I 
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noticed a small boy peeking from behind the door and listening to the music. I learned 
that the little boy’s name was Jimmy, and he was the son of the maintenance worker on 
campus. I invited him to come close and listen, and I asked him if he would like to learn 
to play the piano. After he nodded that he would, I taught him to play “Jesus Loves 
Me,” and further I wrote in my diary on September 4, “Made me feel sure I want to 
teach.” I worked with him several other times, and I felt the satisfaction of helping him 
learn. This was further confirmation for the statement I wrote on July 27 that I “have 
definitely decided to teach.” It was during this period that I also read Peace of Mind, by 
Joshua Liebman. My reaction to the book on September 3 shows the first time I used 
the word “search”: “Really getting a lots that I have searched for.”
While looking through my “wooden box” of memorabilia, I came across a piece written 
on Sunday, September 25, 1949 which supports the shorter diary entry related to my 
deciding to teach:

       For the past few Sundays, I have been teaching little Jimmy Phillips to play “Jesus Loves me.” He is 
very enthusiastic and is learning very rapidly. In addition to it helping him it has helped me and made 
me decide further in the field of teaching. This day marks an interesting point with me and meant lots 
to me.

Another faculty member who had an impact on me was Dr. William H. Row who 
taught speech and dramatics, was Dean, and later became President of the college. My 
first sustained contact with him was in English 102 with emphasis on speech. While 
I was never completely comfortable speaking before a group, the instruction in his 
class was very helpful to me. This relationship with Dr. Row will surface several times 
as I write about my further personal and professional development. On September 
7, I “stayed with Mr. Row’s two children. First time I’ve ever been a baby sitter. The 
Rows came in about one o’clock.” His excellent teaching, his warm personality, and his 
encouragement made quite a difference in my life at different times.

Fall quarter of 1949 seemed to bring a great crescendo in my life, both personally and 
in what was to become my professional life. This was the last part of the five-year 
diary, and it reflects important things that were happening for me. Since I had not taken 
courses during the summer, I had had more time for both work and student life during 
summer quarter. As the students returned to the campus for fall quarter, I was delighted 
to be with many friends I had come to know and like the previous year. At the same 
time, there seemed to be even greater focus on personal matters and also what would 
lead to professional choices. It was during this quarter that I had my first course in 
psychology, and Miss Ora Lee Howard, an excellent lecturer, started me on what was 
to be a journey in self-analysis that never came to an end. 

Music continued to play a major part in my life. There was a beautiful grand piano that 
remained behind the side curtains on the stage in the gym. It was used only when we 
had concerts. Miss Woodruff allowed me to get the key to this piano at times, and I 
found great pleasure playing the instrument. Sometimes I would go behind the curtain 
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and play the piano late at night. I do not know why Miss Woodruff allowed me to 
play the piano, but I can remember the great feeling I had when I was alone, isolated 
from the world by the curtains, playing and dreaming. What a change from the old 
reed organ I had during the first year I had piano lessons at Chipley High School. On 
November 15, 1949, I wrote in my diary: “Went in gym and played grand piano. Got 
in a good practice.” Again on December 11: “played on grand piano tonight – my new 
composition.” I suppose I have secretly wanted a grand piano throughout my life, but 
I knew in reality I could not have one. Our Knabe has served the family well through 
the years.

My approach to life was at that time rather romantic, and perhaps it did not change 
much through the years, although awareness of this fact made it possible at various 
times to deliberately alter my views. On September 10, I went to see “Gone With the 
Wind” again! I wrote that I “got more from it this time than ever before. Someday 
I’ll have a “Tara” and a Melany (sic).” Later in the quarter, when I went home for 
a weekend, I went out “on my hill,” and again, I mentioned “Tara” in the diary. On 
September 30, I went out to the hill and the “sunset and stillness of Tara warmed me.”  
I think that I perhaps looked across the valley where the deep ditch and my “secret 
place” securely remained, and I thought of having my “Tara” on the hill in the distance. 
Entries in the diary reflected a love for the place I lived prior to going to college, but 
there were also entries that showed a change in me while the place remained the same. 
On the same visit when I watched the sunset, I wrote, “Things are so different now with 
me.” On a visit the next month, I wrote that, “I have felt that I do not belong with the 
rest.” Again, I wish I could crawl into the mind that thought this and understand what 
was really happening. I have an idea, though it was not articulated, that the search was 
active, and it was difficult to reconcile conflicts that inevitably come with searching.

From the time I took English 102 under Dr. Row, I admired him. I enrolled in Dramatics 
during fall quarter. One major production was presented by selected members of the 
class each quarter. My first audition for a part in the play was November 1, and I did 
not do well. The next day, Edwin Garner, my roommate, and I had a second audition. 
I thought I had a chance to win the competition, and the next day I learned that I 
had the lead in Accidentally Yours, a comedy based on the antics of an absent-minded 
professor. As it turned out, Edwin also was in the play. The play did a great deal to 
boost my self-confidence. When it was presented on December 2, my folks came, and 
Fran sent me a telegram that read: “Luck and best wishes to a wonderful actor. Love, 
Fran.” The review of the play in The West Georgian was very positive. I wrote that it 
was “an experience I’ll never forget…one happy moment in my life.”

My relationship with Dr. Row grew throughout my sophomore year. I cherished what 
he wrote in my annual when I graduated:

       Best wishes for one of the finest gentlemen I know. You’re going to be a great asset to the teaching 
profession. Keep in touch with me as I want you to teach for me some day.
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He became president of West Georgia, and I did have an opportunity to teach for him 
two summers while I was principal at Mountville School. He also wrote to me when I 
thought I would complete my doctorate at Columbia University where he received his 
Master’s degree, encouraging me to pursue the terminal degree. His premature death 
probably changed my future as well because chances are good that if he had remained 
president I would have chosen to teach at West Georgia College. As it turned out, the 
part I played in Accidentally Yours became reality.

One of the significant things for me during the fall quarter of 1949 was the growing 
relationship with Fran Jameson. We saw each other more, and we continued to work 
together on the piano duet. I continued to see other girls on campus, but I seemed to be 
more serious about Fran. On October 4, I bought a miniature piano and gave to her. In 
the midst of being drawn to her, I find that on October 5, I wrote: “I still say that I don’t 
know what love is.” I was seventeen at the time, so I don’t suppose such a confession 
is enough to condemn me. On October 10, I wrote that “I really want to love her, but I 
suppose I am just a little afraid now.” (No mention was made that it was her birthday, 
and in her usual unselfish way, she did not mention it. Rather, she “took me to the 
show (movie).” As I reflect now, I am not sure of the nature of the fear at that time. I 
suppose I was simply trying to understand myself and all the things that had happened 
to me in the new world the college had provided for me. It all seemed positive, and I 
liked what was happening to me. The warmth and support Fran provided for me was 
very nurturing, and I think I felt this despite the uncertainty that was expressed in the 
diary. Less than a week later, I wrote, “Fixed a beautiful worship center with Fran. I 
really love her.” (Apparently it did not trouble me that I had the previous week written 
that I did not know the nature of love.) A diary entry on October 18 was prophetic: 
“Went down to front campus with Fran. Talked about Michael and Melaney (sic).” This 
entry brings an image of our sitting together on the front campus where we often sat 
together. I told her that if I had children, I wanted a son named Michael and a daughter 
Melanie. The name “Michael” was apparently important to me inasmuch as I used this 
name for the character in the fictional account mentioned earlier. I was never close to 
anyone with this name, but for some reason I liked it. I also liked the name “Melanie,” 
created by Margaret Mitchell in Gone With the Wind. On that day on the front campus, 
Fran must have agreed with me, and when the time came we kept these two names 
and then added two more names that began with “M.”  Within the same week, I wrote, 
“Spent a lot of time with Fran. Went walking. We watched the sunset. I believe she is 
what I’ve been looking for.” Then on October 29, “Had our dance. Took Fran. It was 
so wonderful. I kissed her goodnight, and it was the first time.” Then on December 
6, a good day for me, I learned that I would be in the “Campus Spotlight” section 
of the next issue of West Georgian, and “Fran and I went to see Hamlet. I kissed her 
goodnight. I’m in love with her.” On December 15, Fran gave me a beautiful silver 
identification bracelet. I wore it for many years, and then it was kept in a special place. 
Last year, the bracelet was passed on to Kenneth Nicholas with a written account of 
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how I came to have it. Fran and I continued to see each other, and our relationship did 
not change until sometime in the spring when my uncertainty surfaced again and there 
was a break in our relationship. This was shown in my correspondence with Fran that 
will be addressed later.

Rules related to dating and going to town at night were rather strict. One night in 
October 1949, Fran and I, along with several other students went to the movie and were 
going to walk from the theater to the campus. We knew that the girls had to be in the 
dorm by 10:00 P.M. When we were a short distance from the campus, we heard the 
10:00 bell, and we knew we would have to face disciplinary action. I, along with four 
other boys, received a letter from Dr. L. E. Roberts, Dean, with our punishment for 
returning to campus with the girls after 10:00. A portion of his letter read:

      We regret to tell you that your penalty will be:

      1. Probation for two weeks, beginning on Oct. 31st. 

 a. You are not to go to town at night on dates other than to school functions and church.
 
 b. You are to have no unexcused class cuts.
 
 c.  You cannot participate in the week-day night dating groups for the remainder of the quarter.

He went on to express his regret about the “whole matter” and that we were involved.

Our cooperation would keep our record clear since “there seems to have been no 
malicious intent to defy the college regulations.”

Many things came together during fall quarter that affected me personally, and this was 
the beginning of what was to become a foundation for my professional life. I had decided 
to teach, and this decision was closely linked with my personal development at the 
time. On November 23, others left for Thanksgiving holidays. I remained to work in the 
post office. The diary entry, though brief, contained a great deal of meaning, “Thought 
lots to myself. Staying in the cabin by myself tonight.” The next day, Thanksgiving Day, 
Evelyn Jordan, a day student who lived near Carrollton, brought turkey to me for lunch. 
I spent the day alone and wrote a poem, “A Walk with Myself.” That night I ate supper 
with Miss Campbell, and my diary entry expressed the feeling of satisfaction in what I 
suppose was a kind of epiphany for me, “Been a glorious Thanksgiving Day.” 

The poem captured an important part of my thinking at that time when I was seventeen 
– almost eighteen - and it actually later proved to be a foundation on which my teaching 
was based. At the time I wrote the poem – the title later changed to “Walking with 
my Thoughts” – I was very active in the organized church, and I believed that I could 
make a difference in the world. Also, I was very much aware, even at such a young 
age, that many people had contributed so much to my life, and I wanted to do the 
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same for others through teaching. I was aware of my own background, and I knew that 
important changes had occurred in my life between the time I left home and the writing 
of the poem. The strong commitment to helping others that comes through in the poem 
accurately represented my thoughts at that time and did not diminish throughout my 
teaching career. At the time I wrote the poem, I do not believe I connected the content 
with teaching; this linkage came later as I began to work with children and young 
people. Also, an important theme in the poem, friendship, was then and remains 
important to me. I sought the kind of friendship described by Emerson, Montaigne, 
Bacon, and Gibran, although at the time I wrote the poem I had not read from the works 
of these men. Intuitively, I felt that such friendship would make one’s life richer.

The poem later appeared in The West Georgian. When Paul read it, he wrote a letter to 
me, commending me on the poem and offering encouragement. Much later, I used a 
wood burning tool to burn a copy of the poem onto plywood. For many years, it lay in 
the attic until a friend one day asked me why I decided to become a teacher. I began to 
think of the poem and realized that it provided a part of the answer. Later I went to the 
attic, retrieved the poem and hung it over my computer desk where it has hung in more 
recent years. The poem as it appears on the plywood follows: 

      Walking with My Thoughts

       I went out walking one day - alone with my thoughts.
      Where I was going, I do not know. . .
      But then someone took my hand and said,
      “Come with me.”
      
      This unknown friend and I walked and talked.
      I knew not where we were going, nor did I care.
      We were walking to think, to understand, and to love.
      When walking with these three,
      One lives and walks in eternity.

      Then we reached a mountain extending to the clouds,
      And looking below, we beheld the busy world
      Where so many were toiling, suffering and unhappy.
     
       But wait!
      
      There were many who were looking upward
      With faith and hope.
      Each of these faces a lamp to this darkness below.

      There I stood between the world below and God above,
      There to choose my course to follow.

      Then I lifted my head and a light shone on my face.
      I listened as harmonious music fell upon my ears.
      And I paused as the love of God entered into my heart.
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      I stood there.
      How long I do not know, nor do I care.
      The important thing -  I stood there.

      Here my friend left me.
      I watched for now I could see Him.
      Then all was peace and quiet
      Save a soft voice in the distance,
      “Go, my son, and light the lamps below
      That those in darkness may see.”

I must have been feeling rather poetic at this time because I wrote in my diary on 
December 20 that after eating supper with Miss Campbell and helping her decorate her 
Christmas tree, I started a poem on the “everlasting life of love, truth, and beauty.” I 
found a copy of the poem in a “yellowed” composition book.

While there is no poetic quality to the poem, I think it showed my very optimistic view 
at the time. Perhaps I have not changed my belief about the endurance of these three, 
although I might express the sentiment in a different way now. Much of my thinking 
at that time had a strong religious influence, as is seen in the poem I gave the title 
“Infinity.”

      Love will reign
      When hate will cease.
      It is only love
      That gives all peace.

      Truth will ever live
      When liars pass on.
      Souls who speak truth,
      Peace they have won.

      Beauty will ever live
      When all others die.
      In beauty we see
      The earth, the sky.

      Love, truth, beauty ever rule,
      Though we may fall.
      These three are One,
      Maker, Ruler of all.

In the same composition book, I found a statement of “My Ambition,” which came early 
in my decision to become a teacher: “Listen to and seek to understand the problems 
of any person, anytime, anywhere and do all that is in my power to make that person 
happy.” 

I left the college for the holidays with a very positive feeling, having given Miss 
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Campbell a set of coasters as a Christmas present. Mr. Ingram, the President, gave 
me $5.00 for a gift when he paid me for my work in the post office. Arriving at home, 
I, too, found a very good setting: “”So wonderful to get home. House looks so good. 
Wonderful Christmas Eve. Went down to ditch and prayed a prayer for peace.” I gave 
Mother the set of William Rogers silver and Anne gave me a Bible. On December 30, 
I wrote, “Enjoying my stay at home so much.” My strong positive feeling was reflected 
in the final entry in my diary: “Five years of my life completed. These years have 
brought much. This I would not trade for all gold in the world.”

As I close the diary now, it is like letting go of a hand in the darkness. Writing with the 
diary as documentation made me very secure. Although I do not remember details that 
were a part of situations I mentioned above, I know the incidents occurred. In a vague 
way, writing about them caused my memory to work to a reasonable extent, and I found 
revisiting events during the five years brought a wide range of emotions. 

What follows will no doubt be different; however, where possible I shall continue to 
use any possible documentation to assist me in accuracy of sharing my life after the 
conclusion of the five-year diary.

During winter and spring quarters of 1950, I had begun to take courses that related 
to teaching. As a child, I was not exposed to the wonderful world of literature for 
children. Through the influence of Miss Katie Downs, this void was filled through a 
course she taught, and I was thrilled to see the poetry and books that were available and 
the possibilities for enriching the lives of children through literature. What we called 
“Materials Bureau” in the basement of the library became a very special place for me 
as I explored the books and poems that later I would introduce to children through my 
teaching. The same was true for courses in art and music. 

These courses helped to prepare me for two further courses I took spring quarter: 
Materials and Methods and Student Teaching. At West Georgia College during the time 
I was enrolled, Student Teaching, taken during the sophomore year, was a course that 
put the student in touch with children for the first time, but it was taken in conjunction 
with other courses. Students who remained at the college for a third year, took a full 
quarter of Internship as a part of the teacher preparation program. The college had a 
special working relationship with Sand Hill School, a rural school in Carroll County 
where children in grades one through seven attended. This linkage allowed a close 
working relationship between the college faculty and teachers in the elementary school. 

I was placed in the seventh-grade classroom, along with three other students from 
the college. We were responsible for observing and in certain cases directing lessons 
while Mrs. Alman. the teacher observed and commented on our performance. We were 
required to keep a diary of our experience and submit it to Mary White, the college 
instructor who was also principal of Sand Hill School. As I review the diary, I see a 
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natural mix of success and failure in my work with the children. What is important 
is an evolving approach, capitalizing on some of my own strengths. My diary entries 
show a full range of feelings about my performance. Comments by Miss White offered 
encouragement.

I worked in all subject areas with the children. My strength in music allowed me to 
venture out on my own, and this proved helpful to me. For example, on April 12, 1950, 
I wrote that I used the pitch pipe for the first time with the children, and we sang 
“America the Beautiful.” I introduced the children to a song that I used throughout 
my experience working with children, “Rig-a-jig-jig,” and they liked it very much. I 
was asked to help the children with the “graduation” exercise. At that time, there was 
a graduation exercise for seventh graders before they entered high school. There is 
one song that is deeply etched in my memory because of my work with these children: 
“This is My Father’s World.” I can almost hear their voices, and Miss White’s comment 
in my diary gave me much encouragement:

       I think some of the most successful experiences that you have had have been in this last week. I enjoyed  
the time I observed. You planned your time, you knew what you were going to do and you did it. I did 
not think I would ever see every boy in the seventh grade sing, but I did. That experience today should 
be very encouraging to you. In that time, you seemed to have an almost superhuman power.

It was important to me from the beginning to have good classroom control, but I 
also showed the children that I cared for them. My first attempts were not successful, 
but I persisted. At playtime, I played ball with the children, but when we were in the 
classroom, I wanted them to know that I was in charge. After the success of having all 
the children participate in any activity I planned, I wrote a statement in the diary that 
perhaps is central to my own progress and to the children’s work as well: “Progress is the 
best kind of encouragement.” I maintained my contact with Miss Jane Woodruff, choir 
director at the college, and she joined me one day when I worked with the children. 

My entry on May 17 reflected a highlight of my experience at Sand Hill, because I was 
able to show some leadership in helping to plan the class trip for the seventh grade. 
It links with my own experience prior to attending college, and I include the entire 
account below:

      Wednesday – May 17, 1950

       Right now, I’m inspired to write a book on our class trip. It has been one of the most pleasant 
experiences I’ve ever had.

       We left Sand Hill about nine o’clock this morning. Everybody was filled with energy and were shouting 
and singing all the  way down. Our first stop was at the Little White House. We all felt as if it were a 
dream – “walking where President Roosevelt had walked.” It was a new experience for me and I was 
as enthusiastic as the children. We went through the  little building and spent much time in the museum.

       After leaving here we were on our way to the park to eat. We decided that each teacher would have 
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two children to look after. My two were Jimmy Coats and James Lasseter. After we reached the park 
some of the boys went up to the lake. I went along with them and there saw one of the  members of 
my graduating class from high school. Finally, all the children came up to the lake and we had a hard 
time getting them back to the park to eat. But they finally conceded, considering the fried chicken and 
other delicious dishes.

       After lunch we went to the pool. All the boys went in swimming while the girls patiently waited. Soon it 
began raining and the boys were ready to come out of the water. They were dressed and ready to go in 
a few minutes and we were on our way to the Rock Tavern on the top of the mountain. We only looked 
at the pretty view and then left the tavern.

       We then left for my house. We passed through Chipley and on the road to my house. When the bus rolled 
up in the yard, Daddy was standing outside. I’m sure he almost fainted in his tracks. After shaking my 
hand, the statement: “Have I got to feed all these?” Quite logical! Time – about 3:o’clock.  Really he 
and Mother were glad to see us. I was glad for  Mother and Daddy to meet Mrs. Alman, Miss Daniel, 
Mr. Cauthen, Mr. Bryan and the children.

       I first took them to the dairy barn and showed them how the milking machine worked. They seemed 
quite interested.

       We then had some ice water and sat in the living room to rest awhile. Daddy was just before leaving for 
the school children. (He drives a bus.) I asked him to wait. I had something I wanted him to hear. The 
children lined up around the piano and sang “This is My Father’s World” beautifully.

       After this we went down into the pasture to see the cows. We also went to an old family cemetery in 
which the children  seemed quite interested. We went back to the house for  more ice water before 
leaving. Jimmy Coats began to play the old reed organ. I could hardly get him away from it. I told him 
he could come home with me sometime and also  he wanted me to give him lessons. (I’d give anything 
if I could.) Earlier, Jimmy brought some music he said he had written. (Unfortunately, I did not have a 
chance to teach this Jimmy as I had taught another Jimmy on campus.)

       We said our good-byes to Mother and were on our way to LaGrange. In LaGrange we saw Callaway 
Auditorium,  airport, and the college. They were interested at the college in the girls playing tennis 
and archery.

       After leaving here, we were on our way to Carrollton. We stopped in Franklin and finished eating 
our lunch. This was the last stop before reaching Carrollton where we went through the Alman-Bibb 
Funeral home. (The owner was husband of Mrs. Alman, the teacher.) We then went to Sand Hill. 
Everybody said his good-bye and we left the children at Sand Hill and came back to W.G.C.  Came 
right in, took a shower, got dressed and went to prayer meeting. Learned so much and with this I can 
say ended a perfect day.

       The day was packed with experiences that I cannot put down but meant so much to me, and I’m sure 
I’ll benefit by them.

As I reflect on this experience, I do wonder how I as an eighteen-year-old student was 
granted the freedom to take the children to my home in Oak Grove Community. I can 
only assume that the teacher had come to trust me and my judgment. I think it showed 
a kind of relationship I had with the children, and it also showed that I was willing for 
them to know something about me as a person by taking them to my childhood home. 
Interestingly, if I “fast forward” the years to the time I was a professor at Auburn 
University, I am reminded that we often invited my students to our home. Maybe there 
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was also a linkage with my visiting Miss Campbell and other professors as a student. 
I knew the importance of a personal relationship with teachers, and I respected them 
professionally.
 
This work at Sand Hill was very important to me as I began to build my own professional 
thinking. The association with Mary White, Mrs. Alman, Miss Woodruff, and Miss 
Downs was valuable to me. Mary White’s final comments in my Sand Hill diary were 
very encouraging:

       I have been so interested in your philosophy of life and education. I have been thrilled to hear some of 
your comments, etc. You have great possibilities.

      
       Hope to keep in touch with you next year. If I can ever help you, let me know.

I was excited about teaching, and the encouragement I received from the people with 
whom I had worked added to my confidence. There was no question in my mind about 
the decision I had made to become a teacher.

While working at Sand Hill School, I had some contact with Oak Mountain School, a 
two-teacher school in the county that was also linked with the college with an emphasis 
on rural education. I wrote in my Sand Hill diary on April 18, 1950, that I worked out 
at Oak Mountain. A group of students from the college helped to pour a concrete walk 
along the side of the chapel. We worked with Bob Broward, the architect who designed 
the chapel. I was pleased to become acquainted with Bob. More will be written about 
the chapel later.

Ross Miller, who had also been a student at West Georgia College, had been principal 
and taught grades four, five, six, and seven at Oak Mountain School for the 1949-
50 school year. He was leaving to return to school to complete his degree, leaving 
a vacancy at the school. I do not remember if I were approached about the job or if 
someone at the college suggested my name as a replacement for Ross. 

On May 6, 1950, I wrote a letter to Mother and Daddy, telling them that I would be 
teaching the next year:

       I have just received word that I will get the job at the little school next year. The one that we went to 
Parent’s Day. I am really thrilled and hope that I can do a good job. The community is called Oak 
Mountain.

Apparently, I had some idea that I was being considered for the job since I took Mother 
and Daddy to see the school when they came to campus earlier.
 
Three days later, I received a post card from Daddy, the only correspondence I ever 
remember receiving from him. I have cherished the brief note because of the tone of 
the message. I did not mention the need for a car in the May 6 letter, and I do not know 
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if I wrote a second one, but his card implies that I had referred to the need for a car, 
although I had not learned to drive at that time. His card had the following message:

      Dear Kenneth,

       Just received your letter. Knowing in advance you needed a car I have already spoken to dealers telling 
them what we want. But it is not a Model A. You want to get a later model. One that will last a while. 
We are o.k.

      Lovingly,

      Daddy

I do not remember when I actually bought the first car, which was a 1937 Ford coupe. I 
did not have it by the end of the month when I spent the work week linked to the end of 
the school year (apparently as a part of the student teaching experience at Sand Hill) at 
Oak Mountain. Since I knew that I had taken the position for the next school year, I was 
allowed to spend the week working at Oak Mountain. I hitch-hiked from Carrollton to 
the school which was located several miles outside of the town. It was a chance for me 
to get to see the textbooks that were used, and we also painted all the desks and tables 
in the school room. I had a chance to work with Mrs. Effie McGuire, the other teacher, 
who would play an important part in my life the next year. I must have bought the car 
sometime during the summer because I made trips home, even taking a girl to Oak 
Grove. I do remember this trip because the mechanical brakes on the car failed, and I 
almost had an accident on the road between Carrollton and LaGrange.

There was a break in Fran’s and my relationship for a few months that was not very 
pleasant for either of us. The change was initiated by me, and the letters written during 
that time reflect a strong commitment to the choice I had made about teaching and a 
strange uncertainty about my personal life. This is another time that I wish I could 
climb inside the mind of that 18-year-old who was facing so much personally and also 
who was at the threshold of his professional career. In an undated letter from Fran, 
written toward the end of winter quarter, she in her usual kind way let me know some 
of her feelings:

       Kenneth, if you ever thought I would interfere with your career, you are just crazy. I know you are 
young, and I believe you feel that you do not have time for love. Someday you will find how important 
it really is. Everything, even careers, are centered around it. I don’t believe you realize this… I have 
all the faith in the world that you will be great someday. But please take time out for other things, too.

After Fran completed her third year at West Georgia and was certified to teach, she 
accepted a teaching position in Dalton, Georgia. I remained at West Georgia spring 
quarter to complete requirements for the junior college certificate.
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A 10-page letter written over a period of two days, mailed April 3 to Fran in Dalton, 
attempted to explain how much I loved and admired her, but I was afraid I was not 
ready to take on the relationship that would lead to marriage. A prescient statement in 
the letter was an important one: “I have faith that if it is right then our paths will cross 
in the future. Yet we both might be forced to be wed to our jobs. Fran, I hope everything 
will turn out fine for us both…If fate will have it I hope the future will be bright for us.”  

I wrote one other letter and two post cards to Fran while she was in Dalton. She had 
returned for a choir concert on campus, and I wrote that although seeing her brought 
back many memories, I did not seem to know what to say to her, so I did not say 
anything. (My silent treatment started early in my life!) I wrote on one of the post cards 
about going to Oak Mountain to work at the chapel. On the other I told her that I had 
received the Gordon Watson Memorial Award, and that I would not make it to see her 
on the weekend because I had other plans. The final statement on the card: “Things 
seem quite complicated for us, don’t they?”

Fran returned to Chamblee after the three months of teaching In Dalton. She had 
accepted a job teaching first grade in Chamblee for the next year. 

The final break came in a letter mailed May 15. An analyst would have a picnic as he or 
she read the letter because it shows a very young man whose thinking at the time was 
very confused, and he was afraid. Even the penmanship of the letter written with pencil 
is no doubt instructive! Because of the intensity of feelings in the letter, I include it in 
its entirety:

       How do you feel now that school is out? I should imagine that you feel mighty good. 

       There are only three more weeks until ours (W.G.C) will be out. I’ll be very glad. There’ll be summer 
school, another month and then I’ll begin teaching. By the way, I did get Oak Mountain. I know 
I’m going to love it. I’m willing to devote my life sharing with children and young people what I’ve 
experienced and learned. I feel that I could easily give my whole life and as I see it now – I will.

      
       Fran, I appreciate your understanding attitude. You, nor no other person on earth can understand me. 

No one ever will and I’ll not take the risk. I’ve thought it through and this is all I can get out of it.  My 
moods get the best of me sometime and I’ll not let you be involved and be hurt!

      
       I don’t know how you will take it, but it is better to tell you now than  to wait any longer. It has been 

worrying me and I’ve decided some- thing has to happen. As I said, I may grow out of it, but it is a risk. 
You’ll meet someone else. It does not worry me whether I do or not. We are two separate individuals 
and I can’t contribute enough  for our happiness. I’m going to find refuge in my work and my music 
and my friends. Do what you wish but I tell you it is for our own good— both of us. Take this as you 
will! I had to tell you. There will always be a spot in my heart for you. Oh Fran, I’ll always remember 
our music and vespers. I do not take back anything I’ve said to you,  but for our own good it must close.

       We’ll have to go on and try to forget though I know neither of us  will. But there’s nothing wrong with 
pleasant memories. Fran, I  don’t want you to try to understand me. It is not worth it. Let us keep our 
faith and everything will work out for the best. It always has. We have a lot before us. Let us keep our 
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faith and work strong.

       It is beginning to rain and is getting late. I had to tell you everything. If you want to hate me, I can’t 
blame you. Go on, Fran, do what you want to but don’t you change a bit for some fellow will have the 
same chance I had! He will be a man.

I wrote this letter less than a month before I was to complete the requirements for 
the junior college certificate on June 7, 1950. Fran was among the group who had 
completed three years of work in education, thus qualifying them for a three-year 
professional teaching certificate. Honor’s Day ceremony occurred on April 27, and 
as I wrote to Fran on that day, I was one of the six recipients of the Gordon Watson 
Memorial Certificate. As reported in The West Georgian, April 28, 1950:

       The Ninth Annual presentation of the Gordon Watson Awards was made in Assembly Wednesday, April 
26th, by President I.S. Ingram to the following students: Helen Sue Bettis, Kenneth Cadenhead, Mary 
Lou Cadenhead, Evelyn Jordan, Jo Anne Rurark, and Verlyn Shugart. The Gordon Watson Awards 
are presented each year to students of outstanding scholastic achievement, character, leadership, 
courtesy, and devotion to duty.

       These awards considered the highest recognition given an individual student at West Georgia College, 
are presented  in memory of the late Professor Bailey Gordon Watson who,  prior to his death in June 
1942, served for many years as head of  West Georgia’s English Department.

       The only requirement for one of these Awards, in addition to the qualities and characteristics which are 
inscribed on the certificates and listed above, is that a student make the Dean’s List twice.

        It has been customary for the faculty of West Georgia College to select the five most outstanding 
students of the year to receive these Awards. This year, in exception to the rule, six awards were given.

The college choir sang four selections as part of the graduation program, and Herman 
Talmadge, Governor, gave the address. The choir sang “America the Beautiful” for the 
recessional. This ceremony represented an important milestone in my life.

The final issue of The West Georgian for the academic year was published on the day 
of graduation. As it turned out, I had an article in this issue of the paper with the title, 
“Two Years at West Georgia.” My reflection on the impact of the two years on my life 
as I wrote the article was of value, and the content shows some important growth on 
my part.

I alluded to the difference in the environment at the college from what we had known 
in high school, especially for people who came from smaller high schools. The 
opportunity for new and rich friendships in the new environment was emphasized, and 
also the impact faculty had on the lives of students although “we found that Napoleon 
was the same old guy that we had studied in history and much to our surprise adjectives 
described nouns at West Georgia College also.” Organizations provided opportunities 
for leadership, and they also allowed students with similar interests to share and 
develop these interests more fully. With the coming of the sophomore year, “there was 
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a different kind of learning: we began to think for ourselves; we began to open our eyes 
to things about us.” Although the freshman year provided a foundation, the second 
year was building from this foundation a sturdy, eternal structure which will not be 
destroyed easily. This structure is the mind which is constructed by creative thinking 
and by leaving a broad door for new ideas. . . he [the student] must be the architect and 
the builder.

I emphasized the importance of both the academic and extra-curricular activities. I 
also gave tribute to the faculty who became friends with the students and who were 
willing to help any time they were needed. In concluding the article, I stated what 
had happened to me during the two years: friendship, encouragement for learning, 
leadership, creative thinking and growing up in all respects.

I wrote a brief article for The West Georgian in which I discussed a book that had 
an impact on me: The Mature Mind, by H. A. Overstreet. There is some incongruity 
between my comments on this book and my strong religious convictions at that time. 
For example, I wrote, “before we accept anything, we should take time out to reason. 
We have plenty of time for this, and we were given a mind for this purpose. It would be 
a challenge to us today to do our thinking in situations and not let someone else do it for 
us.” This incongruity would continue for many years before I reached the state that was 
characterized by a statement on a plaque, given to me by one of my graduate students:

      “Education is man’s going forward from cocksure ignorance to thoughtful uncertainty.”

I have often said that West Georgia College opened a new world for me, one that I 
valued so very much. These articles that I wrote even at such a young age reflect this 
feeling and years of experience and reflection have only intensified the belief. 

It was clear what I was going to do the next year, but I had to attend summer school 
and take two courses to complete the required number of hours for my two-year 
provisional teaching certificate. I completed a course in American Government and 
one in Economics and in July, a certificate was issued:
 
       Albert Kenneth Cadenhead, having furnished the State Board of Education Satisfactory evidence of 

good moral character and scholastic training  Consisting of ninety semester hours of college credit 
with minimum credit Of nine semester hours in Education, is hereby granted a Provisional Elementary 
Teachers Certificate.

I was looking forward to my first year of teaching, and I devoted much thinking and 
work in preparing for this experience. However, something else happened during the 
summer that would have even greater impact on my future.

A neatly written note to Fran, in contrast to the last letter in May, and dated July 15, is 
a bit mysterious. Neither she nor I remember what prompted me to write to her while 
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she was at the University of Georgia during summer quarter. My note:

       Fran, thanks for everything! I’m sure it is best like this. Best of luck to you always in teaching. I want 
to always be that friend you spoke of.

We speculated that she wrote and told me that she was going to play for her former 
roommate Sara Thompson’s wedding in Carrollton and that Sara was going to ask me 
to sing. The next contact was in August after I had already moved to Oak Mountain 
Community.

This letter, mailed August 22, reflected deep feeling. The wedding was over, and Fran 
did play, and I sang. We rode together from the ceremony to the reception. The letter 
was written the day after the wedding. It is significant that I began the letter with “All 
by myself, Sunday night at Oak Mountain.” I asked in the letter if she “had seen any 
difference in me.” I told her that I “can sense it.” When we were together, “somehow 
I felt like, well, nothing had ever happened.” My thoughts after the wedding were 
pleasant because I could “see all the happiness in store for them.” As in so many cases 
before, I wish I could get inside the mind of the lonely young man who wrote the 
following:

        Fran, I never told you exactly why I stopped caring for you. I  couldn’t! I was facing a very serious 
problem and I was afraid!  Now I am on my own with a big responsibility and think I see my way clear. 
I think it is no longer a gamble. Remember I told [you] I did not think I could give you the affection 
you needed. I also remember the night on the bus. Also, the night in the Blue Room before you left. All 
these things come back and haunt me.

       I can see things now that I did not see then and I feel so good about it. I will not say any more. I would 
if I could see you. Your  playing today gave me strength to sing.

       As you said in one of your letters one time, “Don’t feel obligated  to answer this,” but whether it makes 
any difference now after what I did – I love you.

How I wish I had kept Fran’s letters because I would like so much to see how she 
responded. I was tense as I waited for her reply. I can now only infer her response from 
my second letter to her, mailed August 27. I commented on my disappointment when 
I went to the mail box “this morning to see if there was a letter. I said, ‘Well, I guess 
I deserved this. There was no letter” Then in the afternoon a letter came, and I read it 
over and over. One sentence in my response to her letter also points accurately to the 
future: “Evidently, we can see that it is meant for us to be together forever.”

My fears at the time we broke our relationship were no doubt real. I had grown up in 
a family where there was little verbal expression of love. I had not heard or seen love 
expressed between my father and mother. No doubt it was there in some form, but it 
was not obvious to me; there were no warm embraces, and I don’t ever remember my 
father kissing my mother. (Paul remembered two times, but I was not in the particular 
scenes he mentioned.)  Although it was surely present at times, there was no verbal 
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expression of love to the children. Fran grew up in a very different environment, and I 
was not sure that I could show her the love she needed because I had not experienced 
it. I had moved into an environment at the college where friendships were made, and I 
liked the feeling of success I had experienced and the respect I had gained from both 
students and faculty. I suppose I thought this was enough for me, and I would not find 
it necessary to settle down with one person for the remainder of my life. My friendships 
with both male and female students were pleasant, At the same time, however, there 
was a strong feeling for Fran that I had expressed so openly while we both were at the 
college. I had had no experience with sex, and I was unsure how this should fit in the 
relationship. It was not a subject that was discussed – unfortunately. In short, I was 
confused, and I thought I could find what I needed, as I wrote to her earlier, in my work, 
music, and friends.

Something happened to me after I moved to Oak Mountain Community to begin my 
work as teacher-principal at age of 18. Although I had been on my own since I was 
sixteen, I had been in the sheltered environment of the college. As I moved to the job 
where I was responsible for the education of children, I think I realized that I was 
mature enough to have a relationship with Fran. I am not certain why the things came 
together in the way they did. As will be seen from the descriptions below, I had time 
to think and I spent much time alone, particularly in the evenings. Seeing Fran again 
at the wedding and the attendant emotion surely caused me to rethink what might be 
ahead for me. So, I wrote the letter that led to our renewing our relationship, with the 
following strong commitment:

       I’ll think of you and love you the rest of my life. I’ll always long for the day that we will be together 
and nothing except God’s will shall part us. We’ll do so much together. We’ll comfort each other in 
time of fear, discouragement, and no matter what happens the other will be there, ready to give and 
ready to love.

In the same letter, I wrote that school was to start the next week, and I really had to 
work hard to get the lunchroom and everything in shape. So now I turn to my first 
teaching experience.
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First Year of Teaching

An important part of my teaching experience was my actually living in the Oak 
Mountain Community. Shortly before I moved to the community, a modern chapel 
designed by Bob Broward was built approximately fifty yards from the school. As 
written earlier, I met Bob when I joined a group of students who went from the college 
for a work day at the chapel. I remember being impressed by him. As I often do, when 
I come across the name of a person who was a part of my past, my curiosity causes 
me to ascertain whether the person is still alive! To answer my question, I went to the 
Internet and found an article about him in a Jacksonville, Florida magazine. From 
there, I consulted A T & T Directory Assistance on the Internet and found his telephone 
number in Jacksonville.

I phoned and left a message on his voice mail at his office, thinking that I would 
probably not hear from him. Today (May 20, 2008) he returned my call and left a 
message on my voice mail, saying that he would like to talk about the chapel in Carroll 
County. I phoned him and had a very pleasant conversation with him. Of course, he did 
not remember me as a student who came to pour cement at the chapel, but we had many 
memories in common about the chapel and the community.

Bob was a senior at Georgia Tech when there was competition for a design for a chapel 
in the community. He won the competition and was there during the major part of 
the construction during the summer of 1949. According to Bob, a Quaker work camp 
(students from universities throughout the country) was on site from May until August. 
They completed most of the chapel except the roof during that period of time. My 
work followed this group when I helped to pour the concrete walk along the side of 
the chapel on April 18, 1950. There was close cooperation between the college and the 
community in building the chapel. The church was Presbyterian and maintained a close 
relationship with First Presbyterian Church in Carrollton. 

In the process of the current writing about the chapel, I contacted Marlene Norman 
Hogan, one of the students in my seventh grade in 1950. (More about her later.) In an 
e-mail, she told an interesting story about the children at the school and the Quakers:

       The Quakers <that was who they were wasn’t it?> who built the church and camped out on the school 
ground comes to mind. And that one  of the students went down to their campground and slit the side 
of a tent with a razor blade. I remember that every one of us  who went down there AT ALL were given 
a switching. You remember my younger brother Jay don’t you?? I’m not sure if my Father was still 
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bringing him by for me to babysit, at school, while he went to work, or if Jay himself was in school. 
Think he’d have been in school. He’s  4 1/2 yrs younger than I. Recently, J.W told me that Kathryn 
Tyson was the culprit. That he was looking for me and walked down to the Camp ground to see if I was 
there. He said she threatened him if he told. Not  sure if this is true or not...Jay embellishes sometimes. 
Kathryn passed  away several years back so I can’t ask her if it’s true.

There was a one-room apartment that joined the chapel and was designed for the 
student-pastor who served the church. Since he was there only on weekends, I was 
allowed to live there during the week and share the apartment with him when he came 
on weekends. I remember looking forward to his coming because it meant that I would 
not be alone. In a letter to Fran, I wrote that I got lonesome because there was nobody 
who lived within “hollering distance.” There were bunk beds built permanently on one 
side of the room, and a small kitchen and bathroom on the other side. Small windows 
were placed near the ceiling (a part of the modern design). This meant, of course, we 
could not see the view from the hill where the chapel was located. Dwight Linton, the 
student-pastor, and I developed a friendship that lasted the year. When I left, he gave 
me a small New Testament that I kept for many years. In the chapel was an old reed 
organ that was used for the Sunday worship service. Late in the afternoons as darkness 
would begin to close around the chapel, I would play hymns on the old organ. Then I 
would return to the apartment to spend the evening.

Much of my thinking about education is linked to this first year of teaching at Oak 
Mountain School where I had as much freedom as I could want to test my own ideas. 
Also, I had the great privilege of teaching with Mrs. Effie McGuire (Mrs. Mac), who 
had built a great legacy in the community when she was the teacher of all seven grades. 
Norman Rockwell visited the school in 1946, and he used the school as the subject of 
the “The Country Schoolhouse,” a part of the “country” series in Saturday Evening 
Post. The article on the school, with the double-page photograph of Mrs. Mac and a 
group of children inside the school, appeared in Saturday Evening Post November 2, 
1946. Two of the children in the photograph, Janice Meigs and Barbara Gilley, were in 
my sixth grade when I taught in 1950. Mrs. Mac had gone to a school similar to Oak 
Mountain, so she understood the children, their parents and the community as a whole. 
She was described aptly in the article as “an unusual teacher, no great intellectual. She’s 
just able, through kindness, a quiet voice and a love of children, to free their minds so 
they can learn.” The school had become a two-teacher school at least two years prior 
to my arrival. Mrs. Mac taught the three primary grades, and the other teacher was 
principal and taught grades four, five, six, and seven. I assumed the latter position 
in August 1950. Since the school was also connected to the college in an informal 
manner, I was able to have contact with several faculty members at the college whose 
assistance during the year was very important to me. My base salary was $154.00 each 
month. After deductions for taxes and teacher retirement, the amount I received was 
$128.60.

The building was a wooden structure, and I never knew when it was built. In the 
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Saturday Evening Post article, the school was described as a “weather-beaten clapboard 
schoolhouse.” There was no indoor plumbing. The water supply came from a well that 
was located at the bottom of the hill. The road by the school was not paved. Kathryn 
Tyson wrote in the school newspaper that “the roads have been very muddy since they 
have been soiled. Many have gotten stuck.” The building was located on a hill which 
had a commanding view to the west toward Carrollton. I remember spending time 
watching beautiful sunsets from the hill. At that time, I linked the experience to my 
being alone on “my hillside” at home in Oak Grove. I also connected it to the hill in the 
poem “Walking with My Thoughts,” written the year before. My life was dominated 
at that time by a rather romantic view, and, of course, I must confess that much of 
it lingers today. The solitude that I experienced offered many opportunities for me 
to connect my personal life and experience with what was evolving as beliefs about 
teaching and learning. 

The interior of the building was divided into two rooms by a partition that could be 
removed if necessary. The walls, ceilings, and floors were made with six-inch boards 
and painted. Each room had a pot-bellied stove that furnished the heat. In Mrs. Mac’s 
room there was an elevated area at the end of the room that was used for a stage, and 
there was a closet on each end of the stage. (We later converted one of these to a “sick 
room” with a cot for children to lie down when they were ill.) Mrs. Mac was a lover of 
native plants, so her room was always decorated with plants, and the children’s work 
was on display on the walls. Carole Smith wrote in the school newspaper about the 
lovely wild flowers that grew on Oak Mountain. She also wrote that the children liked 
to keep pretty leaves in large vases and in the little white pitcher. Mrs. Mac and I both 
believed that it was important for the children to have an appreciation for Nature, and 
the appearance of the school showed this emphasis.

The four grades in my room were in separate areas. The fourth graders sat on homemade 
benches around a table; the fifth graders had desks of the kind that used to be fastened 
to wooden slats to keep them in straight rows. They sat in these desks because the fifth 
grade was the largest number and I had more of these desks available. The sixth graders 
sat in homemade desks with two people assigned to each desk, and the seventh graders 
sat in chairs around a table. I, too, placed a premium on the appearance of the room, 
giving attention to displayed children’s work, and teaching charts on the walls. The 
children would bring flowers to the room, and we always had various kinds of plants in 
the room as well as other natural objects used in teaching science.

Adjacent to my classroom was a very small room, perhaps six by twelve feet. This was 
the lunchroom. There was a small window between the class room and the lunchroom, 
and Mrs. Wallace, the cook, would hand the plates of food through this window to the 
children, and they ate at their desks. Lunches were 15 cents, 10 cents without milk. 
Some children brought their lunch; the Morrow boys, J. M. Meigs and Edna Puckett 
went home because they lived within walking distance of the school. My very crude 
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record book (Blue Horse Composition book) shows many charges, and even Dorothy 
Spence once traded eggs for lunch. A monthly plan of menus had to be completed 
by Mrs. Wallace and submitted for us to receive government support for the lunch 
program.

The children helped in the lunchroom, and, as will be seen later, they on occasions 
were responsible for cooking. There was no room for a library in the building, but the 
bookmobile made regular visits, and the children were exposed to many children’s 
books brought to the school from the regional library. I moved into this situation 
completely comfortable with the physical environment of the school.

I joined First Baptist Church in Carrollton the week before school started and was 
baptized. I attended church regularly. In early September, I began to lead singing during 
the evening service, and I was in the choir. Additionally, I attended the services at the 
chapel on Sunday afternoons. I knew all the people who attended the chapel services 
because they lived in the community. Occasionally, visitors came from town because 
Dick Flynn, pastor of First Presbyterian Church in Carrollton, was one of the leaders 
in seeing that the chapel was built. I played the old reed organ or the not-so-good piano 
for the Sunday afternoon services at the chapel.

By the time I accepted the position at Oak Mountain, Fran and I had resumed a serous 
relationship. I wrote to her often about what I was doing in the school, and these letters 
have served as a source to remind me of my work at Oak Mountain. She was concerned 
about my having to be responsible for my own meals, so she prepared several menus and 
sent them to me. I had a good home-cooked meal one night a week because I worked 
out an arrangement where I would give piano lessons to a young girl in the community 
in exchange for dinner. Early in October I tried one of Fran’s menus and invited two 
friends from the college, Max Prince and Edwin Garner, my former roommate, to have 
dinner with me in my “chapel room.” I cooked pork chops, rice, English peas, potato 
strings, buttered rolls, peaches and fruit cake for dessert, and coffee. The last paragraph 
in the letter to Fran:

       School has been wonderful this week. I’m beginning to think that maybe I am helping the children. I 
hope so. Right now, that is my whole life. It is truly an experiment and I have so many things to prove 
to myself.

In the loneliness of the evening of September 11, 1951, I wrote to Fran that I was 
listening to the radio programs, and the music was beautiful. Such mundane things as 
having trouble with the pump made their way into the letter. The pump that furnished 
water for the school and the chapel was located at the bottom of the hill, and it was 
common to have difficulty with the pump. One Sunday night when I was getting ready 
for church, I discovered there was no water. I had to “take a handkerchief and rub it [my 
face] ‘til it was red. Then I got to church in time to lead singing!”
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Visitors often came to the school, some from foreign countries, in part because of Mrs. 
Mac’s reputation and also because of the link with the Presbyterian church, the college, 
and work that was done in connection with the chapel. Within the first two weeks of the 
school year, we had a visitor from Australia. J. W. Norman wrote a short piece for the 
school newspaper: “We have a lot of visitors –rabbits and folks. A white rabbit spent 
one day with us. A man from Australia one day. We like him and the rabbit too.”

On October 9, we printed our first issue of the newspaper, Oak Mountain In a Nutshell. 
I believed then, and still believe, that one of the most important parts of a child’s 
education is promoting the individual’s ability to express his thoughts orally and in 
writing. The idea of the newspaper had three purposes: children’s self-expression, 
informing parents about what was happening in the school, and using the children’s 
writing as reading material. Dorothy Spence, a seventh grader, was the editor. Ernest 
Driver, also a seventh grader, designed the cover, but I cannot remember who came up 
with the name for the paper. On the day the paper was issued for the first time, I wrote 
to Fran: “Had our reading out of our newspaper. I think they enjoyed it.” My note to the 
parents in the first issue was as follows:

       Our children are not professional writers but we are proud of them. This is their work. They have done 
very good work and have done it in a pleasant way. 

       One of our aims this year is “learning how to get along with other people.” This, along with all phases 
of education cannot be accomplished over night. We will have to be patient, work together, and I’m 
sure we can accomplish this aim along with the many others that we desire. 

      Kenneth Cadenhead, Principal

Unfortunately, I have only the first two issues in my files; however, they reflect much 
that was happening in the school, and I shall use them to give the children’s point of 
view at various times. The emphasis was on freeing the children to express themselves. 
Not much attention was given to teaching the children to develop writing skills. As I 
reflect on the children’s experiences in writing, I know I could have done more to help 
them improve their written expression; however, at that time and in that particular 
environment, the children were simply encouraged to express their thoughts in 
writing. While I valued the children’s writing at that time, I later changed my thinking 
considerably concerning helping children and young people to grow in their writing 
performance. Freedom to express their thoughts is the important first step, but children 
can be helped to improve their writing through questioning and suggestions.

In addition to the newspaper, we emphasized creative written expression. The children 
wrote often, not only for the school newspaper, but also for personal satisfaction and 
display of written work for others to read. Through the cooperation of Miss Annie Belle 
Weaver, Librarian at West Georgia College, we had a display of some of the children’s 
work at the college library. We tried to make the writing related to the children’s lives 
and experiences. 
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Once I asked the children what they wanted to be when they grew up. Marlene Norman, 
who loved to write and wrote often on her own, decided to approach the subject in 
poetry form. She indicated on the list that she wanted to be a doctor, but her poem 
suggests other possibilities as well. 

      What I’ll Be

            I think I’ll be a woman lawyer,
            Or another Tom Sawyer.

      But I don’t think I can,
            My name isn’t “Tom,” it’s “Ann.”
      
      Everywhere I go the people say,
            What’ll you be some day?

      I just sigh and reply,
            “What would you be if you were I?”

      Some say doctor, some say nurse,
            But the situation really gets worse.

      Mama says I might be a model
            But I got a neck like a bottle.

      If I lived in England I might be a lady
            But chances to get there are shady.

      I might be an old maid
            And sit and yak in the shade.

      Or I might just be a wife,
            And tend house all my life.

            Ann Sawyer (alias Marlene Norman) March 12, 1951

When the seventh graders were studying the degrees of comparison in adjectives, 
Marlene decided to illustrate in poetry form:

      Loveliness

      Lovely are the trees
            Swaying in the breeze.

      Lovelier are the fields
            Fruited with their yields.

      Loveliest is the look in bright eyes –
            The look of peace that never dies.
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A second writing, which moved me deeply, was a beautiful story by Mae Lois Meadows, 
another seventh grader. Mae Lois indicated that she wanted to be a nurse. The story she 
wrote, “Determination Wins,” is about a character, Gail Stone, created by Mae Lois. 
She begins the story:

       Gale Stone was a girl whom no one had ever been able to discourage. She lived with her parents near 
the edge of town and near a high school. Gale had set her heart on being a nurse and finishing school, 
but now there seemed to be little hope although she refused to give up.

She relates all the problems Gail had to face, always with the idea that she would not 
give up. The story has a happy ending when Gail becomes a nurse. Naturally, I have 
wondered if Mae Lois’ desire was fulfilled. This further made me want to know what 
happened to all the children who indicated what they wanted to become. I communicated 
with a number of the children and Mrs. Mac for a period of time after I left the school, 
but eventually I lost touch.

During the past year, I have been in touch with Marlene and I tried to reach Mae Lois.

Marlene continues to write, and now as a great grandmother, still wants to write the 
book she has always wanted to write. My correspondence with her has added excitement 
to my writing about the year at Oak Mountain. 

We had no place for the children to lie down when they were feeling sick. There was no 
way to take them home, so I decided to convert one the small cloak rooms on the side 
of the stage in Mrs. Mac’s room to a clinic. I donated one of my mattresses to put into 
the room. Jo Wallace wrote about the clinic in the newspaper.

       We have a clinic at school now. I think it is the nicest thing we have. It was the girls’ cloakroom until 
we fixed it. We have painted it and fixed a nice bed. The boys built a nice table for it. Linda was the  
nurse last week. I think they all like her best for a nurse. We had lots to lay down with headache. Mr. 
Cadenhead got a nice first aid kit for our clinic.

In one of the earliest letters I wrote to Fran after moving to Oak Mountain, I told her 
that I had three boys in my seventh grade who were 16 or older and larger than I. One 
was just slightly younger than I. I said they were pretty bad and I had to find something 
to calm them down. In an effort to plan something for these boys, we converted an old 
shed behind the school into a workshop. Charles Morrow wanted to write about the 
workshop for the newspaper:

       Here at Oak Mountain School we boys and Mr. Cadenhead have built us a workshop. We have built 
a few things, but not many. We built Mr. Cadenhead a radio table, a chair for him to sit in when he 
is having classes and we built a map rack for the classroom. We do not have many tools yet but we 
will later on.  I am the president – Charles Morrow, Frank Watts, vice-president, tool chairman, Earl 
Faulkner. We like our workshop and hope to build many other things.
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During the year, the older students dropped out of school, so the workshop was simply 
used as a place to play later in the year.

The children in both Mrs. Mac’s room and mine were responsible for keeping the room 
in order. Children were assigned duties because both Mrs. Mac and I believed that 
developing responsibility was important, and certainly it made our work easier. I was 
responsible for getting to the school very early on winter mornings and building fires 
in both large heaters. On December 13, I wrote to Fran, “ Dreading getting up in the 
morning and going up to school house to build a fire.” The children even helped in the 
kitchen. Because of this responsibility, they learned enough to carry on the work in the 
kitchen when Mrs. Wallace was absent. This did not happen often, but Linda Jennings 
wrote about one such experience in the newspaper:

       Mary Jo, Leona, and I helped cook in the lunch room. We had to help because Mrs. Wallace was out 
and she is the cook. We cooked potatoes and put raisins in them. We had hash and loaf bread. The 
other day Dapple, Autry and I cooked because Edward hurt his toe real bad. We had soup, crackers, 
and peach halfs. We let the soup scorch on the bottom. We had a visitor from New South Wales too. 
We tried to serve him a plate that did not have any that was scorched and we fixed him the best plate.

These children were accustomed to work at home, so they were very cooperative when 
asked to help in any way at school.

At that time, much emphasis was placed on knowing the child’s background and 
seeking any information that would be helpful in teaching the child. For this reason, 
home visits by the teacher were an important part of the work. Mrs. Mac knew all the 
parents in the community, but since I was new in the area, I spent time visiting in the 
homes of the children. Generally, I was welcomed. There were also some other good 
effects. For example, I wrote to Fran that I visited the little red head girl’s house – the 
one who draws (Barbara Gilley, also in Norman Rockwell painting). When I started to 
leave her mother gave me a big piece of ham, 8 eggs, a pint of jelly and some canned 
goods. I felt I had a good relationship with most of the parents; however, I did receive 
some interesting notes from parents. 

       Dear Teacher
       The reason my kids have not been coming to school they do not have anouth close and I still can not 

send Shirley for she does not have no shoes to wear. Lula May is having to wear my now.

      Mr. Kattenhead
       Mary Ruth has been sick she had the flue and new money the doctor said her blood was low and nerves 

was torn up she still ant no good she taking a treatment.
      Her mother

I felt very deeply for the children, and I believe they and their parents knew that I 
wanted to help them learn. In fact, this strong feeling was shown in a letter to Fran 
as I wrote about something that I wanted very much to do. It was a goal that I never 
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achieved, but the strong desire remained until it was too late to consider it. The excerpt 
from the letter I wrote to Fran on November 1:

       I’ve been doing some thinking today. One of my little girls had to leave today – moving – because of 
circumstances in her home. It hurt me so  much. What do you think of this plan? I wanted to do this all 
my life! Let’s you and me start us a school of our own someday. It sounds big now but I want children 
like this one to have a chance. Will you go through with me? I want so much to do it. It’ll take time and 
we’ll start at the bottom but we can work up. What do you think?

I think this notion links to the poem I wrote the previous Thanksgiving Day, and it 
also was a part of a strong desire to help others in ways that I had been helped. I have 
always had a desire to reach out to those who were less fortunate. I knew Fran shared 
this feeling, but we both found ways of trying to help, and the idea of the school never 
found expression in a plan. I really believed that I could do something of significance 
for the children at Oak Mountain, and I feel confident that they were introduced to 
things that affected their lives in a positive way.

My interest in music and literature allowed me to work with the children in the daily 
curriculum, and I also planned special programs that proved to be very satisfying for 
me.

Fortunately, I kept some records that were included in the scrapbook I prepared about 
my first year of teaching. On February 2, 1951, I wrote to Fran that “I started me 
a record of my first year of teaching in scrapbook form. Might come in handy one 
of these days.” The pages from the scrapbook have been valuable in helping me to 
document some of the experiences that are lodged deeply in my memory; without the 
scrapbook, much would not have been reported in this writing. 

The children were exposed to music and poetry by Mrs. McGuire prior to my arriving 
at the school. I followed her lead in teaching folk songs and other music for children. 
Additionally, I wanted to introduce them to different kinds of music. I painted a 
keyboard on a board about one yard long. Barry Hanson wrote in the school newspaper 
that “Mr Cadenhead made a keyboard and taught us how to find middle C. We will 
soon know how to play a piano.” Of course, this was a bit optimistic! We did not have a 
piano so I used the pitch pipe and learned to work solely with the voices of the children. 
Early in the year, I taught the children Bach’s “O Savior Sweet.” There were also songs 
we sang just for fun, such as “Rig-a-jig-jig” that was so popular with the seventh grade 
children at Sand Hill School and “Froggie Went a Courtin’.” 

The first program I planned for the children was a special Thanksgiving program where 
they sang and participated in choral reading, another way we experienced poetry. The 
children learned many poems through choral reading. We served turkey for lunch, and 
we invited parents to come for lunch and stay for the program. I was very eager to know 
the parents and for them to understand what I was doing with the children.
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I planned the Christmas program for the children in the seven grades. I wrote to Fran that 
I was planning the program for 75 children. The outline for the program was recorded 
in my scrapbook, showing songs from Mrs. Mac’s group, my group, scripture, and 
the names of children who played parts in the reenacted Christmas story. One added 
dimension was the dramatic ending. The lights were turned out and then there was the 
appearance of Jesus as a grown man (played by Charles Morrow). I wrote to Fran that 
I wished she could hear the children sing “Ring Out Sweet Bells of Christmas” and 
“Angels We Have Heard on High.” At that time, no one questioned the Christmas story 
being reenacted in the school.

The final program of the year was planned for commencement on Thursday, May 17, 
1951. It included poetry through choral reading, dramatizations (by Mrs. Mac’s group), 
songs, and two dances choreographed by sixth grader Barbara Gilley. The mothers 
made the dance dresses from crepe paper. Linda Jennings and Willie Faulkner led a 
choral reading of Sara Teasdale’s “Barter,” a poem that remains one of my favorites 
today. Miss Katie Downs from West Georgia College presented certificates to the 
seventh graders, and the program ended with the Girls Ensemble singing “The Lord’s 
Prayer.” The beauty and clarity of the children’s voices remained in my memory and 
caused me to continue to

let music be a vital part of my work with children throughout my experience in public 
school education.

I composed a song especially for the children. The song, “I Sing Because I am Happy,” 
was sung beautifully by the children. Unfortunately, only two pages of the song have 
survived in the scrapbook. 

For my own personal enjoyment, I was able to continue music experiences through 
participating in the program at First Baptist Church in Carrollton. Music was still a 
passion for me. On November 24, I wrote to Fran that I was broke and could not come 
to see her. I also wrote in the same letter that “we could save our money spent on 
3-cent stamps and buy our piano.” Three days later, I wrote that “I am going to get a 
piano if I have to dig ditches to make the payment.” (This would not happen until we 
were settled in Mountville three years later.) The people at First Baptist Church were 
very kind to me. Mrs. Burns, the organist, offered to give me organ lessons, and I did 
enjoy a few. While I “felt a little out of place with the Bensons” – he was pastor – they 
were extremely kind to me. In fact, they came to my Christmas program at the school. 
They gave me $25 for Christmas and ate lunch with me. I wrote Fran that I wanted to 
buy something I could keep, so I bought a Bulova wristwatch because I got tired of 
“lugging my ole alarm clock around.” I still have the watch and occasionally, I take it 
from storage to wear just to remember. I directed music for the evening service, and I 
also sang the bass solos in the cantata, “The Crucifixion” at Easter. Another incident 
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showed the caring spirit of a member of this church. Once when I was very sick, too 
sick to remain alone in the room at the chapel, Dr. Reese, a physician and member 
of the church, and his wife came to get me and took me to their home to stay over 
a weekend. I remember, in addition to this act of kindness, that it was in their home 
where I first saw a television!
 
About a month and a half after I began teaching at Oak Mountain, I had an experience 
that made a sufficient impact on me to cause me to record it in the composition book 
where I kept an account of other experiences and thoughts that I wanted to remember.

This experience was teaching all seven grades one day in mid-October. The account 
follows:

      Wednesday, October 18, 1950

       Today I attempted to teach seven grades. Mrs. Mac’s sister-in-law died. Mrs. Mac was not able to come.
       I began by getting the lunchroom report. Then I proceeded with our devotional. Lula Mae read Psalm 

100. I prayed! For strength and guidance.

       We then had spelling. Then higher grades helped lower grades with their work. Just after recess Olin 
asked if he could go pump up some water. (We had to start the pump wheel by hand to make it run!) In 
a few minutes he came back with the end of his finger cut off. His hand got caught in the pump wheel. 
I couldn’t carry him to the doctor because my car wouldn’t run and I couldn’t leave the rest of the 
children. It so happened that Mr. Hunter and Mr. Meigs were at the chapel working. They carried him 
to the hospital.

       Earnest was a big help! He listened to the smaller children read. I was surprised at his patience. But 
he still insists on chewing his gum!

       Miss Majors and Miss Dukes from Sand Hill came out and ate lunch with us. They also spent the 
afternoon with us. 

       After play time was over the children came back in and we resumed our lessons. The children were so 
nice. Miss Majors and Miss Dukes helped me lots.

       Olin came back. The doctor “sewed his finger back on.” He went on home though. I was relieved to 
know that he will not lose his finger.

       About 3:15, the children began to get restless. Also, about this time a bus load of college students drove 
up. I was about ready to give up! I let  the children go out and the college students came in. They looked 
around  and left. Biology field trip!

       Before leaving, Miss Majors called the garage to see if they would send  someone out to fix my car. 
They did! Miss Majors and Miss Dukes left about 3:30. I’m proud they came. They were very nice and 
helped lots!

       The man came out and fixed my car. Cost me 75 cents. What a load off my mind to get it fixed. Drove it 
from town last night without lights.

       After the children left, I played a tune on the ole organ and then came to the chapel to wash my car. 
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Going home tomorrow.

       Richard Meigs came by and wanted me to go with him up to his house  to carry some grass. I was 
barefooted but I went on. When I got back,  I cooked some pancakes for supper. I then washed my head 
and took  a shower. When I started to polish my shoes – the lights went out. I finished my shoes! Filed 
some papers and then decided I’d read my chapter while I had a candle. (Apparently, I read a chapter 
in the Bible every night.) The candle was burning out fast so I decided to study my Sunday school 
lesson. After studying my S. S. lesson, I said I would  say my prayer and go to bed. I’d be safe to leave 
a little candle in case something happened. I knelt by my bed and prayed, thanking God for the day – I 
felt I had gained something from it – I was sure – if nothing but a little more strength to go on. I prayed 
and as I said “God be with Fran until we can be together, Amen,” the lights came on.

       I feel that lights have come on all day! I had many worries but somehow I feel that they are being 
pushed backward. Prayer along with will can push them back. My prayer is that my will may become 
stronger.

      Prayerfully written, 9:00 P.M. Oct. 18, 1950

Prior to my going to the school, the children’s report cards were in the form of notes 
to the parents. Mrs. Mac knew all the children and their parents, and she felt secure in 
simply communicating with the parents through writing notes. On January 18, I wrote 
to Fran:

       Giving all four of my grades tests in all subjects. I’ve devised me a  report card and I’m about to go 
crazy fixing tests, grading, and putting down on the report cards what I think they know. I brought it 
on myself. Just wanted to do it.

The report card was simply a mimeographed sheet on which was listed subjects, plus a 
place to report on the child’s appearance. Also there was a place for “Teacher’s remarks 
on child,” and a place for “Remarks from Parents.” I indicated under the sample report 
card included in the scrapbook that “the children helped to compose it.” Trying to 
evaluate the children’s progress in all the subjects listed was unrealistic, and I am sure 
it was not of a great deal of value.
 
While this was an impractical way of reporting and took so much time to complete, 
it reflected a value I placed on knowing the children and trying to treat each of the 
children as an individual, effort that began with my first year of teaching and continued 
throughout my professional career. I kept a record on each of the children, with 
occasional notes on progress and behavior. Also, I kept samples of the children’s work 
at various times during the year. These records were very crude and had very little 
semblance of professionalism; rather they reflected my strong feeling for each of the 
children, and, of course, they showed immaturity on my part.
 
What about discipline? All was not easy in this regard; however, I think there were 
some basic ideas that guided both Mrs. Mac and me. First of all, we both loved and 
respected the children and wanted to give them what we thought was good instruction, 
and I think the children knew this. To me, this is the foundation on which the life of 
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the teacher is based. We also expected respect from the children, and they knew this as 
well. I believed then and hold to the belief today that the teacher has a responsibility of 
letting learners at any level know what is expected. Occasionally, Mrs. Mac would use 
the switch – the kind found on a bush – and I used a paddle. “Time out” had not been 
invented yet. We did maintain rather close contact with most of the parents through 
home visits and written communication. Mrs. Mac and I were generally together in our 
thinking about discipline in the classroom. 

Two incidents reflect the very unsophisticated, and today might be termed unprofessional, 
behavior on my part. I wrote to Fran on February 14 and told her “the funniest thing 
happened this afternoon.” After school, I “pulled off my school clothes and put on my 
old clothes and yellow ‘boggan’.” I worked outside for while and then I went to the 
fire tower “up the hill apiece” from the school where there was a beautiful view of the 
surrounding area. When I returned to the schoolhouse, I saw a “big beautiful car” in 
the school yard. I saw that it was the county school superintendent and two inspectors. 
They yelled “Is Mr. Cadenhead here?” I had to face them looking like a tramp. I had 
very little contact with the school superintendent, and as I wrote earlier, Mrs. Mac. 
and I had great freedom to work as we chose. I do not remember any adverse effects 
from this visit from the superintendent, or as I mentioned earlier when I was “not in the 
mood” to attend a meeting of principals and chose to go to the movie instead.

Another incident occurred on April 1. I wrote the following account to Fran:

       As I was getting ready to fix supper, a car came up and two strange men came into the chapel. One was 
Mr. Aycock from town and the  other Mr. Marcus from Harvard. They were looking at the chapel and  
wanted to see the school. I showed them around. Mr. Aycock had to drive back to town to meet someone 
else, so Mr. Marcus stayed and he and I had a very good discussion on Education. I made coffee and 
we drank coffee and continued our conversation. In a little while, Mr. Aycock returned with another 
honored guest: Mr. Ingram, President  of West Georgia College. I invited them in and found seating 
space in  my “Sanctum Sanctorum.” I proceeded to fix more coffee for Mr. Ingram.  They talked while 
I prepared coffee in my crude way. I served it in my  thick cups on the piano stool. The design on the 
“cream pitcher” was  the “contented cow.” (In other words, served from the can of evaporated milk.)  
Nevertheless, they talked and we had a nice time. I was so  unnerved after they left ‘til I forgot to eat 
any supper – and wasn’t hungry anymore for some reason.

This incident illustrates the fact that there was some country boy still in me at eighteen, 
and it did not seem out of place where I was teaching. The boyhood enthusiasm served 
me well. I believed that I understood the children and their parents because of my 
own background. It also shows that I was interested in searching for more, as seen 
in the conversation with the man from Harvard. Much of what I did at that time was 
deeply entrenched in strong and conventional religious beliefs, and I believe I linked 
these beliefs to my professional life as I sought to introduce the children to things that 
would make their world larger and richer. The searching that I mentioned in the letter 
to Mother and Daddy was still anchored in a strong Christian belief, as shown in the 
letters to Fran and in comments I wrote in the scrapbook. The final entry:
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       This has been a year that has various descriptions. A year that I will  long remember. In one sense of 
the word, I found here what I have looked for - for a long time. 

       
       First, I found the children. They made it! Each one contributed his  share. I shall remember each face 

in place – in the room and what he contributed to my own life. The days were not all pleasant – not by 
any means. 

       There were many very unpleasant ones. I admit there were days that I guess I hated everybody – even 
myself. I doubted everything and everybody. But it worked out. I feel I can give a few hints on the side. 
In teaching (successful) there must be some faith in a Being or Thing that we can lean on. There are 
times when we have to turn to this Being and beg for strength and patience. We must be able to see 
something that is worth working for. Through the year – I have seen this in the eyes of the children.

There are times when one can almost see God shining in the eyes
of the children. I’m afraid some of them do not have a chance. It
really hurts to see them fall sometimes. Sometimes I feel if we
could educate the parents the children would be fine. To know 
that some of our children may grow up to become just like the
ones they see – some of this being detrimental.

Then the very last paragraph that I wrote in the scrapbook is perhaps the most significant 
because it shows that the Oak Mountain experience helped to determine how I would 
spend my life:

       I have come to the conclusion that there is no conclusion. Each  child will always remain in my treasury 
of memories. The one thing I can say about the year --- I found my place in life. It gives me  great 
satisfaction to work in education, for to me it is the salvation of our democratic way of life.

(Note: After proofreading the above section on my first year of teaching today (July 12, 
2018) I decided to try to contact Marlene Norman Hogan. We had a long conversation.

She now has 15 great grandchildren. She told me that Mae Lois Meadows, the seventh 
grader who wrote the story of a girl named Gail who wanted to be a nurse, died two 
weeks ago. Mae Lois did not become a nurse; she was clerk in a grocery store. Marlene 
still has the sense of humor that came through in writing when she was a seventh 
grader.)
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Marriage
With my first year of teaching behind me, I was ready to move to the next big event in 
my life: marriage. Again the letters I wrote to Fran reflect my feelings at the time. Before 
getting to the content of the letters, I would like to spend a little time commenting on 
the letters themselves. The obvious first impression is the absolute sloppiness of some 
of the letters. The penmanship is extremely poor, and in some cases, it appears that 
they were written hurriedly. (Good penmanship has never been one of my strengths; 
however, I made very attractive charts in manuscript writing for the children.) Several 
times, I did not have an envelope, so I simply folded the paper, put the address on a 
blank portion of the sheet, and then placed a three-cent stamp on the folded pages 
before mailing the letter. Note on one: “No envelopes, no money.” In a few cases, I 
made an envelope from a sheet of lined paper and placed the letter in the homemade 
envelope prior to mailing. Not many were written on stationery; rather the pages were 
torn from a composition book or written with pencil on notebook paper. There is a 
great deal of variation in the appearance of the letters, perhaps relating to my mood 
at the time I wrote a particular letter. There were also a few one-cent post cards with 
brief messages, often telling her that I “was completely broke and had no stamps.” 
Part of the condition of the letters was related to my limited finances; however, more 
was probably a result of my lack of maturity, failing to realize the importance of both 
content and appearance of the letters. Some were more carefully written than others; 
however, the content was primarily about my work at the school, church activities, and 
my anticipation of our being together in the future. Strong emotions were expressed 
in so many of the letters. After we resumed our relationship, I felt very comfortable 
in expressing the thoughts and emotions. Also, I often referred to my “loneliness on 
the mountain.” It was easy to share thoughts about teaching with Fran because she 
had completed a quarter of teaching in Dalton and then was teaching first grade in 
Chamblee. In October, I wrote and asked her to visit me, and I would cook pancakes 
for breakfast on Saturday morning.

In a letter I wrote October 16, I refer to our being engaged, and the letter shows the 
deep feeling about the way I perceived our relationship:

       I have just returned from my regular routine of six worship services. I  received so much from each of 
them. That is my greatest joy – seeking to show people less fortunate than I what happiness can mean 
and the greatest is through the Divine Happiness of God. You might have to marry a preacher. Would 
you still love me?
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       I was thinking on my way back from church about something. People come up and say “Congratulations.” 
I think a minute and then it comes to me: “Kenneth, you’re engaged” Yes, it means something to me.  
I’ll live with you. You always offer such encouragement to me. I’ll long for that day that we’ll never be 
separated.

       There are so many things I want to do. Will you go with me wherever I go and be a part of all I do? Will 
we work together on everything?  Will we love even though we may become physically poor – we’ll 
never become poor spiritually. We’ll live and love through thick and thin alike, always looking for that 
little something called happiness.

      Yes, I love you because I can be myself with you and you understand.

       We’ll both grow together and then we’ll know each other better and  have a fuller life. We’ll always offer 
encouragement but if either is wrong it is the duty of the other to see it and both work it out.

      I love you and as long as I live, I’ll love you.

By the end of December 1950, I had sold my thirty-seven Ford and bought Paul’s 
thirty-nine Chevrolet in January. I wrote to Fran that I had lunch with Paul in College 
Park, after which I started for LaGrange and Paul rode the trolley back to his job. I told 
her that I was proud of it, and that I was going to have the tires changed and then go to 
the bank to see about payments. I borrowed $409 from Farmers and Merchants Bank 
in Chipley, and Daddy signed the note with me. The note was due and payable in 10 
consecutive monthly installments of $40.00 each. 

At the beginning of the new year, Fran expressed concern that I was not “eating right,” 
so she wrote menus for me. In my letter to her on January 3, I wrote:

       Received your menus. Thanks so very much. I’m eating better now. Bought me a supply of groceries. 
I’m eating a green vegetable now and I think I feel much better physically. Thank you, dear, for taking 
care of me. My cooking is no good. I need you very much.

In late January, I had a letter from Mrs. Jameson, telling me that the doctor had insisted 
she be in bed most of the time. She told me that Fran was being especially good with 
meals – a real good cook – and a wonderful nurse. She wrote that it was not her desire 
“now or any other time” to interfere with our plans. She expressed confidence in us 
because she knew that we had “a love for God, each other, and your fellowman, which 
can help you through every trial and struggle.” She also sent a photograph that showed 
my recent visit in Chamblee. She thought I might “like a look at it occasionally for a 
reminder of what you may get into one of these days.” I was always treated warmly 
when I visited the Jameson family, and I developed a deep love for them that continued 
to grow through the years.

Apparently, we had set our marriage date by early February because in a letter dated 
February 2, I wrote that “I do want to spend my life with you ---beginning in about 
3 ½ months.” I suggested that we make plans as soon as possible. I invited her to the 
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Sweetheart Dance at the college.

The letter that I wrote on February 5 revealed that we had made some specific plans for 
the wedding date and what was to follow. I referred to her being my wife “come June.”

Also I wrote that Wayne Daniel had eaten supper with me at Oak Mountain when he 
came to the college for a visit. I told her that he was going to be at the University of 
Georgia during the summer and that he would have to eat with us sometime. So we had 
already made plans to go to the University of Georgia in the summer. I closed the letter 
by saying that I planned to write Mother and Daddy a note before retiring.

This letter to Mother and Daddy brought a post card from Mother on February 7:

       I got the news you wrote me about you and Fran. I think she is a sweet girl. I hope you and her the best 
of life and treat each other right life just what you make it you have some nice plans about school as 
you no I hate to give you up but I can love her too. Can’t I? Come when you can.

                                                                                                                  Love, Mother

On February 14, Mother wrote a letter to Fran in response to a valentine and note 
that Fran had written to her. It was a very warm letter telling Fran that she was happy 
about our wedding plans. She wanted us “to love each other and always be happy.” She 
thanked Fran for the valentine and told her that she “was the only one who thought of 
me.” She also reassured Fran that “Roy is happy over your plans.” 

Fran was received well by all members of my family. Ellis, who was eight at the time, 
expressed it well once when he and I took a walk. When I asked him how he liked Fran, 
he said “I’ll like her just like I like you.” Later he added, “We will have some more 
kinfolks June 3rd, won’t we?” 

By February 21, most of our plans were apparently made. We had invited the people 
who were going to be in the wedding, and I wrote that “it seems it is all settled except 
the music.” The letters were filled with emotion about what was ahead for us.

In April, it was necessary to make changes in our plans due to Mrs. Jameson’s illness. 
It was necessary to destroy the invitations to the wedding and to change plans for the 
ceremony. Ronald brought a copy of a letter from Fran to me at church, and she was 
very upset that our plans had to be changed. Excerpts from my letter dated April 9:

       I feel we can be married in the eyes of God anywhere. Of course, a formal will be something to 
remember – but not enough to be upset over.

     
       The main thing we want is to belong to each other. Isn’t that the main thing? I’m very sorry about your 

mother. Really I don’t know what to say but we’ll just have to work out what we can. Don’t be hurt if 
we can’t have the formal. Really a very simple wedding would  suit me fine.
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       Just don’t worry if you can help it. You have done so wonderful there in helping. If nothing else, your 
kindness and patience there would be enough to convince me that you were for me. We have our life to 
live but in living it we’ll do all we can there and at my  home to help.

I’ll be there next weekend and we’ll work out something.

Fran went to her doctor to get information that she thought would be helpful to us as 
we prepared for marriage. She apparently sent a brochure to me because in a letter to 
her on May 5, less than a month before our wedding date, I wrote “The little booklet 
was a big help. I need all I can get.” However, I went on to say, “but I’d anticipate 
the one moment that we will belong to each other and nothing else will matter”. Mr. 
McGuire, Mrs. Mac’s husband, asked me one night when I was visiting with the two 
of them if anyone had talked to me about what to expect the first night. My answer of 
“no” encouraged him to give me some advice. It was all new to me because nobody 
had approached the subject with me, and I suppose I thought everything would just 
come naturally for me. His use of words like “maidenhead” were foreign to me, but I 
did appreciate his taking time to talk to me in a way that nobody else had approached 
the subject.

It was a very sad moment for me when I said goodbye to the people at First Baptist 
Church. The church and the people there had been such a vital part of my life. An 
emotionally-filled letter was written to Fran after the last service I attended. I stressed 
to her that this kind of emotion was  a part of me, and I hoped she would understand:

       There are times when you will have to help me along – as now. There are times when you won’t 
understand me. Nobody ever has. You come closer than anyone ever has. I love you for it. Try to be 
patient with me.

The year at Oak Mountain had come to an end, and I knew that it had been a very 
rich experience for me. I believed my work was successful at the school and in the 
community; I had built a strong relationship with the people at First Baptist Church; 
and the relationships with professors and students at the college remained very secure. 
I was going to be making another significant move by being married and then moving 
to Athens, Georgia where we would continue work toward our degrees. Knowing this, 
I wrote my last letter to Fran May 27, 1951, one week before our marriage. The letter 
was neatly written (in ink on notebook paper), and it reflected very serious thought 
about what was going to happen in our lives. I include the letter in its entirety:

      My Darling,
       It is growing late but I must take time to say a few words. One week  from now we will be joined together 

in the sight of God and of men. We will belong to each other. We will be together to live through what 
may come – making the best of it.

       We have agreed that we probably will never be rich (in one sense of the word) but we can be happy 
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and fruitful with what we earn with honest  labor. This work being something we will share together.
         I feel our lives will be sharing. Since we have been engaged we have felt free to share anything – from 

“sling-shots” (not sure of the meaning) to our very deepest thoughts. Whatever comes, my darling – 
let’s share  it. The burden will be lighter and the joy greater if shared.

       My darling, I welcome you into my life because you are so under- standing. Who else would have 
understood my problem as you did? Who else would have said, “We’ll solve it together”? My darling, 
I’ll always love you and do what is in my power to make you happy.

       Another reason I love you –we appreciate the same things. First, we love God. We feel his presence 
and his ever-powerful hand upon ours leading us in the right way. We owe so much. Our lives must be 
productive for Him. We both love and appreciate music.

     
         We feel it and see a beauty unmeasured by any standard. We love Nature. We see and appreciate the 

hand of God in the universe. We love people. We are interested in people and interested in  helping 
them to find a way in life as we have found. Whatever we do not see and appreciate together we can 
sit down and solve by sharing our thoughts with understanding and consideration  for the feelings of 
the other.

       All I have to offer to you, my dear, is myself as is – with hope and  faith that I can give you a home and 
share a life of happiness. 

       We come from different backgrounds. We have been molded by three sacred molds. First, that of heredity 
– characteristics of our forefathers. Whatever this may be –- we have no control.

       Second – the people with whom we come in contact. They become a part of us. Third – and to us and 
all people – that of our own mind.

       We can master it. We are free to use it in the way we choose. Ours together, my darling, I trust may be 
fruitful in the years to come.

       Whatever happens in the future, let us face it with wisdom and understanding. Let us never lose our 
consideration and love for each other.

       I feel we will be very happy together. I feel we can conquer any obstacle that we may meet if we meet it 
together, using our God-given minds and souls in a life of service to those in life we meet.

       Until I’m yours forever,
      
      Kenneth

On May 30, 1951, Fran wrote her last letter to me prior to our marriage. There is no 
indication that she received my letter prior to writing hers. Apparently, we both felt 
deeply about communicating one last time before we were married. Fran’s letter in its 
entirety follows:

      My very dear Kenneth,

       I suppose this will be the last letter I’ll write to you before we become husband and wife.

       Today Mr. Smith asked for our summer addresses so he would know  where to send our checks. I signed 
as big as you please “Mrs. Frances Cadenhead, 421 Dearing St., Athens, Ga.” I felt so odd signing that 
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name but oh so wonderful.
       The more I think about our marriage the more wonderful I feel about it. I hope that I’ll never stand in 

your way for I want you to accomplish all the things you want to accomplish. I want to try to remember 
the  quotations from the Prophet:

                    You were born together, and together you shall be forevermore…But let there be spaces in your 
togetherness….Love one another, but make not a bond of love….And stand together yet not too 
near together: For the pillars of the temple stand apart, and the oak tree and the cypress grow 
not in each other’s shadow.

      I do love The Prophet. I think Mother is going to give us a copy of it.

       Time certainly is going by fast. Sunday will be here before we know it. I believe I have put more serious 
thought to our marriage in these last  few days than I ever have. When I speak those vows I’m going 
to mean them. I want to fulfill every one of them. I do want to be a good wife, companion and mother. 
I know that you are going to be the grandest  kind of husband. I’m sure that you will be sweet, kind, 
gentle and a  good companion. You have already proven this to me. We are going to have a beautiful 
life together. We will have each other to share our joys, sorrows, and accomplishments. I’m sure that 
we will grow! 

       None of this could have been possible without our divine keeper.  I’ll be grateful to him forever and I 
hope that I’ll be able to repay  him a little by working in his temple. We can do this together.

       Kenneth, you know how very much I love you. I’ve never loved anyone so deeply or so completely. I’m 
looking forward to our married life. I know that we are going to be very happy. All of our problems are 
going to be smoothed out. It’s wonderful to think  we’ll always have each other – we can trust each 
other, lean on  each other and have someone to encourage us as we go along our way but most of all 
we love each other

      Good night my future husband. All my love,

      Fran

Without a doubt, one of the most significant dates in my life was June 3, 1951 when I 
married Frances Jameson. Through our being together and sharing many experiences at 
West Georgia College and then being apart for the year we taught in different locations, 
we were both confident that our marriage was the right move for us to make at that time. 

Our backgrounds were very different, but there was a thread of common interests and 
values that transcended particular environments and nurtured relationships. Fran’s 
understanding, unselfish love, and continual support made it possible for me to achieve 
both personal and professional goals, chief among these being a beautiful family that 
has brought happiness to all of us. Her own success as a teacher and her encouragement 
for me to set and work toward professional goals caused both of us to have rewarding 
careers in education.

As indicated above, our wedding plans had to be changed due to Mrs. Jameson’s illness.

Fran’s uncle, Herbert Hyde, was a student at Mercer University in Macon, Georgia, 
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and Fran wanted him to conduct the wedding ceremony. He was unable to leave Macon 
on Sunday, June 3, so we planned to go there for the wedding. He had arranged for us 
to have the ceremony in Cherokee Heights Baptist Church with the reception given 
afterward by Cora Lee Hyde and Helen Hyde. Gerry Spruill was Fran’s matron of 
honor, and Clarence, my brother, was my best man. Additionally, Clarence let me 
borrow a suit for the wedding. I cannot recall why I did not wear the suit that my 
roommate’s father gave me when I was a student at West Georgia College unless it was 
a winter suit, and the one Clarence let me borrow was more appropriate for the hot 
June day. Fran’s wedding gown had special significance to her because it was worn by 
both Gerry and Ernie when they married. Ernie sang two songs, Grieg’s “I Love Thee,” 
and “Oh Promise Me.” It was indeed a simple ceremony, and I had written Fran earlier 
when we knew we must change our plans that this would be just fine with me. 

Our immediate families attended the wedding, most of the people driving from Atlanta, 
with Mother, Daddy, Anne, Ellis, Alton, and Ila coming from Troup County. When 
our wedding date is mentioned, usually people recall the heat. The temperature is 
remembered because Hugh and Gerry’s car overheated and was late arriving. They had 
the flowers in their car, so the wedding was delayed until they arrived. Fran and I rode 
from Atlanta with Helen in her very classy blue and white Pontiac, with Ronald as the 
driver.

The reception which followed the ceremony, likewise simple, was held at Herbert and 
Cora Lee Hyde’s home, with wedding cake, nuts, mints and lime sherbet punch served 
to family members. Unfortunately, the punch bowl broke and a second one had to be 
located hurriedly. Mr. and Mrs. Jameson gave money to have the punch bowl replaced.

After the reception, Fran changed into her lovely “going away” dress, which was a white 
suit and blue blouse. She also wore white shoes and a white hat with a blue feather in it. 
She looked so beautiful. Again, we rode with Ronald, Helen, and Judie back to Atlanta 
where my 1939 Chevrolet coupe was waiting. The brother-in-law pranksters had let the 
air out of the tires and put rocks into the hubcaps. Before proceeding with our journey 
after the wedding, I make one digression.

Fran likes to tell about an unusual and uninvited guest at the wedding, so I suppose I 
shall do likewise for the record, explaining an unpleasant part of an otherwise beautiful 
day for us. When Fran saw a person she did not know sitting with Mother and Daddy, 
she was puzzled and asked, “Who is the woman sitting with your parents?” I had to 
answer, “Louise Clark.” I, too, was shocked to see her at the wedding. When I saw her, 
I remembered a letter she had written to me when I was teaching at Oak Mountain 
School. It was a long and involved letter asking me not to marry Fran because she 
(Louise) had loved me from the time I was in high school and she and I played the piano 
and violin together. I remember being shocked when I received the letter because the 
Clarks as a couple had been so important to me during my senior year in high school. 
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I admired him so much as a minister, and I also had enjoyed the music experiences 
Louise and I had shared. (I never called her Louise when I knew them at Oak Grove.) 
Upon reflection, I remembered her bringing water to me when I was plowing in the 
field near the parsonage, but I never made any interpretation except as a kind gesture 
from a friend. I suppose this is another example of my youthful innocence! The Clarks, 
along with their young child, moved to Wadley, Alabama when they left Oak Grove, 
and I had not been in touch with them since they left. This was an awkward time 
because Mother and Daddy did not know anything about the letter I had received, and 
when she asked to go to the wedding with them, they simply thought she was coming 
as a friend. Although it was awkward, we made it through the wedding and reception 
without anyone else knowing the story. It did not end here, and I shall follow it to the 
conclusion a little later.

After air was put into the tires and the rocks removed from the hubcaps, Fran and I 
were ready to head for Athens. Mrs. Jameson had prepared a box of sandwiches and 
wedding cake for us to take with us. Additionally, she gave us a copy of a book, The 
Prophet by Kahlil Gibran, that we have treasured through the years, often quoting from 
it on many different occasions. Fran and I were both introduced to the book by Ora 
Lee Howard, our General Psychology professor at West Georgia College, and Fran’s 
mother knew that we would like a copy. The book, now with yellowed pages, bears the 
inscription: “To Frances and Kenneth, with our love and blessing- Mother and Daddy, 
June 3, 1951” I often reach for the book for a quote when I am writing, and we, too, 
have given it many times as a gift because we think it contains great words of wisdom, 
like those quoted in Fran’s last letter to me before our marriage. The book remains one 
of our treasures because it reflects both the wisdom of the author of the book and the 
person who chose it as a wedding gift to us.

We were on our way in our thirty-nine Chevrolet coupe, with our destination, our 
apartment on 421 Dearing Street in Athens. We had investigated the possibility of 
renting a trailer in a trailer village owned by the university and made available to 
married students; however, since veterans had priority, we were unable to move to the 
trailer. Rather we had located a lovely apartment in the home of Mrs. Anna Paine. En 
route to Athens, we had a respite from the heat we had endured for the wedding as we 
encountered rain before we reached the city. We stopped just outside the town to get 
milk to take to the apartment.
 
When we arrived at the apartment, Mrs. Paine’s son Rufus was waiting to greet us and 
show us to our lovely apartment. We were the first occupants since Mrs. Payne had 
just converted one side of her home to an apartment, with a front entrance through 
the screened porch and a private back entrance that led to a yard large enough for me 
to have my first small garden. An old brass tray that we still have reminds me of the 
area behind the house. Mrs. Paine had discarded the tray, and I found it in the trash 
behind the house. When I showed it to her, she said it was a gift she received when she 
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married, but she no longer wanted it and insisted that I keep it. The house on Dearing 
Street was located on a quiet street in an old section of town where there were many 
large trees.. The apartment consisted of a living room, bedroom, kitchen and bath that 
had been added on the west side of the house. It was furnished with antiques, and Mrs. 
Paine had left a lovely arrangement of white flowers in the living room to welcome us. 
It was certainly the loveliest place I had ever lived, and both of us were so pleased to go 
directly to our new home after the wedding.

Of course, I do not remember the details of our first night; however, I do know that 
both of us said later that we were nervous. Neither of us had experienced intercourse 
before, and although Mr. Charlie Mac had tried to prepare me in his own way, the new 
experience was just that: a new experience. I think it was more pleasant for me than 
for Fran, but because of her kind nature, she did not tell me until much later. Both of 
us realized the necessary adjustments before the wedding due to her mother’s illness, 
the exhausting ride from Atlanta to Macon and return, and then the late night drive to 
Athens. So we were relieved to be in our apartment and for us the greatest thing was 
our finally being together in our own place. We both believed that we were going to be 
very happy in such lovely surroundings, not thinking seriously about the fact that we 
would have to pay in excess of $50 per month for rent. 

Shortly after we moved into the apartment, we visited Mother and Daddy, and to our 
surprise we found that Louise Clark was there. Everything reached a climax and then 
a solution, and it was due to the strong character of my new wife. I regret that I did not 
assume the responsibility of communicating directly with Louise, telling her that she 
had made a great mistake. Instead, Fran sat with her and told her that we were married 
and that she should return to her husband and child. I shall never forget the image 
of Fran in her pink dress and resolute manner as she approached Louise. It ended by 
Louise asking me if I would take her to the bus station in LaGrange. Fran responded to 
her that “we” would take her. On June 10, she wrote a post card to both of us. She went 
back to Wadley with David. She said they planned to separate because there was still 
no love between them. Then she closed by writing, “Kenneth, you are lucky. Fran is a 
sweet girl.”  Often I have wondered what happened to the family because at one time 
they were an important part of my life. It is unfortunate that I was not mature enough to 
realize what was happening in a relationship that I did not initiate, and she apparently 
was misguided in her own emotional life. Fran enjoys telling the story, and now it is a 
part of my record as well.
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Study at University of Georgia

Both Fran and I registered for courses at the University of Georgia for the summer 
quarter. Fran had been at the University the previous summer while I was completing 
my work toward certification at West Georgia College. She was familiar with the city, 
thus making our adjustment somewhat easier. Not having really lived in a city before, 
although I was born in LaGrange, Georgia, I was to have a new experience ahead of 
me. I was pleased that when Dr. Ritchie made an evaluation of courses taken at West 
Georgia College toward the B.S. degree, he excused me from Internship, giving me 
credit for my year of teaching at Oak Mountain. This meant that I could graduate one 
quarter early.

Because of the kind of relationships I had with faculty at West Georgia College, I was 
expecting the same at the University. This happened to some extent but was limited 
mostly to faculty in the College of Education. Because of this more limited interaction 
with faculty, we did not develop the same close feeling toward the University of Georgia 
that we had at West Georgia College.

During summer quarter, I registered for a course, Individual Analysis, which was 
offered through the Department of Guidance and Counseling. I was impressed by the 
instructor, Harry Downs, who at that time was a graduate assistant in the department. 
This course was designed to help students understand themselves and adjust to work at 
the university. It was of particular interest to me because of the work I had done with 
the children at Oak Mountain School. It introduced me to methods of self-analysis 
that were of value to me both personally and professionally. It was through this course 
that I first met Charles Hudgins who was head of the Department of Guidance and 
Counseling. During Winter Quarter, the last on my baccalaureate degree, I took a more 
advanced course in individual analysis that made me further interested in counseling. 
He influenced me a great deal, and I even considered changing my major to Guidance 
and Counseling. This interest was linked to the statement I mentioned earlier that I 
wrote in the now-yellowed composition book while I was at West Georgia College: 
My ambition was “to listen to and seek to understand the problems of any person, any 
time, any where and do all that is in my power to make that person happy.” What I was 
learning in the course during my first quarter at the University seemed consistent with 
this ambition. 
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My basic ideas about teaching had already formed before I went to the University. 
They were a composite of who I was as a person, reaching back into my childhood, 
and thoughts that came from my close association with people such as Katie Downs, 
William Row, Mary Davidson, and Effie McGuire. Charles Hudgins realized that a 
basic part of my thinking about life in general was deeply rooted in love and creative 
expression. One specific example was the creation of a unit of instruction in Reba 
Burnham’s Resource Use Education. I made paints from different colors of soils 
and designed the cover, using these paints. Although this had been accomplished by 
George Washington Carver and others, I did not know it. The discovery on my part was 
evidence of creativity although others had succeeded in the same creation before me. 
In a course in industrial arts, I created a character from papier-mâché. This character 
was a combination of a farmer and a professor, combining what I came from with what 
I would become. I had a deep desire to help others in ways that I had been helped, 
and I knew that a new world opened for me at West Georgia College. I was ready for 
it, and then I took what I had learned with me to the University, and I found general 
support for my philosophy. It was a rather simple philosophy based on a desire to help 
others push back boundaries that had been imposed on them by circumstances beyond 
their control. Ultimately, this evolved into a belief that the purpose of education is to 
free the individual from at least three things: ignorance, prejudice, and provincialism. 
I believed that education had successfully helped me to achieve this freedom and I 
wanted others to know the same satisfaction I had realized.

Charles Hudgins encouraged my interest in counseling. I was impressed by his kindness 
and his personality. We saw a good bit of him and his family because we were in the 
same church and Fran and I visited with him his wife and daughter in their home. I 
think he understood me better than anyone I had previously met. His kindness and 
understanding encouraged me, and I think he understood my ambition that I stated 
above. He gave me a book that I have kept through the years. The book, How to Avoid 
Work, stressed the importance of a person finding great satisfaction in what he did; in 
so doing it was not “work.” It was not the content that caused me to keep it; rather the 
inscription was very important to me:

       To my friend Kenneth Cadenhead who holds a philosophy – common to mine – that work is a form of 
creative expression and of love. Much  is ahead; may it serve you with experiences needful to your 
purpose.

      From Cholly Hudgins, Dec. 24, 1951

Such an inscription from a professor to a nineteen-year-old, who had completed almost 
three years of college, one year of teaching, been married six months and now enrolled 
at the University, offered a great deal of encouragement.

Unfortunately, our time in the lovely apartment on Dearing Street was very limited. 
After less than two full months, we realized that we would not be able to afford the rent 
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that was more than $50 a month. My pride became a factor, and I told Fran that I would 
be willing to “dig ditches” in order for us to remain in the apartment. I walked the street, 
visiting construction sites seeking employment, but I was not successful in finding a 
job. We finally faced reality and decided that we could not remain in this beautiful 
place. We discovered that a trailer had become available on university property for $13 
a month. Since we had explored this possibility before we married, we were put on 
a waiting list, not realizing that it would become available this soon. We approached 
Mrs. Paine about the problem and told her that we would find another couple to rent the 
apartment. This was done, and we moved to the trailer July 28, 1951.

The moving date to the trailer is confirmed by a note I found tucked away in my 
correspondence file:

      Sunday, July 29, 1951
       For richer or poorer - We experienced a feeling of closeness. My  check did not come, and we had used 

all of our piano money except 50 cents. Went to church this morning after having spent our first night 
in the trailer. Very good service. Came back and ate our Irish stew. We are thankful for what we have. 
Went to visit Wayne to play piano. Came home to fix supper (warmed-over stew).

The small trailer served us well. Perhaps it was not difficult for me to adjust to it 
because of my own background; however, it was very different from what Fran had 
known. As in all cases in our married life, she adapted to what was necessary at the 
time, making the best of any conditions and even turning it into an adventure that was 
pleasant for us.

There was no bathroom in the trailer; rather we had a community bathhouse that was 
also used by a number of other student couples who lived in the trailer park. Reminiscent 
of my childhood days, we kept a “slop jar” in the trailer for night use, and, of course, 
an early trip to the bathhouse to empty it was routine. We did not have a refrigerator, 
but we did have an icebox that held 25 pounds of ice. At one end of the trailer was a 
sofa that could be converted to a bed. This was separated from the rest of the room by 
folding doors that were attached to very small closets for our clothes. There was a small 
gas stove where Fran prepared many delicious meals. At the other end was a booth 
that served as both the table where we ate our meals, and, when folded down, a bed 
where someone could sleep. There was a vacant space between the small kitchen area 
and the “dining table.” I built a bookcase, our first piece of furniture. (At present, this 
bookcase is in the computer room in our current home.) Over this bookcase, we hung 
the picture of Sallman’s “head of Christ” that had hung in my room in the log cabin at 
West Georgia College. Fran has always had a special way of making things beautiful; 
one comes to mind in the trailer. Our first Christmas tree was a tiny pine tree that we 
cut and placed on the table. We decorated it with blue lights. I gave Fran a set of red 
dishes for Christmas. When she covered the table with a white cloth and set the table 
with the new dishes, we had a cozy setting in our trailer that was beautiful and heart-
warming. Beginning very early in our marriage and, of course, extending throughout 
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our married life, we enjoyed having guests in our home. The trailer, although very 
small, served well in this way. We had friends among the other trailer occupants, and 
we also entertained family members on many different occasions. 

Friendships formed while we were in Athens were important to us. The fact that all of 
us shared the bathhouse and had similar living conditions in the trailers made friends 
within this trailer park easy to form. Among these friends were Ted and Diane Knight 
who lived next door, the Flemings, Gene and Marion Wright with whom we kept in 
touch until Gene’s death, and our friend from West Georgia College, Wayne Daniel. 
Most of our friends were students, although, as mentioned above, we did visit the 
Hudgins occasionally. Income from Fran’s teaching at nearby Watkinsville during this 
time was limited. I found a job as stock boy at S.H. Kress, supplementing our income 
in a small way. I detested the work as I dragged the basket around the store refilling 
shelves, but it was done simply because we needed the money.

After summer quarter, Fran began teaching in Watkinsville, not far from Athens, while 
I attended classes and worked part-time at S.H. Kress. Fortunately, I have kept all of 
our income tax returns since we married. The combined income for our first year of 
marriage, as reported to IRS was as follows:

      My teaching at Oak Mountain School   $1187.00
      Fran’s teaching at Chamblee      1180.00
      Fran’s teaching at Watkinsville        633.00
      My work at S.H. Kress         318.00

      Total      $3318.00

An interesting figure from the 1951 income tax return is the one for gifts to the church. 
This amount was $331.00 because both of us believed that we should give a tenth of our 
income to the church. This continued for a long time after our marriage.

We joined First Baptist Church in Athens, although we were not as active as either of 
us had been in other churches prior to our marriage. I joined the choir and enjoyed the 
lovely organ music by Mrs. Morris. Her husband was also an excellent baritone soloist. 
I do not have warm memories of our time in this church. Fran played the piano for one 
Sunday school department for awhile, and then she taught in the children’s department. 
It was a beautiful old church, but as students we never felt that we were really a part 
of the congregation. I think I did sing one solo, “My Creed,” while I was a member of 
the choir.

Another professor at the University of Georgia who had an impact on me was Dr. 
Chester Travelstead. I was impressed by his professionalism, and he also showed a 
personal interest in the students. I cannot remember the circumstances, but I needed 
money for some reason and we did not have it. I left class one day and he followed me 
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out into the hall and offered to lend me money. I declined his offer, but I never forgot 
his kindness in offering assistance when I needed it. We made it without his help.

******************
Interlude:
It is rather amazing what difference is made when records are discovered to add 
documentation. I cite an example here. While referring to my correspondence file for 
1967 long after writing the above paragraph, I saw a letter I wrote to Dr. Travelstead 
after conversing with Ross Miller, a fellow student at West Georgia College who was 
working toward the doctorate at the University of New Mexico. A paragraph from this 
letter reminded me of the reason I needed money.

       I was enrolled in your class, ED 336.4, and also observing in a  sixth grade at Barrow 
Street School. For some reason I had failed to get my car registered on campus. 
Consequently, I was fined $6.00, and at the time I was financially embarrassed. You 
called  me out of the room and offered to lend me the money. This gesture I have 
remembered – a professor who was indeed competent in his work and who also 
exhibited such warm human qualities.

*******************

As indicated in the letter, I took a course from Dr. Travelstead during fall quarter 1951. 
This course called for observation in a public school classroom, and reports on the 
observation were submitted to Dr. Travelstead in the form of a diary. I observed in 
Mrs. Tarpley’s sixth grade classroom at Barrow Street School. The school was very 
different from Sand Hill School and Oak Mountain, my only other work experience 
in an elementary school classroom. The report in my diary of my first day naturally 
referred to my own teaching experience: 

       For the first few moments, and several times later, I caught myself  remembering my children from 
the last year. The same feeling came  to me again – this is my life. It is an opportunity and a great 
responsibility.  Their whole being, physical, mental, spiritual – every way – is in the  process of being 
molded.

The greatest benefit from this experience was simply having an opportunity to work in 
a city school since both of my previous experiences were in a rural setting. I felt that 
after having the kind of responsibility I had in teaching four grades in one room, simply 
observing and occasionally helping a child was not of great value to me. I think I was 
looking for some confirmation of my own ideas, and the observation experience was of 
value in this regard. Some of what I wrote in my diary was critical, and I commented 
on this fact in the diary:

       I hope I’m not being too critical of situations. I’m doing it to myself because I want to question every 
method in my own mind. In this way I feel I can work out some solutions.
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The experience would have been of greater value to me if I could have had some 
responsibility in actually teaching, followed by a critique by the teacher or Dr. 
Travelstead; however, that was not the way the course was structured. The major 
difference between the other students and me was that I had had a year of experience, 
and the course was designed for students who had no sustained experience in teaching.

After I left the university and enlisted in the army, I wrote a letter to Dr. Travelstead. I 
am sure I mentioned in the letter the time he called me out of class to see if he could 
lend me money for some financial obligation I had. The letter illustrates a kind of 
behavior I exhibited then, and it has extended throughout my life: expressing gratitude 
to people who contribute significantly to my life. His response, dated May 15, 1952, 
contained very good advice for me. I quote parts of the letter:

       To be grateful is commendable; to express in a capable way one’s  gratitude to another is one component 
part of living the better life - the more abundant life. Such expressions of gratitude are far too rare, it 
seems to me. I thank you sincerely for your kind words, and  I congratulate you for having developed 
this fine habit of looking  for the good in other people and things. Life can bring only happiness to 
those who approach it with such a philosophy.

       I know you will have many interesting experiences while you are in the army. I do hope you will write 
to me occasionally and relate some of these experiences. I will enjoy keeping up with you.

       I would like to quote a proverb which may be worth your thinking about: “One finds at London what 
one takes to London.” Could I change it to read: “One finds in the army what one takes to the army.” 
May I suggest that you continue to read widely and that you express your ideas in writing whenever 
and wherever you have a few minutes to set them down. These activities will keep you mentally alert. 
Also, I believe you will find it satisfying and  profitable to take advantage of your various geographic 
locations by seeing as much as you can -- evaluating and interpreting  everything you see.

       I’ll be glad to read and comment on anything you wish to write. Send it along. I’ll read it and return 
it. This time no grades are involved.

I regret that I did not keep in touch with him because his advice was very sound, and I 
think I have followed it to a great extent. Perhaps one of the reasons I appreciated him 
so much is the fact that, without knowing it at the time, we were close in our beliefs.

As I was reviewing materials for this current writing venture and reread Dr. Travelstead’s 
letter, I wondered if he were still living. Using the unbelievable resources of the Internet, 
I made a search for Chester Travelstead. I was surprised to find several entries that 
showed his professional achievements. Finding that he had retired from University of 
New Mexico, I again went to the Internet and found his address and telephone number 
in Albuquerque. I phoned him and told him how I came to contact him. He asked me to 
write a letter to him and he would respond. I did this, and he wrote again at the age of 
93. It was good to be in touch with him again and to learn what he had accomplished 
since the days I knew him at University of Georgia. Also, it was good to be able to 
thank him again for his contribution to my professional life.
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Both Fran and I were very much impressed by the teaching of Professors Reba Burnham 
and Floride Moore. These two professors were very much committed to their work, and 
they offered encouragement to us. I wrote a letter of appreciation to Reba Burnham 
after I was in the army, and her response was very encouraging for me. Excerpts from 
her letter follow:

       It has certainly been an inspiration to me to have you and Fran in my class and to see you making such 
a good record for yourself and to hear the fine comments about you from other instructors. I hope that 
you will finish up your visit with Uncle Sam and will be ready to return to the educational field. As I 
have indicated to you before, you deserve one of the best positions in Georgia and I will be  glad to 
help you in any way that I can. 

       I have not had an opportunity to see Fran as much as I would like to this quarter. I think she has been 
so smart to get her work behind her. 

       I am thrilled over “the expectations” in the Cadenhead family and I  hope that you will keep me 
informed.

My contact with professors outside the College of Education was more limited and 
of a different nature from what I had experienced at West Georgia College. However, 
during fall quarter, I took a Sociology course, “Personality and Social Adjustment,” 
from Dr. B.O. Williams that was of particular interest to me. The small textbook, The 
Cultural Background of Personality, by Ralph Linton, was a very powerful book, so 
much so that it was among the few textbooks I kept when I retired. (When I retired, 
I notified colleagues and graduate students that they were welcome to come to my 
office to select books they would like, after I had decided the ones I would keep in my 
personal library.) Incidentally, the price of the book (used hardback) was $1.25. The 
content of this course seemed to fit into my search for understanding forces that had 
helped to shape me as an individual, and it also related to the earlier mentioned course 
in analyzing the individual. I was interested in the emphasis both on the individual’s 
integration into the social structure in order to function and at the same time having the 
ability to adapt to changes in this structure. This pointed to “the residue of individuality 
which survives in every one of us after society and culture have done their utmost.” 
It also appealed to me to think of the individual’s ability to be an “inventor” and find 
solutions to new problems. The role of the individual in bringing about change was 
important to me because at that time I believed that I could make a difference in 
education. I was so moved by a particular sentence on page 23 of the book that I copied 
it on the fly leaf of book:

       New social inventions are made by those who suffer from current conditions, not by those who profit 
from them.

One day in class, Dr. Williams referred to a book, the title of which caught my attention.
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His reference to the book, The University of Hard Knocks, by Ralph Parlette and 
published in 1914, sent Fran and me to the Olde Book Store in Athens to see if we 
could locate it. I purchased the book November 16, 1951 for $1.75. Because of my 
background, I believed that I could identify with the content, which was simple, yet 
profound for someone who was wanting to build on what he had experienced. This 
book, too, has remained on my shelf and each time I look through it, I am reminded of 
this course at the university that was important to me.

I shall deal with a particular point at different times in this writing, but it is appropriate 
for me to mention it here. I regret that my program in professional education did not 
require me to take more courses outside the field of professional education. While 
some of the experiences in Education courses were of great value to me, I think the 
substantive content from various disciplines would have made my education stronger. I 
simply mention this notion here because of the importance of the course in sociology. 
The study of the content in various disciplines, adapting it in a way that it impacts the 
person of the teacher and then through creative thinking and application to teaching, 
would make for greater depth in the process of teaching and learning. As I indicated, I 
shall return to this idea at various times in my writing.

(Added February 27, 2011 after a dream)

Another course that allowed me to express my creativity in a different way was the 
one in industrial arts. We had to work with different materials. In a dream last night, 
I recalled making a paper-maché figure that I called “Farfess.” It was interestingly a 
combination of a farmer and a professor, although I cannot remember which features 
dominated. I think I was thinking of myself as the model for the figure, combining 
my past with what could be my future. I do not remember that I was even aspiring to 
become a professor; however, I do remember giving the figure to Charles Hudgins, so 
it could have been a symbol of our friendship, my having been a farmer’s son and his 
being a professor. At any rate, that figure was a part of my dream. From this, I also 
remembered the plaster of Paris head of a woman that I made in the class. It remains 
on my desk today, and I often look at it and associate it with my mother. In the class, I 
made a wood book cover and etched Fran’s name on it, and I gave it to her with a note 
inside. As another project in wood, I made a small box in which I kept letters and other 
memorabilia through the years. I have used some of these records in my writing of this 
memoir. Obviously, I cannot explain the dream about this particular course, but it had 
special meaning for me and I decided to insert it at this point on this date.)

We lived a simple, but very good, life in Athens. Fran was busy with teaching, and 
I spent a great deal of time on my course work. At the same time, we enjoyed being 
with our friends, occasionally going to a concert on campus, and even going fishing 
a few times, something I never enjoyed very much. Sometimes we would visit Wayne 
Daniel in Stegman Hall to play the piano. Once Wayne prepared a candlelight dinner 
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for us. Our friendship with Wayne has lasted through the years. As was the case at 
West Georgia College, my diligent study had its rewards. I graduated in the upper five 
percent of my class. I was invited to be initiated into an honorary society – I think it 
was Phi Kappa Phi – but we did not have the money for the initiation fee. Also, such 
recognition apparently was not important to me. Somehow we did manage to get the 
money to order a class ring for me, and of course, it is now stored in a drawer. (I 
was later initiated into Phi Kappa Phi at Auburn University when I was pursuing the 
doctorate.)

One of the great things that happened in December 1951 in our small trailer was Fran’s 
becoming pregnant. What she and I had discussed as we sat on the front campus at 
West Georgia College during my sophomore year was going to happen: we would 
have either a Michael or a Melanie. When we knew that Fran was pregnant, we began 
to make further plans. I knew that I would complete my baccalaureate degree at the 
end of winter quarter, and we also knew that we wanted Fran to complete her degree; 
she could do this in one quarter. Rather than take a chance on being drafted into the 
army after graduation, I decided to enlist for the purpose of going to Officer Candidate 
School, and Fran would resign her teaching position in Watkinsville and complete her 
degree at the end of spring quarter. She would remain in the trailer during the time I 
completed basic training. Because of the close relationships we had established with 
other couples in the trailer park, we believed that she would be safe and could complete 
the degree before the baby was born. In much of my correspondence, I referred to 
D-29, our trailer home. We were ready to enter another period in our lives.
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Military Service
I entered the U.S. Army April 21, 1952 in Atlanta, Georgia. My basic training at Fort 
Jackson, South Carolina is well documented in the letters I wrote to Fran. Fortunately, 
she kept these, and they helped me to relate this experience that was important, although 
not what I would term pleasant. In the midst of writing about this time in my life, I had 
the privilege of reading the letters aloud to Fran during one of her bouts with Meniere’s 
disease. We both enjoyed revisiting this time in our lives.

In the first letter I wrote to her April 22, 1951, my first sentence showed a contrast: “I’m 
in the army now and not behind the plow. I can’t see much similarity.” The trip to Fort 
Jackson from Atlanta, of course, took us through Athens. I attempted to reach Fran by 
phone, but the time was limited, and I was unsuccessful. I arrived in Fort Jackson about 
2:00 in the morning, getting to bed about 3:00. Then we had to get up at 5:00 because 
we were to be issued uniforms, get our shots, and “police the area.” I wrote that if I 
were a poet, I would write “Ode to a butt,” and “Ode to a Commode.” It would take 
about four days to be processed, and then the fun would start. I think I was trying to 
accept things as they came, but I did tell her that I “missed her so much…Just take care 
of ‘both of you’ and know that my thoughts are constantly in that direction.”

On the 29th, I “pulled K.P. all night last night – from 8:00 last night till 8:30 this 
morning.” On that day, I had just put on my uniform for the first time (had been wearing 
fatigues) and I commented that it looked pretty good. I was beginning to use the correct 
terminology: “It’s about time for chow.” Very early I began to attend chapel services, 
and I found these of value to me throughout the period of time I was in basic training.

I was finally assigned to a unit, having been in temporary quarters until May 2; then we 
“shipped” to what would be my quarters. I even wrote that the barracks “is very nice.” 
I sent Fran the copy of the exact form my address must take:

       Pvt. Albert K. Cadenhead RA 14 449 356
      Co. G 13th Inf. Regt.
      Fort Jackson, S.C.

In a letter dated May 5, I gave a few details about life to that time, pointing out that 
basic training had not actually started; rather we were still being “processed.”

       After a hard day of toil, the tired, weary soul reclines, listens to music and writes to the one he loves. 
This is exactly what I am doing. It is about 6:45 and I am sitting in the Day Room, listening to the 
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record player and thinking of  you. The last rays of sun are shining dimly through the blue curtains, 
providing a soft and pleasant atmosphere for one to  dream. This, too, I am doing. The theme, my 
darling, is you. You can continue from here for you, I’m sure are also guilty.

       My new “home” is quite comfortable. Believe me, the army will take good care of you. The Day Room 
is next door to the barracks. In it are games, magazines, books, etc. – just  a nice place to rest and 
enjoy yourself. On the other side of the barracks is the mess hall, which is very nice. The food is very 
good and as a result of the quality and quantity, I’m afraid I’m gaining weight. (This was before I 
began the rigors of basic training.!)

I went on to tell her that I had met some very nice guys, and this, of course, will 
be underscored throughout the army experience as many fine friendships were made 
before and after Fran joined me and we lived off post.

Fran’s and my correspondence was very meaningful during the time I was at Fort 
Jackson. Just as the time we were separated the year before we married made us realize 
more fully how much we loved each other, the three months I was in basic training 
underscored this relationship; it was strengthened by our anticipating the birth of our 
first child, as reflected in the letter I wrote May 8:

       The army will really make a man of you. It’s not so good for one’s morale but I suppose this can become 
stronger also! However, there must be constant boosting from within. My thoughts of you, my darling, 
are most helpful along this line. I occasionally, when I feel it is safe,  stop and let my thoughts turn in 
that direction. They are made up of  reliving past experiences and the many dreams of our glorious  
future together. The “third party” will be so welcome to my heart and to my never ending love. It will 
be a part of both of us and, too, what it can become. I live for our future, my darling. I know it will be 
happy and fruitful.

In this same letter, I referred to the honorary fraternity to which I had been invited 
because of my grade point average. My thoughts and feelings were very clear.

       I’m forgetting the fraternity, honey. There are so many things that are more important. You remember 
I said I really didn’t care too much  about becoming a member. Knowing that I’m eligible is sufficient 
for me. I know what I can do and I don’t have to belong to a fraternity to have any recognition. We’ll 
forget it now, and there will be other chances. Let’s just wait for them.

Since Fran had left her teaching position when I entered the army, we had no income 
except what I received for my service. The time between my enlistment and my first 
check left Fran with insufficient funds to live, even in the trailer. In the letter dated May 
8, I told her that I had written a letter to Alton, asking him for a loan of $50. “I figured 
he would understand about as well as anyone I knew.” I told her that I would ask him to 
send the money directly to her to help with expenses. Five days later, I wrote to her that 
Alton was sending the money. I was also relieved that he wrote a letter that reflected 
understanding.

I was deeply moved by an action that Daddy took at that time as well. He had decided 
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to run for County Commissioner in the Democratic Primary, which was held just five 
days before I was inducted into the army. He did not win in the primary, but it showed 
that he felt confident enough to seek this office. He had established himself in the 
community with a good reputation, using his various talents for service to the church 
and community. Daddy wrote a letter with a note from Farmers and Merchants Bank 
in Chipley for $150 and also a check for $50. He said he thought we might need more 
so he just made the check for $50. I do not have the letter from Daddy, but I found the 
note in my files; it bears Daddy’s signature along with mine. I sent the check for $50 
from Daddy to Fran and told her to cash it. I also included a statement to the effect that 
if we did not need it, we could apply it on the note after I received my full check on May 
31st. I told her that she could send me about $10 because I was still two weeks away 
from getting my check. We repaid the note, making the final payment in September. On 
September 8, I had a letter from Mr. Roy Askew from Farmers and Merchants Bank. 
The following comment was very encouraging: “Your family is just the kind of family 
this country needs, and I wish we had millions of them. Your kind is the only hope for 
this country. Young men of your capacity with Almighty God as a partner can do the 
impossible.” 

I ended the May 13th letter with deep feelings. I am sure there was some relief that we 
were again able to take care of our needs, but I think it was deeper:

        We are now in the Day Room writing to our “loved ones” – listening to the Warsaw Concerto and 
watching the sun disappear behind the trees. The curtain of darkness is slowly closing on another day 
of our lives. One of these days the curtain will rise and we will be together – welcoming the dawn of a 
new life together with all our  dreams to be transformed into glorious realities. My darling, I do long 
to be with you, and as you so beautifully said, – we are housed under the same sky and cared for by 
the same God. 

      It is a consolation, my darling.

My basic training finally began on May 23, a month after I enlisted. The day was full so I 
had to write to Fran after the lights were out. I was “seated on the commode, attempting 
to compose a letter in the midst of flushing commodes and gushing showers.” I gave 
her my morning schedule:

      PT (Physical training
      Film (Military Courtesy)
      Lecture (Uniform Code of Military Justice)
      Lecture (Achievements and traditions – history)

Then we went back to the Company for chow. I had to help serve -- the first seven men 
in line had to serve – and as a result I didn’t get to finish eating before we had to fall 
out in formation. We marched for about a mile with equipment. We learned how to tear 
down the rifle and assemble it. This lasted until 5:15. We marched back for retreat and 
chow. After chow and mail call we drilled for an hour. After this, we had to clean rifles, 
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shine boots, and brass, wash clothes, shower, etc. This is it! Basic training had begun!

It became increasingly worse as we were learning discipline. My letters to Fran gave 
many details of the rules set by the company commander, Lt. Mareka. I carried a small 
notebook that would fit into my fatigue pocket, and during my ten-minute breaks I 
would write to Fran, describing in some detail the kind of training included. I also used 
the small notebook to take notes in classes.

There was a change of address for Fran after graduation in June. Fran wrote on June 5 
with deep feeling about the change.

       Our little home or trailer is empty tonight. It just broke my heart to close the windows and lock the 
door. I didn’t look back because I couldn’t stand to see the trailer all bare. I loved living there. So many 
happy times have been spent there. Honey, this past year has been wonderful. I never want to forget 
just how happy we’ve been.

She told about graduation. Ronald and Laverne and her parents came to the ceremony, 
although neither Fran nor I were donned in cap and gown. She picked up our diplomas 
after lunch and she returned to Chamblee with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Jameson gave 
us our first piece of “real” furniture: a “cedarized” mahogany “low boy,” which we 
have kept through the years. This was a combination graduation and anniversary gift. 
I would no longer be addressing my letters to Box 97, Ag Hill Station, Athens, but to 
Stone Mountain Road in Chamblee. Fran was going to stay with her parents until the 
baby was born. 

I lived for the weekends when I could have a pass and see Fran. Part of the time I rode 
with a person who lived in LaGrange, and other times, particularly after Fran moved 
to Chamblee, I drove the 39 Chevrolet. She had moved to the front bedroom and had 
arranged it to accommodate her and the baby until they could join me in Columbia. Her 
mother and father always welcomed me when I visited on the weekend, and this gave 
me an opportunity to get to know and love them even more.

The real test for the men in our company during basic training came when we were to 
hike 18 miles to the rifle range. We had had some practice to prepare us for the march, 
and the time finally came as reported in a letter to Fran. dated June 9. Each of us had a 
foot and boot inspection to see if we were able to make the hike. Our pack on our back 
consisted of 

      Horseshoe Roll including
      Tent half
      Blanket
      Tent pole
      Tent pegs
      Set of underwear
      Pair of socks
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      Field pack
      Mess kit
      Poncho

We also carried our rifle. We wore the cartridge belt and steel helmet. We would be 
allowed to have a swallow of water at the end of the third hour.

The detailed description of the experience as written in the June 9 letter follows.

      Saturday night

       Well…it is over and at the present time I feel pretty good – not hurting at any particular place.

       I won’t attempt to describe the “trip” tonight because actually I could do a much better job tomorrow. 
However, I’ll tell you something about it.

      First of all, I have three corrections to make in the note this morning:
      
      1.  We are not sleeping in tents tonight – we are in barracks. After I tell you about the day, you will 

understand.
      
      2. The hike was close to eighteen miles instead of fifteen.
      3. We had one and a half canteens of water.

       With these corrections in mind, I’ll tell you of the “breathtaking”  experience today.

      (I’ll take up here tomorrow.)

      Sunday afternoon

       At present I am attempting to write with one hand and fight ants  with the other. It was so hot in the 
barracks that some of us  decided to go to the woods to do our letter writing. We are now engaged in 
a war with the ants, testing whether these ants  or any ants can prevent us from conversing with our 
wives. I feel so much better today so I will attempt to tell you about the trip yesterday.

       We left the company area about 7:45 yesterday morning with our  equipment. Most everyone was 
feeling very good and felt assured that he could make the hike. We started out marching (in step) and 
continued for about two miles before we had our first break. (I explained a smudge on the paper was 
a dead ant!) We were instructed not to drink any water during the break so one fellow and I took our 
handkerchiefs and put the corner down into the canteen – enough to wet our lips. Chewing gum really 
came in handy!

       At the end of ten or fifteen minutes we continued our journey. The little fellow behind me was wanting 
water. I tried to tell him to get his mind off the hike and water and think of something else. This was 
good advice for myself because I was guilty. I then began to look around and observe carefully all the 
scenery and the fellows around me. Then I began thinking of you and some of the many things we have 
done together. This really worked wonders!

       Just before time for the second break, we heard someone  gasping for breath. This was the sign for 
break number two – first casualty. One of the fellows was in bad condition. They took care of him and 
in about ten minutes we were on our way again. We were allowed to drink water during this break 
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(legally).

       The ambulances began to work during the next hour. This was the time when the fellows started falling 
out. We would be walking along and one would stagger and fall. The ones closest to him would loosen 
his equipment, pass the word back for the ambulance and then march on.

       I had begun to get tired by the time of the third break but realized that it wouldn’t be long until lunch 
so I made it on to lunch.

       
      We stopped along the road and ate lunch. The food was brought out in trucks. The menu was

                  Corn beef and cabbage
                  Bread and butter
                  Butter beans
                  Slaw
                  Chilled fruit
                  One cup of tea
       We rested for about forty-five minutes and then had a canteen  cup of ice water to last until we reached 

Leesburg (the range).

       A group of tired soldiers continued to hike after chow. There were about six miles yet to go and believe 
me, we were aware of the fact! Nevertheless we continued!

       The men really began to fall out after lunch. It was so hot on  the road. The march was along the 
highway – one column on each side – in the bright sun. There was very little breeze  stirring and the 
heat was terrific – especially wearing the steel helmet and all the equipment. The ambulances were 
kept busy.

       I thought my time had come just before the last break. I was hot and then began to chill. I knew then 
I couldn’t make it much farther. People began to call for a break. At this the company commander  
called back, “Shut up – who’s running this outfit?” At this, the morale dropped! The sergeant came 
to the front and the commander asked how things were going. The sergeant replied, “There are six in 
the ambulance and fourteen on the side of the road.” At this announcement, we took our last break. I 
hobbled off the road and fell to the ground to rest a minute before pulling off my pack. Blaylock came 
over, realizing that I was about gone, and helped me get comfortable. I lay there for awhile and relaxed, 
drank my last swallow of lukewarm water.

       It was during the breaks that the colonel came out to see what was happening. He gave orders for us 
to take a long break. It was the long rest (approximately 1 hour) that caused me to complete the  hike. 
I had sufficient time to rest and get myself calm and  collected before starting again.

       The sergeant told us that the range was on top of the next hill. I was determined to make it for I had told 
myself and you that I  would do it. Sure enough we saw the barracks as we came to the top of the hill. 
You can never know what this sight meant to us. We had made it and we were so happy.

       As soon as we reached the barracks we removed our equipment, shirts and shoes for an inspection by 
the medical officers. After this we had ice water. Never before have I realized the value of water. The 
remainder of the afternoon was spent resting after which time we had a very good supper.

       Now I’ll tell you why we walked. It was more or less an  experiment. No other company has ever walked 
it in that length of time (18 miles in 8 hours – this includes breaks and noon.) If we succeeded without 
too many men falling out then other  companies would walk also. I’m not sure what the verdict will  be 
because about 65 or 70 men fell out! We were a little disturbed over the matter but feel that the higher 
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officials will  handle the matter sufficiently. It will be interesting to see what comes out of it.

       It was an interesting experience – however I would not want to repeat it. I learned very much from the 
experience – the importance of determination and the glory of success. It would be very interesting to 
write down the experience and reactions but as I say I could never forget it and believe that I actually 
profited by the experience.

        
I’ve got to go clean my rifle now. We start firing tomorrow and will be here until Thursday. I’ll write again 
when I get a chance,

                                                                        Your infantryman,

     Kenneth 

This was the most challenging part of my experience in the army. It pales in difficulty 
when I compare it with the experience of men who went to Korea and were in actual 
combat. As will be explained later, I could have found myself in Korea, but later 
circumstances caused me to remain in the U.S. for the duration of my army experience. 

Certainly, the challenge of the 18-mile hike was an important part of my training, and it 
further helped me prove to myself that I had both physical strength and determination 
to achieve a goal, and as shown in the letter to Fran, I learned from the experience.

In the next letter, I described life on the firing range, complete with diagrams. When a 
person missed the target, a red flag was waved across the target – this was “Maggie’s 
drawers.” My friend Blaylock told me to be sure and explain when firing we naturally 
were anxious to get “bull’s eye.” He said I might talk in my sleep and say, “Oh, Maggie’s 
drawers - Ah, bull’s eye.” I was not particularly good at firing; however, one day I wrote 
that I felt rather proud. When I fired for record on transition and assault ranges I fired 
“sharpshooter.” I was hoping to fire “expert,” but I did not quite make it.” Although I 
was not especially excited about firing the rifle, it seemed to be my nature to want to 
succeed.

Fran’s unselfish nature caused her to go to Oak Grove to help because Mother had been 
in the hospital. She was six months pregnant; yet she wanted to lend a helping hand 
to Daddy, Anne, and Ellis. I had been to visit there and left from Oak Grove to drive 
back to Fort Jackson. In the letter I wrote to her on June 23, I told her that I arrived 
in Atlanta where Blaylock met me to ride back with me. He was from Chattanooga, 
and he met me in Atlanta for the ride. I told Fran that I “set Susie (39 Chevrolet) 
up to a nice lubrication and change of oil in Athens.” Blaylock and I took a break 
while this was happening. Then I drove from Athens, leaving about seven o’clock, 
to Columbia without stopping, arriving about 11:05. It did not seem quite as long by 
having someone riding with me. Blaylock paid me $5.00 and bought my supper. Fran 
had already endeared herself to the family, but this act of kindness on her part made all 
the family appreciate her even more.
A letter from Mother on August 1 showed further her love for Fran, and it also was 
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a continued encouragement for me in music. During my time in high school, she 
continually encouraged me, and in this letter I felt it strongly:

       Can’t nobody play the piano like you it thrills my heart so to hear you play it. Makes me think of old 
times. Please always play one. Don’t forget how.

These words have stayed with me through the years, and often when I play I remember 
her kind words. A week earlier, she had written a rather depressing letter about expenses 
due to her illness. The vegetables were gone from the garden, and Daddy was two 
months behind in the car payment. He was afraid he was going to have to sell the car. It 
was troubling for me because I was aware of what she had endured during her married 
life, and there was nothing I could do to help at this time. Fran’s and my combined 
income for 1952 was $1527.21. This included my army pay and Fran’s income for 
teaching part of the year in Watkinsville.

On July 28th, I wrote to Fran, using Company G letterhead, telling her that I had signed 
the papers withdrawing my application for O.C.S. I was going to have an opportunity to 
transfer to a machine records unit, and I was ready to leave the infantry basic training. 
By making this transfer, we would be able to live off post after the baby came, and I 
was eager for Fran to be with me in Columbia.

My moods varied quite a bit even when I was in basic training and had very little time 
for anything except content related to army life. A letter I wrote August 4 reflected a 
concern, one that resonates even now when I am feeling a certain kind of discontent.

       I really miss not having a real close friend here to talk to and discuss and exchange thoughts. 
Sometimes I feel that I’m becoming shallow and then push myself back into a dark spot and find myself 
all over  again. One must produce his own inspiration here. It is not easily found and when discovered 
is easily lost. I haven’t had a serious discussion with anyone since I’ve been here and I really miss this 
so much. However, I promised myself when I came here that I would grow in a constructive manner. I 
still hold fast to this.

I was on bivouac when I wrote to Fran August 18. We made a ten-mile hike to the 
bivouac area. This seemed easy after the hike to Leesburg! My tent mate was Blaylock, 
and we managed well together. I gave a rather detailed description of the conditions, 
including how we were able to brush our teeth and take a bath with a canteen of water.

        Blaylock and I had our canteens full of salt water. We decided that we must have a bath, shave and 
also brush our teeth. This we did! We first brushed our teeth. Then we poured about a cup of water into 
our steel helmet and using this we were able to get a good  clean shave. (Our source of light was our 
flashlight.) The remainder of the water was used to take a nice bath. It was dark around our area so we 
could strip and use our pint of water to bathe. It is amazing how good I felt after getting a good bath 
and changing underwear. I had to get up again at 4:00 to stand guard for an hour.

I became rather philosophical about the experience toward the end of the letter, saying 
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that it really turned out to be a very good experience. It was by no means easy but “it 
really has its advantages, not only in training but in learning to appreciate and work 
with one’s fellowman. I’m actually getting considerable benefit from the experience.” 
I also told her that the First Sergeant told me that I was going to transfer on Saturday.

Before leaving the subject of bivouac, I must say that a particular experience left its 
imprint that will remain as long as I live. While we were in formation on bivouac, the 
fellow next to me let his rifle slip, and it hit me in the mouth, damaging one of my 
front teeth. This happened toward the end of my bivouac experience, and the treatment 
extended far into the time I transferred to the new unit. I had excellent treatment, and 
the dentist who treated me took a special interest in preparing a crown on the front 
tooth that lasted for many years. Fortunately, he told me that if I ever had difficulty 
with it and the crown had to be replaced, the Veterans Administration would pay for 
the required dental service. That time did come while we lived here in Auburn. When 
I contacted the Veterans Administration, I learned that my records had been lost. I 
persisted. I searched the letters Fran had kept, and I found the one in which I had said 
the U.S. government would pay for the service. I copied the letter, sent it to them along 
with the post mark on the envelope, and the request was approved. This is another 
example of the value of the letters, to say nothing about the information provided for 
my writing!

I sent a change of address card to Fran August 26 with my new address as: 

      Pvt. Albert K. Cadenhead RA14449356
      3rd Machine Records Unit

      Fort Jackson, South Carolina

My first letter after the transfer gave disappointing news. I took the car to have it 
checked in order to get a permanent pass to bring it onto the post. When it was checked, 
I was told that work must be done on it before I would be allowed to keep it on the post. 
I told her that I would just bring it home and leave it until she and the baby could come 
to me. We could not afford to have the work done on the car which meant that it would 
not be as convenient for me to get to Atlanta. (I later was able to have it registered 
on the post. In a letter dated September 23, I wrote to Fran that Susie was officially 
registered on post and was “strutting since she had her little red tags on her windows.”) 

*************

Interlude: After writing Temple Blaylock’s name several times today (July 4, 2008), 
I began to wonder if he were still living and active. Taking a chance, I consulted the 
Internet (AT&T Directory Assistance). I entered his name and the city of Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, and his name, address, and telephone number appeared. I phoned him and 
left a message. He later phoned when I was away and left a message on voice mail. 
Tonight I reached him, and we talked for approximately an hour. It was extremely 
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pleasant to be in touch with him again as we shared memories of our experiences in 
Company G, 13th Infantry Regiment and brought each other up to date on our families. 
We also shared e-mail addresses, so I am sure we shall be in touch again and not wait 
56 years to do so. He sent two photographs as attachments to e-mails this evening: one 
of me in my uniform and another of the two of us together. I suppose this is another 
example of my desire to search, and also the reward for doing so. Skype visits also 
prove to be very satisfying.

**************

My responsibilities in the 3rd Machine Records Unit did not involve working with the 
computers. Rather, because of my typing skills, I worked in the office of the company 
commander. It was quite a change from basic training, and also, the people with whom 
I worked were ones who had completed college. The friendships developed in this 
group were very satisfying, and we have kept in touch with several of them through the 
years. My work schedule was going to be much more conducive to living off post and 
having more time with Fran and the baby when they came to Columbia. We both were 
looking forward to the next big event in our lives: the birth of our first child.

On September 19, I had a letter from Fran telling me that she thought that day was it!

It was a false alarm, but she said she hoped I was successful in getting the three-day 
pass to come home. I was, and it happened! Michael was born at 11:37 on September 
22, 1952 at the U. S. Army Hospital, Fort McPherson, Georgia. Total cost: $5.25! So 
what we discussed on the front campus at West Georgia College had begun to happen. 
We were both so happy at that moment, and I was especially fortunate enough to be on 
a three-day pass so I could be present at this important time in our lives. My first letter 
after Michael’s birth was to “My darling wife and son.” It was difficult to leave Atlanta 
on the day after Michael’s birth and return to Fort Jackson alone.

Fran gave a report on Michael in her next letter, including his hiccoughs! A week had 
passed and we both were still remembering the excitement of the previous Sunday 
morning. We were beginning to think in terms of their joining me in Columbia. In 
the meantime, I drove to Chamblee every weekend it was possible for me to make the 
round trip of 434 miles, with Susie getting about 19 miles to the gallon of gasoline. 
In a letter from Fran on September 29, she included a poem that she thought would 
be helpful to me as I looked for a place for us to live in Columbia: The poem was 
comforting because we knew our funds would be limited.

       Three of us and two rooms to make a home.
      Room one will be a kitchen, dining room, a den and then
      A sitting room where friends come in for tea;
      A parlor fit for any king if it be neat and clean.
      Room two is for repose, for sleep and play;
      It’s ample if our clothes are kept in place,
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      Toys put away when not in use;
      And where from day to day unselfish love may have her way.
      Three of us in two, with love to make a home,
      We have enough – we three have love enough to make
      A home in one room if it had to be.

I reported in a letter to Fran October 14 that out of all the places I had looked, there 
were only two apartments that were reasonable. It was going to be difficult to find a 
two-room apartment with a bath. I finally chose two rooms in the home of Mrs. Annie 
Geddings and her mother at 729 Aiken Street. We would have a combination bedroom 
and living room, a kitchen, and share the bath with “Mrs. Annie and Granny.” On 
October 19, I pulled Mr. Jameson’s small trailer, carrying the things we took with us. 
In a letter to Fran, I wrote that I made the trip without any trouble, but I was after dark 
arriving at what was to be our new home. There were no men around, so Mrs. Annie 
helped me unload the trailer while Granny held the flashlight. I told Fran that I would 
return the next night and unpack everything and be ready to bring her and Michael to 
Columbia.

The three of us were very content in our apartment. We were so glad we were together at 
last, and we adapted well to the space and such things as not having our own bathroom 
or private entrance. I can remember the smell of the kerosene heater that remained in 
the bathroom. Fran recalls the familiar smell of macaroni and cheese coming from Mrs. 
Annie’s kitchen. Mrs. Annie and Granny became good friends to us. Granny was hard 
of hearing, so we often heard their conversations. We needed a rocking chair, and one 
day we were very lucky in finding one. We were riding by the city dump, and I saw an 
old chair that had been discarded. Structurally it was sound, and all it needed was to 
have the seat replaced. I retrieved the chair, repaired the seat and then we covered the 
chair with gray plastic. It served us well for a number of years, and it was especially 
good for rocking Michael to sleep. Fran’s grandmother, Mama Hyde, gave us her old 
wringer-type washing machine, which was helpful now that there were diapers to wash. 
Fran would wash the diapers and hang them on the line outside, hoping the soot from 
the nearby mill would not cause black spots on the clean diapers. Fran recalls the lovely 
blue corn flowers that grew in abundance in the spring near the clothes line. It was 
here also we got the high chair. A neighbor let us borrow the chair, and when we were 
getting ready to move, she told us to keep it. It was used by all four of our children 
and also the five grandchildren, and today it occupies its own place by the reed organ. 
We also acquired a baby bed at a used furniture store. This bed with Dutch children 
painted on the solid head and foot has been repainted several times, but Fran always 
kept the soft colors of the windmill and children as they were originally painted. The 
four children and five grandchildren slept in the bed, and we keep it now just to bring 
us pleasant memories. I also bought Michael a sterling silver cup and had the name 
“CADENHEAD” engraved in the shape of an arch, with “Michael” engraved under it. 
We have a photograph of Michael sitting in the high chair holding the cup. When each 
of the other children were born, we had their names added to the cup. There are several 
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noticeable dents in the cup from much use by the four children. Now it sits on the stereo 
speaker in the foyer reminding us that all of the children made good use of the cup.

We had many visitors in our two rooms. Friends I had made in the army soon became 
Fran’s friends as well. Her mother and father visited us as did Paul and Sara. Our 
second Christmas together was a very special one for us. Of course, we could not afford 
to buy a piano, so we rented one for the holidays. Perhaps this could be viewed as an 
extravagance; however, since music was so important to both of us, we sacrificed in 
other ways to have the piano, if only for a short time. I do not remember how long we 
had the piano, but both of us enjoyed having it. Earlier we had started a piano fund, but 
we had to use the money for necessities. Several years would pass before we had our 
own piano.

As I wrote earlier, traveling for me was limited. When we made a choir trip while I 
was at West Georgia College and went to northern part of Georgia, I wrote that this 
experience took me “farthest north” I had ever been. Of course, moving to South 
Carolina extended the radius of my travel slightly more. While we were living in Mrs. 
Annie’s apartment, I had another new travel experience. Kent and Tine Barton, Ted 
Fox, Fran, Michael, and I went to Charleston, South Carolina. Since our 39 Chevrolet 
would not accommodate the group, Kent drove his car. I shall never forget the first view 
of the ocean, an experience that registered strong in my memory. Often when we are at 
the beach, I remember this thrill that accompanied my first view of the ocean. 

On the night of March 10 when Don and Lois Ann Coker were visiting us, Mrs. Annie 
called me to the telephone. (We, of course, did not have our own telephone.) I received 
the tragic news that Daddy had been killed in an automobile accident. Mother was in 
the hospital, and he was on his way to visit her when the accident occurred. Don went 
with me to the post to begin the necessary paper work for an emergency leave. I do not 
remember my immediate reaction, but I am sure I spent some time reflecting on his and 
my relationship, and surely I remembered his most recent kindness in sending a check 
and also arranging the loan for Fran and me at the bank when we needed money while 
I was in basic training. His death brought sad changes in our family, ones that would 
directly affect Fran and me.

We left Columbia in “Susie” after I was granted emergency leave, and we prepared 
a special place behind the seats for Michael to sleep. For sometime we had been 
concerned about the smell of gasoline inside the car, and we had not been able to 
determine the source of the problem. We were worried about Michael being exposed 
to this during the long ride to Oak Grove. Although a long drive, we made the trip 
without incident, arriving at home where there was still shock and disbelief that the 
accident had occurred. The feelings were made more intense due to Mother’s illness, 
and, of course, knowing that she would not be able to attend the funeral. The unity in 
the family that had grown even stronger through the years made it somewhat easier 
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to face the loss. Each of us, I am sure, found his or her own way of dealing with the 
sorrow. Although I don’t remember specifically doing so, I am confident that I made 
my way to “my hill” behind the dairy barn to have my own period of solitude and 
relived some experiences with Daddy. There was some of him in me, and I regretted 
that the relationship I desired was never a reality. I know more clearly now that this 
void had an impact on who I was then and who I was to become. 

After the funeral, a strange thing happened. All of us were in the house, and perhaps 
the emotion surrounding Daddy’s death caused things to happen in the minds of each 
of us, although some, though interrelated, seemed independent of one another. As we 
sat together, without anyone mentioning it, we thought we heard Daddy’s car coming 
up the hill and into the driveway. Then another thought Daddy’s hat was seen passing 
by the window. Anne and Ellis had gone to bed, and while the remainder of us were 
in the room, Anne and Ellis came back where we were, saying they had strangely felt 
Daddy’s presence. As I reflect on this night, I realize that all of us were deeply involved 
emotionally in the loss and wondered what would happen for Mother, Anne, and Ellis. 
However, the experience of sensing what seemed to be very strange phenomena that 
night has remained in our minds. Much was to follow as arrangements had to be made 
for those who were left behind. I was deeply moved by the letters of sympathy I received 
from Mrs. Mack and the children at Oak Mountain School.

Fran and Michael stayed to be there when Mother came home from the hospital and also 
to be with Anne and Ellis. I returned alone, and my letters to Route 2, Chipley, Georgia 
showed how much I missed them. When I returned to my work at Fort Jackson after the 
funeral, I learned that while I was away, my name appeared for assignment to Korea. 
I also learned that Bob Temple had been removed as well. Due to the circumstances, 
Lt. Gholson had my name removed from the roster. He was second in command in 
the unit, and he was a person I had come to admire very much. Since I worked in the 
company commander’s office, I had contact also with Lt. Gholson. I remember his 
pleasant manner and the times when I would be in the Day Room listening to music, 
he would come into the room and successfully identify the music that was playing. 
It is unfortunate that I do not know enough about him to try to locate him as I have 
done with others to thank him for changing an assignment that would have completely 
altered my future. We were very fortunate in having Alton’s and Paul’s skills in handling 
the business matters after Daddy’s death. There was much to be done, and I was too far 
away to be of much assistance. Mother’s worry that was reflected in her earlier letter 
to me about Daddy’s financial condition was defensible, and the management of his 
affairs, including the accident, took much skill. Again, the family was fortunate to have 
Alton and Paul manage the estate.

Daddy lived only 10 years after he served time in the Work Camp in Fayetteville, 
Georgia. It was remarkable that during this time he was able to build a life that was 
respected in the community. He owned property for the first time; he started a dairy 
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that was not profitable; he used his carpentry skills in building for others and some 
re-modeling of his own home; he became active in the church and community; and he 
had a sense of pride in his children. Some were already on their way in their chosen 
fields: Alton had begun what was to be a very successful career in textiles; Paul was 
also well on his way in the legal profession; Clarence was soon to begin his long career 
at Southern Bell Telephone Company; I was sure that education was to be my work; 
Anne was on her way to completing her degree; and Ellis was left as a child, his future 
yet to be determined. A serious void was left in his life since he and Daddy were so 
close. As will be seen later, he built on this closeness as he shaped his own life in 
a successful manner. Daddy also left a widow who was not well and was to spend 
some uncertain times, although her basic needs were met as a result of Alton’s and 
Paul’s skills and their concern for her welfare. The family remained close, and the 
circumstances surrounding his death caused the bonds to be even stronger.

In some of my correspondence, I found a quotation that I copied two weeks after 
Daddy’s death. I include it here to underscore a belief that our basic qualities as a 
person do not change very much. On March 24, 1951 while at work in 3rd Machine 
Records Unit, I copied the following quote attributed to George Matthew Adams:

       The older I grow the less do I care for possessions. I look upon what I have as only something that 
has been loaned to me and which will pass to others after I am gone. I have treasures that cannot 
be measured by monetary standards, but by the arithmetic of love. My only concern is – will they 
be loved as I have loved them?. . .there is no thrill in this life that returns so much satisfaction as 
to give to someone else from one’s store of love and enjoyment of beauty. Such wealth is spiritually  

accumulative. And its dividends are never passed, but endlessly grow greater!

When I copied this quotation, I was 21 years old, and I am glad that I have a record that 
shows my valuing the thoughts at that time in my life. Now at 76 as I write about my 
life and work, I find that I accept the quotation with even more enthusiasm.

As it turned out, we did not remain at 729 Aiken Street for long after Daddy’s death. 
We learned of a garage apartment at 850 Clement Road that belonged to a dentist, 
Dr. McCauley, and located outside the city, was available for rent. It was quite an 
improvement over the apartment belonging to Mrs. Annie, and she understood when 
we told her that we were going to move. We would have a living room, bedroom, 
kitchen, and bath, and there was a small pond near the apartment. 

At this location, we had a more normal family life in the garage apartment, and we 
enjoyed our privacy. The neighbors who lived near to us were the Reynolds, and we 
learned to like them very much. Also, we moved there in time for me to plant a garden 
between the apartment and the small pond. When Dr. McCauley learned that I wanted to 
plant a garden, he brought his tractor and broke the ground for me. Although we did not 
have much interaction with Dr. and Mrs. McCauley, we found them to be very helpful 
when we needed assistance in any way. We had not attended any church regularly when 
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we lived in Mrs. Annie’s apartment, so after settling in the new location, we joined a 
small church, Ridgecrest Baptist, and became active there. Our friends from the army 
visited us often, and we made new friends at the church. I sang in the choir, and Fran 
was in a Sunday school class that she enjoyed very much. Because of her responsibility 
for Michael, she did not take a leadership role. Michael had begun to crawl, and he 
had a tumble down the steps of the apartment. Although we had a gate at the top of the 
stairs, he either managed to open it or we had failed to secure the latch. This gave his 
mother quite a scare. It happened only once!

Although we moved to the garage apartment on Clement Road in time for me to plant 
a garden, I was transferred to the 8th Machine Records Unit at Fort McPherson in 
Atlanta before the zinnias stopped blooming. Since we were native Georgians and had 
many relatives in the Atlanta area, we were pleased to make the move. In contrast to 
the Machine Records Unit at Fort Jackson, both civilians and army personnel worked 
in the office at Fort McPherson. We located an unfurnished basement apartment in the 
home of Raymond and Madge Korizon at 1321 Lorenzo Drive, East Point, not very far 
from Fort McPherson. This was where we would remain until I completed my time in 
the army. We began to accumulate furniture, all second-hand or donated from family 
members. We bought our first kitchen table and chairs. We have kept these through 
the years, with three of the chairs remaining; it occupies a prominent place on the 
sun porch where we enjoy breakfast often. It has appeared in several different colors 
through the years, but I have been able to keep the table and three chairs in reasonably 
good condition for us to use and also to remind us of our first experience of furnishing 
an apartment while I was still in the army. 

We discovered while living in East Point that Fran was pregnant again. Unfortunately, 
she had a miscarriage, and was very weak after losing the baby. Of course, if the baby 
had been born there would have been a change in our lives, and, of course, our family 
would be different today. We adjusted to the loss and continued to plan for the future. 
We did not make many new friends as a result of this move to Atlanta; most of our time 
apart from my work on the post was spent interacting with our families. Again, we 
began to see that we needed money in addition to my pay from the army. I worked during 
Christmas holidays at Sears, Roebuck and Company and, according to our tax return 
for 1953 earned $149.85. When combined with what I received from the Department 
of the Army, our total income for the year was $1365.11. We received a tax refund of 
$5.69, the amount that was withheld from my checks at Sears, Roebuck. While working 
at Sears, Roebuck, I bought a waffle iron that we used for many years. In fact, although 
the temperature indicator is missing, the waffle iron still works fine. Occasionally, Fran 
will make a waffle and we remember those days when I supplemented our income with 
the added work at Sears. It might seem strange that I did this while I was on active duty 
in the army, but with the exception of occasional K.P. duties my work in the Machine 
Records Unit was limited to five days a week, freeing me to work in the evening or on 
the weekend.
One K.P. experience brings, at least now, a somewhat comical event, although at the 
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time, I do not recall laughing! I suppose to remind us that we were still in the army, we 
were scheduled for K.P. duty periodically. I discovered I was on the list for weekend 
duty when we were going to have guests. I wanted to be excused and the request was 
denied. I chose to go to Lt. Christopher Sharp, the unit commander, and explain my 
position. When I did so, he, too, refused to excuse me. I was angry, so I turned to leave, 
refused to salute him, and walked toward the door. He called me back, forced me to 
face him and salute before leaving the room. I fulfilled my responsibility, but with a 
very poor attitude. I doubt if I would have even considered such action while I was 
in basic training; however, the setting for work was very different at For McPherson. 
Unfortunately, I do not have diary entries to describe my reaction more accurately. 
Interestingly, our paths crossed again in March 1970, when I interviewed for the 
position of dean of the newly created School of Education at Valdosta State College in 
Valdosta, Georgia. When I arrived and met with the selection committee, I discovered 
that Lt. Sharp was Director of Graduate Studies and was on the selection committee. 
He left Valdosta State and went to North Georgia College in 1971. I checked the North 
Georgia College web page and found the list of faculty. At random, I selected a faculty 
member by the name of Alice Sampson and sent an e-mail asking whom I should 
contact to see if I could locate Dr. Sharp. She kindly sent a blanket e-mail to faculty 
with the question, “Who knows Chris Sharp?” Very soon I had an e-mail from Dr. 
Terry McLeod, Interim Vice President for Academic Affairs, and he told me that he 
could not give me personal information about Dr. Sharp, but he could tell me that he 
was living in Venice, Florida.

I then went to AT&T directory assistance and found Chris Sharp’s address and telephone 
number. I phoned and we had a very pleasant conversation. There was good laughter 
when I related the incident about not saluting him. We shared information about our 
professional careers, and I discovered that he retired one year before I did, and I also 
learned that he is two years older than I. We exchanged e-mail addresses and I am 
sure we will keep in touch. Additionally, I exchanged further e-mails with Dr. Terry 
McLeod, learning that he completed his doctorate at University of Alabama and also 
spent enjoyable weekends in Auburn. It was interesting to learn that Chris Sharp was 
responsible for Dr. Terry McLeod’s appointment to the faculty in 1975. I suppose such 
lends some support to my pleasure in searching. 

On February 11, 1954 while I was still at Fort McPherson, I wrote a letter to R.S. Clark, 
Superintendent of Schools, Troup County, exploring the possibility of returning to my 
home county to work in the schools. I explained that I would be a civilian soon and 
planned to return to the University of Georgia to pursue a Master’s degree and then be 
ready to teach beginning the 1955-56 school term. At that time, I wanted to complete 
both my fifth-year teaching certificate and certification in administration. I told him 
that we planned to settle in the vicinity of Rosemont and Oak Grove communities. 
This was the year after Daddy’s death, and I was interested in working in my home 
county. I further wrote that “I have a deep feeling for the teaching profession, and 
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plan to dedicate my life to its progress.” His response to the letter on February 15 was 
encouraging, indicating that I contact him in the spring of 1955 regarding my plans. He 
also wrote, “I recall many of the fine things your father had to say about you, as he did 
about all the Cadenhead boys, and I am confident that he would have been pleased with 
the career you have chosen.” 
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Beginning Graduate School
We decided that I would return to the University of Georgia to pursue a Master’s degree.

I had accumulated some additional leave, so I was able to enroll at the University spring 
quarter 1954 while I was still in the army. While on leave, we moved to Athens where we 
lived in what was called the “prefabs.” These were army barracks that had been moved 
to the University to provide housing for married students after the Second World War 
when more veterans were attending the University. The apartment was comfortable but 
not as nice as the one on Lorenzo Drive; however, we knew that it would not be for a 
long time. There were eight apartments in each of the prefab buildings. We were on the 
first floor, and we had a small living room, kitchen, two bedrooms and a bath. Behind 
the building was an open field. I was able to have a garden, and we also added a dog for 
Michael. I made a small fenced area for the dog. Unfortunately, the dog had distemper 
and died. 

My intention was to complete the Master’s degree, using the G.I. Bill of Rights, and 
my interest in counseling continued. I registered for three courses at the beginning 
of spring quarter, my first in graduate school: Psychology (Mental Hygiene) and ten 
hours in Guidance and Counseling (Education 723 and 746), courses taught by Charles 
Hudgins. I was pleased to resume my study with him and to return to Education as a 
major field of study. My discharge from the army was April 20, 1954 while I was already 
enrolled at the University of Georgia. Free from the army, we were settled in Athens, 
and I found the courses very satisfying. The one year of teaching experience and two 
years in the army made me even more certain that I wanted to continue to study, and I 
knew that the ideas to which I had been exposed in introductory counseling courses at 
the undergraduate level were appealing to me. I think from the very beginning of my 
college career, although I was not fully aware of it until much later, any study of human 
behavior appealed to me because I applied it to understanding myself. I gradually came 
to believe that we can understand others more fully as we have a better understanding 
of ourselves. This self-exploration and evaluation has continued throughout my life, 
and I think it also was a part of my overall beliefs about teaching and learning.

One of the courses I took the first quarter I returned to the University, Education 746, 
called for each student to write a dialogue between a counselor and a student, thus 
revealing the counselor’s ability to interact with a person who had a problem. It is clear 
that while I was supposed to be acting as the counselor, the student reflected many 
of my characteristics when I was in high school. The problem was masked with the 
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student in the contrived dialogue being overweight. He was not good in sports, but 
very successful in his academic work. Also, the student had a hidden desire to become 
a minister. He felt the need for some changes in his life, but he had always “kept 
things to himself.”  The counselor was non-directive in his approach, and consequently 
the student revealed very much about himself. At the end of the dialogue, the student 
was ready to take action. Reading the dialogue again at the age of 76, I could see the 
counselor and student much more clearly than when I wrote the dialogue at age 22. I 
made an A in this course.

Toward the end of spring quarter and on our third wedding anniversary, Fran wrote a 
letter to me, and I was moved by her commitment: “I know now that this is just what 
God intended for me – making a home for you, my husband, and then for our children.”

Then the final sentence proved prophetic: “Let’s hope 50 years from now we can still be 
saying, ‘I love you’ to each other. (As of this writing, it has been 57 years.)

For reasons known only to myself, I made a decision at the end of spring quarter that 
affected my future in a significant way. When I received my grades for the quarter, and 
discovered that I had a B-plus in Education 723, one of the counseling courses, I was 
extremely disappointed. I confronted Charles Hudgins and told him that if I my work 
in the field that I was considering as a major did not warrant an A, then I should think 
further about my future in this field. I must admit that grades had been important to 
me throughout my educational career, and I am sure the assigned grade was a strike to 
my ego as it also reflected his assessment of my performance. This decision helped to 
determine a new direction in my professional life. I think it also had an effect at that 
time on my relationship with Charles Hudgins. I was, no doubt, influenced by him 
when I decided to have a career in counseling. Through the years, I have reflected on 
the inscription he wrote in the book he gave me, and I think he knew me very well, and 
my memories of him are positive. 

After receiving the grade report for spring quarter, I wrote another letter to Mr. Clark 
on June 14, telling him that I decided to teach a year earlier than I had previously 
planned. I do not have a copy of the letter, so I cannot comment on the contents; 
however, I am sure I did not reveal the actual reason for wanting a teaching position for 
1954-55. Again, his response June 22 was very kind, saying that he had talked to Reba 
Burnham at a conference in Athens, and she had spoken very highly of my work. He 
indicated that two positions had already been filled at Rosemont prior to receiving my 
letter, but he would keep me in mind if a vacancy occurred in reasonable commuting 
distance from Oak Grove.
With this change in mind, I enrolled in three courses that would count toward a Master’s 
degree in Education and also lead to Fifth-year certification for teaching. These courses, 
Problems in Educational Psychology, Fundamentals of Curriculum, and Methods of 
Applied Research were of value to me as I anticipated teaching again. I decided to 
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proceed in this manner although I did not hear further from Mr. Clark about a teaching 
position in Troup County until I had begun the summer quarter. As a part of the course 
in Methods of Applied Research, I had to propose a plan for applied research that 
would be implemented in a classroom setting. Because of my strong belief that some 
of the guidance and counseling ideas I had encountered would strengthen my work as a 
teacher, I chose to develop my applied research plan around this topic: “Using Certain 
Guidance Techniques to Promote Better Teaching and Learning in the Sixth Grade, 
Mountville School, Troup County, Georgia.” I was able to focus the study because of 
a letter from Mr. Clark, dated July 13, 1954. Enclosed in the letter was my contract to 
teach sixth grade at Mountville School in Mountville. I was to have a salary of $212.50 
per month, over a period of twelve months. The contract was for ten months, but the 
salary was divided in such a way that teachers could have income during the summer 
months.

A second part of the letter made the offer even more attractive:

       In consideration of your need for suitable housing, the board has  authorized me to install a bath, to run 
water to the kitchen, and to make certain other moderate interior improvements in the  dwelling house 
belonging to the board and located on the Mountville School site. As I indicated to you in telephone 
conversation last weekend, the rent on this house will be $20 per month with water furnished.

       A second paragraph, as will be seen on subsequent pages, is quite an understatement: We are delighted 
that you plan to return home to Troup County with  your wife and family and trust that your employment 
in the Troup County School System will be in every respect pleasant and profitable.

I was pleased that Charles Hudgins agreed to advise me on my very ambitious applied 
research project, and he approved the plan. Dr. J. E. Green, Director of the Division 
of Graduate Studies, then approved it on August 17, 1954. Unfortunately, Charles 
Hudgins died in the fall, and supervision of the project was assumed by Dr. W. L. 
Hitchcock. my new major professor.
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Eight Years in Mountville, Georgia
 The move to Troup County after summer quarter ended was a big one for us, and 

although the major reason behind the decision to teach a year earlier than previously 
planned might not have been defensible, the move turned out to be one that helped to 
shape my educational career in a very significant way. 

Mountville Community is the oldest settlement in Troup County.  The land of which 
Mountville is a part was ceded as a part of the Treaty of 1825, and it was distributed 
by lottery system in 1827. The news of this land brought settlers from other sections of 
the state. The majority of the people of Mountville when we moved to the community 
were of Anglo-Saxon and Scots-Irish descent. The ancestors of many of the citizens at 
that time migrated from the Carolinas during the early settlement of the territory. The 
majority of the people who lived in Mountville in the 1950s were descendants of the 
early settlers.

Mountville (so named because it is the most elevated area in the county) was 
incorporated as a town in 1897. It continued to grow as an agricultural town, reaching 
its peak in population in 1920 with a total of 300 people. By 1954 when we moved to 
the community, industry and transportation had taken people from Mountville to the 
nearby city of LaGrange for employment, leaving the community with a school, three 
churches, three general stores and a garage.

Education in the community had a unique development. The first school, as in the 
majority of pioneer communities, was a log structure with a dirt floor and “puncheon 
seats.” The school was later moved to another location where a three-room structure 
was built. Some of the older citizens who lived in the community at the time we were 
in Mountville attended school in this building. Toward the turn of the nineteenth 
century, a military institute was located there. It was a preparatory school proposing 
to prepare young men and women for institutions of higher learning throughout the 
country. Emphasis was placed on acquiring a broad education in the arts, as well as the 
development of a healthy body. All boys twelve years of age and older were expected 
to wear uniforms. According to a catalog of the institution for the term 1896-97, the 
majority of students were from the Mountville area. The Mountville Military Institute, 
as such, became obsolete and the building was used as a public school until the time it 
burned in 1943.

The building where I was to teach in 1954 was completed in 1945 and was one of six 
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schools for white children in the Troup County School System. It was a concrete block 
structure and was conducive to a comfortable teaching situation. The school term of 
1954-55 terminated the high school program at Mountville because of a county-wide 
consolidation movement.  Prior to that time, the school was made up of the first through 
eleventh grades, with an enrollment ranging from 250 to 300 students. The school for 
black children in the community was Mount Pleasant, and segregation of races would 
continue throughout the time I was a part of the school system.

The school community of Mountville in the 1950s differed significantly from earlier 
days in that the majority of students were transported from a surrounding area. Of 
the total enrollment for the year 1954-55, only ten students lived within the original 
corporate limits of Mountville. The school was not a community-centered school. Six 
of the eleven teachers for the 1954-55 term lived in the community; the remaining 
five lived in LaGrange. There had been no P.T.A. at the school for the past three years. 
Strict discipline had been consistent throughout the school with rigid organizational 
policies. There was not a warm and friendly relationship prevailing between teachers 
and students in the majority of classrooms. 

One of the outstanding phases of the school was the lunchroom program. The efficiency 
of the administration and the excellent cooks resulted in the availability of delicious 
meals served in the lunchroom The school adopted a “family plan” in which assistance 
was offered to those families who had several children in school. If the parents would 
pay for lunches for half the children in the family, the others could eat at the expense of 
the school. This plan proved to be very effective for some families.

On August 10, 1954, I received a letter from R.S. Clark’s secretary telling me that we 
could move to the house that was being prepared for us on August 14. It appeared that 
the work on the house was not complete, but we could move with the understanding 
that the electricity would be turned on by that date. We had a post card from Ila, dated 
August 12, telling us that we might not be able to spend the night the first night there 
because the water had not been turned on. She wrote that everything looked good: 
bathroom sink was in place and the painting looked good. They had also painted the 
floors.
The house, probably built toward the end of the nineteenth century, had belonged to 
Miss Aldora Hightower, a descendant of one of the early settlers in the community. 
It was to be our first house as a residence, and we looked forward to the three of us 
moving to the community where I would teach. The house was located immediately 
behind the school and had been vacant for several years. It was a wooden structure, 
never painted on the interior or exterior. As indicated in Stafford Clark’s letter, the 
county had acquired the house, but no work had been done to improve it until the offer 
was made for us to be its first occupants since Miss Aldora moved from Mountville. 
The house consisted of six rooms, four of which led from a hallway. The back entrance 
to the hallway was converted to a small window when a bathroom was added. The 
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kitchen and back room, the latter not finished until two years later, were adjacent to an 
L-shaped back porch, and a beautiful camellia bush grew near the porch. A full-length 
porch extended across the front of the house. This would provide space for a wicker 
swing and also for the children to play.  A wide walkway led from the steps toward 
the school, with large concrete planters at the end of the walk. (Ellis remembers that 
I did not allow a blade of grass to grow in the walk! Also, once while we were away, 
he decided to remove the large concrete planters.)  The walk was wide enough for the 
children to play and to ride their bicycles and tricycles. To the left of the walk was a 
large bed of an unusual plant. We learned from Miss Aldora that it was called “Sleeping 
Hibiscus.” The flower has the appearance of a small red bud that never opens, and the 
humming birds are attracted to it. We moved a small part of the plant to Auburn when 
we left the community, and it has been a part of our yard through the years; we have 
also shared it with the children as well. We later learned that it is also called “Turk’s 
Cap.” It is a continuing reminder of our time in Mountville. Located in the southwest 
corner of the yard was winter honeysuckle whose aroma greeted me each morning in 
late winter as I walked to the school. Looking eastward, I could see a lovely hillside that 
we always called “Mr. Pack’s hill” because it belonged to Mr. Pascal (“Pack”) Thrash. 
We saw this lovely view with the green hill in the spring and on rare occasions white 
with snow in winter. 

Thomas Wood’s pasture was located on the west side of the house. Michael enjoyed 
watching the horses and cows as they came to the edge of our yard. Michael also 
remembers the smell of chicken manure when Thomas fertilized the pasture.  Large 
boxwoods had been planted on the west side between the house and pasture. Each time 
I smell a boxwood, my mind takes me back to this place that was our home for eight 
years. There was plenty of room for my garden, first behind the house, and eventually I 
cleared an area on the eastern side between the house and the pump house that housed 
the water supply for the school and our home. An old barn was located behind the 
house, where I later attached wire after we bought some chickens we kept for a short 
period of time. Near the barn was a large American holly tree that furnished holly 
decorations for eight Christmases. Near the back porch was a mimosa tree and also a 
pecan tree, and under it Michael had ample space to make his “lake ponds,” and enjoy 
his imaginary playmate, Johnny. He enjoyed the freedom to play outside in the large 
yard that extended also to the school playground, soon making friends with Bryant 
Fuller, III, Doug and Kappy Mote, and Joel Wood. Ellis remembers playing with 
Michael when they would make large farms, pretending they had cows and horses. 

The interior walls, ceilings, and floors were tongue and groove construction, and in 
preparation for our moving to the house, the walls and floors were painted for the first 
time. There were fireplaces in the first four rooms, although it was safe only to use the 
chimney on the west side of the house. Radiant heaters were placed in the living room, 
back bedroom, and kitchen. In the back bedroom closet there was a ladder that led to 
the attic. We found many interesting things in the attic, including old newspapers, one 
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of which contained a brief article about the death of Fran’s grandfather. Also, there 
were many different kinds of old keys, some of which Michael later placed on a board 
that hangs over the sofa in our den today.  Fran did outstanding work in using the 
limited furniture we had for making the house very attractive. As we could afford more 
furniture, we added it, some of which we still use today. 

As it turned out, both Fran and I were to work in the school system in the fall of 1954, 
Fran only a part of the year, however, because she was pregnant. When Mr. Clark 
learned that she was a certified teacher, he asked if she would be willing to teach 
English at Rosemont School until the regular teacher returned to the classroom. She 
accepted the offer, knowing that she would leave Michael for only a period of a few 
months. My sister Anne and Mother helped us in caring for Michael. Then we paid 
Mary Sue Shivers, a woman in the community for a brief time until we engaged Lizzie 
Mae, a black woman, toward the end of the period to be with him during the day. The 
tax return for the year shows that we paid $91.00 for child care during this time.  Fran 
endeared herself to the students at Rosemont and she enjoyed teaching despite the fact 
that she was not teaching in her field. The seniors dedicated their annual to her, and 
they made Michael their mascot. She remained in contact with some of the students 
after this relatively brief period of teaching. This was her second effort during the year 
to help supplement the family income. Earlier in the year while we were still in Atlanta, 
prior to our move to Athens, she sold Stanley products. Our combined income from 
the Army, Troup County Board of Education, Athens Board of Education, and Stanley 
Home Products was $2741.08, according to the income tax return for 1954. Again, the 
return shows that we gave one-tenth of this amount to the two churches to which we 
belonged during the year: First Baptist in Athens and Mountville Baptist Church. 

After we were reasonably settled in the house – the work was not actually complete 
when we moved – it was time for me to prepare for the school year. Although I had 
much freedom to plan my work, I had to adjust to the fact that there was a school 
principal, and I was not in that position. Warner Raines, the principal, was known 
for his efficiency and orderly way of administering the school. We gradually became 
acquainted, and I believed I had his respect as I attempted different approaches to 
teaching. He was very supportive of my work; we had no serious conflicts, and we 
respected each other, although our thinking about administration differed very much. 
There was also an instructional supervisor, Dr. Bernice Freeman, who had definite 
ideas about how the instructional program was to be implemented. I was able to fit into 
the program without much difficulty and at the same time use my own creativity in 
teaching. I was reminded often of Charles Hudgins’ inscription in the book he gave me 
to the effect that work is a form of creative expression and of love. His death saddened 
me, but I knew that I could keep his inspiration alive as I carried out the plan of action 
for my field project, which he had approved before I left the University of Georgia and 
moved to Mountville.
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Work on the field project permeated my teaching throughout my first year at Mountville 
School. It required extra time, but it also helped to shape my thinking about teaching 
and learning in a very important way. I had a self-contained sixth grade class, and 
the field project involved my instruction of 24 children, 16 boys and 8 girls, although 
there were a few other children who enrolled and withdrew during the course of the 
year. The influence of my own philosophy and the courses I had taken in guidance and 
counseling helped me to set the following objectives:

 1.      To establish a working relationship with each child.

 2.       To recognize and understand individual differences in ability, achievement 
and personality.

 3.      To understand and promote individual achievement.

 4.      To promote social and physical development.

Interestingly, I found myself using many ideas that linked to my teaching at Oak 
Mountain, although some were developed further, and my interaction with other 
teachers, the principal, and instructional supervisor resulted in my broadening my view 
considerably. A vital part of the field study involved evaluation of results, and this had 
to be reported in written form to complete the project.
The use of standardized tests provided some quantification of results. I believed then 
and have even stronger beliefs now that very careful use must be made of these tests.  
The standardized tests given at the beginning of the year were useful for diagnostic 
purposes, but they were not to be used for structuring the program, in other words 
teaching to the test.  There were no arbitrary goals for the class as a whole to achieve, 
although a second form of each of the achievement tests was given for comparison at 
the end of the year for each child to see the changes in scores. The tests were used in a 
positive way in assessing achievement, and the results were presented as a part of the 
final written report on the field project, which was approved by W. L Hitchcock, my 
major professor, on July 15, 1955.

Other pertinent information on the children was collected in the form of personal 
histories, home visitation, health records, autobiographies, sociograms. I kept a folder 
for each of the children in which I placed samples of work at different times of the year 
to show growth. Also, each child kept a folder in order to collect work that he or she 
wanted to save. This is one of the best ways to evaluate growth. 

To attempt to encourage individual interests, I constructed an “Interest board,” on 
which a child could display work or information related to his or her particular interest. 
This was rotated on a weekly basis, thus giving each child an opportunity to pursue an 
interest on his own and share it with others. Also, I had a “little green box” that I kept 
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on my desk. The children were encouraged to write on a piece a paper any problem 
they were having or if they felt the need for help in a specific subject. This gave me an 
opportunity to work on an individual basis with a child after he or she requested help. 
Not all children participated; however, there were some children who wrote that they 
needed extra help in understanding what was being studied. As I did with the children 
at Oak Mountain, I asked each child what he wanted to be when he or she grew up. Tom 
Brooks, who could hardly read, and for whom I developed special materials, wrote, “I 
want to be a farmer and a good man.” This small, yellowed piece of paper has remained 
in my printed copy of the project, reminding me of the differences in the children.  
An important part of my thinking about teaching and learning centered on individual 
differences. This thinking was present in my very first teaching, and, as will be seen in 
other aspects of my professional life later, the idea grew in intensity.

One of the highlights of the school year was the rather extensive unit of study on “The 
Story of Mountville.” Upon learning that Mountville was the oldest settlement in the 
county and also eventually finding out that many of the residents were descendants 
of early settlers, I believed it would be a worthwhile study for the children to make. 
It also underscored my belief, and this, too, was reinforced later, that children should 
know and be proud of local history. Living in “Miss Aldora’s house,” and hearing 
many stories about the community from residents and also having opportunities to find 
interesting things in the attic made me more excited about learning more about the 
community myself. 

The children were very much involved in planning the unit of study, and the activities 
included interviewing older citizens in the community, searching for primary sources, 
e.g., letters, catalogue of Mountville Military Institute, field trips to various places 
in the community, guest speakers, and writing reports. They also made a survey of 
the community to study the various occupations of the people. The final result was 
a book written by the children, The Story of Mountville. The book included sections 
on Location, Climate, Early History, Early Settlers, Incorporation of the Town, 
Education, Religion, Transportation and Communication, and report of the survey of 
the community at the time the study was made. I made a durable cover of wood for the 
book, and the title was burned into the wood. This book was then donated to the school 
library. It remained in the library throughout the time I was in the community. After a 
new school was built and the older building closed, I do not know what happened to 
the book. Without a doubt, it was a fine piece of work completed by the children, and I 
can only hope that it has remained a part of the library collection. (Note: I later learned 
that someone had the book placed in the Troup County Archives.)

As a culminating activity for the unit, fifteen of the sixth graders presented a pageant 
for the Mountville Community Club, dramatizing various scenes from the book. 
Emphasis was placed on the lives of early settlers and this was of particular interest 
to the Club members since so many residents were descendants of these early settlers. 
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It was presented again later when both Michael and Melanie participated in the 
presentation.  This study led to several positive developments very early in our personal 
and professional lives in Mountville.

The new year brought more opportunities for me professionally and for our family.
First of all, Melanie Ann was born April 9, 1955, fulfilling the “prophecy” from Fran’s 
and my conversation on front campus at West Georgia College. We welcomed our 
daughter into our family, and the community made our family a part of their lives in a 
very warm and accepting way. We had our Michael and our Melanie, and this made us 
very happy in our new home in Mountville.

Two days after Melanie was born, I received a letter from R.S. Clark, Superintendent of 
Schools, notifying me that I had been “elected by the Troup County Board of Education 
to be principal of Mountville School for the next school term.”  His further comments 
were very encouraging:

       I am delighted that an opportunity is yours to enter administration. You have done an excellent job 
this year at Mountville and have endeared yourself to the Mountville teachers and the Mountville 
community.

I was confident that the year had been a good one for me personally and professionally, 
but it was encouraging to have the support of the superintendent. We had settled into the 
community and become very much involved in church and community activities, and 
we also had begun to make friendships that would be lasting. The new responsibility 
would mean an increase in income. We would no longer pay rent on the house; there 
would be a $500 supplement for travel expenses; and a state supplement was provided, 
based on the number of teachers under my supervision. This would become effective 
with the beginning of my second school year at Mountville.

The most important organization in the community apart from the churches was 
Community Club. It met at the school the first Wednesday night of each month. Supper 
was served (either covered dish style or supper prepared and sold). The community 
was known for its excellent food at such meetings. After supper and fellowship hour, a 
short business session was held to take care of the business of the club. It was a part of 
a larger organization in the county called the Rural-Urban Association (RUBAN), the 
purpose of the organization being to improve the quality of life of citizens in the rural 
communities in the county. Each club was encouraged to plan improvement projects for 
the year and a final annual meeting was devoted to recognizing the communities that 
had achieved their goals. I am not sure why I accepted the responsibility as president 
our first year in the community, but I think it was a good decision because it gave me an 
opportunity to show my interest in the community beyond my teaching role.

 My responsibility as president of the Community Club also was enhanced by the school 
project that resulted in the study of the history of he community. All the members of the 
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community were aware of the study because most of them had been involved through 
interviews and sharing materials on the history. The four projects that we adopted for 
the year were as follows:

 1.      Improvements at the churches (painting, planting shrubbery, etc.)
 
 2.      Placing attractive signs at the entrances of the community.
 
 3.       Making a community tennis court on a spot that had been very unattractive 

before.
 
 4.       Beautifying the cemetery by grading the hill and planting grass and 

shrubbery.

I shall never forget the first time we drove into the community after the very attractive 
sign indicating “Mountville, Oldest Settlement in Troup County” was put in place. 
Through the years, the sign has remained and the club has kept it painted and maintained 
with shrubbery around it. I considered this to be an achievement and was related to the 
work I had done with the children during the year and also to my role as president of 
the Community Club. As indicated earlier, one of the programs during the year was 
the play I wrote based on the early history of the community. The members of the 
community were proud of the emphasis on the history of the community, and it helped 
to build a good foundation for my work throughout the time we lived in the community.

At the end of my first year of teaching in Mountville, major changes were occurring 
in the school system as a result of consolidation. A new high school would open in 
September, meaning that the high school grades would no longer be a part of Mountville 
School. New elementary school buildings were being built, and Warner Raines would 
move from Mountville to Rosement School as principal. Since Mountville School was 
one of the newer buildings, only an addition would be made: new offices, “cafetorium,” 
kitchen, and two added restrooms. I was pleased to see these additions to the school 
building.

My plans were to return to the University of Georgia during the summer to complete 
my Master’s. I took courses from Auburn University during my first year at Mountville, 
and credits in these were then transferred to University of Georgia, allowing sufficient 
hours to complete my degree. By completing my field project described above, 
transferring credit from Auburn, and taking two courses during the summer of 1955, I 
could complete the Master’s degree prior to assuming the job as principal.

I returned to Athens alone in the summer of 1955 and stayed at the Y.M.C.A while 
Fran, Michael and Melanie remained in Mountville. This seemed a more practical 
arrangement than moving the family to Athens for such a short period of time. I took 
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a course in Botany and one in Sociology. The latter course, Community Organization, 
gave me an excellent opportunity to build on the unit of work I developed for the sixth 
grade. Additionally, it allowed me to reflect on my first year in the community and 
gain important insights that would help me provide more effective leadership in the 
community.

As I reread the draft of the term paper I wrote for the course in preparation for this 
writing, I realized how much I had learned about the nature of the community through 
living there and also through the study of its history. As I read the paper, I was pleased 
that a 22-year-old and his family had been accepted into the community in a rather 
unusual way, and this added significantly to my confidence that I could offer leadership. 
As a general rule, not many newcomers came to the community because there was no 
property for sale. As it occurred, we moved into a house that had been purchased by 
the Board of Education and had been the home of a descendant of a long-time resident, 
so acquiring property was not necessary. Also, the fact that I was to be another teacher 
– and then principal who could be active in the community made it easier for us to 
be accepted by the older residents. Fran gave of herself so freely in all aspects of the 
community life, and the people loved her immediately. We also discovered that the 
Methodist minister’s wife, Jean Plant Williamson, had been a student at West Georgia 
College at the same time we were there, so this made it easier for us to become involved 
in church and community activities. 

Certain insights reported in the term paper were very valuable to me. For instance, 
there were three general stores in the community, but I knew that Mr. Moore’s General 
Store was more than a store. The post office was there, and even more important 
the old “pot-bellied” stove provided the place where the men gathered to talk about 
neighbors, churches, the school, politics and any other subject that arose.  Some of 
them remembered when cotton was king, and the old cotton gin served farmers for 
miles around. When we arrived, the gin was just an unattractive landmark of a period 
gone by, and it could not be touched because it was tied up in an estate. There were 
family factions that interfered with cooperative community action, and also there was 
much resistance to change. Having a chance to understand some of the thinking in the 
community through living there a year, studying the history, and then linking these 
together helped prepare me for the leadership position.

Although it was not easy to leave the family in Mountville while I spent the summer 
in Athens, there was the advantage of my having time for study. I had to spend a great 
deal of time studying sociology and botany. Additionally, I typed my own report of the 
field project. I wrote to Fran on June 27 that I had my problem ready to submit to Dr. 
Hitchcock, and I hoped he would give me permission to make the final copy. Part of 
the time Fran was alone with Michael and Melanie. Other times she had a person in 
the community staying with her, her parents visited, and Ellis spent some time with 
her as well. I drove to Mountville on Friday afternoons to spend the weekend, usually 
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returning to Athens on Monday morning with a lunch Fran packed for me. My letters 
reflected the difficulty of leaving on Monday morning and the anticipation of returning 
to Mountville on Friday afternoon.

In a letter dated June 28, 1955, I told Fran that I went up to the Mayflower for supper. 
I got hamburger steak, creamed potatoes, green beans, slaw, bread, banana pudding, 
and tea for 75 cents! It was necessary to be as economical as possible, since I had the 
expense of driving home every weekend and also responsibility for my meals. This 
was, of course, in addition to our maintaining the home in Mountville, but with careful 
attention to finances, we made it through the summer.

The reward came on Thursday, August 18, 1955 when I received my Master of Education 
degree at 10:30 A.M. in the Fine Arts Auditorium, University of Georgia.  Then I was 
ready to return to Mountville for new challenges.

In addition to my work at the school and in Community Club, another institution in 
the community, the church, played a prominent role in our lives throughout the eight 
years we lived in Mountville. There were three churches in the community: Methodist, 
Baptist, and Presbyterian. There was a “union” Sunday school held at the Methodist 
church every Sunday morning to which members of all the churches were invited. 
Worship services were held on second Sunday morning and evening and on fourth 
Sunday evenings. The majority of the people living in the community belonged to the 
Methodist Church. Worship services at the Baptist church were held on first and third 
Sunday mornings. A retired pastor from LaGrange conducted these services, and that 
was the extent of the church program. The Presbyterian church was inactive; it had 
been more or less a family church and since most of the descendants had moved away, 
the church remained just a physical structure.

According to the survey of the community made by my sixth graders when they were 
writing the history of the Mountville (50 adults contacted), the following distribution 
of religious denominations were revealed:

      Methodist-----------------------31
      Baptist--------------------------12
      Presbyterian---------------------2
      Not members--------------------5

As I mentioned earlier, the people appeared to be satisfied with conditions at the time 
and did not seem eager to change. Over time, there were significant changes in both the 
Methodist and Baptist churches that proved to be of great value to the community. Fran 
and I became members of the Baptist church, gradually assuming leadership roles, 
and we also attended the Methodist church services when there was no service at the 
Baptist church.  I found in my files a printed program for September 4, 1955 for the 
Baptist church, and I fear that I mixed church and state by using the mimeograph 
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machine (the one with purple ink) at school to print the program.  The special service 
led by Dr. Willis Howard, Pastor, was the dedication of a picture in memory of Mrs. 
Alice Rosser Wood, mother of Rosser Wood, Postmaster in LaGrange, who also lived in 
Mountville and was a member of the church. The ordinance of the Lord’s Supper was 
also a part of this service. The cover of the printed program showed Sallman’s head of 
Christ, the same picture that had meant so much to me earlier.

Before proceeding to a discussion of my work as principal of Mountville School, I 
want to cite another example to support my belief that the basic person does not change 
very much over his lifetime. It was exciting to me as I found the following statement in 
the notes I made for my first meeting with the teachers in my new role as principal at 
2:00 P.M. on September 5, 1955. Of course, I do not remember the comment, but the 
fact that I wrote my comments and then later put them in the scrapbook I kept that year 
makes me know that the thought was mine at that time:

       I sense my greatest satisfaction in seeing things grow. To me, teaching is rewarding in this way.  

After my retirement in 1992, I took on the task of writing some of my basic beliefs. 
Upon examining that document, I find the following statements:
     
        I believe that the idea of growth and belief in the potential of  the individual formed the foundation for 

my teaching career.  I found great satisfaction in observing the growth of students.  After retirement 
and no further contact with students, I turned  more of my attention to plants, where I have found 
great satisfaction in propagating and promoting growth. There is great satisfaction  in observing 
growth. I have found a similar motivation as I have  worked with men in the literacy program.  I have 
also promised  myself that my own growth will remain a vital part of my life as long as I am capable 
of growing. When there are no more possibilities for growth, I want to join the plants at the end of 
the season and die.

I find putting these two statements together that are separated by a span of 40-plus 
years to be very satisfying and reassuring. Of course, there is much that separates them 
in depth, but the basic idea of growth in self and promoting growth in others is clear 
and forms a strong foundation for education.

My comments about the first year of serving as principal of Mountville Elementary 
School are based in large part on the contents of the scrapbook I kept for that 
year, correspondence, and copies of documents and programs related to my work. 
Interestingly, I wrote in the introduction to the scrapbook that I was preparing it so I 
could have “personal enjoyment in later years.” Of course, I did not at that time even 
think that one day I might be writing about my life and work and use the scrapbook to 
help me remember the experience.

      Statistics concerning the school:

      Total enrollment for the year               274
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      Enrollment at the end of year               241
      Average daily attendance for year                           229
      Number of classrooms       9
      Number of acres in school site         8
      Total value of school property         $130,000

I should point out that I was designated as a teaching-principal. This meant that I 
had the administrative responsibilities as principal, but I also was expected to teach 
a portion of the day as well.  I did not have a secretary. I had to manage all records 
(financial and academic), correspondence, parent conferences, all matters related to 
administering the school. In addition, I taught sixth grade from 11:00 –12:30 every 
day, relieving a teacher who had a fifth and sixth combination class. This meant that my 
time was divided between administrative and teaching responsibilities during the day, 
and, of course, I spent many hours in the afternoons and evenings on my work as well.

There is a double thread woven throughout the written material included in the 
scrapbook, beginning with the remarks I made in my first meeting with the faculty. On 
the one hand, there is confidence that was based on my success in my first two years 
of teaching. This confidence was supported by a strong commitment to my choice of 
teaching as a career. What comes through – the second thread – is a basic insecurity. 
This seems to be supported by a tendency toward over-preparation. For example, I 
wrote the remarks that I wanted to make at the first faculty meeting and read them, with 
apologies.  This tendency has remained with me throughout my professional career, 
and it is bolstered by what I consider as one of my strengths: organizational ability. 
These two, when combined, have through the years made me always want to be “a step 
head” in planning. It has been so much a part of my life that for many years I have had 
a recurring dream: I have a major part in a play, ready to go onto the stage, and I don’t 
know my lines. While this has tended to cause unnecessary tension at times, I think it 
has had a positive effect on my leadership in different organizations. I began the first 
faculty meeting with scripture – 13th chapter of First Corinthians – and prayer. As I 
looked at notes for other faculty meetings, I notice that we began with a “devotional,” 
led by different teachers. A strong religious theme ran through my work, and nobody at 
that time seemed to question this influence. It was sincere, and I believed that my work 
as a teacher and administrator was linked closely with my religious faith.

I was following an administrator whose style of leadership was very different from 
mine.

Also, I would be leading a group of teachers, half of whom had lived in the community 
for many years and were reasonably content with the way they had been teaching. 
My interaction with these teachers would extend beyond the school as I also assumed 
leadership positions in the community. For that reason, I asked that we keep school 
problems at school and not discuss them in the community. Having taught for a year 
before assuming the role of principal made me aware of different patterns of interaction 
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in the community, and I think this was helpful to me in anticipating problems. We also 
had to adjust to the addition to the school building and make the best use of the added 
facilities. This took some advance planning on my part, and I think we made very good 
use of the space.

Another helpful point was the fact that I tried to approach work in a very positive way. 

At the first faculty meeting, I told the group that I would like for all of us to spend time 
thinking about objectives for the year, and we would set these as a group. These then 
would be used at the end of the year as we evaluated our work. The objectives that we 
identified were:

 1.      To make school a happy place.

 2.      To provide a variety of experiences to meet individual needs.

 3.       To encourage the development of common courtesy throughout all phases 
of school life.

 4.       To instill in every student a sense of pride in our new building and 
equipment.

 5.       To grow professionally.

I believed very much that the teachers’ responsibility was for the instruction of the 
children; therefore I wanted to avoid regular faculty meetings except those that had 
a specified purpose. For that reason, I devised a Teacher’s Handbook that outlined 
policies, schedules, and other routine matters. This was revised at various times during 
the year and also at the end of the year, based on our combined evaluation. Later in the 
year, I also prepared a monthly calendar that included events and deadlines.

Building a good professional relationship with the teachers was important to me, and I 
was careful to communicate to them that I believed it was my responsibility to support 
them in their work. I am confident that some of the teachers who had been in the school 
for a number of years wondered about my readiness at the age of 23 to take on such a 
responsibility. For that reason, I had to assert my authority by sharing certain beliefs 
about teaching and learning, and I did this both orally in faculty meetings and in written 
material I shared with them. All of them had observed my work as a teacher the previous 
year, and I think this helped them understand some of my professional thinking. To 
enhance this relationship, Fran and I hosted a “hamburger supper” at Rosser Wood’s 
cabin and invited the faculty and their husbands to join us in this pleasant setting away 
from the school. 
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The addition to the building freed a classroom, formerly occupied by the high school 
grades, for a library. Under the previous administration, the books had been stored in 
the “clubhouse,” a small building located adjacent to the school building, and they had 
not been used. We moved the books to the library, and I asked Mrs. Jeanne Cofield, Fifth 
Grade teacher, to assume the responsibility for the library. Teachers took their children 
to the library to check out books, and they shared the responsibility for accounting 
for the books. Mrs. Cofield was primarily responsible for seeing that the books were 
replaced on the shelves in the correct order. This system was to be refined the next year, 
and will be discussed later in this writing. Books received from the bookmobile were 
kept in individual classrooms, thus helping to keep the books from the two libraries 
separated. 

Following similar thinking from my first year of teaching at Oak Mountain School, I 
proposed that we have a school newspaper. Because of my belief in the importance of 
children being able to express themselves well in writing and enjoy creative written 
expression, I knew that the newspaper could support such a belief. Mrs. Arthur Moore, 
who had been a high school teacher the previous year and who elected to remain at 
Mountville and teach seventh grade, accepted the responsibility for final editing of 
the paper, which was called The Headliner. Each class was to submit news, and the 
paper would be distributed once a month to parents, trustees, school superintendent, 
instructional supervisor, schools in the county, Board of Education members, and other 
schools on an exchange basis. Each paper would have a message from the principal and 
one from a teacher. This proved to be a fine publication and encouraged children and 
teachers to write in a way that communicated what was happening in the school.

Another innovation in the school that got off to a rather rough start but later in the year 
proved very worthwhile was what we called “activity period.” The idea was to allow 
children in grades four through seven to choose an activity and participate in a multi-
grade setting. It would also give teachers a chance to work with children in an area of 
interest they would like to pursue as well. Children could change groups at the end of 
the first semester. The four groups were as follows:

      Arts and Crafts   Mrs. Moore
      Science   Mrs. Ingram
      Library   Mrs. Cofield
      Chorus   Mr. Cadenhead

This was such a deviation from the usual way of working by grades that it presented 
management problems at the beginning. However, by the end of the year some very 
worthwhile projects had developed. Mrs. Moore had an excellent exhibition of arts and 
crafts and Mrs. Cofield’s children presented a folk festival, which was the beginning 
of an annual spring festival. Mrs. Ingram led her group in developing a Nature Trail, 
labeling 20 trees. They also set up a “bird village” behind the school. The management 
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of the groups during activity period continued to be a problem, and this part of the 
program was eventually dropped; however, ideas from the program were adopted by 
individual teachers in their classrooms.

As would be expected, I would find some way to make music a part of the program. 
Originally, the school chorus was a part of the activity period, but later it was replaced 
by folk dancing, which was directed by Mrs. Cofield. Children had to “try out” for the 
chorus, and the first year there were approximately 30 children in the group, which did 
meet during the activity period the first year. There was only unison singing the first 
year, but the children performed well. The two highlights were the Christmas program 
and the final performance at Open House in the spring. The children sang a variety of 
songs, and they were introduced to music they otherwise would not have known.  I 
composed a Choral Benediction especially for the group for the spring performance. 
This piece was later sung in parts by the Community Choir, which was organized later.

I tried various approaches keeping morale high among the faculty. Occasionally, I 
would leave encouraging notes on the teachers’ desks for them to see when they came 
to their classrooms in the morning. Occasionally, I attempted humor. For example, on 
December 12, 1955, I left a box of St. Joseph Aspirin on each desk with a poor attempt 
at poetry:

      This little box I give today
      For the headaches that come your way.
      Though the gesture is late indeed,
      In the future, it will satisfy a need.
     
       Teachers are builders – that’s true, I know
      We are building lives everywhere we go.
      Let’s think of this each passing day
      As ecstasy and problems abound our way.
      
      I appreciate you and what you do.
      Forgive me when I often seem blue.
      I’m only wondering, along with you,
      “Am I doing the best I possibly can do?”

Then on February 27, 1956 when the camellia bush near our back porch produced 
lovely flowers, I gave each teacher one with the attached note:
      
      Your supply of aspirin is by now depleted
      Though the evidence of need remains “concreted.”
      To lessen our need of such ingredients
      I suggest a remedy with greater expedience:
      Let’s examine our work with extreme care
      And seek out the joys that are indeed there.
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      The seed of life has been sown:
      The new life of the sod.
      This life – the child – a wonder of God.
      When the blossom of his life is at its prime,
      Will it adorn the paths of time –
      A thing of beauty and character sublime?

      We are the artists; they – our works of art.

      Have a good day!

Of course, I do not know how the teachers reacted to such gestures on my part, but over 
time I think they learned that I was sincere in my efforts to offer leadership in building 
a strong program in the school. They were very patient with me as I tried ideas, some 
of which were successful and others were not. 

We had an outstanding lunchroom program in the school. The dietitian, Mrs. Minnie 
Bowen, was excellent in every way. She planned well-balanced meals for the children, 
and she served with efficiency, taking all aspects of her work seriously. She had 
two cooks, “Goldfish” and Fannie who worked extremely well under Mrs. Bowen’s 
supervision. On the days we had black-eyed peas, Mrs. Bowen would make her famous 
apple cobbler. And on those days, I knew there would be a blue bowl with cobbler 
left on the steam table with a note “For Mr. C,” and I would have a pleasant snack for 
late afternoon working. She was our neighbor, and I can see her now, dressed in her 
crisp white uniform, walking to the school to begin her day of work. Everyone in the 
community knew that Mrs. Bowen’s yeast rolls were the best anywhere, and she often 
treated us to this favorite. She was a dear friend throughout the time we lived there, and 
she made a great contribution to the success of the school program.

A special unit of instruction I directed with my sixth graders showed the beginning 
of an interest that lasted throughout my professional career, and it found expression 
in different ways. This interest was in the “wholeness of things,” later surfacing in 
ideas of interrelationships between and among areas of study and synthesis. The unit 
emphasized the “whole person,” giving attention to physical, mental, social, and 
spiritual parts of a person’s life. I devised a very attractive booklet for each child to 
keep daily records for 20 days. It called for recording such things as meals, exercise, 
grades in all subject areas, relationships with classmates and others, church attendance 
– very specific records kept by the individual. At the end of the study, the child was to 
assess his or her own progress in each area of study. 

In order to give attention to the objective on professional growth, we spent some faculty 
meetings devoted to discussing books we read as a group. One professional book, 
current at that time, was Behavior and Misbehavior, by James Hymes, Jr. I provided 
a guide for the discussion, and the faculty met to discuss the book on January 31, 
1956. To say that all faculty members were enthusiastic about such an idea would be 
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stretching the truth; however, it was an effort to promote professional development and 
at the same time encourage individuals to share their own thinking on the subject.

A highlight toward the end of the year was our Open House. Children’s work was 
exhibited in all classrooms. Teachers had an opportunity to interact with parents, and 
the Children’s Choir gave a beautiful program. All of us had a sense of pride in the 
school.

I devised a comprehensive evaluation form for us to use in evaluating the year. The 
purpose was to evaluate our work in keeping with the objectives we had set for the year.

Additionally, the responses would be used in revising the Handbook and in making 
changes in the program for the following year. This was common throughout my 
administration at the school, and as I examined the changes in the Handbook that grew 
out of the evaluation and revision process several different years, I realized that this 
was one of the most important features in establishing more democratic leadership. 
Further, I think it helped the teachers to have confidence in my leadership in building 
the school program.

In addition to my role as principal of Mountville School for the 1955-56 school year, 
I was elected president of the Troup County Education Association, the professional 
organization for the county. It was quite a responsibility when added to my role as 
a first year principal in the system. As I reflect on it now, I wonder why I agreed to 
accept it so early in my experience in the county. I did take the work seriously, and we 
printed a yearbook, which outlined the programs for the year. Also there were active 
committees with representation from each of the schools in the system. Interestingly, 
each program was begun with a devotional, so I suppose I was not out of order at 
that time in beginning my own faculty meetings in this same manner. Of course, it is 
possible that the idea of starting the county-wide meetings with a devotional could 
have been mine. The final meeting of the year was a talent show, and this called for 
each school in the system to be responsible for a presentation. I proposed to our faculty 
that we sing a song together. At first there was not much enthusiasm for the idea, but 
it developed into a serious group effort and the final performance was successful. We 
sang the anthem, “King All Glorious,” words by Charles Wesley and music by George 
M. Vail. Sopranos were Mrs. Moore, Mrs. Caudle, Miss Thrash, Mrs. Barbree, and 
Mrs. Cofield; altos were Mrs. Woodward and Mrs. Ingram. We invited the Methodist 
minister Randall Williamson to sing tenor. (His wife Jean taught in the school the first 
semester and left because she was pregnant.) I sang bass, and Mrs. Cofield sang the 
soprano descant. Fran was our accompanist. Fran accompanied the group on the piano. 
We took it very seriously, with rehearsals of parts and the entire group scheduled on 
the monthly calendar. The success of this endeavor was important to the group, and as 
will be seen later, the anthem appeared again on the program of the Community Choir 
which would be formed at a later time.
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At some time during the school year, I decided that I wanted to pursue the doctorate, 
and I chose Teachers College, Columbia University as the university I wanted to attend. 
The earliest correspondence I had from Teachers College was dated March 16, 1956 
after I had inquired about the possibility of attending the university.  Neither Fran nor I 
can remember the genesis of this idea of going to Columbia. It is possible that it links 
to the statement Dr. Row wrote in my annual in 1950, indicating that he would like 
for me to teach for him in the future. A possibility also is a linkage with my graduate 
study at University of Georgia and the courses I took through Auburn University 
and transferred them for my Master’s degree. My professors, with the exception of 
one at the University of Georgia who apparently believed in the predictive value 
of standardized tests, encouraged me to pursue advanced study. (I did not perform 
extremely well on timed tests.) When I applied for support through the G.I. Bill, I did 
include the doctorate as my final goal. I was encouraged to do this in the event I wanted 
to pursue the doctorate in the future, and as it turned out, this was good advice for me. 
The Certificate for Education and Training was signed April 30, 1954, with the final 
objective “Doctorate.” I received $160.00 each month that I was enrolled as a full-time 
student. I believed that I had been successful professionally in what I had attempted, 
and I knew that I enjoyed learning. This mix of desire to learn and confidence in my 
ability to achieve goals I had set for myself was sufficient to encourage me to continue 
work in an academic setting. The added responsibility of supporting two children did 
cause Mrs. Jameson, Fran’s mother, to ask Fran if I were going to “go to school” all my 
life. Fran’s unquestioning support of my continued study was also an important factor 
in my decision to pursue the doctorate. I was not sure at the time of my professional 
goal, but it seemed right for me to follow the challenge that working on the advanced 
degree would provide.

The earliest documented reference is a letter from Dr. William H. Row, Dean at West 
Georgia College, dated February 4, 1956, in which he told me how pleased he was that 
I had selected Teachers College, Columbia University for my doctoral study. I had used 
him as a reference; he had completed his Master’s degree at Columbia. He told me that 
he would give me a good recommendation.
I received a letter and Certificate of Admission, dated April 10, 1956, from Teachers 
College informing me that I had been admitted to full graduate standing in Educational 
Administration. This was followed by a letter from Dr. Frank Cyr, Chairman of the 
Work Conference on Rural Education at Columbia University, dated May 7, informing 
me that I had been recommended and was invited to become a member of the work 
conference to be held July 30 to August 17. R. S. Clark, my superintendent, had 
recommended Clayton Bowers, principal of Troup High School, and me as participants 
in the work conference. Mr. Clark’s recommendation included the following:

       Mr. Cadenhead has his Master’s Degree from the University of  Georgia and has been accepted 
at Columbia University for his  Doctoral study beginning this summer. He has one of the brightest 
outlooks on rural education I have ever observed and proposes to make rural education not only his 
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specialty and primary interest  in his doctoral study, but also in his professional service.
       His dedication to the improvement of rural life, his bright and  fresh outlook on problems of rural 

people, and his unusual ability as an education student and school administrator will make him  an 
asset to the Work Conference.

All of my experience to that time had been in rural education, so this was of 
particular interest to me. My own personal background also made me interested in 
rural schools. Also, I was honored that my superintendent chose to recommend me 
for the work conference after I had served as principal for only one year. The group 
of 36 participants was made up of principals, superintendents, and supervisors from 
throughout the United States, and as it turned out, I was the youngest participant. Dr. 
Cyr’s assistant, Lindy Hoffman, a graduate student at Columbia, and I were near the 
same age.. The purpose of the Work Conference, as stated in the material I received, 
was to bring together leaders from local districts, the county or intermediate office, 
state departments, colleges preparing teachers and national organizations with 
special consultants to study successful practices and newer ways schools and school 
curriculums in rural areas could be organized, administered and supervised to meet 
the increasing demands for more education. I was pleased that the emphasis was 
placed on the small school.  Three problem areas were identified in advance of the 
conference: (1) how small schools could be designed to provide a full, rich program 
of educational opportunities, (2) services needed through new developments of the 
county or intermediate superintendency, and (3) how school and community could 
effectively work together for mutual improvement. 

Since I had been officially admitted to the graduate program, I planned to take the 
work conference for credit and also register for an additional course. This was to be the 
beginning of my doctoral work at Teachers College. 

Fortunately, I kept a daily diary during the time in New York where experiences would 
have a profound impact on me as I sought ways to reconcile conflict brought by exposure 
to ideas and circumstances different from anything I had known before. The conflicts 
resulted in questions, but at the same time the dominating organizational structure in 
my mind at the time caused me to yield very little to what turned out to be a very strange 
environment for me. Although the conflicts are not vivid in my memory, I know they 
were real because I recorded them in the diary. There was a strong religious influence 
that formed an organizing structure for my life at that time. Also, the experience in 
New York City came after I had been married five years, had two children, completed 
my Master’s degree, and two years at Mountville School in the county where I had 
spent most of my life. Most of the content below about the experiences in New York 
comes directly from the diary, reflecting my world view at the time.
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Summer in New York City

This period in New York City introduced me to a life that differed more from what I had 
known than any other previous single period. It came at a time when my experiences 
were very limited and certainly presented an environment that was a challenge for me 
in so many respects. I am glad that I kept a diary during the six weeks we were there 
because I not only recorded many new experiences, but I wrote my candid reactions 
to them at the time. I could never recapture this through memory. The fact that I 
went is remarkable. Interestingly, the diary does not reflect as much of the academic 
work as it does other kinds of activities. Of course, all of them were important to me 
personally, but I regret that I do not have more documentation on the impact the course 
in administration had on me. Perhaps the fact that it was a lecture course with a large 
number of students was a factor. The impact of the Work Conference is reflected in 
several diary entries.  The term paper I wrote in the course in school administration, 
as will be seen later, was the beginning of a library program in Mountville School that 
continued until I left in 1962.

In July, after I was enrolled in classes, I sent a card to Dr. Row, and he responded 
likewise with a postcard. (By then, the postal card cost 2 cents.) He wrote that he and 
Mrs. Row lived “just up the street” from our location when they were there for him 
to work on his Master’s. He was pleased that I was enrolled because “he wanted the 
best” for me. He indicated that we were doing the same thing he and his wife did their 
first summer in the city: taking in everything at once. This, he wrote, was as important 
as my studies. He urged me to make an appointment with Dr. Kilpatrick because he 
thought Dr. Kilpatrick would enjoy talking to me about my experiences at West Georgia 
College, Sand Hill and Oak Mountain. Dr. Kilpatrick was a great supporter of West 
Georgia College.  I did not follow through with meeting Dr. Kilpatrick, indeed my loss. 

According to the announcement I received, the program of the work conference would 
consist of lectures, special small group sessions and field trips to sites in the New York 
area. Members of the staff included Professor Frank W. Cyr, Chairman, Professors J.K. 
Norton, Paul L. Essert, Paul R. Mort, Ruth Strang, Marcella Lawler, Harold F. Clark, 
Sloan Wayland and other members of the Teachers College faculty. 

It took quite a bit of courage for Fran and me to leave the security we felt in Mountville 
and take Michael, almost four years old, and Melanie, who was not yet walking, to New 
York City. We had not located a place to live in the city prior to arriving there. Although 
I am sure I felt some apprehension, both of us apparently believed that we could handle 
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whatever came our way. The difference in the two different worlds became apparent as 
we made our way along the New Jersey Turnpike in early July. Michael and Melanie 
slept the entire time we were on the turnpike despite the fact that we had not had an 
evening meal. 

When we were near the city, I was overwhelmed by what I referred to as “millions of 
lights in the dark night.” We knew we were on our way to New York City, but we did 
not have any reservations for the first night, to say nothing about a place to live after we 
arrived.  At the end of the turnpike, where we paid $1.75 toll, a kind gentleman directed 
us to the Palisades Motel, located near the George Washington Bridge. Getting to the 
motel was not easy for me because, in addition to being very tired from driving, I had 
difficulty determining how to get from one side of the busy highway to the other. No 
vacancy! We were directed to the New Orleans Motel, checking in about midnight. 
Michael and Melanie had their sleep in the car, so they were ready for play. There was 
not much sleep that first night in this new and different world.

The late morning sun awoke us on Tuesday morning July 3. We went to the Riviera 
Diner for breakfast. First shock: potatoes with eggs. The children were well behaved, 
but I recorded that the waitress was the “coldest creature” I had ever seen. We paid our 
$2.35 and walked back to the motel. (My comment was that we could eat breakfast for 
a week at home for this amount and have grits besides.) 

We crossed the George Washington Bridge and made our way along Broadway to W. 
120th street where we found the Residence Halls Office. I was impressed with the 
kindness of the Teachers College personnel. I was given a list of off-campus apartments. 

We were fortunate indeed. I contacted a Dr. Harris, Assistant Professor of Physics 
about subletting his apartment, which was located across the street from Teachers 
College. Our new home in New York City was Apartment # 86, located at 423 W. 120th 
Street. The rent for the summer term was $190. Fortunately, we were able to make two 
payments!  The apartment on the eighth floor consisted of a living room-dining room 
combination, two bedrooms, kitchen and bathroom.
 
There was quite a contrast in scenery from what we knew in Mountville where we 
looked out the window onto the pasture and the beauty of Nature. From the windows 
on our 8th-floor apartment, we could see a small group of gamblers carrying on quite 
enthusiastically while the children played along the streets. As the eye moved slowly 
up the building, a woman could be seen standing in her window washing the soot and 
dirt from the surface while a child unaware of the danger, pulled at the protective rail 
in another window. Bright red geraniums were growing on some window sills; empty 
beer cans stood erect on others. As night approached, a mother gathered her clothes 
from the lines on the roof of her apartment building. Looking farther into the city, 
we could see the traffic lights up Amsterdam Avenue continually change, directing 
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the many people as they made their way along the street. To the left, the water of the 
Hudson River moved slowly out to the sea. Probably because I felt very uncertain 
about where we were and what was ahead for me, I turned inward, leaned on my strong 
religious beliefs, and became rather judgmental as I wrote in the diary:

       Towering triumphantly above the masses is the Riverside Church.  It stands strong as a tribute to the 
Infinite God. Although, as I sit here, I’m concerned about the number of people that move below  who 
do not lift their minds and souls beyond the dark and dismal  structures in their midst.

I am not sure how we spent July 4, but I imagine we just explored the area around our 
apartment. I don’t think that we would have ventured very far from the area the first 
day we were there. 

Reality was even more graphic on July 5, registration day. We awoke to a rainy, 
gloomy day. The humid, sooty (again contrasting it with the fresh air in Mountville!) 
atmosphere made the Hudson River scarcely visible from the apartment window. I made 
my way across Amsterdam Avenue to Horace Mann Building to complete the long and 
exhausting registration procedure. I registered for Education s233 SA, Problems in 
Elementary Administration, and Education s345 W, Work Conference on Organization 
and Administration of Rural Education. I felt alone in the crowd of people, and I kept 
asking myself, “Are you really registering at Columbia University in New York City?” 
I was grateful that it was happening for me, and at the same time, I am sure I felt very 
insecure and alone.

Our first adventure in the city came because I could not find a parking place. A part 
of the schedule every day was moving the car from one side of the street to the other, 
clearing the street for the street sweeper. On Friday, July 6, we slept late, and at 11:00, 
it was time to move the car. There was not a place available, so I drove around the block 
several times, still unsuccessful in parking the car. I called Fran and asked her and the 
children to meet me in the lobby. We dared to drive as far as 60th Street, where we 
ventured into Central Park. I decided to wait until a later date to venture farther into 
lower Manhattan. We left Central Park, returned to Broadway and drove north along the 
Hudson to Yonkers. My entry in the diary was that we saw “so many kinds and colors 
of people.” By the time we arrived at W. 120th Street, it was time to return to “our” side 
of the street and park.  The novelty of this arrangement was interesting for us, and the 
practical effect was we actually met people in our apartment building when we made 
the scheduled moves of the car because those who had cars had to follow the same rule.

We returned to the apartment where Michael and I prepared to go for a walk in 
Morningside Park. Michael played in the sand while I began reading Human Destiny 
by Le Comte du Nuoy. When Michael grew tired of the sandbox, we walked through 
the park, watching the pigeons, squirrels and interesting people. When we went back 
to the apartment, we found Fran had prepared a delicious spaghetti dinner. The coming 
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of evening and the sound of music from WQXR resulted in a feeling of nostalgia for 
familiar sights and people in Mountville.

The four of us often walked down to the Hudson River, by way of Riverside Church 
and Grant’s Tomb. There was a nice, cool wooded area by the river where the children 
were free to play. Michael was fascinated by the ships on the river; from this area, we 
often saw beautiful sunsets. Many people were seated along the way, reading, relaxing, 
thinking, and some probably just there for want of a better place to go. The evening 
breezes sent us back to the apartment.

The first Sunday we were in the city brought both contrasts and comfort. I attended 
the 11:00 services at Riverside Church. I did not feel that the order of the service was 
too different, just more formal, from what I had known. I recorded that the “massive 
structure, the music, and the sermon caused my entire being to be lifted closer to God. 
It satisfied a need that I had realized since we arrived here.” Later in the day, I attended 
an open house at the church, a lecture on the program outline of the church, a tour 
that afforded a view from the carillon and observation tower, and an organ recital by 
Virgil Fox. The magnificent passages from the Bach fugue reverberating in the massive 
structure would move any human soul to profound thought and meditation. 
The same day, the four of us rode down Fifth Avenue and on to Battery Park. We left 
the car in Battery Park and walked along the waterfront to let Michael see the ships. 
Fran and I had similar feelings as we fixed our eyes upon the Statue of Liberty, slightly 
visible through the fog. For some reason, my thoughts turned to Mountville, and I 
wanted the children at Mountville to see this sight. Often when I had a new experience, 
I wanted the children whom I taught to experience it as well. I think I knew, although I 
could not articulate it at the time, that this experience would have a lasting effect on me.

We rode back up Broadway to see the lights, Times Square, theaters, and anything 
that was visible in the early evening. I think I felt a sense of relief that we had finally 
ventured into Manhattan, and I also think I was pleased that the driving was easy. 
Somehow I did not expect this to be the case. 

Class work presented other contrasts for me. There were perhaps 150 students in the 
first class, and I had never been in such a large class. I was impressed by the lecture 
given by Dr. McNally, who also wrote the textbook we used for the class. I spent time 
in the Teachers College Library where I found it very crowded. Because of the size of 
the library and my unfamiliarity with it, I had difficulty at first locating materials. I 
was rather nervous on the day I served as leader of a discussion group in class. There 
were nine individuals from various parts of the country and one from Canada. After 
this experience I felt somewhat encouraged because it was a very good group and the 
discussion progressed very well. 

I attended the President’s Reception for summer session students. I must surely have 
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felt very much out of place because I wrote in my diary that I knew nobody and “the 
evening was awkward for me, or I was awkward for it!” As I reflect on the experience, 
I am surprised that I decided to go alone while Fran kept the children. Since all of the 
experience was new for me, perhaps I felt that I should try to do everything that was 
presented as a part of the program.

One of the things we did to entertain Michael was to take him to the top of the building 
where he could play and rid himself of excess energy. He missed the open countryside 
in Mountville and the feel of the earth beneath his feet. He liked to splash in the puddles 
of rainwater collected on the roof. He felt somewhat at home playing barefoot in the 
rain puddles.

On July 12, I wrote a letter to Paul which shows some of my thinking at the time.  A 
portion was as follows:

       Cessation of fascination is indeed an impossibility for one coming  from so different a culture. . . 
I am trying not to generalize too early in our visit because I am fully cognizant of the fact that the 
complexity of the many and varied components of this great metropolis exceed my comprehension. 
However, the mere presence in the  city itself broadens concepts of human existence.

It is clear that all that I was seeing, hearing, and experiencing was making an important 
impression on me, and it was difficult for me to internalize the differences and reconcile 
them with what I brought with me in the form of my own values and prejudices. The 
struggle was natural.

Julia Dell Hairston, another teacher from Troup County, was in school at Teachers 
College that summer. She invited us on July 13 to go with her to visit her cousin who 
lived in Scarsdale. We drove up the Hudson River Parkway for several miles where we 
turned onto Mosholu Parkway. We had promised Michael that we would take him to the 
Bronx Zoo, where I also wanted to see the Botanical Gardens. It was raining very hard 
so we were not able to stop for him to see the animals.

We drove through the park and heaven only knows where else. I lost all sense of 
directions! Since we had plenty of time, we just drove. Occasionally, we would see the 
Parkway we wanted to get on but could not decide on which of the “concentric circles” 
we should drive. I finally took a chance only to discover that I was on my way back to 
Manhattan. We finally made our way onto the Bronx River Parkway and drove on up 
to Scarsdale. I really had a fine sample of driving on the busy New York Parkways. All 
cars passed me. My vindictive spirit resulted in my passing one ’39 Chevrolet.

The drive along the Bronx River was indeed beautiful. We were impressed with the 
exquisite homes and well-kept premises. We were greeted very cordially when we 
reached the home of Bernard and Clyde Schuessler. How good it was to be in a home 
again! The children, Sue and George, entertained us quite well while their mother was 
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preparing to come down to greet us.

The Schuesslers are cousins of Julia Dell’s. This accounts for our invitation. We were 
impressed with the warm hospitality and the evident refinement and culture in the 
home. Both Bernard and Clyde were excellent conversationalists.  They were well 
informed in many different areas.

After a delicious spaghetti dinner, they showed us around the village: beautiful homes 
and, of course, their very modern schools. It was truly a dream that became a glorious 
reality. They informed us that 98% of the high school graduates there attend college. 
The entire village is unique in its facilities and exquisiteness. It was a very enjoyable 
evening, and we had no difficulty in finding our way back to Manhattan.

We gradually ventured out from the immediate area on the week-ends, and the 
excursions proved to be very beneficial. Fran and I took turns attending Riverside 
Church. The one who went to the church service took Michael and the other kept 
Melanie in the apartment. We made our way to Battery Park, took the Staten Island 
ferry for a five-cent fare. Michael asked if the foam on the water was soap suds. The 
world of the whole family was expanding! What I recorded in my diary concerning our 
passing the Statue of Liberty reveals my thoughts and emotions at the time On July 15, 
I recorded:

       We passed very near to Bedlow’s Island where the “Liberty Lady,”  tinted with green like the water 
surrounding her, lifted her torch high, welcoming the “tired,” the “poor,”  For a moment I entered 
the “land of make-believe.” I was a stranger, entering the  “promised land.” She welcomed me to the 
land of freedom. Even I, an American son, could somehow understand, to a degree, the hearts filled 
with ecstasy as joyful eyes in a sea of tears look upon this symbol for the first time. Yes, it’s a feeling 
I recommend for every American! Call it patriotism, emotion, whatever you like. It warms the heart 
--- this is something the world is in great need of today.

The diary is filled with statements of emotional reactions to the experiences, and at the 
same time there were questions concerning what I was seeing and experiencing in this 
new setting. It is unfortunate that I cannot recall these feelings; however, they were real 
because I captured them in words at the time of the experience. I am pleased that I do 
not have to look back and try to recall them from the perspective of my current thinking 
and feeling. That, of course, is the value of the diary.

On this same day we ventured into the eastern side of Manhattan for the first time. We 
saw the United Nations Building, and we ended the day by driving through Harlem, 
which I described as a “most distressing sight.” I recorded that it was difficult for 
me “to conceive of long endurance of human existence under such circumstances.” 
However, I concluded that the people who lived there did not seem discontent. (I don’t 
know how I concluded such!) More significant for me, however was my own reaction:
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       Such sights resulted in my examining my feelings and conceptions of such timely terms as 
“discrimination” and “segregation.” It seems to be a human tendency to draw conclusions about 
those around us before we examine too thoroughly our own concepts and conditions.

I was reminded again of the letter I received from Dr. Travelstead while I was in the 
army: “One finds in London what one takes to London.” His advice, similar to Dr. 
Row’s was “to take advantage of your various geographic locations by seeing as much 
s you can – evaluation and interpreting everything you see.” The advice was very 
appropriate at this time.

Unfortunately, the entry on July 19 did not prove to be prophetic. I wrote that “the mere 
recording of the incidents of this day will be found here; the inexplicable impressions 
and descriptions may be found in my treasure of memorable experiences.” I do not 
remember what I described in the diary, but I cannot refute the fact that the events 
occurred. Again, in compensation for my inadequate memory, the diary provides an 
important record. 

The above entry referred to our experience of going to Radio City Music Hall for the 
first (and only) time that summer. The Nelsons (couple from Utah we met while we 
moved our car to the “other side of the street”) kept Michael and Melanie while we had 
an evening out. It was on this same outing when we rode the subway for the first time. 
The diary entry emphasizes our own awareness of our limited experience:

       Radio City Music Hall was magnificent in structure; the stage show stupendous; the movie - “The 
Eddie Duchin Story” – excellent in story and cast. 

       This indeed is an outstanding evening in our rather limited experience. Perhaps, the limitations, per 
se, lend explanation to my child-like fascination.

One of the best examples of my cognitive dissonance is found in the diary entry for 
July 18. I attended a lecture on “Desegregation – Learning to Live Together,” given by 
Professor Roma Gans. The honest entry: “I was torn between tradition, her advocacy, 
and my own personal theory on the subject.” Because of the conflict reflected in my 
writing, I include the entire entry, with some attempt to reflect on the content from my 
current perspective. 

       I was very much disturbed as I left, with her definite affirmation of prevailing injustice nagging at 
my reasoning powers. Through- out the afternoon, I attempted to erase the haze that lies between my 
feelings and the inevitable reconciliation of prevailing practices.

       My acceptance of the Negro in classes here erases any doubt that I possessed concerning rejection 
under such circumstances. [My experience to that date did not include classes with any students except 
Caucasians] My feelings in all contacts have been entirely positive.

       
       However, observations have confirmed in reality the one fear I possessed in integration --- intermarriage.
       I feel that desegregation will result ultimately in more intermarriage and the eventuality being the 
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annihilation of a pure race. Such a feeling possibly has its beginning in tradition, supplemented by a 
belief that things (and people) have color, as well as other characteristics, because of a blueprint of a 
universe created by the Omnipotent God.

       On the other hand, I see in generations to come two strong races on one continent. Could the two be 
compatible? If there are equal, but  separate, opportunities for all people in our country, it seems that 
the innate characteristic of competition would result in ultimate rivalry and enmity. 

       The haze is still between me and the solution. To find a solution, however, someone must dare to venture 
into the mist. Whoever this may be, may he carry sufficient light, that those who follow might not be 
blinded by their own prejudices.

As I read this entry and feel the agony that I must have felt when I wrote in the diary 
at the end of the day, I sense that my religious point of view that seemed to prevail 
at the moment served almost as a prison for me. I was imposing a kind of structure 
that would not yield at the time and allow me to examine another point of view with 
freedom; rather it dictated how everything must conform to the basic view of a divine 
plan that must prevail. 

This strong feeling was reinforced two days later in an experience on the street. When 
I was standing on the corner of Amsterdam and W. 120th Street, an elderly lady asked 
me if I would help her across the street. No thoughts except being helpful entered my 
mind. Again the entry about the experience shows my strong feelings.

       Indeed, I was flattered that she would ask me to help her. As her weak, wrinkled hand held tightly to my 
arm, I foresaw rather dimly  a time in the future when such a thing might happen to someone close to 
me --- even to me. There remains one thing man has not accelerated or retarded: the passing of time. 
I pray to God that He may always govern this natural phenomenon.

On the same day of this chivalrous act, we had a very sobering experience: a simulated 
enemy air attack. The seething crowds of the city came to a simultaneous rest. The 
loud, penetrating sounds of the sirens throughout the city brought cars to a halt and the 
passengers sought shelter. My thoughts must have coincided with the mayor of the city 
who said, “We are preparing ourselves for something which we pray to God will never 
happen.” 

The experiences of the day and the fact that it was a rainy Friday must have put me in 
a rather pensive mood. 

       After supper tonight, the four of us went up to the roof where  the children played very freely. The 
early evening wind and  mist sent us back to the apartment, where I now find myself  looking out into 
a rainy Friday evening. Staring back at me are the many lighted apartment windows. Behind these  
windows are people who are different and yet by nature so much alike. Can we successfully reconcile 
our differences through magnifying our similarities?

Interestingly, twenty-one years later, I had successfully built on this notion. When our 
first guest from the American Host Foundation, Fritz Brand from Germany, left us after 
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an extended visit, I gave him a copy of a book, Family of Man. I wrote in the book 
: “Our similarities bind us; our differences enrich us; knowing this, our freedom is 
enhanced.” The theme of diversity surfaces much more in later years.

The closeness we felt as a family helped all of us to make the experience a rich one. 
Fran’s careful management of domestic duties, including providing fine experiences 
for Michael and Melanie, freed me to spend much time with my courses. At the same 
time we took advantage of many different experiences in the city during the summer 
we were there.

On Sunday, July 22, we took the children to the Bronx Zoo. Michael was fascinated 
by all the animals. I indicated that I was more fascinated by the people, for “some of 
them looked as peculiar as some of the animals.” Again my provincial attitude came 
through when I recorded that there were about as many languages as there were animal 
calls. The size of the zoo was also baffling for us because I indicated that we walked in 
circles (sometimes the same circle more than once, through error). Trying to cover the 
errors with humor, I wrote that “I saw one bear so many times that I could have sworn 
he called me by name on my last journey by his humble abode.” Being a young father 
at that time, I made an entry in the diary on this same date that still warms the heart:

       Michael ran to me this afternoon, threw his arms around my neck and kissed me. I asked, ”What’s this 
for?” His eyes beamed and  he replied, “I love you, Daddy.” 

Seeing our first Broadway play was a new experience for us. I rode the subway to get 
our tickets in advance, and I did not feel very confident. The contrast in the way I was 
feeling with the others who were waiting for the subway is shown in this entry:

       It was a rather interesting sight – the silence of the people along the track waiting for the ride. Each 
person absorbed in his own interest – newspaper, and the like – resulted in very little conversation. 
The rumbling of the approaching subway seemed to interest very few – the matter of getting on was 
apparently mechanical.

The strength of my emotion about this new experience was caught in the statement 
about walking along the street after exiting the subway:

       I was thrilled with the idea that I was moving in a very busy part of New York City. . . [after catching 
the return subway] I believe, with enough practice, it could almost become mechanical with me.

The experience of seeing The Diary of Anne Frank was possible because Mary Jean 
Nelson, kept Michael and Melanie. The Nelsons were from Utah, and we exchanged 
baby-sitting responsibilities to make it possible for us to take advantage of entertainment 
for adults. Again, attending a performance in a Broadway theater was a new experience 
for us, We were surprised that the theater was so small, and even more amazed to learn 
that the majority of theaters where stage performances are given are small. We were 
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fascinated by the informal atmosphere, especially when the “cold drink peddler” came 
through at the intermission.

I felt the competition in classes. I recorded several headaches with the explanation that 
they came probably from a combination of the tension of studying, heat, and excessive 
reading. The competition seemed to be very keen, and consequently one must be “kept 
on his toes and filled with tension.” At that point I seemed to be eager to get back to 
Mountville to prepare for another school year. I think I was feeling some isolation 
because I wrote that it was in Mountville where I sensed my greatest accomplishments 
and satisfaction. The feeling of isolation apparently caused me to write:

       Perhaps being among people you love is a determining factor in happiness and success. 

It was at this very time that we received a letter from Freddie Tinney, a member of the 
Mountville Baptist Church, giving us some discouraging news about the church. I took 
Michael to Riverside Park to play and while there I wrote a letter to Rosser Wood, one 
of the deacons, and to Dr. Howard, the part-time minister. I wrote very freely to both of 
them, expressing my concerns about the state of the church. The letters are replete with 
my own thinking about the role of the leaders in the church, and I probably offended 
both the recipients because I was a young member who had taken a strong leadership 
role in the church, often opposing these two gentlemen. As I read the letters, I observe 
that I expressed myself with candor, and I was willing to accept the consequences. This 
is a trait that I think I have maintained throughout my life, and I make no apologies for 
it.
 
The two couples with whom we associated almost exclusively were the Annacones 
(Angelo and Elizabeth) and Mary Jean and Norph Nelson. My strong convictions at 
that time against drinking any alcohol beverages showed strongly in a diary entry I 
made on July 28, the same date I wrote the letters to Rosser Wood and Dr. Howard.

After supper (I at that time did not refer to the evening meal as dinner), the Annacones 
and we visited the Nelsons. We had refreshments, sang and just enjoyed some good 
fellowship. My comment: “With the exception of the beer-drinking, the evening was 
delightful. God-willing, I’ll never conform to such and I fear that tolerance of the 
like will never be characteristic of me.” Apparently, I managed to hold to my thinking 
without it becoming offensive to the other two couples because we remained friends 
throughout the summer, and we continued to keep in touch for a number of years 
afterward.

Two big events for Melanie were recorded. On a rainy Saturday evening, July 21, the 
renowned hair stylist, “Francie Cadentete” gave Melanie bangs. (In my diary, I wrote, 
“her proud papa thinks she’s a perfect doll.) Then on Wednesday, August 1, Melanie 
began to walk.
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The Work Conference was a very important experience for me in many ways. I 
indicated early that the most interesting thing to me was meeting the participants 
from eighteen different states and Canada. I was not an active participant early in the 
Conference, I think, in part because I was the youngest person in the group and had 
had less experience. 

The Work Conference introduced me to the different participants; additionally, 
the director planned excursions that had both personal and professional value. My 
reaction to the experiences showed both my provincial background and to some extent 
an excitement about being exposed to new things. Examples of both are seen in my 
reaction to the excursion on Friday, August 3. I cannot remember why I was one of 
the drivers, especially because of my limited experience of driving in a large city. 
Each car had a driver, navigator and designated passengers. Clayton Bowers, the other 
participant from Troup County, Georgia was my navigator. At first I felt uneasy, but 
later I relaxed and enjoyed the trip.

We crossed the Tri-borough Bridge and made our way along the Grand Central Parkway. 
My immediate goal was to remain close behind Mr. Pombreo’s “purple and yellow” 
dodge. The first thrill of the trip came as we crossed the extended Tri-borough Bridge. 
Occasionally, I could steal a look back to the west to see the Manhattan skyline beyond 
the East River. 

It might seem a bit strange that we were having a Work Conference on Rural Education 
in the heart of New York City; however, Dr. Frank Cyr was a national authority on the 
subject. We visited an elementary school where we were treated to an explanation of 
the Board of Cooperative Services by one of the board members. He was a farmer 
by trade, but he gave the impression of a man well acquainted with education. I was 
surprised to hear a layman speak with such enthusiasm about education. The point was 
well made that public education should be close to the people.

My reaction to the smorgasbord lunch was revealing:

       It was quite an amusing sight to see these people from eighteen different states serving these rather 
“unusual dishes.” Some of them were so unusual that I passed them by, for fear that I might pierce 
something that really was intended for the “center piece.” There was enough familiar food to satisfy 
my need. Bread was an exception – none of it looked familiar. Its actual resemblance to real bread 
was pure co-incidental.

After visiting the last school on the itinerary, we made our way to Jones Beach. It was 
a beautiful drive, especially after crossing the causeway. All that could be seen was 
stretches of water with miniature islands in the midst of the blue. It was here that I had 
my second experience of seeing the Atlantic Ocean. (The first was at Charleston, South 
Carolina in 1953 while I was in the army.) My reaction:
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       My child-like fascination leaped within me, though it could not come above the surface because I was 
in the midst of experienced  “adults,” who apparently were not as excited.

My limited knowledge of beaches showed in the entry in my diary concerning walking 
on the beach after the group grilled hamburgers in the picnic area. I was concerned 
about the “broken glass” on the beach. Later I learned that it was broken sea shells 
when I began looking for sea shells to take to Michael and Melanie. 

My reaction to the sea itself reflects very strong feeling about the beauty and vastness 
of the ocean. A part of the reaction is not too different from a thought I had much later 
in my life concerning why I am fascinated by the sea – a connection to the rest of the 
world:

       After supper, I walked down by the sea. I found myself watching the small, mischievous waves chasing 
one another down the shore.  A break brought an ending to their game. They remained calm for a 
moment and then were swept back to the deep where they  were born again. I know they will return, 
even though it may be after they have paid a visit to some distant shore. Possibly, some dreamer, as I, 
might be there to welcome the sight of their little game.

       As I lifted my eyes over the deep, I wondered really how they could appear so carefree and jovial when 
through their greediness, they had consumed so many human souls. Oh, to hear it speak!

       The late afternoon breezes reminded me that it was time to join the group. Indeed it was delightful to 
visit with the sea. It’s an excellent conversationalist; it listens patiently; then carries your secrets and 
conceals them deep in her soul.

This entry is very revealing. It showed a mood that is very characteristic of me and one 
that has surfaced often throughout my life. There was a kind of loneliness even in a 
familiar group, a crying out for developing meaningful relationships with people, and 
at the same time holding part of myself in reserve. As I read this entry in the diary, I 
feel the depth of emotion recorded and I have a vague memory of the circumstances 
that caused the feelings to come to the surface.

After joining the group, I, along with my passengers, rode to the marine theater. It was 
here that we witnessed an excellent production of Showboat. The natural setting, the 
cast, and scenery resulted in the most outstanding performance I had ever seen. It was 
a very exciting experience to see the showboat “round the bend.” 

After the show, we returned to Manhattan without difficulty. I took my passengers by 
their respective apartments and then returned to my own where I found Fran, Michael, 
and Melanie waiting for me at 1:30 A.M. Both the personal and professional aspects of 
this day were important to me.

Fran and I made very good use of the weekends for seeing and doing as much as 
possible in the city. We had a wonderful day on our own August 4 when Julia Dell 
Hairston came to our apartment to keep Michael and Melanie.
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We left the apartment about 9:30, walked over to 116th Street and caught the subway 
to Battery Park. We missed the 10:00 ferry for the Statue of Liberty. It was really in our 
favor because at that time the visibility was not good. 

While waiting for the 11:00 ferry, we sat on the benches and watched people, pigeons 
and the activity in the harbor. It was an interesting sight as the people walked past our 
way. Some were very shabbily dressed while others were attired in what must have 
been their “Sunday best.”

The pigeons looked very healthy and content. I suggested that they have such an easy 
living. Their first worry is that of being in the appropriate place when the crumbs are 
scattered. Their next concern is the perpetuation of their kind. The pigeon population 
is indicative of the fact that this concern receives due emphasis. As we moved from the 
park bench, the pigeons flew away, apparently to satisfy one of the concerns mentioned 
earlier. So goes life.

The crowd began to gather at the pier at 10:45. We followed the crowd. The mist was 
gone and the “green lady” could be seen clearly. We got aboard the ferry and went up 
to the top. It was not long until we were on our way across the harbor. The water was 
a dark green and so filled with scum that I found it difficult to have the same feeling 
toward it that I experienced yesterday  We were so thrilled when we reached the famous 
statue. Indeed, it is a masterpiece. 

We rode the elevator up to the bottom of the statue (10 stories), and then walked up 
the narrow, curved stairway the remainder of the way. (12 stories). I grew tired as I 
approached the upper end of her “esophagus” but I calmed myself with the reminder 
that I might make her feel like regurgitating. It was worth the effort of climbing to get 
to look out over the harbor from her crown. We were fortunate to be there at a time 
when people were allowed to climb this far into interior of the statue.

By the time we reached the ground again, we were ready to sit down and rest. We 
walked back to the edge of the island nearest Manhattan. This gave a beautiful view of 
the lower Manhattan skyline. We sat here and talked and watched the small waves wash 
against the island.

Evidently, it was our lucky day. As we sat there talking, Fran called my attention to 
the liner that was entering the harbor from the Hudson. It was the “United States.” We 
watched it make its way through the dirty waters of the harbor out to the freshness that 
it would feel beyond the Narrows. Both of us, I know, had a rather peculiar desire to be 
aboard. Our eyes met in reality, however, thanking God that we had something to keep 
us here -–our children. After we have sufficiently provided for them, then, perhaps, we 
might be leaving from this very harbor to see what now can be seen only vicariously.
(It was 20 years and 8 days later that we left for our first trip outside the United States. 
To celebrate our 25th wedding anniversary we made the trip to Europe, leaving August 
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12, 1976.)
We bade our Liberty Lady on Liberty Island (changed the day before we arrived from 
Bedlowe’s Island) goodbye. Being so close to her gave us a renewed sense of our great 
American heritage.

After we returned to the park (Battery), we ate a hotdog at a small refreshment stand.

We walked up to the foot of Broadway where we caught a bus. After riding through 
the busy streets, we finally reached 81st street near Central Park. We walked over to 
the Hayden Planetarium where we beheld another scene characteristic of the genius of 
man. I shall not attempt to describe this spectacle. However, the projections produced 
by the giant machine actually make one feel that he is really seeing the heavens in 
action. The emphasis on Mars caused me to wonder about existing conditions on our 
planet in relation to life on another planet.

Our visit to the American Museum of Natural History was most enjoyable in spite of 
the fact that we were beginning to be very tired. The many animals really look alive 
in their native settings. Again, I admired the skill of the many minds and hands that 
resulted in the masterful work exhibited in the museum.

After leaving the museum we caught a bus and returned to our apartment It was a 
wonderful day! We had supper and then drove to Scarsdale to take Julia Dell back to 
her cousin’s house. Upon our return all of us were ready to retire for a night of rest. 
What an enjoyable day!

The next day, I attended services at the Cathedral of Saint John, which was located 
several blocks down Amsterdam Avenue. I really don’t know what I was expecting but 
for some reason I was not particularly impressed. The structure is massive, yes, but I 
was rather bored with the service. Perhaps this is due to the fact that the service had 
started when I arrived and I never did find where they were in relation to the printed 
program. In addition to this, the formality did not coincide with my background. In 
my estimation the formality was an end, rather than a means. After the service, one of 
the “robed fellas” conducted a tour of the building. Actually at that time, it was only 
about three-fourths completed, even though it had been under construction for about 
64 years. Indeed it is massive, but it did not have a great deal of meaning to me for a 
church of worship  I suppose it is constructed for this purpose.

After lunch, the four of us set out for an afternoon of sightseeing. We made our way 
first into Greenwich Village. There was not much activity there. We drove through 
several streets and then over across the island to Chinatown. Actually it was evident 
when we reached Chinatown. The Orientals thronged the streets, with their slanted eyes 
staring curiously at the spectators. (Choice of words betrays my prejudice at the time.) 
The signs over the little shops moved slowly in the humid breeze. We drove around this 
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area several times just looking.

We left Chinatown and drove down the Bowery. It was there that my heart was touched 
deeply. Some pitiful old men were walking the streets, some sitting and others lying on 
the sidewalks. They have made mistakes, yes, but they are human. I believe that we all 
possess some potential. I was moved as I saw these men so near the end of their lives 
and caused me to be very sad, for soon they would die. 

As I drove slowly along the street, the massive structure of the cathedral flashed before 
my mind’s eye. My strong feelings at the moment came through in the diary. There are 
thousands of dollars going into the physical structure that should, it seems, be used for 
rebuilding the lives of these men. They are human, bearing the innate qualities of all 
of us My question at the time: Can we condemn them through negligence? My answer 
also at the time: It isn’t Christian!

My faith was restored as I heard chimes ringing above these sights on the street. I 
discovered that they had their origin in the Bowery Mission church. I applauded the 
attempt but felt that more is needed before such will be erased from the reality of 
present New York City. Even without knowing the interior of the mission, I believed 
that it must be even more wonderful than St. John’s. Someone dared carry Christ into 
the Bowery and He lifted the burden from someone, and another and another. So long 
as this chime rings out, and so long as this church continues, there is hope. Again, my 
strong religious orientation at that time came through clearly in the diary.

We left the Bowery, turned up a street behind an exclusive apartment building. Here in 
the street two men – one with violin, the other with guitar – played, with much feeling, 
the strains from “Londonderry Air.”  We drove up Park Avenue by he Waldorf-Astoria, 
many exclusive apartment building, Grand Central Station and on through Harlem.

Just for the sake of riding, we drove over the Triborough Bridge and then back to our 
own apartment. What an enlightening trip!

Whatever one seeks (with exception of fresh air) he may find it here on Manhattan. 
On the night of August 6, Angelo, Elizabeth, Fran and I decided we would like to 
see an extreme. We rode the subway down to the Criminal Courts Building where we 
were to observe Night Court. Seeing all the derelicts brought in from the street was 
most depressing. The judge invited us into his chamber during the recess. He was very 
“human.” We had an opportunity to ask him questions. For some unknown reason, 
my heart reaches out to these poor unfortunate people. Perhaps it isn’t unknown, after 
all. We are a product of our experience. My sympathy springs from some firsthand 
knowledge of similar conditions.

An event planned by the Work Conference staff brought the participants closer to an 
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effort to make world Peace a reality. We visited the United Nations Building, had lunch 
in the Delegates Dining Room, and toured the building. Our guide was a charming 
Italian girl who had been in America only five months. We attended lectures and 
attended the Trusteeship Council meeting. It was truly a memorable experience.

On August 8, J.C Penny spoke to the Work Conference group. I felt, after listening to 
him that there really is hope left, if we preserve some of our precious characteristics of 
love and friendship. His thoughts did not coincide with some of the education speakers 
we had heard, but he had more real “stuff ” than they. This was another example of 
conflicting views that I encountered during the summer, furnishing much material on 
which I would reflect in the future.

One of the outstanding professional achievements during the course of the summer 
was the completion of the term paper “A Plan for Improving the Library Organization 
in Mountville Elementary School.” I was extremely enthusiastic about the plan and 
therefore I exerted a great deal of effort in its design. I did not know how it would be 
received by Dr. McNally; however, my diary entry shows my encouragement when it 
was returned.

       Since my enrollment here, I have wondered about my scholastic rating.  Today my term paper was 
returned from McNally. I received an “A,”  and some very favorable comments in the margin. This was 
rather  significant inasmuch as it was my first paper to be completed at  Teachers College. Naturally, 
I feel somewhat better now.

I shall give details of the plan later when it was put into operation in the school after 
we returned to Mountville.

I had begun to feel more comfortable both in the city and in the two courses. The diary 
entry for August 11 shows a contrast in my feelings when compared with earlier ones:

       In one week we will be well on our way back to Georgia. It will be good to get back, in spite of the fact 
that I’m beginning to feel  very much at home here in New York. I really sensed this as I was  walking 
down the street this afternoon. It has been such a wonderful experience. I really hate to see it end. 
The Work Conference has brought me in contact with such outstanding people from all sections of the 
country. Already I feel that they are close friends. Perhaps I’ll  meet them again sometime.

       I went over to Teachers College this morning. I enjoyed talking to  Dr. Cyr and Mr. Hart from 
California. It’s experiences like this that  I shall miss when I return. Everyone needs personal and 
professional  friends. Maybe I shall just make the best of it while it yet lasts.

As the time approached for us to leave the city, the attitude about leaving seemed 
to be mixed, even about the experience in church. After attending the last service at 
Riverside Church, I wrote:

       I attended the morning service at Riverside Church this morning.  Strange as it may seem, I’ll miss 
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the beauty of this service when we leave the city. However, it will be good to be among friends in our 
little church in Mountville.

That afternoon, the four of us went down to Lower Manhattan. Michael wanted a 
Chinese hat so off to Chinatown we went. I parked and walked down Mott Street to 
the little “stand” on the sidewalk. Then we drove down Wall Street and through the 
financial areas of Lower Manhattan. We drove back through Central Park. I wrote that 
actually one feels that he is driving in the “country.” 

On the night of August 13, Fran and I attended the annual summer session concert 
presented by the chorus and orchestra while Mary Jean kept Michael and Melanie.

The program was Mozart’s Requiem In D, K. 656. It is clear that the music was 
unfamiliar to me because I wrote in the margin of the program, “Requiem would have 
been better without orchestra.” The last part of the program was Dvorak’s “Songs of 
Nature,” and my margin note simply indicated, “Beautiful.”
  
On August 14, I gave an assessment of my academic work:

       Indeed, the experiences in both courses are the highlights of my educational training. In fact, my 
evaluation for the summer would be in like manner. It has been the most profitable six  weeks I have 
ever spent. The many paragraphs on preceding  pages and the many that are unwritten make it possible 
for me  to make the statement above.

My last full day was spent entirely in class and in studying for the finals scheduled for 
the next day. Fran spent time preparing for us to leave after I completed my exams. 
My diary shows on the last night we were in New York City that I was anticipating 
returning the next summer to resume work on the doctorate. The entry on August 16:

      I shall put down the pen at this point. Three wishes come to mind:

      That we have a safe journey home.
      That we have a good year at Mountville.
       That we return to New York next summer to resume my studies 
      and our experiences at the point where I now pause for intermission.

      Re-opening date: July 1957

The first two were realized, but the third was only a dream, as will be seen later.

We returned to Mountville to begin my second year as principal of the school. We 
were to encounter changes that would have a profound effect on our lives. The first one 
related to Mountville Baptist Church. 

As indicated earlier, we had a letter from a church member while we were in New York 
telling us some discouraging news about the church. The entry in my diary shows that 
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Michael and I went to Riverside park where he could play in the sand and I could listen 
to the carillon recital. I took my notebook and while listening to the music felt the need 
to write letters to Rosser Wood and to Dr. Howard, the minister.

Rosser Wood was postmaster in LaGrange, but he lived in Mountville. His family had 
long been associated with the church. He was a member of the Troup County Board 
of Education, so it made it a bit awkward for me to express my concerns to him about 
the church; however, I believed so strongly that changes were necessary if the church 
were going to develop into an important part of the community. One change that had 
already occurred before we left for New York was the organization of Sunday school. 
Formerly, the only Sunday school in the community was the one held at the Methodist 
Church. I believed that having Sunday school once each month was a beginning toward 
making the church more active. The worship services were still limited to two Sundays 
each month. The situation was made more difficult because Dr. Howard, the minister 
who came to the church twice a month to deliver a sermon, was Rosser’s friend. While 
still in New York, I wrote a letter to each of them on July 28.

I mentioned to Rosser that we had heard from members of the church that some 
changes were taking place in the church organization. By that time, I had been made a 
deacon of the church, so I indicated that I assumed the deacons as a group would attend 
to the business of the church and then make recommendations to the membership. I 
pointed out to him that I thought the church was “ready to grow, with the right kind 
of leadership from the pastor.” I assured him that if the people wanted to continue 
to support the current arrangement, I would do so also in the interest of the church. 
However, I emphasized to him that “preaching is just one of the duties of a pastor.” I 
acknowledged his and Dr. Howard’s friendship, but I believed we should do what was 
best for the church, making it an important part of the community.

After much thought, I decided to write to Dr. Howard as well. I told him that “even the 
beauty of the Riverside Church, with its impressive service, had not adequately filled 
the place in our harts that was filled at our church in Mountville.” I went on to tell him 
that I believed the church was “in a stage of readiness for growth, provided that we, the 
leaders, assume the responsibilities commensurate with our positions.” Then an almost 
passionate position:

       I believe that the one thing (other than more religion) that would  strengthen our church would be 
more efficient organization.  Inasmuch as we, the deacons, have had, I’d say, rather limited experience 
along this line, assistance from you in organizational procedures would be welcomed.

       It is not characteristic of a strong church for a very few to continue to carry so much of the load. I 
am definitely in favor of many  people having specific duties and then assuming the responsibility 
of carrying out their particular jobs. There are people in our church – and people who should be 
in our church – that (sic) are capable. I believe through visitation, planning and organizing, these 
people would find a definite place in our church. It seems, however, that the custom in many cases is 
for the church to choose the members, rather than the members choosing the church. I abhor such a 
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procedure!

After these letters were mailed, I had some concern about possible consequences; 
however, my diary entry shows deep concern for both the status of the church at that 
time and also a strong belief about possibilities for the church and the community.

I received a letter from Dr. Howard, dated August 6, with the salutation, “My Dear 
Friend Cadenhead.” An excerpt from the letter follows:

       Kenneth, I have resigned at Mountville and am to hold on till  you all can get somebody. I feel this 
was the thing to do.

       Your church is in the best condition I have ever seen it. The livelihood of the church is the best I have 
ever seen it. Honestly, I think you need a pastor who can give some to the church. All I can do is to run 
out and preach. The church needs and deserves more. I referred my resignation to the deacons, but 
one of them told me they were not going to have a meeting about it. Think about this and pray about it.

Another paragraph can be interpreted in two different ways, and I could not at the time, 
nor at this time, know his actual feelings.

       I believe you get home the 19th inst. Do you get here in time for S S and church? Be sure to drop me a 
line and let me know when you will arrive so we can call out the band.

Whatever his meaning and feelings at the time he wrote, there was action when we 
returned, and it was not easy. I knew that I would have to confront Rosser Wood and 
deal with the problem. I do not remember my feelings, but I am sure I was very much 
aware that I was beginning my second year as principal of the school and Rosser was on 
the Board of Education. I suppose I had earlier begun to stand firm in my convictions 
and this would not be an exception.

On September 7, Rosser Wood, Andrew Everett, the other deacon of the church and 
who worked for Rosser at the post office, and I met to discuss the letter of resignation. 
We could not agree, so we elected to take the issue before the church.

On Sunday, September 16, I led the meeting. As in other situations when I was in 
charge of a meeting and not comfortable, I wrote my comments that I wanted to make 
to the church. My strong feelings were evident in my introductory comments:

       We are experiencing at this very moment one of the blessings of being a part of our great nation. This 
group is assembled as a result of a common interest. This is a freedom and a glorious privilege.

       We are likewise in the house of God. May we place in Him our trust and say as Christ said as He prayed 
in the Garden of Gethsemane, “Not as I will, but as Thou wilt...” If we do this then none of us should 
fear what the result might be.
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I reviewed what had happened prior to the meeting, starting with the letter Dr. Howard 
wrote to me while we were in New York, indicating that he had resigned as pastor 
of the church. This was followed by a meeting of the deacons prior to making a 
recommendation to the membership. I reported that it was at this meeting of the deacons 
that we “exercised another great American principle --- the privilege of disagreeing.”

In my notes, I find that I made an apology to Rosser in this meeting of church members, 
indicating I offended Rosser when the three deacons met. Since all the church members 
had heard about the incident, I wanted to apologize to Rosser in front of the church 
membership. I do not know the nature of the statement I made, and it is not recorded in 
my notes; however, it must have been an emotional comment because in my apology I 
stated that “I made the mistake of almost being beside myself, and I made a statement 
that hurt.” I went on to say that disagreement does not of necessity breed strife. It can 
mean progress or strife.

I explained that since the deacons could not reach a decision, the natural thing to do 
was to let the membership decide. The majority of the members voted to accept Dr. 
Howard’s resignation and the church would search for another minister.

On September 28, 1956, less than two weeks after the meeting where this decision 
was made, Mother died. She had been ill for sometime, and her move from Oak Grove 
to LaGrange never brought happiness for her. She had lived in four different houses, 
the last one next door to Aunt Adell, whom she loved deeply. Alton and I were in 
the hospital room with Mother when she died. This was a first experience for me: 
witnessing the death of another person. When the nurse told us that the end had come, 
Alton and I turned away from each other, each taking a few moments for tears. My 
mind was flooded with thoughts of the difficult life she had lived, yet I knew she always 
encouraged me in whatever I did. Her frail body that had experienced much pain and 
suffering would now know no further pain. Her words of encouragement would linger 
with me throughout my life, and I think with maturity, I have realized more fully the 
impact she had on my life. Her death left Ellis without his parents at age 12. 

After Mother’s funeral, all the family met to discuss Ellis’ future. Each one expressed 
a warm welcome for him to live in the home of his siblings. Ellis later told me that he 
felt more comfortable with Fran and me. Having spent some time with Fran while I 
was away completing my Master’s degree in the summer of 1955 also made him know 
that our home approached more the country life he had known when he lived at Oak 
Grove before Daddy’s death. It was generally accepted that it would be to his advantage 
for him to remain in Troup County. He became a part of our family at this time and 
would be with us until he finished high school. He was enrolled at Hill Street Junior 
High School at the time of Mother’s death, so we allowed him to continue there and he 
rode to LaGrange each morning with Billy Bowen, our neighbor. He later transferred 
to Troup High School so he could ride Thomas Wood’s bus. 
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I returned to my work at the school with much enthusiasm after the summer of study 
in New York. I was eager to put the plan for the library that I had developed as a part 
of the course under Dr. McNally into action. I presented the plan to the faculty, and it 
was received well. 

The previous year, we had moved the books that were more or less in storage into 
a room that had been made available due to the addition to the building. A teacher 
had worked voluntarily through some assistance from her students to keep the 
books shelved; however, there was not a definite library organization. The teachers 
had not previously used a central library in their teaching; therefore, a sensitivity to 
the potential teaching enrichment was not prevalent among members of the faculty. 
Adequate shelving space, magazine racks, workroom and all new equipment became a 
reality as a result of a county bond issue. A total of approximately 1500 volumes were 
on the shelves. I considered it a part of my administrative responsibility to make the 
library a vital part of the school program. 

In order for the plan to be put into action, there had to be someone with both knowledge 
of library work and time to provide leadership. Fran had had some course work in 
library science, and at that time she was not teaching. She agreed to serve as volunteer 
library coordinator, spending Friday afternoons at the school directing activities that 
were to be a part of the program.

The first step was to classify the books according to the Dewey Decimal system. 
Fortunately, most of the books had been classified earlier while they were in storage. It 
was easy for the children to learn and also it was the system used at Troup High School 
where the children from Mountville would transfer after completing the seventh grade 
at Mountville. 

Since Fran would be available only for a short period each week, I devised a plan 
that required pupil assistants. I selected 20 pupils from grades five, six, and seven to 
serve as assistants, based on my knowledge of the children and recommendations by 
teachers. Since the assistants would assume a great deal of responsibility of shelving 
books, shelf-reading, circulating books, etc., with no direct supervision, I believed 
that there were definite advantages in selecting the children. Each assistant was out of 
class for one thirty-minute period each week. Definite responsibilities were outlined 
in detail with the pupils during a series of orientation and training meetings. A rather 
advanced test of library skills was developed and given to the assistants to be sure 
they had mastered the knowledge necessary for carrying out their responsibilities. The 
services of the twenty assistants made it possible for children from all classrooms to 
check out books during the day and also small groups could go to the library for special 
assignments. If a class as a whole went to the library, the class was accompanied by the 
teacher. The coordinator met with the assistants on Friday afternoons for further training 
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and to work on specific problems. Mrs. Woodward, third grade teacher, assumed the 
responsibility for supervising the assistants the second year. On August 28, 1957, I 
wrote a letter to Fran on school letterhead, thanking her for the work she had done in 
getting the plan off to a good start and then helping Mrs. Woodward as she prepared 
to assume responsibility for the program the next year. I told her that I attributed “a 
great degree of success [of the program] to your ability in library organization and 
your unselfish devotion to the role you assumed.” The P.S. at the end of the letter was 
more personal: “This is unprofessional ----I love you!” This plan developed as a part of 
a course at Teachers College was very successful, providing excellent training for the 
assistants and also making the library a vital part of the instructional program.

Two years later in a course at Auburn University, I expanded the program to include a 
system of classifying professional materials for teachers, making them more accessible 
to teachers for professional development. Several professional journals were available 
through the usual library each year. Old issues were not filed in a systematic manner 
since we did not have a full-time librarian. This meant that the articles were often not 
read. As a part of the plan, the work room in the library was converted into a materials 
center for teachers. A three-by-five card file was set up, and each card reflected the 
name of an article, journal, month and year, and page number with a brief description 
of the article. Teachers were invited to assist in preparing the card file. While this idea 
held much potential for professional development, it would have been more effective 
under the leadership of a full-time librarian. Also, professional development is not as 
high on the list of priorities for teachers as the day-to-day planning for children. For 
that reason, the plan developed for the library was more effective than this one for 
professional development.

I continued to teach for a part of each day to relieve the teachers who had the largest 
groups of children. In addition to helping the teachers who were overloaded with work, 
I really enjoyed working with the children. I believed that teaching allowed me to 
express my own creativity, and it also helped me to be more understanding of teachers’ 
daily concerns. From the time I began teaching and extending through my work in 
teacher education, I was opposed to simply following someone else’s plans as shown in 
manuals. I consistently said that a technician could follow a manual; the professional 
teacher could write the manual. Following such a view, I used my own thinking and 
creativity as I attempted to encourage children’s thinking. I describe below a lesson I 
taught January 10, 1957, one that I remember well and also recorded in my scrapbook. 
The group was comprised of children who were having difficulty in reading, and I tried 
different approaches with them.  The idea in this session was teaching a reading lesson 
by writing a poem. I believe one of the most important things a teacher must do is to be 
alert to and take advantage of “teachable moments.”

On the night of January 9, we had a storm. I began the lesson by introducing the word 
“stormy.” I gave attention to the sound of “st.” I asked the children to help list words 
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beginning with “st.” Their list included: stop, store, stove, stay, star, start. We practiced 
the sounds and words. We then listed on the board some feelings we have about a storm. 
Some were: “afraid,” “wind rocks the house,” “rain,” lightning,” “thunder,” “staying up 
till the storm is over,” “cold.” 

With the atmosphere established, we began expressing in descriptive form “A Stormy 
Night.” It was as follows (child’s name is listed to the left of line contributed):

 Mabry   The rain is falling on the roof.
 Lamar   The wind is blowing very hard.
 Lamar   The lightning makes the darkness light up. 
 Jimmy and Joan  The thunder is roaring like a lion. 
 Jimmy   The wind begins to whistle.
 Lamar   The clouds begin to get darker.
 Lamar   The rain begins to pour down.
  Jimmy and Lamar  The lightning strikes the trees.
 Lamar   The storm moves on farther away.
 Jimmy   The moon and stars break out.
 Herman and Aaron  Everything is beginning to be still once more.
 Jimmy   The people are going back to bed.
 Danny   The earth is still.

The expressions were by the children, and we discussed the content and arrangement 
of sentences.  We studied the new words and some children were able to read the poem 
aloud to the class, especially those who contributed a line.

Each child illustrated the poem. The pictures and a copy of the poem were arranged on 
the board for future reading lessons. We later used it as a choral reading.

This was a simple lesson, but I believe it built on children’s sensitivity to Nature, 
allowed them to “play with language,” and sense the satisfaction of creating something 
that was theirs alone. I believe that people can express themselves creatively, and 
with encouragement, they can grow more confident with their expression. As I wrote 
Lamar’s name I was reminded of a description he wrote when he was in the sixth grade, 
and every autumn when I see the golden rod, I remember his characterization of the 
battle between the wind and the goldenrod. If children’s expression is valued by the 
teacher and opportunities are provided for children the express themselves, they will 
grow both in their ability and confidence. 

Writing was valued in the school as seen in the display of children’s work on bulletin 
boards, in the school newspaper, and a school-wide project of a compilation of 
children’s writings that were placed in he school library.

I created another teaching aid especially for Patsy, a second grader who was having a 
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very difficult time understanding addition and subtraction. I made a ladder out of sticks 
and attached the ladder to a piece of plywood. It was designed in such a way that Patsy 
could feel the rungs of the ladder as she worked problems. (This was before number 
lines were introduced in young children’s math books.) I designated a + at the top of 
the ladder and – at the bottom. Each time she added, e.g., 4 + 2, she would start on the 
fourth rung and move her hand up two rungs on the ladder, and of course subtraction 
was the opposite. I believed that the sense of touch and the visual reinforcement would 
help her to see the difference in the two operations. 

We also allowed the children to make their own aids as well as to complete beautification 
projects in the school. For example, they made curtains for the clinic and teachers’ 
lounge and a beautiful hand-painted table cloth for the teachers’ lunch table in what we 
called the “cafetorium.” 

One of the things I enjoyed doing each year was writing and directing the Christmas 
pageant for the school. I believe one of the most creative was for Christmas of 1956: 
“The Christmas Star.” I made a large outline of a star that covered the front of the 
stage. The idea was the star telling the story of what it saw “that night.” Various groups 
of children depicted some part of the traditional Christmas story and the children 
presented the scene while the narrator Jimmy Whitley told the star’s story. The primary 
grades chorus was seated to the left of the state. The School Chorus assembled in the 
hall. At specified times, the choruses sang songs that were appropriate for a scene. I 
composed a piece for the shepherd scene.  At the beginning, the curtain opened slowly. 
A boy dressed in pajamas was seated at the window looking out at a distant star.

 Narrator:  The night was cold and still. The stars were shining bright in the heavens. One star seemed 
to shine brighter. I watched and it seemed to come closer. I said to the star, “O, beautiful 
star, were you shining the night our Christ was born? Would you tell me what you saw? O, 
beautiful star, tell me your story.

The curtain closed and the chorus sang “Silent Night.” After the song, the curtain 
opened slowly, revealing the large star.. The narrator told the story as it unfolded in 
various scenes by the children and music presented by the two chorus groups. 

The final scene showed the boy again at the window; this time he was asleep. The 
narrator, speaking for the star concluded:

       Yes, my child, I saw what happened that night. He was born and still lives today. Sleep on, in peace. 
He, whom you have seen, is watching.

There were rather elaborate directions for the stage crew. This, of course, means that 
many children were involved in the production, and it was truly a fine work for the 
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school and for the parents who attended.

The production must be placed in the context of the time in which it was presented. I 
was deeply involved in the religious life of the community, and at that time, this was 
considered a strength, at least in the Mountville Community. 

It was during this year that the small “club house” located in front of the new addition 
to the school had to be moved. Earlier, the building had been used for small community 
meetings, and more recently it had served as a storage facility for library books. It was 
moved to the lower level playground, leaving an area that had to be landscaped. Rosser 
Wood used his tractor to break the ground in preparation for planting grass. Then six 
fathers volunteered their time to pave the walk to the new entrance, making it more 
convenient for people who were to attend meetings in the cafetorium. This action also 
improved the appearance of the building considerably.

I continued in my efforts to build an environment that was congenial as well as 
professional. Fran decided that she would like to entertain the faculty and the trustees at 
dinner in our home. She decorated the back porch of our home and prepared a delicious 
dinner for the group. It was so beautifully executed, and I am convinced that this kind 
of interaction was helping to build a spirit of cooperation as we worked together in the 
school. I don’t mean to imply that things were always pleasant, but I believed that such 
gestures helped to build a good environment. To add to this atmosphere, I invited the 
faculty to the cafetorium for coffee on Monday mornings.

This feeling of cooperation was evident when we had a county-wide meeting at the 
school on November 26. The teachers had worked diligently to make their classrooms 
reflect the school program. Excellent bulletin boards that were instructive were in the 
classrooms and in the halls. We placed much emphasis on using the bulletin boards for 
instruction. On the day after the meeting, I wrote a letter to the teachers, thanking them 
for what they did to make the meeting very successful. I suppose it has always been a 
part of my way of working to express appreciation to people who affect me in a positive 
way. I believe the teachers appreciated this expression over a period of time.

We worked very hard to get parents involved in the school program. We organized a 
PTA during this year since there had not been one in the school under the previous 
administration. We communicated with the parents through home visits and also various 
written communication. At Christmas, we decided to send a Christmas greeting with a 
message to the parents in lieu of the school newspaper. We had a party for the children 
who were entering the first grade in September, inviting the children and their parents. 

As is typical, some parents were more responsive than others; however, over a period 
of time the involvement by the parents increased.
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As I reviewed my notes for faculty meetings and written communication with teachers, 
I was appalled when I read one note I circulated to the faculty on March 20, 1957. 
I have some difficulty putting the remark in the context of the time in which it was 
written. We were preparing for a meeting, and I circulated a note that “me and the other 
three Negroes plan to clean tomorrow.” I am confident that I was attempting humor, 
and I did not mean to demean the janitor, whose name was “Silver,” and Goldfish and 
Fanny who were workers in the lunchroom. However, this is a case where I don’t think 
I can successfully enter the mind that wrote this statement and understand why I chose 
to do so. Now I wonder if it caused any teacher to react, or if they, too, were insensitive 
to such a comment. I have to remind myself that I had completed the summer of study 
in New York where I had begun to think more about the desegregation of the races and 
the fact that there was a new school for blacks only about a mile from the school where 
I was principal. Obviously, the statement is repulsive to me today, but at the time, I 
doubt if anyone who was working with me would have even noticed anything except 
my attempt to be humorous, and perhaps point out that I was willing to work along side 
the janitor and cooks in the lunchroom. The idea of racial discrimination was not at that 
time high on my priorities as a school administrator. 

Again the spring festival and open house were successful events. Jeanne Cofield was 
the director of the festival, with each class presenting a dance under the theme “May 
Flowers.” The final was the traditional may pole dance presented by the seventh grade. 
Mrs. Cofield sent letters to the parents to ascertain what parents would be able to make 
costumes. For those who could not make the costumes, she made arrangements for 
assistance. It was a beautiful event, and it was covered well, including photographs, 
in the LaGrange Daily News. What appeared to becoming an annual Open House 
occurred on May 19th where parents were invited to visit the classrooms and see their 
children’s work. The School Chorus presented a program of music; they had begun 
two-part singing. This was again a time when all of us showed a great deal of pride in 
the school, and there was good coverage and photographs in the newspaper.

It was during this year that I began to sense a growing professional friendship with 
R.S. Clark, the School Superintendent. On March 19, 1957, I wrote a letter to him 
with deep expressions of gratitude for the opportunities I was having in the school 
system. It was a part of a growing pattern of expressing appreciation to people who 
contribute to my life in some way. I am glad this pattern never changed because it 
resulted in strong relationships through the years. I thanked him for his “ability to 
see through surface trouble spots of mine to a real vision underneath.” His response 
on March 27 was very warm and reassuring, telling me that he wanted me to think 
of him ”not only as a professional colleague interested in your educational career, 
but also as a personal friend who appreciates you for what you are.” This was the 
beginning of correspondence between the two of us that helped to make my eight years 
in Mountville rich professional ones for me.
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My final message to the teachers that year was in the form of a hand-made card with a 
message of appreciation to them for their work. The card consisted of a candle against 
black background. Written on the candle was this message from me: “Teaching is the 
light that drives the darkness of ignorance beyond the distant horizon, replacing this 
darkness with a light of wisdom and understanding.” I include this as something very 
significant and also to help myself see that even at that early time in my professional 
career I embraced an idea that was only to be confirmed much later when I began to see 
how others had characterized education. It was much later when I extended this view 
by reading what someone else had written about the purpose of education, and I regret 
that I do not have the source: “Education should free the individual from at least three 
things: ignorance, prejudice, and provincialism.” In 1957, I still had a long way to go in 
achieving this purpose. Also much later, one of my graduate students gave me a plaque 
that has remained in sight for me through the years: “Education is man’s going forward 
from cocksure ignorance to thoughtful uncertainty.” At least in 1957, I was on my way.

While the school program was moving along, there were other things happening 
in our lives as well, especially in the church. As described above, Dr. Howard had 
resigned as pastor of the church, and we began to look for someone to serve the church. 
Nobody could have come at that particular time who could have been more helpful in 
promoting the development of the church than Fred and Marie Thompson. They were 
from LaGrange and at that time Fred was at Mercer University. They quickly endeared 
themselves to the entire community through a loving ministry and use of their talents. 
Their being “called” to the church had occurred at least by March 25, 1957 when I 
wrote a letter to them, welcoming them as “my” pastor and his wife. I told them in 
the letter that I was ready for them three years ago, but I had learned that “we must be 
patient.” 

The warmth of their personalities, dedication, and talents were to serve the church and 
community in a way that helped to build stronger relationships between members of 
the Baptist and Methodist churches.

An example of the closer relationships is seen in the Easter Sunrise service a Rosser 
Wood’s Lake at 6:00 A.M. April 21, 1957. This became a tradition, and I was interested 
to see that Michael included it in his memories of Mountville. The setting offered 
such natural beauty, and the spirit shared by those who attended made a memorable 
impression on me. Edward Terry, Minister at the Methodist Church led the opening 
prayer, and the choir sang “Christ Arose.” Fred Thompson presented the Easter story, 
followed by the group singing “He Lives.” 

The worship service that day was also very inspiring. The Community Choir sang “King 
All Glorious,” the anthem that the faculty had sung at the talent show the previous year.

I was so moved by the events of the day that in the evening I wrote an emotionally-filled 
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reaction:

       At the close of this day, I pause to offer sincere gratitude to God for this perfect Easter Sunday.

       It got underway this morning with a very impressive sunrise  at Rosser’s lake. Approximately 75 people 
attended this service.  Indeed, it was a service that shall be remembered for a long time. The beauty of 
the sunrise, the warmth of Christian fellowship, Edward’s beautiful opening prayer and Fred’s humility 
– all of  these account for the beauty and depth of impression.

       After the service and coffee period, we retuned home for breakfast. I went to the church to prepare the 
altar floral arrangement – white cross with English dogwood and crimson clover. We got to Sunday 
school on time – had record attendance – 68. A good lesson.

       The morning worship was quite wonderful. The Community Choir rendered the special Easter anthem, 
“King All Glorious.” Fred preached an excellent sermon. Ethel and Dorothy Penn moved their letters 
to our church – Fred’s first reception of members to our church.

       After service, we came home. Mr. and Mrs. Jameson, Sammy and Anne had lunch with us. Rained this 
afternoon. Went to singspiration and prayer service tonight – few present –

       This is the kind of day one wishes would never end. The ecstasy has been so great that it makes one feel 
that all work has been good and rewarding.

       My prayer tonight is that the renewed faith and hope in my heart may be a vital part of my everyday 
life from this very day till the end of my days on the earth.

       Truly, I have felt the presence of the living Christ in my heart today.

The Community Choir is mentioned above, so it is necessary to explain its origin.

Earlier I mentioned that the Baptist and Methodist churches alternated worship 
services at this time. I proposed that we organize a choir made up of members from 
both churches, and the choir would sing at the respective worship services. When I 
organized the choir, the group was small; however, it continued to grow. The choir 
actually became one of the Community Club projects and this added a great deal of 
interest in the community. Leading the choir proved to be one of the most pleasant 
things I did in the community. I composed an anthem especially for the group, and 
the words were taken directly from Psalm 100. At midnight on Sunday, October 13, I 
wrote:

       Homecoming – Today my heart was thrilled. The choir sang my composition – “Psalm 100.” Indeed 
they looked so very good in their robes, and their voices opened to God!

I offer my thanks to Him tonight for this opportunity of expression and privilege of 
serving. It has been a good day.

Later that year, the choir sang the composition on television in Columbus, Georgia.
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Another Community Club project that proved to be worthwhile both for community 
improvement and cooperative work among the members was cemetery beautification.

It was a very old cemetery, but it had not been kept well in recent years. A committee 
was appointed to develop plans for improvement. On designated Saturdays, members 
of the community met to clear undergrowth and generally clean the area. We piled 
the limbs and small bushes that were cut, and at the end of the day we burned the pile 
and had a wiener roast. There was a great sense of pride when the work was done, and 
the fellowship at the end of the day was pleasant. As I write this paragraph, I have to 
face the fact that practically all the people who participated in the project are now at 
permanent rest in the same cemetery, and such a thought brings profound sadness. 

Early in the year, February 1, to be exact, I wrote a letter to Dr. Row at West Georgia 
College that showed the first signs of my thinking about a change in my professional 
work. I had seen a newspaper article mentioning the expansion of West Georgia to 
include a four-year teacher education program. Three new faculty members would be 
added. I wrote that I had an “eight-year-old desire to someday return to West Georgia.” 

I pointed out that although I believed my two years in administration had been 
successful, I thought my strengths were in teaching. I told him that I found “myself 
yearning for more experiences in instruction,” and I was interested in his assessment 
of my readiness for a position at the college. I did not find his response to this request 
in my correspondence file, and it was later that the opportunity to teach at the college 
came my way.

At various times I have mentioned a “piano fund.” From the time we married, we 
wanted our own piano, but we could not afford to buy one. The only time we had a 
piano was when we rented one for a brief time while we were living in Columbia, South 
Carolina. There is some uncertainty about what happened to the piano Mother had in 
her home when she died. It was bought while I was in high school, and, of course, it 
was moved each time Mother moved to another location after Daddy’s death in 1953. I 
cannot account for the piano between the dates of Mother’s death in 1956 and its being 
moved to the church at Mountville. To add to the mystery, Fran found a photograph 
made in our living room in Mountville – a meeting of her Sunday school class. The 
date in the margin of the picture was May 1956. We do not remember getting the piano 
prior to Mother’s death which occurred four months later. We think that it was moved 
to the school after we bought the new piano and remained there until the addition was 
built at the Mountville Baptist Church, where it was later moved. It was later moved to 
Ellis’ home after he married.

On February 9, 1957, five and a half years after we married, we bought a piano. We were 
intrigued by a Janssen Piano-organo that could be played as a piano, and then could be 
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converted in a way that it sounding like an organ. The total price was $1531.80, and 
we financed it through Citizens and Southern Bank with 36 installments of $41.55. 
We enjoyed playing the instrument, but eventually, we grew tired of the limited organ 
sounds that were available, and we also realized that it was not a good quality piano. 
So on October 15, we traded the piano at the same company for a new Knabe console 
piano, which we still have today. It is a very good instrument, and it has provided much 
enjoyment for our family through the years.

About a week after we bought the piano, I began to write in a way that revealed an 
important need I had at the time. It began, “My Dear Friend” and what I wrote reflected 
strong feelings:

       Tonight marks the beginning of a series of letters to you. This particular correspondence stems from 
a realization of the importance of friendship. I shall be contacting you as I find myself in a variety of 
moods. Listen, and don’t condemn. Accept me as you find me and through your understanding, help 
me to become a better person.

       Today I was able to tell someone of an infirmity that I possess. This person listened and in his way let 
me know that he still accepted me as a friend. Through this expression, per se, I find renewed strength 
and courage that this infirmity can leave me. I will seek earnestly to  relieve myself through prayer, and 
inner-directed thought and action.

       Accept me, my friend, as I am and with your wisdom and understanding, look at me in light of the 
possibility of potential development. I need your understanding.

This writing is very mysterious to me now because I do not know whether the “friend” 
was the process of writing or if it were an actual person. I wrote that “this person 
listened,” but I do not remember who such a friend could have been at that time. I was 
familiar with Gibran’s description of friendship in The Prophet, and his statement, “If 
he must know the ebb of your tide, let him know its flood also,” so perhaps this was the 
kind of yearning I felt for friendship. It was much later that I read essays on friendship 
by Emerson, Montaigne, Bacon, and others, and I think the desire for deep friendship 
has been a part of my life as long as I can remember. A person who thinks and takes 
risks in thinking sometimes finds himself lonely, and the desire for another person to 
whom he can bare his soul is understandable. In the absence of such a person, one can 
turn to writing. For me, the result was the diary.

An entry on March 11 showed great frustration. Again, I started with “My Friend.”

       I find myself alone in the office listening to records and just thinking. It hasn’t been such an encouraging 
day – maybe because it’s Monday. The morning was rather busy; the clubhouse was moved. A teacher 
was absent, and there were 18 absentees. The receiving of Monday morning lunch money, the discipline 
of behavior problems on the bus – settling with Henry for driving bus for the ball game. Hurried to 
class – not too successful – not sure Patsy will ever learn to add. Disciplined Larry and Lorenza for 
“matching.” I don’t know quite how to do this. I’m afraid if I don’t help him (Larry) in some way, he is 
going to get into trouble. At present, I feel that I’m doing harm.
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What I wrote on April 7 reflected a “feeling of ecstasy.” It related to the success at 
church: warm fellowship, choir’s performance of “Though Your Sins be as Scarlet,” 
Fred’s excellent sermon; and effective meeting of Sunday school officers and teachers. 

A week later, I did not address my friend. Rather I began with “O God, help me to 
accept my hours of despondency as a part of my life just as I do those sweet hours of 
ecstasy.” 

What is clear is that there was a wide range of reactions to my experience, and it is 
likewise apparent that I was leaning heavily on my strong religious convictions at that 
time.

The idea of having my own school surfaced again on April 23 when I had to deal with 
a conflict between Mrs. Moore and Joe. He had been disrespectful to her, and when I 
went into the room she was standing over him “laying down the law.” As I dealt with 
Joe, I was moved by his tears, even though they might have been a front. I wrote my 
reaction.

       Even though the majority of his overt characteristics are crude, there must be something in him that 
is worthwhile. If we condemn his kind, we no longer operate public schools; we deal with select 
groups…. Possibly, my only real satisfaction will come when I am in a position to have a school where 
the goodness of boys like Joe can be found and magnified to the point of overshadowing the crude 
outward  characteristics seen by those who never look for the soul, but that which can be seen with 
the eye.

I disciplined some of the children by using the paddle. Even when this seemed 
necessary, I never lost interest in the children affected, and I continued to look for other 
ways to deal with them. I often remembered breaking the paddle on Earnest during my 
first year of teaching at Oak Mountain and the letters I received from him after I left the 
school. I wanted to have the same kind of relationship with the pupils at Mountville, 
and generally I believed this was case.

On May 13, what I wrote did not relate to work at school. Rather I had to deal with a 
problem with Ellis.

       This afternoon, it fell my lot to talk to Ellis concerning some  “growing up” problem of his. Fran had 
found some “shady” jokes in his pocket. She wanted me to talk to him about this. I had been putting the 
matter off – just sort of dreading it. It turned out real well. I feel that at least he has cleared his mind 
of it and maybe the relationship between the two of us has improved.

Ellis related some experiences that showed conflict between him and me. He told me 
recently that when some money was stolen, he believed that I suspected him until the 
two boys admitted taking the money. Also, he and a friend cut some pine trees behind 
the house to make a small cabin. He said I told him they had damaged the property 
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that belonged to the Board of Education. Once he charged a pack of peanuts and a 
chocolate milk to my account at Bryant Fuller’s store. He said when I looked at the 
statement at the end of the month, I reprimanded him as if he had charged $100. It is 
clear that although I thought I was doing my best, my lack of experience of dealing with 
a teenager in our home resulted in conflict. I must add that there were very pleasant 
experiences as well as will be seen throughout the time he lived with us in Mountville.

Some of the brief pieces I wrote at various times are very instructive, particularly on 
the point I have stressed several times: constancy of certain personality traits. On 
July 24, 1957, I typed the following, and I do not know the purpose for which it was 
written except simply to express my thinking at the particular time.

       Since my marriage, my wife and I have made material sacrifices  for educational development. This 
has been possible because of assured confidence that comes only when people have faith and believe 
they are going in the right direction.

       Probably one of my greatest weaknesses is that of the insecurity of facing new experiences. In some 
instances this fear is normal; in others there is definite exaggeration. After becoming acquainted, 
things go fine. The initial adjustment, however, is not too easy. 

       I am gradually learning to accept myself as an individual who bears some unique characteristics, and 
yet major likenesses to my fellowman. I trust there will never be a cessation of growth on my part; if 
there  were, I could find no justification for breathing God’s fresh air.

Although I have faced many new experiences during my life, and in some cases enjoyed 
the adventure, I must say that even today I feel insecure when I face new experiences. 
When I read the statement to this effect above, I had to remind myself that the same 
feeling was present yesterday as I was going to meet with the attorney and judge in 
closing the Coss estate. I knew I was well prepared for the meeting, but because I did 
not know what to expect, I felt unsure of myself. As previously written, this insecurity 
has consistently caused me to be over-prepared and thus successful in most cases. 

The final point in the typed comments about growth, as has already been underscored 
earlier, remains an important part of my overall thinking. What pleases me is that I 
was able to articulate this belief when I was very young, of course, not knowing where 
it would lead. I think this point lends impetus to the overall theme of my writing: 
following the spirit of searching that adds so much meaning to my life.

During the summer of 1957, I enrolled in two courses at Emory University. I do not 
remember why I chose to take the courses at Emory, especially since I had to commute 
from Mountville. The course in speech correction and another in leadership proved 
to be very good experiences for me in another institution. I was enrolled as a special 
student, meaning that I had no intentions of pursuing a degree. Success in these two 
courses only added to my desire to pursue the doctorate. 
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The coming of the new school year brought the beginning of my third year as principal. 
It also brought the addition of an excellent teacher, Martha Harmon, whose creativity 
and natural ability as a teacher contributed so much to the overall program. 

Early in the school year, I initiated a survey in an effort to understand more fully the 
nature of the community, and it also allowed us to set up a family resource file. Of the 
134 homes represented (those who completed the survey form), the average grade level 
completed among fathers was 7.9, and the number of high school graduates was 24, with 
48 per cent employed in textiles. For the mothers, the average grade level completed 
was 7.9; there were 27 high school graduates, and one who had attended college. Both 
parents were employed outside the home in 42 per cent of the respondents. Only 51 per 
cent of the homes had telephones, and 86% had television. Ninety-nine per cent had 
Bibles; 46% had encyclopedias; and 72% had no magazines.

The revision of the Faculty Handbook based on the evaluation from the previous year 
was extensive. There were changes in objectives. We decided that the newspaper would 
be issued every six weeks rather than each month. Also the program of clubs on Friday 
afternoon was canceled. This process took a great deal of time, but I believed it was 
useful in building the program as a group. This revision also brought comments from 
the superintendent after I sent him a revised copy.

       I sense in it a feeling of “togetherness,” the like of which we seldom see. You are exemplifying 
democracy in action involving pupils, teachers, and principal in plans, decisions, and programs which  
affect them. Your handbook is an excellent summary and ready reference for use by faculty members. 
Your objectives as outlined are noteworthy.

       The ability of a faculty during a pre-school week to experience a  meeting of minds in purpose and 
action denotes faculty maturity, mutual respect, and a sense of responsibility for the success of the total 
school program. We are proud of you and of the teachers at Mountville, and con- gratulate you and 
them on the significant progress that is being made in group understanding, cooperation, and program 
improvement.

My tendency to have “valleys and peaks” in my reaction to experiences is illustrated in 
what I wrote November 1, 1957. This tendency, while less severe as I learned how to 
deal with it, remained with me throughout my professional life. I do believe that being 
able to write about the feelings was a kind of release that was helpful, just as I have 
found that my diaries have afforded me the same help through the years. This honest 
expression illustrates the strength of my feelings at the moment.

       Last night, I had a terrific battle with myself. Throughout the evening I could not escape the dark depths 
of despondency. Somehow things just didn’t seem to be going right.  Mrs. Moore failed to get the paper 
out. I felt that everything that was done I had to push it. I was tired of it. Never before had I made a 
statement that I might leave the  profession. (Indeed I was despondent.)

       I went to bed. I tried to pray; I couldn’t. Things began to come back to me. I fought them! I developed 
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a headache. My disturbance  awoke Fran. I even wept. It came to me! It was a basic weakness of mine 
- not being able to be firm.

       Fran’s understanding attitude, an intimate marital prerogative, and a little time sent me to a few restful 
hours. I awoke this morning feeing better. When I got to school things were  fine. Marie brought us a 
big bag of potatoes. Mrs. Moore apologized for not getting the paper out on time.

       We had a good day. I’m sure I’ll stay in the profession. I’ll also work on my weakness.

Another significant exercise that brought good insights was one relating to expectations. 
I wrote my expectations of teachers and distributed this to each teacher. Then I asked 
the teachers to write their expectations of me as principal. We had a faculty meeting on 
November 6, 1957 devoted to this discussion. My reaction follows.

       We just completed our faculty meeting where the teachers gave their “expectations of the principal.” It 
proved to be a very successful  meeting. The list is to be compiled from the group. Definite indications 
of group pressures were revealed. Several revealing remarks were made. The list when compiled will 
be of great assistance in further planning.

In an attempt to build our own program in reading and language arts, I asked the teachers 
to provide a basic outline of what content and skills in English were emphasized at 
each grade level. This helped the teachers to see the complete program for grades one 
through seven. At the same time, we devised a system of recording progress in the 
developmental reading program.. This was supplemented by a system of recording 
standardized test data. 

As a positive approach to encouraging regular attendance, we sent a special letter to 
parents giving an account of a typical day by grades. We asked parents to sign the letter 
indicating they had read the material; we also invited comments. We sent a letter to 
parents of children in the primary grades suggesting specific things they could do to 
help the children with skill development. 

A person who entered the school building would see immediately that a premium 
was placed on creativity. All teachers took pride in their use of bulletin boards for 
instructional purposes and the display of children’s work. Often I would be responsible 
for a bulletin board in the hall, and I believed that the boards should be important from 
both the content and presentation. The teachers also exhibited creative work by the 
children in the form of book reports and projects in different subject areas. This was 
done on a regular basis as well as for special events such as open house. 

Special events during this year were successful. I wrote the script for both the 
Christmas play, “Christmas Windows,” and the May festival, “America the Beautiful.”  
We entertained the faculty and trustees at our home again. Fran decorated the back 
porch in the form of a boat, and she prepared a delicious dinner for the group. We 
were beginning to build some traditions that we believed were important to the school 
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program and to us personally.

Christmas at our home in Mountville was a warm and beautiful experience for all of us.

Each year, Fran decorated the front door in a different and creative manner. The large 
holly tree to the east of the house provided plenty of greenery for decoration. The 
full holly arrangement in the white pitcher added natural beauty to the living room. 
The fire in the fireplace In the den added extra warmth to the house. Christmas cards 
were hung on string in the hallway, adding to the colorful decorations. The nativity 
scene, cardboard at first, found its place in the living room every year, and Fran’s table 
decorations were always especially beautiful.  A memory that remains in the minds 
of Fran, Michael, Melanie and me is the trek to the woods with Carl, Jean, Doug, 
and Kappy Mote to get our Christmas tree. We always had a tree that reached the tall 
ceiling in the living room. After Ellis became a part of our family, he was very helpful 
in preparing for the holidays.  Fran’s skill in tastefully decorating the house helped to 
set the stage for the holidays. A part of the tradition was having the children dressed 
in identical pajamas; they all remember facing the bright lights from the camera light 
bar when I made the Christmas movies. Of course, a quick trip on Christmas morning 
to see Little Bryant, Doug, and Kappy was an important part of the tradition. It was a 
happy time.

On April 12, 1958, Mark Jameson Cadenhead became a part of our family. Fran had 
difficulty during the pregnancy, and Mark was born prematurely. Michael and Melanie 
welcomed him and were very attentive to him when he and Fran came home from 
the hospital. Soon after he was home from the hospital, he had some difficulty with 
congestion. Dr. Easley, the pediatrician, recommended what we thought was an unusual 
remedy. (Since then we have used it many times!) He told us to get some bonded 
whisky, mix it with sugar and put a drop or two in his mouth. At that time, we would not 
have even considered having whisky in our home, so we got some from Rosser Wood, 
another deacon (!) and proceeded to fill the prescription. It worked! Mark was on his 
way to eventually becoming joint-owner of the War Eagle Supper Club.

At the close of the 1957-58 school year, we lost a fine teacher. Jeanne Cofield gave so 
much to her teaching, and during the three years she was on the faculty, she grew so 
much professionally. She began her teaching career the same year I began my work 
as principal. Both of us grew in our respective responsibilities, and I shall always 
remember her talents, cooperative spirit, and willingness to take on any responsibility 
in the interest of the school. On July 5, 1958, she wrote a letter to me expressing her 
thoughts on her experience, and it was reassuring to know that I had helped a beginning 
teacher. 

       I am writing this letter as a token of appreciation for what you have done. I am happy to have had the 
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privilege of teaching with you and under your supervision.

       Your deep devotion to God and to your calling as an educator is your greatest asset as a principal. The 
love you have for your work inspires those about you to work with more zeal and enthusiasm.

       Your democratic ideals make teaching under your supervision a pleasant and happy experience. Each 
member of the group has opportunity for personal growth. The participation of all members of the 
group in  molding school policies brings about a closer unity among teachers.

       Your friendship as a fellow-worker and a personal friend is certainly an asset to your work. When a 
teacher feels that she can go to her principal with professional or personal problems, she can feel more 
secure in her classroom.

       Regardless of my future work in the field of education, I feel that these three years have given me a 
valuable understanding of  teaching. You have helped me over many of the rough places which must 
be met by a beginning teacher.

       The Troup County School System and the people I have known while working in Mountville School will 
always hold a dear place in my heart.

During the summer, I continued to take courses at Auburn University. From the time 
I began college in 1948, I was occupied during the summer, either taking courses or 
teaching, until I received the doctorate in 1964.

Later in the summer, August 31, 1958, the Community Choir presented a musical 
program at the Mountville Methodist Church. This was the time when the choir 
reached its peak in membership and in presentation of music. As I write on this rather 
gloomy Saturday morning, I am listening to he tape of the program to remind me of 
all the people who sang and also to help me to recreate for myself the great feeling of 
satisfaction I received in directing this group. Anyone who listens critically would see 
that it was truly a group of amateurs; however, it satisfied a need for two churches in the 
community, and it provided opportunities for people who loved music to participate in 
a choral group. I had had no formal training in conducting; I directed according to my 
feelings about the music and worked for a pleasing sound. What touches me deeply as 
I write is hearing voices of people who are no longer living, and yet they were at the 
time we sang a very important part of my life.

The choir was a successful community effort. Members were from both the Methodist 
and Baptist churches, and the ages of members ranged from high school students 
through senior citizens. The committees that prepared for the program also were made 
up of members of both churches. The two accompanists, Gwen Humphries and Fran 
Cadenhead, represented the two churches. 

The program consisted of choral works, men’s ensemble, women’s ensemble, and 
solos by Ferrell Towns, Jane Trippe, Marie Thompson and me. Each of the solos bring 
special memories as I listen to them. I had sung “I Walked Today Where Jesus Walked” 
many times, but on this particular day and in the setting, I felt particularly close to 
the words of the selection. Ferrell Towns had sung “My Cathedral” several times 
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before, and everyone expected him to sing it on the program. Jane Trippe, whom I had 
watched grow up in the school and church, sang “I’d Rather Have Jesus” with great 
feeling. Each time I hear Marie Thompson singing “Stranger of Galilee” I have such a 
warm feeling because of what she and Fred brought to the church and community. Of 
course, I was thrilled when the group sang my composition “Psalm 100,” and believed 
at the time it was an accomplishment for me, although I know it was not a significant 
composition. Likewise, I was pleased when the group sang the “Choral Benediction” 
I composed, first in unison for the children’s choir at school and then in four parts for 
the Community Choir. Directing this group and the choir at school were my last efforts 
to direct music. Both choirs proved to be very important to me because of my love for 
music and my desire to introduce others to its beauty as well. Unfortunately, when I left 
Mountville, I no longer sought opportunities to lead in music.

As I write about the Community Choir and hear Marie Thompson’s voice on the tape, 
I am reminded how much she and Fred brought to the community during the time Fred 
was pastor of the church. While the Baptist church was not as active as the Methodist 
church when we moved there, it did have a very interesting history. The church was 
originally founded as Hebron Baptist Church seven miles west of Greenville – between 
Mountville and Greenville. It remained Hebron Baptist Church until 1898, when 
economic conditions caused it to become inactive. The attic of the church tells the story 
of how each individual board was numbered and carried from Meriwether County to 
Mountville where it was reconstructed at its present site. Church records date from the 
founding of Mountville Baptist Church in 1898.

As indicated earlier, Fred and Marie came to the church in March 1957. Fred was a 
student at Mercer University, and he and Marie immediately won the hearts of the 
people in the community, both Methodist and Baptist. They went far beyond their 
responsibilities as pastor and pastor’s wife. Both were members of the Community 
Choir and participated in activities in both churches since the worship services at 
the Baptist Church were held only on first and third Sundays. The warmth of their 
personalities and sense of humor helped to build a cooperative spirit between the two 
churches at a crucial time. Fred was a peacemaker, and he came to the church at a time 
when we had had the disagreement among the deacons about Dr. Howard’s service. His 
salary was at first $1000 for the year, the second year being raised to $1200.

When Fred and Marie first came, the membership was 31, and when they left it was 53. 
We made numerous improvements in the physical appearance of the building, although 
in recent conversation with Fred, we agreed that we really destroyed the integrity of 
the building. At that time we were not concerned with the historical significance of 
the building. For example there were two doors leading to the interior and there was 
a permanent partition in the center of the auditorium separating the men and women 
during the worship service. We removed the partition, lowered the ceiling and installed 
carpet. At that time, we believed that we had made significant improvements in the 
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building.

They organized a Junior Choir that sang at morning services, and robes were purchased 
for the children. Both Fred and Marie were talented musically, and they willingly gave 
of their talents to the church.

Both of them taught Sunday school classes at various times during their service to the 
church. They also led the church in taking a religious census in the community, with 
special cards printed for recording information about members and prospects. After 
the carpet was installing in the church, they donated a vacuum cleaner. They both were 
also active in leading evening services, which had not been a part of the program, and 
also Bible school. For the first time, the church had a printed budget that was adopted 
by the membership. I felt tremendous support for what I had hoped would be a stronger 
church in the community, and further, I built friendships with them that indeed made 
my life much richer.

On June 5, 1959, Milton was born. We decided to name him Milton Fred because Fred 
had meant so much to us. The last of our 4 Ms brought such pleasure to all of us. In 
his later years, I think Milton has regretted that we named him Milton Fred Cadenhead 
because he was teased so much during high school. Naming him for Fred even today 
reminds me of the wonderful friendship we had with Fred and Marie during that period 
in our lives.

When their service to the church and community ended, I felt a great loss. We had a 
special worship service of appreciation on Sunday, October 18, 1959. Again it was a 
strong cooperative effort from both churches. The children’s choir, which had been 
directed by Fred and Marie, sang three selections. Ralph Segrest, Methodist minister, 
presented the “appreciation message.” Edward Terry, former minister at the Methodist 
church, led the group in prayer. I gave a progress report as a summary of what had 
happened in the church during their time of service. Special gifts were given by the 
church, children’s choir, and Mrs. Buna Owens, representative from the Methodist 
Church. The service closed with the congregation singing Fred’s favorite hymn, “O 
Master, Let Me Walk with Thee.”

In giving my report to the congregation concerning the growth of the church during 
their tenure, I ended with what I thought was the most important contribution they had 
made to the church and community:

       All of the above mentioned items have as the ultimate goal that of promoting the spiritual growth 
of the church membership. This goal is indeed Fred’s goal in his work. He and Marie want to  lead 
others to their Master, Jesus Christ. Indeed the members of the church have gotten a better glimpse 
of Christ through the lives of these two people. The members have grown closer to God be- cause 
Fred and Marie, God’s messengers, have led the people  closer to the Master. Because of this effective 
leadership on their part, the members feel that a strong foundation is laid for continued growth in the 
future.
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       May God lead them to others who need them as much as we did when they came to us.

Fred had a great influence on me and our friendship was very rich. Prior to his 
coming, I had already strong beliefs and I felt very comfortable providing leadership 
in the church. Fred’s and my discussions and plans for the church served to make my 
convictions even stronger. I spoke at churches in the county about the importance of a 
strong and deep Christian life, and I believed I had a responsibility to share my thoughts 
with others. My files contain a number of inspirational presentations at churches and 
one at vespers at West Georgia College in the summer of 1959. Interestingly, I ended 
the latter by reading the poem “Walking with My Thoughts,” that I wrote when I was at 
West Georgia. I reminded the group that I read the poem also at vespers when I was a 
student at West Georgia College. At that time, I think I really believed that my “calling” 
to teach was as strong as a minister’s “call” to the ministry. The fact that I chose to read 
the poem again tends to support this thought. 

The new school year for 1958-59 showed that the program we had gradually built 
continued, and we as a faculty learned a great deal together. The Headliner continued 
to share with parents and others what was happening in the school. It proved to be an 
excellent way of communicating. On October 1958, I received a letter from Miss Katie 
Downs, Registrar at West Georgia College, telling me that she had “read every line of 
your recent issue of Headliner. I can see your lovely school through its pages. It makes 
me want to see it in person. I really wish that it was near enough for you to have some 
of our student teachers for their internship so they could catch something of your spirit 
and of your teachers.” Such comments from a person so highly respected in education 
were very encouraging to me and to the teachers.
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Change in Pursuit of Doctorate
The year 1959 brought some important events in my personal and professional life 
and in the life of our family. In the middle of January, I had a telephone call from Dr. 
Frank Cyr, Director of the Work Conference on Rural Education at Teachers College, 
Columbia University that I attended in the summer of 1956. He wanted me to be his 
assistant in the conference for the coming summer. I had never had such an offer at 
this level, and I was completely overwhelmed. I struggled with the decision as Fran 
and I discussed this excellent opportunity. The experience of participating in the work 
conference was one of the best professional opportunities I had had, and it also gave 
me further encouragement to continue work toward the doctorate at Teachers College. 
If I accepted the assignment, my professional future would be affected in a positive 
way. However, there were other considerations. My response was made to him on 
January 19, 1959. The full letter shows my gratitude for the offer, and it also reflects 
the struggle I experienced as I made the decision. The major part of my refusal of the 
offer was personal.

       If I were considering myself, alone, my immediate reply would be in the affirmative. However, I am 
the father of three children and a fourth one is to arrive in June. My wife is not in good health and the 
doctor does not advise her making the trip. Neither could I leave her, in her present condition, with 
the children from February until August.

An additional factor which I did not mention to him was Ellis’ being a part of our 
family.

It would have been unwise to uproot him from Troup County and place him in a school 
in New York City. We had taken this responsibility seriously, and we believed it would 
be unwise to move Ellis at that time in his life.

I pointed out to Dr. Cyr that my goal of attaining the doctorate was still a part of my 
plans, though continuation in the immediate future was not a certainty. I further told 
him that I hoped to return to Teachers College to resume my studies as soon as possible.

Dr. Cyr’s response was dated January 26. He replied that under the circumstances I 
could not make a different decision.  He further wrote an encouraging note for the 
future.

       You have a lot of years ahead and if within the next six or eight  years your wife’s health is better and 
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you feel that you can make the break, let me know.

Although I knew that I had made the right decision, it haunted me for weeks afterward, 
and even today I have to wonder how our lives would have been different if I had 
accepted the offer.

It was during these winter months that Fran’s strength of character and devotion to 
the family made a great difference. She was pregnant with Milton, as I indicated in 
the letter to Dr. Cyr. Additionally I had the mumps and the children had the measles. 
I had to remain in bed for two weeks, and she kept the fire burning in the fireplace in 
the bedroom, took care of the children and me, and managed all the responsibilities 
necessary to keep the family going. I am glad she kept a brief note that reflected my 
appreciation for what she did.

       Each day that I live, I really know that I love you even more. I  thank God every day that you are mine 
and that He sees it as right for us to share our lives.

            Your mumpy husband

Something else happened in relation to her “mumpy husband.” Dr. William Fackler, 
a doctor in LaGrange who had done so much for Mother when she was ill, made two 
house calls in Mountville to check on me. This 10-mile drive to make house calls 
endeared him to me. While writing recently, I decided to contact Dr. Fackler who is 
still living and write a letter to him thanking him for the care he gave to Mother and 
for his coming to Mountville to check on me. He responded with a warm and personal 
letter thanking me for contacting him in such a way. His letter revealed something 
that I did not know: his wife and R.S. Clark we high school debate partners in high 
school. Again, I reminded myself that my habit of taking time to express appreciation 
to people who contribute to my life in some way is time well spent. It also underscores 
another thought that has come to mean so much to me, attributed to Aesop, “ No act of 
kindness, no matter how small, is ever wasted.” 

Two months after the contact with Dr. Cyr, another very positive offer came my way, 
one that pleased me very much. A letter, dated March 25, 1959, from Dr. William H. 
Row, Dean, West Georgia College, offered me a teaching position for summer quarter. I 
would teach two classes: Education 201 (Orientation to Education) and Education 451 
(Teaching Reading). The second class would be a workshop for experienced classroom 
teachers who were returning to campus for refresher courses during the summer. The 
salary would be $800.00 for the two classes. This offer came at a good time to offset the 
disappointment I had in having to reject the offer at Teachers College.

My response on March 28 was made with enthusiasm, telling Dr. Row that I accepted 
the “position with a great deal of gratitude for the opportunity to come back to a 
campus that means so very much to me.” Immediately, I remembered that he wrote in 
my yearbook in 1950 to keep in touch with him because he wanted me to teach for him 
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one day. The time had come, and I was truly grateful for the opportunity. 

My contract as Principal of Mountville School for the next year was sent to me in April, 
with the total salary of $5,431.00. In the fall of the year, I would begin my fifth year as 
principal.

Before reporting for my teaching responsibility at West Georgia College, a very 
important event occurred in our family. Milton Fred Cadenhead was born June 5, 1959. 
He was the last of the names to begin with “M,” and he also was named for our friend 
Fred Thompson who was with me at the hospital when Milton was born. All went 
well at his birth, and we welcomed another fine son to our family. The people of the 
community were very kind to us and Fran again had the excellent care of Dr. Hendrix 
and our friend Lamerle Perdue, who had also assisted with Melanie’s and Mark’s birth. 
Melanie was rather disappointed because she wanted a little sister; however, it did not 
take long for her to offer care to her new little brother.

About a week after Milton’s birth, I began my teaching in summer school at West 
Georgia College, and it proved to be a very satisfying experience for me. The teachers 
in the workshop were very enthusiastic, and I felt very comfortable leading them after 
having experience of working with children in the classroom and also leading my 
teachers in the school. Our final display of their teaching aids and projects in July made 
an excellent exhibition for others to see. I remember having a great sense of pride in the 
final session with the teachers as they prepared the exhibition. This was the beginning 
of what was eventually to lead to my strong interest in teacher education. I returned 
to my work at Mountville with enthusiasm for my work, but at the same time, I was 
wrestling with the question of whether my future lay in teaching or administration.

The final major program for the Mountville Community Choir was a Christmas cantata, 
“The Miracle of Bethlehem,” presented December 20, 1959. The music was beautiful, 
and again we had excellent cooperation between members of the two churches. As will 
be seen later, the choir could not continue because members of the Baptist Church 
chose to have worship services every Sunday. While I supported this move, I would 
miss the experience of leading the choir that served both the Methodist and Baptist 
churches.

During my fifth year as principal, I instituted an observation plan that was intended 
to assist teachers. I asked the teachers to invite me to their classrooms to observe 
particular lessons. I told them that I would like to make notes while visiting, write a 
report and then give the report to the teacher. This was then followed by a conference 
where we could discuss my observation. On January 26, 1960, I received a letter from 
the superintendent saying that the procedure was “worthy of emulation.” I believed 
that I had established a relationship with the teachers that would allow me to observe 
without it being a threat to them. Whether this was really the case, of course, I cannot 
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say with certainty.

Later the superintendent wrote a description of my performance as a leader in 
curriculum development, and he included this example of observation in his report. He 
listed 15 examples of my leadership, with the summary statement as follows:

       The principal related himself professionally to each of his teachers  as a leader, a supervisor, a 
professional confidant, interested in her as a person, in her improvement as a teacher, and in her 
classroom program. He helped his staff develop the art of self-appraisal, self- improvement, and group 
process. He pointed up a school philosophy consistent with system goals and objectives and made 
each teacher a part of that philosophy. The process in curriculum improvement projected through 
improving the teaching of reading carried over successfully into other areas of the school program.

The encouragement from Stafford Clark, whom I admired and appreciated a great deal, 
helped to build my confidence. He also encouraged me to reach out beyond the school for 
other professional opportunities. For example, I began to serve on visiting committees 
in other schools that were seeking accreditation. This broadened my perspective quite 
a bit as I worked with other school leaders, examining school programs in light of 
criteria for accreditation. Additionally, I interacted with other professional people and 
had a chance to explore ideas, which proved to be a valuable experience for me. I was 
also asked to serve as District Representative for ASCD (Association for Supervision 
and Curriculum Development) for Fourth District. This professional organization 
was highly respected, and its publications were excellent. I was pleased to have this 
opportunity.

In a letter from Dr. Row, dated March 6, 1960, I was asked to return to West Georgia 
College to teach again in summer school. This time I would again teach the orientation 
course and a course in Materials and Methods, with the same salary ($800) as the 
previous summer. My response was in the affirmative with enthusiasm, “ I count it 
[teaching the previous summer] as one of the most outstanding experiences I have had 
in m work in education.”  Four days later, I received a copy of the letter to the trustees 
of the school from the superintendent appointing me for my sixth year as principal of 
the school.  

The convergence of the professional experiences mentioned above and the opportunity 
to meet others in the field of education caused me to think further about actively pursuing 
the doctorate. During the month of March, I wrote for information on the doctoral 
programs at Duke, Alabama Polytechnic Institute, University of North Carolina, and 
Peabody. My interest in pursuing the degree began to grow stronger during the spring 
of the year.

It was also during this spring that I pursued publication in a professional journal for 
the first time. One of the journals, Elementary English, to which we subscribed in the 
school, had run a series of articles on “individual reading instruction. During the year, 
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I had begun a program of this nature with a small group of sixth graders. As a part of 
the program, I also was emphasizing another idea that began with the group of children 
and extended throughout my educational career: interrelationships among the various 
areas of the language arts. 

As a part of the program, I set up a file of stories and included in the plans for individual 
children such things as word study, comprehension questions and suggested follow-up 
activities for each story. This was used primarily as a control for purposes of vocabulary 
enrichment and comprehension. Most of the child’s reading was done on his own. 
However, I believed that some type of control was helpful in evaluating progress. I 
wrote stories for the children and bound them so they could be used by children who 
had a particular interest in he story. In some cases, pages were left blank so individual 
children could illustrate the story. I found one sample of one of the original stories in 
my files, “Saved by a Coyote,” and I was pleased with the quality of the story written for 
the children. Forms were provided for the child to record his reading; thus giving him 
the freedom to read freely those stories and books that appealed to him. A block of time 
was scheduled during which time the various phases of the language arts were taught, 
closely correlating those skills that are interrelated. Individual spelling lists were kept; 
much writing was encouraged; and many activities were planned as an outgrowth of the 
follow-up activities included on the reading cards.

On May 23, 1960, I received a letter from the editor of the journal saying that he would 
be pleased to receive an article describing the program. He also told me that because of 
the large number of articles submitted for review, there would probably be some delay 
in publication. I waited patiently, and my first published article appeared in the March 
1962 issue of Elementary English.

As indicated earlier, we placed much emphasis on written expression in all grades in 
the school. Instead of the usual Headliner edition, Volume V, Number 6, distributed 
May 20, 1960, was devoted entirely to the children’s creative writing. The Principal’s 
Message stressed that: 

       When God created man, He breathed into man the breath of life; thus making him a living soul 
fashioned in the image of the Almighty. Man, likewise, has the ability to create. In order for this ability 
to be developed, provisions must be made for innate creativeness to find expression. . .Children are 
creative! However, their creativeness must not be evaluated in light of adult standards. It should be 
realized that we do great things, first, by doing little things and doing them well.

Beginning in 1960 and continuing until we left Mountville, Fran would teach at any 
time I needed her. When it was necessary for a teacher to leave during the year or be 
absent for an extended period, Fran would teach willingly. Fortunately, by this time, 
we had the services of Louise Partridge, wife of the custodian at school, who took 
excellent care of the children. We felt very comfortable leaving Melanie, Mark, and 
Milton in her care. Melanie, of course, entered first grade the last year we were in 
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Mountville, so Louise only had the care of Mark and Milton. Once we left them with 
Louise overnight while Fran, Michael, Melanie, and I made a trip to Rock City in 
Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Fran’s ability to stimulate the children to write resulted in one of the sixth graders, 
Barbara Cobb, who later went on to finish high school and college and return to 
Mountville School to teach, wrote the following poem. After seeing her many years 
later and learning that she was a teacher at Mountville School, I sent a copy of the 
poem to her.

      The Trembling Oak Tree

      The night was dark, but here and there
      A streak of lightning in the air.
      The wind blew hard as the thunder roared;
      The night was like slashing swords.
  
      I gaze out my window startled with feat
      And in my surprise I saw a trembling oak tree near.
      The bare limbs quivered in the cold dark night;
      The trembling oak was a lovely sight.

      The rain beat hard upon the oak tree;
      The lightning cut it - at least it looked like that to me.
      And then, my heart leaped; I gave a sigh;
      The lightning struck the oak and I knew it would die.
      And then inside me a little voice said,

      “The Trembling Oak Tree is now dead!”

Later in the year, one of my children, Mike Stephens, wrote a piece that I have always 
remembered. I gave the children a portion of a sentence, “While floating on a soft, 
fluffy white cloud, I...” and they were to complete it and write a brief paragraph or 
story. Mike’s was as follows:

       While floating on a soft, fluffy white cloud I suddenly realized  that I was dead. Then I thought I was 
going to heaven. I saw something shining in the distance. I floated up to some beautiful gates made of 
chocolate candy. Then I saw some angels flying on jet airliners. When I entered I saw angels dancing 
to an  Elvis Presley record. Boy, they were really having a time! Then I was taken to a palace made of 
peppermint candy. There I was to see Mr. Big. He was sitting in a chair made of marshmallows.

       Mr. Big said, “I’m going to read the story of your life and the jury will determine which way you go.” 
After he’d finished and the jury reached a verdict, he said, You go to….”  

      Suddenly I woke up.  Boy what a silly dream!

One of the older boys in the group, William Duke, really used his imagination when 
he wrote, “While floating on a soft, fluffy white cloud, the Littlest Angel and I had tea 
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together.”

Over a period of time, Cathy Webb wrote a series of stories about Beth who was an 
orphan and lived in London. Beth had many adventures, and Cathy ended the series 
with Beth having a happy home.

From the beginning of my teaching, I valued children’s creativity, and I believe we were 
successful at Mountville in encouraging the children to express their creativeness in 
various ways. 

As can be seen in much of what I did in school, a strong religious orientation influenced 
my work. For example, a speech I made to the P.T.A on March 21, 1960 on the subject 
“Developing the Morals and Character of Tomorrow’s Citizens” showed a strong 
emphasis on the relationship between morality and a person’s spiritual life. While I 
stressed actions as being the test of morality, I emphasized the importance of spiritual 
values in the home and also church attendance. My using Walt Whitman’s title of 
the poem “There Was a Child Went Forth,” as an introduction and conclusion, would 
probably have made him very irritated, particularly with the emphases I chose to make 
in the speech. 

My deep involvement in the church at that time helped my religious beliefs to permeate 
my whole life. Four days after the speech to the P.T.A., I spoke at prayer meeting on the 
subject “Prayer of Intercession.” I devised a triangle, the three angles being the person 
praying, person or problem which was the subject of he prayer, and God.. A spiritual 
relationship was created. Consistency in prayer tended to bring the three closer together, 
leading to action. This then was strengthened through a “community of intercessory 
prayer,” with the following results: 1. strengthens the three-way relationship; 2. 
strengthens spiritual life of individual, church and community; 3. brings more people 
out of the darkness into the light of God; and 4. brings strength and courage to the 
Christian.

As indicated, above, Fred and Marie Thompson had left the church as pastor and pastor’s 
wife after having done so much to strengthen the spiritual lives of the members. Fred 
recommended one of his fellow students at Mercer University, Willard MacAllistar 
for pastor of the church. Willard came early in 1960 and, although very different from 
Fred, provided good leadership for the church. It was during his time as pastor that the 
church membership decided to “go full-time,” meaning that we would have services 
every Sunday. We instituted a well-organized Sunday school visitation program that 
brought new members to the church at that time. For example, on May 14, 1960, we 
met at the church and divided into three teams, with two people on each team. We 
decided which teams would visit specific homes in the community, especially those 
who did not attend a church. We would meet afterward to give a report on the visits. 
Additionally, we followed visits with phone calls and/or cards to welcome the people 
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to church. On May 22, we had 53 people in Sunday school. From this kind of church 
activity, more families became involved in the church. We decided that the men would 
paint the church during the coming weeks. This kind of activity gradually helped 
to build a fellowship among people in the community who had not previously been 
involved in a church. Willard and his wife Chris were with us less than a year, but they 
made a great contribution to the church. 

During the summer of 1960, I taught at West Georgia College again, and I was pleased 
with the work I did. I had originally thought that I would move the family there for the 
six weeks that I was teaching, but I was not able to find satisfactory accommodations 
for us.  Another very important event occurred during the summer: Dr. William Row 
was appointed president of the college. While reviewing the yellowed copy of The 
West Georgian where the announcement of his appointment was headlines, I noticed a 
photograph on page 5 showing three visiting members of the faculty of he workshop 
for the summer: Mr. Cadenhead, Mrs. Davidson, and Mr. Hamil. These experiences at 
West Georgia College made me think at the time that I might be moving in the direction 
of teaching for Dr. Row as I again remembered what he wrote in my yearbook in 1950.

My work in the Community Club continued. During the 1959-60 year, I was chairman 
of the Beautification Committee, which was made up of nine members who represented 
both churches.  We wrote letters to residents and to merchants in the community 
requesting assistance in the improvement of the appearance of the community.  We 
also distributed forms asking members to turn in plans for improvement or projects 
they hoped to complete. This work in the community made my family an integral part 
of community life, and it also helped us to feel a sense of belonging in the school, 
church, and community life.

During the fall and the beginning of my sixth year as principal, I was feeling good about 
my expanded professional life. While my first priority was the school, my involvement 
in professional work beyond the county was proving to be very satisfying for me, and 
I was meeting people who were having an influence on my life. Dr. M. M. Hall, the 
person responsible for my becoming an area representative for A.S.C.D. had impressed 
me deeply. He left his responsibility in the organization to assume a position in the 
College of Education at the University of Georgia. On September 6, 1960, I wrote a 
letter to him expressing my appreciation for his contribution to my professional life. 
He and I shared the belief that “the elements of faith and strong Christian convictions 
are vital to the total growth of both children and adults.” I further stressed that I “feel 
that the interrelationships between mental and moral and spiritual growth are such that 
learning in one area reinforces learning in the other.” I stressed to him that,

       I feel the call to teach is indeed one with a purpose. Those answering the call must, if they are to be 
successful, answer with purpose and, yes, have a vision based on a belief that by virtue of the fact 
that God  breathes into every man a part of Himself, every man has potential and a desire to progress 
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toward the ultimate goal of perfection. It is my belief that somewhere in the midst of all this is where 
I am – a teacher trying to help others find out where they are and then to move along this continuum 
toward that ultimate goal.

His move to the university prompted me to tell him that at the end of the school year 
I felt sure I would go back to school and try to complete my work. Ellis would be 
finishing high school, and I felt I should try to complete the work toward the doctorate 
before our children got to high school. There was a certain amount of apprehension 
at that time because I had not decided where I would complete the degree, but his 
moving to the university made me more confident that I really wanted to work toward 
the doctorate.

As an interim step, I applied for a sixth-year certificate which would at that time 
increase my annual salary by $1000.00. In November, I wrote to the Department of 
Certification and requested an evaluation of my credits.

On the same date, I wrote a letter also to Sue Jordan, Instructional Supervisor in the 
Newnan Public Schools, who was moving to the University of Georgia as well. I had 
worked closely with her in A.S.C.D. and in other professional activities. I told her that 
I “might just head back toward Athens myself.” 

Mrs. Moore, our excellent seventh grade teacher, and I emphasized two very important 
points in our first issue of the Mountville Headliner for the new school year. I stressed 
the importance of teaching for understanding and wanted the parents to see that we 
stressed the children’s understanding “how and why” to make their learning complete. 
Memorizing definitions is of very little value unless the children could apply meanings 
in their lives. Mrs. Moore underscored this notion with the need for discipline required 
to achieve goals. I believe we gradually arrived at a school philosophy that formed an 
important foundation for the school program. We also added a beginning teacher who 
was very creative and professional, Mrs. Wilma Biggers; she found her place on the 
faculty and contributed in a very positive way. She taught the sixth grade her first year, 
moving to first the following year. She was versatile enough to adjust and teach very 
effectively at either level. Her contribution to the Headliner showed her belief in the 
worth and dignity of the individual, and she followed this belief in her teaching.

Several years had passed since I taught a child to play the piano. At that time, it was 
not necessary for me to teach in exchange for an evening meal as I had done at Oak 
Mountain, but Fran and I both decided to take on the responsibility. Fran taught Bryant 
Fuller III (Little Bryant), and I taught Michael and Kappy. The three progressed very 
well, and on December 18, 1960, we had a joint recital. There was a good mix of 
individual pieces, and also Fran and I joined the children for duets. I was delighted 
to have this opportunity to teach Michael, and he learned quickly. Michael also had 
his first article in the second Mountville Headliner in November, writing about the 
pilgrims in the Thanksgiving issue. He wrote that his class made a mural on the First 
Thanksgiving so they “could see and understand it better.” He was in Mrs. Woodward’s 
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third grade at that time. 

By 1960, I had a part-time secretary. Prior to this time, I was responsible for keeping 
records, managing the finances, typing all my correspondence, and all matters that 
related to work in the office. It was a great day for me when I was able to hire Jean Mote 
to be the secretary. We had already set up a system of bookkeeping records with the 
assistance of Warner Raines, former principal at Mountville and at that time principal 
at Rosemont School. He was especially talented in this field and gave good leadership 
in the county in setting up financial records. Jean was very efficient, and she likewise 
worked well with teachers and children. I felt very comfortable in shifting much of the 
office work to her, thus freeing me for more instructional work in the school. 

When I finally convinced myself to write about my life and work, I did so in part 
because I thought it would contribute to understanding myself. As I read what I wrote 
in years past and try to examine my thinking at the time I wrote and what caused me 
to think in such a way, I find both surprise and some reassurance. One discovery has 
been the many “highs and lows” in my reactions to experiences. This is one of the many 
threads that have formed what my friend Rishi Rajan referred to as a tapestry, and when 
the final product is evaluated in different ways, the opinions depend in part on who is 
examining it. One thing is certain: it should be viewed as a whole and not concentrate 
on the individual threads. As I write, I see that my reactions range from that “breath of 
ecstasy” Sara Teasdale wrote about in one of my favorite poems “Barter” to the depths 
of despondency. This intensity, I think, helps to determine who I am and how I live my 
life. Learning how to manage this range has always been a challenge for me, and I am 
pleased that I found writing about my feelings at the moment helped me to capture 
what they were like at the time rather than depend on reflection that can be inaccurate 
as it is altered when viewed from different perspectives. 

The coming of the calendar year 1961 brought changes in several aspects of our lives. 
During the month of January, I experienced a number of low moments. As I look back 
- and Fran often reminds me - the winter months were ones when I seemed to question 
whether I was really making progress. I even admitted this tendency in an undated note 
to her:

       As the coming of spring brings the things around me back to life and beauty, I’ll see more possibilities 
in the work here. You know it happens like this almost every year.

Late in the afternoon on Monday, January 2, 1960, before I left school, I turned to 
writing to express some of my frustrations. I probably was not aware of it then, but 
the experiences I was having outside the school and community and the people I was 
meeting were having an impact on me, perhaps adding to my discontent and desire 
to make a change in my life. There was a mix of pride in what we had been able to 
accomplish in the school, church, and community and impatience in wanting greater 
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progress. I wrote that on this particular morning as “I walked across the yard, making 
my way to school, I looked out across the beautiful hill to the east,” I had a feeling 
of satisfaction as I linked the scene with one of Mike Stephens’ writings. As I wrote, 
I reflected on a recent session with Fred and Marie when they were visiting, and I 
reminded myself that I must try to maintain a positive attitude. On that day I was not 
feeling positive about the work I was doing with the 14 children in the special reading 
project or with my work as an administrator. I felt that I was not patient with some of 
the teachers who resisted change. It was “a battle to know when to move and when to 
wait for assurance that there is readiness for action.” I also felt the burden of leadership 
at the church. On the previous day, I had put a statement in the church bulletin, “ 
Let’s be much in prayer that the Lord will send us a pastor that will lead us in a closer 
walk with the Master.” That day I had written a letter to a person at Mercer University 
requesting assistance in locating a pastor since Willard and Chris had left. Again, I was 
linking my work at the church with my teaching:
     
         As I reviewed some of the evidences of growth in the church, I feel that there is definitely reward in 

work for things of eternal value. No doubt as I, in the future, review evidence in growth in children, 
I’ll  realize more definitely that in teaching we deal with things that are of eternal value.

Again, this writing at the time served a good purpose. I remember vividly remaining 
late in the afternoons alone in my office with such thoughts. On this particular day, 
at 5:40 P.M., I would “go home to be with my dear wife and children. At least, they 
will not have to be victims of such feelings as have been described here.” I must add, 
however, that Fran was an excellent listener, and she always offered encouragement 
when I was feeling discouraged. 

The next day, I wrote about a faculty meeting that brought unpleasant feelings for me. 
The atmosphere was strained as I discussed subjects such as wise use of time before 
and after the children leave and being sure that good plans are made for instruction. 
There were three primary teachers who often did not show a “real spark for teaching,” 
They lived in the community and had been in the school for a long time, and I knew 
they were there to stay, and I concluded that “we have to do the best we can to help 
them.” Earlier when I thought they should not continue as members of the faculty, the 
superintendent helped me to see that removing them would create the kind of problems 
that would make it difficult for me to lead. I finally agreed with him, and I decided to do 
all that I could to help them improve their teaching. To some extent, I felt comfortable 
that it had happened; however, in my lower moments – as recorded in my writing on 
that day – I wondered just how much could be done. 

The same day, the superintendent brought two members of the Board of Education, and 
two trustees for lunch. All went well for their visit, but I wondered how much they really 
observed other than the physical appearance of the building. A follow-up letter, dated 
January 7 confirmed my thought, although the superintendent offered encouragement:
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       The board was impressed favorably with the care of the building and the parts of the school program 
they could observe on so short a time spent. It was a pleasure for me to point out to them the superior 
work you and your staff are doing and how fortunate we are in having you in our program.

On this same day, Martha Harman came by the office to share a child’s writing with me. 
It always pleased me when teachers wanted to share a child’s work with me. This was 
an important time also because Martha was feeling discouraged. I knew when teachers 
such as Martha are discouraged, it is troubling because at that time, I considered her to 
be one of the best teachers with whom I had worked. As it turned out, she had to stop 
teaching during the next year due to her mental state. It was a great loss to the school 
program.

I closed the writing with, “This has been a rather unusual day. I’ll end it now by teaching 
two music lessons.”  Then - as now - diversity of interests and activities was helpful.

The next day, I wrote, “I continue to wonder if it is wise for me to plan to stay here 
another year.” Writing the statement imprinted it more deeply in my mind, although 
later experiences let me know that there were many high points waiting for me as well. 
My conference with Martha Harman on January 6 was reassuring inasmuch as she 
and I were very close in our thinking about education. On January 9, I wrote a note 
to Fran, expressing my appreciation for her understanding attitude, and I told her that 
it was right for us to stay another year. After that, I told her, we would study. Things 
went better at school, and I told her that “a great deal of the trouble lies with me. When 
I keep a positive attitude things go well.” I ended the note with “Dry those red eyes, 
powder that red nose, smile and know in your heart that I love you dearly.”

I  recorded a significant realization at 9:30, January 12, 1960 when Mrs. Biggers, a 
beginning teacher that year came by the office on her way to class.

       While listening to some of her comments it came to me again that my real place is that of working with 
beginning teachers. It is satisfying to help them in the beginning before they become  hardened by the 
influence of the “negativism of misplaced persons in the profession.” O the damage these people cause 
to education! It is so rewarding to see people who are in love with life and who are dedicated to the 
improvement of circumstances that make up this thing called life!

Friday, January 13 was not an unlucky day. I learned that I qualify for the six-year 
certificate. I immediately sent an application, realizing that it would mean an increase 
in my salary. Later, a very good article appeared in the LaGrange Daily News, and I 
received a number of congratulatory letters for this achievement. One that meant so 
very much was from my brother Paul. Through the years, he has been thoughtful in 
writing encouraging letters, and communication has built at relationship that is very 
important to both of us.  Stafford Clark came out for lunch, and it was always refreshing 
to have a few minutes with him. It was indeed Friday the 13th for Donald Henderson 
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who swallowed a straight pin in class. Fortunately, he had no difficulties, so it turned 
out to be a good day for both of us after all. I wrote that it was good to leave all my work 
at school and go home to be with my family. “It’ll be nice to sit by the fire on this rainy 
Friday evening, my favorite night of the week.” 

My writing on January 16, 1961 shows the power of writing one’s thoughts and feelings 
and a cathartic effect it can have. I wrote a letter to R.S. Clark, Superintendent of 
schools that vented my frustrations, questions, and doubts about my work. Although it 
was never mailed, I include it below to show the value of writing as a way of clarifying 
as well as expressing thoughts and feelings. 

      Dear Mr. Clark,

       For sometime now I have been concerned about what has happened  to me and/or to my work. It’s the 
kind of concern that causes one to lose sleep, to pace the floor and, yes, even to weep. It’s likewise the 
kind of concern that causes one to know that something must  happen in the interest of the person, 
the work, and also for all people concerned. It is a decision that has been reached as a result of many 
hours of serious thought and consideration.

       My work in Troup County has been certainly outstanding as far as my personal and professional growth 
are concerned. I feel that in no other system could I have had the kind of experiences that I have had 
here. I really feel that I have “grown up” personally and professionally during the seven years I have 
worked in this system. Your understanding, intelligence, and vision have meant more to me than you 
can ever know.

       Throughout my life I have been able to work diligently, stand up under pressure, and at the same time 
produce work of which I could be reasonably proud. I have found that this year I can no longer do this. 
The pressures, frustrations, and a growing negative attitude result in my frequent depressive moments. 
I do not admire negative people and I certainly will not let myself become such a person because of  
unhappiness in working relationships and conditions. Certainly, this has been the unhappiest year 
since I have been at Mountville. I’ve tried to conceal this feeling from my family, my teachers, and 
friends, but it’s showing through now and I must be honest.

       Certainly, Troup County is an outstanding system in so many respects. It is definitely an example of 
the fact that no organization is any stronger than its leaders. I’m proud to say that I have had an  
opportunity to work with leaders in education such as you and Miss Freeman. Both of you stand for 
the highest in education and I somehow feel that you will come near reaching this goal. I really think 
that if I had ties here I could make myself feel, too, that there was real hope  even though the materials 
for building are limited because teachers here as a rule are in the classrooms without real purpose. 
This is the real weakness in Troup County. The organization is present even though at times it is cold. 
A program cannot be built with teachers  who lack purpose and dedication, if you please. I may be 
idealistic but I, too, know there is a limit to what can be accomplished with people who feel very little 
need for change – particularly growth.

       My negative attitude is shining through now and I know it is detrimental in every respect. It is doing 
definite damage to me, personally, and to  those with whom I work. If the cause can’t be removed then 
it’s best to remove oneself, particularly if the cause and self are not compatible.

I did not mail the letter. On the next day, I wrote that I was glad I had begun “to pour 
out my heart in writing instead of pouring out to people.” I knew when it was written it 
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would be well guarded and that it likewise did no one harm. I was able to see things in 
a more positive way on the day after I wrote the letter. I decided to take another course 
at Auburn University, and also I concluded that “it’s never good to act on impulse when 
people are concerned.” I also wrote that I hoped I would remember this situation in the 
future. On that day I concluded that I must continue to give my best at Mountville for 
the remainder of the year, although I still was contemplating a change at the end of the 
year.

My writing turned to more personal concerns on January 20: “Oh the problems 
involved in living with a teenager.” Ellis was not able to go to the ball game, and he 
gave us the “I’m not wanted” comment. I wrote that although I remembered having 
such feelings when I was younger, it did not seem to help me to understand Ellis at that 
time. My next comment is rather harsh and apparently is related to my overall feeling 
of discontent expressed earlier in the month: “There’s a chasm between us that has 
come about through the four years he’s been with us. It’ll be good for him when he 
decides to leave and go to college.” Although most of our days were pleasant, we did 
have conflicts that I am sure Ellis remembers. The usual teen conflicts were present, 
and they were no doubt made more intense because of my inexperience in relating to 
teenagers. Fortunately, both Ellis and we have selected the pleasant memories and have 
not dwelled on the problems.

It is interesting that three days after the encounter with Ellis, I wrote a description of 
my handling a problem with an overage seventh grader named William Duke. As I 
read the notes, I realized that I was probably more understanding with William than I 
was with Ellis. I kept notes on conferences with the children and tried to document my 
work with them. Because of a problem William had on the bus, I wrote a letter to his 
father. The letter was retuned, so I sent the letter by William’s younger brother. William 
tried to take the letter from his brother, causing a problem on the school bus. When I 
questioned William, he told me that his father did receive the letter. His comment: “You 
can call him, He beat me for using profanity. I’ll pull down my pants and let you see 
where he beat me.” I set up a series of conferences with him, and he responded well 
when I told him that the teachers at Mountville wanted to help him. He spoke positively 
of Mrs. Moore, saying that she was more sensible than other teachers. 

My writing on January 24, 1961:

       I saw tears flow from the eye of a real man today. William, in fear and real humility, stood before his 
class and asked forgiveness for all the things he had done. He said he wanted to do better. I really  
believe him. Now we must help him really find himself and move in the right direction.

       His fear and complete distrust of his father makes it necessary for someone else to take over. God give 
me wisdom to help him along the right way.

       What a heart-warming experience today! Yesterday I felt that all was lost with him. Now I believe we 
are on the right road. I’m glad I’m a teacher!
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Unfortunately, I do not have follow-up information on William as I did Earnest Driver at 
Oak Mountain. I do know that I was interested in helping him in part because I believed 
he needed the trust and influence of an adult. I suppose because of my own personality 
and my being grounded in guidance and counseling ideas, I sought to help the children, 
especially those who seemed to have little support from the home environment. I was 
never able to fulfill the desire to establish my own school, but children such as William 
made me realize the need for supportive adults in the lives of children.

One of the things that continued to reassure me in my work at school was the warmth 
and support I felt in my home. While I devoted a great deal of time to my work at 
school, in the church and community, I tried also to give attention to the four children 
and to Ellis. We had a good environment for the children, and we did things together 
as a family. I came across a piece in my files that illustrates the point. We had what 
we called the Cadenhead Club, and the members of the club at that time consisted of 
Michael, age 9; Melanie, age 6; Mark, age 3; Milton, age 2; and Mother and Daddy 
who were probably at ages too young to have four children. Ellis was a teenager and 
was busy with his activities at the time. I found a copy of the minutes of the club, dated 
February 3, 1961:

       The Cadenhead Club had its fourth meeting Friday night February 3, 1961. Michael Cadenhead, 
president, presided. He read the minutes of the last meeting. Melanie, Program Chairman, told the 
story of Baby Jesus, AGAIN! Then we had sentence prayers. Melanie then started to sing. That’s when 
trouble started. Michael had a fit, Mark vomited, Milton cried, Mother dozed, Daddy fussed and 
Melanie sang. That ended the club for tonight.

 
            Respectfully submitted, 

                  Daddy, Temporary Secretary

I think this humorous event is symbolic of something that is very important: the 
closeness of our family. This closeness is something all of us value, and it has served 
to nourish us through times that were difficult; it makes us enjoy being together and 
reinforces a caring spirit that will always be present.

Four days after this club meeting, I had to turn in a statement of my concept of learning 
in a graduate class I was taking at Auburn University. I include it in its entirety because 
I think it formed a foundation for my teaching, and I also wanted to establish the kind 
of environment in the school that promoted learning.

       Learning is an inevitable process that involves change within the individual. This change may be a 
reorganization of previously accumulated knowledge, a totally new concept or realization, or  an 
emotional reaction to an idea or situation.

       Learning is accomplished by the interaction of the individual with the various stimuli that act upon him. 
The result of the interaction is determined by the individual and situation involved.
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       Learning is an integrated process involving the individual as a total personality. Facts, concepts 
and processes are not learned in  isolation. While an individual is learning about things, people and 
situations, he is reacting emotionally to them and forming definite attitudes toward that which is being 
learned as well as toward the learning situation itself.

       Although there is not an established pattern for learning, there are certain factors that determine, in 
part, what is learned and how the learning is accomplished.

  1.       The individual must have a purpose for learning. The purpose may be as deeply 
seated as to satisfy a personal need or it may be simply to satisfy another person. 
The depth of learning will be commensurate with the depth of purpose. If the 
individual understands the reason for learning a particular skill or fact the 
learning will have greater permanence. It is important that goals in learning be 
realistic because repeated failures and frustrations result in lowered efficiency 
in learning.

  2.       The individual must be ready to learn. Readiness to learn implies physical, 
mental and emotional maturity that is necessary for learning a given concept or 
skill. Readiness is a factor in learning on all maturity levels. Readiness to learn 
is determined by mental ability, physiological maturation and background of 
experience.

  3.       Learning requires an interaction between the learner and a  situation. The nature 
and emotional tone of situations influence learning. Emotional disturbances 
impede learning. Before a child can concentrate his energies on learning a 
specific skill, his mind must be freed of emotional disturbances that are more 
important to him than that which is to be learned. Pleasant emotions enhance 
and enrich learning. Attitudes toward that which is learned determine the extent 
of continued learning of like nature as well as the application of that which 
is learned. These attitudes are an outgrowth of the interaction between the 
individual and the situation.

  4.       Effective motivation enhances learning. Learning that is based on the purposes 
of the learner is accomplished more readily and has more lasting value for the 
learner. Relating learning to the purposes of the learner is the challenge before 
teachers who face children daily. Intrinsic motivation is most effective inasmuch 
as learning is intrinsic. Involving the learner in establishing objectives and 
processes is of the highest type of motivation.

  5.    Experience is the foundation of learning. Learning is reinforced by meaningful 
application to situations that have real significance to the individual. A skill or 
concept is learned and retained if it is linked with previous knowledge and applied 
consistently and regularly in the experience of the individual.

Children learn! The quality of learning and the application of that which is learned is 
determined, in part, by the planning and implementation of effective learning situations 
in the classroom.

Although these are very general statements, even now after many years of experience 
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in education, I believe that most of them apply. If I were writing the statements today, 
I probably would make some changes, but generally I think they capture my thinking 
about how a person learns, especially in a more formal learning environment. Two points 
that are not dealt with and which are important to me at present are the importance of 
questioning on the part of the learner and the basic notion of self-education. These will 
appear much later in my professional life.

Over a period of time, we were able to communicate with the parents about what we 
were trying to accomplish in the school. The Headliner had become an established 
part of the school program, and it was received well by the parents. Each issue had 
a message from the principal and one from the teachers. We were careful to write 
about points that we believed would be important for the parents to understand. I was 
impressed by the quality of the messages written by the teachers, and I think having 
them write perhaps helped to make them more committed to the ideas expressed. As I 
reviewed the messages that appeared on the first page of The Headliner, I realized even 
more how important the newspaper was to the school in sharing with parents, Board 
members, and other people interested in the school. The Superintendent of Schools 
read it carefully and often responded with good comments.

March brought very sad news for me, and it no doubt changed a future that I thought 
would be definite for me. Dr. William H. Row, President of West Georgia College, died. 
I was deeply moved by his death, and I expressed in a letter to Mrs. Row my strong 
feelings about his impact on my life.

       It was at West Georgia that I really found myself and this was accomplished as a result of the 
understanding attitude of such people as your husband. When I was a student there, Dr. Row wrote 
in my annual, “Keep in touch with me because I want you to teach for me someday.” I am so thrilled 
that I had this wonderful opportunity for two summers. Truly, his contributions to my  personal 
and professional life are appreciated and my associations with him are among my most cherished 
memories.

The spring festival on May 16 was a success. My writing on that date:
 It sometimes seems that it’s not worth the effort to spend as much
 time, energy, etc. on such activities. However, when I see the joy
 the children reflect on their faces, the thrill of the parents and the
 satisfaction on the part of teachers, I guess it really is worthwhile.
 Truly it was a beautiful performance.

The continued emphasis on creativity in various forms was a strength of the program. 
This effort was certainly seen in the special programs presented by he children, and over 
a period of time both teachers and parents expected good performance. As indicated 
earlier, one of the means of creative expressing was children’s writing. I kept a sample 
of Mike Stephens’ fine metaphor on May 23.

Summer, a Fine Tailor
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       Summer is here to fit the earth for another beautiful coat of lovely blossoms. The coat is made up of all 

the lovely things that begin life in summer. Summer takes the finest blossoms and the loveliest creatures 
and combines them into an exquisite robe the earth wears for thee months. Summer truly is a fine tailor.

I was encouraged as we received comments from people who visited the school. Miss 
Katie Downs from West Georgia College spent a day in our school in May, and her 
letter offered much support for what we were doing. She had had quite an influence 
on me when I was a student at the college, and I found my continual contact with her 
afterward very helpful. 

       For too long I have had to wait to get off a letter to you to try to say how much I value the day spent at 
your lovely school. I  enjoyed every minute of it. I was interested in every detail of the school. It was a 
joy to see how naturally and with apparent ease you took care of administrative duties.

       The condition of your building and the fine use being made of every facility, as well as the good 
relations that seemed to exist everywhere were a joy to see. It was all what I expected to see as I know 
you and as I read your Headliner.

       Thanks to you and your good teachers for the good day with you. You are making a valuable contribution 
to the Troup County program and I am proud of you.

      With my love to you and to Fran and the children.

During this time, I also had contact with Dr. Helen K. Mackintosh, Chief, Elementary 
Schools Section in the Office of Education in Washington, D.C. After we met, we 
corresponded, and I shared some of the children’s work with her. She wrote very 
encouraging letters about the children’s creative writing as well as the more factual 
writing in the school newspaper.

After teaching two summers at West Georgia College and the death of Dr. Row, I had 
no further thoughts about teaching there again during the summer. Rather, during the 
summer of 1961, I taught a course at Georgia State University. I do not remember 
how I was contacted about teaching there, and I do not have notes on the class. The 
only reference I have found was a letter from the school superintendent after I shared 
the results of a project in the class. The group devised a system of reporting student 
progress to parents. The superintendent’s comments were positive; unfortunately, I did 
not keep a copy in my files. I felt comfortable in sharing the report of the project 
with him because he, too, had shared a written report with me for my comments. His 
comment in the letter: “It is a pleasure to share original ideas and productions with 
people like you who understand and appreciate creativeness and who do their part 
toward encouraging this kind of work.”

My memory of the experience is that it was very pleasant again to work with in-service 
teachers. When the class was over, the class gave me a copy of Leaves of Gold, with 
the following inscription:
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      Reflections on “Teach”

      There’s a fine fellow! Cadenhead, that is,
      A very deep thinker,
      At language arts a whiz,
      But I understand he’s a coffee drinker.

      While counseling he is serious,
      But tell him a good joke,
      He’ll become so delirious
      I often fear he will choke.

      To family he seems devoted,
      And to students he’s a friend,
      At church he is noted
      As a leader of men.

      We the fortunate few, do muse
      Could we have even paid a bounty,
      No greater teacher could we choose
      Than this fine gentleman from Troup County.

The three experiences of teaching during the summer added momentum to my decision 
to complete the doctorate so I could teach on the college of university level. My 
exploration of possibilities was rewarded in July when I had a telephone call from Dr. 
John Dotson, Dean, College of Education at the University of Georgia. He offered me 
a very good assistantship, beginning in the fall. While it was very tempting because 
he was offering a better salary than usual for assistantships, I wrote a letter to him on 
July 6 declining the offer for two reasons. My faculty had been selected for the next 
year, and I had signed a contract to return for my seventh year as principal. The second 
reason was that I could not see my way clear to support the family on the salary offered. 
I told him that I had begun to think about continuing my study in 1962, and therefore I 
could not leave the system in the fall. 

I told the superintendent about the offer and my decision. On July 12, 1961, I had 
a letter from him in which he stated, “Last week you gave my spirits an injection of 
enthusiasm, encouragement, and determination when you elected to remain in Troup 
County after having been offered so lucrative a position at the University of Georgia.” 
So I was to remain for another year as principal of Mountville School.

During the summer, I initiated a small literacy program at the church. I knew there 
were three men in the church who could not read. Dating from the time I taught Jimmy 
how to play “Jesus Loves Me” when I was student at West Georgia College, I had a 
special feeling for those whose lives had been limited by circumstances over which 
they had no control. For that reason, I tried to reach out to them and help in any way 
that I could.  I kept samples of lessons I planned for Bud Hamilton. I worked with 
pictures, wrote simple stories, and worked on vocabulary and word recognition skills. 
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The materials I wrote were similar to what might be found in a first grade classroom 
except I used subjects and pictures that related to adults. As I examine the lessons, I see 
that there is great similarity in materials I prepared for adult learners as a part of the 
literacy teaching during my retirement. Unfortunately, the program at the church was 
very limited, and I did not accomplish very much with the men except perhaps their 
knowing that I really wanted to help them. 

A very significant event is recorded in a letter to my siblings, dated September 18, 
1961: Ellis’ leaving our home to attend West Georgia College. The three-page letter 
is filled with emotion as I reflected on our decision to invite him to be a part of our 
family five years earlier. Also, I was very candid in my statements about the time he 
spent with us.

Excerpts from the letter show the candor.

       To say that the situation has been entirely satisfactory at all times would totally misrepresent the truth. 
There have been times of definite discontent on the part of all of us, including Ellis and members of the 
family. On the other hand, there have been times of real warmth and deep love. The letter, I believe, is 
in Ellis’ thinking at the present time intense enough to make him know that we love him and have a real 
concern for his welfare. I can say this only because I saw it in his eyes as we left our home today and 
felt it in the firm grip of his hand when we left him this afternoon.

The last sentence in the above quote tends to support a position I took later in the 
letter. Although there were many times when I am sure Ellis felt that he was part of 
our family, there were others when this was not the case. The fact that I shook his hand 
and did not embrace him when we left him on campus tends to support the following 
comments.

       The one need Ellis has had here in our home that has not been met  adequately is that of real affection. 
There have been not times that we have put our arms around him and showed the kind of affection  that 
we show our own. I can’t explain why because generally Fran  and I are rather affectionate with our 
own children. On the other hand I really believe that Ellis knows we love him for what he is and that 
somehow the lack of affection that I described above has not resulted in any serious problems for him.

As I reread and considered the content of the letter, I reminded myself that as children 
growing up, my siblings and I did not know the kind of affection that we were giving 
our own children, and I suppose I was asserting that Ellis’ being a part of the family the 
rest of us knew for the first twelve years of his life and then moving to our family might 
have created some of the problems we encountered, none, of course, being serious.

Ellis became a part of the community in every way, and all the people loved him. He 
had been a leader in community activities and had many opportunities for service that 
would serve him well. I pointed out that one of his greatest strengths was his ability 
to give of himself to anything in which he believed. I had seen him exercise excellent 
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leadership characteristics. I made a statement that turned out to be an understatement: 
“I know what is in him is good and I’m confident that he will make us all very proud 
of him.”

In the letter, I registered some concern about his academic achievement, indicating that 
in order to achieve at a high level Ellis would have to study diligently. I believed that one 
weakness was his inability to concentrate his energies on things, which to him seemed 
unimportant, yet necessary for advancement. I did not anticipate excellent grades; 
however, I did expect a good report from him. I assured them that we would “rejoice 
in all his successes, share his moments of sorrow and disappointment, and continue to 
provide the encouragement for him to become what he is capable of becoming.” 

The final paragraph of the letter:

       I am sending this letter to each of you giving assurance that we are pleased that we had the opportunity 
of helping Ellis along the way to a successful life. Many times today I’ve thought of Mother and Daddy 
and have hoped that they, too, might feel that he, their last one, was ready to take his place along side 
the rest of us who remain proud of our humble heritage yet press forward to a greater, richer life given 
to us by our great and generous God.

As was often the case, Paul wrote a response that was reassuring. Through the years, 
his communication meant so much to me in the form of encouragement. The letter 
concerning Ellis’ time with us was of the same nature and appreciated.

Moving forward many years to Fran’s and my 50th wedding anniversary, we were 
gratified at the beautiful tribute Ellis made. Through the years, our mutual love has 
resulted in a rich relationship, one that links to the years in Mountville and has grown 
through time in a very beautiful way, something that can only felt, not described in 
words.

The coming of fall brought the beginning of my final school year at Mountville. My 
feeling of unrest at the time and also my contacts with professional people outside the 
county caused me to think in terms of other possibilities. At the same time, I did not 
in any way change my commitment to the school, church, and community. I proposed 
an idea that had been a part of my thinking for sometime, one that I thought would 
be of value to the community. The lovely Presbyterian church located adjacent to the 
school property, was not active. Occasionally a member of the Fincher family would 
come to town and open the church for a service. This family was descended from one 
of the early settlers in the community, and they maintained a beautiful home in the 
community, which they visited occasionally. 

In a letter I wrote to Miss Esther Fincher in Atlanta, dated September 27, 1961, I 
began by pointing out the beauty of the building and the architecture that interested 
all visitors who pass through the community. I wanted to propose an idea that would 
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make the beauty of the interior of the building available to more people. I reviewed the 
study of the community that I conducted with my sixth graders the first year we lived 
in Mountville. Establishing the “Fincher Museum,” honoring the family, would allow 
for the presentation to the materials we had amassed through the study, and it would be 
of general interest inasmuch as Mountville was the oldest settlement in Troup Country. 
I proposed that the museum would be managed by the school. 

The response came in a letter dated November 13, 1961 from Mary O Russell, to whom 
my letter to Miss Fincher had been referred. My idea was not accepted.
      We Presbyterians do not consent to the use of our Mountvllle church for a museum. While you are 

there, we are sure you would take care of the building, but when you are not connected with the school 
there, we don’t know what use might be made of it. We hope to have services in it some day and wish 
to save it as a church.

Services were not held in the building after I received the letter. The old church structure 
remained, and many years after we moved from Mountville, the building was sold to an 
individual, and it was converted into a residence, maintaining as much of the exterior 
appearance as possible. The museum was an idea that probably could not have been 
sustained, particularly after the school building itself became a storage facility several 
years after we left the community. Practically all people who took pride in the history 
of the community are now deceased, although the sign that was placed at the entrance 
to the community when I was president of the Community Club in 1954-55 stands as a 
reminder of the period when a good many of us were proud of what we did to make the 
community a very important place in our lives.

A letter to Dr. Truman Pierce, Dean, School of Education at Auburn University, dated 
October 10, 1961, Fran’s 31st birthday, was eventually to set my future. Prior to this 
time, I had not applied for entrance to the doctoral program at Auburn, although I 
had taken several courses. I reviewed my experience in education, and I told him that 
I believed that working on the college level was what I wanted to do on a permanent 
basis. His response was encouraging, giving me an appointment for October 28.

Although I had communicated with Dean Pierce at Auburn University, I was not certain 
that I wanted to complete the doctorate there. Reviewing several letters that I wrote to 
people whom I had asked to serve as references, I found that I was still considering 
returning to the University of Georgia the next year. I wrote a letter to Dean Dotson, 
applying for an assistantship. I also mentioned that I had taught for three summers at the 
college level, and I was interested in employment at the University during the summer. 
Apparently, I was trying to keep all my options open at the time, even mentioning to 
Dr. M.M. Hall that I might pursue the possibility of keeping my position in Mountville 
and work in a special program at Auburn to complete my residency at the same time. 
At the suggestion of Dr. Helen Mackintosh from the U.S. Office of Education, I also 
wrote to the University of Arizona, investigating the possibility of a fellowship. It 
is clear that I was unsettled in my decision to commit to pursue the doctorate at a 
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particular university, one of the main concerns being financial support. The dream of 
“going west” to study was not to become a reality. Also, in a letter to Dr. James E. 
Greene, Chairman of the Division of Graduate Studies at the University of Georgia, 
dated February 7, I wrote, “due to circumstances, I would like to cancel my application 
for work toward the doctorate at the University of Georgia.” He had arranged for me to 
take the Graduate Record Examination there, and I was unable to go to Athens for the 
examination. I later received a letter from Dr. James L. Dickerson on March 9, 1962 
offering me an assistantship at the University of Georgia; however, I had to decline. I 
told him that I was planning to study during the summer at Auburn University and, if 
possible, enroll in the doctoral program there while keeping my job in Troup County. 
On the same date I wrote a response to Dr. Dickerson’s letter, I received a letter from 
the superintendent informing me that I would be re-elected as principal of Mountville 
School for the 1962-63 school term. Also, on the same date, I wrote a letter to Dr. 
Galen Drewry in the School of Education at Auburn University, telling him that I was 
gratified to know that I was eligible for admission to the doctoral program at Auburn.

Although I was reasonably certain at that time that we would move from Mountville at 
the end of the school year, I did have some reservations about leaving the community. 
I had become very attached to many of the parents whose children attended the school. 
Not many of the parents expressed verbally their appreciation for the school, but a 
letter I received from Frank Alford after he visited Linda’s classroom and had lunch 
with us, let me know that the parents did appreciate our efforts. (Note: When parents 
learned that we were leaving, I did receive letters of appreciation.)  Fran was teaching 
on a short-term basis until a permanent teacher could be appointed, and Mr. Alford 
expressed his appreciation for Fran’s teaching and the work of the entire faculty. Such 
expressions of gratitude made my decision to leave the school more difficult.
A new teacher, Nancy Bagley, replaced Fran the second half of the year. She was a 
very bright and enthusiastic teacher. She wrote the Teacher’s Message in Mountville 
Headliner, Volume VII, Number 5, dated April 27. Michael was in her classroom, and 
he made his last contribution to the newspaper by writing about “Our Garden,” giving 
details about what they planted and also insisted that “our garden is doing very well 
now and we are proud of it.”

Michael and Melanie were the only ones of our children who really were affected by 
the school. Michael started to school in Marie Thrash’s first grade, and he liked her very 
much. She was a very traditional teacher, but she managed the children in a very caring 
and calm manner. I did not want him to be in Ethel Caudle’s second grade, so I assigned 
him to a second-third combination taught Mrs. Joyce Stewart. She was a young teacher 
who was very enthusiastic about teaching and she worked extremely well with the 
children. His third grade experience with Mrs. “Jack” Woodward was not pleasant for 
him. She was very stern in a quiet way, and he managed fine in her room except I think 
he was afraid of her and did much of his work simply because of fear. During the first 
part of his fourth grade experience, Fran taught his class. He would never call her by 
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name because he did not want to say “Mrs. Cadenhead” and he certainly did not want to 
say “Mama” in the classroom. During the second half of the year Nancy Bagley taught 
his class, and he was very fond of her. He always did very good work in school, and 
he participated in church and community activities as well.  Melanie started to school 
the last year we were in Mountville, and she had the good fortune of having Wilma 
Biggers, a beginning teacher, who was very creative and worked with the children in a 
very effective manner. Melanie and Nancy Wood were friends prior to school, and they 
remained close during the first grade until we moved from the community.

Another boost for me came in November in my last year in Mountville in the form of 
a letter from William A. Jenkins, Editor of Elementary English, informing me that my 
article had been accepted. This was to be my first publication, and I was delighted to 
know that the description of the plan I had carried out with the group of children would 
be read by people throughout the country.

(Note: Today, September 11, 2008, I had lunch with Stafford Clark. After reading 
the letters he wrote to me while I was principal at Mountville School and realizing 
how much he contributed to my life, I contacted him. We agreed to meet for lunch 
in LaGrange. He is now 90 years old. It was very good to remember the days we had 
together in Troup County.)

The Principal’s Message in Volume VII, Number 2 of Mountville Headliner emphasized 
a part of the school atmosphere that was important to me. My first sentence, “Competing 
with one’s self is of the highest type of competition,” stressed the kind of environment 
we wanted to encourage at the school. We wanted to be honest with the children relative 
to their work, but I stressed the belief that “praise for progress is one of the best ways 
of insuring continued progress.” We did not encourage students to compete with one 
another, but to continually compete with themselves and monitor their progress.  Mrs. 
William Colley, sixth grade teacher, reinforced the idea with her message of helping the 
children cultivate a desire to do their best. The superintendent read these two messages 
and wrote a letter commending us on trying to build such an environment in the school.

The Baptist church continued to grow under the leadership of Max McCord and his 
wife Marion. Williard MacAlister had led the church to full-time services, leaving a 
good challenge for Max. Max worked full time in the mill in Hogansville, but much of 
his free time was given to the church.  Max was a very gregarious individual and cared 
deeply for the members. He and Marion gave unselfishly of their time in serving the 
church. During this first year of his service as pastor, we bought an electric organ. We 
mounted speakers on the wall of the church, giving a much better sound from the organ. 
I enjoyed playing the organ for services.  Max encouraged members to take on more 
responsibility, and he also visited people in the community who were not affiliated with 
a church. In a letter from him, dated Christmas Day, he stressed that his “hopes for 
Mountville Baptist Church is (sic) not a vast growth in membership, but a growth in the 
faithfulness and strength of the neucleus (sic).” He and I developed a deep friendship 
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that meant so much to both of us. Every Sunday night, I would write a letter to him with 
reference to the activities of the week and also offer encouragement to him in his role 
as pastor. I saw him within the past year, and he told me that he has kept the letters. I 
regret that I do not have copies because I think they would provide good insight into my 
thinking at the time. What is certain, however, is that our friendship will remain as long 
as we live because of our shared experiences at Mountville Baptist Church. 

I continued to work with enthusiasm in the Baptist church, and in addition, I made 
presentations to other churches in the area. I found in my files the notes of a presentation 
I made at First Baptist Church in LaGrange, and I think it is an example of how my 
thinking on education and religion at that time seemed to come together in a way 
that was satisfying for me. My strong commitment to the Christian religion at the 
time is seen in the comments, and I think some of the thinking persisted through the 
years, especially in the importance of translating principles into behavior. The tone of 
the remarks I made on February 11, 1962 still have a pleasant sound as I read them, 
although there have been major changes in my thinking. I shall capture the most 
important points in the presentation.

 The highest type of learning is that which evolves from experience and
 becomes a permanent part of a person’s attitudes. In fact, some people
 define learning as “changed behavior.” This might mean a changed
 attitude which ultimately will change actual behavior. Really we are
 to a great extent the summation of our attitudes.

I shared with the group something that I believed I had learned as a result of experience 
and I hoped it was becoming a vital part of my behavior:

       The degree of happiness a person achieves is commensurate with the portion of himself he gives for 
others.

I then related a story that I had come across in my reading that seemed to illustrate the 
point very well: “The Bag of Smiles.”

       The setting is in a little town near an immense forest. It was very much like any other town except that 
no one in the town was happy, or ever smiled. The people wore extremely long faces.

       There had once been in this town a wise old woman, who, besides  knowing how to take care of her 
garden and knit stockings, had known how to care for all the sick people in the town, and make clothes 
for  all the poor people in the town, and cookies for all the children, and indeed, how to do almost 
everything that could be asked. Greatest of all, the wise old woman had learned how to be happy. When 
asked  about her secret for happiness, she said it was in the Bag of Smiles.”

       One day she disappeared, without anyone knowing her secret. Everyone began to search for the bag 
of smiles. Farmers left their fields; children left their playing. Everyone sought the bag of smiles for 
himself, but it could not be found. Their faces grew long and they forgot how to smile.
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       There was a little boy who lived in the village. He was not quite so sad as the others because he was 
so busy tending to his lame grand- father that he did not have time to think about the things that made  
the others unhappy.

       It happened that after his grandfather died, the boy decided he, too, would look for the bag of smiles 
and share it with all the unhappy people in the town. Throughout his journey he encountered people 
who needed help. He responded to their need.

       At last, he found the wise old woman who had disappeared into  the forest. She gave away her secret 
when she said, “Perhaps I  may have the bag of smiles, but I never saw it. I am sure, if I have, that you 
must have it, too, for you were smiling as hard  as you could when you told me about the way you have 
been  helping people out in the forest, and how you have enjoyed it.

I went on to point out that Nature itself provides an example. I contrasted the 
Sea of Galilee and the Dead Sea. The waters of the Jordan rise at the foot of 
Mount Hermon in Syria and make their way into the beautiful Sea of Galilee. 
From the Sea of Galilee the water moves along until it reaches the Dead Sea. 
There is no outlet. The Dead Sea receives but gives not of itself. I point out the 
contrast:

       The Sea of Galilee --an enlarged channel, receiving, giving, living The Dead Sea – a 
receptacle, receiving, dying.

My contrast: “We may be a channel through which the love of God finds expression in 
service to our fellowman, or we may be simply a receptacle that ultimately destroys the 
great potential that is within us.” 

I moved from this point to the notion that God “breathed into his [man’s] nostrils the 
breath of life and man became a living soul, making man God’s spiritual kindred.” 

Finally, to John 3:16: “For God so loved the world, he gave his only begotten Son, 
that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life.” Then it 
follows that “if we believe we are created in God’s spiritual image and that it is our 
commission to work toward the mark of perfection, does it not follow that we, too, must 
give as our Maker gave?”

I concluded with the original statement: “The degree of happiness a person achieves is 
commensurate with the portion of himself he gives for others.”

Thirteen years before, I wrote the poem “Walking with My Thoughts,” while a student 
at West Georgia College. The idea of service implied in the poem seemed to continue in 
this presentation, and I think the satisfaction I derived made it gradually become a part 
of my thinking about what I wanted my life to be. As will be seen at different periods 
in my life, the motivation for service seemed to change, but I think I learned early that 
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one never finds the “Bag of Smiles” by looking for it; rather it becomes a by-product 
of attitudes and behavior. Also, I would not have known at that time how I would later 
turn to Nature for important lessons.

On March 20, I had the privilege of delivering a tribute to R.S. Clark, Superintendent 
of Schools. I spent a long time working on a tribute to a man who I believed had done 
so much for the Troup County Schools. He had a vision for the system, and he was 
willing to sacrifice himself in the interest of the vision. What I wrote was easy for me to 
express because I believed so much in his vision for the system, and I knew that he had 
offered so much encouragement for me to lead teachers in building a strong program 
at Mountville School. I asserted that he was “able to help people see their potential 
and then arise from their sleep and grow and grow.”  I further said that he was “a true 
symbol of education.” The great light of his life was ignited by an innate desire to serve 
mankind and it was “sustained by profound wisdom and understanding.” Two days 
later, he responded with appreciation saying that it “was the nicest statement I have 
ever had made about me, and there is no person whom I had rather have to say it than 
you.”  He concluded the letter: 

       The beauty of your language, the sincerity of your feeling, the  impact of the verbal tribute will long 
be remembered as one of the brightest threads in tapestry of educational experiences in Troup County.

Things were happening that were encouraging for me, as indicated in what I wrote on 
March 19, 1962:

       The March issue of Elementary English reached my desk today. I hurriedly opened the envelope and 
searched the table of contents to see if my article were there. 

I found it! Certainly, I was pleased – in fact similar to a child who has just  received a 
long-awaited toy.

      I want very much to write. I trust that this will not be my last attempt.

The article was written when much emphasis was placed on a highly structured basal 
reading program. In order to attend to some of the aspects of a basal program, I included 
what I referred to as the “control cycle.” This gave me an opportunity to introduce 
new words prior to the child reading a story, and after the story was read there was a 
“comprehension check.” The latter was done in conference with the child and a record 
kept on performance. After reading the story and completing the required activities, the 
child was free to choose from a list of suggested follow-up activities. Then the child was 
free to read what he or she desired until time for another “control cycle.” The sample 
lesson in the article was based on an original story I wrote for the children. The basic 
question that must be asked by the teacher of reading: “What is most valuable: group 
instruction daily where there is a wide range of abilities, interests and achievement 
levels in the group or an individual contact with the pupil less frequently but where 
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there is more personal relationship and challenge based on the readiness, interest and 
ability of the individual?” There were efforts to correlate all areas of the language arts, 
giving special attention to composition as well.

The journal article generated interest, and a very good newspaper article appeared in 
the LaGrange Daily News. Also, I received letters from the superintendent and other 
educators who read the article. This was my first attempt to deal with two subjects that 
continued to interest me throughout my educational career: individualizing instruction 
and interrelationships among different subject areas.
 
My feeling of satisfaction concerning the article was offset by an administrative 
problem that I mentioned on the same date in my writing:

       A decision is near at hand concerning Mrs. Caudle’s work for next  year. I know that it would be best for 
the children who will be in  the second grade for the next few years if I relieve her. However, a multitude 
of problems accompany such action. I realize that the decision is mine and I must make a move. I pray 
for wisdom and further, for courage to make the decision that will be right!  

My conflict with Mrs. Caudle had continued through the years. She was very harsh 
in her treatment of the children, and she had one of the most negative attitudes I had 
ever observed. I believed that she should be removed from the classroom, although she 
was the wife of the chairman of the board of trustees, she was a long resident of the 
community, and she had taught in the school for a number of years. I took a position 
to the superintendent that it would be in the best interest of the school if she were 
removed.

In my recent meeting with Stafford Clark, now 90 years of age, he told me that this was 
one time when he knew I was right, but because of the circumstances, he had to oppose 
my position. Interestingly, Mrs. Caudle wrote the Teacher’s Message in the final edition 
of Mountville Headliner. It was a very good article in which she stated that ”teachers in 
our school have helped the children with their creative writing by providing a variety of 
experiences and a happy atmosphere in which they are free to work.” Her words were 
good. She remained a teacher in the school, and it was I who left.

In an effort to remain at Mountville, especially for financial reasons, I wrote a detailed 
letter to Dr. Galen Drewry at Auburn University on April 1, 1962, requesting that I be 
able to complete the residency requirement and retain my position at Mountville. At 
the time I wrote the letter, I had completed 109 quarter hours beyond the bachelors 
degree, and of this number, 41 hours had been earned at Auburn. I reviewed my 
professional experience and my commitment to education, and also I assured him that 
my superintendent had offered support in order for me to achieve the residency and 
be employed in the system. The letter reflected candor, and it was a strong request 
for a waiver of the traditional three consecutive quarters of study on campus. As I 
reread the four-page letter in preparation for this writing, I realized that the traditional 
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requirements at the university would preclude any such plan,

Dr. Drewry’s response, in part was:

       Your letter was a very fine one, and I think stated your case as well as it could be stated. All of us want 
to encourage you strongly to pursue your work for the doctorate at your earliest opportunity.

The request was declined.

On April 9, Melanie’s seventh birthday, I wrote my disappointment:

       I have just received word that Auburn will not allow me to continue my work here while I pursue the 
doctorate degree. It has caused me a great deal of concern. Because of the attitude of my wonderful 
wife, I feel we will be making a move. This is a big move but I feel a necessary one.

Three days later, Mark’s fourth birthday, at the suggestion of my brother Alton, I wrote a 
letter to Mr. Glen M. Simpson, Secretary, Callaway Community Foundation requesting 
financial assistance for graduate study. I reviewed my educational background and 
experience to that time. I already had an offer for an assistantship at Auburn with 
monthly stipend of $120.00. (Later in the month, I had a letter from Dean Pierce telling 
me that the assistantship would be $160.00 a month, effective September 16.) Also, 
I knew that I could count on some support from the G.I Bill. In order to support the 
family, it was necessary to have some additional income or apply for a loan. (The total 
income for the previous calendar year was $9226.60.) Interestingly, I apologized to 
the Foundation for the application because I had been independent since I was sixteen 
years of age, and I had always had strong convictions that the price of an education 
is the desire to get one. At this moment, however, I feel that I can close my eyes to a 
type of pride that has helped me to arrive at my present status, seek assistance from an 
organization known for its service to individuals and society in general, then face a new 
challenge that lies ahead. 

I had a very prompt reply, telling me that he would submit my request to the Trustees at 
their May meeting. He also asked me to submit the minimum requirements to enable me 
to attend Auburn and my entrance date and anticipated completion date for completing 
the doctorate. In response, I informed him of the stipend Auburn would pay me, making 
it necessary for me to have and additional $2500 to support us through the year. I would 
have my summer pay from the Board of Education, so my greatest need would begin 
in September. In a letter dated June 14, 1961, after we moved to Auburn, I had a letter 
from the Fuller E. Callaway Foundation informing me that I would receive a fellowship 
in the amount of $150.00 per month for twelve months, beginning September 1. John 
R. Allen wrote that the “Trustees were impressed with the fine record you have made 
and they were happy to be able to grant you this fellowship to enable you to complete 
your work on the Doctorate of Education degree at Auburn University.” We were rather 
brave, or perhaps foolish, to move to Auburn without the assurance we would have 
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income beyond the assistantship and what I would receive from the G.I. Bill. Of course, 
we made the move to New Your City without a place to live when we arrived, so I 
suppose we believed that whatever happened, we would adjust. One of the strengths of 
our marriage and family life together has been a strong sense of cooperation once we 
set a goal. However, I now understand why Fran’s mother asked her if I were going to 
be in school for the rest of my life!

Fran’s support in all my professional responsibilities always meant so much to me. She 
was always willing to take on any responsibility in the school, church, or community 
that would help to achieve goals we set. She endeared herself to the children in the 
school, parents, and members of the community.  She managed the home and provided 
a nurturing environment for the children and also reached out to others to make their 
lives better. An example was giving piano lessons to Bryant Fuller III and Virginia 
Perdue without any charge. The final recital by “Little Bryant” and Virginia was held 
at the Baptist Church May 6, 1962. They both played the piano and the organ, and 
presented a very good program for parents and others who attended the recital. We 
were beginning to face the “last time” for a number of activities in the school and 
community, and, of course, this brought sadness for us. Michael and Kappy had their 
final recital in the church on May 27, a week before we left the community. 

During all the planning for the move, we did not discuss details with the children until 
we knew that everything was set for the move to Auburn. I shall never forget late in the 
afternoon when we were returning from a visit with the Motes. We were walking across 
the school grounds on the way to our house when we told Michael we were moving to 
Auburn. I can see him now as he picked up a rock and threw it as far as he could toward 
“Mr. Pack’s Hill.” He could not stand the thought of leaving Mountville and his friends, 
Doug, Kappy, and Little Bryant. 

On the day after the recital, I had to write a letter to my brothers and Anne informing 
them that we had received Ellis’ report from West Georgia College, and at mid-term 
he was failing all his subjects. After conferring with Ellis, we reached some agreement 
about his immediate future. I explained this in the following paragraph to the family:

       He has a job with R.E.A. (same as last summer) for the summer months. He wants to get a room in 
LaGrange and assume all his expenses for the summer. I really believe a part of his trouble is a deep-
seated desire for real independence. Because of this desire, which seems to be so apparent, I certainly 
concur with his decision. It is hard to face the fact that he has actually wasted a year as far as college 
is concerned, but I do believe some good has come from it. After he has an opportunity to assume full 
responsibility for all expenses, the value of the dollar will become more real to him. All of us know he 
has undergone a great deal in his life; however, all of us have tended to shelter him rather than let him 
build up an immunity to the inevitable problems that arise. He’s such a fine boy; I believe he’ll find 
himself and make an intelligent decision after his “three months of real live education” this summer.

Now we know that this was a good decision on his part because it set in motion events 
that would lead to a very successful life. It also worked well for us at the time. I 
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explained to the family that we would be leaving Mountville early in June.

The move, of course, meant that I would not only relinquish my responsibilities at 
Mountville, but also ones that I had assumed elsewhere in the state. I had been active 
in the development of the state curriculum guide for the English Language Arts. I was 
asked to work in Athens, Georgia from June 8 – 17 to develop a tentative report on the 
project. I wrote a letter to Dr. Ira Jarrell, Director, Curriculum Development Service 
in the State Department of Education explaining that I would be moving to Auburn 
early in June. I regretted having to leave this project because the people with whom I 
had worked and the ideas we explored brought great satisfaction for me.  At that time, 
I thought I would be away only a year because I wrote to her that “upon completion of 
my degree I trust I will be able to resume work on the committee.” 

On May 7, 1962, I wrote the following:

       12:45 P.M. – I have just sealed the envelope containing my unsigned contract. I pray that the decision 
not to return to Mountville is the right one. It has not been an easy one to make..

One week later on May 14, I wrote a long letter to Mr. Clark in which I attempted to 
express my appreciation to him for what the eight years in Troup County had meant to 
me. Because it represented so accurately my feelings at the time, I include the letter in 
its entirety below.

May 14, 1962
      Mr. R.S. Clark, Superintendent
      Troup County Schools
      118 Ridley Avenue
      LaGrange, Georgia

      Dear Mr. Clark:

       My purpose for writing this letter is to make an attempt to express my feelings toward you as an 
individual and the Troup County School System as a whole. As great as the English language is for 
purposes of communication, its weaknesses come into real focus when there is an attempt to express 
the innermost feelings found in the depths of the heart. Please bear with me as I struggle to find 
adequate words to express my feelings, particularly my gratitude.

       My initial correspondence with you dates back to February 11, 1954. As I recently read this letter I 
was able to smile and remember the rather immature person who sent it your way. As I read further, 
however, I came across the following statement which gave me a great deal of satisfaction:

       “I have a deep feeling for the teaching profession, and plan to dedicate my life to its progress.”

       This feeling has matured, grown in intensity, and fortunately for me found expression in Troup County. 
The greatest satisfaction that comes in our profession is that of being able to see growth. It brings such 
great joy when one can see his own growth. Particularly when it is linked with the growth in others. 
My philosophy of life, education and my feelings toward people are not very different now from what 
they were when I began teaching. I guess it might be compared to a tender shoot that breaks the crust 
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of the earth in spring. It grows but without losing its actual identity. Its roots grow deeper in search 
for the sustenance necessary for its being. As these roots grow in strength they anchor the maturing 
plant against the beating winds, while its branches reach outward towards its Maker who gave it life 
and who expects it to bear fruit.

       You have provided so much of the guidance and inspiration that are necessary for the cultivation of the 
human life. I appreciate you because you were able to see beneath a rather idealistic outlook the real 
vision that was underneath. You were able to see the inherent desire I had to lift myself and then lead 
others to become their very best. Truly, you know what Gibran meant when he wrote:

        “No man can reveal to you aught but that which already lies half asleep in the dawning of your 
knowledge.”

       I appreciate you, yes, for what you are but more selfishly for what you have helped me to know and 
become in the profession. I do not refer here to status or prestige. Rather I speak of the real value in 
teaching: linking one’s self with his fellowman in search for understanding and truth.

       I have always believed in people. When God breathed a part of himself into us, we became His spiritual 
kindred. This makes me know and appreciate the real worth and dignity of the individual man. As a 
result of walking and working with children and adults alike, I have seen the spirit in the child and in 
the man come alive and a great change occur in their lives. Yet I see before us now a great challenge 
to find the potential greatness that resides “in the dawning of his knowledge” and bring it out in order 
that the individual may become his best self.

       You have listened to my problems; you have helped me rise above the pettiness of many of the 
insignificant barriers caused by the element of human frailties. You have helped me to gain a more 
realistic perspective of myself, capitalizing upon my strengths and accepting those weaknesses that I 
have not been able to correct. You have not solved my problems for me; you have believed in me as I 
sought a solution. You have helped me to gain more self-confidence as I have dealt with people and 
problems in my personal and professional experience.

       The philosophy underlying the Troup County School System is sound, and as it more progressively finds 
expression in actual practice a new image of pubic education will become a reality to the citizenry of 
this area. The greatest problem comes in being sure that those in positions of leadership carry enough 
light to shine through the haze of complacency that so typifies the thinking of many of the people. There 
is a need for more people who are imbued with the crusading spirit exemplified by you and some of 
your colleagues. I trust that I may stand and be counted with you.

       About fourteen years ago I sat down one day and attempted to describe my feeling as I decided to 
become a teacher. (Note: At this time I had linked the two, but I don’t think it is accurate to make the 
connection as clear-cut as appears here.) I somehow feel that you can appreciate it; therefore, I am 
including it as a part of my final remarks to you, a very dear friend.

       I went out walking one day….Alone with my thoughts….Where I was Going I do not know….But then 
someone took my hand and said, “Come with me.”……This unknown friend and I walked and talked. 
I knew not where we were going….Nor did I care….We were walking To think, to understand, and to 
love….When walking with these three, One lives and walks in eternity.

       Then we reached a mountain extending to the clouds….Looking below we beheld the busy world where 
so many were toiling, suffering, and Unhappy….But wait! There were many who were looking upward 
with faith and hope….Each of these faces a lamp to this darkness. 

      Below.
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       There I stood between the world below and God above….There to choose my course to follow…..Then I 
lifted my head and a light shone on my face….I listened as harmonious music fell upon my ears….And 
I paused as the love of God entered into my heart….I stood there….How long I do not know….Nor do 
I care….The important thing….I stood there.

      Here my friend left me….I watched for now I could see Him.

       Then all was peace and quiet save a soft voice in the distance, “Go, my Son, and light the lamps below 
that those in darkness may see.

       Thank you for the wonderful opportunity to carry a lamp for awhile in Troup County. It has provided 
a light for me along the way, and I trust as I have walked I have been able to lead others closer to the 
realization of a richer life.

       May God’s richest blessings be upon you as you continue to serve Him in unselfish devotion to the 
cause of education in Troup County.

     Sincerely,
      
     Kenneth Cadenhead

KC:EM (originally typed by my secretary and dear friend, Eugenia Mote.

To the very end of my tenure as principal, I was writing letters that reflected my thinking 
and feelings on what to me were important subjects. On May 18, I wrote a letter that 
showed a link between my religious thinking at the time and the content of books read 
by the children. It would be a good bit later that my thinking changed in this regard. 
At that time, I was holding fast to my own personal views, believing strongly that my 
search for truth was more or less in the confines of the Christian religion, linking my 
religion with my professional life as an educator.

The letter I wrote on this date was to Hal Clements, Director of the Division of 
Instructional Materials in the State Department of Education. One of our seventh 
graders had come across a statement in a book in the library, The Story of Mosses, 
Ferns and Mushrooms, by Dorothy Sterling that troubled him and his teacher. I quoted 
from page 22:  

        You find oak trees in the woods and daisies in the meadow long before you see men struggling to stand 
upright.

I asserted that “we believe that the statement adds nothing to the contents of the book, 
but it certainly has implications that are contrary to the beliefs to which we subscribe.”

The response I received from Hal Clements was excellent, but it did not have much 
impact on me at the time:

       As you can imagine many helpful materials could not be listed if they were evaluated on the basis of 
specific statements which  might be objectionable. . .Somewhere during the educative process students 
will hear of Darwin and they need complete information in order to decide this matter for themselves.
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       I am sure that you will handle this matter in the best possible way. It is good for students to challenge 
information and at the same  time respect the right of others to hold different views.

What an excellent opportunity to broaden my view. Unfortunately, it did not register 
with me at the time because I was steeped in a particular belief system, one that actually 
interfered with the overall theme of this writing: searching for greater understanding. I 
had at that time what I wanted and needed: a comfortable, though very narrow, world view. 

On May 21, another letter that was very important to me was written, and I am pleased 
that I kept it in my files. R.S. Clark, Superintendent of Troup County Schools, responded 
to the letter I wrote to him the week before. I was deeply moved by the content of the 
letter because I believed he knew me extremely well, and it was clear to me that he had 
spent a great deal of time composing the letter. I include it in its entirety below.

May 21, 1962

      Mr. Kenneth Cadenhead
      Principal
      Mountville School
      Mountville, Georgia

       Dear Mr. Cadenhead:

       You have successfully fashioned for me the image of the ideal school leader. The purpose of this letter 
is to share with you some of the built-in characteristics of that image.

       First of all, the image is a continuing design, fashioned from personal, social, religious and professional 
qualities, critically selected and harmoniously blended into ideal form.

       Much of your image, but not all, has emerged in Troup County life. Here you were born, reared, 
received your early training as a pupil in public school, and most of your experience as a young 
teacher and school administrator. You are the product of the scholars, of the freedom lovers, of the 
statesman, of the spiritually inspired, and of the professionally dedicated. You have followed the course 
markers of loyalty, community service, human helpfulness, civic achievement and religious endeavor. 
You have demonstrated the principle that social welfare is the responsibility, not of the philanthropist 
alone, but of all citizens. You have exemplified the firm belief that people working together in setting 
and achieving mutually acceptable goals accomplish things that splinter groups or individuals never 
could accomplish acting separately.

       You have seen with us in Troup County a challenge and an opportunity. You have played an important 
part in verbalizing the challenge, in describing the opportunity, and in setting the course that has 
moved us toward the goals we have identified.

       You are a restless soul, crying out for a better life for all; yours is a spirit charged with noble ambition; 
you have a heart stirred by the call to higher service; and you are a champion of the worth and dignity 
of man, and of a sympathetic understanding of the feelings and tender emotions of children. You have 
a compelling purpose, a concern for those who need help whether they know it or not. You have a body 
of ready knowledge and widely expanding horizons.
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       As an educator, as a colleague, as a friend, you have distinguished yourself in your manner of working 
with people. You have been able to attract the support of others to purposes which you helped them to 
see as worthwhile. You have been able to organize, recruit and lead a staff. In someone else’s poetic 
tenor, you have “dropped little pebbles that set up ripples that caused concentric circles washing 
foreign shores.”

       As we examine your image we necessarily reflect upon some of the achievements in education in the 
years we have worked together in Troup County. Our purpose here is not to celebrate accomplishments, 
but to recognize what can be done through dedicated cooperative service when people have the heart, 
the mind, the understanding of the dedicated educational leader.

       As we behold the image, we like what we see; and we say a big THANK YOU. Thank you for being 
what you are, for doing what you have done, and for setting an example in leadership, in motivation, 
in organization worthy of emulation.

  In the hour of your departure,
   We regret to see you go’   
  Your way stays bright as you follow the light
   Of the things you have come to know.
  The sea is deep, the wind is swift;
   The waves may toss you about;
  Your anchor holds against the rift
   Secured in faith that’s free from doubt.
  For every happy hour we’ve shared,
   A thousand joys to you.
  For every moment we have cared,
   As many hopes come true.
  Go, with your clear and noble vision,
   Seek out that type of work and find
  That service which will satisfy ambition
   Through dedicated training of mankind.

      Sincerely,

      R.S. Clark, Superintendent

      Troup County Schools

The final edition of Mountville Headliner (Volume VII, Number 6) was issued May 25, 
1962. I did not know that on that date the newspaper would be dedicated to me and a 
special “Appreciation Day” assembly would occur in the cafetorium. “Little Bryant” 
made the “introductory speech”:

       The purpose of our being here this morning is well known by all the students and faculty but unknown 
to a very special person. Mr. Cadenhead, would you please come to the stage and be seated in the 
place of honor. You hold a special place in the hearts of everyone of us. There are so many things we’d 
like to say and  do to let you know how we feel. We have prepared a special little program just for you. 
First the upper elementary grades have written an acrostic which they will present at this time.

The very beautiful words that different children wrote and presented from MR. 
CADENHEAD still warm my heart as I read them. I had to chuckle as I read Donald 
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Henderson’s reference to my “pretty white shoes.” He was referring to my wearing the 
light blue suit and white shoes. At that time, I did place more emphasis on what I wore 
and how I looked. The presentation of the acrostic was followed by a song “All Through 
the Years” by the sixth grade.

Then came the dedication of the Headliner. I do not know who wrote this part of 
the dedication, but I have an idea that it was Mrs. Moore who had been the person 
responsible for the newspaper throughout the seven years of its existence. I was moved 
by the words:

       Under your guidance this “HEADLINER” was born and has grown. Your resourcefulness and interest 
in growth and progress inspire us to reach the goals toward which you point. We are proud of our 
school’s record under your leadership.

       You have been a pioneer in our school and community. You have  built strong and well. Now you 
leave our school to make history with the wise and great, devoting yourself toward building for many 
communities a greater tomorrow.

       For your sincere concern for the welfare of each individual, your  council, your understanding, 
your friendship, and your dedication to the highest ideals of education and human development, we 
dedicate this issue of the Mountville Elementary School “HEADLINER” to you, MR. KENNETH 
CADENHEAD

This was followed by a song, “Our Devotion,” presented by the seventh grade and 
another song, “Now Is The Hour” by the fifth grade. Then a representative from each 
class presented a gift.

 Patsy Bissett and Tim Barrett, First grade----------Magazine subscription
 Debra Folds, Second grade----------------------------Handkerchiefs and tie
 Jimmy Humphries, Third grade----------------------White shirt and blue tie
 Morris Stephens, Fourth grade-------------------------------------White shirt
 Ronald Furgerson, Fifth grade-----------------------Cuff links and tie clasp
 Douglas Mote, Sixth grade--------------------------------------Record album
 Mike Stephens, Seventh grade---  Books: The Book of Unusual Quotations
        and Public Speaker’s Treasure Chest

      The program ended with the group singing “For He’s a Jolly Good Fellow.”

The depth of my gratitude to the teachers, children, and parents could never be captured 
in words; however, I did attempt to express my appreciation in my final Principal’s 
Message in the Headliner that reached parents as well. I expressed my pleasure in 
seeing children’s growth through the years and especially in the creativity we had seen 
in their writing and in other forms of expression: “The faces of the children, expressions 
of their thoughts, experiences with them and sincere interest in their future will always 
occupy a special place in my heart.” My gratitude to the faculty was sincere as I wrote 
that “the life of each person on the staff has made a valuable contribution to the school 
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program.” We also had built a strong relationship with many parents who contributed 
so much to the school, and I wanted to thank them for their support. Finally, I wrote that 
“being a part of the Troup County School System has been one of the great blessings 
of my life.” My belief in the value of the school newspaper only grew stronger with 
the success of the Mountville Headliner, and its beginning was linked closely with 
another such attempt, Oak Mountain in a Nutshell, which was a part of my first year 
of teaching.

Everything was coming to a close at the school. The final dinner that was organized by 
the faculty was a beautiful event. The design of individual place cards for the faculty 
and their husbands reflected something special about each person. At the end of the 
dinner, each person wrote a personal note to me on the reverse side of the place card. 
Some moved me deeply because they showed a special link that had been established. 
Mrs. Bowen wrote that “I will miss you and especially when I serve English pea salad 
and barbecue.” Mrs. Biggers and Mrs. Colley thanked me for making their first year 
of teaching meaningful. Mrs. Biggers had endeared herself to Melanie who was in 
her first grade classroom. Jean and Carl Mote made theirs personal. Carl wrote that 
he wished I could change my mind because he would need me to “help chop wood 
next winter.” Finally, Mrs. Moore’s statement touched me because our work together in 
school, music, and community activities resulted in mutual appreciation: “Best wishes 
to one of the finest people I have ever known.” It was a strange experience as I looked 
again at the signatures of the faculty members and Jean Mote who signed the card. 
Each I associated with reports, notes, report cards and other school-related work where 
I had seen the signatures many times. Then at this writing I had to face the reality that 
these individuals are no longer living; however, the experience of writing about our 
work together made them all live again in my memory.

The final goodbye in the community occurred June 3, Fran’s and my 11th wedding 
anniversary, at Mountville Baptist Church. It was actually the day before we were 
scheduled to move from Mountville. This church had been so much a part of our lives 
and we had come to love the people. Michael remembered our Saturday evenings 
polishing shoes and getting everything ready for church on Sunday. Melanie, Mark, 
and Milton attended from the time they were babies. We had worked with three young 
pastors who gave of themselves so willingly to build the program of the church and to 
make significant improvements in the building and grounds. As pointed out earlier, we 
made some mistakes in altering the interior of the church, thus making it lose some 
of its historical value; however, at the time, we all agreed that the improvements were 
good for the church. 

A special printed program with “God Bless You, Kenneth, Fran and Children” in gold 
letters was printed for the day.” A beautiful flower arrangement was placed in the church 
by Sarabel and Luther Gaines, honoring our family.  Some of the young people prepared 
special music, and Max McCord presented “an appreciation message.” Sarabel Gaines 
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and Russell Cash presented a “Memory Book,” which contained letters and photographs 
from people in the church and community. These letters moved us profoundly because 
the love and appreciation expressed in them made us realize how deep our relationship 
was with the people. Beautiful engraved candle stick holders with crystal candy dishes 
were presented to us from the Community Club, and finally, Lamerle and Henry Perdue 
presented a lovely silver tray on which was engraved “Mountville Baptist Church, June 
3, 1962. On the opposite page from the order of service was printed “Psalm 100,” 
which reminded me of my special composition for the Mountville Community Choir. 
Attending the service was a very emotional experience for us, and saying goodbye to 
the community was difficult because I felt as if I were leaving a part of myself there.

After I completed my work at the school, I made one final gesture that was not unlike 
others I had made during the years I was principal. I wrote individual notes to each 
teacher on June 2 and left them inside the teacher’s desk so they would find them when 
they returned at the beginning of school in the fall. Mrs. Moore and Mrs. Harmon wrote 
letters to me after we moved to Auburn in response to the notes. Mrs. Moore wrote:

       I couldn’t help dreading that first day especially. You can’t possible know how I missed your being 
there. Many pleasant memories of  other first days were passing through my mind when I opened my 
desk drawer and found your lovely note of June 2. Than all day I could sense that you were there. I 
do believe I could feel your  interest and concern for us that day. I knew you were missing being there 
yourself. Needless to say, you left with us a part of yourself that made us better teachers as well as 
better people for having worked with you and experienced all the fine fellowship that we had together. 
I shall be ever grateful for the contribution that you  made to my life. I envy young teachers who will 
be privileged to begin their career under your guidance.

Mrs. Harmon, who I referred to earlier as one of the best teachers with whom I had 
worked was able to return to teaching after a brief absence. She wrote:

       Kenneth, I want to thank you for the nice note I found in my desk as well as our letter. When I need to 
boost my morale I’ll just get them out and reread them. You don’t realize how much you  helped me 
in the four years I taught with you. Your ideas and knowledge of education gave us the challenge we 
needed to at least do our best. I think the teachers who will have you for an instructor are mighty lucky. 
I will always appreciate your  kindness and faith in me.

Three days after we moved to Auburn, we also had a letter from our dear friend and 
neighbor Carl Mote. His and our family had become very close friends, and we had 
shared many experiences during the eight years we were neighbors. We knew that we 
would miss them very much. Michael stayed with them for awhile after we moved 
in order for him to complete the little league season. I wrote Carl and Jean a letter 
to which Carl replied very promptly. He said they would be looking for us to return 
because Mountville School could use a doctor as principal. He also told me that he 
wanted to make me homesick by telling me that they had the “best country dinner 
– that’s the dinner you eat in the middle of the day in the country – of squash, butter 
beans, tomatoes, cucumbers, and corn from our garden.” The invitation to visit them 
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was, of course, accepted many times and our friendship was rich until death separated 
us.

(Note: At this moment, I can say that reading these letters from people who are no 
longer living and yet at one time were vital to our lives is an emotionally wrenching 
experience. As I have indicated above, this writing is an adventure in self-discovery, 
but it is also one that is filled with mixed emotions: genuine pleasure in revisiting some 
of the people and experiences that helped to shape my life and deep sadness that many 
are deceased. I can only be grateful for my belief in the collective human spirit and can, 
as Mrs. Moore wrote, sense that they are still with me.) 
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Graduate School at Auburn

Fortunate to locate a house very near the campus so I could walk to class, we moved 
to 112 East Thach Avenue in Auburn in time for me to enroll as a full time student in 
summer school. The house belonged to Mrs. Askew, daughter of the late Dr. Askew 
whose office at one time was in a small building next door to the house we rented, and 
she rented the house to us for $90 per month, including utilities.  The house consisted 
of a large living room, dining room, kitchen, three bedrooms, a small study, two 
bathrooms, a screened front porch and a small screened back porch. There was a wide 
hallway where the central heating furnace was located. Also, there was a large exhaust 
fan on the back porch that provided very good ventilation, making the house reasonably 
comfortable without air-conditioning. Michael and Mark shared the front bedroom, 
and Melanie and Milton were in the middle bedroom. We were very comfortable in the 
new location, and assisted in adjusting to Auburn by Mrs. Seagraves, who lived next 
door and ran the boarding house called the Green House. She was extremely kind to 
us, helping to orient us to the town and occasionally giving us her famous homemade 
cinnamon rolls and doughnuts. There was enough room in the rear of the house for me 
to have a small garden. An unusual sound that finally became one we expected when it 
rained was the sump pump that removed water from under the house after a rain. A.C., 
the handyman who worked for Mrs. Askew, befriended Mark and Milton; they became 
very fond of him. We were settled well in our new home and ready for me to register 
for my first full load in the doctoral program.

I registered for sixteen hours, a heavy load for my first quarter:

Development of Educational Philosophy
Statistical Methods in Education
Research and Experimental Design
Teaching Science

Because of my desire to do well in all the courses, I devoted many hours to study. In 
fact, I am sure I neglected some of my family responsibilities due to the amount of time 
I spent in the small study room in our home. The course in Educational Philosophy 
under Dr. Harold Punke was very demanding, requiring much reading of material that 
was new for me. Stafford Clark was also in the class, and he wrote to me in December 
indicating that he, as I, was shocked, although delighted, that we both made an A in 
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the course. The course in statistics, an entirely new area for me, caused me to devote 
as much as four or five hours of intense study daily, and I did not find the study very 
satisfying. My time spent was, however, rewarded with an A in this course as well. 
It was taught by Dr. Galen Drewry, professor with whom I had corresponded about 
an alternative plan for completing my residency. I was not excited about the use of 
statistics in my doctoral dissertation; however, it was wise for me to begin my residency 
with this course, which, along with the Research and Experimental Design, caused me 
to begin thinking about the dissertation. The course in Teaching Science did two very 
important things for me. First of all, it introduced me early to Dr. Laura Newell who 
not only became a valuable teaching colleague later but a very dear friend. She had 
recently completed her doctorate and was asked to remain on the faculty in Elementary 
Education. She and I shared an office while the School of Education was located in 
Thach Hall. As will be seen later, our professional relationship was a very rich one 
until her retirement. The second reason teaching the science course was important for 
me was, without my knowing it, helping me to prepare somewhat for my own teaching 
experience in the department that was to follow the next quarter.

Although it was more common for the statistics course to be taken prior to the research 
and design course, I was far enough along in my program that I needed to begin 
thinking about a dissertation topic. Therefore, I was allowed to take the two courses 
during the same quarter. As a requirement in the course, I prepared a prospectus for 
my dissertation.

This turned out to be the beginning of what actually was my proposal for the 
dissertation later. I do not remember why I chose teacher education as a subject for 
the dissertation rather than one related to the public schools; however, since my first 
teaching experience at West Georgia College during the summer of 1959, I had become 
increasingly interested in the subject. I was interested in evaluating the effectiveness 
of teacher education programs, and this interest prompted me to select the subject in 
the research and design course. The original idea was to study the teacher education 
program in three institutions, and this caused me to contact Dr. Malcolm Shackelford 
who was the head of the teacher education program at LaGrange College. I planned a 
conference with him in late August to discuss the dissertation topic. As will be seen 
later, I changed the topic to include only one institution rather than three.  Such a study 
would be more manageable. Of course, there was still the strong attraction of Troup 
County, and this link with LaGrange College was related to this feeling.

We missed the people at Mountville, and the letters I received from Stafford Clark 
made the feeling even more intense. (Interestingly, all of his letters addressed me as Mr. 
Cadenhead, never Kenneth, and it was good many years later that I began to call him 
Stafford.)  When he sent my August check which represented payment in full for my 
services rendered during the 1961-62 school year in the Troup County School System, 
the final link was broken. He expressed again his appreciation for the contribution I 
had made to “learning and to improvement of our educational program.” As indicated 
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above, Michael remained with the Motes in order to play until the end of little league 
baseball season, and this meant that we made frequent trips there to see the games. It 
was not easy to make the break from a place that had been so much a part of our lives 
for eight years. The central theme that made the difference was the closeness of our 
family. The love and support that Fran provided all of us was more valuable than I could 
ever imagine. There were sacrifices, and yet we knew we were in it together, as we had 
been in all our work since we married.  After we moved and were settled, I had to be in 
Columbus with Dr. Dalton, head of the department, serving on an accreditation visiting 
committee for the Fort Benning Schools. I wrote a letter to each of the children and one 
to Fran, dated October 30, 1962, expressing my deep appreciation for her and what she 
meant to me and to the children:

       My dear, you can never know how much I love you and appreciate what you do for me. I know there 
are not many who would be willing to deprive themselves as you have done to help reach a goal. I 
promise you that when we have reached the goal of the doctorate I will make it easier for you and try 
to provide more of the things that you need and  deserve. 

One of the greatest adjustments we had to make was becoming a part of another church. 
Probably because of the influence of Mrs. Seagraves, we attended First Baptist Church. 
Leaving a church where we were such an integral part and moving to a larger church in 
a predominantly academic community was not an easy move for us to make. We were 
eager to be a part of a church because of our basic beliefs at that time and because we 
felt that participation in the church program was essential to our lives as Christians. 
Unfortunately, I do not have any diary entries or correspondence that record my actual 
reaction to the new church environment, so it is difficult for me to record my thoughts 
and feelings accurately. We did become involved in Sunday school and it was not long 
before I became a member of the choir. Following my pattern of writing a Sunday 
night letter to Max McCord, our minister in Mountville, I wrote a letter to John Jeffers, 
pastor of First Baptist Church after we attended the first worship experience. I don’t 
know what I was expecting, but I do remember I was disappointed that there was not 
an acknowledgement of the letter. We continued to attend the church and both Fran and 
I eventually became active in different parts of the program; however, the difference 
from our involvement in Mountville was pronounced, and a number of years in the 
future would show that I ceased to be involved in the organized church.

Michael and Melanie attended Dean Road School. Melanie made a good adjustment, 
but Michael was unfortunate in having a very strict teacher, causing him to do his 
work but not with enthusiasm. It was not until the next year when his sixth grade 
teacher, Ruth Williamson, he had a good school experience. Michael’s independent 
spirit showed early as he began his first paper route during this year. Melanie made new 
friends easily and it did not take long for her to settle in the new location.  Mark and 
Milton, always so close, were separated while we lived on Thach Avenue when Mark 
enrolled in kindergarten at the university. There were no children living near us, so the 
children made friends through church. Fran made friends through church activities, 
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and she was busy caring for the family. We were very comfortable at 112 East Thach, 
although it did take some time for us to adjust to a setting that was very different from 
what we had known in Mountville. Our closeness as a family, something I have always 
valued, made the adjustment easier for all of us.

Fall Quarter, 1962, our first quarter in Auburn, brought some changes for me. During 
the summer months, I still had my salary from Troup County and my support from the 
G.I. Bill. Beginning in Fall Quarter, I was granted a graduate assistantship that paid 
$3120 for the academic year for two-thirds work load. (There was a strange allowance 
for the graduate assistant to be paid for a two-thirds work load and at the same time 
permitted to take two-thirds load of academic course work.) The support from the 
Callaway Foundation began September 1 and would continue for twelve months. 
Because I was not taking a full load, my G.I. Bill was reduced slightly from the $160 
monthly while I was only taking a partial academic load. This, of course, meant that 
we, a family of six, had to be very frugal. 

Fall quarter also brought the beginning of my relationship with Arthur Coss, who 
came to Auburn from the University of Mississippi to become head of the Department 
of Elementary Education in 1962 also. He played a significant role in my tenure at 
Auburn, as will be seen in subsequent pages. One thing he did our first quarter together 
in the department is puzzling to me even today. He assigned me to teach a senior level 
course in Science for Teachers. At that time this science content course was offered 
in the School of Education rather than in one of the departments in the School of 
Arts and Sciences. While it proved to be a very valuable experience for me at the 
time, it was necessary for me to study many hours in preparation to teach the course. 
Science at that time was not one of my major interests, but as usual, when I assumed 
a responsibility, I worked assiduously to succeed. I have kept the textbook, Man and 
His Physical Universe, on my shelf to remind me of the experience. Pages showing 
much underlining and margin notes attest to my long hours of study. My friend and 
colleague, Laura Newell, let me borrow her book. I was reminded of this fact when I 
opened the book recently and saw her signature. While I do not support such a practice 
of someone teaching a course when he or she is not academically prepared in the area, 
I must say that the experience turned out reasonably well since I was willing to study, 
perhaps learning more than my students. However, a student sent an anonymous letter 
to the department head about the class, which was encouraging for me.

       I would like to say that you should feel fortunate to have such an excellent professor as Mr. Cadenhead 
on your staff.

       I am a student who hopes to complete his science course this week and feel that he should be recognized 
for his outstanding teaching qualities. I think he is a definite asset to this School of Education.

    Sincerely yours,

    A Student
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I can say without reservation that I always went to any class I taught well prepared, 
and I also exhibited enthusiasm in my teaching. Of course, I don’t know what was 
appealing to this particular student, but it helped to build my confidence as I taught the 
course for three consecutive quarters. As I examined the grade reports, I found that the 
first quarter, I had twice as many grades of C as A, and no failing grades; however, the 
third quarter, the percentage of grades of A was about the same, but there were some 
grades of D and one F. Perhaps I became more discriminating as I had experience 
teaching the course. This first teaching experience in science at Auburn was helpful to 
me, but it would not be until many years later that I had contact with science again; this 
was in the interdisciplinary program Ascent of Man.

A letter dated October 14, 1962, which I found in a folder, served as an important link 
between my high school days and a time much later in the future when I began serious 
work on family history. Miss Leah Hartley, my senior high school English teacher, 
wrote a letter to Paul inquiring about me. He gave her my address, and she wrote a very 
nice letter. She was kind in her comments about my work in her class at Chipley High 
School, telling me that I had more than fulfilled her expectations.  She also told me 
that she had retired and was spending much time traveling. I was pleased that I kept my 
response to her letter. One paragraph shows my appreciation for her:

       A few weeks ago, I was looking through my folder containing materials on music appreciation. 
Included in this folder was the term paper I wrote for you during my senior year at Chipley High 
School. This study of Beethoven was a real fine experience for me. Even though it was held together 
in a crude manner – I sewed it with needle and thread – the content of the paper and  your positive 
evaluation of the work meant a great deal to me. You had a real contribution to make to the students, 
and I am grateful for what you meant to me.

I brought her up to date on my family and my work. I was not to have further contact 
with her for a good many years, as will be seen later when I review my work on family 
history.

Fran and the children had adjustments to make as well. Michael and Melanie began their 
new school year at Dean Road School. Michael was in the fifth grade and Melanie in 
the second. Both had adjustments to make. Michael had moved from the very pleasant 
young Miss Bagley at Mountville to a stern and strict Mrs. Speer, and Melanie, having 
been accustomed to Mrs. Biggers’ enthusiastic and creative teaching had to learn Mrs. 
Martin’s very different approaches in the second grade. We had agreed that if at all 
possible, Fran would remain at home with Mark, who was four, and Milton, three. 
This freed me for the long hours of study and preparation for teaching. During fall 
quarter, in addition to my responsibilities related to the assistantship, I took one formal 
course, Philosophy of Education in America, and continued to work on the plan for my 
dissertation. Mark and Milton were inseparable and had sufficient room for playing 
inside and also in the rear of the house. They also were early entrepreneurs. There was 
a girls’ dormitory located in the block east of our house, and the students passed on 
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the sidewalk on their way to class.  We learned quite by accident that Mark and Milton 
would stretch a rope across the sidewalk and charge the students to pass! Of course, this 
business venture did not last long. We also found Chewacla State Park not long after we 
moved to Auburn, and we spent many happy hours there – and at that time it was free!  

Fran soon found work in the church and made valuable contributions in the children’s 
program there.

Fall quarter brought another entirely new experience: football season. On the days of 
football games, crowds of people passed our house on their way to the stadium. At that 
time people dressed in their finery to go to the ball games. There was much enthusiasm, 
and the children were caught up in this part of Auburn very early; it, of course, grew 
even more intense through the years. Michael soon took on the responsibility of selling 
programs, giving him a pass to go to the games. Immediately behind our house was 
a fraternity, and the after-game parties went long into the night with loud music and 
sometimes the kind of language we did not want the children to hear. It seemed a bit 
strange many years later when Michael’s band played for one of the parties. Just for old 
time’s sake, Fran and I parked nearby to hear his music and remember the days much 
earlier when we were trying to shield the children from the fraternity party atmosphere.

As late as January 1963, I still was hoping to complete my work at the end of the year 
and return to Georgia. I wrote a letter to Dr. Richard Coffeen at West Georgia College 
inquiring about a possible position there. I informed him that I would complete all my 
course work by summer quarter and I hoped to finish the dissertation as well. I was 
eager to complete the doctorate and begin teaching full time again. However, I was 
going to face one of the most devastating experiences in my life that would delay my 
completing the work as I had planned.

My success in all my work up to the doctoral level turned out to be a temporary 
disadvantage for me: I did not know how to face failure.  Facing it at this time in my 
professional life was very painful for me.  I am willing to take some of the responsibility 
for what happened because I was working too hard to complete my degree in a specified 
period of time and I was unrealistic in my expectations of myself. In addition, I had 
a major professor who was not able to provide much guidance in my preparation for 
the preliminary examination and further in my research for the dissertation. I insisted 
that I wanted to take my preliminary examination where all members of my committee 
prepared questions to which I was to respond. This was a necessary step before being 
admitted to candidacy for the degree.  I had taken course work over a long period 
of time, and also I scheduled the examinations prior to taking some of the courses, 
particularly in Foundations of Education, that would have helped me to prepare for 
the questions. I did not pass the examination, and I met with the committee to receive 
their recommendations. Committee members whose questions were not answered 
adequately suggested readings for me. I was to study for a period of time and take the 
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examination again. I had to face failure for the first time in my educational experience, 
and I was ready to change my goal!  I went home and told Fran that I felt a deep sense 
of failure, and I likewise told her that I wanted to return to Troup County where I knew 
I was successful. She disagreed and encouraged me to do what was necessary to pass 
the examination. On the same afternoon, I phoned Stafford Clark and told him that 
I wanted to return to his school system. Friend that he was, he helped me clear my 
thinking. He recommended that I not change my goal and simply continue by following 
the recommendations of my committee. In a later letter, he wrote:

        When you feel blue, when it seems the chips are down, and when the going is roughest, remember that 
you’re definitely progressing toward a goal, your own goal, and even though it’s taking you  longer to 
achieve it than you or I had estimated it would take;   nevertheless, you are making sure progress 
and in a longer period of time you can expect to achieve the goal that you had set for  yourself.

After a time to adjust to what happened, and with the great support of my dear wife, 
I decided to remain and follow the advice of the committee. It was the best decision 
because I later passed the preliminary exam and oral examination, although I don’t 
think I ever overcame the disappointment that accompanied the failure to pass the first 
time. Also, I believe it had an adverse effect on my confidence.

In a letter to the Callaway Foundation on April 9, 1963 I had to report that I made 
my first B in a course. This course in history, The New South, was a very fine one, 
and I learned so much that was new for me. It was in this course that I first learned 
about the Journal of Negro History, and I found reading in the journal to be a rich 
experience.  Also, I was able to pursue the history of LaGrange College as a part of the 
background study for my dissertation. It was such courses that made me in my later 
years wish that I had had more courses in academic areas and fewer in professional 
education.  Because of my teaching load – I had begun to supervise student teachers 
– and other responsibilities, I was feeling the pressure of a heavy load. However, I had 
narrowed the focus of my dissertation to a follow-up study of the education graduates 
from LaGrange College for the past five years. It seemed likely at that time that I would 
return to Georgia to teach after completing the degree. I explored the possibility of 
teaching at LaGrange College, and it looked promising until I received a letter from 
Dr. Shackelford telling me that the person who was unsure about returning the next 
year had signed a contract, thus ending the possibility of my teaching at the college. 
I reported to the Foundation that I would not complete my doctorate as early as I had 
anticipated; however, I planned to teach the following year and finish the dissertation 
while teaching full time. I changed my anticipated completion date to June 1964. 

By June 1963, I had begun to teach courses in reading and had taken some additional 
work in this area. I was able to follow a special interest area that linked to my work at 
Mountville and also to my teaching at West Georgia College in the summers of 1959 
and 1960.  When I reported my grades for spring quarter to the Callaway Foundation, 
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I was able to tell them that I had been offered a position in the School of Education 
at Auburn for the next year and that I would remain in Auburn and complete the 
dissertation while teaching in the School of Education. However, as late as my final 
letter to the Foundation on August 21, 1963, thanking them for the valuable monetary 
support, I told John Allen, Secretary of the Foundation. that I was still interested in 
returning to Georgia. 

       When the dissertation is complete and I get the degree next year I hope to head back to Georgia. I 
knew Georgia meant a great  deal to me but after being away from it for a year I know that I would 
like to come back to it. 

Alas, this would never be.

I was initiated into Phi Delta Kappa in August also. For many years I wanted to publish 
an article in the official journal Phi Delta Kappan, and this finally happened many 
years later. It was one of the best articles I wrote for a professional journal. I shall 
discuss it later.

My status in the department changed during the summer of 1963. Due to Art Coss’ 
influence and persuasion, my classification was changed from Graduate Assistant to, 
of all things, Acting Assistant Professor (Temporary). More important for me, the 
strange classification changed my nine-month contract salary from $3120 to $6600. (In 
September, this amount was changed to $7020 due to salary adjustments throughout 
the university.) This change helped to offset the loss of the payment from the Callaway 
Foundation, which, of course, was for only one year.

During fall quarter, I was pleased that I would not teach the science course again, 
although for me personally it had been a valuable experience. It actually helped to 
create an interest in a subject, which I had never pursued beyond course requirements. 
It was at this time that I was asked to teach a course in children’s literature. This became 
a very fascinating area of study for me and gave me an opportunity to learn more about 
literature for children that I never knew when I was a child. I was first introduced to 
the subject under Miss Katie Downs at West Georgia College, and I then was able 
to build on that experience at both Oak Mountain School and Mountville School. I 
was delighted to become familiar with more books, folk tales, myths, and poetry for 
children and explore ways prospective teachers could encourage children to read. This 
course also allowed me to use my own creativity in teaching as a way of encouraging 
teachers to do likewise. I encouraged them to write poetry themselves as a way of 
expressing their own creativity and to understand children’s feelings when they were 
asked to write. I have kept through the years a beautiful book of poetry written by one 
of the students, Joan Hartwig. At the end of the course she gave the book of poems 
and delightful illustrations to me.  In addition to reading many children’s books, and 
poems, the students were responsible for determining ways to encourage children to 
read and share through creative reporting. Some students corresponded with author’s 
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of children’s books as a way of understanding the content of the books. I wanted the 
students to see the course as more than simply reading children’s literature. I had them to 
analyze some books for theme, plot, and character study, resulting in some stimulating 
class discussions. Teaching this course linked with my early professional experience 
with Miss Downs, and it then caused me to project my own thinking that led to my 
eventual concentration in language arts as an area of specialization in the department.

*****************

Note: As I reread Joan Hartwig’s book of poems, I realized that the book should be in 
her family rather than mine; however, I did not know how to contact her since I had not 
communicated with her, I thought, since she was in my class. As I was looking through 
some correspondence, I came across a letter from her, dated July 2, 1967, while she 
was teaching at Fort Benning, Georgia. At that time, she wanted to go to New York 
and become an illustrator of children’s books. Immediately after finding her letter, I 
found my response to her. This gave me a lead for the kind of search I enjoy! I noticed 
that the address was in Union Springs, Alabama. As I often do when I want to locate a 
person, I consulted A T & T directory assistance on the Internet. I simply entered the 
surname “Hartwig” in Union Springs, and I found two entries with telephone numbers. 
I phoned one, and fortunately, the person who answered was Joan’s sister-in-law. She 
gave me Joan’s telephone number in New York, where Joan was teaching. I phoned 
numerous times, but I was not able to contact Joan. The last time I phoned, I left a 
message. I still did not have a response. Rather, Mary Anne Bentley Cash from West 
Point, Georgia phoned me and told me that she was Joan’s roommate while they were 
students at Auburn University. Also, she told me that she was a student in the children’s 
literature class later. She said she would like to talk to me about a children’s book she 
had written, the profit going to a foundation for children who have diabetes. 

She visited me December 17 and brought a copy of her delightful book. She also had 
worked on a revision of the book and wanted me to read and react to the revised text 
and illustrations. We exchanged copies of books. She gave me a copy of hers and I gave 
her a copy of my biography of James Cadenhead. In the course of our conversation, 
she said that Joan had been depressed because she lost her husband several months 
ago. She encouraged me to send Joan’s book of poems to Joan, along with a copy of 
the letters that Joan and I wrote in 1967. She also told me that she thought Joan would 
enjoy a copy of my book. I received a very kind response from Joan, with comments 
about her experience in the class. Of course, I was disappointed to learn that she did 
not continue her writing and illustrating children’s books, her desire as expressed in 
her letter to me in 1967. In the meantime, my discovery of Mary Anne’s writing was a 
fine thing to happen as a result of my search for Joan. I am sure I shall continue to be 
in touch with both of these former students.

***********************
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As indicated above, I limited my research for the dissertation to a follow-up study 
of students from LaGrange College, and I began work on a plan during fall quarter 
of 1962.  Specifically, I sought to identify and analyze expressed and observed 
professional competencies and difficulties of elementary and secondary school teachers 
who graduated from LaGrange College during the five-year period 1958-1962 and to 
interpret the findings in terms of implications for the improvement of teacher education 
at the college. The initial letter to graduates was mailed October 29, 1962, along with a 
letter from Dr. Malcolm Shackelford, Head of the Education Department at the college. 
A letter was mailed to principals in March 25, 1963, asking for their cooperation.  The 
study involved 82 elementary and secondary school teachers and 60 elementary and 
secondary school principals. Data for the study were collected from a questionnaire, 
which I constructed as a part of the study. Differences in perception by teachers and 
principals were analyzed statistically.  There were no real surprises in the conclusions.  
Principals’ appraisal of teacher competence was higher than self-appraisal by the 
teachers. There was greater perceived competence in knowledge of subject matter than 
in teaching procedures. Teachers encountered a wide variety of difficulties, but they had 
more difficulties in connection with the actual process of teaching. Many experiences 
contributed to the development of expressed competencies; however student teaching 
was the most valuable experience contributing to the development of the competencies. 
LaGrange College, known as a strong liberal arts institution, had a very small 
Education Department, so it was not surprising that the students’ knowledge of subject 
matter was stronger than their preparation for actual teaching. One of the strongest 
recommendations from the study was the inclusion of more laboratory experiences in 
the schools as a part of the professional education courses. This recommendation was 
supported by the perceived impact of student teaching in the teachers’ preparation for 
classroom teaching. 

As many people who have completed the doctorate realize, there comes a time when the 
student is simply ready to please the members of the advisory committee sufficiently 
well to finish the dissertation, complete the required oral exam by the committee, and 
have them sign the approval page. While I had invested much time in the research, and 
I had a personal interest in the possibility of applying some of the findings if indeed I 
were able to return to Troup County and teach at the college, I reached the point where 
I simply wanted to satisfy the committee, graduate, and then be free to follow my own 
thinking about education. 

Commencement exercises were held in Cliff Hare Stadium at 5:00 P.M., Wednesday, 
June 3, 1964, our 13th wedding anniversary. I had reached a goal that I had identified 
much earlier, and indeed it would never have been achieved without the encouragement 
and great support given by Fran. She sacrificed without ever showing anything but 
her belief that we would achieve the goal. She was willing to do such things as mix 
powdered milk with a small portion of whole milk to provide nourishment for the 
children. She cared for the children in a loving way, often freeing me for study and 
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preparation for teaching. I think we both knew that whatever happened we were 
together in our efforts to achieve this goal and at the same time maintain a good home 
environment for the children. In a folder, I found a commencement program, several 
cards of congratulation and a homemade card from Michael, with several personal notes 
to me; two of which meant so much: “To a person who never quits until he is finished” 
and “I am proud to be your son.” A long letter from Paul and Sara which referred to the 
poem “Walking With My Thoughts” showed the same kind of encouragement all their 
letters had shown through the years. A card from Mr. and Mrs. Jameson moved me at 
the time, particularly since Mrs. Jameson had asked Fran at one time if I were going to 
be in school all my life.  It was indeed an important day and truly the commencement 
of a different chapter in my life.

I was pleased to be initiated into Phi Kappa Phi, “the topmost scholarship group 
representing the entire University with members drawn from the graduating seniors 
and graduate students.” Of course, I was pleased with this honor and was reminded 
that I was also invited as an undergraduate at University of Georgia, but I declined 
because at that time such was not that important to me. The encouragement of my 
friend Art Coss helped me to see that it was important professionally. When I retired 
from Auburn University, I was recommended for life membership in Phi Kappa Phi, 
which I accepted as well.

By the end of January 1964, we had apparently begun to consider remaining in Auburn 
and build a home. In a letter from Stafford Clark, dated January 29, 1964, he indicated 
that he had completed the application to the Teachers’ Retirement System in Georgia for 
them to return to me the contributions I had made to the system. We planned to use this 
money to build our first house. However, as late as March 14, Fran and I made a trip to 
Mars Hill College in North Carolina to explore the possibilities of accepting a position 
there. I was offered the position on March 16 with a salary of $7500 for the nine-month 
term. I declined the offer on March 19, indicating that while we were impressed with 
“a campus that places such emphasis on good Christian fellowship,” I would not accept 
the position. I was impressed by the beauty of the campus and the warm reception 
we had; however, I decided not to accept the offer. There was also further contact 
with LaGrange College. In a letter dated August 7, 1964, Dr. Shackelford at LaGrange 
College wrote to me congratulating me on completing the doctorate and being initiated 
into Phi Kappa Phi. He indicated that the person whom I might replace had chosen 
to remain at the college. His comments were a kind of farewell to my thinking about 
returning to Georgia to teach.

       Our inability to offer you anything concrete and realistic here has always been a source of concern 
for me. I have the feeling that we| have lost you for good now. Dr. Davis, though very competent in 
her work, could not do for this college what you could. But she is returning. I suppose that our missed 
opportunities with you are some more “ships that pass in the night.”

While we were living on Thach, we had our first contact with international students. 
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Two students from Taiwan, Wong and Pan, lived next door. I mention this relationship 
because over the period of years that followed, our international friendships proved to 
be a vital part of our lives. Wong and Pan visited us in our home often, and our children 
became very familiar with them. It is unfortunate that we did not keep in touch with 
them after they left Auburn. I would like for them to know that our contacts with them 
helped to build our first international friendships, and these and the ones to follow were 
very important in our lives.

Beginning fall quarter, my rank was changed to Assistant Professor since I had 
completed the doctorate. My nine-month salary was adjusted to $8100.00. It was also 
during this quarter that I began to have contact outside the university, especially with 
public schools where I supervised student teachers. During this quarter, I also became 
faculty adviser for ACE, the professional organization for students in Elementary 
Education. This gave me an opportunity to work with students beyond the classroom. 
My first contact with schools outside Georgia and Alabama was in Pine Bluff, Arkansas. 
The International Paper Company Foundation had school improvement projects in 
school systems where their plants were located. A faculty member from the School 
of Education coordinated the program between the university and school system and 
worked with Dr. W. L. Davis, director of the program. Dr. Davis was a member of 
my doctoral committee and a person for whom I had much respect. At that time, Dr. 
Richard Means was the coordinator for the Pine Bluff System. He invited me to go to 
the system to work with the teachers. While on this trip to Pine Bluff, I wrote a letter 
to Fran, telling her that I made a photograph of the Mississippi River since this was my 
first time to cross the river. This trip was only the beginning of my work with the IPCF; 
later I became the coordinator for the Dollarway School System located near Pine 
Bluff, making presentations to the entire teacher group and also working with teachers 
in their classrooms.  In the letter I also mentioned the progress on our house, which was 
under construction at that time. 

The building of our first house turned out to be an adventure that brought some 
satisfaction, but much pain. After making the decision to remain in Auburn, we began 
to look for a place to build our first home, although we were very comfortable in the 
house on Thach Avenue. We first looked at a beautiful lot on Moores Mill Road and 
were considering Jack Bailey for the contractor because he had an excellent reputation 
as a builder. We were not successful in buying this lot because the George Johnstons 
were also interested in the lot and they made an offer which was accepted.

We then explored a new subdivision called Glenhaven on land that was previously 
owned by the Lipscombs. At the time we looked at the lot, there was only one house 
completed on the street, which had not yet been paved. On April 20, 1964, we settled 
on Lot 41 in the Glenhaven Subdivision and bought the corner lot (Conrey Drive and 
Conrey Circle) from the Lipscomb Land Company for $3900. At that time, the lot had 
many trees, although they were small; however, we liked the lot and believed that the 
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house plan we had selected would fit well. We had withdrawn funds from my Georgia 
teacher retirement to apply toward the purchase of the lot. Also, we had a guaranteed 
VA loan from Jackson Securities for building the house. The approved loan was for 
$24,200 at 5.25% interest, making our monthly payment $133.64, plus insurance and 
taxes which would be in an escrow account.

We found a house plan we liked very much as we worked with architect Julian Jenkins. 
In our consultation with him, Fran was able to make some fine changes in the plan that 
actually made the house uniquely ours. For example, the rear exit was first located on the 
north side of the house, but we decided to change it and make it lead to the carport we 
added to the plan. We also added two feet to the den and kitchen, which provided more 
space in the area where we knew we would spend much time. We removed the partition 
between the dining and living rooms, making one large room and combined the two 
short wall areas separating the living room and foyer to make one wall especially for 
the piano. In addition to using panel on the walls in the den and kitchen, Fran thought 
that the same should be used in the boys’ bedrooms and in the hall. This was indeed a 
good decision, particularly for long term maintenance. At first, all the bedrooms had 
hard wood floors, and it was much later that we decided to cover them with carpet. 

Less than a month after we bought the lot, we entered into an agreement with W. F. 
Vaughn Contracting Company in Opelika on May 12, 1964 to build the house for 
$25,500.  Our goal was to have the house and lot for less than $30,000, and this contract 
allowed us to keep within the limit we had set. Mr. Vaughn had already begun to build 
the Mitcham’s house and he started the Lowry’s across the street about the same time 
he began work on ours. It was an exciting time for us as we watched the small trees 
being cleared and the foundation poured. We made daily trips to the site to observe 
the progress. Everything seemed to be moving fine in the summer, but by the fall, we 
noticed that progress seemed much slower. Then came the shock that began much pain 
for us.

Mr. Vaughn left the job site and informed us by telephone that he would be unable to 
complete the house because of financial difficulties. We never saw him again. He had 
already used $9250 of the construction loan, and there was much more to be done to 
complete the house.  My first step was to engage an attorney, C.C. Torbert in Opelika, 
and then I wrote Larry Sellers in the Veterans Administration, explaining the situation. 
I needed to have a release from the contractor in order to complete the house. In my 
letter to Mr. Sellers, I gave a brief summary of the condition of the house:

       The house is completely in the dry; however, the brick work is not  complete. All the sheetrock 
and panel work is complete; the hardwood floors are in; the kitchen and bathroom cabinets are 
complete. In fact,about three weeks of concentrated work could complete the job. I  have talked to the 
subcontractors relative to the cost of completion of their work. Most of the work yet to be done will be 
completed by subcontractors, with the exception of the finishing trim. Judging from the figures given 
to me by the subcontractors and the amount of  outstanding bills, I believe I can complete the house. 
(Unfortunately, this was not accurate, especially after I learned of many bills that were not paid by 
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the contractor.) 

My major question was whether the Veterans Administration would allow me to work 
directly with the subcontractors rather then hire another contractor. I believed this 
would save money and thus allow some of Mr. Vaughn’s creditors to be paid in part as 
well.

I was granted permission to act as contractor, and thus began a long and difficult 
process as I worked with the subcontractors and began to face liens from creditors who 
had furnished supplies for Mr. Vaughn and yet had not been paid. This meant that I had 
to have an extension from the VA and from Jackson Securities. 

This was a very difficult time for our family as we continued to live on Thach, for me to 
carry out my work responsibilities at the university and try to have a reasonable home 
life for the children. I remember one evening as we faced the need for more funds to 
complete the house according to specifications, something happened that has remained 
firmly etched in my memory.  In order to get the loan, the house had to pass inspection 
by a very rigid VA inspector, Mr. MacIntosh. Of course, I wanted the house to be 
completed according to the plan as closely as possible, but we also faced the problem 
of not having enough money in the construction loan. In desperation that evening, I 
said to Fran that if it were going to happen, God would have to show me a way because 
I had done all I could to see that the house was completed. That very night, Paul phoned 
me – he knew of the difficulty we were facing – and proposed that we borrow from the 
trust fund from Daddy’s estate set up for Ellis’s support and the remainder of the family 
members, if they agreed, would take a second mortgage on the house. At that time, I 
believed that a prayer was answered.

Early in December, I provided Paul with a list of what had to be done to complete the 
house for the final inspection, and the final estimated cost was $6949.97. This did not 
include a few things for which I was not able to give an estimate. At that time I gave a 
brief statement about the status of the house:

       Things are beginning to move again at the house. The brick masons are at work and doing an excellent 
job. A friend of mine who is quite a good brick mason helped me find these men. I am quite pleased 
with  the job they are doing. The ceramic tile men are to begin work tomorrow. I had the patio and 
carport poured Saturday. The heating unit is to be installed this week. I have hired a carpenter to work 
by  the hour on the job when I need him. Unless we have some very bad weather, I believe we will be 
able to move in by Christmas.

I wrote the letter to Paul after C.C. Torbert gave him an excellent account of the situation 
in a letter dated December 4, 1964. Because the bank would only release the amount 
of the construction loan that was in excess of unpaid bills from the contractor, it was 
necessary for us to have additional funds to complete the house. The lawyer suggested 
that a second mortgage be taken against the property. This was done, and we received 
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the loan from the trust fund in the amount of $6000, with interest of 4.5%, substantially 
lower rate than usual for a second mortgage, but the family approved the rate. 

Work continued on the house with good cooperation from the subcontractors. There 
are some images that are fixed in my mind. One is coming into the cold house and 
seeing Melmer Smith and his helper completing the chimney. Even now when I look 
at the fine work on the fireplace, I am grateful for the recommendation of the late 
Charlie Fuller for helping me locate Melner, who was an excellent brick mason. Also, 
once when the brick company delivered a large load of the wrong color of brick, I had 
to send it back to Columbus, and when the second load was delivered, it still was not 
exactly like the ones that were already in place on the walls of the house. Charlie Fuller 
suggested that I go through the bricks and select the ones that would go on the front of 
the house and put the others on the storage room walls which would not be noticeable. 
I spent many hours sorting the bricks, and this plan worked just fine. Occasionally 
when I am in the back of the house and see bricks on the storage room, I remember this 
selection process, but unless a person looks carefully, he will not see the difference. 
Another incident involved my leg dangling from the ceiling. I went into the attic to 
check the brick work on the chimney, and just as I reached the chimney, my foot slipped 
off the ceiling joist, and my foot went through the sheetrock. Nobody notices the patch 
now, but I can see it if I look carefully. I remember also the excellent advice offered by 
the VA inspector. When we were getting ready to pour the cement for the carport, Mr. 
MacIntosh, the inspector, told me to dig holes in the soil that had been used to fill the 
carport until I reached the firm clay. When they poured the cement, the holes caused 
columns of support to be formed, which have helped to make the carport very solid 
through the years. My work as husband, father, professor, contractor continued with a 
good bit of stress during these winter months.

We moved into the house before it was completely finished prior to New Year’s day. 
Seeing an end in sight made it easier for us to adapt to the small inconveniences 
of working with some of the subcontractors who had to make adjustments in their 
workmanship in order for the house to pass the final inspection.

On February 25, 1965, I wrote a letter to C.C. Torbert, attorney, and provided an 
itemized list of what I had spent from the time I assumed the role of “contractor.” At 
that time, the VA inspector told me that I did not lack much being ready for the final 
inspection. With this information, Mr. Torbert was able to inform the people who had 
filed liens in the Probate Judge’s office that they should receive a prorated amount of 
approximately 70 per cent. This was followed in a letter dated June 29 that the official 
amount would be 75 per cent. On July 8, I received a letter from Jackson Securities and 
Investment Company informing me that my first monthly payment of $156.50 would 
be due August 1. This amount included: Interest and Principal, 133.64; Taxes, 15.68; 
and Hazard Insurance, 7.18.
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I wrote a letter to my siblings on July 16, informing them that we had closed the loan 
and that I was sending a check in the amount of $6137.25 to repay the loan from the 
trust, with interest. Over a year had passed since we signed the contract to build the 
house. At that time I expressed my appreciation to the family for what they did for us. 
(I interrupted this writing with another letter to them, dated October 12, 2008, thanking 
them again after many years for their assistance. This letter also included a strong 
message of the importance of relationships in the family.)

As I close and re-file the folder containing all the details of the long ordeal of building 
our first house, I still feel the pain that was associated with the experience, and at 
the same time I feel the satisfaction of having completed the task that resulted in our 
having a home that we love so very much. Additionally, I shared with my siblings two 
important lessons I learned in the process:

       First, I have come to believe that the notion of the self-made person is a myth. The individual can have 
an idea or vision, but neither can be realized without the help of others. Much responsibility falls on  
the person to be sure he or she does not lose sight of the vision and,  further, be able to translate the 
influence and work of others in a way that moves toward the desired end. This thought makes me more  
appreciative of the influence and assistance that have helped to  shape my life through the years.

       Second, more recently, I have realized that what I learned from  the unfortunate experience of having 
to take on a different kind  of responsibility in order to complete the house helped me to  extend the 
learning to other aspects of my life. Although I was not knowledgeable about construction work, I 
was able to  surround myself with people who were well-versed and experienced,  ranging from legal 
expertise of an attorney in Opelika to the plumber,  brick mason, and a number of others. Over all 
the construction was a meticulous VA inspector who made sure things were done  according to the 
contract. All these different aspects of the situation, when combined, resulted in a solution to a real 
problem.

At age 33, I was to own our first house, 19 years after Daddy bought his first house 
at age 46. What a contrast in the two houses! We moved into the house at Oak Grove 
when I was 14, and the house was without indoor plumbing, and it was never added. 
During the next seven years, Daddy made improvements in the house until his death. 
In contrast, Fran, the children and I moved into a new house, although incomplete due 
to circumstances described above. Settled in our home, we were ready to begin to build 
our lives in a different way.

The children were glad to have their own rooms – Mark and Milton shared a room – and 
they enjoyed the privilege of making the rooms their own. Michael and his companion 
drums, which he later acquired, made it necessary for us to straighten frequently the 
eagle that was a part of the wall decoration in the den!  As more homes were later 
built on Conrey Drive and Conrey Circle, the children developed friendships, and the 
Circle became the “ball field” for the neighborhood. The sound of the children’s voices 
so near was pleasant for us after having lived for two years on Thach where there 
were no children nearby. The living room was not carpeted or furnished for a while 
after we moved into the house, but the children still enjoyed this larger area for play. 
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A part of the contract called for minimum landscaping. We added shrubs, especially 
azaleas, through the years. Also, we soon purchased the lot behind the house - Lot # 
40 - because the carport extended very close to the property line, and we did not want 
to have a neighbor so close to our back entrance.  Purchasing this lot for $4100 was an 
important decision inasmuch as it provided excellent play space for the children when 
they were growing up, and also I was able to clear an area for my vegetable garden. 
(For tax purposes, the “fair market value” of the lot in 2008 was $35,500.) Just this 
year (2008), I had to cut an oak tree near the garden because it became a victim of the 
drought last year. In the fork of the tree was a small rotting piece of two-by-four that 
was left from what was to be Mark and Milton’s tree house. I did not split the piece of 
wood where the tree forked and left it near the stump as a reminder of the children’s 
playing in the woods behind the house. Melanie and her friends made “playhouses” 
in the woods, and, of course, in the summer when darkness came on in the woods, the 
lightning bugs joined the children for a playful time. The grandchildren later joined in 
this play, the last one being Hannah who insisted that she would not keep the lightning 
bug in the jar because “he would miss his family.” These beautiful lights will be there 
so long as Nature brings on the darkness in summer.

Fran at last had a home that she could decorate, although she was limited in funds. She 
used the furniture we had and used her special talent of making things beautiful as she 
had done in all the places we lived. One of the first pieces of furniture she bought was 
the beautiful oak roll top desk with rosewood inlay that we have enjoyed so very much 
through the years. She saw it in an antique store and she wanted to give it to me as a 
surprise. At first, I believed that we should not spend the money for the desk, but as in 
many cases, Fran’s judgment was superior to mine, so it became a part of our home, 
and I know it will be valued by one of the children when we are no longer alive. Fran 
has always been very practical, and as a result, we have had a comfortable home that is 
pleasing to both of us. After we put carpet in the living room and dining room, we did 
purchase new furniture that has remained with us through the years. This purchase of 
furniture was the only major one we have made, apart from replacing appliances. We 
both are content to find something we like and let it remain in place indefinitely. Fran 
grew to love the house so very much, and she made it a place the six of us have proudly 
called home.

Michael’s love for baseball, which started in Mountville, continued through his 
participation in the Dixie Youth League. He was an excellent player, and his team 
advanced to competition for state championship in Birmingham in 1965. In August 
1965, I wrote letters to Tom Eden, Bill Beckwith, and Jake Brown, thanking them 
for the excellent work they did with the team as they came very close to being state 
champions. Michael’s love of sports has continued into his adulthood, and it has its 
roots in the participation in little league at Mountville and the Dixie Youth League in 
Auburn.
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My work at the university continued to be satisfying for me. After receiving the 
doctorate, I continued to teach reading courses and children’s literature, supervise 
interns, and I taught my first graduate course in language arts. I continued to teach 
these courses, eventually concentrating more in the general area of language arts rather 
than limiting myself to reading, in part because it was a basic part of my thinking 
that reading was one of the language arts and should be taught accordingly. I had the 
opportunity to work with teachers in the public schools both in their classrooms and 
also in speaking to teacher groups in various schools. I valued the letters I received from 
teachers and administrators in the schools in reference to my work with them. It helped 
me throughout my career to link the work in courses on campus with the instruction 
in the schools.  A thread that ran through my work as a teacher was striving for depth 
of knowledge in teaching and learning, making teaching a high level professional 
endeavor. I often said to my students that a technician could follow the manual; the 
professional teacher could write it. I emphasized the importance of reading in the life 
of the individual, stressing to the prospective and in-service teachers that they should 
demonstrate this view through being avid readers themselves.  I remember coming 
across an excerpt from an unidentified high school student’s essay on reading, and I 
often used it in my classes and in speeches I made in the area of language arts. I still 
find it a very powerful statement about the importance of reading in the life of the 
individual.

       Somewhere within me a consciousness is struggling to burst out of the mold impressed on it by 
circumstances and to find a shape of its own. In trying to find myself and to make some order out of 
the outside world, I would be overwhelmed by the immensity  of the task were it not for books. The 
experiences and the particular way of looking at things that individual people have recorded provide 
new windows on what remains to me a mysterious experience. My life has been enriched by books and 
its possibilities thrown open. I can almost say that through reading, my mind has lost its boundaries.

When I first read this excerpt, I wanted to meet the person who wrote it. That was never 
possible, but I must thank him or her for the beautiful statement that expresses my 
sentiments as well. Such a statement underscores my strong belief in the beauty of the 
collective human spirit.

My correspondence with Stafford Clark during the fall of 1966 revealed some 
discontentment with his situation in Troup County, leading me to be relieved that I 
did not decide to return to the school system that meant so much to my professional 
growth.

        Two paragraphs in a letter from him revealed his concern. I don’t know what the future holds for me or 
for the system. If they have to let me go to save face and to maintain their image of seizing  the control 
and administration of the system, I sincerely hope that they will be able to find a person who can work 
within the narrow structure and can bring order out of the deception, the misrepresentation, and the 
distortion accomplished through whisper campaigns and  selfish motives.

       As I pointed out to you earlier, I am ready to either go or stay provided in staying I have an opportunity 
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to make my leadership positive, constructive, and effective. However, if chained to prejudice and status 
quo bias, I prefer to go.

It was clear that he would eventually leave the system after providing excellent 
leadership in building a strong program. I felt deeply for him because I knew of his 
strong commitment to education, and I likewise knew of his fine leadership in the 
system.

I was granted tenure at the university, effective September 1, 1966. My primary interest 
was in teaching and work with the public schools. Because of my experience in the 
schools and my desire to work with prospective teachers, I devoted my time to making 
the courses I taught satisfying to myself and, I hoped, of value to students and in-
service teachers who returned to the university for graduate study. I came to understand 
that research and writing were necessary for advancement in rank at the university. 
Since the publication of my first article in a professional journal, I had been interested 
in writing, so this requirement at the university did not present a problem for me; 
however, I still considered my primary responsibility and indeed my strength to be 
in teaching. My first published writing after moving to Auburn came in the form of 
an interpretive article in the Birmingham News on March 19, 1967. The newspaper 
featured what was referred to as “Perspective: The Campus View,” and professors were 
invited to submit articles.

The brief article I wrote was significant for me inasmuch as it reflected a very 
different point of view, one that continued to grow in importance to me. It also was a 
conscious move in the spirit of searching, placing responsibility both on the learner and 
educational institutions. The article began with a rather revolutionary question: “What 
would happen in our educational system if the evaluation of a student were based as 
much on the quality of questions he asks as it is on the quality of answers he supplies 
for questions asked by someone else?” Attention was called to the natural curiosity 
of young children and the tendency of educational institutions to displace children’s 
questions with those asked by the teacher. Such a practice places great responsibility 
on teachers to ask questions that are significant. Also, it tends to discourage the natural 
urge to search on the part of the child. I asserted that if a premium is placed on questions 
that are raised by those who are seeking, education becomes more of a search than an 
attempted mastery of prescribed work outlined by an authority outside the learner. 

       The teacher would assist the student in finding answers – tentative ones that would provide sufficient 
information which would open additional doors for continued searching. 

With the continued explosion of knowledge, identifying significant content becomes 
more difficult. Rather than building the educational program entirely on prescribed 
content, particularly when change is so great, the possibility of fostering a searching 
attitude on the part of the student could free the learner to seek for his own satisfaction 
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rather than simply satisfying those who prescribe what is to be learned. Encouraging a 
thirst for knowledge becomes an important role of the teacher. 

Articulating this view of education in this brief article early in my professional 
education career was important for me. Although, as will be seen later, I temporarily 
departed from this idea for a few years, but I returned to it in my own personal search, 
and much later after I found a common belief shared by the Scotsman Patrick Geddes, 
I inspired a student to try the idea with a group of children.  This occurred much later 
in my teaching, and it will be discussed at the time I refer in detail to my research on 
Geddes.

In the Spring of 1967, two things happened that changed my career in a significant way. 
I had held the rank of Assistant Professor for three years, and while I was completing 
my dissertation, I had the unusual rank of “Acting Assistant Professor.” I believed, 
and Art Coss, Department Chairman, shared my belief, that my work in teaching and 
service in the public schools had been excellent, and I should be promoted to the 
rank of Associate Professor. Although I was aware of the importance of research and 
publishing as a criterion for promotion, I believed that my teaching responsibilities 
should offset the requirement for publishing. The University committee responsible for 
recommending promotion disagreed, and my promotion was denied. 
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Work at Columbus College

At that time Columbus College in nearby Columbus, Georgia was moving from junior 
college status to become a four-year college. They were seeking a person to become 
Chairman of the Education Department to lead in the transition. I was recommended 
for and received an invitation to interview for the position. Of course, I remembered 
that my decision to leave the University of Georgia and accept a teaching position in 
Troup County was related to my disappointment in Charles Hudgins’ evaluation of 
my work in a course that was important to me. Now I was making a decision to leave 
Auburn University in part because of my disappointment in not being promoted to the 
rank of Associate Professor. However, the idea of helping to build a teacher education 
program from the beginning had strong appeal to me, so I accepted the appointment as 
Chairman of the Education Division, effective fall quarter, 1967.

I shall always remember the session in Art Coss’ office when I told him I had decided 
to accept the appointment. He was not a person who revealed the emotion of tenderness 
easily; however, he openly showed tears as we conversed. It was a difficult time for me 
as well because I had appreciated so much what he had done for me professionally. 
At that time, we did not have a personal friendship, although I felt his support for 
my work as a colleague, and it meant so much to me. His outward gruff manner was 
sometimes intimidating for me, but I knew that he was supportive of me as I tried new 
ideas in my teaching. His feeling for me as a colleague was expressed in the letter of 
recommendation to Dr. John Anderson, Dean, Columbus College.

       Dr. Cadenhead’s prior professional experience and specialized  graduate preparation provided 
him with a strong background in his area of specialization, language arts in the elementary school. 
He continues to develop his technical and professional competence through consistent study and 
examination of current professional writings and materials. His capacity to organize creatively and 
effectively the current resources in his field enables him to be a highly forceful and effective teacher, 
who stimulates his students to creative efforts which endure in their subsequent course work and in 
their teaching experience.

       Dr. Cadenhead provides much out-of class time for individual and small group conferences for his 
students, many of whom take  generous advantage of this provision.

       Dr. Cadenhead’s capacity to communicate his thinking and his ideals  to both his students and his 
colleagues is highly exceptional; undaunted by the demands of routine, his professional curiosity and 
enthusiasm is highly supportive to others.
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       During the Fall Quarter of this academic year, Dr. Cadenhead worked one-third time with culturally 
disadvantaged children in order to  introduce additional insights into our teacher education program.  
Currently, Dr. Cadenhead is conducting a special project in written expression in grades four, five, and 
six in the public schools of Lee County. The project will entail the collection of representative  samples 
of children’s writings for use by the National Council of Teachers of English. 

       A member of the Associate Graduate Faculty, Dr. Cadenhead is in constant demand for field laboratory 
classes and for consultant work in the area of language arts instruction. During the past two years, 
he has served as consultant to fifteen school systems in southeastern region, as well as serving as 
International Paper Company Coordinator for an Arkansas school system. He has, in addition, 
conducted two workshops in remedial reading during the past academic year.

       Dr. Cadenhead is highly esteemed by his colleagues for his cooperativeness, as well as for his individual 
prowess. His excellent capacity for administration has been demonstrated continually through his 
chairmanship of faculty committees, and of conferences.

We sold our house on Conrey Drive to Leland and Cornelia Williams, a couple we had 
met through Dick and Lois Graves. We made a slight profit on the sale, but, of course, 
this did not reflect all the work and trouble necessary to complete the house after the 
contractor declared bankruptcy. It was difficult to leave a place which we had come to 
love so very much. It was also hard to say goodbye to colleagues at the university and 
the many friends we had made since moving to Auburn.

We bought a house under constriction at 5749 Sherbourne Drive in the Windsor Park 
sub-division on the north side of Columbus. We had seen a house in Auburn built by 
Charlie Flowers, contractor from Columbus, and we decided to buy a similar house 
he was building in Columbus at a time when we could make some decisions about the 
completion of the house. We were able to purchase the house for approximately the 
amount we received from the sale of our house in Auburn. The floor plan was similar 
to our house in Auburn, although the rooms, with the exception of the master bedroom, 
were smaller. There were some features that I did not like. It was on a slab and the 
fireplace, although brick veneer, was metal. Also, there were no trees except on the 
property line on the back of the lot. The house was finished well and was attractive in 
every way. Since the floor plan was similar to the house we left, our furniture fit well 
in the new house.

Although the children did not want to leave Auburn, they adjusted well to their new life 
in Columbus. It was more difficult for Michael because he was in the ninth grade and 
it was not easy for him to make new friends. He had excelled in the band at Auburn 
High School. He eventually made friends with people he met at church and in school. 
In fact, it was in Columbus where he had his first band, the Jungle Peach Blues Band!  
Melanie, Mark, and Milton made friends soon with the children in the neighborhood. 
and they adjusted well. 
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We attended First Baptist Church although it was a long drive every Sunday, much 
longer than we had been accustomed to in Auburn. We attended Sunday school, church, 
and training union as we had done in Auburn, although the church program was very 
different from what we had known. This was reflected in a letter, dated March 4, 1968, 
I wrote to John Jeffers (Brother John), pastor of the church in Auburn where we had 
attended. I reminded him that we were slow to get involved in the church in Auburn 
because we tended to “look back for awhile” before making a contribution through 
work. We seemed to do the same when we moved to Columbus. I mentioned to him 
that I was having a problem with “spiritual loneliness.”  I pointed out that I was unable 
to ask questions in groups of people in the church; rather there was always dogma 
that could be matched with any question. I told him I was considering inviting a small 
group of people into our home to function as a nucleus for a group of people seeking 
answers rather than simply matching answers they already had. My work, I told him, 
was proving to be very challenging, and our biggest adjustment was in our church 
life. This letter revealed serious discontent. I was feeling the need for friendship with 
someone in the church who was “continually searching and who senses the ubiquity 
of God in the process.” I think this letter was an expression of the kind of search I 
mentioned in the letter I wrote to Mother and Daddy just before I married. At that 
time, I told him that I would simply retreat to my reading and private meditation. In a 
letter to Westminster Press three days after I wrote the letter to John Jeffers, I ordered 
a copy of the book The Living God of Nowhere and Nothing, indicating that I wanted 
to review it for possible use in a discussion group. I do not remember using the book in 
a group, although I read it on my own and still have it on my shelf. I think this reflects 
the beginning of my becoming less involved in a church program.

We eventually made friends through Sunday school and training union sessions; 
however, we never became active in the church as a whole. Fran did some work with a 
mission through the church as she worked with a group of black young people in the 
community. The one place where I did render service was teaching the McClatchey 
Bible Class, a class that was established by Mrs. H.R. McClatchey, a member of 
the church for many years. The members were from some of the older families in 
Columbus who were devoted to the First Baptist Church.  I do not remember why I was 
asked to teach the class, but I did become close to many of these elderly people who 
were members. They were very kind to Fran and me and offered the kind of warmth of 
relationships that was rewarding. When we left Columbus to return to Auburn, the class 
gave us a beautiful silver compote that we have used through the years and remembered 
their kindness to us. After we returned to Auburn, they invited me to give the Christmas 
message at their annual Christmas dinner. When reviewing the speech I gave on this 
occasion December 8, 1970, I was reminded of some basic beliefs I had at that time. 

I was beginning to have some questions about the organized church, in part, I think, 
because of my experience in the churches we had attended.  In the speech, I took as my 
basic theme one that I had used several times when I was teaching the class two years 
prior to this annual Christmas dinner: the church as the body of Christ. I explained 
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from my point of view the meaning of this metaphor. As the body of Christ, the church 
is a “living organism, a body which has many members functioning as a part of a total 
system.” I addressed social issues of the time, indicating that the church could not be 
selective in issues to address in choosing its members if indeed it were going to follow 
the example of Christ. Mentioning the birthday of Christ, I suggested that birthdays 
suggested “a movement toward maturity, greater wisdom,” an idea appropriate for the 
maturing church. I cited the example of slavery and Christians owning slaves. “Was 
it not a move toward maturity when we realized that one man cannot own another 
human being?” What about prejudice against groups of people? I suggested that a 
closer view of the church as the body of Christ and the practice of Christian principles 
would “revitalized the church.” My memories of the work with the McClatchey class 
are pleasant. 

The work in my new responsibility as division chairman at the college kept me very 
busy.

As was always my pattern, I gave a great deal of myself to the job because I was 
interested in developing a strong program, and also, I felt strongly about making the 
work in professional education respectable at Columbus College. One of the things 
that attracted me to the college was the desire to work on a smaller campus. I am 
sure this related to my memories of my life at West Georgia College. There was one 
big difference at Columbus College: there were no residence halls. Therefore, campus 
activities apart from classes were limited. The majority of the students worked at jobs 
off campus in addition to taking classes, so their time was spent in class and other 
campus activities were more limited. There was a kind of professional loneliness that 
was present throughout my work there, and I think it was rooted in some of my own 
experience in professional education. From the beginning of my career in education, I 
was committed to teaching, and I believed it was one of the most honorable professions. 
Likewise, I believed that the preparation of teachers was important, and I worked hard 
to make it a respectable curriculum in higher education. From the very beginning of my 
work at Columbus College, I never felt that the Dean of the college shared my belief 
about the importance of teacher education. As is the case in many institutions, offering 
Education as a major was a way of attracting students who could then support programs 
in other departments on campus. Some of the negative thinking about professional 
education was justified because of the performance of some personnel in the field, the 
failure to maintain high standards for people who chose Education as a major and in 
assigning grades. I was aware of these problems to some extent through my limited 
experience at Auburn University, but I saw it more clearly at Columbus College. I 
observed this attitude from the beginning, and it was difficult for me as I interacted 
with some of the faculty and administrators in other departments on the campus.

My notion of attempting to achieve depth in professional education was shown in a 
presentation I made to the Third District A.S.C.D. (Association for Supervision and 
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Curriculum Development) on October 30, 1967. I was invited to speak on the general 
subject of theory and practice in Education. As an introduction, I told the group that I 
was returning to a quote from a paper I wrote the first summer I was a full-time student 
at Auburn University in 1962. At that time, I had completed nine years of experience in 
the public schools and was pursuing the Doctor of Education degree. Upon re-reading 
the paper after five years in teacher education, I believed that I could speak with some 
confidence on the subject of theory and practice. First, I gave my position at the time I 
left the public school setting and began sustained work toward the doctorate. 

       Throughout his career in public school administration, the writer has been one of those individuals 
who has decried the seemingly obvious discrepancy between theory and practice. Being in the field 
where the problems were identified as real, there sometimes was a type of resentment for the “ivory 
tower” situations that gave birth to impractical ideas expressed in education jargon. This, of course, 
is exaggerated; however, there have been times when the writer has been of the opinion that there was 
a definite gap between theory and practice.

I proceeded to develop two questions: (1) What is educational theory? And (2) What 
are the implications for various programs of education in the public schools as well as 
programs for teacher education?

The characteristics of theory that were presented:

 1.       It includes a set of clear definitions, assumptions and propositions in the 
field of education.

 2.       It is closely interwoven with practice, being verified and justified through 
experience.

 3.       It is evolutionary in nature in that it is constantly in a process of construction 
and reconstruction as it is subjected to experimentation.

 4.      It is deep-rooted in research.
 5.      It is predictive.

These were sound, and I was interested in developing a program that would encourage 
teachers and administrators to follow practices that were based on sound theory. I was 
particularly interested in seeing teachers experiment with new ideas. I was likewise 
interested in working with academicians who were not only interested in their discipline 
but effective teaching. It was encouraging to accept John Dewey’s notion that good 
theory is the most practical of things.

I shared with the group an attempt to follow some of these ideas in the development of 
the program for elementary teachers at Columbus College. Believing in the importance 
of linking course work on campus with experience in the elementary classroom, the 
program called for students to spend time in courses in Education three days a week 
and then work with a classroom teacher in a public school classroom for a part of two 
days. This arrangement was achieved by the grouping of courses for two successive 
quarters prior to the internship, thus giving the students time to work both on campus 
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under the direction of a college instructor and a classroom teacher in the schools. 

At that time, I believed firmly that strong educational theory could be developed and 
this then would lead to better practice in the schools. Reiterating an earlier point, I 
stressed that theory was no better than the practice resulting from the theory and that 
practice was no better than the theory on which it was based. As will be seen later, I 
grew less secure in holding to such a firm view in teaching.

As the program developed both in elementary and secondary education, I was able to 
add an excellent faculty member in secondary education, Dr. James Williams. I knew 
him when he was in the doctoral program at Auburn, and he accepted the position at 
Columbus College, bringing a strong interest in helping to build the program. He later 
returned to Alabama where he eventually became chancellor of the Auburn University 
campus in Montgomery. We worked very well together at Columbus College, but we 
both eventually believed that it was not the place for us to make long term plans. 
We wrote an article together, “Lecture-Laboratory Concept of Teacher Education,” 
outlining in detail the program in which the students combined lecture and laboratory 
work in the schools. We submitted the article to Journal of Teacher Education, but 
unfortunately it was not published. The rationale for the program was strong, and we 
provided good examples from the implementation of the program. A similar idea was 
later implemented at Auburn University.

I continued to work in a consultative role in schools in Alabama because of my 
contacts while at Auburn University, and I had many opportunities to speak at various 
professional and business groups as a result of my new position at Columbus College. 
I also communicated with former colleagues in the School of Education at Auburn as I 
made plans for the new program, and I found this very helpful. Also, there were times 
that I mentioned some doubt whether I had made the right decision in accepting the 
position at Columbus College. 

I had continued to keep in touch with Stafford Clark, so it was pleasant for me to 
congratulate him on achieving the doctorate in the summer of 1968. His decision 
to leave Troup County School System and pursue the doctorate was a good one for 
him, and I was pleased that he was offered a position on the faculty in the School of 
Education after he completed his graduate program. However, I never believed that he 
achieved the satisfaction there that he did in his accomplishments in the public schools. 

Early in the fall of 1968, something happened that would have an impact on me for the 
remainder of my life. Actually, I was only marginally involved at the beginning, but for 
some reason, which I do not actually remember, it affected me in a very powerful way.

One day Melanie came home with an assignment in her English class to find out as much 
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as she could about her family name. Of course, she came to me, and I knew nothing to 
tell her. I knew my paternal grandfather’s name, but I don’t think I had ever questioned 
anyone about my surname. I went with her to the Bradley Memorial Library to see what 
we could find. What we found on that date became the foundation for a search that has 
brought some of the most satisfying hours of personal research I have experienced. 
This searching is one of the best examples of the spirit underlying this current writing 
of my own life and work. We found references to two James Cadenheads, who were not 
related. One was a Scots artist born in 1858 and who would much later be source of a 
long search that led eventually to the publication of his biography, James Cadenhead, 
RSA: Keeping His Memory Green, published in 2003. The second James Cadenhead was 
found on a 1785 tax record for Wilkes County, Georgia. This man, later to be identified 
as my ancestor, and his descendants became the subject that claimed my attention for 
many years, eventually resulting in the publication of Southern Cadenheads in 1997. 
Melanie completed her assignment, but mine never really ended as will be seen at 
various times throughout my life. The spirit of the search is included in account of the 
search for the origin of the name in the book.

       Why does one continue the search? Why does one exert the energy to reach the source 
of Caddon Water? Apart from the challenge and the pleasure, the walk and search 
perhaps symbolize the power of a question that subsequently drives one to search 
for the origin of things. In this case, the search has led to fascinating information, 
maturing friendships, and indeed lasting kinship with an incredibly beautiful piece 
of Nature – whether further study renders the connection myth or fact.

Along with my heavy responsibilities at Columbus College, I was interested in publishing 
articles in professional journals. The fact that I had not published in refereed journals 
was a factor in my not being promoted to Associate Professor at Auburn University. 
As indicated earlier, I placed emphasis on teaching and working with public schools as 
this work related to my teaching and also consultative service with a number of school 
systems. Although teaching remained my priority, I realized that it was necessary to 
write for publication if I planned to remain in higher education. This realization brought 
frustration, particularly since I have had administrative responsibilities. During the 
summer of 1968, I submitted an article “Shifting Emphasis in Language Teaching” to 
Elementary English, the journal where I published my first article in 1962.

This article further reflected my interest in adding more depth to the preparation 
program, particularly for elementary school teachers. A major emphasis in the article 
was on teachers having greater knowledge of the nature of language and then helping 
children likewise know more about language as well. I used in the introduction an 
illustration of something Michael said to me once when I corrected him for a usage 
error: “But Daddy, today’s Saturday.” This statement was filled with meaning for 
me. There was limited connection between language as taught in schools and the 
use of language in our lives. I believed that skills were emphasized in the language 
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programs in the schools without sufficient attention to helping students understand 
more about language. For that reason, I opined that three different emphases were in 
order: understandings, skills, and attitudes toward language. In the article, I included 
18 examples of basic understandings about language that would be helpful to the 
teacher and thus to the students. Then I used one of the desired understandings and 
gave examples of skills and attitudes that should be developed concurrently with 
understanding the language idea. This was followed by classroom activities that would 
help to develop the understanding, skills, and attitudes.

I emphasized that the teacher must first understand the language and then be able to 
translate the concepts into terms that are understandable to a child at a given level. 
This proposed change in emphasis in language teaching both in the schools and in the 
preparation of teachers formed a foundation for much that was to follow in my teaching 
of language arts. 

As a result of this article which appeared in Elementary English in 1969, I was invited to 
serve as an author in a “group of authors” responsible for the new L.W. Singer language 
and composition series. This was to be a part of a new textbook series for grades 1 – 
12. Consultants for the series included Ruth Strickland and Dwight L. Burton. The 
purposes of the series were very close to the work I had been doing in language study 
at that time. It sounded very good to me, and I was eager to participate. The letter I 
received from Paul O’Dea, Chief Editor, English Department at LW. Singer, outlined 
the work that was to be done and asked if I would be interested in the writing project. 
I worked with four other authors in designing lessons for the new series. These were 
then submitted to an editor who critiqued the lessons. It gave me an opportunity to use 
creativity in translating some of the ideas I included in the article in a way that children 
could understand them. It was an excellent experience for me, although eventually 
the plan was terminated due to changes in the publishing company. It was difficult 
to find time to devote to the work, especially since it came at a time I was very much 
occupied with my work at Columbus College, and it extended to the time I returned to 
Auburn University. In March 1970 we received notice of the termination of the project, 
although by that time, our efforts had become less productive due to uncertainties at 
Singer.  On May 25, 1972, all the work that I had done was returned to me, and I used 
some of it in my own teaching. I had mixed feelings about the termination of the writing 
project. I enjoyed the challenge of creating the material for the English books and also 
the opportunity to interact with other writers. However, it was very time consuming, 
and I knew my major responsibilities were to Columbus College and later to Auburn 
University again. Reviewing the lessons as preparation for this writing allowed me to 
see some of my thinking about teaching language to children, and I was pleased to see 
the significance of the article that I published in 1969. Also, I received a number of 
letters from people in different parts of the country inquiring about the content of the 
article that resulted in my being contacted by L.W. Singer.
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Sometime during fall quarter, 1968, Art Coss and Marvin Dawson from Auburn asked 
me to meet them for lunch. They wanted to discuss a very significant new program 
that was going to be funded in the School of Education. They wanted me to return 
to Auburn to take an active part in this innovative program. My first reaction was 
negative because I did not think it wise to leave Columbus College after being there 
only two years. Also, I was concerned about having encouraged Jim Williams to join 
me on the faculty and then leaving him after only one year after he arrived.  However, 
after reading the proposal and seeing the possibilities in the program, I became more 
interested. As it turned out, Jim Williams resigned from the college after his first year 
and accepted a position at Auburn University at Montgomery, where, as indicated 
earlier, he eventually became chancellor.

My decision to accept the position was made at least by January 28, 1969 when I wrote 
a letter to the principal of Auburn High School inquiring about pre-registration for 
Michael, who would be a senior in the fall of that year. On February 5, 1969, I wrote 
a letter to Dr. Truman M. Pierce, Dean, School of Education, and told him that I was 
looking forward to returning to Auburn to work on the TTT Project. On March 10, I 
resigned my position as Head, Division of Education and informed Dean Anderson that 
I had accepted a position at Auburn University. I told him that I had mixed emotions 
about making the move at that particular time, but the position at Auburn would not 
be available at a later date. The letter from Thomas Y. Whitley, President, Columbus 
College, accepting my resignation showed his displeasure. He indicated that he had 
looked forward to working with me through the establishment of the teacher education 
program, but the next sentence, while true, also showed his disapproval: “It is my firm 
conviction that you are leaving a job only partially completed.”

When I accepted the position at Columbus College, I had a desire to return to my native 
state to work. My professional contacts in the state from the time I began my teaching 
career were very strong, and I felt confident that I would find satisfaction in remaining in 
Georgia. While I was at Columbus College, I had contact with many fine professionals 
in the state through such work as serving on visiting committees for accreditation, 
professional meetings, and work as a consultant. I also built a good relationship with 
other faculty members at the college, and I generally felt mutual professional and 
personal respect. As a family, we felt very comfortable in our neighborhood, and we 
made good friends in First Baptist Church.

The chapter in our lives in Columbus is just a part of the whole. As in the case of a 
novel, some chapters are more significant than others; however, it is important to view 
the complete work, allowing each part to fit into the complete story. While I have some 
positive thoughts about my work at Columbus College, I do not believe that I was able 
to achieve what I envisioned when I accepted the position. Accepting the position was 
related to my experience at West Georgia College as a student. The two colleges were 



very different. Even as I write today, I believe my interests and competences would 
have served me well in a small college, but alas, that was not a part of my professional 
experience. Of course, I do not know how our lives would have been different if I had 
elected to remain in the position there. I am confident that I would have built a strong 
professional reputation in the state because I had begun to serve in leadership roles in 
the state. While I had some leadership skills that were helpful in the position, I think 
that perhaps certain personal qualities made me think that my greatest strengths were in 
teaching. I think I was respected by faculty and the students with whom I worked at the 
college, but the overall atmosphere was not one that was extremely satisfying for me.  
Life for all of us was very different from what we had known in Auburn, and I think we 
were all pleased when we knew we were returning to Auburn.

The change for Michael perhaps was most dramatic. He had established himself with 
friends at Hardaway High School, and he had also begun to pursue music, a growing 
interest. He was a senior when we returned to Auburn, and the interruption in his high 
school years was not easy for him. The move from Mountville was not an easy one for 
him. Then his high school experience was interrupted two different times, a change 
that no doubt was difficult for him. While we were in Columbus, he began to assert his 
independence in different ways. I have to admit that I was guilty to trying to shape his 
life because I knew his abilities. This was a mistake on my part, but since he was the 
oldest, I tried to impose my desires for him in a way that I later learned was impossible. 
I found a card, not dated, in my files where I wrote the following note, “Idea for an 
article – ‘Let me be me’.” The conflict between Michael and me increased, although 
both of us knew that there was a bond of love that never was broken. He had a strong 
will, and I remember a specific time after we returned to Auburn when he told me, 
“This is my life.” 

I learned from him in this regard, and I think both of us benefited from this encounter. 
It was not until much later that I realized the significance of this relationship with 
Michael, and it was expressed in the form of a poem written later when I completed an 
assignment that I gave to my students on April 19, 1986, sixteen years after Michael 
completed high school.

On this particular day in class, I asked my students to choose between two metaphors to 
characterize their basic philosophy of teaching: sculptor or gardener. As was often my 
practice, I wrote with the students, completing the assignment I gave to them. While 
the idea of gardener had always been more appealing to me – my actions with Michael 
pointed to my inconsistency – Beverley Shoemaker, a student, challenged my thinking 
when I contrasted the two as “cultivating” and “shaping.” Since I always invited my 
students to express disagreement with me in class, this student’s challenge changed 
my thinking. Writing the poem was in a sense an epiphany for me. I include the poem 
below.



      The creator
      with
      incisive
      though loving
      words
      chipped away
      dutifully
      daily
      to
      free
      the
      Imprisoned life
    
        He
      struck
      an
      impervious vein
      coursing
      the
      Emergent being

      Two
      New images
      were
      born

Much later (Spring of 2000), I included this poem in an article on leadership I published 
with George Fischer, President of Callaway Gardens. It seemed appropriate for the 
context of the article, and it was my only published poem although I had written many 
times with my students. Also, I shared the poem with Michael last year and told him 
how I came to write it. He understood.
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Return to Auburn
We returned to Auburn at the beginning of summer quarter, 1969. This decision set 
the direction of my professional life and to a great extent my personal life in ways 
that might have been different otherwise. As I have written many times, we in essence 
become the sum of our choices, good ones and others not so good. We had no difficulty 
in selling our house in Columbus, making a small profit. It was necessary to rent a 
house until we were sure of our plans. We rented an attractive house at 503 Sanders 
Street on the opposite side of town from where we built our first home. Although all 
of us tried to subdue our disappointment, we regretted that we were not able to return 
to our lovely home at 259 Conrey Drive. We were very comfortable in the house and 
settled in until we could find a house we wanted to buy or build another house. Melanie 
easily reestablished her friendships, some extending to the present. Mark and Milton 
quickly made friends with Reed Roney who lived directly behind us. Michael also 
renewed some of his friendships at Auburn High School. He continued to excel in 
music through his participation in the high school band. 

My new position at the university carried the rank of Associate Professor. I have to 
wonder at this writing if we would have moved to Columbus if I had received my 
promotion in 1967. As indicated above, the experience at Columbus provided many 
opportunities that I would not have had at Auburn University. Working with faculty in 
other departments on the campus in the development of programs at Columbus College 
proved to be good preparation for what was to follow in the federally funded program 
in which I would work at Auburn. The adjustment for the children was easier since they 
were familiar with the Auburn City Schools; however, being away for two years did 
mean an interruption in their friendships.

During the summer of 1969, I wrote an article that later seemed to fit well into what 
was to be the framework for a pilot program in Elementary Education which would 
become a major part of the special project that brought me back to Auburn. I submitted 
the article to Alabama School Journal, and it was published in December 1969. It was 
based on a simple, but important, idea in teaching children. I mention this article at 
this time because it preceded the framework for the pilot program. The following quote 
from the article points to an important responsibility of the teacher: 
 
       The role of the teacher as diagnostician has received little emphasis in the past. Yet in order to determine 

particular needs of the learner, the teacher must be in a position to diagnose learning problems.
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The idea presented in the article was that teachers could make positive use of errors 
children make in understanding the children’s thinking and thus make more intelligent 
decisions about instruction. The analogy was drawn between the physician’s diagnosing 
a problem prior to treatment and the teacher understanding why a child makes a 
particular error and then following with instruction. It is a simple idea, but it is more 
common for errors to be counted rather than analyzed, thus the article presented ways 
the teacher could make actual use of errors. To follow this idea, I often in class referred 
to what I called the “beautiful error” that, when analyzed, provided a window into the 
mind of the child. 

This article came to mind again last year when I heard from a former student. Milton 
told me that he met one of my former students, Anne Gardner-Cain, who teaches in 
Maryland. I was pleased when she told him that she remembered a particular idea 
from my class: the notion of a “beautiful error” – after more than 40 years! I then had 
the pleasure of communicating with her and learning about some of her very exciting 
teaching. This linkage with former students is very reassuring.

Note - I contacted Anne and told her that I referred to her in my writing. She responded 
and asked me to send a copy of the article to her. Upon receiving and reading the 
article, she wrote the following e-mail:

       I have a planning period and could not wait until tonight to  read your wonderful article. This is the 
article that you must have communicated to us in class that summer because it is what changed my 
teaching forever. I especially love the part: “perhaps a more realistic view is that of learning to deal 
with errors rather than learning to avoid them. A person who can analyze his own errors is certainly 
more self-directed than one  who waits for someone else to “mark” his errors and prescribe corrective 
measures.

       I really try in my class to always stop after a child has made an  error and really puzzle over what 
they were thinking and am delighted when we figure it out often in front of the whole class.  I truly 
believe that my students “see” that I am always interested in how they are thinking because it helps 
me be a better teacher.  By November, they are doing the same thing when I make a  mistake and with 
each other as well. There is no more defensiveness  about errors and a lot of risk-taking in class and 
of course, more creativity. 

       I think your ideas have even more relevance today in the classroom  with the emphasis on learning 
styles. There is such a connection! We really need to meet up sometime this summer and compare notes.

       Of all the courses I have taken over the years (I am now 62 years old, so that is a lot), your class was 
the most powerful because of  the concept of the error that gives insight. Over the years, I mistakenly 
have called it the “intelligent error”, but one of my  students recently said that he thought my error 
was an intelligent error because it made my students feel that they could be intelligent and still make 
errors, so your magic lives on... Please, let’s stay in touch.

      Anne
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Returning to Auburn meant that we would resume our membership at First Baptist 
Church. It was good to renew friendships that were a vital part of our lives before we 
moved to Columbus. I think it would be accurate to say also that returning to this church 
was the beginning of a significant change in my own religious thinking. As I indicated 
earlier, there were great differences between the church in Columbus and First Baptist 
Church in Auburn. Fran returned to work in the children’s department, and we resumed 
our regular attendance as a family in all activities. I accepted the responsibility of 
leader of the Young People’s Department. Michael was a senior in high school and thus 
a member of the department. It is difficult to establish cause and effect relationships in 
what happened during this year that really made a difference, but some of the things I 
wrote during that first year we were back in Auburn definitely reflect gradual changes 
in my thinking. Also some of the plans I initiated in the department caused negative 
reaction on the part of a few parents. For example, the workers in the department 
devised a plan whereby the young people would visit different churches in town to 
see similarities and differences in worship. Also, I was interested in the young people 
learning more about major religions in the world. Michael’s resistance to what we 
preferred him to do, begun in Columbus, intensified during his senior year. There came 
a time, for example, when he had to choose between cutting his hair and remaining in 
the high school band, one of the very pleasant parts of his school experience. His “long 
hair” also brought comments from some people in the church. While my preference 
was for him to adhere to a more conventional appearance, I resisted other people’s 
judgment. A combination of factors seemed to contribute to my attitude toward the 
church.

During the fall of 1969, I wrote an article with the title “Through, Not Around, Samaria 
A View of the Church and Social Issues.” The article, which was an outgrowth of a 
devotional I presented at church, was published in The Alabama Baptist April 9, 1970. 

The article was based on John 4:3-4: “He left Judea, and departed again into Galilee. 
And he must needs go through Samaria.” The basic idea of the article was that as Christ 
did not fail to go through Samaria, a place hostile to Jews, so must the church not fail 
to deal with social issues. This was based on the concept of the church as the body 
of Christ, thus being to the people of today what Christ was to the people of his day. 
Quoting from the article:

       If time were spent in identifying and exploring in depth principles rather than minute doctrinal points, 
more relevance would be readily seen. However, it is easier to memorize, quote scripture, and discuss 
it in what we call a Bible-centered Sunday school than it is to identify with a man who lived the 
scripture we study and who  showed loving concern for all men. 

Alluding to the problem of racial desegregation at the time, I questioned the fact that 
the church was not willing to deal with reality, and it did not provide leadership that 
would help to solve the problems evident in society.
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       Lifting man out of an integrated society and placing him in a superficial, segregated worship service, 
believing that he can return a “changed man” is indeed unreal. Are we naïve enough to think that 
segregated worship can prepare a man to live in an integrated society?

I stressed the fact that the church had a message for the 20th century, but it was clear 
that people were leaving the church because they believed it did not speak to the needs 
of the present society. I pointed out that the church had missed a great opportunity to 
provide leadership in teaching and practicing the principle of brotherhood of all men. 
Rather it waited for brotherhood involving black and white people to be legislated. My 
final question was “Are we afraid to practice Christian principles because of where they 
might lead us?”  I had serious concerns at the time when I concluded the article with 
another question, “Will the church of the 20th century travel through Samaria or bypass 
and go through Perea?

This was my only published article on the subject of religion with the exception of a 
brief piece in the Birmingham News in December of that year on a similar theme. In 
that article the question at Christmas was “Christmas and the Church – Maturing or 
just Growing Older? Rereading these articles 38 years later, I believe the position was 
intense and relevant. I received strong reactions, both positive and negative, to the 
article. These reactions came from members of the church and in the form of letters 
from other people who read in different areas of the state. At the time, I was beginning 
to have questions about my own continued involvement, although the decision to leave 
the organized church was made gradually. I do believe that the article was a beginning 
of my questioning whether I could really be honest with myself and remain a part 
of the church, particularly in a leadership position. This attitude was reflected in my 
comments as a member of a panel on “Life Commitment Sunday” at First Baptist 
Church on April 25 1970, the same year I published the article in The Alabama Baptist.

I began my comments by candidly stating that “each day I live I realize more and more 
how difficult it is to live a Christian life.” By Christian life I meant a “commitment 
to the principles embodied in the teachings of Christ.” I drew a contrast between 
intellectual assent and commitment to and idea or principle. If I am committed to the 
principle of the worth and dignity of man, this commitment can really be shown only 
in my relationship to my fellowman. My real commitment can be measured only in my 
behavior. Norms for behavior are often established by group standards. I went on to 
say that “perhaps Christian commitment includes a careful measuring of group norms 
against Christian principles.” This should result in an awareness of Christianity in its 
purer form and our tendency to dilute it to suit our own desires and perhaps group 
norms. 

A second point in my comments shows evidence that I at that time was still involved in 
the search referred to in the note I left for Mother and Daddy shortly before I married. 
I quote from my notes for the panel because of the intensity of thought at that time in 
my life. There is insipient conflict that continued to encourage the search.
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       One thing I’m trying diligently to work on is honesty – a kind of honesty which will allow me to 
express doubt when there really is doubt on my part. An honesty which communicates to people a 
genuine interest in them and their perception of things. An honesty which keeps me open to experience, 
diligently searching for answers to questions that I myself ask about life. A continuing search for ways 
I can make a contribution to my profession.

       It is my desire that I never allow my commitment to anything, including the organized church, get in 
the way of my commitment to Christian principles, which I believe in their pure form hold the promise 
of the good life. It is my hope that through the organized church more attention can be drawn to the 
problem of application of principles in our daily  lives. If this does not happen I for one am ready for 
a twentieth century reformation.

I concluded my remarks by repeating the original statement about the difficulty of 
living a Christian life and then a reference to Phillipians 3: 12-14 where the Apostle 
Paul said that he had not fully grasped the purpose for his life at the time but he 
“with hands outstretched to whatever lies ahead I go straight for the goal – my reward 
the honor of my high calling by God in Christ Jesus.” From that time, I, too, moved 
forward, but time brought changes in my thinking that will be reflected at subsequent 
periods of my life.

I don’t think I separated my spiritual and professional life; however, the emphasis 
seemed to shift more toward actions rather than beliefs. The two were linked closely 
from much earlier in my life, but I think there gradually was a shift in priority, leading 
eventually to the primacy of actions. This shift made it easier to establish a closer link 
between the personal and professional aspects of my life. Perhaps the shift also led to 
a difference in the nature of the search.

My professional life was profoundly affected by my new work in the TTT Project 
(Training Teacher Trainers). The proposal for the project was written and funded by the 
federal government prior to my becoming involved. When I read the proposal, I found 
that many of the ideas included were ones that appealed to me. Some, however, were 
not as directly related to my experience, and I would have to learn how to relate my 
interests and experience to these particular goals of the project. The primary author was 
Marvin Dawson, a very creative and resourceful person who had a particular interest 
in educational technology. He also was a non-conformist who was willing to take risks, 
thus making him an ideal person to lead such an innovative program. I would eventually 
learn that our thinking at times was not compatible; this probably contributed to his 
resignation as the director after the first year. 

I was aware that people whose salaries came from “soft money” had no security, 
especially regarding tenure. When I accepted the position, Dean Truman Pierce assured 
me that I would be placed in a tenure track position in the Department of Elementary 
Education where I would be released full-time to work on the project. Initially, there 
were some problems in assuring that my salary would be guaranteed at the level in 
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the contract. However, because of Art Coss’ involvement in the project and his role in 
encouraging me to return to Auburn to work, all problems related to my salary and my 
role in the project were solved to my satisfaction.

The ideas in the original project proposal that appealed to me were the emphasis on 
the improvement of teacher education, individualizing instruction, the joint efforts 
of personnel in professional education, academic disciplines, and citizens from the 
community, and attempting to “practice what we preach” in the professional preparation 
of teachers. I was particularly impressed by the emphasis on changing the behavior 
of the people who were involved in the education of teachers for the schools. My 
interest in individualizing instruction reached back to my teaching at Mountville and 
publishing my first article in a national professional journal. Experience both in the 
public schools and work in teacher education made me very much aware of the need 
for improvement in the preparation of teachers. My limited experience in working 
with other faculty in academic disciplines led me to believe that these teachers at the 
college and university level could assist through their knowledge of the disciplines 
and they could also improve their teaching. The people who were going to teach in the 
schools were exposed more to professors in the academic disciplines than they were 
to professional education professors. I was a firm supporter of a close relationship 
between the parents, other citizens and the education personnel. So the ideas included 
in the project proposal were of great interest to me, and I looked forward to working 
with others who would be a part of the program.

One of the strengths and also a challenge was the scope of the project and the number 
of people who were involved. The director was an “idea man” and he was not as 
interested in structure and management of the different components of the project. 
This allowed for much creativity in the initial stages as input came from different 
sources. The magnitude of the project and the many different facets made it difficult 
to coordinate the efforts of those involved. A part of the project called for stipends for 
graduate students who came from various sections of the country. It also called for 
“released time” for faculty from different departments in the university to work on the 
project. The freedom they had to express their ideas, their diverse backgrounds, and 
their individual views on the purpose and procedures called for careful management. 
Because the kind of work inherent in the project was new and different, there was 
confusion concerning how best to use the talents of the faculty and graduate students 
in the early stages of the project. 

During the summer of 1969, we made the decision to develop a new model for the 
preparation of elementary teachers. It was in this part of the program where I would 
provide leadership during the first year.  At the fall faculty conference for the School 
of Education, I was asked to provide information on the work of the TTT Project 
in this new endeavor. Reviewing the notes for my presentation, I was reminded of 
the excitement of the innovative approach we had adopted. A major change in the 
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organization of the preparation program was an entirely new framework. Prior to that 
time, the emphasis was placed on preparation for teaching individual subjects in the 
curriculum, e.g., language arts, mathematics, and separate courses were designed 
for teaching the subjects. The major change in the new program was a shift to a role 
framework, with curriculum areas subsumed under the roles. Much time was devoted to 
the discussion of the work of the elementary teacher. One of the strengths of this period 
of study was the involvement of faculty from different departments in the university 
in pursuing the major question. Over time, four roles were identified: diagnostician, 
facilitator of learning, interactor, innovator. The experiences the prospective teachers 
would have in the program were subsumed under these four roles. 

Another emphasis in the program was to be individualizing and personalizing education 
at the university level. We had in the past encouraged teachers to deal with individual 
differences in their classrooms, but there had not been a strong effort to model this kind 
of teaching in the university classroom. We made the assumption that individuals on 
all levels learn in different ways, so it was desirable to deal with individual differences 
on the university level. The idea was simply that if we “practiced what we preached,” 
we would more likely inspire more individualization of instruction in public schools. 
Many times, teachers teach as they were taught, and this notion made it easier to try to 
model certain kinds of teaching behaviors in university teaching.

In the early stages of the proposal for the grant, two members from the Department of 
Industrial Engineering were involved and exerted influence in the design of the model 
that was to be used in the overall program. George Brooks, Department Chairman, and 
one of his faculty members, Tony Smith, were involved in the design of the overall plan 
that caused the initial TTT model to be based on a systems approach to education. This 
included four basic areas:

 1.       Description of desired behavior or statement of behavioral objective
 
 2.       Assessment of learner’s entry behavior or
  a.       what does he already know or what can he do relative to the stated 

objective?

  b.      how does he learn best?

 3.      Learning activity

           Activity planned for individual in view of the stated objective and in view 
of what is known about the individual

 4.      Terminal criterion measure
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           Does he fulfill requirements specified in the objective?

This model was logical and presented what we thought at the time was a very defensible 
way or preparing teachers, especially when it was juxtaposed with the role framework 
we had accepted. What followed over a period of months was an attempt to build a 
program on specified teacher behavior in behavioral terms.

I digress at this point to say that I accepted this approach which was a gigantic change in 
my thinking and about teaching and learning. It was quite a contrast in what I expressed 
in an earlier article I wrote and suggested that more emphasis should be placed on the 
student’s own questions. In this program we were definitely supporting the metaphor 
of the teacher as sculptor rather than gardener. This approach was going to dominate 
my life for several years, leading to many exciting and frustrating experiences as I 
worked closely with faculty from various departments in the university, students, and 
community representatives.  The faculty spent the next year spelling out in greater 
detail what were competencies subsumed under the four teaching roles. These then 
were described in the form of teacher behavior and written in what was referred to 
as behavioral objectives. Using the model proposed by the Department of Industrial 
Engineering, we then wrote learning modules that would eventually become the 
program in a pilot program. 

Since this approach was new to all of the people who were involved, there were many 
false starts and much frustration as we worked in the program. As I learned more about 
the possibilities, I became even more committed to the ideas. However, I felt the need 
for stronger direction and coordination of the work of the graduate student participants 
and the work of faculty. Although I appreciated the challenge the program afforded, I 
apparently was sufficiently frustrated to accept an invitation to visit another campus for 
a position that would be a promotion for me. 

In February 1970, I received a letter from the President of Valdosta State College asking 
if I would be interested in the position of dean of the newly created School of Education 
at the college. I do not remember why I decided to pursue this unless I was not content 
with how the TTT program was developing. I submitted my resume on February 20, 
1970, although I did indicate in the letter that I had “rather serious concerns about 
leaving a position here at Auburn, having been back here only one year.” I was invited 
for an interview, and something interesting happened on a personal level. I discovered 
that a member of the selection committee was Dr. Christopher Sharp. It just happened 
that this was the same man who was in charge of my army unit at Fort McPherson. My 
unpleasant experience in the army was called to mind, but I do not think I mentioned at 
the time of the visit to the campus. Because he would not excuse me from KP duty one 
weekend when we were having guests, I started to leave his office without saluting. He 
called me back and forced me to acknowledge his superior rank. Just last year, I was 
able to locate Dr. Sharp after 37 years – he had retired from another university – and 
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reviewed these two incidents. He remembered the army unit at Fort McPherson, but his 
memory did not include my insubordination! There is a blank in my correspondence 
relative to the position and in my memory. I do not remember whether I was offered the 
position and declined or if indeed someone else became dean. What I do know is that I 
remained at Auburn. Two other events during the spring of 1970 could have influenced 
my decision.

On April 21, 1970, Marvin Dawson, TTT Project Director, wrote a letter to the Chief, 
TTT Branch in the Office of Education in Washington, D.C. indicating that he was 
leaving the School of Education at Auburn University and was therefore resigning as 
Director of the Auburn TTT Project. He further wrote that he was requesting that I be 
named as project director since I had been a full-time staff member acting as assistant 
director since the beginning of the project in July 1969. I became director of the project 
at the beginning of the summer quarter, 1970.

As indicated above, we rented the house on Sanders Street when we returned to Auburn 
in the summer of 1969. By the spring of 1970, we had begun to explore the possibility of 
either buying another home or perhaps building another house again. This exploration 
came to an end when we learned that Leland and Cornelia Williams who had bought 
our house in 1967 were leaving Auburn for Leland to accept another position in North 
Carolina. Upon discovering that our house would be available, we naturally were very 
pleased. I believed the selling price was excessive, knowing what they paid us for the 
house three years earlier. The house did not sell easily, so the price was reduced. We 
agreed to pay $38,500.00 which was $5000.00 more than they had paid when they 
purchased the house from us. Their profit was about $2000.00 more than the profit we 
made when we sold our house in Columbus, but we believed it was worth the difference 
to be able to return to the house we built and valued very highly as a family. Apparently, 
we knew as early as April 27 that we were going to buy the house because I received 
a letter from Paul, dated April 27, 1970, indicating he and Sara were pleased we were 
able to again acquire our “home in Auburn.” This letter reminded me of the meaningful 
correspondence with Paul through the years. I had sent him a copy of the article I 
wrote for The Alabama Baptist, and he responded in agreement with my position in the 
article. (I digress here to remind myself that our relationship and communication has 
for many years - and remains at this time - a vital part of my life. This morning, I am 
sending him a copy of the letter.)

Interestingly, we did not sell the adjacent lot – we came to call it the back lot – in 
1967, so in the summer of 1970, we moved back into our house where no significant 
changes had been made. The nail holes were in the walls for hanging the pictures, 
and the children’s heights were still marked on the wall in the kitchen. Buying and 
retaining the extra lot was one of the best decisions we made because through the 
years we have enjoyed the privacy and beauty afforded by the woods behind the house. 
Additionally, the vegetable garden has brought much pleasure and good food through 
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the years, and there was a special place in the woods for the trees I planted for each 
of the grandchildren as they became a part of the family. The trees have grown along 
with the children, and I hope that in the years ahead, they will continue to visit the trees 
when they are in Auburn, remembering the story behind the planting of the trees.

Michael graduated from Auburn High School in the spring of 1970. He excelled in 
the band and maintained a good record throughout his high school career. His success 
as a drummer was also to set his course for the next few years. As indicated earlier, I 
think the moves we made at various times, starting with the move to Auburn in 1962, 
had an effect on Michael. Uprooting him two times during his high school years was 
unfair to him; however, he adjusted and performed well, and he enrolled at Auburn 
University with a major in art. His talent in art is shown in several paintings that we 
have in our home and also in his and Judy’s home. One of my favorites of his work 
hung over the desk in my office at the university. I often sat at my desk and just looked 
at the beautiful explosion of color; one day, I decided to name it on my own: an idea. 
It occurred to me that the burst of color represented an idea that suddenly formed 
in the mind. A second painting that he gave to Fran has hung over our bed for many 
years, and I hope it remains there as long as we live in this house. The colors and what 
the painting represents to me make it have very special meaning for me. After his 
freshman year was completed at the university, he decided he wanted to pursue music. 
We were disappointed, but he reminded me several years earlier that it was his life, and 
he must live it to his satisfaction. I shall mention more about his music later. Like all 
the children, Michael had a job while he was in school, making him more independent.

Melanie made the transition back to Auburn very well. She was pleased to return to 
our home on Conrey Drive. She was able to renew her friendships, although some of 
her close friends were in the band; she never wanted to join the band. She did take 
piano lessons and was active in the music program at the church. I can still hear the 
beautiful sound of the girls ensemble, directed by Bill Hornbuckle, as they sang “Lift 
Thine Eyes.” She was always very industrious, making her way wherever she worked. 
Although she performed well in high school, she was eager to complete her work there. 
She graduated early and immediately enrolled at Auburn University.

Mark and Milton had many friends on our street when we moved back to Conrey Drive. 
They, like Michael, had paper routes, and they worked at various jobs in high school to 
earn their own money. This practice started early with the children, and I think it served 
them well to become more independent.

Fran was delighted to return to the house that she really loved. She immediately made 
it beautiful again, including our living room, since we had added some new pieces 
while we were in Columbus. She enjoyed entertaining, and made our home a warm and 
friendly place for anyone who came to visit us. She also continued her work at church, 
giving good leadership in the children’s department. 
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For me, what happened during the spring of 1970 made me realize that my future 
at Auburn was good. In addition to being appointed director of the TTT Project, I 
was also appointed to graduate faculty, making it possible for me to direct doctoral 
research. This was particularly important because of the number of graduate students 
in the project. 

The first letter, dated April 15, 1970, in my file which I signed as “Project Director,” 
was to Dru McGowen in University Relations, bringing my file up to date. This was 
followed by a letter to Mrs. Arthur Moore at Mountville thanking her for sharing some of 
the children’s writings. I wanted to express my appreciation to her for the contributions 
she had made to my personal and professional life. I also wanted to encourage her to 
put into writing her long experience of teaching at Mountville. She had a great talent 
for relating experiences in an interesting way. Alas, such writing was not done by her, 
and the community was the loser for not having a record that she could have provided 
in a beautiful and interesting way.

Soon after I became director of the TTT Project, I began a newsletter for purposes 
of involving participants in writing about the project and also for a good means of 
communication with people interested in the work of the project.

The first issue of the TTT Newsletter was printed in the summer of 1970. Prior to my 
becoming director of the project, I had become disenchanted because I did not sense 
a direction for the project, and I even wondered if I had made the right professional 
decision to return to Auburn. The man who was the mind behind the original proposal, 
Marvin Dawson, showed unusual creativity and vision for the project; however, there 
was much floundering during the first year, and the very diverse graduate students who 
were a part of the project, while very capable, needed more direction. Marvin was not 
as interested in the day-to-day operation of the project as he was the “bigger picture.” 
However, the innovative nature of the project demanded careful attention to important 
operational details. When Marvin decided he no longer wanted to direct the project, he 
recommended me for the position; however, several of the graduate students who had 
great loyalty to him, were very disappointed with the change in leadership. Fortunately, 
I had the strong support of Art Coss, Chairman of the Department of Elementary 
Education, and ultimately I built a strong relationship with faculty and administrators 
in other departments in the university who were involved in the project.

I believed it was important to clarify the purposes of the project in the first issue of the 
newsletter. The overall emphasis and reason for the funding of the project by the federal 
government was to effect significant change in teacher education. Further, the focus was 
on changing the people who educate teachers, thus the meaning of the TTT: Training 
Teacher Trainers. A very important feature of the program was the active involvement 
of people from the School of Education, other departments on campus, public school 
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personnel and community representatives in constructing a new curriculum for the 
preparation of elementary teachers.  

The first step, one made during the first year of the project, was to redefine professional 
education in terms of teacher roles rather than subject matter usually identified with the 
elementary school curriculum. In the new design, the subject matter became a vehicle 
through which proficiency in the roles was to be developed. Another emphasis was 
on the use of man-machine systems in personalizing instruction at the college level, 
believing that teachers would more likely be concerned with individual differences in 
children if they (the teachers) were treated as individuals in their college preparation.

During the first year of the project, the fellowship participants, faculty members from 
various departments in the School of Education, and the School of Arts and Sciences, 
faculty members from the Department of Industrial engineering, public school 
personnel, and community representatives were involved in the study of innovative 
approaches to education and initial program develop0ment for the new curriculum in 
elementary teacher education.

In the second year, eight members of the Department of Elementary Education faculty 
were released one-third time to work on the project. Some of the fellowship participants 
remained during the second year to assist in program development. Also released part-
time to work on the project were faculty members from the Department of Foundations 
of Education, the Department of Counselor Education, the Learning Resources Center, 
and the Department of Industrial Engineering. 

The model proposed by the Department of Industrial Engineering was based on the 
COM-FIELD Model developed by the Northwest Regional Education Laboratory. This 
model, which allowed for the individualization of education, was designed to achieve 
specific objectives and also took into consideration the characteristics of the learner 
when activities were planned. As indicated above, the program was organized around 
four teacher roles: Diagnostician, Facilitator of Learning, Interactor, and Innovator. 
These roles were then defined behaviorally. Following the specification of desired 
teacher behavior, learning modules were developed, using the model mentioned 
above. Defining professional education in this manner placed unique responsibilities 
on the School of Education and the School of Arts and Sciences, the latter assuming 
responsibility for the development of proficiencies in the various subject matter areas. 
The idea behind this kind of work together was to develop enhanced appreciation for 
the unique part each school had to play in the education of teachers.

One of the important aspects of the program was the active involvement of outstanding 
faculty from different departments on campus. Their expertise was sought in planning 
the pilot program in Elementary Education, and they were also encouraged to explore 
ways to improve instruction in their respective departments. The Newsletter proved 
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to be a good means for them to communicate with others both at Auburn and in other 
institutions some of the innovative plans in their departments. Reviewing some of the 
articles, I was impressed by the quality of the articles and the strong desire on the part 
of the faculty involved to improve instruction at the university and to work together 
in the development of the pilot program in Elementary Education. One program that 
was initiated in the English Department was the establishment of a laboratory to 
provide assistance for students in English composition. This laboratory, with some 
modifications, still exists, and is probably the most visible result of the project after 
more than 35 years.

I was encouraged during the summer when I received a memorandum from Dean 
Pierce with strong words of praise for what was happening in the project:

       I just read your interim report on the TTT Project. The report prompts me to say again how much what 
you are doing means to our entire teacher education program. We have had no other project that had 
anything like  equivalent constructive impact on the teacher education program here. There could 
hardly be a finer tribute to your leadership.

This was followed in September by a memorandum from Dr. W. S. Bailey, Vice 
President for Academic and Administrative Affairs, to Dean Pierce:

       In Dr. Lanham’s absence, I have signed for him the application for continued Support of the TTT project. 
All of those who have contributed to the success of this program are to be commended, especially Dr. 
Cadenhead for his leadership for the project.

The pilot program in Elementary Education was implemented beginning Fall quarter, 
1971. Two years had been spent in designing the program, and it was the work of many 
faculty and graduate students who planned it, and some of them followed through with 
the implementation. Again, one of the strengths of the program was its interdepartmental 
nature.  It called for a different kind of performance on the part of professors and 
students. Because of this difference, there were numerous frustrations and ambiguities. 
There were many questions in the minds of students and faculty members who were 
involved in the program. Among others, the questions included such concerns as 
balance between individual and group activities, maximum use of professor and student 
talents, management of the wide variety of activities, coordination of on-campus and 
off-campus experiences, and helping students become more self-directed in a system 
that had not heretofore placed a premium on such a value.

My colleague Laura Newell and I published an article in the March 1973 issue of 
Instructional Technology in which we described the implementation of the pilot 
program. As indicated above, because it was so different from what students and 
faculty had known in the past, the implementation brought both times of satisfaction 
and frustration.
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The program emphasis was on process as the four teacher roles were delineated in 
terms of objectives for students to achieve. The program format for the students was 
designed in the form of learning modules. The module, a vehicle for individualized 
education, was constructed around a general objective, with all parts of the module 
related to the achievement of the general objective. A rationale was included in each 
module, in an effort to assist the student in seeing how the particular module fit into 
the overall role framework. Subsumed under the general module objective(s) were 
specified performance objectives, which assisted the student in knowing the behavior 
called for at the completion of the module. Performance on a pre-test made it possible 
for students to by-pass an objective. Learning activities were outlined in the module, 
directing the student to experiences that had been designed to assist him or her in 
achieving the objectives. Following the completion of appropriate learning activities, 
the student took the terminal criterion measure to ascertain his/her achievement of the 
specific objective or general objective, whichever was being assessed. The opportunity 
of recycling through the same or an alternative learning activity was available to the 
students until they achieved the objectives. 

The program was based on eight assumptions:

 1.      Students different in the way they learn.
 2.      Greater emphasis is placed on learning than on teaching.
 3.      Clearly stated objectives are an aid to learning
 4.      Objectives may be achieved in different ways.
 5.      Evaluation is criterion-based rather than norm-based.
 6.      Feedback is useful in changing a program
 7.       The role of the instructor changes from a disseminator to a facilitator in 

the learning process.
 8.       The leaner can assume more responsibility for his own learning.

All of these seemed reasonable and formed a foundation on which the pilot program 
was built. 

The program was a three-quarter professional sequence in which students received 
credit for college courses in Elementary Education, Foundations of Education and 
Internship. Faculty advisors in the Department of Elementary Education identified and 
recommended juniors who had completed the prerequisites and who were ready to 
begin the professional program. These students were invited to a meeting with the 
TTT staff during the spring quarter, 1971, for an explanation and discussion of the 
program. A second meeting was held with students interested in participating, and 
at this meeting thirty-three students committed themselves to the three professional 
quarters beginning September 1971.

A large instructional area was designed for use by the TTT students and staff. The 
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area was composed of two rooms, one of which had movable walls. The smaller room 
was equipped with cabinets, files and book shelves which were used for storage of 
equipment, modules and related materials. An area was arranged so students could have 
group discussions and conferences, and use equipment such as videotape machine, 
tape recorders and other media. For communication purposes, mail boxes for students 
and staff and an “I need” bulletin board were available. The larger room was organized 
as a study area with carrels, tables and an informal reading area. Curriculum materials 
relating to various teaching areas, were arranged in different centers throughout 
the room. These centers included project materials, other program materials, films, 
filmstrips, academic games, and children’s textbooks. The students worked in a variety 
of modes: individually, in small groups, with staff members and at times as a total 
group.

A team of staff members devised a system of record-keeping which was easy to manage 
yet supply the types of data needed for evaluation of student performance and program 
effectiveness. A battery of record forms was designed which included forms for use by 
students and staff.

At the beginning of the program, the students were given a list of all modules to be 
completed. Each student planned his/her program, notified the advisor when a module 
was begun or completed. Students kept their own records and arranged conferences 
with staff members designated in the module. The “I need” bulletin board was of great 
value as students communicated with one another and with faculty. The program was 
designed to provide many opportunities for student-staff interaction. Staff members 
were available for individual conferences and group meetings. These meetings could 
be called by either students or faculty. A total group meeting, students and staff, was 
planned each week. This allowed for free exchange of ideas and suggestions for the 
program. Problems were identified and possible solutions were worked out. A staff 
planning session was held each week. Time was devoted to resolving problems that 
arose and to make program plans. Students were invited to attend and were active 
participants in planning. This proved to be very helpful in keeping the student point of 
view a part of the program.

The students spent two hours a day on two days each week working with teachers in 
the public schools. During the third quarter, the students were in the schools for the full 
day. Seminars were planned with staff members in an effort to help them synthesize 
their work on campus with teaching in the classroom. Again, this was an effort to 
underscore the four teacher roles on which the program was based.

Student evaluation and grading presented problems. Because the university policy 
called for students to receive grades at the end of each quarter, it was difficult to 
follow the underlying philosophy of the program, e.g. some students too much longer 
to achieve certain objectives. We were able to achieve some flexibility. Students 
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who had completed a reasonable number of objectives were assigned a letter grade; 
others who had not achieved sufficient objectives were assigned S (Satisfactory) or 
U (Unsatisfactory), reflecting evaluation of progress that had been made during the 
quarter. When the required objectives were completed, the S or U was changed to a 
letter grade as determined by consensus of faculty members who had worked with the 
student. This inconsistency between university policy and the nature of the program 
was never fully reconciled. Eventually, the system of student evaluation called for each 
student to meet with the staff at the end of the quarter at which time grades were 
assigned. This provided opportunities for the student and staff to evaluate performance 
jointly, a much-improved system. 

Program evaluation was continually in progress. Each module contained an evaluation 
form with specific questions for students to answer, giving their reaction to the 
experience.  Students were asked to make suggestions for improving the modules. 
Weekly faculty meetings were devoted to discussion of particular faculty and student 
concerns. Students were asked to prepare a brief tape (cassette) on a continuing basis, 
giving reactions to the program. The tapes were available for faculty and students to 
hear.

Since this was a pilot program, it was being scrutinized by many people in an effort to 
determine if it would be expanded in the Department of Elementary Education.

I had a chance to express ideas in the Auburn University publication This is Auburn in 
January 1972. I was committed to the notion that we had made a “Shift from Teaching 
to Learning,” the title of the article. It was clear that we were underscoring the belief 
that educational institutions exist primarily for the purpose of facilitating learning, with 
emphasis on learner behavior. It called upon the professor to make some determination 
of what is really significant in his or her field. This question of “What knowledge is 
of most worth?” has been with us for a long time, but I was trying to separate what 
the professor “likes to teach” from what is significant from the discipline and for the 
students at a particular educational level. It was fair to say that some content is included 
simply because it has always been taught rather than examine its significance to the 
goals of modern students. A challenge for the teacher is to help the learner relate 
what he or she is learning to himself/herself as a person who exists in the real world. 
Content alone does not liberate; the individual must see how the content can serve 
him and his own purposes in life. The final point I made, and one that was certainly 
underscored in the pilot program, was that the most valuable contribution a teacher can 
make to the student is assisting the student in assuming greater responsibility for his 
own learning. The teacher must be willing to let his own function shift dramatically. 
The new function calls for a different kind of teacher behavior that will no doubt 
come nearer inspiring life long learners. I remember that I was pleased with the way 
I ended the article, and my thinking has not changed: “Satisfaction in teaching will 
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come from the students’ growing independence in making decisions and in directing 
their own learning experiences. This kind of teacher behavior will also be rewarded 
in the greatest compliment a teacher can receive at any time: “Teacher, I don’t really 
need you anymore.” What was missing, however, was the idea that I included in the 
brief newspaper article several years earlier, namely, placing more value on students’ 
questions than on the answers they gave to the questions asked by the teacher. The 
“teacher as sculptor” was dominant in the pilot program.

I felt very good about the pilot program the first year. We learned very much as we 
worked together, and we observed significant growth on the part of the students who 
participated in the program. 

Much interest in various aspects of the TTT project was shown on campus, providing  
opportunities for me to serve in various roles relating to teaching. I was invited to 
participate in the School of Engineering Teaching Effectiveness Institute and later was 
appointed for a three-year term on the Senate Teaching Effectiveness Committee. The 
Dean of the School of Pharmacy asked me to participate in the School’s retreat related 
to teaching effectiveness. Articles relating to the program resulted in requests for visits 
from various people, including a Program Office from the U. S. Office of Education. 
Several doctoral students chose various aspects of the TTT Project for their dissertation 
research.

My leadership in the project resulted in my working in a consultative way with school 
systems in Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, and Texas. I was also invited to other 
colleges and universities to share the work of our TTT Project; through such work, 
I was able to meet many outstanding educators. I also served on visiting committees 
evaluating schools for accreditation by the Southern Association. 

In Fall quarter, 1972, I was appointed by the President to serve for a three-year term 
on the University Tenure and promotion Committee. This was a heavy responsibility 
during the time faculty from different schools on campus were being reviewed for 
either tenure or promotion.

I was pleased that we had the opportunity to run the pilot program a second year, 
beginning in Fall quarter 1972. During the summer, we were able to refine the program 
plans based on faculty observations and feedback from the students who completed 
the first year. The basic structure remained the same; however, some of the faculty 
from outside the School of Education served as consultants rather than being a part 
of the staff. There was also change in faculty assignments from the Foundations of 
Education. One significant addition to the faculty was Peggy Todd, who was completing 
her doctorate in Educational Administration. Laura Newell, Peggy, and I formed the 
nucleus of the staff, and we worked together very well. Both Peggy and Laura were 
strongly committed to the philosophy and their ideas proved to be extremely important 
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as we began the second year. It was clear from the beginning that the university could 
not offer the kind of faculty support we had during the first year. Since it was a program 
funded from outside sources and also since it was very innovative, we could justify 
the additional faculty for the first year and to some extent during the second year. 
However, we knew that if the program were to be expanded to include more students, 
we would have to find ways to offer it with fewer faculty members. I am convinced 
that the strength of the interdepartmental faculty both in planning the program and 
implementing it the first year made a difference. The strict departmentalization of 
the university naturally militates against interdisciplinary work. However, we offered 
the program a second year, using faculty from outside the School of Education in a 
consultative role, and this was included in the continuation of the grant we originally 
received. One important difference in the student constituency of the second group 
was that 20 students were Special Education majors and 9 were Elementary Education 
majors. We assumed that the role framework on which the program was based would 
apply equally as well to Special Education teachers; however, we discovered there was 
more resistance to some of the ideas from a number of these students.

Beginning in the Fall quarter, I began to keep a more accurate account of my reactions 
to activities as they occurred. Studying diary entries during the second year the program 
was in operation reveals many frustrations as well as strong statements of success. 
The entries, of course, reveal as much about me as they did the students, faculty, and 
program as a whole. One important thing the writing shows is something that had 
developed as a pattern throughout my life: strong reactions to experiences. They were 
captured at the moment through writing, and thus reveal a great deal about me. For 
example, on September 26, 1972, Peggy reported to me that students were feeling 
so pressed for time to complete modules that there was “no time to be intrigued.” 
This was significant for me because it linked with what I have already mentioned as 
a weakness of not placing enough emphasis on questions the students asked. This 
problem was accepted by a group of students to attack as they completed the group 
problem-solving module. They arrived at suggestions that were then proposed in the 
weekly faculty meeting. Student representatives continued to meet with faculty, and 
their input was very valuable. The different structure in the program caused us to deal 
with the problem of delineating desired frustration that can lead to learning and anxiety 
that is an impediment.

Such dilemmas led to greater depth of learning on the part of both students and faculty, 
a kind of learning that is related to process, not content. We gradually learned and 
I think helped some students to see that such learning was vital in the program and 
thus to prospective teachers. Much of this kind of learning was serendipitous simply 
because of the way we worked, causing us really to understand the idea of “teachable 
moments” as we worked together. 

Because of the way the program was structured and in most cases the openness of 
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faculty, we were able to make changes rather quickly when we found that a particular 
procedure was not working. This was new to students, and it also helped them to 
establish a different kind of relationship with faculty, more easily done by more mature 
students. 

My diary entry on Monday, November 19 shows a very low moment: “Friday’s 
experience made me wonder if what we are attempting really is a better way. Even Peggy 
was feeling low.” Over the weekend, I had reread Gibran’s description of teaching. I had 
been familiar with the piece for twenty-five years; however, it seemed to ring a clearer 
note. Interestingly, on that Monday, Dee Dee Philpot, a student, brought a selection 
from Time which reviewed Johnathan Livingston Seagull. She passed along a copy 
of the book to other students. Student comments and behavior at times helped us to 
understand problems that needed attention as well as evidence that they understood 
what we were attempting to accomplish. This was a product of the different kind of 
relationship we established with the students. 

One dimension of the module on the role of the teacher as Innovator was a simulation 
where the students assumed the role of a fictitious board of education. By students 
assuming roles as board members, administrators, teachers, and community members 
and dealing with real educational problems, the students could see how difficult it 
is to bring about change in an educational setting. It was a very satisfying, although 
exhausting, experience.

Another example of student behavior that showed greater involvement in the process 
was their seeking an appointment with the Dean of the School of Education. They 
seemed to have internalized the goals of the program and at the same time represented 
concerns from their point of view. He was impressed by the maturity of the students.

It was clear to faculty that some students were not succeeding well in the program, 
and this caused Peggy to ask a very important question: Can we only have students in 
the program who enter it self-directed, or can we help them become more self-directed 
while in the program? My first response was that we had built into the system the 
opportunity for students to offer alternatives. Peggy countered with the notion that 
asking students to offer alternatives was calling upon them to be self-directed. We 
approached the problem with the idea of helping individuals who were having more 
difficulty setting individual goals. We took the position that all students must have a 
commitment to achieving the goals set in the program, and we would help them to 
succeed. Without this commitment, they would have to exit the program.

In one case, we allowed a student to withdraw for two weeks to get some personal 
problems in order and then return to complete the work. When he returned, he set up a 
calendar and goals for himself. This worked well for him. Another student who we as a 
faculty believed should not be a classroom teacher was informed of our decision after 
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many attempts to help her. Eventually, the faculty wrote a letter to her department head 
giving reasons for her not completing the program. 

A legitimate concern expressed by some students was how the work in the individual 
modules fit together into a whole. There was criticism by some faculty concerning 
what they saw as an attempt to break the teacher preparation program into parts and 
then assume that the whole is the sum of the parts. This criticism was not ever fully 
addressed. We attempted to address this concern in seminar, but I am not convinced 
that we were completely successful. We did work more closely with the students as 
they moved into their laboratory work in the schools, especially on diagnostic work, 
followed by planned instruction. This kind of follow-up work caused me to write in 
late February: “Not sure if I can trust my feelings, but I sure feel that we are making 
significant progress in arriving at something very important in teacher education.” 

In December, I had a conference with Peggy Todd concerning the continuation of 
the program beyond the funding period, which would end June 30, 1973. We both 
were concerned that we would not have the freedom to maintain reasonable autonomy 
and the kind of structure we had created, one that was essential to the success of the 
program. The interdepartmental approach was vital to success. We knew that the 
idea of an interdepartmental faculty team working with a group of students, making 
significant instructional decisions, represented a new kind of academic freedom. The 
checks and balances of faculty members who represented different expertise and the 
continuous input from students force a kind of relevance and models behavior that can 
be emulated in the public school. Operating within a departmental structure would 
militate against the kinds of instructional and curricular decision-making procedures 
we had developed in the project. We believed that some new kind of structure had to 
emerge if the program were to continue beyond the second year of the pilot program. 
I felt very strongly that I did not want to return to a formal class and departmental 
structure which would destroy so much of what we had created in the program.

I was encouraged on March 1 when I received a memorandum from Dr. Ben Lanham, 
Acting President and Vice President for Administration, informing me that I had been 
promoted to the rank of Professor. When I returned to Auburn University in 1969, I was 
assigned the rank of Associate Professor. I was pleased that my leadership in the TTT 
Project had been recognized and rewarded. This certainly added to my confidence as I 
continued to lead in the various parts of the project.

In early March, there was evidence of interest in expanding the program further in 
the department the following year. I met with Dr. Coss, Department Head, and Foster 
Watkins, Assistant Dean, to explore ways we could schedule courses to allow for the 
program to be offered for more students. Dr. Coss had indicated that the convincing 
point for “moving all the way toward the ‘TTT Type’ program” was student behavior. 
He observed that TTT students had exhibited a kind of behavior (though it scared 
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him, he said) that is very different: student-faculty relationships (on a different level), 
student-student relationships, and initiative of students (Example: going to Dean and 
stating their position). 

This position on the part of Dr. Coss was followed the same day by a conversation I had 
with a faculty representative in the University Senate from the School of Education. 
There was a controversy in the Senate relative to students questioning the relevance 
of courses in their university preparation. I suggested to the representative that we 
should seek student reactions concerning the relevance of their courses in professional 
education. He disagreed, saying that students, he thought, in general would not be 
supportive of their courses in professional education. My position was that if the 
students do not see the relationship between the professional education courses they 
take and the work of a teacher, then we should be very much concerned. The change 
we had seen in the behavior of our students in the program was encouraging to me, and 
the observation made by Dr. Coss and Dean Pierce supported my view.

We were facing the termination of funds as we also explored ways to develop further 
some of the ideas generated by the project. On March 14, I wrote a memorandum to the 
Dean indicating that the remaining graduate assistants would be terminated effective 
June 30. This was a sad day for me because I knew that the freedom I had had in 
leadership for the entire project would soon come to an end and I would have a new 
role. 

I met with the Department of Elementary Education faculty on April 16, and my 
reaction shows that my prediction about the future of the program we had developed 
was accurate:

       What problems there are going to be! I have serious reservations about the future of the program 
as it becomes a part of the department. There are some things to be said for running an alternative 
program.

The next day, I had a conference with Dr. Taylor Littleton, Vice-President for Academic 
Affairs, and I proposed to him that we set up an inter-school ad hoc committee to 
continue the work begun on individualized instruction as a result of the TTT Project. 
He instructed me to write a memorandum to him through Dean Pierce requesting 
that such a committee be appointed. I believed that support from this level would be 
valuable in our attempts to continue some of the work we had begun.

One of the facets of the project from its inception that was of interest to me was the 
emphasis on finding ways to provide more individualized instruction at the university 
level. This subject had interested me since the beginning of my work in education and 
it found expression in the publication of my first article in a professional journal while 
I was principal at Mountville School in the early sixties. The memo that I wrote to the 
Vice-President for Academic Affairs called attention to the extensive involvement of 
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faculty from across the university in the project. I believed that the formation of an 
inter-school group on the campus to continue the momentum for improving teaching 
would be of value as it fulfilled the following functions:

 1.       Provide leadership in seeking alternative approaches to instruction at the 
university level.

 2.       Provide moral support for people who want to design and implement 
innovative instructional programs.

 3.       Plan sessions for the sharing of ideas, problems, and even joys related to 
teaching.

 4.       Provide an interdepartmental context in which we might discover more 
common elements in the teaching-learning process and in managing a 
learning environment in a university setting.

 5.       Underscore the instructional function of the university, communicating 
to the faculty that giving time and effort to the improvement of the 
instructional program is valued.

I did not see this group as duplication of the work of the University Teaching 
Effectiveness Committee. Rather the group would be concerned with innovative 
approaches to instruction at the university level, with particular emphasis on 
individualized instruction. I listed 38 names of faculty from seven schools on campus 
who had been involved in some aspects of the project or were working on their own 
approaches to improving instruction.

Such a group was not formed at that time, but later I shall discuss a program emphasizing 
teaching effectiveness that a member of the School of Engineering and I directed. It 
was supported by the Vice-President for Academic Affairs and was open to faculty 
from all schools on campus.

With the end of the funded project approaching, I devoted most of my effort to the 
second year of the pilot program, which would end in June, and also to the idea of 
expanding it to include all students in the Department of Elementary Education. On 
April 26, I wrote a very long and detailed letter to Dean Pierce describing the necessary 
qualities of faculty who would make the program successful on a wider scale. This 
description was based on two years of experience in the pilot program. A major purpose 
of the letter was to make a special case for the continuation of Peggy Todd’s role in 
the program. Peggy had completed her doctorate and had proven to be one of the most 
effective faculty members on the team. I concluded the letter with some optimism 
because the program was based on an open system that was self-correcting. The last 
sentence in the letter was essential: “If we have sufficient people who believe in it, we 
can only succeed.”
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During the summer, I wrote an article (not published) using the question in Robert Frost’s 
poem “Mending Wall” to capture the inter-departmental nature of the TTT Program. 
Throughout my work as an educator, I believed that understanding relationships among 
various disciplines would not only enhance learning, but it would also be of more value 
in solving problems. A rationale was given as follows:

       With the coming of the seventies and the emergence of unprecedented problems to be solved, there 
perhaps is a need to look for alternative organizational patterns, particularly when the instructional 
function of the university is considered. The very complex problems on the  contemporary scene, 
the exponential rate of increase in knowledge, the age-old question of what knowledge is of most 
worth, the inter- relationships among various disciplines, and the increased awareness of variance 
of individual learners have caused questions to be raised concerning the adequacy of fixed discipline 
lines and the highly structured administrative configurations within the university… 

       Synthesizing knowledge is a process generally left to the learner as he attempts to put the pieces of 
his educational puzzle together. While this synthesis can only occur in the mind of the learner, the 
organization of an educational program can either facilitate or militate against synthesis.

I emphasized that there was need for depth of knowledge on the part of the specialist, 
and at that time much attention was given to the structure of disciplines. What was 
needed, in my opinion, was an organizational structure that would aid the learner in 
seeing the relationship among the disciplines represented in the educational program, 
ending the article with a different position from Frost’s conclusion in his poem: Good 
fences don’t make good departments. My efforts to deal with this concern continued 
throughout my teaching career, although beyond my work as director of the project, the 
effort was confined to my own instruction.

Toward the end of Summer quarter of 1973, I prepared a report on the project to 
the Dean of the School of Education, citing results during the four years it had been 
funded. Significant activities were included from different departments in the School 
of Education, and I also mentioned what I referred to as “spin-offs” in other schools 
on campus. Since the focus of the project had been on changing behavior of people 
at the university level who are responsible for the education of teachers, I thought 
it important to include effects in other schools. As will be shown later, the spotlight 
placed on the teaching function of the university helped to keep alive the attention to 
teaching effectiveness.

In a larger report, I raised questions that grew out of my four years of experience in 
the project, some of which were reflected in the unpublished article alluded to above. I 
include these questions and comments below because I think they relate to a program 
that was later developed and in which I taught outside the School of Education. Also, I 
think they are timeless and will surface again later in my teaching.

I now quote from the paper on the questions and comments.
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 1.       Is the present system of the sharp division of responsibilities between the 
School of Education and the School of Arts and Sciences really sound in 
the preparation of teachers?

  
  a.       Does this organizational arrangement tend to reduce the moral 

responsibility of the academician for his knowledge? If he were 
called upon to participate in more extensive application of his 
knowledge, would it not only be of value to him, but be a richer 
experience for prospective teachers?

  
  b.       In reality, is it wise to separate the content and instructional 

methodology in a discipline? (After observing the methodology 
in Dr. Mowat and Mrs. (Latrop) Wade’s class, [in English 
Department] I concluded their approach would be desirable in 
the primary school or at the university level.

  c.       Does not the instructional methodology of professors in the 
academic areas make a real impact on the methodology employed 
by prospective teachers? Would not change here be a desirable 
place to work in impacting teacher education?

  d.       Can we move more toward the concept of the university without 
walls where faculty and students become involved in appropriate 
learning experiences in the school and community?

 2.       Would it be possible to deemphasize the lines between disciplines? 

  a.       Can we implement a concept of a learning community where 
professors from different schools and departments work together 
and learn together rather than promoting a community of people 
with narrow interests?

  b.       Would opportunities for team teaching in content courses be a 
way of combating the problem of fragmentation of knowledge?

  c.       Are there ways we can structure the curriculum other than through 
courses which meet a designated number of hours?

 3.       Can we jointly arrive at models of what teachers ought to be and then 
integrate courses and/or experiences which would prepare teachers 
whose knowledge and competencies were endorsed by professors in Arts 
and Sciences and Education?
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 4.       Can we move toward placing the student at the center of the learning 
experience, with a shift in emphasis from teaching to learning?

  a.       Can we focus on individual differences in students, allowing 
for their wide range of background experiences as well as their 
professional aspirations?

  b.       Can we build on the motivation of vocational objectives in liberal 
arts education?

 5.       Can we experiment with different ways of organizing for preparing 
teachers for the schools? 

Having been deeply involved in the TTT Project for four years and working with 
outstanding faculty from across the university, I believed what we had learned had 
implications for further innovation, and I was interested in seeking more funds to 
continue the work we had begun. This did not happen, although as will be seen later, 
there were effects of the program that appeared in other ways; these came as a result of 
leadership provided by other people who had been involved in the project.

On September 14, 1973, I made an entry in the diary that I was keeping on the pilot 
program, and it reflects my mood at the time:

       Completed the process of moving today. After four years in an  environment of freedom, I’m hoping I 
can adjust. One thing I have learned: no one or no situation can imprison the spirit; for this realization 
I am grateful.

I think the entry reveals very much about me. I had had the freedom to exert leadership 
and to work with outstanding people both in academic departments and the School of 
Education. My views had been broadened through this contact, and I did not want to 
return to the Department of Elementary Education even though I believed I had the 
support of the department head. There was not much support for the pilot program on 
the part of the departmental faculty except from those who had been actively involved 
in it. Most of the members of the department were comfortable with the way they 
had worked in the past, and the new program required different skills and attitudes. 
In short, I was not optimistic about the future of the program as we had designed and 
implemented it for two years. Also, I knew that it would be difficult for me to return to 
the department in a role very different from what I had known as director of the project. 

There were two faculty teams organized to operate in two different centers with the 
modules we had developed serving as the core of the program. Laura Newell, Peggy 
Todd, and I continued to work together, and the other team was comprised of other 
members of the Department of Elementary Education. There was little coordination 
between the two teams, a responsibility that rightfully should have been assumed by 
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the department head; however, he did not assert himself to see that this was done. As I 
indicated at the end of September, there was a “breaking away from the interdepartmental 
team concept, particularly on the part of faculty from the Department of Foundations of 
Education.” This concerned me because I thought we would miss opportunities to help 
students see relationships. When we attempted to solve the problem within the team, 
we were told that any problems that crossed departmental lines must be cleared with 
the department head. During the past two years, such problems were solved without 
administrative involvement. 

The diary shows that something was beginning to happen to me that reflected some 
questions about what we were doing. This was occurring concurrently with my moving 
back to the Department of Elementary Education. 

On September 26, I recorded that I had just finished reading Krishnamurti’s Think on 
These Things the night before. My diary entry:

       Quite an impact on my thinking about education. Such ideas as self-understanding, education as inquiry 
and a continuous search  cause me to question so strongly what is happening in modern education. 
Even our efforts, I’m afraid, are not resulting in helping students be more open to experience, open to 
the beauty and joys of life. We seem to be caught up in mechanics and have lost sight of the processes 
which seem to be more significant.

       His emphasis on the importance of self-understanding, time alone, awareness of life which surrounds 
us caused me to get up at 5:00 A.M., get my coffee and move to the swing for a period alone. My 
reflections as recorded on a napkin:

 To feel the morning breeze and know it’s there.

  To watch the tall, lithe pines move gently against  the gray, overcast dawn.

 To hear the morning sounds of the insects.

 To breathe the fragrance of the tea olive.

 To think thoughts which too often are lost in the rush.

 To be driven in by the soft mist.

 Time alone is necessary for one who tends to be introspective.

The idea of education as a continuous search must have lain dormant in my thinking for 
several years; it had not surfaced significantly since I wrote the article in the 60s about 
giving more attention to students’ questions. Reading Krishnamurti’s book at a time 
when the uncertainty of the future of the program we had created probably caused me 
to revisit some previously held thoughts about the nature of education.  

In the final issue of the TTT Newsletter, I expressed my gratitude for being able to be 
a part of one of the most important educational experiences in my professional life. I 
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enumerated some of the reasons why it had been so important to me. I also emphasized 
the need to provide educational alternatives for students rather than forcing all people to 
follow a prescribed path to goals. Despite my questioning, I believed that the program 
had made an impact on both students and faculty, and at the same time I was beginning 
to question some of the aspects of the program, and perhaps more importantly question 
the idea of operating a pilot program and then expanding it to include faculty who 
had not been a part of the program. This question remains even as I write about the 
experience.  

Interestingly, a connection with Melanie’s, Mark’s, and Milton’s educational experiences 
was recorded on the same day I entered the comments about Krishnamurti. Melanie 
came by my office to tell me that her history class which met in the auditorium in 
Haley Center – seating capacity of several hundred – was filled to capacity. So much 
for individualized instruction. When I reprimanded Mark for not studying and then 
devoting too much time to his friends, his question stunned me: “Am I supposed to 
make good grades for you or for myself?” I told him and Milton that I would not 
remind them to study or question them about homework. It was their responsibility 
to accept the consequences of the decisions they made for themselves. I am sure I did 
not adhere to this position; rather I was simply dealing with some conflict in my own 
thinking.

We continued to work very hard in our team to make the program succeed, although the 
other team was having many problems in attempting to carry out the plan. In October, 
even Peggy and I, in conversation, wondered if the results warranted the amount of 
time we were having to devote to the program. On October 9, I wrote:

       I become more aware each day that we are operating a system on an “island” that is surrounded by 
the university vastly different. There are so many factors in the culture which work against the system. 
Extra effort is necessary to make the system survive.  

In March of 1974, we made an effort to inform the entire College of Education about 
the program. I moderated a panel of students with the assistance of a member of the 
other faculty team. I believed it was important to have the other team involved as 
well. Two students were in the first quarter of the program; two in second quarter, one 
who had completed the on-campus part and was in her internship, and an in-service 
teacher who had completed the entire program and was in her first year of teaching. 
I explained to the faculty that there had been no rehearsal and that we had asked the 
panel to be as objective as possible in interpreting and evaluating the program. I gave a 
brief history of the program and then we asked questions to which the panel members 
were to respond.

A video tape was made of the panel for use in orienting new students to the program. 
I was delighted with the candor of the students, and I believed it to be one of the best 
ways of communicating to the School of Education faculty what we were attempting 
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to do. 

Unfortunately, the video tape has been lost. I would like very much to hear even now the 
reaction of the students to their experience in the program. One of the panel members 
wrote a letter to me when she completed the program thanking me for “an exciting and 
productive experience, one that is likely to have a lasting impression on my mind.”

My continual reading caused me to highlight quotes that either supported or questioned 
what we were doing. I found a note I wrote to Peggy Todd that leaves the question open:

       After 25 years of being familiar with The Prophet, I now fully understand his treatment of teaching. 
Read pages 64-65 and  see if you think he could work with us.

This was followed by an entry in my diary on April 3, 1974 which I found reassuring:

       One of our roles is consistent with Dewey’s thinking, as reflected in Schools of Tomorrow (p. 172), 
published in 1915. Came across this while reading his book and the account of the school at Fairhope, 
Alabama: “So the function of the teacher must change from that of a cicerone and dictator to that of 
a watcher and helper.” The concept of “teacher as facilitator” shows we are still trying to catch up 
with Dewey.

Trying to capture where I was in my thinking at that time was aided tremendously when 
I came across a letter I wrote to my brother Paul on April 17, 1974, approximately 
two weeks after the above diary entry. He wrote a letter to me saying that he had the 
responsibility of giving a charge to the new minister of education in his church, and 
he asked me if I would share with him some of my ideas on education. In my six-
page response to his request, I find ideas that were a part of my view of education at 
that time, many of which I espouse even today. Knowing that he would understand, I 
emphasized that education had dominated my life “because I found that an openness 
to experience and an insatiable desire to make sense out of my own existence and 
my relationship to the world around me had become synonymous with education.” 
At that time I had come to believe that education was a liberating process, serving to 
liberate the individual from ignorance, prejudice and provincialism. Again from my 
own experience, I had found that education pushes back boundaries and creates choices 
for the individual. This led me to state emphatically that everything that exists is open 
to question. Interestingly, what had prompted him to write to me was his remembering 
the earlier article I wrote on placing more emphasis on questions that were asked by 
students. Since his charge related to religious education, I also referred to Paul Tillich, 
Cantwell Smith and John Dewey. The letter shows that my own thoughts on religion 
were closely intertwined with education.

For the first time in a good many years, I alluded to my desire to create my own school 
“where these ideas could become a reality.” I returned to my original reference when 
I wrote that “I’d want to find those young people who even today retreat to their own 
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private hillsides and ask: Is this really all there is? I would want so much to help them 
find, as I have and as you have, that there are really no boundaries.” I concluded by 
writing that I would continue my efforts to help educate teachers; perhaps a few will 
understand and care enough to build on, and improve the ideas.
 
It was during this summer period that I was having more reservations about the 
program in Elementary Education. I was finding it difficult to reconcile the ideas of 
performance-based education and personalization of instruction. As I wrote in the 
diary on August 6, “the conflict seems so great that the two, when juxtaposed, are 
incompatible. Stressing high level performance and at the same time trying to respect 
the individuality (including problems) of the students makes the task very difficult.” 
Added to this concern was Peggy Todd’s leaving the program. She had been with the 
program since its inception and had contributed so much to its operation and growth, 
and I believed that much substance would be lost in her absence. I had continued to 
emphasize the point that in order for the program to succeed, there must be competent 
faculty who believed in it. 

On a personal level, I was having great difficulty accepting the reality that I must again 
be a part of the Department of Elementary Education. The satisfaction of interacting 
with faculty from different departments within the university and the freedom to 
exercise leadership caused changes in my thinking about education in general. I knew 
that these two things that had contributed so much to the change would be limited, 
and I had great difficulty accepting the physical move back to the fifth floor of Haley 
Center; the move mentally was even harder to accept. Although I knew that Art Coss, 
Department Head, supported the program, I likewise knew that his leadership style 
could not cause the faculty to accept such a departure from their usual way of working. 
I would have to find other ways to satisfy my need for the intellectual stimulation 
that had been such a vital part of the project. Also, I knew I had a particular need for 
creativity in my work. 

The inscription in the book given to me by Charles Hudgins in 1951 continued to 
influence me although I did not consciously link it with the need I was feeling at the time 
the project funds terminated. My interest in teaching the language arts did not diminish 
while the project was in operation; however, heavy administrative responsibilities kept 
me from publishing in the language arts area. At that time, I had become particularly 
interested in the subject of language structure. The structure of the disciplines was 
a subject that was receiving attention in publications. To introduce students to this 
subject, I devised a language game, which I called “Logos.” The students played the 
game in the process of completing the module. This game, when completed, helped the 
students experience language change and see how the structure, particularly of words, 
changes.

After I designed the game, I asked a person in the media center to construct the board 
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and all parts of the game. Essentially, the rules called for each student to create a word.

(At that time, I did much work with nonsense words to illustrate structure.) As the 
game progressed, the word would be changed due to various influences in history, e.g., 
war, colonization, slang, and at various points the word became a part of the game 
dictionary, showing that words become a part of the dictionary through usage. Changes 
were made in the word both structurally and in meaning. At the end of the game, 
students compared the word with its original form and meaning. I explored various 
possibilities for publishing the game; however, I did not follow through sufficiently 
well. I am convinced that the game was worthy of publication, but I found sufficient 
satisfaction in observing the students play the game and achieve the purpose for which 
it was created. Parts of the game are stored in a closet.

The implementation of the pilot program in the Department of Elementary Education 
was not successful. We operated two centers with two different faculty teams, with 
little interaction between the two teams. One possible strength from the point of view 
of the team that had planned the pilot program was that the teams were able to follow 
their own plan for implementation, thus freeing those of us who had developed the 
program to continue to experiment with different approaches. Active leadership from 
the department head in coordinating the work of the two teams could have made a 
difference; however, Art Coss chose not to fill this role.  The content of the program 
gradually shifted back to the subject matter framework and away from the teacher 
roles, primarily because the interdepartmental team no longer functioned. Losing the 
expertise of faculty from other departments weakened the program considerably. New 
faculty and graduate students worked in the program, but they were not committed to 
the initial design. Several graduate students did add considerably to the operation of 
the program; they seemed more flexible and they, too, found working on the team to 
be a worthwhile learning experience for them. It was satisfying to see how many of 
the undergraduate students were able to grasp and follow one of the major points we 
had emphasized from the beginning: students taking more responsibility for their own 
learning. 

I received a letter, dated February 12, 1975, informing me that I had been recommended 
to fill the position of Dean of the School of Education upon Dr. Truman M. Pierce’s 
retirement in September of that year. This nomination came from one of the two project 
staff members from the Department of Industrial Engineering (Drs. George Brooks 
or Tony Smith) with whom I had worked very closely. In my response, I indicated 
that I wanted to concentrate my energy in the immediate future in acquiring a better 
understanding of the learning process and the improvement of teaching. I believed that 
if professional education were going to make an impact on education in general we 
must give careful attention to these two areas. I did not believe that I was ready for such 
a position, and I believed that my major strengths were in teaching.
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I did continue to work with school systems both in Alabama and in other states in a 
consultative role, and I found this work very satisfying. One that proved particularly 
interesting and introduced me to the subject of English as a second language was in 
the Edgewood District, San Antonio, Texas. This was a different kind of professional 
experience for me, and it also enhanced my interest in foreign language instruction. 
This would be followed much later with a student exchange program involving French 
students in Caen, France.

What was originally called the TTT Pilot Program eventually evolved in what was called 
“The Block” in the Department of Elementary Education. This new reference came 
from courses being blocked together in order for us to control the students’ schedules 
and facilitate laboratory assignments in the public schools. Logistically, it worked well, 
still giving sufficient flexibility to operate the program. What changed eventually was 
the content of the program. Some of these changes were reflected in a memorandum 
from Dean Truman Pierce to Art Coss. He had met with a group of students, and he 
concluded that the students were more committed to the program than some of the 
faculty. It was a substantive memorandum which could have resulted in more attempts 
to coordinate the work of the two faculty teams, but again the leadership was not strong 
in following through with changes. Dean Pierce’s retirement the following month made 
it less mandatory that changes be made.

A new departmental faculty member, Dr. John vonEschenbach, joined our team in the 
fall of 1975. As indicated earlier, changes in faculty resulted in changes in the program. 
After interviewing John, I was convinced that he would be an asset. He joined Laura 
Newell and me. Also, a new graduate student, Connie Cookson, added strength to 
our team. Dr. Edith Miller from Foundations of Education also joined our team. The 
comment in my diary on September 22, 1975 after our first team meeting: “Great 
atmosphere. It appears we will really have a team effort. Plans for beginning look very 
good.”

The team worked well together, and we were able to involve students in the planning, 
using their input to make changes. I believed that we were not allowing enough time 
for students to reflect on what was really happening to them, apart from content of 
the program. I believed we had moved away from this area, one that played a more 
dominant role at the beginning of the program.
Something was beginning to happen to me at that time in the program. While I was 
confident that we had a good team, there still were underlying and at the time concerns 
that were not articulated. A diary entry on December 11 reflects such a feeling:

       As a result of the December 9 meeting and some of the insights I gained from the interaction there, 
I have made a decision to “back off” from the program a bit, assuming more of a supportive role. 
It is somewhat painful after devoting better than six years to its development. Perhaps this move is 
essential in order to get a better perspective.
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In addition to working with the undergraduates, I taught graduate courses, including one 
devoted to language arts. My interest in the structure of language was accompanied by 
a strong desire to teach in such a way that students could understand interrelationships 
among different subject areas. I spent several months studying other areas in an effort 
to find a way to stress the interrelationships. I finally came up with the central idea 
of “structure” as the organizing frame for showing the interrelationships. The idea of 
structure was simply a whole made up of interrelated parts. I designed a tape-slide 
presentation and then asked the same person who made the final edition of my game 
on language structure to prepare the slides. I wrote the script that accompanied the 
slides, giving attention to music, art, science, social sciences, and dance. In my own 
estimation, this was the culmination of months of study and one of my most creative 
endeavors. I had the privilege of using the presentation with students, and I also 
shared it with a number of faculty members in different departments in the university. 
The result was high level discussion on the subject of structure and the use of the 
concept as a way of linking diverse subjects. Bill Lauderdale from the Department of 
Foundations of Education arranged a meeting of approximately 20 people to see the 
tape-slide presentation. Comments were encouraging, and also questions helped me to 
see possibilities for revision.

I continued to publish articles in professional journals at this time, still stressing 
innovation in teacher education and also various aspects of language arts in the 
elementary school. One article in the latter area was an attempt to use language in a 
creative way to become acquainted. At the beginning of a new quarter, students were 
divided into small groups. After talking among themselves and getting acquainted, each 
name was listed on a form. Then a new word was created from each person’s name; 
the word had to conform to acceptable English structure. A meaning was then assigned 
to the new word, and the meaning reflected in some way the person whose name was 
used in the creation of the new word. Using structural clues, the form class of the 
word was determined. The group had to form a sentence, using the words created, thus 
introducing the members of the smaller group to the class as a whole. The following 
basic understandings about language were discussed:
 1.      Language has structure.

 2.       Words have no inherent meaning; they are symbols representing meaning 
assigned to them by people.

 3.      New words are often derived from existing words.

 4.      Word order signals meaning in English.

 5.      Words can have special meaning to sub-groups within a culture.

 6.       Language is linked to culture.
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 7.       Communication is possible if symbols used by a group have meanings 
which are understood by individuals in the group.

It was very important to me to try to make all my classes intellectually stimulating 
for the students, in this case introducing themselves to one another in the class. As 
I worked in professional education, I came to believe that it could be a challenging 
and intellectually stimulating endeavor and at the same time help prospective and in-
service teachers in very practical ways. This became increasingly important to me, 
particularly as a result of my close work with outstanding faculty in other departments 
at the university. 

I had become familiar with Lev Vygotsky’s Thought and Language as I returned to 
further study of teaching the language arts. I was struck by the content and especially 
some of the differences in his thinking from that of Piaget, whose ideas seemed to be 
dominating professional childhood education programs. I proposed to our teaching 
team that we read specific books and then meet to discuss the content. This served 
a personal need for me, and at the same time, I believe it helped to establish a closer 
relationship among faculty team members.
 
We tried not to lose sight of the spirit of the TTT Project where the emphasis was 
placed on changing the teaching behavior of teacher educators. We tried to demonstrate 
in our own teaching some of the ideas we proposed to the students. Laura, John and I 
demonstrated an “inquiry” lesson. Laura led the group of students in a science lesson, 
John one in social studies, and I followed with one in language arts. We then analyzed 
the process for similarities and differences. A model was presented at the end. Student 
participation was very good. They seemed to see the relationship between the process 
and the pattern of constructive thinking presented in the Group Problem Solving 
module.

This experience pleased me because we were able to model a process that cut across 
subject matter lines.
 
Although the program had changed very much since its inception, the faculty team 
during the 1975-76 academic year functioned well and was able to use student and 
faculty feedback in making changes. Losing Peggy Todd was a great loss because of 
her understanding of and commitment to the philosophy of the program. It was never 
the same after she left. We did add an outstanding graduate student, Connie Cookson, 
whose contributions were outstanding. My diary entry on June 4, 1976 reflects a 
summary of my assessment of the work of the team.

       Today ends another quarter and another academic year. It is easy to  quote from the diary entry of 
September 14, 1973: “The team is the key.” I have really sensed a team spirit this year. John has added 
so much.  I value his friendship, first of all, and secondly, I appreciate  what he has contributed to 
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the team. Edie has also been a great asset to the team. She has helped in tying concepts together with  
Foundations, something we have not been able to do since the first pilot group. Connie has added a 
special quality: she stands for a  personalized approach to education and at the same time wants to 
maintain high standards of performance. Laura’s usual devotion to  the program and her very special 
qualities make her indispensable. I believe we achieved a goal of true team teaching this year. My 
identification with this team has kept me from many moments of  despair. Again the reference to the 
diary entry on September 14,  1973 is in order. These people help to enhance the freedom I  mentioned 
on that date. For this, I am very grateful.

There is a gap in dates in my diary from June 4, 1976 to September 24 of the same year.

While there was much variation in my reaction to the program throughout its history, 
the entry on September 24 reflects serious changes in my thinking. Interestingly, there 
is a return to the thought expressed in the article I wrote in the 1960s in which I placed 
more emphasis on students’ questions. The complete entry follows.

       Just completed the second day of orientation for the new group. My statement on the preceding page 
is not entirely representative of my attitude as I begin this new quarter. I am having some  difficulty 
generating enthusiasm for the new quarter; in fact, much of my actions and comments were more 
mechanical as I participated in the orientation. Being away from the program caused me to have more 
questions about what we are doing – so much so that I feel a bit uncomfortable.

       Much of my discomfort relates to the whole idea of goal-oriented  learning. Have we stressed this too 
much? Another relates to the fact that we are prescribing the goals (This one is not new.)

       One of my chief concerns at this point is the question of the emphasis on the function of the teacher 
as being as opposed to doing. Our  primary emphasis – perhaps inadvertently – is on doing and 
this causes some concern. We need to concern ourselves with ways to engage the learner where the 
impetus comes more from within the  learner rather than from some source outside. Our concept of  
self-direction has been somewhat limited. We have asked the learner to direct himself toward those 
goals we have prescribed. We need to give more attention to this. We also need to reconsider the notion  
of learning that is broader than the goal-oriented concept we have  employed. Not sure how this can 
become a part of the program, but I feel we need to explore possibilities.

The feeling of growing discontent continued. On November 12, 1976, I wrote:

       I don’t write much in this record any more – indicative of something.  A thought I had today I want to 
pursue further: Does the Diagnostician role tend to make teachers think negatively about children. The 
medical model might better be replaced by something that is more positive –perhaps a growth model.

John and I had many conversations, and he continued to offer support. However, he 
reported to me that some of the team members were concerned about my actions. My 
mix of discontent and continuing to search for ways to make the program successful 
led to my inviting the team members to our home to discuss the program. One of the 
problems was expressed on November 19: 

       One of the greatest difficulties I am having at this time is being able to articulate with clarity the things 
that are really bothering me. Somehow this state is more serious than seeing the problem clearly. I’m 
beginning to wonder if I am not going to have to leave the scene for a while – perhaps a sabbatical 
leave – and study.
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When I invited the team to our home for discussion, I included a copy of the article I 
wrote on the importance of students’ questions. I wrote in my note to them the following:

       After reading it again, I realized that it is closer to where I want to be as a teacher than where I have 
been in more recent years. I realize that I have gotten caught up in a movement and have allowed 
myself to  move farther in a direction than I really want to go.

This was a questionable approach for the leader of the group to use; however; the 
session proved to be very productive, and it was followed later by a retreat at Chewacla 
State Park. We continued to have quarterly covered dish suppers for the students and this 
practice boosted morale for both faculty and students. At that time, I was moving more 
in my thinking toward helping students develop a positive attitude toward knowing and 
less on prescribing what is to be known, a definite change in direction.

It was during the spring quarter that I had a very challenging and satisfying experience 
in an area apart from my work in the undergraduate program. I wrote in my log on April 
28, 1977:

       I must indicate that the interdisciplinary seminar is proving to be one of the most stimulating things I 
have done in a long time. It, in a sense,  adds to my frustration because it underscores a problem I feel 
we have in professional education: limited depth. I am beginning to see that some  of the ideas we are 
dealing with can really make a difference. This alone is encouraging.

My consistent interest in helping students relate content across discipline lines led 
me to propose an inter-disciplinary seminar for graduate students. On October 25, 
1976, I submitted a proposal to Dr. Taylor Littleton, Vice-President for Academic 
Affairs that had been prepared by Dr. Dennis Rygiel, English Department, Dr. Ruth 
Busch, Anthropology, and Drs. Phyllis Phillips and Martha Soloman from Speech. The 
rationale for the seminar stressed the need for specialists to contribute their expertise in 
addressing problems confronted by elementary school teachers as they taught language 
arts to children. Problems do not appear in the form of discrete disciplines, and there 
is a need for synthesis of knowledge from disciplines for problem-solving purposes. 
What was missing was a structure that would allow faculty to work with students in 
this synthesis process.

The structure of the seminar called for the identification of problem areas by faculty 
and students, e.g., acquisition of language, varieties of language, relation of speech 
and writing, impact of cultural variety on language, and assessing children’s language 
development and performance. Faculty provided information through reading lists, 
lectures and discussions, giving students background information. During the second 
part of the seminar, students worked on individual problems which related to their 
classroom instruction. Using resources provided by the faculty, each student:
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 1.      made a clear statement of the problem; 
 2.       made an in-depth study, giving particular attention to background 

information, assessment of the problem area, and a proposed plan for 
solving the problem; and

 3.      made a presentation which was critiqued by faculty and students.

The students kept journals in which they wrote reactions to the readings. These 
journals were then read by the three professors who directed the seminar, Drs. Rygiel, 
Busch, and me. The three professors attended each seminar session. In the first part 
of the seminar, one professor made a presentation on the particular topic, followed by 
a response from the other two professors, and then the students were involved in the 
discussion of points raised by the three professors. Grades for students were assigned 
by the three professors in conference after they reviewed all work done by the students.

The seminar called for a different kind of performance on the part of both faculty 
and students, and it resulted in much higher level thinking because students and 
faculty were required to view different points of view from the professors representing 
linguistics, anthropology, and Education and reconcile these differences for themselves. 
Most of the students were able to perform at a satisfactory level, some performing at 
a very high level, later continuing their education to the doctoral level. It was a very 
stimulating and satisfying professional experience for me. Providing such a structure 
for more students to have this kind of an experience is too much of a challenge for a 
conventional university. My next experience of this nature came later when I taught in 
a university inter-disciplinary program, the Ascent of Man.

During this same time period, there was increased interest in the teaching function of the 
university on the part of the administration. During Winter quarter, 1977, I proposed to 
Dr. Littleton that we have a university newsletter with the title, Teaching at Auburn. The 
idea was to invite faculty from across the university to write articles about teaching in 
their particular disciplines. The first issue was published Spring quarter, 1977 with Dr. 
Littleton, Vice-President for Academic Affairs writing the lead article. He concluded 
his article with the following statement:

       Issues of Teaching of Auburn will record these and other plans for all faculty to review and consider. 
The publication will thus, it is hoped,   remind the faculty from time to time that the University strongly 
encourages individual or group efforts to improve and revitalize the teaching program; and, moreover, 
regards such activity as one of the most important forms of professional development.

The various issues of the newsletter contained excellent articles written by faculty from 
across the campus. It was a good record of some of the innovative teaching practices 
in various departments. I was pleased to write about the interdepartmental graduate 
seminar mentioned above in the first issue. I believe that the TTT Project had a positive 
effect on the university, especially in calling attention to the improvement of teaching.
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The undergraduate program continued with changes every year in the faculty working 
with the students. There was a gap in my log from May 19, 1977 to February 23, 1979.

The May 19 entry seemed prophetic relative to my now writing about my life and work:

       Much time has passed since the last entry. Reading some of the previous  entries yesterday and 
reflecting on some of the experiences recorded herein made me realize the value of such a record. For 
example, seeing the gradual change in my views on the program – from a total acceptance to one of  
sincere questioning – and the agony I went through made me know that such entries might be of value 
at a later date.

I was reconciled to the fact that the notion of a truly functioning interdepartmental team 
was more than we could hope for, particularly with continually changing membership, 
so I made myself content with a departmental team. Our original emphasis on process 
gave way to content (subject matter). The role framework did not hold. Then we saw 
a different kind of process emerging: thought processes. We began to emphasize 
inferential thinking and questioning, using subject matter as vehicles for the processes. 
I was pleased with this move.

For me personally, some developments were helping me to see other professional 
possibilities: interdisciplinary seminar on language teaching, research proposal in 
foreign language instruction in the elementary school, studying language myself, 
seminar in college teaching and the possibility of a bi-lingual program.

At the end of fall quarter of 1979, we lost a young man, Matt Swift, from the program. 
He had great potential as a teacher, but he could not accept the content of the program. 
He transferred to the Mathematics Department. I have often wondered what happened 
to him. I wrote a long letter to him, wishing him well. I think I could understand his 
thinking because I wrote in the letter to him that as he continued his search, he would 
have to come to grips with the fact that he was a restless soul and he would find no 
permanence. How I wish I could have a conversation with him and review the letter 
to see how accurate I was in my assessment. I remembered when a friend told me that 
I, too, was restless soul. So I understood. I told him that he came into the program at 
a time when I was experiencing some professional discontentment; however, I would 
remain in the profession, give it what I could, hoping to inspire a few – if only a few- 
and try to make a difference. My entry in the log for November 30, 1979 showed the 
depth of my feelings: 

       I guess I really wish there could be a way out for me. The pain of feeling there is no way is felt deeply 
on this Friday afternoon.

My final entry in the log related to Laura Newell’s retirement. My deep admiration for 
her from the time I was student in her class through our work together as colleagues 
was immeasurable. At the same time, there was some uncertainty in what I would do 
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the next year. The entry on March 10, 1980:

       Another quarter has ended. This ending is more significant than previous ones. Laura, John, and I 
will no longer be working as a team. Laura’s loyalty and excellent performance in the program since 
its inception has been a key factor in its success. My gradual withdrawal from a leadership position in 
the program has not changed her performance. Perhaps she has felt my tendency to question the basic 
philosophy on which the program is  built, but she has continued to work diligently. I will miss her so 
much; in fact I am not sure what I will be doing next year. At any rate, the experience of working with 
her has been one of the most valuable ones I have had.  

The log I kept for several years gave a good picture of the program. Probably it told 
equally as much about me. During this period of time when more attention was 
given to the teaching function of the university, I had another opportunity to provide 
leadership on a university-wide basis. Dr. Grady Cox from the Department of Industrial 
Engineering and I developed and led a Seminar on College Teaching. We designed the 
seminar, asking the participants to:
 
 1.      examine their own and others’ views on teaching and learning;
 2.      explore various learning theories;
 3.      design instruction in their own areas of specialization;
 4.      consider alternative approaches to teaching; and
 5.       study student characteristics and other factors which affect the learning 

process.

Prior to beginning the seminars, participants were asked to submit a list of particular 
concerns and/or topics they would like to deal with in the seminar. Inasmuch as 
possible, these were included in the sessions.

Faculty from 18 different departments on campus participated in the seminars that 
extended over a period of nine weeks. It proved to be a very intellectually stimulating 
experience as faculty from very diverse disciplines explored the topics. The evaluation 
of the experience was extensive as each participant reacted to every session. It was a 
very positive experience for participants, and for me personally, I gained much more 
insight into teaching in various departments across the campus, and it further supported 
my strong belief in inter-departmental approaches to education.  It also underscored the 
growing interest in the teaching function of the university.
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Beginning to Travel

Note: It is a rainy October 1st morning, and I convinced myself that I should begin the 
fourth part of my memoirs. For so long I have neglected the writing although Fran has 
continually urged me to resume the work. I want very much to write especially for the 
children and grandchildren, but it seems that I have allowed other things to interfere 
with the writing.

This period begins in 1976 when several important and memorable things make me 
know that I should record them. First of all, it was this year when I began keeping my 
diary on a continuing basis as an adult, and this practice has been uninterrupted to the 
present. As my old diary that I kept from 1945-49 was of value when I wrote about 
that period in my life, so the diaries in recent years will be valuable to me in recalling 
events that were important. There were periods of time between 1949 and 1976 when I 
made diary entries in various places, but it was not until the latter date that I began to 
keep a diary on a regular basis. There is no explanation on the first page of the diary in 
1976 for my beginning writing, and I do not know what caused me to continue it to the 
present. There was a rather ordinary beginning on January 1, 1976:

       32 degrees this morning at 8:00. Sunny day. Reached. 58 this afternoon. Cut small pine near the 
garden. Saved for firewood. Extremely cold weather damaged gardenias rooted last year. Leaves 
appear very dark - almost a burned appearance.

The second entry does reflect something that is represented in the current landscape. 
At that time, I had put a small cedar tree in a clay pot that I thought would be a “living 
Christmas tree” in years to come. I photographed Mark holding the pot. It did not 
become a living Christmas tree; rather today it stands approximately 60 feet in height 
near the garden! Mark and Milton, 17 and 16 at the time, “worked so well,” helping 
me to cut the firewood! I did not write every day; there were periods when there is no 
record, but there is enough to provide a reasonable view of my life at the time.

I think I have always tended to be introspective, and perhaps writing in the diary on a 
regular basis was an aid to such thinking. It is possible that the nature of my writing from 
this date will be different because I shall refer to diary entries in addition to letters and 
other documents in my files. Much more attention is given to my personal and family 
life than to the professional part of my life. This probably provides a better view of me 
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as a person because when I wrote I was writing only for myself and, therefore, I was 
very candid. One important thing I learned in the process of keeping the diary is that 
writing at the time of an event more accurately represents the event and reaction than 
relying on memory years later. This kind of accuracy is very important to me, and it 
likewise is of value when reading what others write, whether the writing is documented 
or based on memory and more subjective sources.

It was during this year that Fran and I celebrated our 25th wedding anniversary. We 
made our first trip to Europe, and this experience made an impact on our lives that will 
be reflected at various times through the remainder of my writing. Reading the diary 
entry on March 23, 1976 even today makes me recall a kind of excitement that only I 
can understand. When I began the work on family history in 1968 and I learned that my 
surname originated in Scotland, I dreamed of visiting the place of origin, a farm called 
Caddonhead located in the Border region of Scotland. I recorded that I made a special 
discovery today. Went to the library to get books to study concerning our anticipated 
trip to Europe this summer. 

In Road Atlas of Great Britain, I found Caddonhead, the source of Caddon Water on 
the map. 

The trip included several countries in Europe, terminating in London where we joined 
another tour group that took us to Scotland. We left the group in Edinburgh where we 
rented a car, my first time to drive in Scotland. Correspondence with the late Dr. McNeil 
Cadenhead from Shetland made my desire to visit Caddonhead even more intense. 
Neil had visited the farm earlier and in a letter prior to our departure on the trip gave 
directions for finding the farm. Unfortunately, I did not keep a diary of the trip, only 
tape recordings, which included conversation with the three Ferguson brothers who 
were shepherds on the farm. On this first trip we did not venture beyond the shepherds’ 
home. Later, I wrote a description of the part of the farm we saw and my reaction to 
the experience. As mentioned earlier, it is impossible to capture the reaction to the 
experience in memory with the accuracy of expressed feelings at the moment. At that 
time, I did make a photograph that I used on a Christmas greeting to family members 
and friends that year. The photograph has hung in our bedroom since that time, and 
beneath it a sample of water from the Caddon Water. I also used the same photograph 
in the books Southern Cadenheads, published in 1997 and James Cadenhead, R.S.A.: 
Keeping His Memory Green, published in 2003. The beauty of the heather-covered 
hills could not be captured in the photograph, but the image of the undulating hills 
covered with heather and bracken is stored in my memory for the remainder of my life. 
When we left the farm, I somehow knew that we would return, and, as will be seen in 
subsequent years, the visits that followed were equally as memorable.

When we left the farm, we made our way north again, the destination being Aberdeen. 
Andy Cadenhead, one of my first Scots correspondents, had written to invite us to 
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spend the night with his family while we were in Aberdeen. Andy was the second Scots 
Cadenhead we met, the first being Hazel Cadenhead, the daughter of the late McNeil 
Cadenhead and a student at University of Edinburgh. She reluctantly (we later learned) 
came to our hotel at the insistence of her father to meet us. Many years passed after this 
first meeting when Hazel and I jointly searched for documented family links after I had 
a DNA match with her brother. I shall always remember Andy’s coming to the Northern 
Hotel in Aberdeen where we spent our first night to lead us to their flat on Cruickshank 
Crescent in Bucksburn. This was the beginning of a friendship that will be referenced 
many times in my later writing. In fact, the effects of the trip as a whole were shown in 
my first diary entry upon our return September 6:

       A safe return. While I am the same person who left here  August 12, I feel in many ways I am very 
different -- a significant change in perspective. Other changes will occur as I have a chance to reflect 
on the experience.

Family activity during this year played a prominent role in my life. Fran was teaching 
at Wrights Mill Road School. She also had to make frequent trips to Atlanta to check 
on her mother who was in a nursing home. Michael and Nancy were married and 
their visits were extremely pleasant for all the family. Melanie was enrolled at Auburn 
University and living in an apartment with three of her high school friends. Mark and 
Milton were seniors at Auburn High School. Milton was editor of the annual and he 
received the Stewart Hartford award as the outstanding senior. All of the children 
accepted responsibility very early, finding jobs to make themselves more independent. 
It was during this year that Mark bought his first car. When the need arose, all of them 
cooperated in a way that contributed to what remains a strong family unity. This was 
evident when Fran had to make the trips to Atlanta, and each helped to make life as 
normal as possible.  Of course, there was occasional conflict. In fact, I recorded in my 
diary the message in a card from Melanie that she thought represented my relationship 
with Michael and  how our resolution of conflict resulted in a strong and loving 
relationship. 

An unusual turn of events in April linked our lives with an earlier time in Auburn.

Michael’s band was playing at the fraternity house located adjacent to the house on 
Thach where we lived for the first two years in Auburn. Milton was attending the party. 
We decided to park in the back yard of our “old house” and listen to the band. Earlier 
when the children were very small, we closed the windows to “protect” them from the 
foul language and loud music coming from parties at the fraternity house!

During this time, the international dimension to our lives was extended through the 
invitation for Saleem Pervez from Pakistan to spend three months in our home. His 
parents wanted him to adjust to the country prior to enrolling at the University of 
Alabama. He became a part of our family, and we also became friends with his brother 
Mohamed who was a doctoral student at Auburn University. His parents subsequently 
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were guests in our home, and we kept in touch for a number of years. The children never 
became close to Saleem although they were kind to him. Fran’s and my relationship with 
Saleem and Mohamed lasted for many years. Saleem went on to become a successful 
business man in Arkansas, and we saw him last when the Dinwoodies and we made 
our cross-country trip to California. He treated us to nights in one of his motels and 
furnished our meals at one of his restaurants in Pine Bluff. Unfortunately, Saleem 
was killed in an automobile accident. We kept in touch with Mohamed for several 
years after Saleem’s death. I have made several attempts to locate Mohamed to resume 
contact, but I have not been successful. Both of these men were important in our lives 
for a period of time.

One of my hobbies that has meant so much to me from the beginning of my married life 
is gardening. I do not remember being interested in gardening when I was growing up; 
however, I know that I helped in the garden when I was a young person.

This is reflected in my diary during the period from 1945-49. Beginning with Fran’s 
and my first year of marriage, I have had a garden in each place we have lived where 
there was an available plot of ground. The coming of spring in 1976 called Milton 
and me to begin digging the garden March 18th. I indicated that I decided against 
renting a tiller. A further entry in my diary: “Why depend on technology when the 
mattock is available and the back still strong?” This attitude has prevailed throughout 
my gardening – even in my 80s! The shovel, mattock, and hoe are the only tools I need! 
I kept a garden record of the seeds I bought and the cost. Likewise I recorded when I 
planted, harvested, and the number of days from planting until the first vegetables were 
gathered for either cooking or freezing for later eating.

Autumn brought changes that affected all of us. Fran decided not to teach full-time, 
but to serve as an aide. This brought some frustration for her because of her love of 
teaching, and the school personnel were not creative enough to use her excellent talents 
as a teacher; rather she completed menial tasks for other teachers, thus denying her the 
opportunity to work with the children. Milton enrolled at Auburn University, and Mark 
began taking classes at Southern Union. In addition to Melanie’s academic work at the 
university, she found part-time work at the library.

Mark and Milton worked at Pasquale’s. A first time experience for us was buying wine! 
While on our trip to Europe, we discovered that wine (local) was cheaper than soft 
drinks, so we often drank wine. We bought wine to serve at a special dinner we had 
planned in October. Melanie, in addition to her academic work, had become very active 
in Young Democrats on campus, working diligently for the election of Jimmy Carter to 
the Presidency. She was anticipating her internship the following quarter.

The very cursory introduction to other cultures on our trip caused me to link a question 
with a quote from G.H. Hardy: “Man is a maker of patterns” These patterns are seen 
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in language, architecture, art, and other aspects of culture. It caused me to ask myself: 
the question: If these patterns become a part of an individual’s culture, how do we 
determine which patterns are really superior? This question lingered for a long time, 
and I finally decided that it might simply be a rhetorical question.

Related to the notion of differences in cultures, I began a project during that year that 
terminated much later in an unpublished compilation that I shared with my family. 
Periodically, I read portions of my old diary, and I realized that there was language that 
I no longer used. I prepared a list of expressions that were common in my youth and 
used in my diary. When we considered the subject of language change in my class, I 
shared some of the expressions with students, finding that few of them understood the 
meaning behind the expressions. Later, I expanded the list, wrote an explanation of 
the expressions and explained how they were used in my daily life between 1945 and 
1949. Interestingly, the frequency of occurrence decreased after 1948 when I enrolled 
in college. I printed the material under the title “Expressions with Special Meaning” 
in 2005 and made copies available to our children and to my siblings. The unpublished 
booklet reflects much about language and how it reflects the culture of my youth
. 
Returning to my professional life after the trip to Europe, I apparently had to deal with 
some changes that were taking place in my thinking. Although the team of faculty with 
whom I was working (Laura Newell, John vonEschenbach, and Edie Miller), was made 
up of highly professional people, I had begun to question the basic model on which the 
program was based. This was intensified as I read Hesse’s Siddhartha, causing me to 
realize that so much of the work we were doing was driven by goal-oriented learning. I 
was coming to realize that I had moved so far from the idea included in a much earlier 
article on the value of questions asked by students. My dilemma was the fact that I was 
having to re-examine ideas and at the same time work in the program that I had helped 
to create. My reflection on the trip and returning to work resulted in my writing on 
September 16, 1976:

       Many ideas which I have had in the past keep recurring in my mind, but I am having difficulty putting 
them together in any meaningful way.  I do hope to take the statement by G.H. Hardy that “man is a 
maker of patterns” and do something with it. I am convinced that it has  something to say in areas of 
curriculum and teaching.

Often I was reminded of the inscription in a book given to me by Charles Hudgins in 
1951: Work is a form of creative expression and of love. A part of teaching that was 
always very important to me was the opportunity to be creative in my approach to 
instruction. When I gave an assignment to students, especially in the area of writing, I 
often completed the work along with the students. In the October 1976 issue of Language 
Arts, a journal from the National Council of Teachers of English, I published an article 
with the title, “Using Language in a Special Way to Get Acquainted,” a n activity 
described earlier. This emphasis on understanding important ideas in language arts in 
the elementary school occurred much earlier, January 1969, in an article I published in 
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the same journal with the title, “Shifting Emphasis in Language Teaching.” The article 
stressed the importance of understanding language in addition to developing skills in 
using it and a positive attitudes toward the language.

Following the next year, November 1970, I published another article outlining a plan 
for capitalizing on relationship among disciplines, showing the influence on language 
from history, geography, philosophy, sociology and psychology. Again, these articles 
underscored an earlier stated belief in the importance of building teacher education on 
a stronger intellectual base and also stressing the importance of interdisciplinary work 
in the education of teachers.

It was during 1976, that I made an attempt to return to the organized church. This 
resulted in revealing thoughts that linked my earlier life and the continuing search 
through education. I record below the entry for November 28, 1976 because it reflects 
my thinking at that time.

       Still raining. After reading the New York log yesterday and seeing  what a vital part the church played 
in my life, I decided to go to church with Fran today. While I saw people who were at one time a part 
of my life, I did not have a feeling of actually being a part. I really tried for a number of years – and at 
one time wanted to believe that I was a part – but in reality, I have never been a part of First Baptist 
Church in Auburn. And furthermore, I don’t believe I can be.

       Started a very interesting project this afternoon. I have started  studying my diary (kept 1945-49) for 
examples of language and expressions which reflect my youth. I have been fascinated by it. I likewise 
am seeing more clearly some of my patterns of behavior which have a great deal of meaning for me 
now. It proves to be an enlightening experience for a man of 44 to be able to look at himself at 13. I 
believe it will prove to be of real value to me both personally and professionally.

       I sense the power of education as a liberating process – liberating from ignorance, prejudice, and 
provincialism. How I wish I could communicate this idea to my own children and to my students. This 
is a case where meaning cannot be transferred; it must be born within the person. This is related more 
to the being – the inspiration – of the teacher. My God – how I wish I could be the kind of teacher who 
could help others to find the joy I have known in education (in the broadest sense of the word) and free 
them as I have been freed.

My professional unrest was reflected in the diary, and I was not able to see my way 
clear how to reconcile my thinking at that time with my earlier belief in emphasizing 
students’ questions. I found some satisfaction in writing articles that stressed some of 
my concerns; however, I was still involved in the program we developed as a part of 
the federally funded project. Using ideas from John Dewey, I believed that we were 
teaching students thoughts and not requiring them to think. We agonized over questions 
and, without allowing the students the privilege of agony of thinking, then taught them 
what we had concluded. I had recently referred to the article I wrote on the important 
of students’ questions, which I had written ten years earlier, and I found it closer to 
where I wanted to be as a teacher than I had been in my work in more recent years. I 
wanted to make a change in my approach, and the frustration of continuing to work in 
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the program I had helped to design was making me very frustrated.

It is clear at that time that my moods sometimes presented a problem both in my work 
and in my personal life. The reference above about questioning the model on which 
we were working in the program along with the changes in faculty working in the 
program caused me to see decline in the quality of the program that was very exciting 
during the first year of the pilot program. I did not withdraw from my responsibilities 
to the students; however, I found myself spending more time alone at work when it was 
possible. My diary entry for November 24:

       I fear that I am cutting myself off from people. My actions today at staff meeting made my team 
members wonder. Not being able to clearly understand what is bothering me is troublesome. I am 
building a wall around myself and then experiencing such loneliness.

This entry was made on the eve of  Thanksgiving, and I wrote that I could not let my 
depression spoil Thanksgiving for the family. 

Fortunately, I was able to work out of the mood, and we had a pleasant family 
Thanksgiving together. Through analysis of feelings, I realized that the times I seemed 
to be depressed were ones when I was concerned primarily for my own welfare. This 
egocentric behavior made it more difficult to put things into proper perspective. Only the 
person can control his thoughts. This control is made more difficult when the thoughts 
are turned to one’s own small world. At the time, I believed this was an important 
realization because I had observed the same phenomenon in Fran’s mother’s behavior. 
I concluded that it was very immature, very much like the young child’s view of the 
world. I recorded, “I must remember this.” This egocentric behavior was observed later 
the same week when we visited Mrs. Jameson in the nursing home in Atlanta. It would 
be fine indeed if I could report that this realization on my part changed my subsequent 
behavior, but it was not until many years later that there was noticeable change.

The influence of Fran on my life and her deep love and devotion to the family was 
a force that helped to build the relationships in our family that have made it strong 
through the years. She tended to overlook my moods, knowing that I would work out 
of them. Again I quote at length from the diary that shows hers and my relationship 
and the power of simple things that we have shared throughout our marriage.  The 
following was written at 10:00 PM. November 27 after we returned from the sad visit 
with her mother in Atlanta.

       What a pleasant afternoon and evening. Rainy and gloomy outside, but Fran and I had such a warm 
day inside. While I worked at my desk, Fran decided to organize the music cabinet (made by Alton 
when we lived in Mountville and now is in the kitchen). In the  process, she came across some old 
photographs. We both wondered where all the time has gone. I read the New York diary I kept. We 
reflected on the experiences of that summer in 1956.

       While Fran went out for groceries and shoes (she found two pair  for $7.00 – a good bargain indeed), 
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I took one of Michael’s paintings to the frame shop. Having it framed for part of Fran’s Christmas. (We 
hung it over our bed that Christmas and it remains there today.)

       After she returned, we cooked steaks. Ate in the study by oil lamp light. Soft music in the background and 
the rhythmic sound of a gentle rain falling made such a beautiful scene for dinner and conversation. We 
both sensed the strong link between us as we share so much.

       Following the dish-washing time, we went to the living room where we played some of our duets we 
have not attempted in such a long time. I also attempted to sing some of the songs I used to sing. It has 
been so long – my voice sounded so strained. We agreed we would work at it more often. The decision 
to organize the music was indeed a good one.

       As I sit here now listening only to Fran’s playing the piano, the ticking  of the clock, and the soft rain 
outside, I can only say that I am grateful to be alive and be capable of knowing and feeling such love. 
It has nurtured me today and I am stronger because of its influence and my realization of its power.

Christmas holidays showed the children’s helpful spirit. Melanie, Mark, and Milton 
had completed their work in their respective classes – three in college at the same 
time! – and they had all done well. Fran had to return to Atlanta to see her mother 
in the nursing home. The children were helpful in preparing for Christmas, and Fran 
returned to Auburn on Christmas Eve. We had prepared the evening meal to welcome 
her home, exchanged gifts, and had the evening together. Michael and Nancy arrived 
on Christmas Day, and we enjoyed the family time together. Melanie commented that 
she had never heard my father’s voice, so I played the tape of his Christmas prayer 
from my family’s 1951 Christmas gathering the first year Fran and I were married. (I 
had transcribed the prayer and put it on parchment attached to a board from the old 
dairy barn and given a copy to each of my siblings for Christmas that year.) My father’s 
reference to the “unbroken family” had even more meaning. While his meaning, I am 
sure, was different from what I assigned, I know a part of immortality is letting one’s 
life continue through his offspring. This continuation of life was illustrated beautifully 
that night as we listened to his prayer and as I reflected on life in my own past.

Note: Four months have passed since the previous writing, and I decided on another 
rainy Monday morning to write again. As I read what I have written through the long 
period of writing these memoirs, I realize how much I reveal about myself and wonder 
how much interest there will be on the part of anyone who reads such personal writing. 
At any rate, I shall attempt to write a bit more today.

A gift from Fran and the children on my forty-fifth birthday (January 14, 1977) proved 
to be an important part of my life in subsequent years. The book, Ascent of Man, by 
Jacob Bronowski, now falling apart from use, was significant at that time because I was 
working on a university-wide committee that was planning an inter-disciplinary course 
based on the book and films. I shall write more about this later when I began to teach in 
the course and the impact it had on my personal and professional life. My being asked 
to work on the committee was related to the work I had previously done in the TTT 
Project, which involved faculty members from many different departments on campus. 
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Also, the work on the university-wide Seminar on Teaching had resulted in interaction 
with faculty throughout the university. 

Another reason the work on the committee was important to me was my long time 
interest in interrelationships between and among various fields of knowledge. This is 
reflected in the diary entry January 18, 1977:

       I am coming to believe that a key word that needs to receive attention in all that we do is RELATIONSHIPS. 
So much a part of the order of things in the physical sciences and social sciences. reinforces the 
concept of structure I worked on last year. Must give more thought to this. 

The idea of an inter-disciplinary course at the university level was especially appealing 
to me, and an outstanding group of faculty members worked for a long time developing 
the structure for the course. I read from Bronowski’s book good support for the course: 
“We cannot know what the world is like in itself; we can only compare what it looks 
like to each of us, by the practical procedure of exchanging messages.”  The eventual 
structure of the course that called for a faculty member from the humanities and one 
from the sciences to share the teaching of each class session provided opportunities for 
“exchanging messages.” More will be written about the course later.

The expansion of my world view was supported by two things of an international nature 
in 1977. I thought that it would be of value to consider a teacher exchange program 
involving someone from another country. I learned of a program at Stockwell College 
in England, and I wrote to Dorothy Gulliver who taught English language education in 
a teacher education program. We communicated for a period of time, almost reaching 
the point of actually making the exchange when the unfortunate death of Dorothy’s son 
caused us to cancel any plans. This did lead to further correspondence, later meeting in 
person and the development of a lasting friendship.

The second was participation in a program that involved a teacher from a European 
country spending two weeks in our home during the summer. Our first guest, Fritz 
Brand from Germany, brought much stimulation for us as we planned a program for him 
during the time he was with us. It made quite an impact on me because of the intensity 
of our conversations in which we dealt with many controversial issues and realized 
similarities and differences in our thinking. When he left, I gave him a copy of a book 
one of my graduate students introduced to me, Family of Man. In the book I inscribed a 
statement that reflected my thinking at the time, and the meaning has become even more 
profound through the years: “Our similarities bind us; our differences enrich us.” As a 
result of Fritz’s visit, I began to study German on my own, making sufficient progress 
to read simple text and later some correspondence with other friends in Germany. I had 
also begun to study Spanish, even taking two courses in continuing education at the 
university. I realized the importance of foreign language study, and I further was made 
more aware of the provincial nature of my own education and that of students I taught. 
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In subsequent summers we entertained teachers from France, Sweden, and Finland. In 
all cases except Sweden, we later visited these teachers in their respective countries. 
These contacts helped me to write in my diary after walking on the beach in August:

       Decided why the ocean has very special appeal for me.  It is a kind of physical contact with the entire 
world. As we walked along the beach and I felt the water on my feet, I realized that this same water  no 
doubt had washed the shores of Europe. (A part of my desire to see the “bigger picture.”)

I thought this was an original idea until I read in James Boswell’s Tour to the Hebrides:

       During the dreary ride, we were sometimes relieved by a view of branches of the sea, that universal 
medium of connection amongst mankind.

This was a time when changes were occurring in the family. I had to wear bifocals 
for the first time! Melanie accepted a teaching job in Columbus, and she bought her 
first car. Mark and Milton moved from our home to a trailer we had bought for them. I 
remember distinctly the first time I put on the night latch, knowing the boys would not 
be coming in late. Milton traded his Volkswagen for a truck. Mark was unsure of what 
he wanted to do. Michael and Nancy seemed happy in Birmingham, where we visited 
them or they came to Auburn for family times together. Michael was succeeding in his 
new band “Hotel.” Our trips to Birmingham to hear the band play and our time with 
Michael and Nancy were very pleasant for us. Mrs. Jameson came to live in the nursing 
home in Opelika. Fran’s attention to her and at the same time maintaining her roles as 
teacher, wife, and mother showed tremendous strength on her part. We enjoyed a strong 
bond as a family, and this was very important to me.

My diary reflects the depth of my feelings when Milton was leaving in June to go 
to Yellowstone to work. Knowing he was the youngest and that all the changes were 
occurring caused me to confide in my diary on June 19, 1977, something I have done 
consistently through the years:

       Through my tears I see things in a distorted way this morning. Fran and Milton just left. Melanie, 
Fran, Milton, and I had breakfast together. I know that when he returns he will not really be coming 
home. Though it is natural that they leave it is so hard to give them up. What has happened to all the 
time that has passed?

        9:30 P.M. I sat in my chair and watched the darkness quietly fold around me. Alone with Heidi, I sat 
listening to music and a feeling of loneliness – not solitude. There was an eerie emptiness about the 
house that can only be filled by the family; indeed, it can’t be full again. I must take time to redefine my 
life. Fran and I must do this together. She, too, will feel the loneliness  when she returns. We must seek 
a new definition of our individual selves and ourselves as man and wife. We once were together without 
the children. Now that they have come through us and changed us, we must build on the change 
because we can’t – even if we wanted to – return to  what we were before. I really never anticipated 
that this period in our lives would be what it has turned out to be. We must make it a time of growth. 
Finding the way to do this is what we must do together.
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Although I was successful in my teaching at the university, I seemed always to be 
searching for something else in my life. I was elected chairman of the Graduate Faculty 
Committee in the School of Education in 1977. This involved leading representatives 
from different departments in making recommendations to the Dean concerning all 
aspects of the graduate program in the School of Education.  I worked with many 
different school systems on a consultative basis, and the response was always positive. 
My teaching was successful with good evaluations from my students.  But for some 
reason this was not enough. As a general rule, I over-prepared for any task. I think there 
was a relationship between my need for structure, preparation, readiness for a task and 
what appeared to be a natural insecurity. I had learned and still find it true that if I am 
able to order things and have sufficient time for preparation, I feel much more secure. 
I never functioned well in a spontaneous way. There was a pattern that confirmed what 
R.S. Clark wrote when I was working in the public schools: I was a restless soul. Earlier 
in my life, I found comfort in religion, but as I grew older, I retreated from organized 
religion, and I told my diary: “My restless self will not stop searching.”

The final entry in my 1977 diary supports this point. Much earlier, I wrote about a 
secret place that had special meaning to me. It was in a sense an altar.

         I hold in my hand the paper weight which contains a picture of an altar I constructed and frequented 
as a teenager. While I do not  treat this subject lightly, I must say a part of my search now is for a new 
altar. I think I will find it simply because I am seeking. My love for order, beauty, and understanding 
will assist me.

I was continually looking for connections. As I walked in the yard in the spring, I 
observed plants pushing their way through the leaves in the rock garden. I knew there 
was life which must show itself. In plants, there was no available choice, but in my life, 
there was a choice. I thought even at that time there must be some unifying force in all 
of life, and that perhaps one day we would know it.  It took me a long time to realize 
that such is important perhaps to a limited number of people, and in being a part of 
such a group there are periods of unrest and loneliness. 
 
On December 19, 1977, there was an event that linked me with my earlier life and 
caused me to reflect, and it helped with perspective. Ellis had arranged for a civil 
defense group to have a practice session by burning the old dairy barn and our house, 
the last of our family homes. Paul, Sara, and Anne joined us for the event. I went early 
so I could see the house and barn silhouetted against the afternoon sky. The sunset, 
which I had witnessed many times before from that vantage point, was magnificent. 
My long diary entry reflects the power of the experience:

       As the cold winter darkness gathered around the hill, Ellis poured fuel on the barn and milk house. 
I watched as the small flame grew  and finally consume a place where I had spent many hours, few 
really which were pleasant. What I learned there in those years of conflict was something which has 
continued to permeate my life: the willingness to work to complete a task. I wish I could have known 
that the kind of conflict I had with my father was not uncommon. I know now that I  really loved him. 
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My diary written during those days only shows the conflict. Yet as I supply the missing parts now, I see 
it all in a different way. This came to me clearly as I watched the corner of the barn – that spot where 
the heater stood, where he and I would warm  our hands on those cold winter mornings. I think he 
lived long enough to know that the love was real, even though we never expressed it freely.

       We watched the angry flames reach out into the cold moonlit night and greedily consume the house. We 
all watched, each of us with his own private memories, very different, no doubt. Yet something links us 
because we were there to witness the destruction, the final move to destroy the physical remains. The 
memories are ours so long as we live, and the unity which Daddy and Mother so wanted during those 
last years is a reality. It is a phenomenon I cannot explain; perhaps I’m glad I can’t because some 
of the strength it provides might be lost. Even our myths help to make us human. Creating them and 
letting them periodically  warm our hearts and rekindle the fires of our spirits are justifiable, even to 
the one who experiences the loneliness of doubt.

       As I approach the Christmas season, I realize more clearly what it means to be a human being. The 
physical destruction of the house and barn which shaped the physical space in which my teen-age 
years were spent caused me to sense a greater freedom because through reflection I learned more 
about myself and how I fit into my picture of reality.

While my writing might not reflect such a point of view, I have consistently maintained 
an overall optimistic attitude. While most of my writing seems to show a very serious 
person, I fortunately also have maintained a reasonable sense of humor that I find 
helpful. The closing entry in the 1977 diary reflected a “very positive and optimistic 
attitude. “I believed that I had learned to view things with greater objectivity and I 
had become much more tolerant of differences in people. In so doing, I had likewise 
accepted myself in a more realistic manner.  

The growth of international friendships continued into 1978. Katri Telekeinan from 
Finland spent two weeks with us during the summer. We found early through our 
conversations that we were indeed kindred spirits. I remember vividly a conversation 
around the lunch table when she made the statement that “God is within us.” I think 
I was ready to hear such a statement, and it has grown in meaning through the years. 
A growing sense of being linked with something larger than ourselves was enhanced 
through our contact with Katri. Her love of Nature and a deep thirst for knowledge 
impressed me so very much. When she left us, we knew that the friendship would 
continue to grow through correspondence, and in 1996, we visited in her home in 
Finland to see her again before she later died of cancer. 

My continued family history research put me in touch with Gordon Cadenhead, 
originally from Scotland and later teaching in Montreal. As he said when he visited us, 
“he knew we must meet.” When he came to Auburn for a visit, we took long walks and 
had very stimulating conversation. He was a rebel, and I found some of his thinking 
especially appealing. Our correspondence continued several years until I learned from 
his brother in London that Gordon had died. My final letter to Gordon was forwarded 
to his brother, who broke the news to me of Gordon’s death.
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The date of October 8, 1978 will remain a red letter day in my life. On this date, Jim 
and Ina Dinwoodie appeared at our front door in Auburn, and their appearance began 
one of the most beautiful friendships we have ever known. Its source is rather unusual, 
so I share it. Our niece Karen told me after she and Steven’s visit to Scotland that they 
met a man who was very kind to them, and she thought I might enjoy corresponding 
with him. I followed with a letter to Jim. His response was a bit unusual, He said that he 
would be coming to the University of Virginia as a guest lecturer, and he and Ina would 
come to see us. They did. Our introduction came when they appeared at 259 Conrey 
Drive in a rental car. A relationship developed immediately. An evening of Burns 
poetry by Jim, our attempts to sing together around the piano – Jim said we “lacked 
practice” – drinking Fran’s homemade muscadine wine – Ina said it made her legs 
“wobbly” – serious conversation on various subjects, much laughter, trip to Callaway 
Gardens………. On October 9, I wrote perhaps one of the greatest understatements I 
have ever written:

      I do believe this is the beginning of a valuable friendship.

My personal diaries and special trip diaries contain great detail of our subsequent 
experiences. Perhaps I shall refer to some of them in subsequent writing, but I can 
never capture the impact this friendship had on my life. I did attempt to capture some 
of it when Ina died and I wrote a series of letters to Jim in which I revisited each of the 
times we were together through the years and sent these to him in an effort to comfort 
him and express over and over again the importance of this friendship in my life. “A 
Beautiful Friendship,” remains in my files and is one of my valuable possessions.

To add a personal touch to correspondence, I initiated taped correspondence, exchanging 
cassette tapes with Dorothy Gulliver, Fritz Brand, the Dinwoodies, McNeil Cadenhead, 
Andy Cadenhead, and subsequently others who were interested in this more personal 
method of communication. We exchanged ideas on language and other subjects.  After 
reading a series of Scottish short stories, I constructed a “test” concerning words and 
expressions, and  several friends there reacted. This led to very satisfying exchanges 
on language differences. It supported the work I had done by extracting words and 
expressions from my old diary. In addition, hearing the human voice added a dimension 
that was missing in written communication. It also added depth to my own study of 
language.

Although the children met and interacted with our international friends, and I think 
they found it interesting, the impact was not as lasting on them. The family activities 
continued to vary quite a bit because the children had begun to develop their own 
lives. Melanie was teaching in Columbus; Milton ventured out to a co-op assignment 
in Albany, Georgia; Mark was still unsettled and worked at several different jobs; 
Michael’s band was doing well. We were all thrilled to hear the sound the group “Hotel” 
had on the radio! The closeness of the family remained, and this was important to all 
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of us. Mrs. Jameson was settled in the nursing home, and she came for Sunday lunch 
every week. All of the children were kind and attentive to her, making this weekly visit 
pleasant for all of us.

Fran set out to complete a very significant project: a family cookbook. She collected 
recipes from relatives on both sides of the family, organized the book, providing not 
only the recipes but also family stories that added a personal touch. This recipe book, 
Fran’s Recipes from Kith and Kin has proven to be very popular through the years 
to many family members. I had the responsibility of typing the recipes on my office 
typewriter, and Mark designed the cover. Fran’s tattered copy with yellowed pages, 
dusted with a bit of flour, remains a permanent fixture in our kitchen. 

Fran and I continued our joint love for Nature. This was shared on our many walks 
together. We started a tradition that remains today. All Christmas decorations were 
put away shortly after Christmas except the wreath that surrounded the old oil lamp in 
the middle of the kitchen table. This wreath remained in place until the first jonquils 
appeared in the yard, and then it found its resting place with the other decorations until 
the next year, being replaced by the beautiful yellow flowers in the middle of the table. 
During this time, we heard for the first time a bird song that sounded as if the notes 
were b-flat, A, and F. We heard it for the first time April 4, 1977 and then on April 3 in 
1978. We subsequently learned that it was the white-throated sparrow, and we listened 
for it each spring. My gardening continued to be important to me, and I began to record 
dates of planting and first harvest, and much later, I set up my gardening record book. 
I found genuine pleasure in the feel of soil on my hands and observing the growth of 
plants in the garden and yard. We also had the satisfaction of storing food in freezer 
for later use, and Fran’s skill in making jam, jelly, and preserves provided us with these 
sweets to fill hot biscuits!

Although we had left Georgia in 1962, there was something that made me turn my 
thinking to my native state occasionally. This happened first when I accepted the position 
at Columbus College, remaining there two years, but professionally that did not result 
in the kind of satisfaction I was seeking. During the summer of 1978, we explored 
the possibility of buying property near Ellis, thinking that this might be desirable for 
retirement. There was a strong attraction, but after looking at the property, we decided 
that we would use our money for travel rather than investing in land. This decision did 
allow us the great privilege of traveling in subsequent years, but it did not strengthen 
my attraction to Auburn. As I have written several times, I have never developed a 
warm feeling for Auburn, although we have spent so much of our lives in the town.  But 
perhaps this is simply a part of that restless soul that is a part of my being.

My interest in foreign languages and a realization that my life would have been richer 
with fluency in at least one foreign language led me to initiate a small scale program 
of foreign language in the elementary school with Catherine Vandegrift from the 
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Department of Foreign Languages and Alex Dunlop from the English Department. 
The program in French proved to be reasonably successful in the sixth grade at Drake 
Middle School. I knew enough basic French that I could participate in teaching the 
children. The three of us alternated in the teaching of a selected group of sixth graders. 
I found the experience of working with the two other faculty members to be very 
satisfying, and it further led to the development of two friendships that I valued. 

I initiated a graduate seminar in teaching composition, and it attracted some fine 
students who had a particular interest in helping children express themselves in 
writing. In most cases, when I gave a writing assignment in the seminar, I would write 
with the students, inviting them to critique my writing just as students critiqued one 
another. One of my compositions in the 1978 seminar was a description of Fran’s and 
my first visit to Caddonhead in 1976. Because of the significance of this memorable 
experience, I included the composition in my diary.

Four graduate students joined me in publishing an article, “The Child and the Composing 
Process,” in the Elementary School Journal in 1980. At other times, I invited students 
to join me in publishing articles. One included an article on emphasizing reading 
comprehension through the use of selected themes in children’s literature in Reading 
World in 1979 and another with an undergraduate student who disagreed with me on 
a number of issues. The young man and I collaborated in writing “Learning About 
Teaching: A Shared Experience,” which we published in English Education. I mention 
the latter article because I urged my students to disagree with me. I rewarded James 
Garner by asking him to join me in writing the article.

Perhaps one of the most liberating forces in my life is reading. Although it was much 
later that I developed the concept of collective human spirit, I found even in the earlier 
part of my life comfort in the ideas of writers from the past. Even today as I reexamine 
some of the books I read much earlier, I find generous underlining and notes in the 
margin.  Often I included quotes in my diary, and these reflect my thinking at the time. 
For example, I was moved by a statement in a biography of Henry James: “Greatest 
freedom of man is independence of thought.” I remember asking the question, “How 
does one measure the impact of experience?” Reflecting on this question, I had to think 
carefully about another quote from An Essay on Man: “Physical reality seems to recede 
in proportion as man’s symbolic activity increases.” This was written long before we felt 
the impact of computers in our lives. Such diversity of thought is recorded at various 
times in my diaries, and often I have to remind myself that the majority of people are 
not interested in such thinking, so I find myself having to be content to be in a minority. 
Such thinking, however, I do believe led me to conclude eventually that everything that 
exists is open to question, and perhaps the freedom of independence of thought turns 
out to be one way I define myself.
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I plead guilty to having strange thoughts, and some of these were recorded at various 
times in my diaries. They are not on the level of “thought experiments” that in the past 
have led to significant advances in knowledge; however, I record one that represents my 
wondering on January 22, 1978.

       Had a strange thought tonight. Projected into future and wondered what life will be like for our 
children. A slightly sad note as I thought= because I know no one can fully understand my deep love 
of life. To know that it must end for me yet continue in my children and their  children is somewhat 
reassuring. Occasionally I wonder if any of my ancestors ever had such a thought. Perhaps one of my 
descendants will wonder and this record will be a link with that person. The mystery of the chain of 
life perhaps one day will be solved. For now, I can only search for answers for myself. A bit of light 
now and then makes the work sufficiently rewarding to keep seeking.

The advantage of writing 35 years later means that I know how certain things have 
turned out, and yet the chain continues; the future extends and someone else will have 
to write about what life will be like for my descendants. While my genes will cease to 
exist at a particular time, I believe that my life will continue in my grandchildren in 
some form simply because of what has been established through relationships. 

A diary entry on January 27, 1979 reflects a change that had occurred in my way of 
dealing with problems. Against the background of Wagner’s music, I wrote that my 
only consolation was that I can exert my influence to a degree. Beyond that point, 
others must take over. I wrote that there was a time when I would have resorted to 
prayer, but “at this time in my life, I do not pray for things to be done. I do and then I 
adjust to what is after I have done all I can do. Right or wrong, that is my state.”

Events in our family, at this time, both positive and some not so pleasant, had an effect 
on me. Michael’s band “Hotel” was achieving success, including playing at the Fox 
Theater in Atlanta; Melanie was selected as favorite teacher by seventh graders in her 
school in Columbus; and Milton worked during the summer at Yellowstone National 
Park. Mark joined Milton later in the summer. Later in the year, Melanie left her teaching 
position and moved to Atlanta to work at Trust Company of Georgia, which was a very 
significant change in her professional career. It also meant that we “inherited” Roscoe, 
and he became a fine companion for our dachshund, Heidi, which came from Michael 
and Nancy. Milton had an accident in his truck at Yellowstone, and a friend who was a 
passenger was seriously injured. Fran had heavy responsibility in her teaching and also 
visited her mother in the nursing home every afternoon before coming home. Sadly, 
Mrs. Jameson died December 5, after having been a part of our family for two years. 
Fran’s attention to her during the week and our bringing her to our home on Sundays 
for lunch made her time in the nursing home more bearable. 

The strong link with Nature shows clearly in my diary. On March 10, 1979, the 26th 
anniversary of Daddy’s death, I moved a small chestnut oak that came up voluntarily 
by the back steps to the woods behind the house. The tree now is at least 30 feet tall. 
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Also, I recorded something that became a spring tradition. The violets were beautiful 
near my garden. I always picked a few and Fran placed them in the small silver cup, 
which all the children used as babies and on which each of their names is inscribed. 
This image is fixed firmly in my mind as is Fran’s loving response when I presented the 
spring violets to her.

My family research led me to many dusty records in courthouses. One discovery at 
this time in the courthouse in LaGrange was the record of Daddy’s prison sentence. 
I found the record of his arrest and sentence. This discovery was filled with emotion, 
and throughout my life, I have a deep feeling of sadness when I pass a group of men 
working along the road, always wondering what his thoughts were as he spent this time 
away from his family. 

During the summer of 1979, I led a seminar on composition for the second time. The 
students and I wrote actively as a part of the class, sharing and offering critiques as a 
part of the composing process.  As was the case in many of my classes, I completed 
assignments that I gave to my students. I copy below one that I wrote because it reflects 
a state of my thinking on the subject of immortality. I had the idea for the writing 
the day before our wedding anniversary that year when I was putting decayed leaves 
around my tomato plants.

       On Saturday, June 2, 1979, my concept of immortality was expanded. What began as a usual chore – 
preparing a mulch for my tomato plants – turned out to be an experience which yielded an important 
insight for me. As I moved my hands through the decaying leaves I had piled near  the garden during 
the winter, I suddenly realized that something dead  can sustain life in another form. While I held the 
damp, decaying matter in my hand, smelled its richness, and watched the tiny creatures scurrying 
about, taking refuge under parts of leaves I had not disturbed, I knew Nature was quietly at work. 
Looking more closely, I saw a ragged sweet gum leaf which earlier was a distinct five-point and 
verdant whole with evidence of life in its complex network of veins. Now, it is following the orders 
of Nature and becoming another link in the endless chain of energy, the chain renewing itself not by 
creating or destroying but by changing the form of its parts.

       I pressed the damp, warm material close around the sturdy tomato plants, knowing it would temporarily 
help to hold the moisture in the soil, and then eventually, through decaying completely, it would help 
to supply nutrients for future plants. At this time, I posed a question to myself: Can I, too, sustain life 
in another form after I am dead? Prior to this time, I had thought my life would be continued through 
my children and perhaps through my teaching as I carried out new ideas or helped others to discover 
important things for themselves. Or perhaps if I wrote something worthy of reading by those who came 
after me, my life might continue in another form and for a time provide some kind of sustenance for 
others. I  still accepted these as possibilities.

       As I knelt near the tomato plants and felt the heat of the mid-day sun, I was aware that I, a human 
being – something more than the ragged leaf I held  in my hand – must be changed to a form that 
Nature dictated. The leaf and I share, among other things, two common attributes: life in the form of  
a definite time span and then a different form dictated by death. These forms are simply parts of being, 
parts of the whole of life …. a continuing chain. My consciousness of being – one thing which perhaps 
makes me different from the leaf – was enhanced by the experience. While I live I can be productive in a 
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number of ways, and I can be aware of and appreciate how I fit into the total scheme of things. When I 
die, I, too, will become a new form of energy – still a part of the whole of Nature’s indestructible design.

       Would one ordinarily look to a pile of decaying leaves as a source of beauty or as a place where an 
important lesson could be learned? Probably not! For me, however, holding the material in my hand, 
mentally grasping a new thought and reordering previous thoughts, resulted in a different way of 
conceptualizing an old idea.

I believe my students appreciated the approach I used in completing assignments that I 
gave to them. A recurring theme in my professional life was one that I believe makes a 
difference in teaching. I wanted to build professional education on a stronger intellectual 
base. This idea finally was developed in an article, “Is Substantive Change in Teacher 
Education Possible?” which was published in the Journal of Teacher Education in 1985.  
I emphasized that “teaching occurs on a higher intellectual level when teachers can take 
facts, concepts, and theories and arrange them in new configurations according to the 
context of the particular learning environment. They must keep two things in mind: (a) 
the integrity of the subject and (b) teaching at a level that is accessible to the student.” 
It also involves commitment to learning, disciplined study, higher expectations of both 
teacher and the student and independence of thought rather than mastery of prescribed 
practice. Students who desire to teach under such conditions will not be molded 
according to some preconceived pattern of practice; rather they will be encouraged 
to question, to develop their own practice, and to accept the attendant responsibility 
that inevitably comes with such thought and action. At this time, I was beginning to 
question whether it was appropriate to have Education as an undergraduate major.

Interestingly, later in my professional work, I helped to design what we called the Fifth-
Year Program, which invited students who had an undergraduate degree in an academic 
discipline to pursue a Master’s Degree in Education. 

Another idea that I believed to be important was to demonstrate through my own 
teaching approaches that I believed the prospective and in-service teachers could use 
in their classroom. One example of this was a plan I devised for teaching concept 
development.

To begin the process, I created a nonsense word that would represent a concept that I 
wanted the students to develop. The nonsense word “vasamity” represented the concept 
of “doing what was lawful or right only when being observed by an authority figure.” 
I traced the created word to a German word “wachsamkeit” (watchful), indicating that 
the spelling evolved according to the pronunciation of the initial German sound. The 
students were led through a series of experiences that related to the new concept, and 
after each one, they were asked to write a dictionary definition of “vasamity.” Each 
new experience theoretically led to a more firm concept. At the end of the exercise, 
the students were asked to share their definitions and at what point in the series of 
experiences the concept became clearer to them. The idea behind the lesson was to 
help students see that the meaning behind the word is what matters most, and a part of 
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teaching is to help children and young people develop and clarify concepts.

(Note: On July 25, 2018, Maria May, a former student of more than 25 years ago 
appeared at my front door. She had returned to the area and was going to teach in 
Opelika, and she wondered if I were still here. We had a pleasant visit, and she told me 
that the lesson on concept development remained in her memory through the years. She 
even remembered the nonsense word “vasamity.”) 

My study of Lev Vygotsky’s Thought and Language during this period added a great 
deal of depth of my teaching. His emphasizing the fact that we think in “wholes” 
and then using language, we break the thought into parts can only distort the thought. 
The idea has significance in word choice in speaking and writing. I further suggested 
the notion of thought as “mental photograph” and then break it into a jigsaw puzzle, 
putting it together again in the form of a composition. I also emphasized that one thing 
cannot be understood in isolation; it must be studied in relation to things around it.

My dear friend and colleague Laura Newell retired during this time, and nobody could 
fill the void created by her absence. We worked together so closely through the years, 
and I knew that her loyalty and competence contributed so much to the success of the 
pilot program we created as a part of the TTT Project. Her personality, experience and 
competence helped me many times when I needed to rethink my perspective.

A new professional experience, beginning in 1980, proved to be very important to 
me. In a conference with Dr. Taylor Littleton, Vice-President for Academic Affairs, 
he suggested my joining the Ascent of Man faculty. My leadership in the TTT Project, 
which allowed me to work with faculty and administrators in various departments 
on campus, showed that I was particularly interested in inter-disciplinary work at 
the university level. This program based on Jacob Bronowski’s book and television 
series was developed by an interdisciplinary faculty group over a period of time. The 
organizational structure called for large group instruction in which the films were 
shown, supplemented by guest lecturers. Additionally, the book and other materials 
were read by the students. Smaller groups were formed and led by two professors, 
one from the sciences and another from the humanities. I was the only professor from 
the School of Education on the faculty, and I worked with a faculty member from 
the sciences. My first teaching partner was Dr. Ginger Kelley from the Department 
of Microbiology. In preparation for teaching in fall quarter, the participating faculty, 
during the summer of 1980, spent time viewing the films, reading the supplementary 
material and discussing the implementation of the program. The content was new for 
me, and it demanded a great deal of my time as I studied; however, the ideas made a 
great impact on me personally, particularly since I was at a stage in my life where I was 
questioning so much, both personally and professionally. Earlier on my 45th birthday 
in 1977, Fran and the children had given me a copy of Bronowski’s book. Interestingly, 
Melanie then gave me in 1980 a plaque with the inscription attributed to Einstein: “The 
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important thing is not to stop questioning.” This very special gift has hung over my 
desk since that time.
The program presented challenges for both faculty and students. The challenge for the 
faculty was working as a team both from humanities and sciences, attempting to interpret 
and apply significant ideas from the history of mankind presented by Bronowski. The 
class sessions where both faculty members were present became an important forum 
for the ideas. For me personally, it was my first experience of teaching non-Education 
students at the university. Because of my not having a strong background in an 
academic discipline, I sometimes felt inadequate, making it necessary for me to devote 
many hours to study. For the students, it was a very difficult challenge because they 
were not accustomed to inter-disciplinary studies. Rather they were used to studying 
the content of a particular subject, and they were interested in preparing for the exam 
rather than concentrating on the ideas that were viewed from the perspective of science 
and the humanities. At that time, I was reading Herbert Spencer’s autobiography in 
which he stated that “the established systems of education, whatever their matter may 
be, are fundamentally vicious in their manner. They encourage submissive receptivity 
instead of independent activity.”  Some brighter students accepted the challenge and 
found the course to be very satisfying. Having a chance to work with these students 
was especially pleasant for me. Ending my responsibility of Chairman of the Graduate 
Faculty Committee in Education gave me more time to devote to the inter-disciplinary 
program.

My interest in international contacts developed further during this period. In addition 
to studying German on my own since Fritz Brand’s visit with us, I also began to study 
Spanish. I am not sure why my interest in foreign languages became more intense 
except I did find that studying the grammar of other languages helped me to understand  
English grammar more clearly. Our guest through the American Host Foundation in 
1980 was Daniel Bosquet from France. This contact, as will be shown later, made it 
possible for me to meet others from France who became excellent contacts for me. I 
also had the responsibility as advisor for a graduate student from Taiwan. To show her 
appreciation for my work with her, she gave me a lovely vase from her country, and 
at Christmas every year, she has continued to send me a gift. Mohamed and Saleem 
Siraj’s parents came from Pakistan to spend time in our home. The friendship with 
the Dinwoodies in Edinburgh grew through correspondence. Jim knew of my interest 
in the artist James Cadenhead, and he notified me that one of the artist’s oils came on 
the market in London. The Fine Art Society was willing to send it to us on approval. 
We bought it for $735 and it has hung in our living room since that time. As will be 
seen later, this purchase led to my decision to write a biography of the artist. All of 
these international contacts contributed to Fran’s and my world view and would only 
grow in influence as the years passed. While we reached out to expand our world, we 
maintained a strong friendship with Carl and Jean Mote from Mountville. Balancing 
these two parts of our lives resulted in a richness that both Fran and I valued.
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A rather painful experience during this year led to self-examination that over the 
years has proven to be positive. Although the use of the word “rigidity” on my part 
is painful, it no doubt was appropriate. It was very unusual for Fran and me to have 
serious arguments, but on the night of February 27, 1980, I expressed anger at Fran’s 
coming home at 7:00 after spending several hours preparing for a substitute teacher. 
Her statement that I tried to control her life was probably accurate, and it made me 
face the fact that I also tried at times to “mold” friends, thus resulting in building a 
wall around myself and becoming very lonely. On that day, I wrote, “I am not sure I 
will change. At least this gives me something to think about.” Other entries in the diary 
reflect further retreat and reflection: 

       The reflection on the subject has helped me understand what has happened. Now I must understand 
why. I have some hunches, which I will pursue as I continue to try to place the latest unpleasant 
experience in perspective and learn from it.

Changes in the family called for some adjustments as well. Clarence’s wife Pat died of 
cancer, and this was the first death in our “unbroken family.”  The divorces of Ann and 
Ellis, Clarence and Pat, Anne and Howard brought sadness. The payment of Milton’s 
last Auburn University tuition ($240!) and his subsequently accepting a job in Houston 
and the uncertainty of Mark’s future further brought changes in our immediate family. 

A special card that Fran gave to me on Father’s Day in 1980 found a place in my diary. 
On the card was a copy of Max Ehrmann’s “Desiderata,” a poem that has meant so 
much to me through the years. In her note, she wrote that the poem described me, 
a compliment that I certainly did not deserve. This poem, later in book form, has 
remained on my desk beside Gibran’s The Prophet, given to Fran and me by her parents 
when we married June 3, 1951. Thirty-three years later, this poem surfaced again when 
I led a discussion of Ehrmann’s poetry in my book discussion group. The beauty of the 
poetry was even more meaningful to me as I linked the two dates and realized all that 
had happened to us in the intervening years.

Three months have passed since the last writing. Again, a cold day in January, two days 
after my 82nd birthday, I return to writing. My diary for 1981 reflects some significant 
development in my life. Early in the year, the decision was made to combine the separate 
departments of Elementary Education and Secondary Education. Art Coss decided to 
retire, and several people encouraged me to apply for the position of department head 
for the new department. I accepted the position on February 15 with the notion that 
I needed a new challenge and also I had some ideas in professional education that I 
wanted to see implemented. Its significance was shown in the diary entry, which was 
written in red. I had applied for professional leave, which would give me more time for 
study and thought about the new assignment. 

I decided to continue teaching in the Ascent of Man program although I knew that 
the administrative responsibility would be heavy. The personal growth I felt I had 
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experienced in this program made me want to continue the stimulation it provided 
for me. An example of this stimulation was recorded March 6 when I awoke thinking 
about the connection between the Industrial Revolution and the Romantic Movement. 
Bronowski indicated a change in the role of science, a shift from the study of Nature 
as is to the transformation of Nature into energy to be used for the good of man, thus 
making science more practical. The Romanic poet, using Nature as a subject, moved 
from a simple description of Nature to using it as a stimulus for evoking a strong 
feeling – energy, as it were – which was expressed in the poetry. Nature was the link; 
however different ways of looking at Nature occurred at this time. This was an exciting 
linkage for me, and it underscored the value of professors from both science and the 
humanities working together as teachers in the program.

My professional leave began March 31, and my plans included visiting schools in 
Scotland, England, France, and Germany, expanding my own professional thinking 
about teaching at different levels. This was our second trip to Europe; however, this one 
was to last for seven weeks, and I had some apprehension about being away from home 
that long. My feelings are reflected in the diary entry:
   
        Heidi is in my lap trembling now because of the thunder. I’m   sure there will be nights during the next 

seven weeks when I  will be homesick to hold her and Roscoe. (He’s trying to be brave and act like the 
thunder doesn’t bother him.)

Mark had the responsibility of caring for the house and garden while we were away. I 
felt that the trip as planned held much promise for Fran and me personally and for me 
professionally.

The diary that I kept during the professional leave reflects many new insights about 
education, and perhaps as important was the number of professional contacts I made 
in the different countries. Because of planning in advance and the relationships I had 
formed through correspondence since our first trip in 1976, we were able to spend most 
of our time in the homes of the friends we had made in the different countries rather 
than in hotels.  In fact, this proved through the years to contribute in a very significant 
way to our subsequent travels. Very early in my leave, we stayed with our friends, the 
Jim Dinwoodies in Edinburgh. Ina had left books on the shelf in our bedroom at 1 
Manor Place, one of them being Edward Popham’s Letters from Edinburgh 1774-1775. 
When I read on page 4 of the book, I immediately felt a kinship with the author, and 
the quote became a part of my thinking from that time forward:

       Whatever forms the true character of a people can only be known from residing amongst them; from 
being admitted familiarly into their houses; from viewing them in the social and unguarded hours of 
domestic retirement.

The personal and professional impact of the seven weeks in the four countries was 
indeed strong. I was excited about returning to my new responsibilities as acting head 
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of the new department and implementing some of my ideas. On a personal note, the 
widening of international friendships was an important part of the experience. The 
growing file of correspondence with international friends, at some time in the future 
to be discarded, became another sign of the importance of this dimension of our lives. 
Details of my experiences are found in the extensive diary I kept while away from 
Auburn.

I found support for my extensive diary writing as I read Boswell’s Journal of a Tour to 
the Hebrides: 

        …every man should keep minutes of whatever he reads. Every circumstance of his studies should be 
recorded; what books he has consulted; how often the same authors; and what opinions he formed 
of them at different periods of his life. Such an account would much illustrate the history of his mind.

It was not only the books I read, but also the entries in my diaries, that provide a 
“history of my mind.” Experiences and lessons learned are recorded in the diaries when 
they occur, making the reaction more direct than if the writing were in retrospect. 
One example is seen in my reference to “scars” on an individual’s life and what can 
be learned from them. Two photographs and my diary entry on July 14, 1981 show an 
important lesson I learned from Nature.

Soon after we built the house on Conrey Drive, we planted a hop apple tree on the 
north side of the house. Through the years, this tree grew and in the spring presented a 
beautiful show of blossoms; it eventually spread strong limbs sufficiently well that the 
grandchildren enjoyed climbing the tree. One year, Fran gathered enough of the small 
hop apples to make jelly, but the taste did not warrant our continuing to pick the fruit in 
subsequent years. However, I learned an important lesson about not letting scars from 
childhood prevent a person from living a productive life. I recorded my thinking after 
Fran and I discussed the scars left on my siblings and me as a result of our childhood. 
The diary entry and two photographs are informative.

       Several years ago the dogs (when we had a large one and when  he attracted the neighbor’s large ones) 
chewed the bark off one side of the hop apple tree in the side yard. I was confident the tree would die. 
However, I have watched the healing of Nature. The  scar is there still, as it will be for the life of the 
tree. The tree continues to bear fruit each year despite the fact that the scar is deep. Nature can teach 
so much to the person who observes and who is a willing learner.

As indicated above, the tree lived for many years, and it was a favorite one for the 
grandchildren to climb. Eventually, I did remove the tree, but I believe its gradual 
deterioration resulted from age rather than the damage done by the dog. It was rather 
amazing to see how the growth of the trunk almost closed the scar. When the tree was 
cut, I kept a part of the trunk on the carport as a reminder of both the lesson I learned 
and the pleasant memories of the grandchildren climbing among its branches.
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My reading in relation to my teaching in the Ascent of Man program and also in 
preparation for my teaching graduate courses in Education were important to me. 
For example, juxtaposing two thoughts, one from Bronowski and another from Lev 
Vygotsky had an impact. In Bronowski’s The Identity of Man, she writes:

        I am not a fixed character, for I am constantly enlarged by my own experiences. Any definition of 
the self must allow for this development. The nature of the self derives from the way in which it turns 
experience into knowledge – that is, into readiness for action.

Defining the individual in terms of performance in formal education was becoming 
increasingly of concern to me. The tendency to base learning on performance on tests 
had long been questionable for me, based on my own experience and my working with 
students at different levels. I found an idea proposed by Vygotsky, in his Thought and 
Language helpful in my teaching and it has implications for learning at all levels. The 
idea is what he referred to as “zone of proximal development.”

       Distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem solving and 
the level of potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in 
collaboration with more capable peers.

The use of a score on any exam does not take into consideration this “zone” that is a 
more accurate determination of what the individual can do. Many decisions that are 
based on test performance result in eliminating individuals who could perform well in 
collaboration with others.

In August 1981, two of our international couple friends visited us in Auburn. We had 
been with them in their respective countries of Scotland and Germany. Andy and Edna 
Cadenhead, Peter and Gertrud Funke arrived on the same date. We were a bit concerned 
since they did not know one another, but it took only a short time for the six of us to feel 
very comfortable in conversation, a good mixture of discussion of serious subjects and 
laughter. (There would always be laughter if Andy and Edna were present!) 

Because of my meeting with Peter in his class on American Studies at Bielefeld 
University earlier in the year, I knew he would be interested in meeting some of the 
faculty at the university. I arranged a meeting involving Barbara Mowat, Bert Hitchcock, 
and Alec Dunlop from the English Department, Rip Hinkels from Foreign Language, 
and Andrew Weaver and me from Curriculum and Teaching. I was pleased to have led 
in the decision to name the new department “Curriculum and Teaching,” because of 
the recent emphasis on teaching that was linked with the TTT Project. This was truly 
a fine meeting as faculty from different departments and Peter from another country 
discussed topics related to education in the broader sense. Because of my strong interest 
in interdisciplinary work, I was delighted to know that I was in a leadership position 
where I could encourage such professional interaction.
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My diary entry on the day Peter and Gertrud left proved to be prophetic:
       I don’t believe I have met a person with whom I have felt such a kindred spirit so quickly. His gentleness, 

scholarship, sense of humor, and interest in so many different subjects – above all, his willingness to 
pursue ideas – made me want so much  to have continued contact.

As I write this, I am comforted by the fact that although we did not see each other 
again, we developed a rich friendship through correspondence, and each of us shared 
our books and remain in touch at this time in our lives.

The friendship with Andy and Edna that began when we met them for the first time 
in 1976 developed more fully when they visited us 1981. We shared so many travel 
experiences both in Scotland and the United Sates, and we grew closer through the 
years, as will be seen in subsequent pages.

Although I had agreed to accept a leadership position in professional education, I still 
had questions about the area of the university where I had spent my career in higher 
education. I was haunted by a question Jim Dinwoodie asked me when he visited us 
for the first time in 1978: What is an idea that is uniquely in the domain of professional 
education? This question was revived in a conversation with my colleague Terry Ley on 
October 28, 1981. I was a bit uncomfortable with the thought, and I concluded at the 
time that this was a question worth pursuing. One of the things that excited me about 
my new position, although it was an interim appointment, was the possibility of dealing 
with such questions.
 
Family relationships were of particular importance to me at this time. During the 
Christmas season, we visited relatives in Atlanta, and the contacts as usual raised 
questions about how our childhood experiences affected us as adults. In the course of 
the conversation between Fran and me, she made comments about some concerns she 
had in our earlier married life about the relationship I had with my uncle in my early 
teens. In my diary I wrote, “I think the discipline I have exercised shows my love for her 
and my ability to control my life through the years are self-evident. All of this is a part 
of the mystery of my life which I am sure will be understood only by me.” I knew this 
added to my “strong tendency to be very reserved and remain a very private person.” 
I was glad that she expressed the concern and I hoped that her mind was at ease after 
our conversation.

The coming together of our immediate family during Christmas of 1981 was significant 
because changes were occurring. Michael and Nancy were in Birmingham where 
Michael was successful with his band “Hotel.” Melanie was doing well in Atlanta. 
Milton had accepted a job with Texas Instruments in Houston. Mark was still unsettled 
and trying to find his way. On Christmas Day, I wrote:

       At last we are together. The beautiful gifts exchange, the warmth of our relationships, the thrill of being 
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together made it worth waiting for. We all know the bond is so strong, and we all, I think, will work to 
protect and even strengthen it. How I value this!

Mark had decided to go to Houston to be with Milton. The uncertainty caused me 
concern, and the intensity of my feelings were expressed in my diary. While I was 
concerned, I wanted very much for Mark to know that I loved him deeply. I do believe 
the realization on his and my part made a big difference. It was such love that, I believe, 
mattered most in our family. On December 27, I recorded that for the first time in our 
married life, Fran and I would not have one of our children in the same community 
with us. My diary entry:

       The seven of us had breakfast together this morning. Fran had asked Mark what he wanted. Grits, 
ham, eggs, and biscuits were his choice. As we held hands for our family blessing I felt a deep sadness 
because I knew that would be our last full sound for a long time. I looked and Fran’s eyes were red. We 
all felt it, though we tried to laugh. 

Our two sons in Texas prompted a thought that I recorded in my diary. I knew that 
William Pew Cadenhead, my great-grandfather, was on his way to Texas after the Civil 
War and he stopped in Louisiana. He never made it to Texas, but his brother Leland did 
make it as early as 1880. I knew why my two sons went there, and I wondered why one 
of my ancestors and his brother also headed for Texas. This wondering was a part of 
the motivation that kept me working on family history and finally publishing Southern 
Cadenheads in 1997.

One of the frustrations I face in using my diaries as material for writing about my life 
and work is deciding what to include as important, especially in trying to determine 
what thoughts, feelings, and experiences made a difference in my life. Concurrently 
with the writing at present is my reading Howard Zinn’s People’s History of the United 
States. This book, along with the one we are discussing this month in the book club, A 
Century of War, by John Denson, has intensified my interest in the subject of revisionism 
in writing history. A paragraph from Zinn’s book underscored my dilemma of deciding 
what to include from my diaries:

       But there is no such thing as a pure fact, innocent of interpretation. Behind every fact presented to the 
world – by a teacher, a writer,  anyone – is a judgment. The judgment that has been made is that this 
fact is important, and that other facts, omitted, are not important.

As I read the diaries, I as the writer of both the diary entries and the memoirs select what 
is included and also interpret. And it is indeed an interpretation. Another person can 
read what is written, select the same or different entries and a different interpretation 
will no doubt result. So at this time in my writing, I face this reality.

In the early 80s, I realized that my approach to writing was different from what it is at 
present. A diary entry on April 4, 1982 underscores this difference:
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       Spent this Sunday morning with one of my favorite activities: correspondence. Spent quite awhile 
composing a letter to Peter Funke. I know that composing at the typewriter is not for me. It just does 
not work for me. I made it through his, Grady and Olive’s and Miss Woodruff’s even though I don’t 
believe the letters are as good as ones I write when I compose, then type. 

All of my published articles and my letters were written with pen first and then typed on 
the typewriter. This did not change until I gradually made the transition to composing 
on the computer later. The change eventually was very dramatic inasmuch as I finally 
reached the time when I could not compose with a pen; rather I wrote and revised on 
the computer. I have not made a serious comparison of style; however, I know that 
the ease of revising on the computer must surely have been one of the reasons that I 
eventually put down paper and the pen in favor of the word processor.

Events in family life were significant in 1982. Fran’s discontent with her decision to 
stop teaching led her early in the year to decide that she would like to return to the 
classroom; however, this was not to be because she suffered a heart attack in February. 
This was devastating to all the family. Her strong will made it possible for her to return 
to a relatively normal life.  Also, later in the year, she began to work seriously on 
her family history, eventually publishing her fine book Seasons of Fran’s Kith and 
Kin, which included excellent family stories and history that will be a treasure for 
our children, grandchildren and Fran’s relatives. Michael’s group Hotel was close to 
success; however, the band members decided not to continue, leaving Michael with 
uncertainty for his future. Melanie was successful with her work in Atlanta, and Milton 
decided to leave Texas and return to Alabama for a job in Huntsville. Mark was still 
uncertain about what he wanted to do; however, he managed to remain independent, 
supporting himself. Another member of the family, the 1966 Volkswagen, got a new 
start by having the engine rebuilt. As I write, we are into our 48th year with this member 
of the family being considered for restoration.

Our limited travel at that time and growing international friendships enhanced my 
interest in language study. The beginning of the exchange student program with Ecole 
Normale in Caen, France and my growing friendship with Michel Salines resulted in 
my increasing study of French. Fritz and Ingrid Brand’s visit from Germany caused me 
to begin studying German, and correspondence with them added interest as I attempted 
to write brief letters to them in German. Reading Lewis Grassic Gibbon’s trilogy and 
Scots short stories, along with my growing love for Scotland, caused me to pursue a 
short study of Scots words. This interest persisted for a number of years. I believed 
that this study enriched my teaching of language arts, particularly as I gave attention 
to language structure. Although I never reached a level of proficiency in any of the 
languages I studied on my own, I came to believe that a person who knows more than 
one language sees the world in a different way. 

My dear wife had an idea that would eventually find its way into action. She wanted to 
withdraw her retirement funds and use them to finance a trip to Scotland for the seven 
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of us. The idea did not die, but the number was later reduced to six, and the source of 
funds to finance the trip changed as well.  This will be related later, but I mention it here 
to emphasize Fran’s thoughtfulness! The intensity of feelings can only be understood 
by reading lengthy diary entries to which I simply refer in this context.

One of the great struggles for me at this time in my professional life was whether to 
pursue the position of department head on a long-term basis. I had long believed that 
my major strengths were in teaching, although I thought I possessed organizational and 
leadership skills that could lead to success in the department. On a personal note, I had 
harbored feelings of inferiority throughout my life; however, I had always compensated 
by exerting extra effort and had reasonable success with whatever responsibility I 
assumed. I continued to teach in the Ascent of Man program because I valued the 
intellectual stimulation it provided for me. The preparation for teaching in this program, 
added to the long hours needed for administering the department, caused me to neglect 
some of my family responsibilities, and also there were times when the emotional strain 
was intense. There was an underlying concern, which I could not discuss candidly with 
anyone. I had to question whether I was being intellectually honest with myself and 
members of the department if I attempted to lead in a department where I questioned so 
much of what was happening in professional education. At the same time, my exposure 
to different departments in the university through my leadership in the TTT Project 
and teaching in the Ascent of Man program caused me to want to work toward what I 
thought were constructive changes. For example, I believed that I could work toward 
more inter-disciplinary efforts. I could initiate action in a leadership role that I could 
not achieve in the classroom. For example, we had a Nobel laureate as a guest in the 
Ascent of Man program, and I invited him to join a group for discussion in my office. 
At the end of the year, I decided that I would allow my name to be submitted for the 
role of department head. 

 The process of electing the department head turned out to be a very devastating 
experience for me. The struggle in my own mind continued into the new year, although 
I was very much encouraged by the support of faculty members whom I respected. The 
process began in April, and another member of the department, Andrew Weaver from 
Secondary Education, who originally said he would not be interested in the position, 
decided to submit his name. Meetings were scheduled at which time each of us was 
interviewed separately. I wrote in my diary that I was very candid in my response to 
questions. I believe the emphasis I placed on the importance of inter-disciplinary work 
caused some members to think I would not support adequately individual areas of 
study in the department. What happened after the voting was the devastating part of the 
experience for me. Voting occurred on May 16, and I discovered the results indirectly, 
making the following entry in my diary on May 24:

       Entry in red again. I was not elected. The margin against me was 65  per cent. Was quite a blow. I 
must depend on the healing power of time to understand this. In time I will, but tonight I do feel very 
dejected. 
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The two years I served as acting department head brought what I considered to be 
some positive results, and I felt the support of the members of the department, with a 
few exceptions. My directing the TTT Project, with emphasis on significant change in 
teacher education was known by members, and some resisted important aspects of the 
program. I knew this, but the resistance did not seem strong during the previous two 
years. 

What troubled me even more than the failure to be elected was the manner in which 
the results of the voting were handled. News of the results leaked the day of the voting; 
I learned that the secretaries knew the results of the election before I was informed. 
When I requested a conference with the Dean, Jack Blackburn, to express my concern 
with the way the process had worked, his unbelievable response was that he did not 
want to hurt me. I could not imagine such thinking. I had little respect for the Dean’s 
leadership prior to this incident, but this experience added to my opinion that he was 
weak both as an individual and in his role as Dean. This opinion never changed during 
his tenure in the role of Dean of the School of Education.

It was perhaps a mistake, but I requested a conference with Taylor Littleton, Vice-
President for Academic Affairs. I wanted him to know that I believed in the democratic 
process; however the way the results were handled left much to be desired. He said he 
understood my thinking, but there was nothing he could do about it. He suggested that 
I return to teaching in the Ascent of Man program as a part of my faculty load. I did 
return to this program, and it was a good move as I adjusted to a new role. 

My diary reflects a gradual adjustment, with determination to devote time to writing, 
language study, music, and gardening. My experience had not prepared me for what 
I considered failure, and this one called for what I think I have gradually developed 
through the years: resilience. This attitude is reflected in the diary entry on June 19:

       Am working out of my depression gradually. As I picked beans this morning, I continually thought of 
the article I will write. Think it  will be significant. An important realization during the past few weeks:  
our lives, while moving along with day-to-day links, really consist of eras. These can be more easily 
discussed as we look back. Seeing these and building one on the other can be constructive even if 
certain ones seem at the time are very difficult. I believe this realization will be very significant for me.

       An easy rain is falling outside my study. The smell of the gardenias (a bit late this year) adds to the 
freshness of the summer air. I know  everything will work out fine – eventually.

The article to which I referred in the diary entry was “Is Substantive Change in Teacher 
Education Possible?” which appeared in the Journal of Teacher Education. I was 
pleased with this article, and I think some of my discontent to which I have referred 
often was reflected in the content.
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 My work with French exchange students at the time was of value to me. These serious 
students from Caen affected me in a very positive way, and my work with them led 
to important results. They operated on a higher intellectual level than most of our 
undergraduates in Education. Two days after I knew that I would not be the department 
head, I was made an honorary member of the Pi Delta Phi French honor society. Later, 
Mary Millman, a member of the French faculty at Auburn University, and I published 
an article, “Un échange pas comme les autres: Normaliens et GTA’s,” in Foreign 
Language Annals. On a personal level, I built a lasting friendship with Michel Salines, 
director of Ecole Normale in Caen at that time. I continued to work on French, and Fran 
and I invited a young student from France to have a meal with us each week, followed 
by sessions on the French language. I never reached the level of proficiency that I 
desired, but I found the study of the language very satisfying.

Our third trip outside the United States in August 1983 proved to be very helpful in 
putting the experience at the university into proper perspective. Having a chance to visit 
with friends we had made in Scotland, England, and France made it possible for me to 
get away mentally and physically from the setting. As was the case in all our traveling 
experience, greater richness was added to our lives. Interestingly, when we returned 
from our trip in 1981, I was excited about assuming the role of acting department head. 
As we returned in 1983, everything was different; I had to define another professional 
dimension to my life. 

There was a change in our family that was difficult for us at the time. Michael and 
Nancy were divorced. Nancy had become an important member of the family, but we 
knew that they were the ones who must make this decision. Early in the year, Michael 
had expressed an interest in returning to college or university. The band Hotel was 
very successful, but the demise of the group caused him to think of other alternatives. 
I wrote a letter to Nancy; one paragraph follows:

       For the ten years you were a part of our family I loved you as a daughter. I will always love the Nancy 
I knew in this relationship. I appreciate so much the happiness you brought to our family. Now, as 
time passes, I will find a way to mix these memories with whatever evolves for all of us in the future.

What evolved for Michael was a good life with a university degree, an excellent job, 
and a lovely and loving wife Judy. We did not keep in touch with Nancy, but from what 
I know, she, too, has had a good life after the divorce.

The other children were going about their lives in a positive way. Mark became one 
of the owners of Rusty’s, a restaurant in Opelika that served wonderful fried chicken. 
Melanie and Milton continued to be successful in their positions.

In March of 1983, there was a change in the Volkswagen. Charles Carter, a mechanic in 
Opelika reworked the engine, and it still functions fine as a member of the family; 48 
years have passed since we purchased it new in LaGrange, Georgia.
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After we returned from our trip, I began to adjust. I continued language study – even 
daily short reading selections while on the “john,” and work on family history was 
aided by my receiving a copy of George Cadenhead’s Family of Cadenhead, published 
in Aberdeen, Scotland in 1887. A visit from Dorothy and Eric Gulliver from England 
proved to be a pleasant time for us. Although Dorothy and I were not able to achieve 
the professor exchange alluded to earlier, a friendship developed and continued to grow 
until the death of these friends.

In September, the study of music again brought both a challenge and pleasure for me. 
Fran had encouraged me to study with Dr. Roy Wylie, professor of music in the Music 
Department at the university. Through the years, my mother’s words “Kenneth, don’t 
ever give up your music” have rung in my ears. Although I was somewhat hesitant to 
study with someone as accomplished as Roy Wylie, I finally decided to contact him. He 
told me for an audition, I should play a fast piece and a slow one. I chose for the slow 
piece Bach’s “Arioso,” having heard Ernie play it. For the fast piece, I played “Gopak,” 
by Mussorgsky.  I shall not forget his comment, “You have a good feel for the piano; 
now we shall work on accuracy.” I began lessons the next week, and for several years, 
I spent many hours at the piano.  Earlier in the year, I made an entry in my diary that 
haunted me again as I worked on music.

       My work on languages, music, and other areas leads me to believe my desire to learn and to know 
exceeds my ability.

This belief on my part served me well and made me respect students who were willing to 
work hard toward goals they set for themselves. Roy introduced me to excellent music, 
and I was driven by my own desire to play well, so I spent many hours, losing myself 
in the music. I had begun to define important dimensions of my life that continued to 
develop through the years that followed. 
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Final Years at Auburn University

Note: I begin this part of my writing after a major change has occurred in my life: 
neuropathy that I have had in my legs for a good many years has extended to my feet, 
making me decide that I should no longer drive the car. This makes a significant change 
in my life style although I have promised myself that I shall not let it have too much 
of an effect as I continue to define myself. There have been low moments during this 
past week, and I am sure there will be others, but last night, I placed in my diary a copy 
of Hermann Hesse’s poem “Steps,” and I plan to try very hard to simply let this latest 
occurrence be a further step in my life. Since I am otherwise in excellent health, I can 
continue to take good care of Fran, my primary role at this time. As I write, I plan also 
to rely on documentation from my diaries, trying to be as objective in my writing as 
possible.

The year following the election of department head caused me to seek ways that I 
could continue to lead a very rich personal and professional life. During that year, 
many significant things occurred that were very positive for me. Perhaps the contact 
with different people who brought strong intellectual stimulation was one of the most 
important for me. I cite some examples. I was indeed flattered when John Kuykendall 
wanted to recommend me to direct the Ascent of Man program. It pleased me that a 
person of his stature - later he became President of Davidson College – would value 
my work in the program. I also received a memorandum from the Vice-President 
of Academic Affairs asking me to apply for the position. I did not apply, although I 
continued to teach in the program during 1984. I do not recall, and it is not indicated 
in my diary, why I chose not to apply for the position. Upon reflection, I think perhaps 
I did not think that a person from the School of Education would be selected for such 
a position, although I had had good experience in leadership positions that involved 
faculty from various departments and schools on the university campus. Also, I probably 
did not want to face another possible rejection that was still fresh from the department 
head position. Entries in my diary at various times during this period underscored my 
self-knowledge that teaching was important to me, and I knew that I was successful in 
this part of university life.
 
My interest in inter-disciplinary work, which was based on an early notion – even 
teaching at the elementary school level - of what I referred to as correlation of subject 
matter, became more intense as I had contact with students and faculty outside the 
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School of Education. Much earlier, I had developed what I considered to be an excellent 
tape-slide presentation on “Structure,” with the emphasis on viewing various subject 
areas as “wholes made up of related parts.” I shared this presentation with a number 
of people in various disciplines, and it was received well. Related to this, I instigated 
sessions involving Mark Price, Art Department; Dennis Rygiel, English Department; 
Dwight St. John, English Department; and Roy Wylie, Music Department in exploring 
the notion of similarities in representing ideas. This was followed by later sessions on 
such subjects as rhythm in art, music and poetry. These sessions fulfilled a need that I 
had, and I think they represented the kind of interaction that I believed would enrich the 
program for teacher preparation. This idea of such intellectual pursuits was reflected 
in my article that later appeared in Journal of Teacher Education. My friendship with 
Roy Wylie added more interest to my study of music with him. His introduction of 
musical ideas added depth to my study with him. I was motivated to spend many hours 
at the piano working on music that he introduced to me. We also enjoyed conversation 
about music and other subjects of mutual interest. He joined us for dinner several times 
during our relationship, and he always honored Fran’s request and played the piano. 

My interest in French was enhanced both through individual work with Paul Kouidas 
and the French exchange students. Paul was a French teacher at Lee-Scott Academy 
and was working on an independent study related to his teaching. We explored work 
in both French sources and Education, coming together for sessions that proved to 
be of great intellectual value. His educational background was rich, and he provided 
incentive for me to suggest readings that would be stimulating for him, and he likewise 
introduced me to sources, which were new for me. Directing seminars and having 
individual conferences with the French exchange students was of great value to me. 
One student, Fabienne Rodot, with whom I have remained in contact through the years, 
maintained a beautiful spirit as a student and a teacher.

With this contact, I was able to see the possibilities for working at a higher intellectual 
level in professional education and at the same time maintain the caring spirit that 
should be a part of the life of the teacher, two things that were always an important part 
of my thinking on the subject of Education.

I had the privilege of directing the theses of two undergraduate honor students in 
Elementary Education. As far as I know, Rachel and Cindy were the only two people 
in the Honors program who chose to teach in the elementary school. Writing a thesis 
was a part of the Honors program for undergraduates at the university. Directing the 
research called for many conferences with the students as they probed more deeply into 
historical literature and came up with the design of their own research. This contact 
proved to be very satisfying for me, and I wondered what would happen if such depth 
of study were required of all students who aspired to teach in the elementary school. I 
was never an advocate of making learning “fun.” Rather I stressed to my students that 
I preferred to make it satisfying. There is a difference.
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My diary for that year reflects much professional loneliness. A creative reaction to 
this feeling resulted in a poem to which I ultimately assigned the title “Nexus.” The 
development of the metaphor of the birth of an island related to my loneliness and my 
search for personal and professional fulfillment and for the kind of deep friendship that 
I had desired for a long time. The “highs and lows” were a part of the pattern of my 
life, a part of searching and valuing mystery. The chosen words in the poem showed 
both expressed and concealed thoughts. I later discovered Tallyrand’s statement: Man 
was given language to conceal his thoughts. Several versions of the poem resulted as I 
continued to revise it. One was kept in my diary:

      In stillness beneath the watery depth,
      Silent seething concealed,
      A fountain of fiery life
      Erupts and splits the calm.

      Father Earth, in short-lived violence,
      (Finding release with only occasional waste)
      Obedient to his ancestral sun,
      Creates and constructs in ordered fashion.

      A living seed settles to its place;
      Securely anchored there,
      Inchoate life grows step by step
      With strong nexus to primeval identity.

      In this deep chamber of darkness
      Elements move to established order:
      Mysteriously, from the watery womb,
      A new creation emerges.

      Shaping its own space, alone, the island
      Waits, inviting cultivation or contamination;
      Detached, yet bombarded with diverse minds,
      It spawns speciation of thought.

      Reciprocal sculpting of thought and words 
      Leads slowly to patterned knowledge;
      Beauty, ugliness, good, and evil compete
      In the expanding arena of alternatives.

      Persistent struggle for control,
      Pitting primeval passion against younger reason,
      Engenders faintly audible cries for something
      Not yet known by the human mind.

As I read the poem at the time of this writing, I see so much that is hidden, and at the 
same time I see the influence of my own experience and also what I had been exposed 
to through my reading and the blending of these two parts of my life. A very lengthy 
and carefully considered reaction came from my friend Dorothy Gulliver in England. I 
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valued it so much that I kept the letter from her in my diary.

I submitted the poem to several journals, including The New Yorker. Art Coss suggested 
that it was “obscure enough to appear in The New Yorker.” Alas! it was not published, 
and therefore it remained in my diary.

When I worked with students in the area of language arts, I placed much emphasis on 
writing. When I gave a writing assignment, I usually wrote with them, and exposed 
my writing to their reaction in the same way that their writing was critiqued. One 
experience that worked extremely well was an exercise in observing an ordinary object. 
The first step called for the students to observe the object literally and then write words 
and phrases that would be useful in describing the object. Second, the students were 
asked to observe the object metaphorically, i.e., look at the object but see something 
else. Notes were likewise made from this observation. The final step called for the 
students to use the notes in whatever way they chose to write a poem. The session 
where we shared our writings was very satisfying. I kept most of my poems and put 
them, along with a photograph of the object, in a notebook with the title Connections. 
Included in this notebook are other examples of my poems. As I read them many years 
after this experience, I can easily get into my mind at that time, and I find the products 
satisfying, but even more I have the satisfaction of knowing that this was a worthwhile 
experience for the students and for me.

My final work in choral music occurred when I sang with the community choir in 
presenting the Brahms Requiem. It was a good experience, and since music is such a 
vital part of my life, I regret that I did not continue to participate in a choral group after 
1985.

A very important event for us was the western trip with Jim and Ina Dinwoodie. We 
spent 30 days on this trip cementing a friendship that enriched our lives, one that 
continued to grow until their death. We visited Milton in San Francisco, with careful 
attention to other places as well, based on a careful itinerary planned by Fran. This 
included a stop in San Antonio where Fran saw Ernie for the last time. Ernie’s death 
upon our arrival back in Auburn brought great sadness because Fran and I both loved 
Ernie so much.

My interest in gardening and love of Nature continued and grew. I recorded an 
observation in my garden that only reflects significant change from 1984 until the time 
of this writing. I used to stand, watch, and listen as the bees came to the corn when the 
tassels were full. It was a beautiful sound! Now there are no bees each year to help with 
pollination. My deep love of Nature shows in the diary entry for July 27, 1984:

       End of another week. Good rain today. While Fran napped on  the sofa, I went out to the swing to sit 
and watch night approach.  A beautiful exercise for the senses.
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       I watched the pink blush of the afternoon sky fade gradually and the tall pines became giant silhouettes 
against the pale background. I watched the green leaves of the sweet gums, oaks and maples  transform 
to a blackness as I lay in the swing looking upward. As dark approached, the chorus of night sounds 
filled the air and the fireflies pierced the darkness, announcing their presence beneath the trees.

       A bit depressed as I sat there thinking of the time that has passed and wondering what is ahead for us. 
Such solitude I suppose does encourage a special kind of musing. But I suppose it is all linked to my 
current state of mind. It will pass. 

       Darkness drove me inside to read Comenius and listen to Tchaikovky’s “Pathetique.” Nature, books and 
music help me to see beauty and wonder that are a part of my world. Only a very selfish person would 
want more. Tonight, upon reflection, I am content. 

Family life continued to be very rewarding. Fran did outstanding work with the wives 
of international students at First Baptist Church. Michael was excelling in his course 
work at UAB in Birmingham; he later transferred to Auburn University where he had an 
excellent record. He joined us for dinner during this period, and we had many excellent 
conversations around the dinner table. Melanie was promoted to officer level and Trust 
Company of Georgia; Mark ‘s decision to leave Rusty’s and move into construction 
work provided a different type of work for him while he was still searching for the right 
path for him; Milton had a special commendation from the director of the Kennedy 
Space Center, later accepting a position with Sperry and moving to San Francisco. 
Milton introduced me to the computer! At first, I resisted, but later I wrote in my diary 
that I “think I will find it interesting after all.” We lost Sundance after having her as a 
part of the family for 15 years. My diary shows the continuation of very close family 
relationships. The summary of the year on December 31, 1984, reflects how much I 
valued the bond of love in our family. One paragraph was a special tribute to Fran:

       My greatest joy is having Fran, my wife, who accepts me - even my weaknesses. We share a life together 
that has made such happiness. I can never express adequately my love and admiration for her. When I 
realize the growth I have experienced, how I have  changed and realize how she has stood by me and 
understood, I am overwhelmed. She loves so deeply and unselfishly. We have a  beautiful marriage and 
from it has come the lives of four fine individuals, our children.

Three important professional experiences at the university were important to me at 
this time. I served on a university-wide committee responsible for redesigning the core 
curriculum for students. I had a particular interest in making the liberal education 
of students much stronger. Again, the earlier experience I had in the TTT Program 
working with faculty in different departments in the university resulted in my being 
appointed to this committee. The committee deliberations brought many stimulating 
discussions, something that has always been important to me.

A second development in the School of Education that was of value to me was the 
creation of the Fifth Year Graduate Program. This program attracted students who 
had completed an undergraduate program in an area other than Education who were 
interested in teaching in the elementary school. The students could complete a program 
designed especially for teaching, and they could upon completion of the program 
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graduate with a Master’s degree and be certified to teach in the elementary school. 
We attracted some excellent students, and I found working with them to be especially 
satisfying. 

The third experience was the design of a graduate seminar in teaching composition 
in the elementary school. Students who enrolled in this course had a special interest, 
common to mine, in teaching composition. My interest in children’s writing extended 
to my first year of teaching at Oak Mountain School. I kept some of the children’s 
writings in the scrapbook of that important year in my professional experience. Many 
years later I contacted Marlene Norman Hogan – now a great grandmother – and sent 
copies of some of her writings completed when she was in my seventh grade. She told 
me that she taped the pages to her kitchen wall so her children and grandchildren could 
read them. This interest in children’s writing continued during the time I taught and 
was principal at Mountville School where we emphasized composition in all grades. 
All of this experience provided good foundation for my directing this graduate seminar 
in teaching composition. Four students in one of the university classes joined me in 
writing an article, “The Child and the Composing Process,” which was published in 
Elementary School Journal in 1980. 

My diary for 1985 seems to reflect my gradual recognition of what I referred to on 
December 27 as separating what matters from what seems to matter. The visit from our 
Aberdonian friends (Andy, Edna, Lynne, Charlie, and little Paul) further underscored 
our interest in international relationships, making the friendships in several countries 
add to the richness of our lives. We began our traveling with Paul and Sara in a trip 
to North Carolina, to be followed in subsequent years by trips to different parts of the 
world. This relationship, an early one, matured and really let me know it mattered 
so much in my life. Our interest in diversity was shown by an experience of having 
a family from Cameroon as guests in our home, contrasted with our being treated to 
dinner at the Ashford Club in Atlanta. Over time, I grew to value relationships with 
people who represented different cultural, social and educational backgrounds, but 
authenticity always was important.

The following year, 1986, brought a stronger link with Scotland. It all began, of 
course, when I started my family history research in 1968 and learned that the family 
name originated in Scotland. So many of our international friendships began through 
correspondence and this had a magnetic effect, eventually resulting in our meeting 
many of them in person. This was the case as I worked on family history.  

In addition to the correspondence, a trip to Scotland in the summer of 1986 proved to 
be perhaps one of the most memorable family experiences. Fran decided to use most 
of the money she inherited from her parents’ estate to finance a family trip in order for 
all the children to have the experience of visiting the Caddonhead farm in the Borders 
and walking together to the head of the Caddon Water. Milton and Melanie had joined 
us in 1983 when we walked to the head of Birehope Burn, thinking that we had reached 
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the source of the Caddon Water. We wanted to correct the error and had all the children 
with us. 

Prior to the children’s joining us, Fran and I spent time with Andy and Edna Cadenhead 
in Aberdeen, and then the four of us rode the overnight ferry to Shetland where we 
visited the late Dr. McNeil Cadenhead and his wife Sheena. 

My relationship with McNeil had grown through correspondence, and we worked 
diligently on Cadenhead family history. I communicated to him that I would be pleased 
to find that we were kin. Unfortunately, he died before I found the DNA match with his 
son who lived in London. This visit with three Cadenheads together at that time with no 
documentation of a family relationship proved to be heart-warming indeed.

When the children joined us, we rented two cars so the six of us could be comfortable 
as we toured Scotland together. On September 4, 1986, the six of us, along with the 
Aberdonians who were with us in 1983, my sister Anne, brother Clarence, Jim and Ina 
Dinwoodie formed a walking party of fifteen to correct the beautiful error we made 
in 1983. When we reached Birehope Burn, we went to the right. The burn not taken 
before led us into a new valley where the terrain, though similar, presented an even 
greater challenge for us. In contrast to our previous walk, we often fought a strong 
wind that sneaked into the valley. At times we were tempted to turn back from slippery 
sheep paths on the hillsides and grassy bogs along the burn that greedily sucked our 
feet below the surface. But we did not give up. We made it to the source of the Caddon 
Water. A photograph I have valued so highly through the years, using it in the book 
Southern Cadenheads, was the one of the six of us at the source of the Caddon Water. 
At Christmas that year, Michael gave each of us a plaque containing a small stone from 
the burn and the following inscription: “Caddon Water runs effortlessly along its path 
etched in the hills centuries before, caressing and washing the stones that rest in its 
bed.” The plaque he gave us now hangs in our bedroom under the photograph of Caddon 
Water I made on Fran’s and my first visit in 1976 and also appears in both Southern 
Cadenheads and the biography of James Cadenhead I published in 2003. When we 
returned to Auburn, I wrote an article about this family experience and submitted it 
to Scots Magazine, but it was not accepted. Wanting to keep the account, I put it into 
book form, now yellowed with age, along with photographs as a record of this valued 
experience. The details of all the trip are included in my travel diary of 1986.

The trip to Scotland also intensified an interest that I pursued for several subsequent 
years. While we were in Scotland, we went to the City Art Centre in Edinburgh to see 
paintings by James Cadenhead. I had first known about him when I began my research 
on family history in 1968, but it was only after seeing some of his works and learning 
that not much had been written about him that I pursued my own study that lasted 
several years. This led to a very serious search through correspondence, library work, 
and as a result I had contact with many interesting people. There were various delays in 
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the research primarily because of the distance between me and the necessary resources. 
As will be seen later, however, I did not abandon the subject.

One of my most significant professional articles was published during this time at the 
university. From the beginning of my professional career, I questioned the reading 
programs that were based strictly on “reading level.” The first article I published when 
I was principal of Mountville Elementary School attests to this questioning when I 
implemented an “individualized” reading program in my classroom.  Linking the 
prevailing idea of reading level with the power of metaphor in our lives, I wrote the 
article “Reading Level: A Metaphor That Shapes Practice” that was published in Phi 
Delta Kappan in February 1987. In the article, I provided some history of reading 
instruction and mental measurement that led to the notion that if something exists it 
can be measured. I believed – and the belief persists – that such an idea has done great 
damage to educational programs.  I include the last paragraph from the article:

       The metaphor of reading level emerged from the conjunction of  two things as different as the position 
of a point on a surface and a position on an intellectual matter. The connection, supported by a belief 
that all things that are variable can be measured with  objectivity and precision, has found a nurturing 
environment in the 1980s when so much of our lives is governed by numbers. Such an environment 
makes it questionable whether a shift in the metaphorical meaning of reading level will allow for 
substantive change in reading instruction – or indeed whether a wholly new metaphor must emerge.

The article sparked some reaction, notably from the national figure in reading 
instruction, John Carroll. He included a reaction to the article which was also published 
in Phi Delta Kappan. He referred to what he called a “dubious assertion” in my article. 
In so doing, he misquoted me, thus causing me to follow with a second brief article in 
the November 1988 issue of Phi Delta Kappan. The closing paragraph in my response 
to Carroll:

       I suggest that we forget the early dream of precision of measuring  the difficulty of reading materials 
and reading performance and make good use of intelligent estimation in both cases. This would free 
teachers to teach and children to read, two essential elements in a successful reading program. In so 
doing, we would allow reading level to remain what it is – a useful metaphor – and we would not try 
to make anything more of it.

My interest in metaphor, both as a literary device and use in our lives generally, 
continued to grow, eventually having an important impact on my own thinking on 
subjects such as religion. I believe the thinking that resulted in writing the article on 
reading instruction expanded into all areas of my life, making an important difference.

The article in Phi Delta Kappan brought a new friendship that illustrated the unusual 
way we developed international friendships. I asked Dorothy Gulliver from Stockwell 
College in London to react to the article. She was always very thorough in her critiques 
of anything I asked her to read. Additionally, she wrote that she shared the article with 
a colleague. At that time, I did not know the identity of this person. Later I received 
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an excellent critique from her colleague Ken Williams. This was the beginning of 
correspondence with him that resulted in a lifelong friendship.

Our friendship with Dorothy grew deeper when she came for a visit that year after 
her husband Eric’s death. We took her to one of our favorite places, the Alabama 
Shakespeare Theatre to see Long Day’s Journey Into Night. She visited my classes 
on campus, stimulating much interest as she told of her experience in education in 
England. She met many of our friends, even sharing Thanksgiving with the family. Our 
friendship with Dorothy continued to grow until her death.

There was an important development in my writing at this time. Prior to this year, 
all of my correspondence and professional writing were completed first in long hand 
and then typed on the typewriter. I distinctly remember not being able to compose a 
letter or article on the typewriter. Milton was indirectly responsible for this change. He 
brought his small “Mac” and set it up on the card table in the den. My diary entry on 
January 11, 1968 reads: Wrote letter on computer. I can compose at the computer. Will 
eventually get one.” Then on Decemeber 22: “Ordered MacPlus, my first computer, 
cost $1822.69.” (At this writing, that small computer is still “plugged up” in “Melanie’s 
old room,” and I can take “floppy disks” there and read early correspondence and 
writing.) The rest is history! Now I find it difficult to compose in long hand; rather 
all of my writing is done on the computer, and all recipients are pleased because of 
the deterioration in my penmanship. This change in my writing facilitated growing 
correspondence with friends in Europe and also writing professionally.

I maintained high standards in my classes, and this was generally respected by the 
students. My diary reflects a student’s graduation was delayed because of a failing 
grade in one of my classes. Even pleading by his father for me to change her grade 
did not cause me to yield. I maintained a professional relationship with students, and I 
offered any assistance for students who were serious about their work and aspired to be 
effective teachers. I was not patient with those who wanted to perform at a minimum 
level. I also tried very hard to stress linking ideas with practice in the classroom. To 
illustrate this point, I exchanged positions with a fourth grade teacher one morning. I 
went to the school and taught her class while she met with my students and worked 
with them on a designated subject. This is the kind of practice that I valued, and I 
think it helped me to communicate more readily with both pre-service and in-service 
teachers. Remembering the importance of relationships with professors in my own 
personal educational experience, Fran and I invited the undergraduates as a group into 
our home once each quarter for a “covered dish” supper. This also extended to some 
graduate classes as well and proved to be a pleasant experience for students, Fran and 
me. 

The change on Michael’s status from student to Auburn University graduate brought 
a change for him and us. It was extremely pleasant for us when he would come for 
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dinner each evening while he was completing his degree. The conversations at this 
time were very stimulating, and I valued them very much. He declined an offer for 
an assistantship when he decided to leave the academic world and go to work in the 
business world. This new life in sales was very different from what he had known 
successfully in the world of music. He related an experience of being in a shop in 
Birmingham and hearing one of the songs from the “Hotel” album that he helped to 
write. His academic and personal experiences had helped to prepare him for a very 
successful life after completing his degree at Auburn University.

Although there were changes in the children’s lives, we remained very close. Michael 
commented during this time that he did not want to be too far from us and this did not 
change. Melanie accepted a job with Bell South and moved to Nashville. Milton’s work 
took him to different locations, and Mark was successful at Brautigan’s in Montgomery. 
Fran became very active in her own family research; we made a very successful trip to 
Pendleton, South Carolina which added more interest. Fran and I played the duet “Poet 
and Peasant Overture,” music that brought us together when we were students at West 
Georgia College. We replaced the carpet in our bedroom and the floor in the kitchen 
and den for $1800, and I had a used transmission in the Volkswagen for $1316; it was 
also painted at a cost of $1389.92. A sale at the Bootery resulted in my buying two pairs 
of Rockport shoes where I could buy one and get a second pair at half price. (I am still 
wearing one pair – with new soles at one point – 27 years later!) 

In addition to the closeness I felt with Fran and the children, I maintained a good 
relationship with my siblings. This was illustrated by a letter I wrote to them on May 
4, 1986, Daddy’s 86th birthday had he lived. It also showed my own tendency toward 
reflection throughout my adult life. I kept in my desk drawer Daddy’s glasses that he 
wore at the time of his death in 1953. I wrote to my siblings that on his birthday, I put 
on his glasses, and I wondered how my world would look to him. I wondered what 
similarities there would be in our views and how we would deal with our differences. I 
wondered if his blue, penetrating eyes would sparkle again as they captured what they 
saw and channeled it to a mind of unrealized potential.  I then replaced his glasses with 
mine because at 54, one year older than he was at his death, it was necessary for me to 
have assistance with the closer view; the distance was then blurred. I knew my eyes – 
indeed my mind - grew in part from his seed, and they were linked, as his, to unbroken 
generations of the past. I was aware also that I am an extension of him, thus I should be 
able to see further because I was lifted out of circumstances that limited him, and the 
boundaries of my world were pushed back. I pointed out to my siblings that I had taken 
a few moments to remind myself of my linkage to him and pondered that unknown 
force that caused me to go beyond where he was in his understanding of the world; at 
the same time, I remain humbled by the realization of my own limitations. Perhaps the 
force was my searching spirit. I reminded them of Daddy’s prayer for an “unbroken 
family” in I951. I believed he would agree that the continuity of life is not destroyed 
by death, if the minds of the living so choose. The closeness of my siblings – all living 
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at the time of this writing – is comforting, and I have always hoped that this kind of 
relationship would be strong among our four children.

Two other articles were published during this time that were somewhat unusual in both 
content and the process of writing. In tracing the history of the metaphor of reading 
level, I came across a reference to what one source called “the earliest record of work in 
the field of educational measurement.” The document, George Fisher’s “Scale Book,” 
was a “numerical method” to measure the progress of students developed in England.  
I learned through an excellent librarian at Auburn University, Lorna Wiggins, that a 
professor, Dr. Richard Robinson, at University of Missouri was also interested in the 
subject. Through correspondence, the two of us decided it would be worthwhile to 
publish the instrument in this country. While Dr. Robinson was in London researching 
another subject, he located and copied at the British Museum Fisher’s paper that was 
presented to the “Statistical Section F, British Association” at Cambridge on October 
1, 1862. Because of the condition of the original document, he was not able to make a 
machine copy, so he set about copying it by hand. This copy was then reproduced in its 
entirety and published in the journal Educational Measurement in the Winter issue of 
1987. Although we never met in person, Dr. Robinson and I believed it was worthwhile 
to publish this document in the United States.

The second article was written by one of my students and me. There was a young 
man in my class, James Garner, Jr., who found delight in disagreeing with me on a 
number of issues. I encouraged such disagreement, although not many students – at 
least openly – acted on the invitation. This particular class in teaching language arts in 
the elementary school was organized around four types of text: narrative, exposition, 
poetry, and argument. During the first five weeks of the course, the students met for 
lecture/discussion sessions three days a week. They read, wrote, and analyzed examples 
of each type of text. They explored the thinking that is necessary to comprehend 
each piece and then translated this into terms commonly used in the language arts 
curriculum in the elementary school, e.g., sequence, inference, main idea, details, 
figurative language, and distinguishing fact and opinion. Beginning in the sixth week, 
they worked five days a week in a language arts classroom in the public schools where 
they planned and taught lessons for four weeks. Finally they reflected on and analyzed 
their teaching as they prepared a comprehensive laboratory report. The format of the 
article included my explaining the purpose and procedure of lessons, and this was 
followed by Mr. Garner’s description of and reaction to the experience. He was very 
candid in his reactions, making it possible for the reader to see the point of view of both 
instructor and student. I was pleased to see change in insights about teaching and his 
ability to translate ideas into classroom practice. 

An experience in writing poetry as a foundation for their working with children turned 
out to be very satisfying, and I was able to combine poetry writing with students’ 
reflection on their idea of the nature of teaching. I asked them to reflect on their idea 
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of teaching and decide whether the “teacher as gardener” or “teacher as sculptor” best 
characterized their thinking. I joined them in writing, and we devoted a class session 
to sharing the poetry and the differences suggested by the two different metaphors. 
For the sake of thinking about both metaphors, I decided to write from both, realizing 
that my own philosophy was more consistent with the metaphor of gardener. As I 
mentioned earlier, one student questioned a line in my poem related to the sculptor, 
and her challenge caused me to rethink the idea.

This poem was published as a part of an article I wrote long after retirement with George 
Fischer, President of Callaway Gardens. I valued this kind of teaching, believing that 
professional education could be based on stronger intellectual foundation, and students 
could be led to see the value of making teaching an intellectual activity. I believe some 
students appreciated this aspect of my teaching.

I was realizing at this time that I was a senior level professor, and I remember asking 
Dean Pierce before his retirement, “To whom do senior professors talk?”

A comment I found in a note from Dean Pierce was helpful at the time: “Weary not 
even though loneliness overtakes you.”

Another example of my work with poetry occurred in an unusual way. Reading the 
book Letters From an American Farmer, I was convinced that there is poetry in all of 
us; we just have to find ways to release it. Just by accident I learned that Ben Bonds, 
a young mechanic at Dyas Chevrolet, wrote poetry. I asked him to share some of his 
poetry with me, and I read it to my class, emphasizing the point that we can find poetry 
in places where we might least expect it. This was confirmed a good many years later 
when I worked with Oscar Cason in the literacy program. I am still convinced that we 
can cultivate - metaphor of the teacher as gardener – what is inherent in the mind of the 
individual. Such is the great joy of teaching. 

My link with Scotland grew stronger as I worked further on the research on the artist 
James Cadenhead. Dr. Birrell, a member of the Monks of St. Giles, typed and sent 
copies of all of Cadenhead’s poems that were on file, along with very helpful comments 
on the man’s participation in this organization. I sent him a copy of the book Family of 
Man, that was first presented to me by one of my graduate students when she graduated 
from Auburn University. This continued study caused me to record in my diary that I 
wanted so much to find the village in Scotland where my ancestors came from and visit 
this place. Alas! this would be an unfulfilled desire, although the search continued in 
the years that followed.

The research on James Cadenhead led to a very important professional development. I 
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was introduced to the work of Sir Patrick Geddes in 1987, which would lead to one of 
the most significant studies in my professional career. 

Early in 1988, I applied for a quarter of professional leave from the university to study 
the educational ideas of Patrick Geddes. My request was approved, and I was awarded 
a grant-in-aid in the amount of $2467, which helped support us while we were in 
Edinburgh. Through the assistance of Jim Dinwoodie, we were able to rent a flat owned 
by the Church of Scotland for 100 pounds a month. This flat, which was located at 30 
Coates Gardens, one block away from 1 Manor Place where Jim and Ina lived, and it 
was ordinarily occupied by missionaries who returned from assignments for a period 
of time. The flat had a large sitting room, two bedrooms, kitchen, and bathroom. It even 
had a piano! It served us well for our own comfort, and we entertained many people 
from both Scotland and some of our family members from the United States.

As I read the extensive daily diary I kept of the quarter we lived in Edinburgh, I 
relive the rich experiences Fran and I had in this great city. It is impossible for me to 
enumerate all the experiences and the impact they had on my personal and professional 
life. I shall mention a limited number. First of all, just living in the city and following 
many of the patterns of the residents provided the foundation for other experiences. 
The walk from 30 Coates Gardens to the National Library and return via the Outlook 
Tower and the Castle, pausing each time for a lovely view of Fyfe coast, provided time 
for me to reflect on the many records I examined. I supplemented these records with 
those in the archives at Strathclyde University in Glasgow, finding the assistance of 
Dr. Jim McGrath, Archivist, extremely valuable. I met so many people in the city who 
provided valuable information on both Patrick Geddes and James Cadenhead; it was 
rather amazing how my study of the two men was mutually complementary when I 
learned that they worked closely together in various projects in the city. My interaction 
with Dr. Mike Cuthbert from Heriott Watt University in Edinburgh and who encouraged 
me to pursue the study of Geddes, was of particular value inasmuch as he had devoted 
much time to the study of the man and his work. Walking in the area in Old Town where 
Geddes did much of his work in the city and visiting the Outlook Tower, an important 
landmark that is closely identified with his work, made the study of letters and various 
documents in the library come alive. The same was true as I visited various art galleries 
and saw the work of James Cadenhead. Jim and Ina Dinwoodie planned an excursion to 
Geddes’ boyhood home on Kinnoull Hill near Perth, where I was able to see the view 
that became symbolic in much of Geddes’ work, including the Outlook Tower.  I copied 
numerous records to bring back to Auburn as I worked toward publications as a follow-
up to the professional leave.

On a personal level, the interaction with so many different people while we were 
in the city brought a richness that only I can understand. Entertaining McNeil and 
Sheena Cadenhead from Shetland and Andy and Edna Cadenhead from Aberdeen was 
important to me because these two Cadenheads were the first ones to respond to my 
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inquiries in the early 1970s when I was working on family history. We were pleased also 
to entertain Paul and Sara and Alton and Ila, and having them join us, the Dinwoodies, 
and Andy and Edna for the visit to the Caddonhead farm was a memorable time for 
all of us. Melanie and Becky spent time with us, and we also were able to show them 
various special places in Scotland while they were with us.

It was a memorable evening when we entertained Ken and Marion Davidson and their 
two daughters. During the evening, Ken invited me to join him for a day of work on 
the Caddonhead farm. Unfortunately, I was not able to have what would have been a 
treasured experience in the beautiful hills through which runs the Caddon Water. This 
evening with the shepherd and his family did add considerably to a friendship that 
eventually led to their coming to visit us in Auburn. 

One of the most treasured memories of this time was the day spent with Bill and Vi 
Cadenhead when they came to visit us at 30 Coates Gardens. Bill had not been to 
the Caddonhead farm, so in the afternoon, he and I went to the place of origin of our 
name, and we agreed that it was indeed a spiritual experience that we shared, and it 
contributed to a relationship that he characterized as “spiritual brothers.” It was late 
in the afternoon when we arrived, so we walked as far as we could, reaching the small 
bridge just below where the Birehope Burn meets Caddon Water. It was here that he 
painted the pastel that hangs over our sofa in the den, and indeed is one of our prized 
possessions. On the reverse side of the pastel is an envelope containing a photograph of 
Bill and me on the bridge – made with automatic setting - and also a typed copy of the 
lengthy diary entry I made on that day, truly one of the most memorable for me because 
of the setting, the relationship between the two of us, and the picture, a reminder of 
both.

There are special pages in my diary that represent a kind of experiment for me. I did not 
record the origin of the idea, but I think it was related to some of the thinking of Geddes 
and his notion of what constitutes an education. As a way of imprinting experiences 
deeply in my mind, I recorded results of all five senses at work in the city. Even as I 
read the diary now, I can recall the sounds, sights, smells, touch, and tastes because the 
action of these senses stored memories in my mind in a way that I can retrieve them 
simply by reading the words I recorded. It also underscores the value of experience as 
a vital part of education. 

There was a period of adjustment after I returned to Auburn. The intellectual stimulation 
provided by the many people with whom I interacted, and the many ideas I discovered 
through my study caused me to want to publish and cause people in this country to 
be more aware of the power of Geddes’ ideas. Having no one who shared this interest 
and no one with whom I could discuss and pursue the ideas caused me to lose some 
of my initial enthusiasm. However, I began immediately to organize the materials and 
my notes. I began to write what I intended to be chapters in a book, but alas! the 
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chapters remain in my filing cabinet. I did publish two significant articles based on 
my research.  A lengthy article, “Patrick Geddes: American Connections,” appeared in 
Vitae Scholasticae. 
Note: The writing hiatus at this time ends and I write again immediately after my 83rd 
birthday. As I write this morning, I am reminded of a comment Michael made when he 
was leaving on Saturday. I gave him my old pocket watch that Fran gave to me when 
we were living in Mountville. He told me to get back to work on my memoirs. When I 
told him there was so much to include, he advised me to “hit the highlights.” Perhaps 
if I am to complete this work, I must heed his advice.

The article in Vitae Scholasticae highlighted some of Geddes’ ideas and also 
reintroduced him in this country by calling attention to his linkage with people such 
as Lewis Mumford and John Dewey. Geddes referred to his and Dewey’s “thinking on 
parallel lines.” As I studied Geddes’ ideas, I realized that I, too, believed that he and I 
often thought on “parallel lines.” Unfortunately, the readership of this particular journal 
was not widespread; therefore, the article did not reach a large audience. Mumford’s 
assessment of Geddes showed much insight; in fact, he advised Geddes to spend less 
time on correspondence, Geddes’ way of disseminating some of his ideas, and write 
books. Perhaps if Geddes had followed this advice, his impact would have been much 
greater, especially outside of Scotland and India, the chief places where he worked. I 
was pleased with this article because the length allowed me to call attention to him as a 
man, his ideas, and his connection with outstanding persons in this country at that time.

The second article was published in the Winter volume of The Educational Forum, the 
year I retired (1992). The article was an extension of a presentation I made to  Phi Delta 
Kappa, where I appeared on the program with the former Auburn University president, 
Dr. Harry Philpott. This article was a synthesis of some of my own ideas that were also 
espoused by Geddes. I was also able to suggest historical information that supported 
the title, “Timeless Educational Ideas.” I was pleased to propose the following ideas 
that I believed to be significant and timeless:

 1.      Wonder is the seed of knowledge.

 2.      True education is self-education.

 3.       The individual sees only what he or she brings through the power and 
habit of seeing.

 4.      Synthesis of knowledge is essential in an age of specialization.

 5.      Learning cannot be evaluated with precision in measurement.

My intention to write a book related to Geddes’ ideas on education and showing the 
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close link between his ideas and mine did not materialize. It interested me that the link 
was strengthened when I realized that the year of his death was the same as the year 
of my birth. Studying the man and his ideas was a profound personal and professional 
experience for me because it helped me to clarify and express more clearly my own 
ideas on education. I actually wrote drafts of several chapters after our return from the 
quarter of study in Scotland; unfortunately, the book was not completed. I felt akin to 
Geddes who explained his not publishing books by saying there was constantly “a spate 
of new ideas,” and also, a part of my writing process includes continually revising what 
I have written, making it more difficult to have a finished product.

It was during my study of Geddes and related reading that I came across a quote 
attributed to Gotthold Ephraim Lessing (1729-1781) that reinforced the spirit in which 
I have lived and worked and the theme of my memoirs:

       Not the truth which a man possesses or thinks he possesses, but the sincere endeavours which he has 
made to arrive at the truth, constitute the worth of the man. For not through the possession  of truth 
but through the search after it are those powers developed wherein alone his ever growing perfection 
consists. Possession makes restful, indolent, proud.

Although I did not publish the book that I intended to write, my study of the man and 
his ideas made a significant impact on me both personally and professionally.

Changes were occurring in the family. The children were further developing their own 
individual lives. Michael and Jessica Jones had a serious relationship. They shared 
many interests, and at one time, it seemed they would marry; however, ultimately the 
relationship did not lead to marriage. Milton proposed to Diane Gundling from West 
Virginia, and at the time, I was concerned about the probability of his settling so far 
from Auburn. I was also unsure about what part religion would play in their lives, 
especially since the differences in their respective backgrounds could have an effect. 
An important thing that attracted them to each other was the importance of family. For 
this, I was pleased.

The strong feelings I had about the changes is reflected in my diary entry for December 
26, 1988:

       The six of us enjoyed breakfast together. I got up early to build  a fire. Fran prepared a full breakfast. 
I suppose this will be our last time together – just the six of us. This is not written with any regret 
because we are happy Milton will be married and the number will be increased. I know, however, that 
it is only natural that our times together will become less frequent.

Milton’s sense of humor came through clearly when we shared with him the controversy 
surrounding the placement of the pastel of Caddonhead that Bill gave to us. He said that 
he hoped we would not cover the “horse’s head” that had been visible in the paneling all 
through the years. We did not cover it! The final place for the pastel was over the sofa.
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When viewing the shelves holding my diaries that show no consistency in bindings, 
one stands out in a special way. If I were writing strictly from memory, I would indicate 
that because of my increased interest in using the computer when writing, this year 
was the only one in which I kept the diary strictly via the word processor. This would 
be incorrect; rather I used the computer because I did not receive a journal with 
blank pages for a Christmas present; therefore I chose to resort to the word processor, 
indicating that I would be interested to see “how this turned out.” Interestingly, I found 
that I wrote longer entries; however, I would not write as often as I did when I kept the 
journal in a more conventional way. Also, it is clear that I preferred writing rather than 
keeping the journal on the computer because this was the only year that I followed the 
lead of technology.

A big event in 1989 was Milton and Diane’s wedding. Early in the year, Fran and I 
went to Maryland where we met George and Sara, Diane’s parents, for the first time 
at Normandie Farms restaurant, a place that became very special to us in subsequent 
years. It was clear that the linking of the two families through the marriage of our 
children was going to be very important to all of us. The wedding itself on June 3 – they 
share our anniversary - was truly a beautiful experience for all of us. Perhaps because 
of the simplicity of Fran’s and my wedding, I have always questioned the expense of 
weddings; however, I am aware that my thinking is probably not supported by the 
majority of people. I was so moved by the events surrounding Milton and Diane’s 
wedding that I recorded in my diary a list of observations and experiences that caused 
me to conclude that it was “truly an event I shall remember for the rest of my life.” 
Reading the list in preparation for this writing caused me to visualize the experience in 
a very meaningful way almost twenty-six years later.

Other members of the family were continuing to pursue their interests. Fran was doing 
outstanding work with wives of international students through the program at First 
Baptist Church. On her 60th birthday, I took her to dinner at the lovely Georgian Room 
at Callaway Gardens and gave her a pearl necklace.  On a different note, she became 
concerned during 1989 when she discovered that diabetes was to be a part of her life. 
Melanie became a homeowner for the first time in Nashville where she continued to 
succeed in her work. Michael had not settled completely in his new work in sales; 
he was still exploring other possibilities, probably hoping that there was a way he 
could still be linked closely with music.  Mark continued to work in the bar business, 
supporting himself in a way that was satisfactory for him at the time. His relationship 
with Penny Hatcher led almost to marriage. He was very fond of her two sons Blake 
and Cory, and we were prepared to support the marriage although we knew there were 
serious differences in their backgrounds. He eventually realized that this relationship 
should not lead to marriage. Also the end of his work at Brautigans led to his leaving 
Montgomery.
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A diary entry on February 7, 1990 was made with red ink: Heidi’s death. Throughout 
the children’s younger years, we had a dog, but it was always on the outside. Beginning 
with Heidi, one of Helga’s pups, she became a part of the family. She linked us with 
Michael and Nancy inasmuch as Helga was their dachshund, and once when they 
brought Helga and her pups for a visit, Heidi did not return with them to Birmingham. 
Heidi was later joined by Roscoe, Melanie’s dog when she lived in Columbus. Both 
Heidi and Roscoe became good companions, and they also were an important part of 
our family, including the attachment Mrs. Jameson had to Heidi when Mrs. Jameson 
came from the nursing home to 259 Conrey for Sunday lunch. Heidi was hit by a car 
and killed in front of the house. We wrapped her in the purple towel with which she 
liked to be covered at night and buried her near the path that led to the garden. It was a 
moving experience as we watched Roscoe go to her grave after she was buried, and he 
also made mournful sounds at night when he was alone in his bed in the laundry room. 
Also the entire family mourned Heidi’s death. 

It was during 1989 when I discovered that I had neuropathy. Some difficulty in 
moving my toes on my right foot caused me to seek the opinion of Dr. Hamp Greene, 
neurologist, who diagnosed my condition as peripheral polyneuropathy. He referred 
me to Dr. Linton Hopkins, a specialist at Emory University Hospital. I recorded in my 
diary that “knowing this has also added to my depression because I do not know what 
is in the future. Again, I can only adapt to those things I cannot change.” I was told then 
that in some cases, the condition can disappear, which fortunately it did in my case. I 
did not have to endure any sustained difficulties since it “corrected itself.” As will be 
seen later, it recurred many years in the future and again tested my ability to “adapt to 
those things I cannot change.”  

My contacts with international friends continued to be a very important part of my life 
during this time. After meeting Dr. Jim McGrath, archivist at Strathclyde University 
during my quarter of professional leave, I invited him and his friend Meg to visit us in 
Auburn. We planned an exciting itinerary for them while they were here. Also Andy 
and Edna spent three weeks with us during the year, and our travel experiences and time 
in Auburn served only to make this friendship so much richer. While at the beach with 
them, I wrote a poem with the title “Shadows on the Beach” that had deep meaning 
for me alone, and I included it in my unpublished book of poems to which I assigned 
the title Connections. Later I came across an appropriate quote from the Frenchman 
Talleyrand that captured my thinking about this poem: “Man was given language to 
conceal his thoughts.” Visits from Michel and Nicole Salines from France added to the 
friendship that continued to grow through the years. Also Fabienne (Rodot) Lesaulnier 
from France bringing her husband and children for a visit kept this friendship alive. 
It began when Fabienne was an exchange student. We have often wished that we had 
kept a guest book of all the people from different countries and from various parts of 
the U.S. who slept in our guest bedroom. All of these contacts added so much richness 
to our lives.
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The link of international friendships and my long research in family history was 
illustrated in a letter from Dr. McNeil Cadenhead on September 20, 1989. He wrote 
about a James Cadenhead who was born in Fordoun in 1742. This was significant for me 
for two reasons. According to the 1840 census, James Cadenhead, Sr. was listed as 98 
years of age, and at that time, I believed that this man in Pike County, Alabama in 1840 
was the earliest Cadenhead in this country. This letter from McNeil was important also 
because his family, he believed, originated in Kincardineshire, the county in Scotland 
where Fordoun is located. At the time I received this letter, I did not know that there is 
a DNA link with McNeil’s family line and mine, as confirmed by the DNA test made 
involving McNeil’s son and me. As of this writing, we do not have records documenting 
the actual link between the two family lines, but at some time in the future, I hope 
such documentation can be achieved. Interestingly, when Jim and Ina Dinwoodie were 
visiting with us, Jim traced Bill Cadenhead’s family to Fordoun. Unfortunately, I did 
not make a DNA test with Bill before his death. We always referred to our relationship 
as “spiritual brothers,” and I regret that I did not pursue an actual family connection. I 
was pleased that a letter I wrote to Scots Magazine resulted in Alastair Stevens writing 
an article that supported the origin of our name, suggesting that it was “fished out” 
of the Caddon Water in Selkirkshire. It was at this time we learned that the shepherd 
Ken Davidson and his wife Marion were moving from the Caddonhead farm. Their 
daughter Janine, age 12 at that time, wrote a lovely poem about Caddonhead and sent 
it to me. It has a permanent place in the writing “A Stream Not Taken,” describing our 
making the trek to the head of Caddon Water. I still have a mystical link to the area, and 
time does not weaken the connection.

Many times since I wrote the piece The Stream Not Taken, I have read it and believed it 
worth printing to share with others. (At the time of this writing, such has not happened. 
The typed copy with photographs simply remains on a shelf.) The spirit of adventure 
and the excitement of planning various trips to Caddonhead and the great satisfaction 
of sharing this excitement with my family and others remains very important to me. 
What I wrote at the end of the piece also underscores the overall theme of my memoirs.

       Why did we do it? Apart from the challenge and the pleasure, the walk perhaps 
symbolizes the power of a question that subsequently drives one to search for the 
origin of things. In this case, the search led to fascinating information, maturing 
friendships, and indeed lasting kinship with an incredibly beautiful piece of Nature 
– whether further study renders the connection myth or fact. (Written in 1986)

I continued to study music with Roy Wylie. My diary reveals my strong interest, many 
hours devoted to practice, as well as the developing friendship with Roy. We invited 
him to our home for dinner several times, and he always responded to Fran’s request 
that he play our piano. He told me at my first lesson of the new academic year that he 
thought the year would be a significant one for me. I was working on music of different 
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composers that required so much practice. As with my writing, I seldom achieved at the 
level I desired in music; however, I recorded on October 24, 1989 an unusual reaction 
from Roy, one that I supposed offered much encouragement:
       Delighted with my music lesson today. I do believe that I saw almost a radiance 

about Roy’s face after I completed the first movement of the Haydn Sonata. He 
jokingly asked, “Was that you playing, Kenneth?” He commented on the sound 
and especially that he did not see the usual shaking of my hands as I played. I am 
convinced that the slow practice made the difference because I was indeed more 
confident when I played. The Mendelssohn “Consolation” was also good. I have 
just a few things I want to do with the pieces.

This entry is of great importance in what it reveals. It called to mind music lessons in 
high school when I would go for a lesson with chapped hands, cracked from working 
in the dairy. My hands would perspire and leave dark places on the piano keys resulting 
from dirt in the cracks in my fingers. I remember being embarrassed from this when 
I was very young. Also, I was always nervous when I played before Miss Pauline in 
high school, and it was the same when I played for Roy. I worked so hard at practice 
so I could play well at the time of lessons, but I seldom performed well because of 
the tension. Roy called attention to this several times, but it never became less of a 
problem, so I did not play my best in lessons or in recitals.

I was very much aware of the problem, but rather than stop the lessons, I persisted 
because I wanted to improve my performance. So music for me has been a thing 
of personal enjoyment and accomplishment, and I have never liked playing for an 
audience. Only twice did I record my playing. One that I value very much is the duet 
Roy and I played: Mother Goose Suite, by Maurice Ravel. The first attempt at recording 
it was a fiasco. I asked if I could work further on my part and record again. The second 
time was much better; however, the recorder malfunctioned!

So all I have is the first one that has many errors on my part; however, I still value 
it because it was pleasing for me to be able to play the duet with Roy.  The second 
example of my recording was the preparation of a tape to give to the children one 
Christmas. On one side of the tape is my piano music, and on the reverse side is piano 
music recorded by Fran.

Fran and I began our work in the Lee County Literacy Coalition in 1990. We worked 
with individuals with whom we were matched by the coalition director.  Also, we 
worked with men in the Auburn Sanitation Department. The latter came about as we 
arranged for the men to be released an hour early from their work so we could work 
with them, especially in reading. Two men in particular made my work very satisfying. 
I believed that Oscar Cason who drove the truck that carried recycled material had 
poetry in his soul. He wrote a moving poem with the title “My Dreams” that I have 
kept through the years because it showed me the human potential that can be found 
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in places where it might be overlooked. Galen Watkins, who later earned his GED, 
wrote excellent stories. His ability to create dialogue between characters showed both 
creativity and a deep understanding of people who were in deprived conditions. Oscar 
and Galen died prematurely, and I was not able to follow them beyond the work I did 
with them. Both Fran and I felt deeply about our relationship with the men with whom 
we worked, and we were successful with some of them, and others we felt did not make 
progress. We discontinued our work with the group, but we maintained relationships 
with individuals through the literacy coalition.

A humorous dialogue between Alec and Nick about Oscar has brought many laughs 
from people with whom it has been shared. When our grandson Nick was very small, 
he loved all kinds of trucks. One day when the grandchildren were here, I took them up 
to the street to meet Oscar. He showed them how the truck worked, and we had a time 
for taking pictures. The boys were very fond of Oscar. After they returned home and 
were going to school one morning, they saw the garbage truck picking up the trash. 
Then came the following conversation between Alec (7) and Nick (5).

      Alec: That reminds me of Oscar.

      Nick: Oh yeah, but he died.

      Alec: Yes, that’s sad.

      Nick: He’s in hell now.

      Alec: Nick! Oscar is in heaven, not hell!

      Nick: Oh Yeah, I always get those two confused.

It was during this year that I met Larry Johnson for the first time. I worked with him 
weekly for a number of years, and the experience proved to be of value to both of us. 
It was through Larry that I was able to continue some aspect of teaching, something to 
which I had devoted all my professional life. As it was during my first year of teaching 
in 1950-51 that I was free to try many different ideas, I had the same freedom as I taught 
him to read. Just as I was reminded myself of the inscription that Charles Hudgins 
wrote in the book he gave to me in 1951- “work is a form of creative expression and 
love”- my first year of teaching, I found it to be true even almost 40 years later. My 
diary reflects many entries through the years of both satisfaction and frustration as I 
sought different ways to help Larry. As it turned out, I found myself reaching beyond 
teaching to such things as financial assistance and much later helping him get a loan 
from the bank to build a church for his small congregation. Several times, we attended 
the pastor appreciation services at his church, a very different kind of experience. My 
work with him resulted in a friendship that was important to both of us. The story 
continues to progress in his retirement from his daily work in the county Department of 
Transportation and as he successfully leads the people in his church. More references 
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will be made to our relationship later. I remember reading a statement in Bryce 
Courtnay’s book The Power of One that expresses my feeling about such work as Fran 
and I did in the literacy program: “When a man knows somebody cares, he keeps some 
small place, a corner maybe of his soul, clean and lit.”

Fran and I shared so many of the same interests, and we worked together to achieve 
goals we set for ourselves. Also, we reminded ourselves often that we were indeed very 
fortunate. One such time is recorded in my diary on March 24, 1990 when the two of 
us and the Dinwoodies were in Savannah:

       I shall not soon forget the time Fran and I had together on  Thursday night – walk along the 
river and the time to sit on a bench by he river and reflect on our times with Jim and Ina. We both 
agreed that if our lives ended the next  day, we could say we had lived rich lives. We both realize how 
very fortunate we are.

The children were making important decisions in their lives, and we enjoyed observing 
their individuality as they moved in their own worlds. Milton and Diane had bought 
an old historic home in Rockville, Maryland, and we liked visiting them and seeing 
their talents at work in restoring the house. The distance precluded many contacts 
with them, but we were proud of what they were doing together. Mark’s decision to 
enroll at Southern Union Junior College was a major move for him. His continual 
tension between achieving his individual goals and pursuing a relationship with Penny 
presented a problem for him. However, observing his performance in his classes, 
engaging in conversation at dinner, and assisting him by typing his papers let me 
know that he was on the way to succeeding as a student. At one time during this early 
academic experience, he mentioned that he might like to become a teacher; however, 
this changed as he moved further into his courses. After success at Southern Union, 
and building confidence, he enrolled at Auburn University and achieved at a high level. 
Michael’s relationship with Jessica continued over a long period of time, but because of 
some significant differences in their views on important subjects, they eventually went 
their separate ways. Melanie continued to be successful with her work in Nashville, 
and she had a short term relationship with a man prior to her return to Atlanta. The 
children, knowing that I planned to retire soon, surprised Fran and me by giving funds 
to provide a study carrel in the university library in our honor. This gesture on their part 
meant so much to us at that time in our lives.

I was indeed looking toward retirement; however we remained very active in different 
aspects of our lives. I was pleased with the success of the Fifth Year program, giving 
me the opportunity to work with some very talented students. Contact with former 
students also added to my professional satisfaction. An outstanding student, Susan 
Holland, who went on to complete her Master’s at Ohio State University wrote the 
following in her thesis:

       I would like to thank Dr. Kenneth Cadenhead who during my early years in education instilled in me 
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a love for learning. I will always be grateful to him for his direction, friendship, and counsel that so 
positively shaped my way of thinking. The effect he has had on my education will always remain with 
me. Thank you, Ken.

My active follow-up work to the research on Patrick Geddes provided very satisfying 
experiences including presenting a paper at a meeting in Edinburgh. I was committed 
to teaching, and I found the results very satisfying. Our contact with international 
friends continued to expand, including a week with Jim and Ina Dinwoodie in Italy, 
entertaining Ted and Elizabeth Neather from Woodbury, England, realizing that we 
were indeed kindred spirits. I maintained extensive correspondence with friends in 
several different countries. I wanted to improve my skill in French so I attended a class 
in French at the university, the teacher being a young man from France. In addition to 
maintaining a close relationship with our children, we also visited my siblings, and we 
traveled with Paul and Sara, including time at Callaway Gardens and a trip to Plains 
to hear the former President Jimmy Carter teach his Sunday school class. These times 
together resulted in our having rich travel experiences to faraway places in subsequent 
years.

One of the very early entries in my diary for 1992 was that I wrote a letter to Andrew 
Weaver, Department Head, that I would retire in June. From that time, I looked with 
great anticipation to retirement, realizing that I would miss my contact with students. 
The tone of my diary entries showed sadness as I sorted files, deciding what I would 
keep and what would be discarded. I cannot explain why I took one action. For some 
reason, I removed the covers on all journals in which I had published articles; perhaps 
I was planning to recycle the paper! When I mentioned this action to Fran, she insisted 
that I return the journals to their original form, and she prepared a basket in which she 
placed all journals (with restored covers) and a note indicating that these professional 
journals contained articles I had written. I am pleased that she did this because the 
articles do reflect much of my thinking at various times in my career. I invited colleagues 
and students to come to my office and select books they would like to have after I had 
chosen a few to bring home with me. Reviewing correspondence as I removed files 
caused much reflection, and some emotion. It was customary for the department to 
host a retirement event for the person retiring; however, I told the department head 
that I preferred not to have any such event. He honored my request, and he simply 
brought my professor emeritus certificate to my office. I only wanted later only to visit 
the library and therefore to have parking privileges. I do value what happened at the 
final departmental meeting for the academic year. I recorded it in my diary on June 3; 
it actually upstaged our 41st wedding anniversary when we celebrated in Montgomery 
by going to dinner and a play at Alabama Shakespeare Festival Theatre, an institution 
that meant so much to both Fran and me.

       I was deeply moved by the actions of my colleagues at the final departmental faculty meeting.  Andy 
wished me well. The faculty stood and applauded. This meant more to me than a reception or gift. 
I shall certainly miss the opportunity to interact with some of the members of the department. The 
expression on their part  meant a great deal to me. . .Afterward, Dan Bass came by for a visit. This 
is what I will miss – the opportunity to converse with  bright doctoral students. I fear I will not find a 
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substitute for this. It will have to be a pleasant memory.

Equally as important to me was what Fran and the children did for me at this time.

Without my knowing the plan, all the children came home for the purpose of helping 
me move my books and files from the office to our home. This was an emotional time 
for me, and having my family sharing it with me made it even more memorable for me. 
Shortly after lunch on June 7, we went to campus. We walked from Haley Center to 
the library where they made photographs of Fran and me at the study carrel they gave 
in our honor. Then we went back to the office where we moved all my things except 
what I had to transfer from my computer. That night, Fran planned a delicious family 
dinner. I was strengthened by the beauty of our time together, and Michael’s toast 
indeed became the theme for what was to follow: 

“To a new beginning.”

Positive changes in the family at this time also made the beginning of my retirement 
very pleasant. Melanie moved from Nashville to Tyrone, and she built a beautiful home 
that was to be a place we visited often and felt very much at home. Mark’s success 
at Southern Union Junior College helped to build his confidence, and he enrolled at 
Auburn University. As I had planned, I paid off the mortgage on the house as I retired, 
and I had set as a goal having $100,000 in savings, a goal I achieved. My plan was 
to continue adding to savings each month of retirement, another goal that I achieved. 
The closeness of our family continued to be important to all of us. Additionally, I 
maintained close relationship with my siblings, including a trip to Alaska with Alton 
and Ila the summer following my retirement.

Shortly after my retirement date – July 2, 1992 – another entry was made in red ink: 
Roscoe’s death. His general condition had continued to decline after Heidi’s death, and 
we finally knew that the kindest thing we could do was to have him euthanized.

I shall never forget holding him in my arms and feeling life leave his body. I buried 
him next to Heidi near the path leading to the garden, placing a stone on his grave and 
adding some violets as I had done earlier for Heidi. 

A very significant bit of information on family history supplied by Bill Germany at 
this time added interest to my continuing to pursue the study in my retirement. We have 
yet to go beyond speculation concerning the information; however, it is possible that 
whoever continues the study can build on what we have amassed. Bill found a coroner’s 
report, dated 1782, in Craven County, North Carolina, stating that a John Cappinhead 
burned on his petagua. The closeness to our surname and a story that has been passed 
on for generations that the first Cadenhead in this country was the son of a man who 
burned on his boat makes this report of particular interest. This is of interest because 
James Cadenhead, Sr., to whom we trace our ancestry, purchased land in the nearby 
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county in 1783. My early goal in the family history study was to make a documented 
link with a family in Scotland. As yet, this has not been achieved, although it is possible 
that this John Cappinhead and the DNA link I made will eventually lead to the goal.

The unfortunate death of our friend Carl Mote who was such a vital part of our lives 
during our Mountville days and our continued contact with his wife Jean helped to 
make a link with Callaway Gardens, thus adding an important part of our lives during 
retirement. Less than a month after Carl’s death, we took Jean to Callaway Gardens, 
and while there on a visit in November that we would like to become volunteers. As 
will be seen later, this decision made a great impact on our lives.
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Retirement
On Sunday morning, February 8, 2015 during my early morning reading and solitude, 
it occurred to me that whatever else is written before the conclusion of my story will 
continue the theme in the first paragraph that was written when I began writing at the 
age of 76: Life is a continual search. As I look up at the poem carved in wood over 
my computer and read what I wrote when I was seventeen, “I went out walking one 
day… Where I was going, I do not know…,” I am sure I did not know that my life 
would be a search. How I wish I could climb into the mind of the seventeen-year-old 
and understand exactly what he meant.  Through the years, the nature of the search has 
changed at various times; however, it continues as I write about the first full year of 
retirement. At the end of 1993, I wrote in my diary:

       My first full year of retirement has been very fine indeed. Many significant things have happened for 
all members of the family. As I reflect on the year and as I scan the diary, I am made very much aware 
that we are indeed very fortunate.

Michael built his lovely home on a lot he purchased near Sharpsburg. Although 
difficult for him, he emerged from the disappointment in the relationship with Jessica, 
and he found satisfaction in planning and building his home. At this time, he still had 
some doubts concerning his job in sales at the utility service company; his love for 
music remained.  Melanie continued to enjoy her new home, improving the yards and 
decorating the interior with excellent taste. Mark was very successful in his program at 
Auburn University, receiving a scholarship that helped cover some of his expenses. His 
relationship with Penny ended. It was an emotional ending for him because he knew 
that her future was not bright, and he also had deep feelings for Blake and Cory. I, too, 
felt deeply for Penny, but I knew that the decision Mark made was going to help shape 
his future in a positive way. Milton and Diane continued to enjoy their lovely home in 
Rockville. We spent ten days with them in their very special old house, and the time 
with them was indeed pleasant for us. 

I stopped studying music with Roy Wylie after very pleasant and profitable years of 
study that helped to prepare me for my retirement years. We continued to have many 
guests in our home, including Jim and Ina again when we also made a trip together 
to Niagara Falls. Fran’s many talents always made our guests feel welcome. Former 
students including Kris Sloan and Rickey Cotton joined us for meals and visits. Close 
relationships with former students remained important to me throughout my retirement 
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years.
Fran and I continued and expanded our work in the literacy coalition. I found this to 
be an outlet for teaching, something that had been so important to me throughout my 
professional career. Our work with the men from the Sanitation Department proved to 
be very satisfying although at times frustrating as well. We both were moved deeply 
one day when the janitor at Boykin School where we worked stopped us and asked if 
we could teach him to read. Unfortunately, he was not able to join the group with whom 
we worked. 

My interest in Gayland Watkins and his progress became more intense as I saw his 
possibilities in writing.  I was interested to know more about his background, so I 
encouraged him to write his autobiography. He declined, indicating that his life was not 
interesting and he would rather learn about the lives of other people. He had problems 
managing his finances, and I sometimes helped him in a similar way that I helped Larry. 
His wife joined him in the program, and Fran and I both worked with her. We invited 
them into our home for dinner one evening, and they told us their electrical power had 
been cut because they had not paid the bill; they were cooking outside. It was clear they 
had problems that would not be solved easily. I wanted very much to get into Gayland’s 
mind and understand his behavior. I knew that he was capable of doing good work 
because I had read some of his writing. I also knew that he was indirectly telling much 
about himself through his writing. In spite of his problems, he continued to work, and 
he passed the GED. This encouraged him, and at that time, he was selected as employee 
of the month in the department. Although I was not successful in having him publish 
some of his stories, I believed they warranted publication, especially one short story 
with the title “My Boy.” I have often wondered what might have been possible for 
Gayland if he had not succumbed to cancer not long after my work with him. Our work 
with the men in the Sanitation Department did not continue, although I did continue 
my work with Larry, a relationship that developed in a special way in subsequent years.

My friendship with Art Coss became much deeper during my retirement years.  Once 
when Anne’s friends, John and Krys Street, were visiting us, John asked me why I 
decided to become a teacher. This question resulted in my writing an answer to the 
question, and I later shared it with Art Coss, who in his role at the university had 
encouraged me in so many ways. His response showed the warmth of friendship that 
grew in depth as we met for coffee each Tuesday, either at his home or mine, until his 
death. I believed he understood the depth of my beliefs and feelings about teaching, 
and this is shown in a part of the response he wrote:

        Your remarkable facility for communication astounds me, especially since my own powers are so 
limited. The candor regarding your decision to teach is touching. I think you have achieved your goal 
of a lamplighter [referring to my poem  “Walking with my Thoughts”] as attested by feedback from 
your students over many years. It also appears to be a continuing goal in your retirement. 
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In addition to our volunteer work in the literacy coalition, we pursued our work as 
volunteers at Callaway Gardens. At first, we worked in the greenhouses, meeting Jean 
Mote for pleasant times together, including lunch in the employees cafeteria. 

Sandy Mullins, the excellent coordinator, asked me to become a trainer of other 
volunteers or to become chairman of the Education Committee. I was not ready to take 
on such a responsibility, but I did agree to serve on the Volunteer Steering Committee. 
A special link with the Gardens is made through the song of a special bird. One day 
in July when I was working in my woods I heard the sound of a bird that I had heard 
before, but I could not identify the bird song. That particular day, I was able to get 
close enough to identify the bird as the wood thrush. Another volunteer at the Gardens, 
Peggy Spencer, also loved the sound of the wood thrush. For several years, until her 
death, we would communicate with each other and record the first date we heard the 
sound in our woods each spring. Also, once when I was walking through the woods at 
the Gardens with Fred Newman, I called his attention to the beautiful bird song. He 
later wrote to me when he first heard the sound near his home in Connecticut. As will 
be seen later, these linkages through friendships formed at the Gardens proved to be 
vital to me during my retirement years. Then the bird song extended to Melanie’s and 
Ginger’s listening each year for this piece of Nature in the woods behind their homes. 
Only people who have a special link with Nature can appreciate such feelings!

Having more time to pursue my personal interests, I was able to work further on family 
history. A significant discovery, quite by accident, was information in the history of the 
small town of Bethel, North Carolina. The writer of this history indicated that James 
Cadenhead was a teacher who started the first school in the town in the 18th century. 
This information followed the discovery of the record showing that John Cappinhead 
burned on his boat in 1782. James, Sr., the teacher in Bethel, purchased property in 
Terrell County in 1783 and also was a resident of Pitt County where Bethel is located. 
Although more than one resident of the area supported the information concerning his 
starting the first school, I did not find a record that documented such a claim. This is a 
part of the unfinished history, and perhaps an interested family member will pursue the 
search in the future.

Another adventure in family history at this time was the location of the burial site of 
William Pew Cadenhead, my great grandfather. I had learned through my research that 
he left Georgia with his wife and children after the Civil War and was going to Texas. 
I traced the ownership of the property he left in Troup County, Georgia to the original 
land grant made to his father-in-law William Radney to the present owner. He made it 
as far as Bastrop, Louisiana where he died in 1870. When his son Leland Ivey came 
from Texas for a reunion in Georgia in 1940, he stopped at the Christ Church Cemetery 
in Bastrop to visit his father’s and brother’s unmarked graves. I had kept a photograph 
of him standing by a grave marker that was adjacent to his father’s grave. Also, once 
when we were on our way back from Yellowstone National Park in 1974, I, too, stopped 
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and had a photograph made of me in the same place. In the course of my search, I 
developed a lasting friendship with George Sims who worked in the courthouse in 
Bastrop. I shared the two photographs with him, and he found the particular grave 
marker. Through correspondence, our friendship developed, and George was extremely 
helpful in what turned out to be a memorable family experience the next year. Paul was 
instrumental in acquiring a Confederate marker for the grave, and it was put in place 
exactly 123 years after William Pew’s death December 23, 1870. I wrote an account 
of this family experience in an unpublished manuscript with the title “Westward to 
Bastrop.” It was truly a rich family experience.

Two health problems placed some limitation on Fran at this time. Serious blockage 
was discovered, making open-heart surgery necessary. She had continued to be very 
active after the earlier heart attack; however, it was necessary for her to undergo 
surgery to correct the blockage. All of the children were present during the surgery, 
and we also felt the warmth of so many friends who responded. It was a slow process 
of recovering, but in her usual way, she returned to her active life. Later in the year, she 
had to face another problem that continued to surface periodically: Meniere’s disease. 
Her amazing resiliency caused her to resume all her activities while, of course, dealing 
with recurring Meniere’s disease during the years that followed.

A visitor at the time of Fran’s recuperation from the heart surgery caused something 
significant to happen for me. Howard Roberts, pastor of First Baptist Church in Auburn, 
came to visit her. I had not met him before, but we welcomed him and appreciated his 
concern for Fran’s health. In the course of the conversation, he asked me why I was no 
longer involved in the church where I had been active for many years. I told him that 
I did not think it appropriate to discuss the subject in the present circumstances, but I 
would be glad to pursue it at another time. He initiated a follow-up visit two months 
later. In preparation for the session with him, I began writing what became a statement 
of some of my basic beliefs. I shared the document with him, and I was surprised when 
he commented that we were “soul mates.” Conversations with him led me to conclude 
that I had never known a Baptist minister to hold the views that he expressed. He 
shared books he wrote, and we continued to correspond even after he left the church 
in Auburn. I concluded that he, too, was searching, and as of this writing he now is a 
part of a Unitarian fellowship. The contact that caused me to write my own beliefs and 
sharing these with others at various times resulted in very good dialogue through the 
years.

The experience of writing the statement of beliefs resulted in serious reflection that was 
recorded in a diary entry on June 26, 1994:

       After a late rain – nearing dark – I took a walk alone. Did something that others might think strange: 
I stood at lot #17 at the cemetery and for a moment thought of my own mortality. The crickets were 
beginning their sounds and one lone mockingbird sang in a nearby tree. Fireflies  punctuated the 
oncoming darkness that was deeper under the trees. Dark clouds were still overhead and a cool, fresh 
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breeze blew across my face. I paused just briefly and knew that Fran and I would eventually rest there 
– a place for the children to come and be reminded of our deep and mutual love. I want them to know, 
too, that nothing dies that is remembered. Such a thought will have more meaning for  them as they get 
older – just as it has for me. The walk alone tonight was especially meaningful for me.

Reading this as I write my memoirs causes me to reach back in memory to my writing 
“Walking with My Thoughts” at age 17. It also underscores my need for solitude and 
reflection, a need that became even more important as I grew older.

(Note: It is a rainy morning in April, several weeks since I last wrote. Fran’s being in 
the hospital, and currently at Arbor Springs Rehabilitation Center, caused my days to 
be full. I resumed driving, being very careful, so I did not have to depend on someone 
to take me to the center twice a day. The continual weakening of my legs caused me 
to do something unusual this morning. I decided to sit in the wheel chair and move 
myself through the house, including through our renovated bedroom and bathroom. I 
asked myself if we could continue to live in our home with Fran’s condition and my 
being confined to a wheelchair. I know the future is very uncertain for us, but I want 
to do all that I can to prepare for conditions that will no doubt be very different from 
what we have known.)

My reflection often led me to think in a way that revealed my inner being and perhaps 
what might be considered self-centered, as reflected in my diary entry for April 24, 
1994:

       Up at 5:00. Turned on music. Sat with my cup of coffee in my hand, looking out over the 
beautiful back yard as the first morning light appeared, Birds were beginning to welcome 
the light. A thought I have had many times before, but don’t think I have recorded. Who will 
hear the birds after I am gone? Who will see the beauty of Nature? Who will hear music as 
I hear it? Who will feel as I feel? No one can. These make me who I am. But someone will 
probably come close. A mysterious sensation this A.M.

Contrary to what I had thought possible previously, the computer and I came closer 
together. A significant date in this regard was May 22, 1994 when Milton taught me 
how to send an e-mail. I discovered that this made it possible for me to be connected 
to the world in an even more meaningful way than the earlier realization that when I 
touched the ocean, I was linked to all countries. Correspondence that had long been 
an important part of my life increased in a way that brought great satisfaction to me.

Upon Mark’s graduation from Auburn University – although retired, I chose to march 
in the faculty procession – we planned a family trip to St. George’s Island.

A memorable moment was when Milton and Diane told Fran and me on the front porch 
of the house we rented that we would become grandparents. They had decided that if 
they could not have their own biological baby, they would adopt a child in Russia. At 
that time, coincidentally, I was reading Tolstoy’s The Kingdom of God is Within You. 
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They went to Russia, returning November 18, 1994 with Milton Alexander, our first 
grandchild. When they came to Auburn at Christmas, we were ready, having brought the 
baby bed and high chair that our four children had used from the attic. We also started 
a tradition that followed when each of the other grandchildren joined the family from 
Russia. We gave each one a copy of the book Uncle Vova’s Tree, by Patricia Polacco. 
I planted a cedar tree in the woods behind the house with the addition of each new 
grandchild, and under Fran’s supervision, the children made Christmas decorations in 
keeping with Uncle Vova’s plan, the birds having food as a result. 

It was truly a wonderful time in our family as we observed Milton and Diane take on the 
responsibilities as parents. We knew that distance from them would make it impossible 
for us to be a major part of our new grandson’s life; however, knowing that both Milton 
and Diane valued family relationships, we felt confident that we would be able to fulfill 
our role as grandparents. Our trips to Maryland to be with the young family proved to 
be happy experiences for us. Also, their times in Auburn were very pleasant for us. I 
had made a swing and put it on the lower limb of the white oak tree, and Alec loved the 
swing. (So did the four others who followed him.) I recorded in my diary a special time 
that showed Alec’s early love for animals. Mark had gotten a puppy he named “Magic.” 
Once when I was giving Alec a ride in the wheelbarrow, we stopped and he got out. He 
pulled me toward the little lamb outside the kitchen window. First he patted the lamb on 
the head and then he reached down and kissed the lamb. He did the same with Mark’s 
puppy. The little lamb became a special object for all the grandchildren, causing me to 
place the individual stepping stones showing the grand children’s names and birth dates 
in a line leading to the lamb. 

The attempt to articulate my beliefs resulted in hours of serious thinking, and it 
gradually made me more confident in my own beliefs rather than being influenced so 
much by the thinking of others. This was clear in my diary entry for December 1, 1994:

       Awoke this A.M. about 3:30. Not sure what caused me to wake, but I found myself thinking about 
Milton, Diane, and Alec. My thinking resulted in my being able to articulate more clearly one of my 
most sacred beliefs: the necessity for freedom of the individual human mind. This freedom often leads 
to  loneliness, but it also allows the individual to read and interact with others and realize he is not 
alone. Anything that limits  this freedom is undesirable, in my view.

It was during this time that I made an important decision concerning my family history 
research. I had amassed so much material, and my correspondence with others added 
considerably to knowledge about the Cadenheads. I had met and was impressed by the 
work of Bill Germany, so I invited him to join me in organizing the material we had 
collected and publish a book based on our research.

There was much activity in the family. My diary reflects so many times we entertained 
people in our home - family, friends both in this country and those from different 
countries. Fran’s ability to make everyone feel welcome and create a warm atmosphere 
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despite the recurring problem with Meniere’s was amazing. It was necessary for us to 
cancel a planned trip to Quebec with Paul and Sara because of Fran’s problem with 
Meniere’s; however, we created many pleasant times at home with family and friends.  
Mark had joined Glen Gullage and opened “The Strutting Duck,” a small restaurant 
which attracted us often. All of the children were doing well in their respective work. 

At this early date, I was beginning to anticipate the time when we would not be able 
to travel. I wrote in my diary that I was preparing myself for the eventuality that we 
might find our pleasure in memories of past trips rather than anticipating future ones. 
Of course, other trips followed this entry, but I was at least beginning to prepare myself 
for what eventually became an important part of my way of viewing things: adapt to 
those things I cannot change, not looking back, but proceeding forward.

Fran and I expanded our volunteer work considerably at Callaway Gardens. During 
the spring of 1995, I served as chairman of the Plant Fair Committee. Later in the year 
I agreed to serve as volunteer chairman of the Celebrate the Arts! Committee, which 
grew into a very time-consuming, yet satisfying, responsibility. Once in a steering 
committee meeting when we were discussing the visual arts exhibition, I asked the 
question if the committee had considered adding music to the program, so I felt some 
responsibility for following this idea. I had remembered that Fran and I, along with 
the Dinwoodies, attended a Festival at Culzean Castle in Scotland, and it occurred 
to me that such a festival would fit well in the Gardens.  I also became interested in 
the restoration of the old covered bridge. I spent many hours researching the history 
of the bridge, and my communication with the administration led me to believe that 
the project would be successful. Funds were not available for moving the bridge to a 
permanent location within the Gardens, so it remained in a deteriorating condition, a 
valuable piece of history gradually decaying in a field. The involvement in the Gardens 
became one of the most satisfying parts of my retirement for several years, as will be 
shown at various times in my writing.

My professional involvement was very limited. Art Coss and I had our weekly times 
for coffee and conversation, which became very important to both of us. Our friendship 
grew deeper through the years, and these weekly sessions meant so much to me. I 
published one article with Becky Graves Johnson in the journal Kappa Delta Pi. She 
was an outstanding student who was interested in ideas and then finding ways to 
implement them in her classroom. She became fascinated by Patrick Geddes’ emphasis 
on the importance of wonder in the education of the individual. She gave the children in 
her classroom the opportunity to follow their wondering and searching, and I believed 
writing about the experience was worthwhile. 

(Note: A long hiatus in writing resulted due to Fran’s hospitalization, a month of 
rehabilitation at Arbor Springs Center, and my assuming the role of caregiver when 
she returned home; writing my memoirs received a lower priority. This caused a very 
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different definition of my time. I continued following my interest in reading and my 
gardening was successful. A significant idea that I came across in Atul Gawande’s book, 
Being Mortal, caused me to underscore my belief in the importance of documentation in 
writing. He suggests that we have two selves: the experiencing self and the remembering 
self, and the two obviously do not always agree. For this reason, I continue to pull from 
my diaries as I write.)

As I reviewed my 1996 diary and made notes for writing, I realized that this was indeed 
a very important year for our family. I can only write about the highlights of the year, 
leaving the details securely in the diary. 

As previously mentioned, the increased leadership responsibility in Celebrate the 
Arts! at Callaway Gardens consumed much of my time; however, I consider this to 
be one of the most satisfying, and in some instances, frustrating, experiences of my 
retirement years. Sandy Mullins, Director of Volunteers, assembled an outstanding 
group of people who were committed to both the Gardens and to the arts. It was a 
new experience for all of us, but the combined talents of the committee members 
resulted in a truly beautiful annual event that lasted several years. The Beach Dome 
was filled with a visual arts exhibition of works of outstanding artists; the “White Tent” 
housed performances by renowned musicians such as the violinist Robert McDuffy; 
and the blend of the arts and Nature – an obvious linkage – throughout the Gardens 
thrilled art lovers in the region. The artistic director, Charles Wadsworth, of chamber 
music renown at Lincoln Center, brought musicians from around the country, and they 
performed in a way that excited the audiences. Unfortunately, I had an unpleasant 
encounter with Charles Wadsworth. His temperament did not always match his artistic 
ability and experience, and once when I believed he insulted our committee, I told him 
in public that he was not God! This encounter brought temporary problems inasmuch 
as he told the Gardens administration that he would not return if I remained chairman 
of the volunteer committee responsible for the program. I temporarily resigned after 
the first year, but with the strong encouragement of Sandy Mullins and the committee, 
I resumed the leadership role. Also, Charles continued to serve as artistic director 
during the subsequent years of the event. The first year was a success, and the following 
years brought even greater individual and cooperate sponsorship, exhibitions and 
performances.

Fran’s and my work in the literacy coalition expanded. In addition to my continued 
work with Larry Johnson – I enjoyed trying different approaches with him – I led 
training sessions for new tutors. This link with teaching during my retirement years 
was pleasant for me. It also met a need of mine: diversity of interests and participation. 
Fran began working with Potcher Cooper, a member of Larry’s church. In addition to 
Fran’s helping him learn to read, it was the beginning of a relationship that has grown 
into an important friendship through the years, one that we value so very much. As 
a result of our work in the literacy coalition, another extremely valuable friendship 
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developed. Once when I was in the literacy coalition office, I learned that a family 
from Ukraine wanted help in conversational English. I volunteered our service. What 
began as help with English resulted in a beautiful friendship with Sasha, Tatiana, and 
Alexei Samoylov. They came to our home on Thursday nights for help. After 15 years, 
we still see them on many Thursday nights as friends. The relationship included piano 
lessons for Alexei, meals together in our respective homes, exchange of books, and 
very stimulating conversations through the years.  

Bill Germany and I increased our writing that was based on our family history research. 
We worked separately on chapters for the book, and we then mailed copies for reading 
and final approval. We had decided that we must end the research and prepare the 
manuscript for publication. After so many years of research, I was ready to publish 
the book and share the results with the many people with whom I had corresponded 
through the years. 

The year brought three fine trips, and it also added two new members to our family. In 
April, Milton and Diane phoned and told us that they were going to adopt a second son. 
They were going to return to the orphanage in Borovichi for the adoption, and I was 
delighted that they were going to name our new grandson Kenneth Nicholas. Fran and 
I went to Maryland to keep Alec while they were in Russia. This gave us an opportunity 
to develop a special relationship with Alec, and upon their return, the Gundlings, Fran, 
and I welcomed the baby with such beautiful blue eyes to our family.

My interest in Russia was enhanced by the fact that we had two grandchildren born 
in this country. I had long appreciated Russian music, and I had a growing interest in 
literature. I had begun correspondence during the year with Mikhail Oshukov who 
taught at the university in Petrozavodsk, and I was able to meet him in person during 
the year. We invited Paul and Sara to join us in the voyage on the Volga River, beginning 
in Moscow and ending in St. Petersburg. It was during this trip that I began to study 
Russian on my own, and subsequently I spent many hours in continued study. This trip 
proved to be one of the richest cultural experiences I have had, as is reflected in my 
extensive travel diary of the trip. I cannot emphasize sufficiently the impact the trip 
had on me as I visited various cities along the Volga, met and conversed with many 
people on the trip with whom I engaged in stimulating conversation. Misha met the 
boat when we docked in Petrozavodsk, and he gave me a tour of the city. This contact 
strengthened a relationship that had begun through correspondence. Paul and I had 
our early morning coffee on the Andropov, and the young Russian who served coffee, 
Grisha Kronin, and I still correspond. 

Later that year, we returned to Scotland for another very rich travel experience, 
including time with our various friends in the country. My travel diary describes the 
time we shared with our friends and the impact it had on me. While we were there, we 
received a message from Melanie that led us to believe that we might have to curtail 
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our visit because the process of her adoption was moving much faster than she had 
anticipated. It was necessary for me to have photographs made and sent to her for my 
visa, so I would be ready to join her for the trip to Russia. Fortunately, we were able to 
complete all our plans on the Scotland trip before returning to Auburn.

A very short time after we returned to Auburn, Melanie and I were on our way to Russia 
to complete the adoption process and bring Maria home with us. The intensity of this 
trip and its impact on me are reflected in the diary I kept of the trip and my writing 
about the experience afterward in a piece I prepared for Melanie and Maria. Melanie 
was concerned that she could not find a good book about a single woman adopting a 
child. I volunteered to write one, and Fran illustrated it.

I was never quite sure how Melanie and Maria felt about Melovna’s Dream, the title I 
gave to the book. Fran and I became very much a part of Maria’s life because we spent 
much time with her in an attempt to help Melanie when she needed us. As a result, we 
developed a very close relationship with Maria that continued throughout her teenage 
years and beyond. After she graduated from high school, I gave her a gift of all the 
e-mail messages we exchanged from the time we began to communicate. This record 
reflects our relationship.  Melanie provided a nurturing home for Maria, and they, too, 
developed a very special relationship through the years, As Maria matured, she referred 
to me as her papa and also the father figure in her life, both distinct honors for me. 

Early one morning during this writing, I was reviewing my 1997diary and making 
notes when I suddenly realized that it was if I were reading the experiences of another 
person, and I had a momentary feeling of sadness because of the difference in my life 
at that time and writing about the experiences. I could not let such a feeling linger, but 
I was reminded of what I had recently read in Being Mortal, by Atul Gawande, a book 
we discussed in the book club:

       All we ask is to be allowed to remain the writer of our own story. That story is ever changing. Over 
the course of our lives, we may  encounter unimaginable difficulties. Our concerns and desires may 
shift. But whatever happens, we want to retain the freedom to shape our lives in ways consistent with 
our character and loyalties…

       The battle of being mortal is the battle to maintain the integrity of one’s life – to avoid becoming so 
diminished or dissipated or subjugated that who you are becomes disconnected from who you were or 
who you want to be. (Page 140-141) 

As I read in the diary, I was reminded of the careful plans we made when our 
international friends came to visit us. During this year, we had two sets of friends from 
England to visit, and we planned excursions to different places that we thought would 
be of interest to them. It was Ken and Muriel Willisma’ first visit in our home, and we 
learned later that Muriel was very apprehensive about spending time in the home of 
people she did not know well. As a result of our traveling together to various places, 
arranging for them to meet some of our American friends, and having many stimulating 
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conversations, they departed having established a deep friendship. I remember the day 
they left that Muriel went back to the living room and said, “I want to have one more 
glance at this lovely room.” Also, I learned after her death that she always referred 
to Fran as a ‘lovely lady.” We actually met the Williams through our friend Dorothy 
Gulliver who also returned for another visit with us in Auburn that year. Our friendship 
with this English woman was a very profound one, having shared many satisfying 
experiences both in England and in America. My feelings were expressed in my diary 
entry on May 12, 1997:

       Dorothy’s last night with us. She and I had good conversation on the sun porch as we enjoyed sherry. 
I have always enjoyed conversing with her because I learn from her. She indicated that I was able to 
make a person relax and converse freely. I am pleased if this is true because one of the things I enjoy 
most is conversing with people who enjoy ideas.

On August 22, 1997, I received a bound copy of Southern Cadenheads, in the dark blue 
cover with gold letters. This was the result of almost 30 years of research on family 
history, the last few with Bill Germany. This adventure clearly illustrates the overall 
theme of my memoirs. The search through the years led to many libraries, archives, 
courthouse basements, cemeteries, trips to Scotland, and volumes of correspondence 
with people in this country and in Scotland. We completed the book without any 
assistance from professional genealogists, learning as we followed questions wherever 
they led. The excitement of going to the mailbox and finding letters related to the 
research was very much a part of the study. We completed the research before it was 
more convenient to refer to sources online. Needless to say, we were proud of the 
book, and the reaction by people who purchased it was very positive. I believe the 
book reached people in almost all of the 50 states. The dedication of the book to Bill’s 
[mother and to my father was appropriate inasmuch as it was they who linked us to the 
Cadenhead family.

My diary entry on August 22 at this time seems a bit strange, but I think it reflects my 
attitude toward the search:

       All the years of research is over and now that it is in place between the covers of the book, I feel 
somewhat disappointed. To search is more pleasant for me. 

Although my research on the artist James Cadenhead was not conducted in an orderly 
manner at that time, I continued to gather information on him. My correspondence 
with David Patterson, Keeper of Fine Art at the City Art Centre in Edinburgh, was 
rather exciting inasmuch has he and Jennifer Melville at the Art Museum in Aberdeen 
were interested in arranging an exhibition of James Cadenhead’s works. I had shared 
some of the information I had collected on the artist, and I was enthusiastic about being 
involved in writing material for the exhibition. Unfortunately, because of financial 
constraints, the exhibition never became a reality.
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My involvement in Celebrate the Arts! at Callaway Gardens consumed a great deal of 
my time, and I found my association with Bo Callaway, Jr., President, very satisfying. 
He was very supportive of the program, and in the inscription in the book he gave to 
me, he indicated that he hoped Celebrate the Arts! would become a part of the legacy 
of the Gardens. I believe if he had remained in the leadership role at the Gardens, this 
might have happened. The event in the spring of 1997 was again a beautiful one, and 
although I had many frustrating moments as volunteer chairman, I felt a great sense 
of satisfaction in the success of both the visual and performing arts portions of the 
program.

There was a contrast in the nature of the people with whom I worked in Celebrate the 
Arts! and the literacy program. I believed strongly in the mission of both, but I felt 
the difference in the two On April 24, I wrote, “I struggle with preferences. Perhaps 
the variety is good. I know I prefer genuine people.” I think these two contrasting 
experiences helped me to feel comfortable interacting with people in different cultural 
groups.

The experiences Fran and I had that involved the grandchildren proved to be very 
pleasant for us. Our assisting Melanie with Maria gave us many opportunities to 
become very much a part of her life. Less frequent were the contacts with Alec and 
Nick, but the quality of the time with them was very good  I began writing books for the 
grandchildren, using photographs that we made when we were with them. I also tried 
to write on subjects that interested them. The first book, A Ride in the Wheelbarrow, I 
believe, was a clever one, and I hope as they look at it as adults, they will remember 
what it represented. Nick had a special interest in trucks so I wrote one for him with 
photographs of Trucks in Auburn, including Oscar Cason’s truck that collected objects 
to be recycled. The children also met Oscar, and Nick’s book contained a poem by 
Oscar, written when I worked with him in the literacy program. One of the books for 
Alec was A Tree is Born. A squirrel buried a pecan in the back yard and a small tree 
sprouted. I nurtured the tree, wrote about it and then planted it near my garden where it 
is now about eight feet tall. Perhaps one day, Alec will eat a pecan from the tree. Each 
of the grandchildren made a stepping stone with individual hand prints and date on it. 
I placed these together leading to the little lamb they all loved. This combination will 
remain in place as long as we live at 259 Conrey Drive.

Fran launched two writing projects that extended many years. She began family 
research as well, and in addition she wrote about memories of her own family, with 
chapters on each of her siblings. This became a treasure for members of her family and 
for our children. Additionally, when each grandchild came into the family, she began 
a journal on each one, keeping it until the child became 16 when she gave it to him or 
her. (Hannah was an exception because Fran’s health caused her to cease writing for 
Hannah much earlier) This was a labor of love, and it will be a treasure of increasing 
value as the children grow older and have this wonderful record of their childhood.
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The final entry in my 1998 diary was an understatement: “Perhaps 1998 has been one 
of our most active years.” (Note: First time it has been necessary to use two volumes.)  
As I wrote earlier, I thought as I studied the diary and made notes that I was reading 
about another person! As I write now at 83 – seven years since beginning the writing 
of my memoirs – my life is so very different. So it is good to be reminded of the 
richness we have known through the years. The diary contains many details that might 
be of interest to our descendants; however, what it included here simply alludes to the 
experiences that caused me to make the particular entry at the end of the year.

One thing that comes through clearly is the continued importance of travel, making 
new international friends, entertaining them in our home, and rich correspondence.

The trip to Eastern Europe took us to places we had not visited before, and we met 
very interesting people. Before we left and also during the trip, Fran’s problem with 
Meniere’s caused great concern; however, she would not allow it to stop her from 
participating in most of the activities on the planned trip. She earned the respect of our 
fellow travelers because of her courage and willingness to participate, allowing us to 
complete the trip. 

During the year, Lynne and Bill Black from Scotland spent time in our home. Additionally 
Andy and Edna Cadenhead came later in the year. Jim and Ina Dinwoodie came for 
a return visit as well. In all cases, we planned a program that involved travel as well 
as intimate times in our home for conversation and Fran’s delicious meals. There was 
always a balance of serious conversation and laughter, a combination that characterized 
our relationships as our friendships became richer with each succeeding contact. My 
diary reflects the value we placed on both planned experiences and the simple things 
such as taking a walk or having tea together. I have never tried to determine how and 
why international friendships were so important to me. I have felt through the years that 
the relationships have helped to shape my world view, and they have also contributed 
significantly to my idea of collective human spirit. This was further supported in our 
strong friendship with the Samoylov family in Auburn. I continually reminded myself 
of my background and my continued development, as reflected in such diary entries as 
the one on November 21, 1998:

       I end the day with gratitude for the rich life I have known and an awareness of my beginning in rural 
Georgia - yet a strong belief in the importance of my passions for richness of experience and the desire 
to make my life count for something. I do hope that I never lose this passion and desire as long as I 
have breath in my body.

My volunteer work at Callaway Gardens grew even more intense as we sought to 
expand the program for Celebrate the Arts! I grew more comfortable in interacting 
with the administration at the Gardens as we developed the program. The change in 
administration brought George Fischer as president of the organization. Over time, I 
developed an important friendship with him that eventually led to our writing an article 
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together. The high level of commitment of Sandy Mullins and the volunteer committee 
as well as some of the Gardens personnel resulted in another successful arts event in 
the Gardens.  

Purchasing a new car in December 1998 caused me to reflect on great changes that had 
occurred in our lives from the time we built our home on Conrey Drive. The diary entry 
for December 15, 1998:

       We have a new car! I spent most of the day in the process of  purchasing the 50th anniversary ’88 
Oldsmobile. The total amount I financed was $23,500, including the trade-in of our ’93 Olds, a $500 
rebate, and sales tax. I was able to  finance it at .99%, making approximately $360 in interest over 
a three-year period. This seemed wiser than removing the amount from savings and losing greater 
interest. I also bought an extended warranty to 100,000 miles or 7 years.  I think we will enjoy the car 
very much. I felt a little strange leaving our old car that has taken us to so many places. It served us 
well. I have felt a little strange getting all the extra features on the car, but as we get older perhaps 
having them will make us more secure and comfortable. We shall see. I did feel strange also when I 
realized that I was spending just about $6000 less on a car than we spent on our house and lot 34 years 
ago. I financed the house for 30 years and the car for 3 years. How times have changed – and I doubt 
for the better. Anyway, I hope the car will serve us well.

A very important event in the family was Sara Darya joining us. Milton and Diane 
returned to the orphanage in Borovichi to adopt their daughter. Everyone was happy to 
welcome this new addition to the family. Fran and I welcomed her by writing a small 
book for Sara Darya; I wrote the text and Fran illustrated it beautifully.

There were many times we were together as a family either in Auburn, at Melanie’s 
home or with Michael. Melanie’s neighbors became our friends, and we always felt 
welcome in her home. We always made ourselves available to assist with Maria when 
we were needed. We have many happy memories of our times at 365 Weeping Willow 
Way. Michael also entertained us in his lovely home. I close this particular year with 
what I wrote in my diary when Milton, Diane, Alec, Nick, and Sara visited us during 
the Christmas holidays. When we were at their home in Maryland or they were here, 
I often would lie down with Alec because he had difficulty going to sleep. I wrote the 
following in diary on December 31, 1998:

       Something happened tonight that will live in my memory.  After reading the story of the any (factual) 
to Alec twice, I asked if he would like for me to lie down with him and tell  him a story. He agreed. 

       I took him through a walk in the woods (imaginative) in the back of the house. Then we had a walk on 
the beach. This was enough for him.  He then put his left arm around my neck. Soon I felt his right arm 
slide under my neck and he locked his hands around my neck and put his face against mine. He lay 
very still and went to sleep. I shall never forget the feel of his arms around my neck, and his small face 
against mine. I have always felt I had a special relationship with Alec from the time he was very young. 
This feeling is a beautiful accompaniment to the end of this year.

As I studied my diary for the last year of the century, I realized that I lived a balanced 
and very rich life. I use the word “balanced” because of my strong belief in both service 
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and personal growth and development. Both Fran and I continued to work in the literacy 
program in the county and as volunteers at Callaway Gardens, these being significantly 
service oriented. The expansion of international friendships, study of language, close 
family relationships, correspondence, reading, gardening, provided a good use of 
my time. My leadership role in Celebrate the Arts! changed because I realized I was 
spending too much time at the Gardens, and yet I believed my contributions in the new 
role as Assistant Coordinator of the program were important both to me and to the 
committee responsible for this outstanding arts event in the Gardens.  I knew that this 
would probably be my last leadership role, and I must admit there was ego involved. 
My conflict with Charles Wadsworth was resolved in a reasonable way, and I think 
I continued to hold the respect of both the volunteers and Gardens administration. I 
felt very comfortable in the leadership I provided. In fact, it led to my inviting George 
Fischer, President of the Gardens, to join me in writing an article “Leader as Artist,” 
which was published in The Journal of Leadership Studies in Spring of 2000. I was 
pleased with the content of the article, and I think it represented a good blend of creative 
thinking and application of the metaphor in an organization. It also led to meaningful 
interaction with Professor Ron Heifetz from Harvard. Melanie introduced me to him 
when he was working as a consultant in her role as Director of Leadership Training at 
BellSouth. 

The intellectual level this interaction provided and some follow-up after the article was 
published were extremely satisfying for me. The relationship with George Fischer grew 
stronger as we expanded the subjects we discussed to include the future of the arts at 
Callaway Gardens. He asked that I outline my vision for the arts at the Gardens. We 
exchanged readings on the subject of religion, and he asked that I share my statement 
of beliefs. We invited him and his wife to join us for a play at Alabama Shakespeare 
Theatre, and he and I met for lunch and conversation both at the Gardens and in 
Auburn. For a while I was encouraged that the work of the Volunteer Committee for 
Celebrate the Arts! would lead to the growth of the program in this lovely setting. In 
my leadership position I was able to have contact with the Callaways, people in various 
leadership positions at the Gardens, and talented volunteers who had a high level of 
commitment to the arts.

Apart from the incredible beauty of the event, two personal experiences are deeply 
etched in my memory. One evening five of the committee had the privilege of being 
with Laura Spitzer as she rehearsed a Chopin sonata. The warmth of her personality 
combined with her great talent made it possible for us to feel the beauty of the music. 
Fred Newman, who was also present, asked if he could record the session. He later 
gave each of us a CD, and now when I listen to the music, I remember the magic we 
shared that evening. The second experience was with Fred Newman who as much as 
anyone knew the spirit of the event. He and I sat one day under the large pine tree 
near the beach and had a conversation that reached the level that I desire. These two 
events serve as beautiful additions to the larger program that our committee, under the 
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excellent leadership of Sandy Mullins, built together.

The overall theme of my writing was reinforced by a trip to the north Georgia mountains 
with Paul and Sara, which we often made during the fall of the year. On October 29, 
1999 we visited several places that were important to Paul and Sara, including Rice 
Cabin Falls. While there I saw a standing chimney near the falls, and I simply asked the 
question, “Who would have built a cabin in this isolated place?”

The question haunted me after we left, and I began to search for the answer to my 
question. Framing questions and then following where they lead had become an 
important part of my life. The entry on November 1: “Continued to work on finding 
information on Rice Cabin Falls. I like a good search and this one will take a great deal 
of effort” This was an understatement. 

The question was answered to my satisfaction in an unpublished piece I wrote under 
the title “A Chimney and a Man.” The searching over a period of months proved to be 
an exciting adventure for me, introducing me not only to the work of Professor Brooks 
Phillips, the man who built the cabin, but to his two sons, with whom I developed a 
very rich correspondence, never meeting in person but showing, as I had done in the 
past, that great friendships can develop through correspondence. I amassed excellent 
material, including writings by Brooks Phillips, and a copy of “A Chimney and a Man” 
is in the archives at Piedmont College, Demarest, Georgia. I dedicated the final piece 
to Paul, who introduced the subject, Wendell and Richard Phillips, sons of Brooks 
Phillips. As of this writing, I have not decided where I shall deposit all the materials 
that came through the search. As a reminder of this very satisfying venture, I put two 
clumps of galax near the bird bath on the path to the garden. With special permission 
from the owner of the property near the Falls, I took this piece of Nature that reminds 
me of this search each time I go to the garden.

The idea of questioning was illustrated in an interesting dialogue between Fran and 
Maria, recorded in my diary on April 30, 1999, and I include it below in its entirety. 
As indicated earlier, we became very close to Maria as a result of helping Melanie 
when she needed assistance if Maria were ill or when Melanie needed us to stay with 
Maria. From the very beginning, I noticed that Maria asked very probing questions on 
many different subjects. This interested me because of my strong belief in encouraging 
questioning and following where the questions lead. At such a young age – four at the 
time – her curiosity was impressive, and it has continued through the years – to say 
nothing of the beautiful humor.

       Fran had an interesting exchange with Maria when she was trying  to get her to sleep. She told Maria 
that she would help Maria say a prayer. This was apparently a new experience for Maria because 
when Fran told her she could pray to God, Maria asked, “Who’s God?” Fran, not being very well 
prepared for this lesson, said, “He’s our Heavenly Father.” To which Maria asked, “Where does he 
live?’ Fran responded, “In Heaven.” Maria asked, “Where’s Heaven?” Fran hesitated, then  replied, 
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“Up in the sky.” Maria said, “I don’t think I have met this man.” I have an idea that Melanie will have 
a lot of questions to deal with now. Maria is extremely observant and inquisitive.

At this time, the grandchildren were adding a new dimension to our lives, one that 
continued to grow in importance.

The end of the century brought with it much concern about whether the computers 
would function as they should. My final entry in the diary:’

       Now I wait for the new year. Will see if my computer is smart enough to enter 2000.

As indicated above, it was a good year. Our trip to Scotland included Mark and Michael, 
making it even more memorable; the family reunion linked to Jewell’s 90th birthday 
at Kiesel Park was a great occasion; the same Rufous hummingbird returned to winter 
in our yard for the fourth year; the tradition of removing the Christmas wreath from 
the kitchen table only when the first jonquils appear was continued; my dear friend Art 
Coss, failing in health, reminded me that our weekly meetings were cherished more 
each passing year; the century ended with my maintaining a very positive outlook.

As we entered the new century, the computers behaved, and the fears were unwarranted. 
The controversy over the Presidential election dominated the news early in the new year. 
It was finally settled in the Supreme Court, with the court declaring that George Bush 
defeated Al Gore. This decision had tremendous effects on the world in subsequent 
years. I leave this subject to historians.

The first year of the new century proved to be another exciting one for our family. As I 
reviewed my diary, it was difficult to select those things that made it such a good year 
for us. We interacted with so many people, and we were involved in different activities.

In our family, a very significant event was Mark and Dody’s wedding. They chose June 
3, the same date as Milton and Diane’s and Fran’s and my wedding anniversaries. It was 
a beautiful wedding, and all the family welcomed Dody, whose love and caring attitude 
has grown, endearing her to the family. Everyone was pleased to see the happiness Mark 
and Dody showed, their maturity adding stability at the beginning of their marriage.

At the rehearsal dinner on June 2, 2000, I wanted to emphasize the strong bond that had 
existed in our family from the beginning, so in preparation for my remarks, I reviewed 
diary entries, papers that had been stored in the old trunk that had belonged to Mark’s 
great great grandfather. One small page I found contained a record that showed in a 
humorous way the unity in the minutes of the Cadenhead Club, dated February 3, 1961. 
The club at that time consisted of Michael, age 9; Melanie, age 6; Mark, age 3; Milton, 
age 2; and Mother and Daddy probably at ages too young to have four children. The 
minutes of the meeting follow (repeated on purpose!):
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       The Cadenhead Club had its fourth meeting Friday night February 3, 1961. Michael 
Cadenhead, president, presided. He read the minutes of the last meeting. Melanie, Program 
Chairman, told the story of Baby Jesus, AGAIN! Then we had sentence prayers. Melanie 
then started to sing. That’s when trouble started. Michael had a fit, Mark vomited, Milton 
cried, Mother dozed, Daddy fussed and Melanie sang. That ended the club for tonight.

    Respectfully submitted,

    Daddy, Temporary Secretary

This humorous event was symbolic of something that is very important: the closeness 
of our family. This closeness is something all of us value, and it has served to nourish 
us through times that were difficult; it makes us enjoy being together and reinforces a 
caring spirit that I hoped we would protect and develop even further as a family. I was 
confident that such a feeling was important to both Mark and Dody. as they began their 
life together. This family unity was underscored again at Christmas when Michael gave 
each family member a video on which he had transferred all the 8 mm family movies 
from the 1950s until 1976, the year I began keeping my diary on a continuing basis.

Our international friendships increased through additional contacts and also in making 
new friends. Dorothy Gulliver from England visited again, and we planned special 
travel experiences with her because we thought that it probably would be her last trip 
to the U.S. Jim and Ina Dinwoodie from Scotland spent three weeks with us. We were 
also aware that the aging process made us face the possibility that it might also be their 
last visit with us in our home. Ken and Muriel Williams’ visit was indeed their first 
and last one. We planned a full itinerary for them, and this time together strengthened 
a beautiful friendship. Muriel’s paintings in the guest bedroom remind us of her talent, 
and her death later brought deep sadness for us. Through Sasha and Tatiana, we met 
new Ukrainian friends, Oleg, Ludmilla, and Anna. I volunteered to help Oleg learn 
English, devoting many hours to planning and instruction. Then we met new Russian 
friends in an unusual way.

As was the case with several of our international friends, our initial meeting with 
Sergei and Elena Smirensky came about in an unusual way. When I began the plan for 
writing Melovna’s Dream for Melanie, I wanted to have a bird in the story, the setting 
of which was to be in Russia. I wondered what bird in Russia had the similar behavior 
of the cow bird in this country, i.e., laying its eggs in another bird’s nest and letting the 
eggs hatch there. I turned to the Internet and entered “ornithologists in Russia.” The 
name Sergei Smirensky appeared. I sent him an e-mail and received a quick response: 
the eastern cuckoo.  This was the beginning of correspondence. I learned that he was 
developing an experimental farm in eastern Russia and his wife Elena worked with 
the International Crane Foundation in Wisconsin. The correspondence led, as it had 
done several times in the past, to “strangers” coming to our home for a visit. Fran and 
I planned an itinerary that we thought would be interesting for them, and what a rich 
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experience it turned out to be for us. The contact and correspondence continued for 
several years. 

Fran and I continued to work in the literacy program. Perhaps more important than my 
helping Larry to improve his reading ability was the assistance I gave him in relation to 
his church. When he first began to preach, his small group met in a rather dilapidated 
house. He had told me from the beginning that his dream was to build a church. He 
had tried several times to get a loan from banks, and he was unsuccessful because he 
did not have good credit. I took him to Bob Dumas, President of Auburn Bank, and 
explained my relationship to Larry. Bob was impressed with him and told him that he 
thought the dream could become a reality.

Larry was able to get the loan through Potcher’s credit. They built a small, but lovely, 
church and repaid the loan early. Often Larry would work alone, and at other times 
members of a church in Opelika joined him in building the church. As a part of my 
literacy work with him, I asked him to keep a diary, along with photographs at various 
stages of the building process. When the building was complete, his book became 
a part of the dedication service. My siblings contributed in a significant way to this 
project. Alton and some members of his church donated the carpet for the building, 
and his church also gave a beautiful pulpit that they had in storage after they replaced 
it with a new one. This was truly a rich experience for Larry and his church members. 
They later were able to get another loan to build a fellowship hall. 

The closeness of my siblings was illustrated also in a family trip together. Fran and 
I planned through Grand Circle Travel Company this family excursion, beginning in 
Toronto and terminating in Vancouver. Interestingly, we were together on the train on 
May 4, which would have been our father’s 100th birthday. Through the years, we have 
remained very close, planning times when we could be together as a family. At the time 
of this writing, the six of us are still in close contact; however, because of some health 
problems, we are not able to get together as we did in the past.

My personal reading had expanded significantly during this time. My diary shows titles 
that continued to emphasize my search, and I found great satisfaction in sharing books 
with others. Also, through reading I was introduced to new authors. For example, my 
studying the life and work of Brooks Phillips introduced me to Lillian Smith whose 
books interested me. I found the works of Bertrand Russell of great value, and I 
continued to read works on Thomas Jefferson. 

The year 2001 was a very significant year for us. Fran and I celebrated our 50th 
wedding anniversary. The children surprised us with a memorable event. Through the 
years, they had heard us tell of the way we met at West Georgia College. They arranged 
a special dinner at the dining hall at West Georgia (now a university) since it was in 
the line to the dining all we met when I questioned who had taken a piece of my music 
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and an unknown person who later became my wife stepped forward and said it was 
left on the piano after I played for an event. En route to Carrollton, Mark took us by 
Oak Mountain Community where I began my teaching career in 1950. Much to our 
surprise, all the children, grandchildren, my siblings and Fran’s only remaining sibling 
were present. There was background music of Fran’s and my playing the piano from 
tape we had given the children earlier, and old family movies brought many memories. 
Afterward, we visited places on campus that had special meaning for us. It was truly a 
memorable event.

Two other special parts of the 50th celebration were important for us. Fran and I made 
a trip to Ireland, 25 years after our first trip outside the country when we celebrated our 
25th wedding anniversary. During the summer, we rented three cottages at Callaway 
Gardens, and the family was together in this lovely setting for a week. This was a 
memorable time for all the family. The sound of the wood thrush greeted us each 
morning as we began the day, and each day was filled with both individual and group 
choices. I tried not to show the hidden feelings related to developments that led to the 
demise of Celebrate the Arts! that year.

Although the spring arts event was successful, there was a serious financial loss. The 
Gardens administration did not share the passion for Celebrate the Arts! that had 
caused the Volunteer committee to work diligently for six years to make it succeed. 
We had begun to attract significant sponsors and the attendance continued to increase; 
however, the cost to support the high level of professional performers and the demands 
on Gardens personnel caused the event to fall short of being self-supportive. Although 
the blend of the beautiful natural setting with the arts was a defensible idea, there was 
not sufficient support in the immediate area and from the Gardens administration to 
risk further years. I communicated extensively with George Fisher, President, in an 
effort to try variations and continue the program. He had selected a new Director of the 
Gardens who was not supportive. In May, we were notified of the demise of Celebrate 
the Arts! As indicated earlier, my leadership in this event was one of the most satisfying 
parts of my retirement, and its demise one of the most disappointing. An interesting 
coincidence was what appeared on my Chinese fortune cookie shortly after the official 
end of CTA!:

       “You have a deep appreciation of the arts and music.”

My continued interest in language was enhanced at this time by the contact with 
international friends. Our neighbor Ghislaine Potts’ father Maurice Birre sometimes 
visited from France. He and I developed a friendship, first through correspondence, 
and then through contact when he came to Auburn to visit. He spoke no English, and 
yet he wanted contact with me while he was here. We would take walks together and 
he would also come to our home for conversation. This forced me to speak French. 
Obviously, I missed much of his comments because I was not accustomed to hearing 
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French spoken at a normal rate. However, we managed to communicate in a reasonably 
satisfactory way. I had had more experience with French than with any language, and I 
wanted very much to develop more proficiency in the language. I continued to read in 
the language, but gradually the lack of opportunities to speak it resulted in a gradual 
decline in proficiency.

My interest in Russian was at a peak at this time, having begun the study when we made 
our trip to Russia in 1996. Friendship with the Samoylov family and correspondence 
with several people in Russia added to my interest. Adding Oleg, Ludmila, and Anna 
from Ukraine to our list of friends also caused me to devote more time to studying the 
language. I volunteered to teach English to Oleg after he joined Ludmilla and Anna 
in Auburn. We spent many hours together working on the language and a friendship 
developed. I asked him to keep a diary in English, and I kept one on Russian. As a part 
of each lesson, I would read and comment on his English, and he would then spend 
time correcting the mistakes in my Russian diary.

This relationship also led to my offering him his first job in this country, painting our 
house. He did excellent work. I also helped him to study the manual for driver’s license, 
and he succeeded in getting the license. He taught me how he planted potatoes in 
Ukraine, and he helped plant and harvest my potatoes. These friends of the Samoylov 
family became our friends as well. When Sasha Samoylov’s mother visited from 
Ukraine, she and I also worked on language together. I helped her in her study of 
English and she in turn assisted me with Russian. I gave music lessons to Alexei, and 
he then would also assist me with Russian. It was indeed an understatement when I 
wrote in my diary on February 2, 2001, “How rich the Ukrainians have made our lives.”

As I indicated, it was during this time that my study of Russian reached a peak. I 
struggled with the language as I attempted to write in my diary and then one day, I 
decided to write a strong statement of belief in the language. I first wrote it in English 
and then translated it into Russian myself. This was followed by my asking several 
Russians, including ones with whom I corresponded, to respond, first by correcting my 
errors and then commenting on the statement. I think this is symbolic of my belief and 
also my sincere interest in language. I include the statement below:

Translation:
       Each person has a present, past and future, the last is unknown. He feels love and hate. He bears grief 

and sorrow. He has good and malicious thoughts, success and failure. He is good and bad in word and 
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My interest in Russian was at a peak at this time, having begun the study when we 
made our trip to Russia in 1996. Friendship with the Samoylov family and 
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Ludmilla and Anna in Auburn. We spent many hours together working on the language 
and a friendship developed. I asked him to keep a diary in English, and I kept one on 
Russian. As a part of each lesson, I would read and comment on his English, and he 
would then spend time correcting the mistakes in my Russian diary. 

This relationship also led to my offering him his first job in this country, painting our 
house. He did excellent work. I also helped him to study the manual for driver’s license, 
and he succeeded in getting the license. He taught me how he planted potatoes in 
Ukraine, and he helped plant and harvest my potatoes. These friends of the Samoylov 
family became our friends as well. When Sasha Samoylov’s mother visited from 
Ukraine, she and I also worked on language together. I helped her in her study of 
English and she in turn assisted me with Russian. I gave music lessons to Alexei, and 
he then would also assist me with Russian. It was indeed an understatement when I 
wrote in my diary on February 2, 2001, “How rich the Ukrainians have made our lives.” 

As I indicated, it was during this time that my study of Russian reached a peak. I 
struggled with the language as I attempted to write in my diary and then one day, I 
decided to write a strong statement of belief in the language. I first wrote it in English 
and then translated it into Russian myself. This was followed by my asking several 
Russians, including ones with whom I corresponded, to respond, first by correcting my 
errors and then commenting on the statement. I think this is symbolic of my belief and 
also my sincere interest in language. I include the statement below: 

У каждого человека есть настоящее, прошлое, и будушее, последнее неизвестное. Он 
ощущает любовь и ненависть. Он перенсивает печаль  

и горе. У него есть добрые и злоые размышления, успех и неуспех. Словом и делом он 
добрый и злой. У него есть таланты и слабостей.  

Этого может быть ощущать екстаз. Он смесь размышлений, опытов и выборов. В 
конечном счёте, он полный человек. Когда мы учитываем особый человек, мы должны 
глядеть целую личность, нет одного части. 

Translation: 

Each person has a present, past and future, the last is unknown. He feels 
love and hate. He bears grief and sorrow. He has good and malicious 
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deed. He has talents and weaknesses.
       He can experience ecstasy. He is a mix of thoughts, experiences and choices. At last, he is a full human 

being. When we consider a special human, we must look at the full personality, not only its parts.

       There is repetition here, but I include this writing again for two reasons: it is an important part of my 
belief system, and it reflects my special interest in language.

At this time, I was beginning to observe more carefully some of the changes that were 
occurring in our lives. All of our children and grandchildren were doing well. The 
closeness of the family was illustrated in so many ways. At the same time, I was seeing 
declining health in people who were important to us. My weekly coffee times with my 
friend Art Coss were showing his movements were much slower, although both of us 
valued this time together each week. It was clear that Ina Dinwoodie in Scotland was 
not well, and frequent visits with Jewell showed us that her advanced age was more 
obvious. Our Sunday afternoon visits with her continued to be highlights of our weeks, 
and the tradition I started much earlier of writing a letter to her every Sunday night 
continued.

The death of my friend Art Coss early in 2002 was a great loss to me and it further 
caused me to take on a responsibility that claimed much of my time. My memory of 
our friendship through the years, especially during retirement, remains firmly fixed 
in my mind. Our Tuesdays for coffee and conversation were highlights of our week. 
In the spring we would sit on his patio overlooking the beautiful azaleas at 325 Cary 
Drive, one coffee pot for him and another for me, along with a sweet. The next Tuesday, 
we would sit on the carport at 259 enjoying the natural beauty of our place, with any 
subject allowed. During the course of our friendship, I promised him that I would take 
care of Ruth if his death preceded hers. At first this responsibility was very difficult 
because of Ruth’s personality. I had to earn her trust, but over time, a warm relationship 
developed. Fran’s kindness to her made so much difference. The gradual transition in 
the relationship is shown in my diaries in the years separating Art’s and Ruth’s demise. 

During this same year, important events in the family brought changes in different 
ways. Fran’s back surgery, while bringing relief, caused her to be limited in activity for 
a while, including temporarily eliminating her role as my barber, which she had filled 
through the years. The professional care she received plus the loving attention given by 
family and neighbors hastened her recovery to normal life. Michael gave Judy a ring on 
his 50th birthday; this followed a very pleasant trip the two of them, Fran and I made to 
Scotland. Melanie left Bell South and accepted a position in leadership training at Cox 
Communications and continued to advance in that company until her retirement. Mark 
and John opened a restaurant, Snapper O’Malley’s, which had a successful beginning, 
but they later sold it. All of us were excited at the prospects of our having a biological 
grandchild when Dody became pregnant, but alas! this was not to be. This was the 
last chance that Fran’s and my genes would be a part of the future; however, we knew 
that our grandchildren would honor us by continuing our lives in a way that would 
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please us. Milton and Diane were instrumental in allowing this influence to happen 
through an organization, Friends of Frank, the foundation through which all of our 
grandchildren were adopted.  Fran and I were able to support a child in an orphanage in 
Russia, Ivan Kiselev, through his years at the university. My correspondence with him 
through the years, as well as with one of the orphanage workers, who came to visit us 
later, was so satisfying for me. I found a great deal of pleasure in writing books for the 
grandchildren, hoping to capture some of their early experiences with us.

My research both on family history and on the Scots Artist James Cadenhead continued. 
The early history of Cadenheads in this country continued to be a mystery. I had thought 
that James Cadenhead who was in North Carolina prior to the Revolutionary War was 
the first one in the country; however, I later found a record of John Cadenhead, a trader 
with the Creek Indians as early as 1733, and I located Oakmulgee, the village where 
his trading store was located. I was unable to make a documented link between him and 
James Cadenhead, my ancestor. However, my interest and work in family history was 
very strong at that time.  The trip to Scotland and further contacts with people there 
intensified my interest in the research on the artist. This research over a long period of 
time proved to be among the most satisfying, and it put me in touch with outstanding 
people who shared this interest.

Something very mysterious happened on the trip to Scotland in 2002 when Michael 
and Judy were traveling with us. We returned to the Kincardineshire area, specifically 
Garvock Hill. My diary entry on August 20, 2002 captured the mysterious in a way that 
remains so important to me:

       Our first stop was Garvock Hill. The clouds dissipated and  bright sun made visibility excellent. 
Michael wanted very much to return to this spot because he remembered the beauty from our visit 
three years ago. It was also more meaningful for me  because I saw more clearly Grassic Gibbons’ 
reasons for using  this general area for his trilogy. I have begun to feel a kinship with this part of 
Scotland. Jim Dinwoodie said I feel this way because it is probably in my bones. I feel relatively 
certain that if I am able to make the documented link with a place in Scotland – specific family – it will 
be in the general area where we were in the Kincardineshire area. After feasting on the beauty of the 
scene from Garvock Hill, we moved on to the church. The long history of this church site (since 12th 
century) adds to my  appreciation for it. We again found the graves of McNeil’s father and grandfather 
and made a photograph to send to Sheena when we return to Auburn.

As will be seen later, this entry was somewhat prophetic when I decided to use DNA 
to see a family connection.

In October of 2002, I had an experience that helped me to link various periods in 
my life. While attending a wedding in a church where several children with whom I 
worked in Mountville attended, I met Barbara Cobb Whitten, who during my tenure as 
principal at Mountville was an outstanding student. I remembered depending on her 
to lead the alto section in the school chorus. On this date many years later, she related 
a story that moved me so very much. She told me that her church sent money to the 
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school to help pay for lunches for children who could not afford to pay. It was her 
responsibility to bring the money to me every Monday morning. She said that I told her 
I hoped she sometime in the future would finish high school, attend college, become a 
teacher, and return to Mountville to “teach for me.” She said she did become a teacher, 
and she returned to Mountville to teach, but I was not longer there. I was deeply moved 
by her story, and it made me remember when I was a student at West Georgia College 
and Dr. Row told me to “keep in touch with him because he wanted me to teach for 
him.” His death before I completed my doctorate no doubt changed my career; I did not 
return to West Georgia College to teach. 

It was during this year that the idea of writing my memoirs originated. The following 
from my diary reflects this interest, although I did not begin writing immediately:

       I read some old letters and other material that dated to my high school days. It occurred to me 
that I must write something of an interpretative nature that will help to capture some of the great 
changes that have occurred in my thinking and at the same time underscore parts that have remained 
consistent. I think I might actually enjoy the writing. It could be a positive thing for me and it might 
also be enlightening for the children. Perhaps  I shall begin on this soon.

The value of my diaries cause me to write that I would never have attempted to write 
about my life and work without the documentation through the diaries. Often I have 
wondered what the children will do with the diaries that contain so much more that I 
have included in my writing. As previously stated, I have selected what to me seemed to 
be most important; someone else might have selected different entries. Michael stated 
once that the diaries should not be separated. 

On December 28, 2002, I wrote:

       When he saw me returning to the shelf, he said that he did not know to whom I would will the diaries 
but he thought they should be kept together. I asked him if he would like to have them. I was moved 
by the fact that he  put his arm around me, and with a slight show of emotion, said, “Yes.” So it will 
be! I know he will value them. I know because he is such a fair person, he will make them available to 
Melanie, Mark, and Milton. It pleases me that he would like to have them.

.
Each year during my retirement years brought something very significant in my life.

We welcomed our dear Judy into our family. We had known for quite some time that 
she and Michael were a fine match, and on the first day of February 2003 we attended 
the simple ceremony on Indian Bluff Drive, which would be their home together. 

The publication of James Cadenhead, RSA: Keeping His Memory Green brought 
together several aspects of my life that were important to me at that time. This book, 
like Southern Cadenheads, published in 1997, came from perhaps the longest search 
in my life. It began in September 1968 when I accompanied Melanie to the library 
in Columbus, Georgia to help her with a homework assignment related to questions 
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about her ancestors. That afternoon, we located two James Cadenheads, one of them 
our ancestor who became the foundation of the search that led to the publication of 
Southern Cadenheads and the other a later search that linked my love for beauty in the 
arts, a profound love for Scotland, and pleasure in following questions wherever the 
led. There was a convergence of the two James Cadenheads, not in family relationships, 
but in the search when I discovered George Cadenhead’s book, Family of Cadenhead, 
published in Scotland in 1887. This discovery of the book, learning that there were 
only 125 copies printed and I was able to purchase one through an antique book seller 
in London, and the fact that George Cadenhead was the father of James Cadenhead, 
the artist, was truly an exciting time in my search. Through the years that followed, 
the search brought many satisfying times and put me in touch with so very many 
interesting people.

At various times after initially learning about the artist, my interest was piqued.

In 1980, I learned through my friend Jim Dinwoodie that one of Cadenhead’s paintings 
was for sale in London. We purchased the painting, and this added interest in knowing 
more about the man. On a subsequent visit to the City Art Centre in Edinburgh to see 
several of his paintings in the permanent collection and learning that not much had 
been written about the artist, I decided to give more attention to research on him. The 
study became more intense when I learned that he worked with Sir Patrick Geddes, 
a man who was the subject of my sabbatical study in Scotland in 1988. Another trip 
to Scotland in 2002 resulted in a determination to synthesize all the material I had 
collected through the years and publish the book.  Discovering that he not only was a 
competent visual artist, but he also wrote poetry and was an amateur musician caused 
me to want to include all aspects of his life in the book.

Apart from the pleasure derived from the research, the Acknowledgements section 
of the book reflects the interesting people with whom I interacted in the study. It 
intensified my deep love for Scotland and the beautiful friendships that I built through 
correspondence, conferences, and visits. The reaction to the book by various people in 
Scotland whom I respected was gratifying, and although the sales were not as extensive 
as I would have hoped, I was delighted to have copies in the hands of people there, 
various museums and galleries, and especially in the National Library of Scotland. 
There was interest in a joint exhibition of Cadenhead’s works, sponsored by the City 
Art Centre in Edinburgh and Aberdeen Art Gallery when the book was published, but 
financial restraints kept this from happening.  Publishing the book was a financial loss 
for me, but the gratification linked to the research, the satisfaction of the quality of the 
book, and the reception of the publication by people whose opinions I respected offset 
the loss. 

Our sponsorship of the young person in the orphanage in Russia as a result of Milton’s 
and Diane’s involvement in the Frank Foundation led to the formation of two more 
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important international friendships in my life. First, we began supporting Ivan Kiselev 
(Vanya) when he was sixteen years old and living in the orphanage in Alapaevsk. 
Much earlier in my life, I dreamed of starting a home for orphans where I could give 
encouragement. This dream did not become a reality; but I saw this as an opportunity to 
lend support.  I was able to communicate with Vanya through e-mail, and the relationship 
grew to the point of his addressing me as his “American papa.” The correspondence 
was heart-warming, and I hoped that eventually we would be able to plan for him 
to visit us. In addition to the money we gave through the Frank Foundation, we sent 
gifts to Vanya through Western Union on special occasions. This continued after he 
left the orphanage, completed his work at the university and time in the army. Then 
rather suddenly without any explanation, communication from him ceased. He also no 
longer communicated with Alexander                      (Sasha), one of the workers in the 
orphanage, the second person with whom I communicated. I did have an e-mail from 
him after Fran’s death.

The evolving friendship with Sasha, his later visit with us in Auburn, and e-mail 
communication proved to be very important to me. We shared many interests and 
beliefs, which made our friendship one with much depth despite the difference in our 
ages. This friendship also encouraged me in my study of Russian. He and I wrote an 
article together for the Frank Foundation newsletter. When he visited us in Auburn, we 
shared an experience, the impact of which will remain with me until the end of my life. 
I took him to Chewacla Park when he visited us in Auburn. As we walked through the 
woods near the waterfall, I commented to him that for me, Nature and God were the 
same. He turned to me and made the identical statement in Russian. We agreed that we 
were kindred spirits, and this relationship has continued to grow in a very meaningful 
way for both of us.

There is very little in my writing that relates to politics or decisions of a political nature 
that extended far beyond my own life. I make an exception here as I quote from the 
entry in my diary on March 19, 2003:

       I think war will begin as early as tomorrow. It is a sad day and I think sets a precedent that will haunt 
us in the future. 11:00 P.M. 

      I was wrong – it started tonight.

       I shall not be around when historians write about this date, but I think it was the beginning of greater 
unrest in the Middle East that changed that region in a way that will affect the entire world in a 
negative way.

My diary for 2004 reflects several significant changes in my life and in that of the 
family as a whole. Certainly, one of the most positive events was the arrival of our dear 
Hannah in our family. Mark and Dody adopted her at an orphanage in Kirov, Russia, 
and she has brought such happiness to them and to the entire family. Just as with Maria, 
Fran and had the great pleasure of being involved in her life since she was in Auburn. 
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as future entries in diaries will reflect. 

On November 11, 2004, Fran’s book, Seasons of Fran’s Kith and Kin arrived from the 
publisher. This fine volume of 660 pages is an outstanding contribution to her family, 
our children and grandchildren, and anyone interested in the history of the Atlanta area. 
The care with which she gave her research and the warmth of family stories included 
in the book combine to make a family history and memorable stories from various 
branches of her family. The book is the result of countless hours of research, study, 
interviews, and time at the computer. She with her own typing method prepared every 
page of the book. The image of her sitting at her computer for hours at a time preparing 
the manuscript is fixed permanently in my mind, and her tireless effort resulted in a 
book for which she and all members of her family can be proud. 

Illness, deaths, and re-location of people who were very close to me affected me in 
ways that made it difficult at this time. One of my correspondents, Olive Cadenhead, 
died after a bout with cancer. I built a large file of correspondence with her through the 
years, and prior to her death, she requested that I give her letters to her granddaughter, a 
request I honored. She was an avid reader and an excellent correspondent. My learning 
of Bill Cadenhead’s brain tumor and period of deterioration brought much sadness. 
Gerry’s death left a void for both Fran and me. With her death, Fran was the only one 
left in her immediate family. Gerry’s beautiful and generous spirit would make her 
live in our memory. Alexei’s leaving Auburn to pursue graduate studies at University 
of Illinois added to my feelings of sadness. He had been such an important part of my 
life in different ways, and while I was pleased that he would have this opportunity, I 
knew that I would miss him very much. I had watched him grow from a teenager into 
a fine young man who had a bright future, I knew that every time I heard Beethoven’s 
“Moonlight Sonata” I would think of him.

What I classified as a turning point in my life occurred March 26, 2004: discovery that 
I had prostate cancer. The shock of the news was very difficult for both Fran and me, 
and what followed was miserable, although I tried very hard to maintain a reasonable 
life. I decided to go to Atlanta for a second opinion. I sought the service of Dr. Maxwell 
White who had an excellent reputation, and subsequently decided to follow his advice 
for treatment: implantation of 85 radioactive seeds. Since I was “radioactive,” I was 
not able to hold Hannah, our new granddaughter, nor any of the grandchildren who had 
been accustomed to sitting in my lap. The process was successful, but what followed 
was one of the most difficult experiences I have ever faced, and the doctor being in 
Atlanta made the situation even worse. Complications led to visits to the emergency 
room, long periods of wearing a catheter and even having to catheterize myself. My 
diary gives many details of the period following the procedure, with many entries that 
reflected depression.

My diary entry for May 25 shows the depths of my feelings at the time:
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       Perhaps the only way for me to work out of my depression is to try to redefine my life at 72 - after 
discovering I have cancer. Some things that were important to me – Callaway Gardens, teaching 
music to Alexei, English to Oleg, travel, research -- are no longer a part of my life. My life was once 
characterized by diversity; now much of this is no  longer with me. I must work out a new plan that is 
possible. I suppose this could be a positive thing. It is not fair to Fran for this present mood to persist.

Something happened quite by accident that helped me to find a solution.

While Mark was in consultation with Dr. Rishi Rajan, Urologist in Opelika, he told Dr. 
Rajan about my difficulty. Dr. Rajan told him to relay to me the message that if I needed 
help on the local level, he would be glad to see me. This is where everything changed 
in a positive way. I conferred with Dr. Rajan on November 4, followed by a letter to Dr. 
White in Atlanta informing him that I would not return. The details in my diary that 
show the misery I endured on my last trip to Atlanta support this decision. Dr. Rajan’s 
professional skill and his personal interest and caring attitude encouraged me. He later 
followed with a procedure to remove blockage that caused me to return to a more 
reasonably normal life. After the successful treatment, I wrote a report with complete 
chronology from the time he offered his service through the successful treatment, with 
the title, “An Act of Kindness” and gave the report to him for his files. In addition to my 
improved condition, an important friendship developed that meant so very much to me. 
We exchanged e-mails, lunched together, shared books, and built a rich relationship. 
Throughout my life, I have believed that I had a resilience that caused me to “bounce 
back” when there was adversity. In this case, Dr. Rajan’s professional skill and personal 
traits, encouragement and help from family and friends, I was able to resume a life that 
was good, although never to be what it was prior to the experience with cancer.

I tried very hard to continue all of our activities. Once I complained to Dr. Rajan 
that we would not be able to attend the plays at Alabama Shakespeare Theatre. He 
simply smiled and told me just to put the catheter in my pocket and I knew what to do 
during intermission. It worked. One of the things Fran and I have always tried to do 
was to maintain diversity of friendships, believing that it was important for us to be 
comfortable in different worlds.

One place that always inspired me was Jewell’s home. We continued to visit, even stay 
with her when Greg and Carol were out of town. I continued to write a letter to her 
every Sunday night, and I always found inspiration being with her, as we sat together on 
her front porch or as I cooked pancakes for her in her mother’s iron skillet. This contact 
is also shown in my diary entry for July 4, 2004:

 Greg and Carol invited us to join them at their home for dinner. Jewell was with us as well. We sat at  
 a table near the lake. The beauty of the scene and our special relationship with these three people  
 made for a perfect ending of the day. Seeing how they love Nature and enjoy a simple life always fills  
 me with a desire to hold myself close to such simplicity. I hope I never lose touch with it because I  
 believe it helps to define my life.
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My diary at this time also reflected an increased inclination to write about my life and 
work.

My experiences were helping me to underscore something that had always been a part 
of my life: the importance of kindness. As indicated above, the fine service rendered 
by Dr. Rishi Rajan made such a difference in my life. Another example was what I 
observed in the change in Ruth Coss’ attitude over a period of time. Even during my 
problem related to the cancer, both Fran and I continued to give her as much attention 
as possible, taking her out for lunch, going to her house to take care of her, inviting to 
our home on special occasions. The kindness made a difference in helping her change 
from a very hostile attitude after Art’s death to one that was expressed in a note we 
received from her September 18, 2004:

       Dear Fran and Kenneth,

       887-3607 is my real Lifeline number. I know that the answer  is always help. It is very comforting to 
know. Whether it is lunch or a flashlight, it’s always positive. Thank you for being you.

A further example was when our new neighbors Joy and Yancy Carpenter, after Gerry’s 
death, came with a basket of homemade breads Joy had made, showing their feeling for 
Fran at that time. When we returned the basket with vegetables from the garden, Fran 
suggested that we designate this as the “Joy basket,” We built a tradition of passing the 
basket back and forth in subsequent years as the beautiful relationship with Joy and 
Yancy grew deeper. 

Toward the end of the year we had a very significant family gathering in Newnan. All of 
our children and grandchildren, my siblings and their families – 57 people – met for a 
family time together. I was glad our children had an opportunity to see how my siblings 
have remained in touch through the years and made a difference.

This was followed by a fine Christmas where our children and grandchildren joined 
us for a very happy celebration, including our giving Hannah her copy of Uncle Vova’s 
Tree. Now the family was complete and each of the grandchildren from Russia had a 
copy of the book and each had a cedar tree in the woods to be decorated with food for 
the birds, a warm and meaningful time as we celebrated being together as a family. 
Reading the description in my diary brought warmth that is very reassuring.

The new year 2005 brought sad news from Scotland. Bill Cadenhead, after a long 
struggle with a brain tumor, died. He and I did not have many personal contacts 
after we first met, but the depth of our relationship was evident to both of us in our 
correspondence, two visits in their home, our experiencing Caddonhead farm together, 
resulting in his characterizing our relationship as “spiritual brothers”. The time we 
spent at Caddonhead farm together and his capturing the spirit of the place in the pastel 
that hangs in our den will remain in my memory as long as I live. I wrote a detailed 
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account in my diary, and made a copy of the description, along with a photo of the two 
of us at Caddon Water where he painted and attached it to the reverse side of the pastel 
so whoever keeps the painting will understand its significance for me and the value I 
placed on our relationship. 

The Dinwoodies moved from 1 Manor Place in Edinburgh where we had spent many 
days with them on our Scotland visits. This change was followed later in the year by 
news of Ina’s death, ending one of the greatest friendships we had ever known.

We joined the family in placing a bench in her memory in front of the Museum of 
Modern Art in Edinburgh. As a further tribute to Ina and a way of comforting Jim, 
I wrote an account of each of our visits in Scotland and in the U.S. and sent the ten 
“installments” to Jim at intervals. I knew they would bring both laughter and tears as 
our long and deep friendship was relived. I also sent a copy of the tape I made of the 
evening of Jim’s reading of Burns poetry on their first visit with us in 1978.  He told me 
later that one of the lines of “My Love is like a Red Red Rose” was on the floral wreath 
at her funeral. We would keep in close contact with Jim, but we knew that a return to 
Edinburgh would be different without Ina.

To counteract the sadness, we had the pleasure of welcoming Andy and Edna Cadenhead 
for an extended visit in Auburn. The long relationship with these Scottish friends was 
strengthened further during this time we traveled together in this country and also 
enjoyed relaxed time at 259 Conrey Drive. When we visited the Auburn University 
Rural Studio project in the western part of the state, we contributed to the conversion of 
an old fire tower into a bird-watching facility. Each person who donated to the project 
would have his or her name engraved on a step. I suppose as long as the tower stands, 
one can see that Andy and Edna and Kenneth and Fran Cadenhead were there. Our time 
together, as it had been since the first time we visited them in Scotland in 1976, was 
filled with pleasant conversation and much laughter. When they left for their return to 
Scotland, I wrote in my diary that “There is no laughter in the house tonight.” This was 
the last time they would visit us in Auburn.

A new international contact resulted in a very extensive and satisfying search.

Armin Meister from Gaterslaben, Germany and a friend of the Samoylovs contacted 
me, trying to assist his friend Juergen Michaelis in locating a relative in this country. 
The only information they had was a letter in Juergen’s possession, written in 1880, 
from Peter Petersen who emigrated to this country. He had an illegitimate son before 
leaving Germany and there had been no contact from him until this letter to his son 
inviting him to come to this country in 1880. Juergen, a descendant of the illegitimate 
son, wanted to know if Petersen had descendants in America. Since this is the kind 
of search I enjoyed, and since I had had much experience in my own family history 
study, I spent many hours in pursuing the subject, and I was able to locate Petersen’s 
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granddaughter in Illinois. This resulted in communication between Juergen and his 
cousin Connie Heinle in lllinois. Additionally, it added two correspondents in Germany 
for me with whom I have enjoyed communicating since the beginning of this long 
search.

After Milton married and became a resident of Maryland in 1989, we knew that our 
time with him would be limited. Physical distance made a difference in the number 
of times we were able to be together. This was an adjustment for all of us because 
of our closeness as a family. We knew that one of the things that Milton and Diane 
had in common was close–knit family relationships. Fortunately, Milton became close 
to Diane’s family, and we came to love Diane. There are many entries in my diaries 
after their marriage in which I commented on our missing the close contact we had 
with Milton, but we tried every means possible to keep the close relationship. The 
problem of distance arose again when the three grandchildren were adopted. We knew 
that we could not be as much a part of the children’s lives as the Gundlings would be. 
Despite this realization, we again tried to visit them in Maryland and they also came 
to Auburn as much as possible. A special visit with them at Christmas 2005 was a 
memorable one. As on each visit, Diane prepared a lovely dinner to welcome us. This 
was a beautiful evening when the seven of us sat together in the dining room and 
enjoyed a delicious dinner. Following this, we gave the grandchildren special gifts. I 
gave Nick my identification bracelet that Fran had given me when we were students at 
West Georgia College; Fran gave Sara a ring I had given her early in our marriage; and 
we gave Alec special objects Charles Cadenhead had made from Alec’s cedar tree that 
had died. I don’t know if the children will remember this evening, but for me it showed 
a closeness that was very important. This was followed the next day by a special visit to 
Williamsburg that the seven of us enjoyed very much.  Each visit with them, although 
not frequent, showed quality time together with special planning on their part that 
meant so much to us. We could never forget the beautiful dinners at Normandie Farms.

Relationships with special people were important to me throughout my life, so much so 
that I included a strong statement in my statements of belief to which I alluded earlier.  
Some of these reached far into my past. I have kept in touch with practically all of the 
members of my high school graduation class in 1948. There were only sixteen of us, 
but we met as a group periodically through the years, and in 2005 when there were 
only seven of us left, we began to meet annually. This contact with people who knew 
me many years ago when my life was very different was important to me. I gave each 
member of the class present a copy of my book on James Cadenhead.

I have never wanted to forget the life I knew as a child, realizing that it played a large 
part in determining what I wanted to be and do in the remainder of my life. A special 
writing project in 2005 emphasizes the value I placed on this early part of my life. At 
one time in an undergraduate- class, I was treating the subject of language change. To 
illustrate, I reviewed my diary that I kept during the 1945-49 period and found examples 
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of words and expressions that I knew my students would not know. The class sessions 
proved to be a rich experience, so I decided to compile these words and expressions 
in a booklet with the title “Expressions with Special Meaning,” and shared it with my 
children, siblings, and others I thought would be interested. It reflected so well many 
aspects of my life as a child and teenager, and perhaps it was worthy of publication. I 
did not seek publishing possibilities, but I think it was appreciated by all who read it, 
and it provided a very rich period of reflection for me.

(Note: Today is June 10, 2016, and I now destroy the notes I made from the 2005 
diary, realizing that I must omit things that I would like to include. As I wrote earlier, 
someone else writing this might have chosen other content from the diary, perhaps 
giving another view of my life. That’s just the way it is. But the diaries don’t lie. They 
do represent my life at the time, not affected by my “remembering” self.) 

As I resume writing four months later and read the note above, I underscore a note I 
made from my 2006 diary: when comparing my life at present with my life as recorded 
in the diary, it is almost like reading about the life of another person. However, the 
reminder of the richness of my life in previous years makes me extremely grateful for 
the opportunities we had in the past. At the same time, I am reminded of the significance 
of what I am doing at present. I am also reminded that simple things were recorded 
in the earlier diaries, reflecting that I valued these as well as the more exciting events. 
For example, both Fran and I found such things as having breakfast on the sun porch 
and observing the outside beauty of great value in our lives. The annual tradition of 
decorating for Christmas played an important part also. Fran always made the house a 
place of warmth and beauty. I recorded in my diary in 2006 that after the candles were 
in the window and all decorations complete, we walked around the outside of the house 
after dark. Fran stated, “I do love our home,” and we agreed that we wanted to remain 
in it as long as possible.

In an e-mail from Rishi, he asked if I ever thought about my mortality. The death of Jean 
Mote and Camilla’s Lowry’s death that year caused me to think more on the subject. 
Also, once while we were visiting Greg and Carol for dinner, along with Jewell, I recall 
taking Jewell home, and when I returned to Greg and Carol’s front porch and looked 
toward Jewell’s house and saw the dim light in her sitting room, I recorded in my diary 
that one day the window would be dark. Then in the fall when Paul, Sara, Fran and I 
visited Brasstown Bald, I began to think that soon a visit to this place that meant so 
much to us might be the last one. So, Rishi’s question was beginning to be more a part 
of my thinking.

Jewell continued to play an important part in our lives. Our visits with her, staying 
with her when Greg and Carol were out of town, my Sunday night letters to her and 
her frequent replies caused the link with her to be very strong. Her love for Nature and 
strong link with the land that she had known since childhood added to her strength of 
character. Once when we left her house as the western sky was ablaze with color, I was 
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reminded that she had earlier told me that one morning when she got up at 4:00, she 
looked out her bedroom window at the stars. She said she was tempted to phone me and 
tell me to go outside and look at the stars.
A return trip to Scotland in 2006 was a memorable one in part because Melanie and 
Maria joined us for part of the trip, and then Michael and Judy followed them with a 
period of time with us. We traveled together to very special places for us, making them 
even more important because our children and Maria shared the experience.

My travel diary reflects deep feeling for this time together. Maria wrote a note to me 
upon our return telling me that she understood why I had such a deep love for Scotland. 
Contact with our international friends also served as impetus for me to continue private 
study of French, German and Russian. 

My success in helping Armin Meister’s friend Juergen Michaelis locate his cousin 
in this country caused Armin to continue his search for my cousin Nanny Schueller, 
in Germany. He was able to find Nanny’s son Heinz, which was the beginning of 
establishing a relationship that would prove to be valuable later.

Hannah spent a good bit of time with us, and we had an opportunity to observe her 
early development just as we had been able to do with Maria. It was clear from the 
beginning that Hannah was going to be advanced in her language development. Her 
vocabulary increased rapidly, and it was interesting to observe her asking what a word 
meant when one was used that she did not know. She was very observant and had 
wonderful curiosity. As she grew she liked to go for walks “on Green Street.” She 
always wanted a stick in her hand, so she could disturb every ant hill along the way 
and make them scurry. Once she began to mimic the birds she heard, and when I called 
her attention to a squirrel, she replied, “I don’t speak squirrel.”  She asked a question 
on one of the walks that I have quoted many times. After talking freely to me along 
the way, she asked, “Papa, where do all these words come from that are in my head?”  
She was interested in my garden, so I let her plant seeds in one area, watch the plants 
grow, harvest the beans, cook and eat them. To record this sequence, I prepared a book 
showing her at the various stages. Preparing books for each of the grandchildren was a 
pleasant activity as each one spent time with us. I treasured one when we took our walk. 
When we returned, she held my hand and said, “You are my favorite friend.” What more 
could a man want? At dusk, she would follow what each of the other grandchildren had 
done before her: chase and catch the fireflies as they began to punctuate the darkness 
in the woods behind the house.

As I ended the year, I reminded myself of the theme that never was lost from the 
beginning of my memoirs. On the last day of the year 2006, I wrote:

       I can only hope that my desire to learn – that continuous search – will be a part of my life 
until I draw my last breath. A part of my search is for other individuals who can understand 
that such is an integral part of my being.
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The next year was one full of variety in my life. One responsibility that took so much 
of my time was caring for Ruth Coss. Before Art’s death, I promised him that I would 
take care of Ruth. Her health had continued to decline, and early in the year while 
she was in the hospital, her doctor told her that she could no longer live alone. I shall 
never forget her reaction because it could easily echo mine in similar circumstances. 
I knew what was behind her statement: “I know every flaw in that house.” Feeling her 
pain and loneliness, I devised a plan for her to remain in her home and presented it to 
her doctor. I employed Annie and a person she knew to be with Ruth at all times, each 
having specific responsibilities on shifts. My system included a book of instructions for 
each of them each day and for them to record such things as daily blood sugar readings 
and leave messages for me in the book. I also spent time with Ruth and she seemed 
relieved that she could remain at home, although her condition continued to worsen. 
We had planned a trip to Alaska with Paul and Sara, and I knew she felt insecure with 
my leaving her. I sensed her sadness the last time I conversed with her. She was in the 
hospital again when we returned from Alaska, and she died at Hospice July 31, the day 
after we came home from the trip.

Managing the estate required many hours, as shown by the numerous diary entries.

I had excellent legal assistance from Jim Haygood, and the estate sale was managed 
very efficiently by Randy Cottier. I shall always remember walking through the empty 
house, visualizing each room that was loved by both Ruth and Art. There was also 
a quick glance into the future when the children will have the same experience as 
they walk through this empty house, each with private memories that help to define 
individuality. Art’s and Ruth’s legacy was reflected beautifully in their immortality: All 
of their assets designated for the Ruth and Art Coss Graduate Fellowship endowment 
at Auburn University. Both were devoted to education. Following this spirit, I disbursed 
the $10,000 Ruth left to me in her will and the executor’s fee among Alec, Nick, Sara, 
Maria, Hannah, Eric, and Kim for their education fund as well. I wanted no monetary 
remuneration for what I did in my devotion to my friend Art Coss. I did find and kept a 
video tape made by Art before his death. It recorded the lovely azaleas in the spring and 
scenes from each room in the house. The conclusion showed Ruth playing the grand 
piano. This is all I have from their lives except memories of a beautiful friendship.

In addition to the year bringing death of a friend, it also afforded me the privilege of 
making new friends, the Ed Cadenhead family from Oklahoma. I received a letter from 
Jack, Ed’s son, telling me that he had an assignment in a class at the university to trace 
his ancestry. He expressed gratitude for my having done the assignment through the 
publication of Southern Cadenheads. Jack moved to Auburn and enrolled in Jones Law 
School in Montgomery. He visited us often and we had many stimulating conversations 
while he was in school. 
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Jack’s father and mother, Ed and Jan, came to visit him, and Fran and I met them for the 
first time. There was an almost immediate kinship that was beyond family connection. 
It met a need that I had felt for a long time. Earlier in the year, I recorded a feeling that 
echoed my friend, Dorothy Gulliver’s characterization of losing a friend as “letting go 
of a hand in the darkness.” So many times in my life I had yearned for a relationship 
that allows the tight grasp of the hand – and mind – in the darkness. I concluded that 
this search “will be like the continuous search which has been a part of my life for 
so long.” What developed with Ed was the kind of substantive correspondence that 
met this need. The depth of communication was gratifying for me and the following 
comment from him in an e-mail let me know that it was equally important to him:

       I enjoy this exercise tremendously. I realize how I have missed the type of intellectual stimulation that 
you have interjected into my life.

On one visit, Ed introduced me to Irvin Yalom’s When Nietzsche Wept. Reading this 
book was a valuable experience at that time, and I suggested to Ed that with extended 
time together he and I could achieve what Yalom had Dr. Breuer and Nietzsche did in 
their conversations. It was a level to which I aspired but reached so few times. When 
I read the quote from one of his e-mails, “You are a wonderful man and I will always 
cherish the moment we met,” there is a sadness now because the correspondence did 
not continue. He later wrote that the pressures of work made it impossible for him to 
continue the intellectual level of our correspondence. While I understood the difference 
between his being a very busy attorney and my being retired with time to write, I 
regretted that this valuable experience did not continue.

Interestingly, the book When Nietzsche Wept appeared again several years later. I chose 
Yalom’s The Spinoza Problem for book club reading, and I read the former book again 
when another friend about whom I shall write later, and I actually did achieve the level 
of conversation experienced by Nietzsche and Dr. Breuer in the book.

At the time I met the Oklahoma Cadenheads, I was striving to “put things together.” 

This desire was evident in a diary entry January 11 that described a realization once 
when I was walking from Jewell’s house to Greg and Carol’s:

       I suddenly realized one thing that gives some of my greatest satisfaction is making connections. As I 
thought about the e-mail I received from Jack and then my helping him connect with Jewell, Greg and 
Carol, I realized this pleasure is part of something bigger in my life: connecting people (e.g., Connie 
Heinle in Illinois and Juergen in Germany) interrelationships between and among ideas in different 
disciplines, in short, the learning process, seeing relationships, metaphors – these  are so much a part 
of my life. The experience today simply underscored this part of my life, and as I walked in this place 
that has become such a vital part of my life, I felt a great sense of satisfaction.

This strong interest added to what was an important idea for me: collective human 
spirit, which is based on connections. In times of loneliness, I knew I could reach out 
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and connect with other humans - living and some no longer alive – and find strength. 
Each new person I met who was interested in the search that was so vital to me only 
added strength to the idea.

We made two very important trips during the year. Paul, Sara, Fran and I went to 
Alaska, spending one week on the land portion and the second one on the cruise.

This was an adventure that only strengthened the relationship that had formed through 
the years. Occasionally, I had to remind myself that the young boy from the country 
continued to expand his horizons in so many ways, even extending his hand and feeling 
the cold water of the Arctic Ocean!  My travel diary of this trip is rich with experiences.

The second trip was a return to Scotland and then an extension to Germany. This was 
our last trip to Scotland, and it was significant that Ellis and Carol were with us since 
Ellis was the last of my siblings to whom I had the pleasure of introducing Caddonhead 
farm. We invited Anne to join the four of us. My travel diary shows the intensity of 
feelings on this our final trip. Now as I sit in my chair in the den I can look to my left 
and see the pastel that Bill Cadenhead painted when he and I went to the farm together 
in 1988 and to the right I can see two photographs that Ellis made, framed and gave to 
me for my birthday after the trip together. In the winter when the leaves are off the trees 
in Auburn and the sun is low in the sky, the morning sun picks out the road behind the 
shepherd’s house and the small burn Caddon Water in the photograph, and my mind 
reaches back through the years to the many times we have walked the road. Then late 
in the afternoon, I can look at Bill’s pastel and see how he showed the ending of the day 
with the only light the patch of sky above the heather-covered hills. I shall always be 
grateful to Ellis and Bill for these reminders of the presence at a place that holds a rich 
mystical place in my memory.

The extension of the trip to Germany was rich indeed. After my Friend Armin Meister 
had located our Cadenhead kin in Germany, Ellis suggested that we extend the trip by 
going to Germany to meet our first cousin Nanny Cadenhead Schueller, her son Heinz, 
his friend Madlin, granddaughter Tina and husband Manfred Haas.

My diary reflects the warm hospitality extended to us and my reaction to this wonderful 
experience.  

The link with Scotland was strengthened as I proposed the use of DNA to make the 
documented connection with a family in Scotland. My first attempt was with Andy. His 
characteristic sense of humor came through in his e-mail October 1, 2007:

      Dear Cousin? 

       My test sample kit arrived on Thursday and I mailed it the same Day – should arrive soon. I await with 
anticipation (or trepidation!)
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Alas! there was not a match; however, as I shall write later, there was a match with 
McNeil’s son.

An experience at West Georgia University helped me to “connect” to the past in a very 
meaningful way. A program was planned that focused on Oak Mountain School where 
I completed my first year of teaching in 1951. I was asked to make a presentation as a 
part of the program. I used the scrapbook I kept of that year of teaching as a primary 
source. My approach was to use the children’s voices as reflected in their creative 
writing and articles they wrote for our school newspaper.

The approach was received well, and it provided an opportunity to present some of my 
approach to teaching, and it also reflected much about the culture of the community. 
I read a poem by Marlene Norman, one of my seventh graders. Interestingly, one of 
my sixth graders, Barbara Gilley, was present and she saw a photograph of herself and 
one of her drawings. She was one of the children in the Norman Rockwell painting 
that appeared in the Saturday Evening Post in 1946.  She phoned Marlene and told her 
that I read one of her poems, and this resulted in Marlene, now a great grandmother, 
contacting me. I had kept several of Marlene’s writings, so I sent copies to her. This 
resulted in communication for several months. I was pleased to remember this teaching 
experience that proved to be an excellent beginning for my professional life, and I was 
also pleased to share it with others at this meeting.

Fran’s and my continued work with Potcher and Larry in the Literacy Coalition 
resulted in our being invited to Larry’s pastor appreciation service at his church. 
This resulted in a reversal of roles; we were in their world, and we were guests.

The members welcomed us each time we attended with warmth that was very 
satisfying for us. I tried very hard to appreciate the service because I know 
how diligently they worked to build the church, and what it meant to them. 
Each time I was asked to make comments about Larry as the pastor. I never 
referred to my work with him in the literacy program; I simply called him a 
friend. It was difficult for me to endure the long and loud service; however, I 
was sincere in my remarks on Larry’s life and what he has accomplished.  The 
record he wrote about building the church attests to his commitment to serving 
the people. I was grateful for the opportunity to work with him and Potcher and 
see the genuine qualities they exhibited in their lives.  Also, this was the only 
examples of teaching after I retired from the university, and I enjoyed deriving 
my own approaches to instruction as I worked with them; this was a theme that 
permeated all of my work as a teacher.

(Note: As I resume writing after a lapse of several months, I have to struggle to keep 
sadness from dominating what I write. I lost my dear wife Fran on April 6th of this 
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year (2017) after months of her being confined to the chair with declining health. I 
was making notes for this writing on April 5, when I wrote the following: “Making 
notes as Fran approaches death at Bethany House.” She wanted very much for me 
to complete the writing while she lived, but alas! this did not happen. While she was 
confined to her chair, I occasionally read to her from various sections, reflecting our 
lives together at different periods. I still hope to complete the writing, and, of course, 
it will be dedicated to her.)

Early in 2008, our link with Scotland grew stronger. For my birthday, Ellis and Carol 
gave me two framed photographs of Caddonhead Ellis made when we visited the farm 
together. I hung them in a special place where I could see them from my chair. In the 
winter time, the early morning sun would “light up” the beautiful hills and the burn as 
it meandered through them. 

Ken and Marion Davidson came to visit us. From the time I first met them at Caddonhead, 
I had wanted them to come to Auburn. Our relationship grew stronger while I was on 
professional leave and spent the quarter in Edinburgh in 1988. My diary reflects the 
growing friendship. While they were with us, I planned many different excursions, 
exposing them to as much of our area as possible. Our conversations were substantive, 
and I found their shepherd background and their profound love for Nature to be very 
enriching for me. Some of our conversations, particularly between Ken and me, were 
almost confrontational because he did not have a positive feeling toward “academics,” 
linked to his own experience in school.

Both Ken and Marion read widely, and I felt both had much depth. This proved to be 
another important link with Scotland.

An entry in my diary of March 6, 2008 was indeed an understatement:

       I began writing under the temporary title “My Life and Work – A Continuous Search.” I somehow think 
this will be an aid in synthesizing some of my thinking and my experience in education. It will be a 
long-time writing  project but I think it will be beneficial for me. 

Although Fran occasionally had a bout with Meniere’s and I was diagnosed with 
neuropathy, we continued to be active. Although we did not travel to Scotland again, 
we made our trips with Paul and Sara to Callaway Gardens and to the north Georgia 
mountains; these became a vital part of our lives. The children, grandchildren, Fran and 
I spent a memorable trip to Maggie Valley, North Carolina at Thanksgiving. My diary 
reflects so much warmth and beauty in this family time together.

I often turned to my books, and it was during this time that I was invited to join a men’s 
book club, which caused me to read many books that I might not have selected on my 
own. This also brought several friendships that became vital to me.
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Entries in my travel diaries often reflected the desire for friends in Auburn that were 
as important to me as my international friendships. Membership in this group brought 
several close friends that added an important dimension to my life. 
My life reflected a richness that I had come to appreciate; there was simplicity, with 
accompanying beauty: gardening, reading, extensive correspondence, having breakfast 
together on the sun porch as we observed the beauty of Nature, spending time with 
Jewell, observing Hannah tackle a difficult task and say, “I never quit,” and celebrating 
Mark’s 50th at the War Eagle Supper Club.

A diary entry on July 6, 2008 reflected a concern that had begun to grow in intensity. 

       While watering the plants in the back yard this morning, a question formed in my mind:

      “Will complexity be the cause of the fall of modern civilization?

       I was thinking about the difficulty of a Presidential candidate understanding the complex problems 
we face. Life has become increasingly complex, yet people yearn for simplicity. These two things seem 
incompatible. 

Four months later, Barack Obama was elected President, a truly significant event at the 
national level. 

The year 2009 brought many significant events in my life, some closely related to my 
long search in family history. From the time I began the study in 1968, I wanted to make 
a documented link with a family in Scotland. This desire grew more intense as I studied 
further, traveled to Scotland and made friends in the country. It is interesting that the 
first Scots person I met in Scotland was Hazel Cadenhead, daughter of Dr. McNeil 
Cadenhead from Shetland; she was a student at Edinburgh University when we made 
our first trip to Scotland in 1968. I did not think of attempting to make the link through 
DNA while McNeil was living, but his son in London agreed to the test. The results 
showed a significant match on a number of markers. I shall never forget the excitement 
when I opened the envelope containing the results. Immediately I remembered writing 
to McNeil before his death that I would be pleased if I knew we were biologically 
related because I knew we were very close in many ways. This information led to my 
contacting Hazel, and the two of us worked diligently to locate records that would 
support the test. Much searching led to possibilities, but no documentation. The search 
through the years brought much satisfaction for me and eventually led me to believe 
that perhaps someone in the future would keep the idea alive.

A special ceremony at Perote, Alabama was a significant event for a number of 
Cadenheads. A group in the state was interested in identifying and placing a special 
marker on graves of Revolutionary War soldiers. Jack Oden and John Wallace provided 
leadership in developing an impressive program at the cemetery in Perote, including 
costumed re-enactors firing the muskets. I was asked to present an account of the man’s 
life to a group of approximately of 100 people who attended the event, including all 
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of my siblings except Alton. This event added significantly to the idea of Cadenhead 
family history research, and it was a memorable experience for all who attended. It also 
marked a place that has meaning for my family.

When I began the family history search in 1968, I came across two James Cadenheads. 
Two different books were published, one in 1997 and the other in 2003. The latter was 
a biography of the Scots artist James Cadenhead. The subtitle of the biography was 
“Keeping his Memory Green.” During 2009, I learned from David Patterson, Keeper 
of Art at City Art Centre in Edinburgh, that one of James Cadenhead’s most famous 
paintings, the portrait of his mother, would be a part of an exhibition that would come 
to the United States. He also told me that he was replacing the frame on the painting in 
preparation for the exhibition. I volunteered to contribute $1000 toward the new frame. 
Fran and I gave $675 and the balance was contributed by Paul, Clarence, Anne, and 
Steven. Although the painting did not make it to this country, I was pleased that the 
painting has a new frame as others in the future will enjoy it, thus helping to keep his 
“memory green.” 

Sadness came with the death of our dear Jewell. We had a beautiful celebration of 
her 100th birthday, with 48 guests attending. Her life had touched many people who 
wanted to come and celebrate this event. Following this celebration in August, her 
health declined, and on October 10, Fran’s birthday, Jewell died. As I wrote her obituary, 
I remembered the rich times we had spent with her and the influence she had on my 
life. On the night before her funeral, I wrote my last weekly letter to her, reviewing the 
impact she had on my life. The letter was folded and placed in my diary for me to read 
in subsequent years and remember her life. Fortunately, I had written accounts of those 
nights we spent with her, times on the front porch drinking her coffee and looking out 
over the land that she loved so deeply.

Two important friendships began for me in 2009. As I wrote earlier, I often would 
write in my travel diaries that I longed for friendships in this country as deep as those I 
developed internationally. I met Jim Bradley, Professor of Entomology, who was also a 
member of the book club. After reading E.O. Wilson’s On Human Nature, I wrote in my 
diary. (I had earlier chosen Wilson’s The Creation for us to discuss in the book club.)

       Often now I wonder how my genes reach to a time when my ancestors were not even human. A beautiful 
continuity of life – yet influence that I can never understand. I would like to discuss this thought with 
someone, but who would be interested?

It was Jim who also was interested in the great chain of life, a subject that we pursued 
together with interest during the years that followed. Through our conversations we 
finally agreed that we were spiritual brothers, a term that Bill Cadenhead and I used 
to characterize our friendship in Scotland. This proved to be very reassuring for me as 
Jim’s and my friendship developed.
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A second friendship that developed began as Asim Ali helped me when I had a problem 
with my computer. When he came to work on the computer, we found it easy to 
converse on many different subjects. Our conversations sometimes included the subject 
of religion. Since he is Moslem, he had a perspective that caused me to explore Islam. 
I had already begun to value friendships with people of different ages. I was very much 
impressed by this young man’s intelligence, compassion, and a strong desire to learn, 
and our friendship grew in depth through frequent contacts and rich conversations.

Our last major trip occurred in 2009. We joined Paul and Sara for a cruise that took 
us through the Panama Canal. Prior to beginning the cruise, we spent several days in 
San Diego where my friendship with Bill Davenport grew stronger. Paul and Sara, 
Fran and I had traveled extensively together, and we found this final trip to be a rich 
one. Fortunately, Paul carefully wrote accounts of most of our trips, which captured 
the varied experiences we shared through the years. This time was followed later in 
the year when Bill and Ginny came East for a visit, and the six of us had a great 
time together as we visited Plains, Georgia and Tuskegee, Alabama. Bill and I had 
earlier found our skype visits to discuss various subjects to be extremely stimulating. 
I regretted that my friendship with Bill came so late in my life that we did not have as 
many opportunities to interact with such rich meaning. I knew that Paul’s and Bill’s 
relationship was a long one, and I was pleased to have the opportunity to know Bill, if 
only for a much shorter time.

A diary entry on May 11, 2009 linked that time with the reality of the present writing 
time:

       I wonder why the closing of the day and approaching darkness  brings a different mood. I often feel 
it when I go outside and  realize another day has passed. It is a very different feeling  from the one I 
have when I look out at the same time. Perhaps age is a factor. I just went outside to water the 3 tomato 
plants  in the pot by the carport. I thought of Paul and Sara and wondered what it will be like for us 
when one of us is missing. I wonder if I will read diaries of our travel experiences together and be 
comforted or will reading bring sadness. Such a thought grips me today as  the day ends.

Changes were occurring. We had our last visit with Paul and Sara on Riverside Drive 
prior to their moving to Presbyterian Village.

The Samoylovs increasingly became a part of our family, continuing to come on 
Thursday nights even when we did not work on English. We were invited to Alexei 
and Brittany’s wedding. We played the role of honorary grandparents, one that we were 
pleased to play. The setting in the Botanical Gardens in Phoenix was lovely, and the 
many family and friends we met were very hospitable.

Our family experiences continued to be an important part of our lives. Fran taught 
me how to make fig and pear preserves. She continued to cut my hair, setting up the 
barber shop on the carport. Mark, Dody, and Hannah joined Fran and me for a trip to 
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Maryland for them, Milton and Diane and Fran and me to celebrate our anniversaries. 
We celebrated by having dinner at Normandie Farms. When Milton’s family came in 
April we made a trip to Gulf Shores, inviting Melanie and Maria to join us. We followed 
our usual pattern at Christmas. Fran worked diligently preparing Christmas goodies for 
all the neighbors. We spent Christmas Eve with Melanie and Maria. On Christmas 
morning, we had a brief visit with the Vawters, going then to Michael and Judy’s where 
we enjoyed coffee and a sweet. We drove to Auburn to be with Mark, Dody, and Hannah 
for ham and biscuits and coffee before coming home. Then the day after Christmas, the 
children, except Milton’s family, came home. After they left, we had a skype visit with 
Andy and Edna, leaving the candles in the windows for one more night.

My link with the study of Russian was strengthened by a visit from a young man 
from Russia. Through our support for Vanya while he lived in the orphanage, I began 
correspondence with Sasha, one of the workers in the orphanage. This led to his 
coming for a visit in January2010. While my limited success in my study of Russian 
and his equally limited facility in English, we still managed to communicate. We 
shared as much of our area as possible while he was here, and it was clear that he was 
pleased with all the experiences. One that was very significant for me was our being in 
Chewacla Park after a storm. As we walked through the freshly washed forest, I made 
the statement to him that God and Nature were synonymous for me. He in turn made 
the same statement in Russian. I think that moment was important to both of us and 
served as a link in the years that followed.

There was a lapse in our communication for a while, but we resumed the exchange 
of e-mails with very meaningful content. One idea that he stressed in addition to the 
interchangeable concepts of God and Nature was his emphasis on “God in us.”

Although my study of the Russian language gradually decreased, my contact with 
Sasha and my interest in Russian culture remained very important for me.

We knew that our traveling days, especially longer trips, were coming to an end. Fran’s 
problem with Meniere’s presented risks for us, and there was general decline in her 
health.  However, we found satisfaction in a simpler life. Having tea on the sun porch 
and conversation about past adventures brought pleasure. A family trip to Union 
Springs and all of my siblings joining us to see a play at the Red Door Theater and 
staying at the Shenandoah Plantation (bed and breakfast) where I was first introduced 
to Conecuh sausage was memorable. Also, after Greg and Carol converted Jewell’s 
home into Cadenhead Cottage in a way that preserved the spirit of the place, they 
invited us to be the first guests on our anniversary. 

       About 4:30 in the morning, I heard a whippoorwill nearby in the woods. Ordinarily I would have 
awakened to seeing the light on in Jewell’s room. I knew I would not go back to sleep, so I plugged 
in the cord for the coffee. After shaving, I sat briefly at “my” place at the kitchen table and had a 
cup of coffee. I then decided to go to the front porch and wait for dawn to break.  The beauty was 
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overwhelming. As brightness appeared in the broad expanse of the eastern sky, the bird songs filled 
the air. I had a sense of peace as I sat in the chair and gradually saw a silent explosion of color 
announcing the new day. I was glad to have the moments alone. They helped me link what I had known 
there in the past with the establishment of the Cadenhead Cottage from Jewell’s home.

Our visits to Magnolia Hall in Hamilton were memorable and our continued visits to 
Callaway Gardens were important to us. We made a good adjustment to the change in 
our lives relative to traveling to distant places. We always considered it a great privilege 
to have friends from different parts of the world and also from varied groups nearer to 
us. 

Fran’s 80th birthday celebration was characterized by both warmth and elegance. The 
children made it a beautiful occasion for our family, and members had an opportunity 
to express both orally and in writing the impact she had on their lives.

I was pleased to be able to present a tribute to her, reaching back to our first meeting 
at West Georgia College and enumerating her many contributions throughout her life. 
The length does not allow me to include the tribute here; however, it found a permanent 
place in my 2010 diary. 

I continued to pursue topics that presented challenges for my thinking. The book 
club offered many opportunities for me to read books that I perhaps would not have 
chosen on my own. One author, John Spong, presented ideas in the area of religion that 
brought both challenge and support for my continued search in this area. Another one, 
Your Inner Fish, which I chose for the group encouraged me to pursue the subject of 
the great chain of life, one that has grown more intense. This continued search has led 
to many questions that stimulate satisfying study. It was during this time a question 
Hannah asked on one of our walks that underscored the value of early childhood 
questions: “Papa, where do all of these words come from that are in my head?” How 
thrilled I was to hear such a question, one for her that was not a rhetorical one. It was at 
this time I was reminded of an idea set forth by Patrick Geddes: the concept of average 
man is a statistical creation, not a biological fact. Being able to put all of these ideas 
together at this time made me know that I wanted to continue to ask questions and 
follow where they lead.

One of my favorite plants had been for quite some time the resurrection fern.

Knowing this, Lydia Brawner brought a large limb covered with the fern to give to me. 
Over a period of time, I was able to “convince” the fern to attach itself to the white oak 
tree behind the house. I watched it regularly to see if it would adapt to its new home. 
After a rain, I would check to see if it responded to Nature’s beckoning and remained 
true to its name. I was so pleased that I decided to capture it in words:

Resurrection Fern
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Clinging to the limb
of the live oak tree,

I, too, live.

Nature beckons --
I die.

A drop of rain
(like thought of a distant soul)

touches my wrinkled frond.

I live again.

During 2011, my diary reflects my concern for changes in Fran’s health. She was also 
aware of changes that were occurring; however, she insisted on trying to do the things 
she had done through the years, particularly in family matters. We purchased a lift chair 
which was helpful when she moved from a sitting to standing position. She became 
tired very quickly, but she persisted in a way that still made her such a vital part of the 
family. A good example was our Thanksgiving celebration that year. She insisted on 
making her dressing, which had always been so important in our family celebration. 
Something very special happened that will make Thanksgiving 2011 a memorable one. 
After lunch we settled in the den, and Fran began to read a letter to the grandchildren. It 
was filled with so much emotion that she could not finish reading it. Maria completed it 
for her. Then two volumes of the grandchildren’s journals were given to Alec, Nick, and 
Maria and one volume to Sara and Hannah. She explained that she wanted to continue 
to write for Sara and Hannah and they would receive Volume II when they were sixteen. 
Then each of the grandchildren selected at random a page to read aloud to the family, 
thus recalling an experience in each of their lives. Words cannot adequately capture 
the emotion, one of love and appreciation for what Fran had done for the family. My 
memory reminded me of the endless hours that she spent at her computer writing the 
journals from the time each of the grandchildren joined the family. She will live on in 
the minds of the children as they read what she wrote and remember the strong love 
that linked us as a family. What a beautiful example of immortality.

It was during this year that Milton and Diane took Alec, Nick, and Sara to Russia, 
which was a valuable experience for all of them. They were able to visit the town 
of birth of each of the children as well as have the experience of living for a short 
time in a flat in Moscow. Because of their close link with the Frank Foundation, they 
had contacts that added richness to their trip. They were interviewed by a newspaper 
reporter, and an excellent article appeared in a Russian publication reflecting some of 
their experiences and their reactions. 

Although our travel to distant places had come to an end, we continued to travel on 
shorter trips with Paul and Sara. One was a trip to Moundville, Alabama to areas that we 
had not visited before. An experience that was firmly etched in Paul’s and my memory 
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was our sitting on the back porch of the ante-bellum B & B in Marion, Alabama. It was 
a rainy morning, and as often was the case, Paul and I probed deeply into subjects as we 
watched hundreds of hummingbirds visit the feeders. We both had begun to accept in 
our respective minds that God is not a being, but rather all of Being. We have continued 
to reach back to this time together as one that was significant for both of us. Then in 
the fall, we made our annual trip to the north Georgia mountains. Our stay at the York 
House B & B, visits to places, e.g., Brasstown Bald, that became a permanent part of 
our itinerary, Paul’s and my habitual early morning coffee, R & R in the afternoon, 
constituted a part of our lives that we valued so much. Reading the diary entry from 
our visit to Brasstown Bald as I write shows that we were already anticipating changes 
that would occur in the future:

       The visit to Brasstown Bald, also a tradition, was heartwarming, although both Fran and I concluded, 
separately, that it would be very difficult to visit there if one of the four were missing. We know this is 
inevitable, but the thought added a hint of sadness on this visit.

Although the general tone of the 2011 diary seemed to be different, it is clear that even 
with more limitations, Fran and I enjoyed a simple, but rich life together. We found 
that things such as afternoon tea outside and overlooking the yard we both agreed was 
beautiful brought genuine pleasure for us. The words of Booker T. Washington had 
increasing meaning for me: Cast down your bucket where you are.

I began to volunteer at Oak Park Nursing Home, visiting men who were confined to 
this institution. As I visited Otis Howard and read to him, I sensed the satisfaction it 
brought to him and to me. He consistently told me that I was his best friend, and on 
one occasion, he said he loved me like a brother. Maria joined me for visits and then 
visited on her own. This continued, and I came to know other men until I gave my time 
to caring for Fran. The experience caused me to question what is happening in health 
care as professionals have succeeded in adding years to the lives of people without 
attention to quality of life.

The advancement in technology made my remaining closer to home more pleasant.

My extensive correspondence with individuals in various parts of the world via e-mail 
became even more important for me, although correspondence had long been a part 
of my life.  Also, through the use of Skype, I could visit with people both in the U.S. 
and in foreign countries. My frequent Skype visits with Bill Davenport in California 
and Michel Salines in France were both stimulating and very satisfying as we pursued 
subjects of mutual interest and engaged in very meaningful conversations. We were 
able to keep our link to Scotland through Skype visits with Andy and Edna Cadenhead 
in Aberdeen.  While I questioned the seeming addiction of young people – and later 
adults – to their cell phones, I knew the opportunities of communication could be very 
positive. 
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My dear friend Jim Dinwoodie died, ending a relationship that was one of the most 
important friendships I had known. Ina had told Fran earlier in our relationship that 
Jim said I was his best friend. His name was added to the memorial bench in front of 
the Museum of Modern Art in Edinburgh where Fran and I had sat with him after the 
bench was given in Ina’s memory by his children, Fran and me. The three of us looked 
together at their beloved Edinburgh. His ashes were scattered along the route he, Ina, 
Fran and I had walked many times. The extensive file of correspondence, the assistance 
he gave in my family research, and the valuable help he provided in my research and 
writing the book James Cadenhead, RSA: Keeping his Memory Green make him live 
for as long as anyone reads these words that came from a man who loved learning in 
general, and Scotland in particular. I shall never forget that when in our conversations 
we had a question we could not answer, he would say, “We’ll look it up.” My friend 
Dorothy’s characterization of such a loss as “letting go of a hand in the dark” at that 
time seemed apt.

My deep love for Scotland continued as Hazel Cadenhead and I corresponded and 
attempted to document an actual link to support the DNA match between her brother 
Neil and me.  I wrote to Hazel’s mother Sheena at the time of McNeil’s death in 1992:

       What a great honor it would be if, through my continued work on the Cadenhead family history, I found 
that we were kinsmen.

McNeil never knew about the DNA analysis, and if he had, I believe we together would 
have found documentation. Alas! it was too late. Hazel and I continued the effort, but 
we were not successful. At this time, I kept the link alive by reading aloud to Fran 
from my travel diaries so we both could refresh the wonderful memories. Also, Fran 
had wanted so much for me to complete my memoirs. This was not accomplished, but 
occasionally I would read aloud from what I had written about earlier periods in our 
lives, and this brought satisfaction to both of us. This underscored the pleasure we both 
found together in simple things.

Since my visits to other countries had ended, I had begun to establish contacts nearer 
home that were very helpful. Correspondence continued to be of great value. My 
friendship with Jim Bradley was becoming very important as were my contacts with Bill 
Davenport and Hal Lyon. The growing friendship with Jim Bradley and more frequent 
contacts helped us both to realize we were indeed kindred spirits. My selection of his 
book to be read in the book club and my careful study of the book made me appreciate 
his scholarship.  I still felt comfortable in pursuing topics with Paul. Although I was 
not a part of a church, the subject of religion continued to be of interest. For example, 
on May 6, 2012, I sent the following quote from The Footprints of God by Greg Iles to 
Bill, Paul, and Hal:

       God is merely a part of the human brain, an evolutionary  coping mechanism that developed to make 
bearable our awareness of our own deaths.
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I wrote in my diary that day that such a statement can make one very lonely, but with 
the company of such as Bill, Paul, and Hal, the effects of the loneliness are lessened. 
I further wrote that it would be helpful if I had “someone tonight with whom I could 
converse on the subject, but alas, I ponder alone.”

For the first time, I recorded in my diary a thought that I continued to follow in 
subsequent years: “We create our own reality in our minds, including our concept of 
God.” I eventually reversed the subject-object relationship: Instead of “God created 
humans,” I believed that “Humans created God.” This thought persisted as I continued 
my search. Many years passed from the time I wrote in the note to Mother and Daddy 
in 1951, the year before I married,

       The only thing that would make us all feel at peace and have  something to look forward to is searching 
for God through prayer and study.

My diaries reveal so much as I wrote in moments of private thought. It was helpful to 
know that there were people with whom I could communicate through correspondence, 
but some thoughts were expressed only when I was alone and confided in the diary. I 
have long believed that the individual could be understood best by examining letters 
and diaries, although even then parts of thoughts are left concealed in the mind. So, the 
person can never be fully understood except through the lens of self-knowledge. My 
own reflection long supported the notion that self-analysis and understanding can be of 
great value in understanding others.

Hal Lyon shared his “reference to the sliver of time of his existence.” My acquaintance 
with Hal Lyon that came late in my life provided much support for my thinking. Our 
brief correspondence and few conversations were very important to me. I shall always 
be grateful to Paul for introducing me to his neighbor in Presbyterian Village.

At this time, I felt some guilt as I continued my own personal search completely apart 
from the organized church. There were times I believed Fran needed and perhaps 
wanted involvement in the church, but she would not go alone. As a result, she did 
not have contact with the friends she had known when she was an active member. 
Unfortunately, these friends did not reach out to her, and she did not assert herself in a 
way that resulted in close friendships. 

A third generation of Cadenheads entered Auburn University. Both Alec and Maria 
enrolled fall semester 2013. I had anticipated their coming, hoping that university life 
for them would be as meaningful as it was for me when I left home to attend West 
Georgia College in 1948. This did not prove to be what they or I anticipated.
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Alec learned that academic life was not his preference. This was clearly expressed 
in a statement he made when I took him to visit Ellis and he had the opportunity to 
work with heavy equipment: “I like to do things like this and not study books.” It was 
also a new chapter in Maria’s life, one for which she was not ready. She continued to 
volunteer at the nursing home, endearing herself to the people she visited. She told me 
and I recorded in my diary that “a person who wanders is not always lost.” Fortunately, 
maturity helped her to later return to the university. My diary for that year reflects many 
entries related to Alec and Maria.

Milton had a special event that allowed him to show his creativity. He prepared a video 
in competition related to memories linked to Toomer’s Corner. It was cleverly done, and 
he was among the final four whose videos were shown during Homecoming football 
game.  I was glad to see this deserved recognition because I knew his love for Auburn 
and his creative talent. 

Melanie, Maria, Michael, and Judy made a trip to Russia. Melanie had wanted Maria 
to have this experience, returning to the country when she was mature enough to 
appreciate the place of her birth. This led to an interest in locating her biological 
mother, an interest eventually fading. Her tendency to question was no doubt linked 
to this desire and it also resulted in her interest in learning about different subjects, 
making her comfortable conversing with adults. This trait helped her to later decide to 
be serious about learning. She never lost her love for the family and continued to show 
a caring spirit was obviously a part of her that served her well. 

The last visit with international friends occurred during 2013. Knowing that I would not 
make trips outside the country, my friend Michel Salines from France came to visit me. 
Our friendship had grown deeper since we first met in the early 80s. Correspondence 
and skype visits provided opportunities for us to pursue subjects that interested us, and 
we knew that ours was a valued friendship. When he came, we did simple things, such 
as sitting on the carport and conversing. I prepared meals for him, and we cherished 
the time together.

My world was continuing to shrink. I was taking on more of the work inside because 
Fran was more limited in what she could do. I was also maintaining my garden and 
completing all the work in the yards. Reviewing the diary reminded me that the entries 
reflected less depth. On August 27, I wrote:

       I am struggling with adapting to the changes that are occurring.  There are times when I think I have 
made progress and then I have feelings of confusion, especially when I consider what is ahead.

Earlier in the year (March 21), I wrote:

       I shall make myself content with a smaller world, holding on to my love for music, reading, and 
gardening. I must not allow myself to lose interest in ideas and my continual search. Only I can control 
this, so I must promise myself not to build a wall around myself.
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Mark and Potcher helped me win the battle with the rabbits that thought I planted the 
garden for them; they successfully put a fence around the garden.

Fortunately, I was invited to join a small group called Accademia della Crusca, built on 
an 18th century idea. The initial group members were Gerald Johnson, Gary Mullen, 
Gene Bramblet, and Sonny Dawsey. Later Tom Penton and Jim Bradley were added. 
This informal group met is homes for the purpose of discussing ideas. I respected all 
members of the group and found pleasure in meeting monthly with them to pursue any 
subject we chose. This group, along with the book club, put me in touch with men who 
dared to delve into subjects and find great pleasure in reading good books.

I had an interesting dream that made a particular subject grow in intensity in subsequent 
years: dying with dignity. The scene of the dream was a courtroom. The judge gave the 
sentence to the convicted: a choice of life imprisonment or assisted suicide. The dream 
could have been related to the death of Otis, the man I visited in the nursing home. It, 
no doubt, was connected to what I was considering a very serious problem in our time: 
aging population and the continuing increase in costs of health care.

My final entry in the diary for 2013 reflects this subject and is somewhat different from 
previous years as I faced some of the changes that were occurring and the uncertainty 
of the future.

       I must continue to pursue those things I can still do: reading, writing, music, gardening, and 
correspondence. These I can do at 259 Conrey  Drive where I have done them for 50 years. I must 
realize that my own life, too, will change as age dictates change. I have defied this thought successfully 
to this point, but I suppose I will gradually have to yield in ways that I now cannot determine. I hope 
I don’t have to yield too much because I would rather die than to live beyond usefulness. If I could 
change one thing that is very important in my thinking it would be providing the guarantee that the 
individual have the right to die with dignity – legally. This change will not occur in my life time, but I 
would be willing to work for this right for the individual, being sure my family understood my thinking. 
The subject must be addressed honestly in the future.

As I faced Fran’s declining health and also changes in my own, I realized very positive 
things happening for my children. Michael and Judy had acquired a lovely condominium 
in Panama City, Florida. Melanie decided to retire and return to Auburn, selling her 
home in Tyrone and building a lovely new home in National Village. A change for 
Milton and Diane as Nick, their youngest, was accepted at University of West Virginia. 
At this time, I was able to introduce Hannah to the piano, although actual teaching 
her came a little later. I could see that she learned quickly, and I looked forward to 
eventually teaching her. Our strong bond of love kept us close as a family as we faced 
both problems and positive changes. I valued this closeness more than anything in my 
life.

At this time, I made a connection that was both instructive and mysterious. Fran 
continued to try to do those things that had been a part of our life together through 
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the years. Of necessity, this had to change, resulting in her becoming depressed. It 
was the first time that either of us turned to medication for depression. I saw that 
ingesting chemicals made some difference in her feelings.  The connection I made with 
something in my own experience generated an interest that persisted. I knew that when 
I listen to music, some compositions can almost instantaneously result in a change in 
feeling. I wondered if the sound waves could produce a similar effect in the brain as 
chemicals. This question began a strong interest in seeking to understand brain activity 
and the individual’s creating his or her own reality, referred to above. The mystery 
surrounding this interest persisted and resulted in further questions I wanted to pursue.

It was during the month of July 2014 that I decided to ask Potcher to come to help 
me one day each week. Our link with Potcher and his family reached far back into 
our lives when Fran worked with him and taught him to read, something that made 
him have a strong connection with the family. Asking him to come once a week and 
complete the tasks I listed in the “Potcher book,” was a decision that made it possible 
for me to be a more effective caregiver for Fran and still maintain our home at 259 
Conrey Drive. Even more important was the building of a deep friendship that enriched 
our lives. Through this relationship I was able to provide piano lessons for Rakavius, 
Potcher’s outstanding grandson. Becky Cain gave him her piano, and I was able to 
achieve more depth in teaching music than perhaps is not possible with most beginning 
piano students. I shall long remember a conversation with Potcher as he and I worked 
together in the woods near my garden. We took a break and just talked.

I asked Pother, “Where is God?” His response, “In heaven.” I asked, “Where is heaven?” 
He responded, by pointing to the sky. I said to him that I thought God was in the woods, 
in him, in me – everywhere. I shall never forget his words, “I never thought about it like 
that.” Those simple words he spoke remind me often of two utterances I believe to be 
important: “I might be wrong,” and “I never thought about it like that.” He taught me 
an important lesson, just as he continued to teach by being a man whose genuineness 
and goodness are clear in the life he lives.

As indicated earlier, I believed my world was in some ways shrinking. I wrote in my 
diary on September 3 after a great visit from Bill and Molly Hornbuckle that I had a 
need for intellectual stimulation. Without my fully realizing it at that moment, I was 
having many opportunities for stimulation. Reflection on these makes them clearer. 
The evolving friendship with several people at the time added so much richness to my 
life. Jim Bradley’s visits and the inscription in his book he gave to me, referring to our 
rare friendship, illustrates the impact. I was reminded of the inscription in the book 
Charles Hudgins gave to me in 1951 and how it was deeply imprinted in my mind. 
Reading continued to be very important for me. One of the most important books at 
that time was The Spinoza Problem, by Irvin Yalom. I quote from my diary entry for 
December 13, 2014:
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       Reading the book Hal Lyon sent to me is a great experience for me. The book, The Spinoza Problem, 
reaffirms so much of my belief  system. Tonight, I was moved deeply when I read on page 100 “God is 
Nature. Nature is God,” I was reminded that Sasha and I made  the same statement – he in Russian and 
I in English – when we walked in the beautiful woods in Chewacla Park. I shall write to him tomorrow 
and remind him how much this meant to me.

I closed the year with the statement: “So many times this year I have written ‘Things 
are different now.’ So, I write again on the last day of the year.”

The new year continued to bring changes. Fran’s health continued to decline. She spent 
much time in her lift chair sleeping, but she did find some pleasure in reading from 
her kindle. Asim deleted everything on her computer, and we gave it to Potcher. There 
were many memories of her sitting at her desk writing her book and also keeping 
the journals on the grandchildren.  I continued to read aloud to her from my travel 
diaries, my memoirs, and books of interest.  She was admitted to the hospital for a 
bladder infection, and then spent four weeks in rehabilitation at Arbor Springs Center, 
attempting to restore use of her right knee and ankle. The latter was never corrected, 
making it necessary for her to use the walker. While she was at Arbor Springs, I had our 
bedroom reworked, with the help of my sister Anne. One of my favorite photographs 
was made of her facial expression when she saw the change in the room. I gave the 
antique dresser that had been in our bedroom for over 50 years to Mark and Dody. I 
was grateful for the excellent care given to Fran by Dr. Deborah Byron after Fran came 
home from rehabilitation.  Fran continued to do as much as possible to keep things 
as we had known them. For example, she dictated to me how to make party mix at 
Christmas, a long tradition she started many years ago.

There were changes for the children. Melanie settled completely in her lovely new home 
at National Village after a period of still working in Atlanta and coming to Opelika on 
the weekends. Milton and Diane purchased a town house in Auburn where Alec could 
live.  The Volkswagen found a new home in Maryland after being in the family for 48 
years, vacating its place on the carport. In return, I received a miniature of the car, with 
memories of the sound of the engine and the door slamming. Yancy gave me a framed 
photograph of the car for my birthday. Milton also let it wish me birthday greetings 
from Maryland by blowing the horn via the telephone! A significant change for Mark 
was the closing of the War Eagle Supper Club, the end of an era for the club that began 
in the 1930s. I gave Michael my pocket watch that was given to me by Fran when we 
lived in Mountville. Fran told me that he used to go with her when she made payments 
on the watch in LaGrange.

I wore it with pride for a number of years, and then it was displayed on the piano 
after it was no longer in my watch pocket, which eventually was eliminated from 
men’s trousers. Maria was making significant changes in her attitude and performance 
concerning her academic work. This was illustrated in a beautiful letter she wrote to me 
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on Father’s Day and then developed this further in her English class. At that time, she 
indicated that eventually she waned to write her life story, one that will be one worthy 
to be told. I repeat what I wrote in the introduction to my memoirs: everyone has a story 
to tell. I hope she will tell hers.
Things were changing for me as well. My diary entry for May 26, 2015 illustrates my 
thinking at the time.

       Sudden realization as I have my few minutes of early morning solitude and coffee. What is missing for 
me now is the overall  theme of my memoirs: life is a continual search, the e-mail  from Andy Philpot 
last night and a dream came together and  caused me to realize I am not content without this important 
part of my life. I must think about how it can be restored in my current state. Or  can it be?  Can I only 
write about it in the past and be content? Can I really be content in whatever state I find myself? I must 
think seriously about these questions.

My long-time interest in language diminished as I ceased to work on Russian, French 
and German. I knew that I would never become proficient in any of these languages; 
however, the study put me in touch with people from other countries. I maintained these 
contacts although there was not the same excitement I felt when I was studying the 
languages. My weekly skype visit with my friend Michel Salines in France continued 
to be something I anticipated every week, and e-mail correspondence with friends in 
Russia and Germany continued.

I no longer was active in family research, an interest that reached back to 1968. My 
correspondence with Hazel Cadenhead continued, although our joint search for a 
documented link between the two families ceased.  I sent my extensive file of letters 
from McNeil, her father, to her because I knew that letters written by a person reflect 
the person’s life. Hazel, being interested in family history, would appreciate the letters 
written by her father.  One positive contact was Bryan Latham from Bethel, North 
Carolina. His mother, who wrote earlier that James Cadenhead founded the first school 
in the small town prior to the Revolutionary War, was an important person in my family 
research. After her death, Bryan informed me that he planned to establish a museum in 
her home. I told him I would donate all my correspondence with his mother and also 
other materials for the museum. The Bethel connection will be important for anyone 
who chooses to continue the research on the Cadenhead family.

A very positive development for me during this time was the establishment of deep 
friendships. My relationship with Jim Bradley was especially meaningful. He came to 
visit me, knowing that I was more confined in my caregiving responsibility for Fran. 
Our conversations were very rich. Another friendship developed from the book club 
of which I was a member. The book, The Swerve, will always have special meaning 
for me. After Tom Penton led the discussion of the book, he and I met for further 
discussion. This was the beginning of one of the closest friendships I have ever 
known. We established a rich e-mail exchange, and he came to my home for excellent 
conversation. The books we read and discussed made it easy to agree with C.S. Lewis: 
“We read to know we are not alone.”
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To resist the probable tendency for memory loss, I initiated a “project” that proved to 
be positive for me. Memorization had always been a problem for me, whether it was 
poems or music. I decided to begin to memorize poems. I began by selecting ones that 
I liked. Then I asked individuals to share a favorite poem. In the process of memorizing 
the poem, I was able to link myself with both the poet and the person who suggested 
the poem. In the beginning of this project, Fran would “test” me as I attempted to recite 
the poems, correcting me gently when I made a mistake.

Later, I would sit on the carport for an early morning private time with coffee and 
poetry. This project led to some satisfying contacts and also enjoyment of the beauty of 
the poems. It was necessary for me to remind myself that I wanted to maintain as rich 
a life as possible and at the same time have as my priority caring for Fran.

The last full year of Fran’s life, 2016, showed important events, all memorable although, 
upon reflection, sad for me at the time of this writing. Fran was very much aware of her 
condition, summarizing it one day with, “I’m not me anymore.” Melanie made our 65th 
anniversary a beautiful time for us. Fran told Melanie that she would like to use our 
china and crystal, so Melanie set the table for two with our china, crystal, and silver and 
served a lovely dinner. Kerry Bradley, a member of my book club, appeared at the front 
door with a lovely arrangement of flowers, special ice cream and a card. Yancy and Joy 
brought a framed inspirational statement from First Corinthians: “Love is patient; Love 
is kind.” Martha Baugh brought lovely yellow roses. We talked to all the children and 
wished Milton and Diane and Mark and Dody a happy anniversary.

Her 86th birthday was special as well. It began with her favorite breakfast. I gave her 
the “recycled” card that I first gave to her 16 years earlier. A lovely floral arrangement 
arrived from Milton, Diane and the children. My friend, Tom Penton, appeared at 
the back door with another arrangement. She had numerous telephone calls during 
the day. Young Harris Jordan came in the afternoon. He had never had afternoon tea, 
so I invited him to join us for tea and cake. Melanie came and read messages from 
Facebook. Joy, Yancy and the children came and brought Joy’s delicious pumpkin bread 
and a pumpkin-scented candle. Then Tatiana and Sasha brought beautiful roses and our 
dinner. While we were eating, Maria came with another lovely arrangement of roses. 

Twice after her birthday, we played Scrabble; one of the times she beat me. I kept the 
score cards in my diary. Later that month, I decided to encourage Fran to express her 
thoughts and feelings, although she could not record them in writing. I devised a plan 
for her to dictate and I would write for her in the record book I gave the title, From My 
Chair. At various times at the end of the day, I would ask her to dictate and I would 
write. This is the last record of her own composition after successfully writing her 
own book and the volumes of journals for the grandchildren. (Sara enrolled at Auburn 
University at the beginning of fall semester.) It was during this year I concluded that if 
a portrait is going to be made of the person, it should be hands, not the face. The work 
of her hands lives on.
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An entry in my diary, quoting from an e-mail to Dr. Scott Morrell, captured my feelings 
at that time:

       The boundaries of my physical space are limited now, but my mind has no boundaries. I am able to 
reach out to others who  are interested in ideas and follow questions where they lead.

This attitude was very important to me. One day I compared it to the times I used to 
move to the hill behind the dairy barn during my teenage years and say to myself, 
“There must be something else ‘out there.’” Through the years, I also found comfort in 
Emily Dickinson’s lines, “How frugal is the chariot that bears the human soul” as she 
wrote about books. Reading correspondence with others in different parts of the world, 
and rich friendships brought both satisfaction and comfort to me.

Through the years, Fran and I developed friendships in unusual ways, allowing us 
to enjoy great diversity among our friends. A very significant friendship with Troy 
Chiles from Alabama Power Company grew out of his observing a particular plant 
in our yard. He came in response to an electrical problem, and as he passed what we 
called the sleeping hibiscus – also called Turks cap – he inquired about the plant. I 
gave him a part of the plant. This was later followed by his joining us for lunch. As it 
turned out, his kindness endeared him to both of us. When he came for a visit, he gave 
particular attention to Fran, and upon leaving, he always planted a kiss on her cheek. 
After her death, his and my friendship continued to grow, and his companionship grew 
in importance to me as well, showing the great value of kindness.

Several things were coming together at this time that caused me to think more about 
my own mortality, chief among these, Fran’s condition. As mentioned earlier, Paul’s 
neighbor, Hal Lyon, introduced me to the book The Spinoza Problem, and I selected 
it to be read by members of the book club. Reading further in Spinoza’s Theological-
Political Treatise helped me synthesize some of my own thinking in a way that was 
helpful at this time. One quote from the latter publication had particular meaning for 
me:

       Nothing is sacred, profane, or impure, absolutely and independently of the mind but only in relation 
to the mind.

This coincided with my thought that we create our own reality, and it supported what I 
wrote the first time in my diary on November 23, 2016: Man created God. The genesis of 
this thought is related to my first reading of James Michener’s The Source, specifically 
the chapter on “The Bee Eater.”  This idea is supported by Xenophanes who asserted 
that God bears no resemblance to human nature either in body or mind. Xenophanes 
further suggested that if animals created a god it would be in their image; triangles 
would conceive it as having three sides. Spinoza’s equating God and Nature caused me 
to likewise equate the notion of “God’s will” with natural law. It also made me believe 
what was attributed to Einstein: “If we look deep into Nature, we can understand 
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everything better.” Reaching back to 1987, I linked a poem I wrote at that time with my 
thought in 2016. I wrote the poem after observing a late afternoon storm: 

Obedient
to

Nature’s design
a

tryst
in the evening storm

issues
a flash of life

that
lives momentarily

then
vanishes

into

darkness

This metaphor – with an unusual use of the word “tryst” – was an attempt to link the 
attraction of opposites in Nature to create, although short lived, “a flash of life.”

I remembered the poem when I read in Nabokov’s autobiography, Speak, Memory, his 
characterization of life as a “brief crack of light between two eternities of darkness.”  
After our death, we return to what we were before our birth. At first, this seemed very 
gloomy, but then I had to ask the questions: How old is the earth? How long have humans 
inhabited the earth? How does the individual fit in the long line of ancestors in the chain 
of life? In the whole scheme of things, I could not argue with this characterization of 
the relative length of the individual life.

In my reading, I came across quite by accident a research study conducted at 
Northwestern University. The study revealed that there is a flash of light when sperm 
meets an egg at the moment of conception. It leads to a surge of calcium which triggers 
the release of zinc from the egg. As zinc shoots out, it emits a fluorescence which can 
be picked up by camera microscopes. This was first found in mice and later in humans, 
using sperm enzyme in the study.

A spark at conception; life of the individual metaphorically a flash in the whole 
scheme of things – what does it mean? It is all relative to something else: everything is 
connected to everything else. History has shown that great things have come from the 
“flashes of life” before they return to the darkness. What the individual does during this 
relatively short period is what matters. We have defined time in terms of past, present, 
and future. (The earth does not keep a calendar; it simply revolves and rotates.) All 
the individual has in his or her grasp is the present. The past is gone, and we cannot 
change it – although we can learn from it – and the future is uncertain; we cannot direct 
it according to our will.  The present belongs to the individual; it is all he has in his 
control.  
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For most people, such thinking is disturbing; for me, it was both challenging and, in 
a sense, comforting. I see it as the responsibility of the thinking person to continue 
to search. I continued to hold on to the line in the poem I wrote at age 17: “we were 
walking to think, to understand, and to love.” When I compared this thought with the 
comment made in the first paragraph of my memoirs relative to the continual search, I 
was reminded of the questions I wrote to my brother Paul on February 18, 2016: “Should 
religion, like science, have the primary purpose of searching for truth? Is it defensible 
for a person to believe something that is not true, even if it is comforting?” These two 
questions linger. At times such thinking leads to loneliness; however, communicating 
with others who likewise are searching and are open to diversity in thinking, the 
collective human spirit, which is basic to my belief system, brings comfort. 

(Note: July 1, 2018.  This morning, I recited the poem I wrote in 1949, thinking about 
what has changed and what has remained the same in relation to the poem. I then 
reminded myself of the difference between experiencing and remembering about the 
experience, thus underscoring my use of my diaries as I write. While this practice adds 
authenticity, the selection of entries causes it still to be subjective. Earlier, I decided 
that I would complete my memoirs with Fran’s death. With this thought, I asked myself, 
“Is today the day to complete the writing?” I shall see where the writing takes me.)

Although I did not know that the continued and increasing decline in Fran’s health 
would bring about her death as it did, I knew that the changes were serious. The fact 
that I had scheduled my own surgery (hip replacement) made it necessary for me to 
seek help in caring for Fran. Melanie helped me in contacting Glenda Bailey who 
proved to be so compassionate in caring for Fran until she, because of a health problem 
of her own, had to resign. I shall always remember what she did when Fran expressed 
concern that I would not be able to kiss her goodnight and tuck her in while I was in the 
hospital. Glenda let Fran put on lipstick and then imprint her lips on a tissue. She then 
sent this to me in the hospital. (This tissue remains in my diary.)

I engaged workers from Synergy Home Care after Glenda could no longer assist Fran. I 
was impressed with the service, and one worker, Antoinette, was outstanding. She was 
not only very efficient, but she also showed genuine love for Fran. During this time, 
Mark helped me to acquire a ramp, in an effort to make it easier for us to get Fran to the 
car. We used it one time. On March 10, I planned tea outside on the carport. Becky was 
here. She and Antoinette joined us.  It was the first time Fran had been outside since 
my surgery, and I did not know at the time that it would be her last time to see what 
she referred to as the “beauty of our yards” and what we had built together through the 
years.

On March 13, Fran could not raise her hands to her mouth, so I fed her her breakfast. 
That night, Melanie and Maria came. Fran thought Melanie was Gerry and Maria 
she believed was Beth. This was troubling for us, and my diary entry, “future is very 
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uncertain” was an understatement. The next morning when Antoinette took her to the 
bathroom, Antoinette, very disturbed, told me that something was seriously wrong. The 
ambulance came and took her to the hospital. I did not realize at the time that what we 
had observed proved to be symptoms of urinary tract infection.

Her last days were very difficult for all of us. I recorded on March 21 that the date 
“was the most difficult day of my life: deciding how Fran’s life will end.” The details in 
my diary reflect the compassion of Dr. Presley as he met with my family and how the 
decision was made not to have a permanent feeding tube. My private time with Fran on 
the 22nd will remain with me until the end of my life. I had to tell her that her (and our) 
decision meant that she was going to die. All she asked for was time to tell all those she 
loved goodbye. The outpouring of love from family and friends was overwhelming as 
she had the time she requested.

On March 24, she was transferred to Bethany House where she spent her last days.
As she lingered, the closeness of the family brought such comfort, although each person 
felt grief in his or her own way. Mine is shown on a daily basis in my diary, reaching 
a climax on April 6, the date of her death, beginning with the words “My dear Fran is 
gone,” giving details of the day. 

The beauty of her life was reflected in the long line of people who came on the night of 
visitation to show their love and respect and in the simplicity of her funeral at graveside 
where Yancy and Potcher, two people she loved so much, paid tribute to her. Afterward, 
a copy of a resolution sponsored by Senator Tom Whatley was read in the Alabama 
Senate. This resolution based on the obituary written jointly by the family from a draft 
prepared by Maria presented a beautiful reflection of her life. The inscription on her 
permanent headstone further underscores the significance of her life: “A kind and 
nurturing wife, mother, grandmother, teacher, friend.” 

Following Fran’s death, I wrote a piece that was important to me, having observed how 
she died. This piece remains between the pages of my diary because I did not believe 
I had the full support of the children to publish it. The subject of dying with dignity is 
one about which I feel great passion. I leave the piece between the pages of my diary 
believing that at some time in the future this is a subject that must be addressed in 
public debate with both compassion and candor.

My diary reflects my adjustment to what I wrote on the day of her death about the 
beginning a new chapter in my life.  Then on November 28, 2017, I recorded in my 
morning quiet time, suddenly, a metaphor with which I close my memoirs. I consider it 
an important way of projecting what I desire for the remainder my life. It is simple but 
filled with meaning for me. My “vision” was of my life as a line (my spark along the 
great chain of life) with three segments: “what was,” “what is,” and “what can be.” The 
first segment, well-documented in my diaries, shows a richness that I value so much. 
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Entries reflect a life of searching with high and low points. The middle part reflects 
both the satisfactions I feel and limitations that are a part of me now. The third segment 
of the line I view in a positive way, and I hope that through secure linkage to the other 
two, I can emphasize what can be. 

Now that my physical limitation causes me to remain close to home on a daily basis, 
I recently set up a place in my woods that I refer to as my cathedral. Looking back to 
that place in the deep ditch that meant so much to me before I left home at sixteen, 
moving in and out of the organized church, I now at 86 made a new “altar,” which has 
very special meaning for me. I recorded in my diary on May 7, 2018 my reaction after 
my first visit to my cathedral.

       A memorable experience this morning very early. I took my coffee to my new special place and I sat 
alone. I shall never forget looking  up through the tall trees to the oncoming brightening morning sky.  
I felt – with John Muir – the cathedral formed by the trees; I even saw the shape of different leaves 
against the background of the sky. I looked around me and saw things that had special meaning for 
me: native azaleas, galax, fern, sweet shrubs, bird bath, and statue of St. Francis. I recited his prayer 
against the background of bird songs. I uttered words from Spinoza: God and Nature are one. I felt a 
wonder- ful peace. This was linked with a dream that I had been away from Fran, and when I touched 
her, and she saw me, she was startled. I don’t know the connection between the dream and my early 
morning experience, but I accept the mystery.

I feel deeply my memory of Fran and the profound love that binds my family. Friends 
who provide a special kind of companionship bring both warmth and challenge. Some 
join me in a second chair in my cathedral reserved for anyone who cares to be with 
me there.  I continue the search that I began so long ago, and I hope to continue it as 
long as I have my mental faculties. When this is no longer possible and believing that 
the essence of the person is the mind, I desire that my spark of life (the restless soul) 
vanish as quickly as possible into the darkness. I want then to live in the memory of 
those who choose to remember and further be linked to the mysterious and beautiful 
collective human spirit.




